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FRONTISPIECE.

THE FEBRUARY ICE CRUISE.

February 20, 1922, northeast of the Tail of the Grand Banks, the " Seneca" hove to in a
northwest gale; force 10; ice making on deck. With the exception of two days, con-
tinuous gales were experienced the entire cruise. The bergs do not arrive until later, and
this cr'iAntifi/^ riKcoruntinnc a ro riiff'n^ult +n /-tKfQir-ithe scientific observations are difficult to obtain
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Treasury Department,
United States Coast Guard,

Washington, January 13, 1928.

The Honorable the Secretary of the Treasury :

Referrmg to the requisition of this office dated January 13, 1923,

for the printing of Bulletin No. 10, International Ice Observation and

Ice Patrol Service in the North Atlantic Ocean, 1922, I would state

that this publication is necessary in the conduct of the ordinary

routine business of this department. This service was begun by the

United States in 1914 at the request of Great Britain acting on behalf

of the various powers interested, under the conditions set forth in the

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, which was

signed at London, January 20, 1914, by the representatives of those

powers. Under those conditions the several powers assumed the

obligation to contribute to the expense of the international service in

certain proportions, enumerated in article 7 of the said convention.

The Government of the United States pays about 18 per cent of the

cost of the service, the other powers interested paying the balance.

An Executive order was issued on September 20, 1916, creating an

interdepartmental board. Under the provisions of the Executive

order it is the duty of the board to

—

(a) Prepare a systematic program for the work in connection

with the mternational service of ice observation, ice patrol, and

ocean derelict destruction, undertaken by the United States,

especially that part which pertains to observations and related

scientific work.

(&) Direct the scientific observers, receive their reports, and

prepare the same for publication.

(c) Make recommendation for such special appropriations or

legislation as may be necessary.

It is desired to incorporate in the bulletin 12 photographs and 31

charts, which are necessary to illustrate the activities and conditions

connected with the service and will be of unusual interest to the

several powers and scientists who are watching the progress of this

work.

Respectfully,

(Signed) W. E. Reynolds,
Commandant.

Approved,

Edward Clifford,

Assistant Secretary.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ICE OBSERVATION.

Treasury Department,
United States Coast Guard,

Washington, January 6, 1922.

To the Commanding Officer, Coast Guard Cutter " Seneca' \-

1. Prepare the Seneca for duty in connection with the International

Ice Observation. On February 5, 1922, the Seneca is detached from

the New York division, and assigned to independent duty Interna-

tional Ice Observation, with headquarters at New York, N. Y.

The Seneca will sail from New York, February 5, 1922, or as soon

thereafter as practicable, and proceed to the Grand Banks of New-
foundland and locate the ice fields and positions of the icebergs,

thereafter keeping in touch with the ice situation, making such

observations as practicable on the quantities of ice, its kind, extent,

and drift, and obtaining such information as may seem to be of value.

2. The service to be performed is primarily the ascertainment of

the locations and the progressive movement of the limiting lines of the

regions in which icebergs and field ice exist in the vicinity of the

Grand Banks of Newfoundland, and the dissemination of the informa-

tion so ascertained for the guidance and warning of navigators; and,

coordinately with these primary duties, the making of such oceano-

graphical and meteorological observations as will form a contribution

toward the knowledge of the reason why the limiting lines assume

their observed locations.

3. Observations at recorded times, extending from the surface to

the bottom, should be made in well determined geographical positions

throughout the patrolled region for determining:

(a) The temperature and salinity of the water by readings in

series at definite intervals of depth.

(6) The direction and rate of movements of the waters at the

different depths.

These observations in each locality should be repeated as often as

such locality is revisited.

4. Each hour there will be recorded the reading of the barometer,

the temperature of the air, both wet and dry bulb thermometers,

temperature of sea water at surface, the direction and force of the

wind, the forms of clouds, direction from which moving, the amount
and the visibility, the state of the weather, and the condition of the

sea and directions from which swells are coming.
1
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5. Scientific Observer E. F. B. Fries will be directed to assemble

the scientific instruments and the materiel necessary for making and

recording oceanographic data, and to report on board the Seneca at

New York, January 25, 1922. You will afford the scientist every

facility for, and assistance in, making such observations and collect-

ing such data as he may desire, bearing in mind that the main duty

of the Seneca is to keep track of the ice movements ; and this practical

work of the Seneca must not be subordinated to the work of scien-

tific observation. It should be borne in mind, however, that the

work of ice observation is highly important, and it is believed that

most valuable data can be collected from these observations without

in any way interfering with the primary duty of the Seneca.

6. It is the present intention of Headquarters to detail two vessels,

other than the Seneca, to perform the continuous ice patrol which

past experience has shown should commence about April 1, and
continue throughout the season of dangerous ice conditions. You
will make such recommendation as is pertinent if, in your opinion,

from your observation, the constant ice patrol should commence
earlier than April 1, 1922.

7. On your passage to the eastward, you will report your position

daily to Headquarters through coast naval radio stations as long as

practicable, and thereafter through Canadian radio stations. If not

practicable to send by any of these stations, you will relay through

any vessel within reach. After locating the ice, you will discon-

tinue reports to Headquarters, and make these radio reports to the

Hydrographic Office, New York City. These reports for the Hydro-
graphic Office will be sent by you daily at 4 a. m., seventy-fifth

meridian time, and addressed to '^ Hydrographic, New York." The
ice information to be sent to that office will be in as plain and concise

English as practicable, and will state the following, all numbers to

be spelled out:

(a) Ice (berg or field)

.

(6) Date.

(c) Time (seventy-fifth meridian time).

{d) Latitude.

(e) Longitude.

if) Other data as may be necessary.

Whenever practicable these ice reports will be sent via Cape Race
Radio Station.

8. Ice information will be given at any time to any ship with
which the Seneca can communicate. You will notify the Canadian
radio stations through which you communicate that they are at

liberty to forward a copy of your ice reports to the proper Canadian
authorities.
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9. While on ice-observation duty, you will make reports in tripli-

cate to Headquarters from time to time as opportunity affords.

These reports should be as full and complete as circumstances will

permit and should be accompanied by charts, graphs, and photo-

graphs as appropriate.

10. During the period of ice observation the Seneca will base at

Halifax, Nova Scotia. Arrange for fuel and supplies at that port,

and for delivery of mail, express, and freight to your vessel.

11. The work of the Seneca on this duty will be of international

character, and, as the various maritime nations of the world have

intrusted the management of the ice observation and ice patrol

service to the United States, it is important that the work be done

as thoroughly as possible in order that the record of the United

States, and the Coast Guard in particular, for efficiency, shall be

sustained.

12. Upon befng relieved of this duty return with your command
to New York, N. Y., and resume your regular station, reporting to

the commander. New York division, for duty in that division.

13. You will acknowledge receipt of this order.

W. E. Reynolds, Commandant.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ICE PATROL.

Treasury Department,
United States Coast Guard,

Washington, March 3, 1922.

To the Commanding Officers of Coast Guard cutters on ice patrol, 1922:

l.The Modoc and Tampa are designated to carry out the Inter-

national Ice Patrol during the season of 1922. Lieut. Commander
B. M. Chiswell is assigned to command the patrol. Lieut. Commander
W. J. Wheeler will command until first arrival of patrol commander
on patrol. Vessels concerned will make the necessary preparations

to carry out these orders.

2. The object of the patrol is to locate the icebergs and field ice

nearest to the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes. It will be the duty

of patrol vessels to determine the southerly, easterly, and westerly

limits of the ice and to keep in touch with these fields as they move to

the southward, in order that radio messages may be sent out daily,

giving the whereabouts of the ice, particularly the ice that may be in

the immediate vicinity of the regular trans-Atlantic steamship lanes.

3. The patrol will continue until the ice no longer constitutes a

danger to navigation in the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes. The ice

season is usually three months, April, May, and June.

4. While on this patrol the Modoc and Tampa will base temporarily

and obtain fuel and other necessary supplies at Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The two vessels wiU make alternate cruises of about 15 days in the ice

region, the 15 days to be exclusive of time occupied in going to and
from base. The patrol commander will so regulate the movements of

the vessels that on the fifteenth day after reaching the ice region the

vessel on patrol will be relieved by the second vessel, if possible, at

which time the first vessel wiU proceed to base, replenish her fuel

supply, and return in time to relieve the other vessel at the end of the

latter's 15-day cruise. It is important that the patrol be continuous,

and the vessel on patrol must not leave her station until relieved by the

other vessel, unless it is absolutely necessarj^ to do so.

5. Having located the ice, the patrol vessel will send the following

daily radiograms. All times in radiograms will be in seventy-fifth

meridian time:

(a) At 6 p. m. (seventy-fifth meridian time) ice information will be
sent broadcast for the benefit of vessels, using 600-meter wav^o length.

This massage will be sent three times with an interval of two minutes
between each.
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(b) At 4 a. m. (seventy-fifth meridian time) a radiogram will be

sent to the branch Hydrographic Office, New York City, defining the

ice danger zone, its southern limits, or other definite ice news. The
telegraphic address of the Hydrographic Office is "Hydrographic,

New York."

(c) Ice information will be given at any time to any ship with

which the patrol vessol can communicate.

(d) Communication probably can be carried on throughout the

patrol via the naval radio stations at Otter Cliffs, Me., and Boston,

Mass. Dispatches from Headquarters to vessels on ice patrol will be

sent via the naval radio station at Boston, Mass. Vessels on patrol

should, when practicable, send all reports via the Otter Cliffs Radio

Station, using either 952 or 975 meter wave length. If Otter Cliffs

can not be reached, reports may be sent via Cape Race or by the

most convenient route. Whenever for any reason patrol vessels are

unable to hear the radio station at Boston, Mass., Headquarters

should be notified of that fact at once via any available route, in order

that messages may be transmitted to patrol vessels by route other

than Boston.

6. Ice information will be given in as plain, concise English as

practicable, and will state in the following order:

(a) Ice (berg or field)

.

(6) Date.

(c) Time (seventy-fifth meridian time).

(d) Latitude.

(e) Longitude.

if) Other data as may be necessary.

7. Attention is called to article 3235 (c). Regulations, the pro-

visions of which wiU be followed in radiograms sent to the Hydro-

graphic Office. (See par. 5 (b) of this order.) In radiograms sent to

vessels other than Coast Guard cutters tlie words "latitude" and

"longitude" will be used.

8. Each patrol vessel will keep a remark book in which will be

entered all data and information concerning the ice that can bo

collected.

9. Each vessel, on being relieved by the other vessel, will deliver

to the relieving vessel copies of all radiograms sent to or received

from the Hydrographic Office during the cruise, and copies of all

instructions received from Headquarters by radio.

10. At the end of each cruise each vessel will forward to Head-

quarters a full report in triplicate. These reports should not include

any matters of purely ship's business which do not relate to the ice

patrol. Each vessel wUl send these reports direct to Headquarters

and furnish a copy of such reports to tha other vessel on patrol.
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11. Each vessel will plot on tracing paper used in connection with

the appropriate plotting sheet, the positions and extent of the ice as

located from time to time. Such data wiU also be plotted on a

duplicate tracing paper, and this duplicate will be delivered to the

relieving vessel.

12. If, in an emergency, it becomes necessary for the junior com-

manding officer to conmiunicate directly with Headquarters, in order

to avoid delay, a copy of aU such communications will be furnished

to the patrol commander.
13. Barometers of patrol vessels shall be calibrated b}'^ the United

States Weather Bureau before sailing on patrol duty.

W. E. Reynolds, Commandant.





Plate No. I,

GREENE-BIGELOW WATER BOTTLES.

Here is shown the manner of stowing the Greene-Bigelow water bottles on board the "Modoc."
They are secured in a rack by means of a slide bolt in such a manner that they can be
tripped after the sample of sea water is drawn off.



REPORTS OF COMMANDING OFFICERS.

ICE OBSERVATION.

Coast Guard Clttter "Seneca," Lieut. Commander A. L. Gamble,
Ice Observation, First Cruise, February 8 to 26, 1922.

The Seneca sailed from New York February 8, 1922, in accordance
with Head(juarters' orders of January 6, 1922, to take up the ice obser-
vation duties in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
En route to the Great Bank a succession of gales from NW. to SSW.,
with very rough sea, and rain, hail, and fog at intervals, was experi-
enced. ^"^ ^**'

"

'T**^ ^y*^ ?^^
On the 14th the steamship Pioneer reported extensive ice fields on

the east edge of the Great Bank. The Seneca was unable to locate
these ice fields, but continued her search for ice.

At 4 p. m., February 19, took sea-water tests at station 172, in lat.

45° 32' N., long. 48° 36' W., and then steamed on a 150° true course
across the Labrador Current for the purpose of making other ocean-
ographical tests.

On February 20, stopped at station 173, in lat. 45° 34' N., long.
47° 32' W., and took sea-water temperatures every 50 meters to a
depth of 250 meters, and made vertical and surface drags with nets
for biological specimens. The temperature of the sea at a depth of
250 meters was 50° F., whUe on the preceding day, at station 172, it

was 32° F. This showed that the Seneca had crossed the Labrador
Current and was well into the Gulf Stream. The sea, which had been
rough since the 16th, calmed down this day. The barometer fell

rapidly during the night and the wind increased in force until it was
blowing a moderate SW. gale, which shifted to W. during the morn-
ing of the 21st, with a rough sea, which caused us to heave to.

This blow was of short duration, and the Seneca proceeded on her
course, heading across the Labrador Current and taking the usual
oceanographical observations at stations 174 and 175. (See chart
"A.") The wind increased to a fresh gale by night and veered from
SW. to NW., causing the Seneca to heave to. On the 22d the bar-
ometer continued falling, and the wind increased in force to a whole
gale from the NW., the vessel being heavily coated with ice from the
spray and falling snow. After fallmg to 29.79 inches, the barometer
started up slowly at midnight and continued to rise during the 23d,
on which date the wind moderated to a strong breeze. After reaching
30.06 at midnight on the 23d, the barometer began dropping at the
rate of 0.10 inch per hour, and by 3 a. m. of the 24th the wind backed
to S. and increased from a gentle breeze to a moderate southerly gale
at 8 a. m. The southerly gale continued to blow throughout the day
and by 6 p. m. had veered to NW. without abating in force. At noon
on this date the barometer, which stood at 29.49, started to rise and
continued risuig until it reached 30.00, at midnight, when the wind
moderated to a fresh N. breeze. On the 24th the Seneca passed clear
of the Great Bank and set a course to pass south of Sable Island, en
route to Halifax.

7
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After passing Nantucket New South Shoal lightship, the Seneca

was accompanied by a flock of herring gulls and kittiwakes, and by
a few dovelties. This flock left us as we neared the Great Bank, on
the 14th, and a few muires then appeared. On the 15th, when on
the southern portion of the Great Bank, which we found to be the

best fishing ground last j^ear, birds became more numerous and manv
herring gulls, kittiwakes, and great black-back gulls were seen. With
the exception of these flocks, only scattered birds were seen occasionally

until the 19th. This was probably due to the fact that the wind blew
with gale force from the 14th to the 18th, inclusive. On the 19th,

when we had reached our northernmost position, lat. 46° 50' N., long.

48° 30' W., the weather had moderated to such an extent that a large

flock of birds, consisting of greater shearwaters, sooty shearwaters,

great black-back and glaucous gulls, and kittiwakes, joined the ship

and accompanied us to the Gulf Stream, in lat. 44° 50' N., long. 46° 55'

W. Gales and rough seas prevailed during the remainder of our
stay on and near the Great Bank, from the 21st to the 24th, inclusive,

ana only a few scattered kittiwakes trailed the ship at times. Three
greater shearwaters were observed as Ave cleared the Bank on the

24th, a NW. gale and rough sea prevailing at the time.

On February 9, the steamship Aitinat reported ice fields in the area

between lats. 48° 10' N. and 45° 50' N. and longs. 47° 48' W. and
50° 00' W. This was the first report of ice received this season. On
the 10th, St. Johns Radio Station broadcasted the same information,

and also reported that there was a small field north of Sable Island.

On the 12th, the steamship Farahy reported field ice far to the north,

extending from lat. 48° 02' N., long. 48° 24' W. to lat. 47° 20' N.,

long. 48° 46' W. On the 13th, the steamship Bilhster sighted field

ice between lat. 47° 00' N., long. 49° 30' W. and lat. 46° 20' N., long.

50° 20' W. On the 14th, the steamship Empire Arrow saw field ice

in lat. 46° 00' N., long. 47° 50' W., and on the same date, the steam-
ship Dighy, while coasting off St. Johns, Newfoundland, reported field

ice extending 11 miles and containing one berg in lat. 46° 59' N., long.
52° 44' W. She also reported two other bergs in lat. 47° 16' N., long.
52° 28' W. These were the only bergs reported during the month of

February.
Commencing with Februarj^ 14, the Seneca every four houi-s broad-

casted requests for ice information and temperatm-es of sea water.
On the 15th the steamship Dighy reported having passed clear of the

ice field, in lat. 46° 06' N., long. 50° 15' W. On the same date the
steamship Pioneer reported an ice field extending from lat. 46° 25'

N., long. 47° 28' W., to lat. 45° 30^ N., long. 48° 50' W. On the 18th,

the steamship Sachem reported having entered an ice field in lat.

45° 45' N., long. 51° 50' W., while standing a course of N. 43° W.,
true. As no fiu-ther reports were received from her, it is supposed
that the field must have been of limited extent. On the 24th, the
steamship Gallileo reported slob ice as extending for 60 miles hi an
ESE. direction from Halifax.

Ice information was supplied to steamships as follows: Manchester
and Severance, February 15; Springfield, Februar}- 18; WJieeling
Mold and Gvstavsholm, February 23; La Lorraim and Hoxie, Feb-
ruary 25. On Februar}' 17, the steamship Merry Mount requested
instructions by radio for the treatment oi a seaman suffering from
ah ulcerated tooth, and the Seneca's surgeon prescribed the necessary
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treatment. Foiir hundred and fifty sea-water temperatures were
furnished to us by 120 steamships.

The following oceanographical and biological stations were estab-

lished: (See chart "A.")

station.
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strong breeze and veered from NW. to N. The usual tests were
taken at oceanographic station 176, lat. 42° 40' N., long. 57° 10'

W. The temperature of the sea water, which was 54° F. at the sur-

face and 51° F. at a depth of 250 meters, placed the vessel in the
Gulf Stream. Observations taken 12 hours later, at station 177,

lat. 42° 53' N., long. 55° 35' W., 60 miles to the eastward of station

176, showed the temperature of the sea water at the surface to be
34° F., while at station 178, lat. 43° 15' N., long. 53° 45' W., the

temperature of the sea water at the surface was 51° F. The high
temperatures of the sea at stations 176 and 178 indicated that we
were in the Gulf Stream. The Seneca arrived at the edge of the
Great Bank at 6 p. m., March 16, where we took the usual tests at
station 179, in lat. 43° 38' N., long. 51° 48' W.
On the 16th, the barometer fell from 29.80 to 29.26 and the wind

veered from N. to ESE. at noon, and then backed to ENE. at mid-
night, by which time it had increased in force from a gentle breeze
to a moderate gale. The sky was overcast and there were frequent
snow squalls, wliile the sea was rough, with a heavy swell from SE.
On the 17th, the barometer rose steadily from 29.26 to 29.84 and the
wind moderated to a gentle breeze, which backed from ENE. to

NW. at noon and then veered to ESE. at sunset, later backing to

ENE. at midnight. The rough NE. sea was followed by a heavy
SE. swell, and the sky was overcast throughout the day. At station

180, lat. 43° 50' N., long. 50° 25' W., the usual oceanographical tests

were taken. On the 18th, the barometer fell slowly; the wind
moderated to a light breeze which veered from ENE. to S. The
weather was foggy and rainy, except during the forenoon and after-

noon watches. The Seneca steamed to the NE., to search for bergs
which the steamship Breizizel reported as having sighted this morning
in lat. 43° 24' N., long. 49° 25' W. Observations taken at noon
this date showed that we had been set 30 miles SW. during the pre-
ceding 24 hours. On the 14th, the steamship Bothwell reported
having sighted a berg in lat. 42° 56' N., long._ 48° 44' W. This
report was relayed tlirough the steamship Saxonia and was received
by us on the 17th. The location given is believed to have been in

error, as the steamship Corsican passed through it and searched
between meridians 50° W. and 48° W. during daylight. At the same
time, the steamship Mexico searched the zone between lon^s. 49°
00' W. and 47° 30' W. and lats. 42° 05' N. and 42° 25' N. The
steamship Melrose Head, on the 16th, searched between longs. 48°
00' W. and 49° 00' W., lats. 43° 00' N. and 43° 15' N. On the 16th,
the steamship Saxonia passed through the zone embraced between
longs. 50° 00' W. and 48° 00' W., lats. 43° 00' N. and 43° 20' N.,
and on the same date the steamship Canadian Conqueror stood a
parallel course to the north of that of the Saxonia. None of these
vessels sighted any ice, although warned by the Seneca to keep a
lookout. On the dates given the visibility was excellent, especially

on the 17th. The Corsican's track is exactly that which the Seneca
would liave followed, so it was concluded that the position given by
the Bothwell was in error, and the Seneca proceeded to search for the
bergs reported by the Breizizel.

On the 18th, fog set in at 5 p. m., interrupting our search, where-
upon the Seneca was stopped and drifted. The fog lifted the morning
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of the 19th. when we steamed to lat. 43° 24' N., long. 49° 28' W.,
which was the position of the bergs reported by the Rreizizel, but
none was sightea. We continued to search to the southward, passing

through slob ice and finding more birds than heretofore seen on this

cruise. Fulmars, a few great black-back gulls, kittiwakes, and
dovekies were seen. At 3 p. m., arrived alongside of a small, saddle-

shaped berg, or growler, in lat. 43° 05' N., long. 49° 40' W., where-
upon the vessel was stopped and permitted to drift. At sunrise,

March 19, observations showed that the growler had drifted SW.
2 miles per hour. The steamship Alness reported having sighted a

large berg in lat. 43° 24' N., long. 49° 15' W., at 2.45 p. m. the 19th.

The Seneca proceeded in search of this berg at daylight on the 20th
and found it at noon in lat. 43° 04' N., long. 49° 20' W. On account
of the positions of these bergs and the strong set of the Labrador
Current, recommended to Headquarters, by radiogram, that the ice

patrol commence. It was planned to drift with this berg and to

gauge the current, but the weather was overcast and foggy on the

21st, so that the position of the berg was not plotted imtil noon of

the 22d, when it was found to be in lat. 42° 53' N., long. 49° 34' W.
Observations showed that the strength of the current had decreased
to 7 knots per day. During the afternoon of the 23d. fog again set

in and the vessel was permitted to drift. On the 25th, received a
radiogram from Headquarters, directing the Seneca to continue the

ice patrol until relieved by the Tampa. On the 25th, the fog lifted,

the wind having hauled to NW., and search was started at daylight
for the berg last seen on the 22d in lat. 42° 53' N., long. 49° 34' W.
This berg was sighted shortly before noon and observations placed
it in lat. 43° 04' N., long. 50° 31' W., showing that it had drifted 48
miles, 290° true, in three days. The ship drifted 70 miles, 290° true,

during the same period of time. The berg was only one-half as large

as when sighted on the 22d and not more than one-fourth as large

as when seen on the 20th. Its high pinnacles and shallow base had
made it a good sailer. From the time when it was reported by the

steamship Alness, on the 19th, until its position was observed on the
25th, it had drifted a distance of about SO miles in a curve paralleling

the Tail of the Bank, its track being the resultant of the current
and the gentle to fresh easterly breezes. (See chart "D.") Another
berg was also sighted at sunset on the 25th in lat. 43° 10' N., long.
50° 50' W.

During the 26th the Seneca drifted, keeping the berg to the south
in sight. The berg sighted at sunset on the 25th was no longer visi-

ble. The first large nock of tern was seen this day. The morning
of the 27th set in misty, so that the berg to the south could not ibe

seen. On the evening of the 26th the steamship Canadian Seigneur
reported having sighted a berg in lat. 41° 35' N., long. 50° 32' W.
On the morning of the 27th the steamship Polonia reported having
sighted one in lat. 41° 30' N., long. 50° 05' W. These reports prob-
ably related to the same berg. The Seneca steamed for the latter

position and located the berg on the westbound track for Boston.
A broadcast was sent at noon, calling attention to the extreme
southern position of this berg and warning vessels to keep to the

southward of it. This berg was probably on the boundary between

29150—23 2
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the cold Labrador and the warm Gulf Stream water, and it should
disintegrate rapidly. Many murres were seen this day, the sea-water
temperature being 50° F. The murre is a cold-water bird. At dark
the Seneca was in lat. 41° 40' N., long. 50° 07' W. and drifted during
the night. At daylight of the 28th search was renewed, the vessel

steaming in widening and open squares 20 miles between legs and
crossing the border of the two currents, which was plainly distinguished

by eddies and the choppy surface of the sea. At 7 a. m. on tms date
the steamship Canadian Trapper reported having sighted a ber^ in

lat. 41° 51' N., long. 50° 43' W., 30 miles to the NW. of our position.

A mirage was noted to the NW., where a portion of the sea appeared
to be lilted above the surrounding waters, with a streak of sky show-
ing between the two. From our noon position in lat. 41° 40' N.,

long. 49° 50' W., we stood along the boundary between the Gulf
Stream and the Labrador Current to the position of the berg reported
by the Canadian Trapper, the temperature of the surface of the sea
changing at times as much as 20° in a few ship's lengths. Although
the visibility was high and several steamships stood across this area
on parallel courses, none of the last three bergs reported to us were
again sighted this day.
The unusual mirage existing on this date must have affected all

astronomical observations to such an extent as to account for the
failure of these vessels to pick up these bergs again, or it may have
been that the same berg was reported in different positions on the
26th, 27th, and 28th. The inverted reflection of a steamer below
the horizon was observed, and a cask floating at the boundary of

the two streams loomed up out of all proportion to its actual size.

On the 28th we made the usual observations at oceanographic station

183, in lat. 41° 40^ N., long 49° 43' W. Dovekies, murres, and ful-

mars were seen this date. The weather was generally clear, with a
smooth sea, an unusual mirage, and was excellent for scouting
purposes.
On the 29th we received a radiogram from the Tampa stating that

she had left Boston for the patrol waters. The day began with a
dense fog, so we steamed to the SW. to work into clear weather,
where observations could be made. At 2 p. m. the weather cleared,

and our position was located as lat. 41° 37' N., long. 51° 00' W.
The barometer fell during the day from 30.18 to 29.78, and the light

SSE. wind veered to W. by S. and increased to a strong breeze, which
caused a rough, choppy sea to make up. On this date received a
radiogram from Headquarters directing that Hydrographic, New
York, be infonned as to the position of the latest berg signted. Ac-
cordingly a radiogram was sent to Hydrograpiiic stating that the
three bergs reported farther south were probably one and the same;
that the positions were in warm water, and that until their disinte-

fration was assured the Seneca would continue to warn vessels to
eep south of lat. 41° 30' N. between meridians 48° W. and 51° W.

In the morning watch of the 30th the wind veered from W. by S.

to NW. by N. and blew a moderate gale, which caused a rough cross
sea. At 8.30 a. m. the steamship Paris passed a mile to the north-
ward of us and gave us a position in lat. 41° 23' N., long. 51° 48' W.
Our noon latitude, crossea by radio bearing from Cape Race, checked
fairly with the position given by the Paris. The 31st began with a
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slowly falling barometer, the wind holding steady, but increasing in
force to a strong gale, which caused a very rougn sea. It had been
the intention to cruise on the 30th and 31st in the vicinity of the
southernmost bergs reported, but the northwesterly gale and the
rough sea compelled the Seneca to head to the sea, and this worked us
away from the vicinity of the bergs. These bergs were sighted on
the 26th, 27th, and 28th, when they were in warm water, were not
sighted again, and either must have melted or been set to the north-
eastward.

Ice reports were received from the following steamships on the
dates stated: 16th,j Canadian Conqueror; 17th, Bothwell; 18th, Bre-
izizel, Alsena, Aldermin, Laura Meet; 19th, Alness; 20th, Alness, Cana-
dian Squatter, Canadian Ranger, Hastings County, Sierra Nevada;
21st, Scatwell; 23rd, Nanedosa; 26th, Canadian Seigneur; 27th, Polo-
ni-a; 28th, Canadian Trapper, Romsdalsholm; 29th, 30th, Canada.

Special ice warnings were sent to the following vessels on the dates
stated: 17th, Corsican; 18th, Tartania, Lunois, Alsena, Duel, Laura
Meet; 19th, West Arrow, Fanet Head, Tartania; 20th, Sierra Nevada;
21st, Regina, Albania, New Rochelle, Lord Antrim; 22nd, Mineadosa,
Canada; 23rd, Homestead, Celtic, Aquitania, Bosivorth, Lorraine,
Merry Mount; 24th, Stureholm; 2oth, Woodnuinsie, Dunbridge; 26th,
Metagama, Olympic, Adriatic.

After receiving the first report of ice, on March 16, ice conditions
and ice warnings were broadcasted at 6 p. m. each day, and beginning
on the 17th report was made to Hydrographic, New York, at 4 a. m.
each day, 75th meridian time. The Seneca broadcasted requests for
ice reports and sea-water temperatures every four hom-s.

Derelict reports were received, broadcasted, and forwarded to the
Hydrographic Office as follows: March 17, from steamship Cantigny,
wooden hulk, lat. 43° 05' N., long. 42° 32' W.; from steamship Nan-
hole, black buoy, lat. 40° 05' N., long. 50° 45' W.; 19th, from steam-
ship Canadian Explorer, wreck, lat. 43° 12' N., long. 46° 33' W.;
28tn, from steamsnip Venonia, 40-foot spar, lat. 41 50' N., long.
50° 41' W.; 31st, from steamship Benkelsdilk, bell buoy, lat. 40° 34'

N., long. 46° 38' W.
The Seneca and Tampa met at 6.30 p. m., April 1, in lat. 41° 32'

N., long. 53° 55' W., whereupon the oceanographic observer, together
with the oceanographic outfit, were transferred to the latter-named
vessel. After the Seneca had sent out the evening broadcast, the
patrol duties were taken over by the Tampa, and the Seneca set
course for Halifax.

Coast Guard Cutter '' Tampa," Lieut. Commander W. J. Wheeler,
Ice Patrol, First Cruise, March 28 to April 16, 1922.

At 2 p. m., March 28, 1922, the Tampa sailed from Boston for the
Grand Banks of Ne\vfoundland to relieve the Seneca on ice patrol.
On March 29 radio communication with the Seneca was established.
Thereafter the Tampa followed the 42d parallel to rendezvous with
that vessel. Moderate NW. winds to fresh NW. gales, with rough
seas, were experienced until April 1, upon which date the Tampa
was directed to lay to and permit the Seneca to approach her on
radio compass bearings. The Seneca was sighted about 4 p. m. and
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reached the Tampa at 5 p. m., when, the wind and sea having
moderated, the Seneca s boat transferred the oceanographical observer

to the Tairtpa, which tliereuj)on reheved the Seneca and the latter-

named vessel J)roceedod to Halifax. The Tampa then set course for

lat. 41° 50' JS., long. .51° .50' W., so as to arrive at that j)osition at

daylight A])ril 2.

At 5 a. m., April 2, established lookout aloft and began systematic
rectangidar search of the area between meridians 52° W . and 50° W.
and from ])arallel 42° X. southward to the Gulf Stream. The above
area was covered without sightmg any icebergs. At 6.10 p. m. the

vessel stopped and lay to for the night. During daylight fresh ESE.
wind to fresh E. gale was experienced, w^ith moderate to rough sea.

The steamsliip Lord Ormon reported a berg in lat. 42° 28' N., long.

50° 00' W., iind the steamship Dighy reported field ice extending to

the northward from lat. 43° 55' N., long. 49° 40' W. Broadcast
warnings were sent and vessels wore warned to keep south of lat. 42°

00' N. between longs. 51° W. and 49° W.
At 4.40 a. m.. April 3, steamed ahead on course E., true, to search

the area south of lat. 42° 00' N. between longs, 50° W. and 49° W.
At 5.45 a. m. located our position as 25 miles SW. of dead-reckoning
position, the difference being due to drift, mainly at night. Stood 45
true for 25 miles, and then resumed rectangular search of the probable
ice area south of lat. 42° N. as far east as long. 49° W. The day began
with fresh ENE. gale, which moderated to gentle and moderate
breezes from ENE. The barometer was lowest at 4 a. m., when it

stood at 29.05 inches. Kain and fog were experienced at intervals.

One berg and one growler were reported in lat. 44° N., long. 49° 10'

W. The field ice report was the same as yesterday.
On April 4 lay to the entire day, on account of fo^. Gentle to

strong NE. to ENE. breezes; moderate to rough sea. Tlie barometer
registered between 29.17 and 29.20 during the day. The steamship
Reqina re])orted open ice fields in lat. 43° 30' N., between longs. 59°
13' W. and 59° 35' W.
At 4.15 a. m., Aj)ril 5, steamed ahead on a N., true, course to investi-

gate ice conditions north of parallel 42° N. and west of meridian 49°

W. At 5.15 a. m. a dense fog shut in and we stood S., true, to escape
fog and secure observations. At 6.55 a. m., clear of fog, stopped and
lay to to await clearing weather to the northward. Observations
showed vessel SW. of dead-reckoning position. At 9.40 a. m. stood
NE. true to recover position. At 10.20 a. m. received a report of

small bergs to the westward and stood 278°, true, for their re])orted

position. The steamship Old North State reported a berg in lat. 41°
18' N., long. 51° 40' W. The steamsliip Cairnvanrola reported a
berg in lat. 41° 16' N., long. 51° 03' W., with a sea-water temperature
of 54° F. The steamship Mottisfont reported a berg in lat. 41° 39' N.,
long. 51° 17' W., with a sea-water temperature of 30° F. At 6 p. m.
stopped in lat. 41° 29' N., long. 50° 16' W. and lay to for the night.
Moderate to strong NE. winds, increasing to fresh N. to NNE. gale,

prevailed during the day, with moderate to rough sea. The weather
was overcast, with fog around the horizon at intervals. The ba-
rometer read between 29.29 and 29.34 inches. The report of the
Mottisfont was regarded as the most reliable received this date, the
positions of the other bei^ reported being questionable.
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At midnight, the beginning of the day, April 6, steamed ahead on
285°, true, couree, to reach by daybreak starting point for search for a
berg reported on the 5th. At 7.20 a. m., course 342°, true; at 8.25
a. m. coui-se 254°. true. Searched the area south of lat. 42° N. be-
tween longs. 51° W. and 52° 30' W. without sighting any bergs.
Two steamships which traversed this area tliis date reported that
they had seen no bergs, so it was concluded that the bergs reported
were small ones and had melted in the warm water of the Gulf vStream.
At G p. m. set course 844°, true, to reach by daybreak position in lat.

42° 10' N., long. 51° 55' W., from which" it was planned to search
north of Int. 42° N. between meridians 52° W. and 50° W. Fresh
NNE. gale to strong NNE. to N. winds prevailed throughout the
da}'. Sea j-ough. Weather overcast, partly clear at intervals.

Barometer rose from 29.35 to 29.50.

At 5 a. m., April 7. set course E., true. At 6.15 a. m. stopped on
account of dense fog. At 8.45 a. m., fog clearing, stood ahead on E.,
true, course. At 10.20 fixed position by radio bearing and observation.
At 10.50 a. m. stopped because of dense fog and drifted until 4 p. m.,.

when we stood 350° true to counteract drift and to gain position north
of steamer track for the night. At 6.30 p. m. stopped and drifted for
the nipht. Moderate to strong breezes from N. to NNE.; thick fog.

partiallv clear at intervals. Barometer rose slowlv from 29.48 to
29.68.

At 4.40 a. m., April 8, steamed ahead on an E., true, course for the
pm'pose of searching the area north of lat. 42° N. between meridians
51° W. and 49° W. At 5 a: m. thick fog shut in and we stopped and
drifted until 3.40 p. m., when we stood 330°, true, to counteract
probable drift from wind and current, the sea-water temperatures
showing that we were on the edge of the Gulf Stream. At 5.40 p. m.
stopped and drifted for the night. Moderate to strong breezes from
N. to NNE., moderating to gentle breeze at end of the day, were
encountered. The weather was foggy throughout the day, partially
clearing at intervals.

Bergs and growlers were reported on the east side of the Great Bank
and extending southward. The southern limit of the field ice was
lat. 43° 20' N., long. 49° 30' W. At 10 p. m., the steamship Rhode
Island reported three growlers in lat. 42° 25' N., long. 50° 15' W.
At 4,35 a. m., April 9, steamed ahead on course E., true, to continue

the search of the area unmediately north of lat. 42° N. between
meridians 51° W. and 49° W. At 5.25 a. m. stopped on account of
dense fog. At 6.20 a. m. steamed ahead again. At 10.35 a. m. set

course N., true. At 12.10 p. m., course W., true. At 12.40 p. m.,
the visibility being reduced, stood SW., true, to reduce our distance
from the eastbound steamship track. At 3.30 p. m. stopped on ac-
count of dense fog and l&j to tne remainder of the day. 'The fo^ con-
tinued during the remamder of the day and night. Light airs to
moderate breezes, shifting from S. to NNW., prevailed, with fog at
intervals and smooth sea. At the close of the day intercepted a
broadcast message from Hydrographic Office, Washington, advising
all trans-Atlantic shipping to adopt, on April 8, eastbound track cross-
ing long. 47° W, m lat. 39° 30' N., and on April 15 to adopt west-
bound track crossmg long. 47° W. in lat. 40° 30' N.
On April 10 we drifted in a dense fog until 7.30 a. m., when, the

weather having cleared, stood ahead on a W., true, course to search
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along lat. 42° 30' N. between longs. 49° W. and 51° W. At 8 a. m.,
made out a small iceberg nearly ahead and at 8.30 a. m. stopped
alongside the same and photographed it, and then continued on W.,
true, course. At 10.25 a. m., passed a small growler on port beam.
At 10.57 a. m., set course 225°, true, for a large growler. Photo-
graphed it and then stood for another growler, which was found to

be a small one. At 1.30 p. m., set course E., true, to return to ice-

berg sighted at 8 a. m., and to search farther south from its position.

At 4.38 p. m., passed a growler on our starboard beam. At 6 p. m.,

stopped alongside iceberg visited at 8.30 a. m., and drifted for the
nignt. At the end of the day, the Tampa was lying near a small
berg in lat. 42° 20' N., long. 49° 37' W. Another small berg and three

growlers were scattered in the vicinity of lat. 42° 15' N., long. 50° 30'

W. Light to gentle SE. breezes, with partly clear to overcast and
rainy weather, prevailed.

At 4.40 a. m., April 11, steamed ahead on course 140°, true, to

return to the berg alongside of which we stopped for the night on
April 10, having drifted 9 miles from it during the hours of the night.

Picked up the berg and photographed it from various positions;

also ascertained that its drift was 90°, true, 0.25 knot per hour. At
11.40 a. m., set course 213°, true, for oceanographic station 184, in

lat. 41° 23' N., long. 50° 18' W. At 4.45 p. m., stopped at station

184 and took the usual oceanographic observations. At 8 p. m.,
having completed the work at station 184, set course 350°, true, for

station 185, in lat. 41° 55' N., long. 50° 19' W. At 10.55 p. m.,
stopped at station 185 and began oceanographic observations.
Lignt to moderate variable breezes, with partly clear weather,
prevailed during the day.

April 12 began with our occupying station 185, where we completed
observations at 2.40 a. m., and tnen stood 352°, true, for station 186
in lat. 42° 25' N., long. 50° 20' W. At 5.18 a. m., passed close to the
small berg sighted at noon on April 10. At 6.20 a. m., stopped at
oceanographic station 186 and took observations. At 9.25 a, m.,
completed observations and stood on course 13°, true, for station 187
in lat. 42° 55' N., long. 50° 22' W. At 11.20 a. m., passed two
growlers. As our noon observation showed that wo had overrun
station 187, the Tampa continued to station 188 in lat. 43° 45' N.,
long. 50° 25' W. During the afternoon we passed a number of

growlers. At 3.30 p. m., stopped and took the usual observations at

station 188. At 4.45 p. m., stood on a 212°, true, course for a small
to medium-sized berg. At 5.12 p. m., alongside berg, stood around
it and took photographs. At 5.36 p. m., stood 163°, true, for station
187. At 10 p. in., passed a small growler close aboard and at 10.20

f).

m., stopped at station 187 and began observations. Fresh to
ight breezes, NE. to N., followed by light variable airs, with cloudy
weather and intermittent fo^s in the afternoon, prevailed. The sea
was from moderate to smooth.

April 13 began with our taking observations at station 187, in lat.

42° 55' N., long. 50° 22' W. At 2.05 a. m. completed observations
and stood on a 124°, true, course for the southermuost berg sighted
on the 12th. At 10.50 a. m. arrived alongside the berg and pnoto-

fraphed it from various positions. At 11.40 a. m. stopped alongside
erg and drifted. At 3.35 p. m., weather tliickening, stood for oerg
which was then some 5 miles to windward. At 4.26 p. m. very thick
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fog, stopped approximately 1 mile to leeward of berg and drifted.

The chip log showed that the vessel drifted 1.25 miles per hour approxi-
mately north, true, under the influence of the wind alone. Light to

fresh breezes, SE. to S., with cloudy weather and very thick fog the
latter part of the day prevailed.

April 14 began with a dense fog, which lasted until dayhght. At
6.15 a. m. set course 200°, true, and stood back to the berg, alongside

of which we hove to yesterday. The Tampa lay to during the day
and drifted, keeping the berg in sight. It was found that this berg
was drifting north at the rate of 0.3 knot per hour. (See chart '' D.")
The wind was moderate to light from WNW. to SE., and the weather
was partly cloudy, with dense fog at the beginning of the day.

April 15 began with our drifting near the southernmost berg,

which was now melting rapidly. During the afternoon steamed back
to the berg, from which we had drifted 7 miles in 10 hours. Light
to moderate N. to W. winds, partly cloudy weather, and smooth sea
to moderate swell prevailed during the day. At 8 p. m. the steamship
Cantigny reported a small berg in lat. 42° 02' N., long. 50° 42' W.
At midnight, the beginning of April 16, stood to the westward in

search of the small berg reported by the steamship Cantigny. At
9 a. m. passed a growler in lat. 42° 03' N.,long. 50° 36' W., which
was eviaently the berg reported by the Cantigny. At 9.30 a. m. set

course 281°, true, to intercept the Seneca. At 11 a. m. passed a
small growler in lat. 42° 06' N., long. 51° 02' W. At 2.30 p. m. we
were relieved by the Seneca, in lat. 42° 12' N., long. 51° 55' W., and
the oceanographer and scientific observer were transferred to that
vessel. Light to moderate NE. breezes and mostly cloudy weather
were experienced during the day.
During this cruise of the Tampa we received approximately 460

sea-water temperature reports, positions, and courses from vessels

in the ice areas between longs. 43° W. and 55° W. Daily broadcast
warnings were sent by radio to all vessels, and daily ice reports were
sent to the Hydrographic Office, New York, and, beginning April 8,

also to Fuelite, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Vessels were, for the most
part, warned to keep south of lat. 42° N. between longs. 49° W. and
52° W.
The following steamsliips were given special ice warnings on the

dates specified: April 2, Dighy and Northwestern Miller; April 3,

Cassandra and West Samoset; April 4, Ahsaroka, La Bordonna, and
America; April 6, Baltic and Lucerna; April 7, Sachem, Wells City,

Lucerna, and Tiger; April 8, Sachem; April 9, Suisinawa and YJM;
April 12, Finland and Lexington; April 13, Lexington, Cedric, and
Cythia; April 14, La Touraine and a vessel whose name was not
obtained.
On April 11 the following broadcast was sent out: "Ice patrol

Tampa, 42 N., 50 W. Bergs and growlers along east side Great
Bank extending southward. All vessels advised keep south of 42
between 49th and 52d meridians. Report positions, courses, water
temperatures often."

On April 15 the following broadcast was sent: "42 30, 49 17,

drifting near small berg 0.2 knot per hour northerly. Small berg
reported 42 02, 50 42. Warning all vessels south of this position

between 49th and 52d meridians.
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The following reports relative to derelicts and other floating dan-
gers to navigation were received and broadcasted on the dates given:

April 1, derelict wooden hull, 75 feet long, in lat. 45° 17' N., long.
37° 14' W.

April 3, floating mine, lat. 40° 18' N., long. 52° 56' W.
April 4, whistUng buoy, lat. 40° 44' N., long. 43° 21' W.
April 5, spar attached to wreckage, lat. 41° N., long. 50° 55' W.
April 6, whisthng buoy, lat. 40° 26' N., long. 55° 28' W.

Coast Guard Cutter "Seneca," Lieut. Commander A. L. Gamble,
Ice Patrol, First Cruise, April 16 to 30, 1922.

The Seneca left Halifax the forenoon of April 10, to relieve the
Tampa on ice patrol. Communication was estabhshed with that
vessel in the early morning of April 16, at which time the Tam'pa was
searching for growlers reported by the steamship Cantigny in lat.

42° 02' N., long. 50° 42' W. The two vessels then steamed to

rendezvous on a line of bearing, checked by radio compasses, and each
sighted the other dead ahead, meeting at 2.30 p. m., April 16, in lat.

42° 09' N., long. 52° 06' W., where the Seneca took over the ice

Eatrol duty. The Seneca then steamed ESE. for the position reported

y the Cantigny, stopping and drifting at dark in that position.

From April 10 to 15, light northerly to moderate NNE. winds pre-
vailed. On April 16 we had fresh NE. winds with moderate sea.

The weather was overcast and rainy, with light snow at the end of
the day.
On April 17, the wind backed to N. The barometer rose steadily

to 30.37 inches and a moderate swell prevailed. At daylight,
steamed east on the 42d parallel, searcliing for growlers between the
50th and 51st meridians. The temperature of the surface water
of the sea was 32° F., except for a stretch of 4 miles, where it was
56° F. During the night, neaded to NE., swell with steerageway
only. Kittiwakes, terns, dovekies, and murres were sighted in the
cold waters passed through this date.

April 18 began with wdnd calm. During the da)", the wind in-

creased to a moderate WNW. breeze, whicn backed to SW. at the
end of the day. Sky partly cloudy to overcast, with moderate NE.
swell. At daylight, the visibility being high, we started to search
for the growlers reported by the Cantigny on the 10th and sighted
two between lats. 42° 05' N. and 42° 20' N. and longs. 50° 45' W.
and 50° 55' W. One was a growler the size of a box freight car,

while the other had wasted to such an extent that it supplied barely
suflficient ice to fill our refrigerators. At dark we stopped and
drifted for the night. Fulmars, kittiwakes, murres, and petrels
were seen in the water during the day. The temperature of the
surface waters was found to be 34° F. The barometer rose slowly
to 30.34 inches at noon, and then fell slowly to 30.32 inches at the
end of the day.

April 19 we had light to moderate variable breezes from SW. to
NE. by way of NW. Fog set in at 4 p. m. and prevailed during the
remainder of the day. Steamed ahead at daylight and stood east
along the 42d parallel as far as the 48th meridian, then north to
lat. 42° 30' N., where we stopped and drifted on account of fog.



Plate No. 2.

A BERG THAT HAS JUST CALVED.

June 15, 1922, in 42° 43' N., 51° 27' W., water temperature 48°. When approaching this
berg, 1 mile distant, a side of the pinnacle on the left detached itself. The detached
piece, weighing thousands of tons, slid down into the sea. This photograph was taken
from the crow's nest of the "Modoc" shortly afterwards. The brash ice and small growler
can be seen floating away.



Plate No. 3.

A large berg observed by the patrol May 1, 1922, 42° 50' N., 49° 30' W., drifting 228° true
at the rate of 0.25 knot per hour. This photograph was taken from the main deck of the
" Tamoa."
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April 20, gentle to moderate E. to SW. winds prevailed. The
barometer fell this date from 30.38 inches to 30.09 inches. Steamed
ahead at daylight, to continue the search to the northward and west-
ward, but fog set in at 9 a. m., causing postponement of search.
Checked position bj radio bearing from Cape Race and then stood
on that bearing, sounding at hourly intervals, to pick up the edge
of the Great Bank. At 3 p. m., sounded in 35 fathoms, and at 5.30
p. m. anchored in lat. 43° 26' N., long. 50° 07' W.

April 21 began Avith a moderate E. breeze, which veered to SW.
and moderated to light winds; weather overcast, with intervals
of fog and rain; long westerlj^ swell. The barometer fell from 30.07
inches to 30.02 inches at 8 a. m., and then rose slowly to 30.14 inches.
We steamed ahead at daylight and stood SW. to search for bergs,
reported on the 12th to westward of the Tail of the Bank. The
weather became so thick in the early afternoon that the Seneca was
stopped and drifted during the night. On this date the steamship
"Winefredian, which was 200 miles south of us, reported a SW.
gale and heavy sea, while a westerly gale was reported 300 miles
north of us on the Newfoundland coast.

April 22, light variable winds, shifting from SSE. to WSW. and
then back through S. to E., prevailed. The weather was overcast
and generally foggy. At daylight, stood SW. to continue search
interrupted on the 21st, but fog set in at 7 a. m., and the vessel was
permitted to drift, except for a few hours in the afternoon, when the
search was resumed. Stopped for the night and drifted in lat. 42°
16' N., long. 51° 13' W. The barometer rose from 30.14 inches to
30.29 inches during the day.

April 23 fresh southerly winds, with moderate to heavy SSW.
swell and fog, were experienced. At daylight, headed to the south-
westward to continue search, but fog set in at 7 a. m., causing us to
stop and drift. The temperature of the surface water rose from 38°
F. ; at noon, to 56° F. at 8 p. m., wliich showed that we had worked
to westward out of the tongue of cold Labrador water extending
south of the Great Bank into the bight of the Gulf Stream, spreading
north to the westward of the Great Bank.

April 24 gentle to fresh SSW. winds, backing to SE. at end of the
day, with moderate to heavy SSW. swell, prevailed. We were
unable to search during the day, on account of the low visibility.

Tropical rain squalls were experienced during the first part of t&e
day, while the temperature of the sea water and air registered 58°

F. ; in the afternoon, when the temperature of the air fell to 52° F.
and that of the water to 42° F., dense fog shut in. The vessel
drifted to the NW. in the mixed waters of the Labrador Current
and the Gulf Stream.
On April 25 the weather conditions continued unfavorable. We

experienced fresh SSE. winds, with rain and fog except for two hours
at midday, and a heavy SE. swell. The barometer was low and
fairly steady, being 29.76 inches at the beginning of the day, falling

to 29.64 inches at noon, and rising to 29.72 inches at midnight.
While steaming south to oceanographic station 190, lat. 42° 05' N.,
long. 52° 15' W., we passed from water with a surface temperature
of 60° F. into a 5-mile stretch of water with a surface temperature
of 36° F., and then into water of a surface temperature oi 54° F.
In the afternoon, while proceeding on the reverse course to oceano-
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graphic station 191, lat. 42° 30' N., long. 51° 47' W., we found the
surface temperatures to be 52° F. and 40° F, in the same locahty,

lat. 42° 20' N., long. 52° 30' W. These variations in temperature
would indicate a rapid mingling of the surface waters. At station

191, we found that the Labrador Current was overriding the Gulf
Stream. During the night of the 25th we stood NE. at slow speed.

April 26, the weather continued unfavorable, with fresh SE. winds
and fog throughout the day, with rough sea, the barometer bein^
steady and low. At daylight, we arrived at station 192, lat. 42° 50
N., long. 51° 25' W., and, after taking the usual observations, pro-

ceeded to station 193, lat. 43° 10' N., long. 51° 05' W. We then
stood for central station on the Grand Banks, but as we could not
make it by daylight, stopped at dark and drifted. The temperature
of the surface water on the Grand Banks this date was found to

be 32° F.

On April 27, steamed ahead at daylight for the central oceano-
graphical station, lat. 43° 45' N., long. 50° 25' W., where we arrived

at 9.30 a. m. and took the usual tests, after which the Seneca anchored
in 27 fathoms of water. During the day, we experienced fresh winds
from SSW., which fell to light winds at the end of the day. Dense
fog prevailed until sunset and a heavy SSW. swell, which moderated
toward night. The barometer rose from 29.63 inches to 29.80
inches.

April 28 began with gentle SSW. wind, increasing to strong wind
at noon, ^\'ith heavy SSW. swell. The weather was foggy in the
forenoon and clearing in the afternoon. At 2 p. m., weighed anchor
and steamed to the southward. During the day, intercepted mes-
sages to vessels passing to the northward on tracks 8 and 9, bound
to Halifax and the St. Lawrence, concerning ice conditions on their

routes. The Seneca informed Cape Race Radio Station that such
information would hereafter be broadcast by the patrol vessel

and requested that station to -so inform inquiring vessels.

April 29 began with a moderate SW. wand, which veered to a light

NW. breeze during the day. Cloudy weather, which became overcast
with showers at sunset, was experienced. By forenoon the sea had
moderated and we steamed, full speed, to search for bergs to the
southward and westward of the Great Bank. At dark, stopped
and drifted, having covered the area between meridians 50° W. and
51° W. and parallels 42° N. and 43° N, We received Headquarters'
radiogram directing the Seneca to return to New York upon being
relieved b}^ the Tampa, and also a radiogram from the Tampa
giving her noon position as lat. 43° 13' N., long. 58° 56' W.
The patrol vessels met in lat. 42° 39' N., long. 52° 45' W., at 2.30

p. m., April 30, 1922, at which time the Tampa assumed the patrol

duties.

From the date of assumption of the patrol duties, on April 16, to

the time the Tampa relieved the Seneca on May 1, the routine radio
reports were sent each day to the Hydrographic Office, New York,
and the prescribed ice warnings were broadcasted. In addition to

the 6 p. m. broadcast, an 11 a. m. broadcast was sent out during
foggy weather. As fog conditions prevailed from the 19th to the
27 th, no reports from vessels south of the 45th parallel were received,
and the Seneca was unable to search the area to the SW. of the Great
Bank, where bergs had been reported during the latter part of the
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Tampa's April cruise. A menace was presented by the berg reported

by the Tanaford on April 17 in lat. 43° 35' N., long. 48° 00' W. If

this berg were in the Labrador Current, it would have set toward the
Tail of the Bank. Owing to the uncertainty of the movements of

these untraced bergs, the Seneca's broadcast zone was successively

swning around a fixed point at the intersection of the 43d parallel

and the 48th meridian* through the following positions:

April 21, lat. 43° 30' N., long. 51° 00' W., then west to 53° 00' W.
April 23, lat. 42° 20' N., long. 51° 00' W., then west to 53° 00' W.
April 24, lat. 42° 20' N., long. 50° 00' W., then west to 53° 00' W.
April 25, lat. 42° 20' N., long. 49° 00' W., then west to 53° 00' W.
April 26, lat. 42° 10' N., long. 49° 00' W., then west to 53° 00' W.
Special warnings and routings were given to the following steam-

ships on the dates specified: April 20, Winifredian and Canadian
Coaster; April 21, GiLstavholm; April 23, Litunia and Vellavia; April 24,

Wyncote, Cedric, and Homestead; April 26, Bothwell and Metagama.
During the cruise, 670 water-temperature reports were received

from various steamships.

The following steamships reported having sighted ice on the dates
specified: April 17, Tanaford; April 20, Cornishman; April 22,

Canadian Navigator and Canadian Hunter; April 23, Canadian Navi-
gator, Fontee, and Vellavia; April 25, Venusea, Wisley, and BothweU;
April 26, Edward Jeramae; April 28, Kaiserin Auguste, Minahrea,
and Metagama; April 29, Canadian Explorer, Dighy, Cassandra, and
Cairnross. The ice reported by these vessels, with exception of that
reported by the Tanaford on April 17, was on routes to the north of

the 45th parallel.

Notices of the following obstructions were received and forwarded
to the Hydrographic OflB^ce, New York, from the steamships named
on the dates specified: Brittania, wreckage, April 16; Le Cog, buoy,
April 17; Atlantic Sun, buoy, April 18; Canadian Hunter, spar,

April 22; Maddequest, buoy, April 23; Carmania, buoy, April 23;

Anaconda, buoy, April 24; Victorio Emanuel III, wreckage, April 28;
Svrico, large tree stump, April 28.

This cruise was disappointing, as no ice, except a small growler
and a few cakes, was observed. The Grand Banks and adjacent
waters were enveloped in fog, limiting the number of ice reports

from merchant steamers and mterfering with scouting by the patrol

vessel. Southerly winds prevailed from April 19 to April 28, veering
to the NW. on April 29. During this period, there was no day when
the visibility was fair or on which the fog whistle was not in use.

Coast Guard Cutter "Tampa," Lieut. Commander W. J. Wheeler,
Ice Patrol, Second Cruise, April 30 to Mat 15, 1922.

The Tampa left Halifax at 2.30 p. m., April 28, and set course to

pass 20 miles south of Sable Island, thence 102° true, until radio

communication was established with the Seneca. At 1.40 a. m.,

April 30, lat. 42° 40' N., course was changed to E. true, for the pur-
pose of meeting the Seneca on this line. At 1.30 p. m., April 30,

sighted the Seneca ahead, and at 2 p. m. lay to while the Seneca
transferred the oceanographer and the scientific observer to the

Tampa. The Tampa then took over the ice patrol, lat. 42° 40' N.,

long. 42° 50' W., and stood on an 82° true course for lat. 42° 50'
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N., long. 50° 20' W., whence at daylight, May 1, search could be
carried out east of this longitude between lats. 42° N. and 43° N.
At 10.30 p. m., fog set in, when we changed course to 118° true, for

lat. 42° 10' N., long. 50° 20' W., which was the southern end of the

first line of search, with the expectation of running out of the fog.

Gentle to moderate W. to NNW. winds, with smooth to moderate
seas, were experienced on April 28 and 29, while on April 30 we had
gentle to light SW. winds, with calm and fog at the end of the day.

At 11 p. m., G. M. T. sent the following broadcast: "Ice patrol

Tampa. 42 40 N., 52 30 W. Ice area mth following bounds:
48th meridian, 43d parallel; thence to 42 00, 49 00; thence to 42 00,

50 30; thence to 43 00, 50 30; thence on 43d parallel to 53d me-
ridian; thence northward on 53d meridian. For vessels making
Cabot Straits many bergs and growlers on tracks 8 and 9 between
longitudes 47 10 W. and 51 50 W." The Tampa communicated
with Cape Race and arranged for that station to broadcast, free of

chaise, ice warnings regarding Cabot Straits.

May 1 began with light airs to moderate breezes from N. ; weather
clear after 3 a. m. ; moderate confused swell. Vessel on course 118°

true, for southern end of first line of search. At 7.37 a. m., in lat.

42° 10' N., long. 50° 20' W., set course N. true, on line of search.

During the day, covered the area between lats. 42° N. and 43° N.
and longs. 50° 10' W. and 49° W. At 12.25 p. m., sighted a berg
in lat. 42° 50' N., long. 49° 30' W. At dark stopped search for the

day, reduced speed, and stood 300° true for 23 miles, for the dead-
reckoning position of the berg sighted. At 9.20 p. m., stopped and
lay to for the night, having failed to pick up the berg in the dark-

ness. The following radiogram was broadcasted: ''2300 G. M. T.

Ice patrol Tampa. 42 40, 49 10, standing for berg in 42 50, 49 30.

No other ice south of 43d parallel westward. Vessels should keep
south of 42 10 between meridians 48 and 49."

May 2, light to moderate WNW. to SW. winds; partly cloudy;

good visibility; moderate swell. At 4 a. m., sighted the berg sougnt
(berg "D," chart "F"), bearing 48° true, 10 miles distant; stood
to same and photographed it from various positions. This berg was
in lat. 42° 50' N., long. 49° 30' W., and proved to be a large one,

having a spiral-like pinnacle, approximately 100 feet high, on one
side. At 6.19 a. m., steamed ahead on course 90° true, and soon
sighted another berg (berg "E," chart "F,") slightly north of our
course. At 7.15 a. m., stopped alongside this second berg and pho-
tographed it from various bearings. This berg was found to be in

lat. 42° 53' N., long. 49° 33' W. It was larger than the first one
sighted this date and had two nearly parallel vertical walls, 75 feet

in height, with an open space, approximately 60 feet wide, between
them, the supporting base not being visible from the ship. A third
berg, a small one, was sighted to the NW., in lat. 42° 51' N., long.
49° 17' W. Dovekies, uilmars, murres, and jaegers were sighted
on or in the vicinity of the bergs. At 7.40 a. m., steamed ahead on
an E. true course, for the purpose of searching the area between
parallels 43° N. and 42° N. and meridians 48° W. and 49° W. This
search was completed at 5.38 p. m., whereupon course was laid E.
true until 10.25 p. m., then 48° true, for oceanographic station 195,
lat. 42° 17' N., long. 44° 34' W. The follo\s^ng radiogram was
broadcasted at 11 p. m., G. M. T.: "Ice patrol Tampa. 42 50,
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48 10. Three bergs within radius 12 miles of 42 50, 49 30. Except
this no ice soiitli of 43d parallel. Vessels keep south of this posi-

tion, as much ice farther north."

May 3, moderate to fresh SW. to W. winds, increasing during the

last two liours to moderate to fresh SW. gale, prevailed. Weather

f)artly cloudy to overcast, with rain and vivid flashes of lightning

ast two hours. Moderate SW. swell to rough SW. sea. At 9.15

a. m., stopped to examine an obstruction, wnich proved to be an
old float and not dangerous to navigation. At 9.35 a. m., stopped
in lat. 44° 17' N., long. 44° 34' W., and occupied oceanographic
station 195. At 12.25 p. m., having completed oceanographical
observations, steamed ahead for station 196, m lat. 44° 10' r^., long.
45° 20' W., which we occupied at 4.25 p. m. At 8 p. m., completed
observations at station 196 and stood for station 197. At 11.15

p. m., stopped and drifted because of the intense darkness and the
danger from icebergs. The following radiogram was broadcasted:
"Ice patrol Tamfo. 44 10, 45 20. 13ergs and growlers along east

side of the Great Bank and around tail. Vessels keep south 42 40
between meridians 49 and 51. St. LawTence steamers will encoun-
ter bergs between longitudes 45 10 and 47 and 20 miles either side

48th parallel. Berg 47 00, 47 00; berg 46 50, 50 20; berg 45 54,

46 30; berg 46 17, 45 34."

May 4 began with a strong WSW. wind, which increased to a
moderate ^ale from WNW. and blew a fresh gale during the after-

noon, moderating to a moderate breeze at the end of the day.
Rou^h W. to NW. sea. Weather overcast, dark and raining to

mostly clear. At 2.45 a. m., steamed ahead on a 258° true course.

At 6.37 a. m., stopped in lat. 44° 05' N., long. 46° 30' W., and occu-
pied oceanographic station 197. At 8.40 a. m., completed observa-
tions and stood for station 198. At 11.27 a. m., changed course to
283° true, and reduced speed on account of rough sea. At 4.15

p. in., occupied station 198, lat. 44° 00' N., long. 47° 30' W. Took
temperatures at the various depths with difficulty, on account of

the rough sea. At 6.13 p. m., completed observations and stood
270° true, sea moderating, and fairly bright moonlight. At 11.14

p. m., stopped in lat. 43° 55' N., long. 48° 20' W., and began taking
observations at oceanographic station 199. Sent, special ice warn-
ings to steamships Gracian, West Durfee, and Regina.
May 5, fresh to moderate NNW. to NW. wdnds, falling to light

breeze at 8 p. m., were experienced; weather cloudy to clear, and
sea moderate to light. At 1.30 a. m. finished observations at oceano-
graphic station 199 and steamed for station 200. At 4.50 a. m.
stopped at station 200, lat. 43° 54' N., long. 48° 42' W., and took
the usual observations. At 8 a. m, finished observations and steamed
for station 201. At 9.05 a. m. sighted a berg on port bow and stood
a 210°, true, coui-se for the same. At 10.05 a. m. arrived alongside
the berg, photographed it, and then stood for station 201. This was
a medium-sized ber^ and was calving rapidly. Flocks of fulmars and
muires were sighted near it. At 5 p. m. occupied station 201, and
at 6.05 p. m., having completed observations, stood 60°, true, until

7 p. m., when we anchored for the night in 34 fathoms of water,
with shell and sand bottom.
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May 6, light NW. airs to gentle WNW. wind; clear; smooth sea.

At 4.30 a. m. weighed anchor and began search for bergs reported
on May 3. At 7.10 a, m. sighted a berg, stood for it, and at 7.40

a. m. photographed the berg, which was a medium-sized one, in lat.

43° 15' N., long. 58° 18' W., and identified it as the berg reported
by the steamship Scotian on May 5 (berg "H," chart "F"). At
8.05 a. m. set course for berg reported on the 3d and sighted it

at 10.40 a. m. At 11.50 a. m. we were alongside the berg (berg "J"),
a large, solid one, lat. 42° 42' N., long. 51° 03' W., and photographed
it. This berg had drifted 18 miles, 225°, true, from the position in

which it was reported on May 3. (See chart "F.") Many fulmars
were around the berg. At 12.10 p. m. shaped com-se for the bergs
sighted by the Tampa on May 2. At 2.15 p. m. sighted and recog-
ized the pinnacle berg (berg "D") previousl}- reported. The tower-
ing puinacle of this berg was sighted when we were some 18 miles
distant and upon subsequent examination showed some calving and
wasting. At 5.10 p. m. stopped alongside of a second berg that had
been sighted; sent boat's crew for the purpose of examining and
photographing it, and fotind that ono-tliird of one of its large walls
had calved and wasted awa}^ wliile the other was still some 75 feet

high. Both bergs had drifted approximatel}^ 32 miles in four days,
the pinnacle one about 225°, true, and the other about 265°, true.

(See chart ''F. ") Large flocks of fulmars were sighted around both
bergs. As the small berg sighted to the northward of these on May 2

could not be seen, although the visibility was clear, we decided that
it had broken up. At 6 p. m. boat returned and we shaped com'so
for station 202, lat. 42° 55' N., long. 50° 20' W., where we arrived at
8.15 p. m. At 9.50 p. m. completed observations at station 202 and
stood for station 203, in lat. 42° 25' N., long. 50° 20' W.
May 7, light to gentle wuid, WNW. to WSW.; weather clear to

cloudy, with good visibility; smooth sea to light swell. At 12.55
a. m. stopped and occupied oceanographic station 203, where we
finished observations at 2.50 a. m., and then stood for station 204,
in lat. 41° 55' N., long. 50° 19' W. At G a. m. arrived at station 204
and took the usual observations, which were finished at 7.45 a. ra.,

when we stood for station 205, in lat. 41° 23' N., lon^. 50° 19' W.
At 10.45 a. m. arrived at station 205, where we completed work at
2.40 p. m. and stood for station 206, in lat. 40° 55' N., kmg. 50° 10' W.
At 2 p. m. intercepted a report from the steamship Lumincana of a
mine sighted. Determined that the reported position of the mine
was too distant to be reached before dark this day antl made tenta-
tive arrangements to reach its vicinity by daybreak to-morrow, but
the ice report from the steamship West Quechee and indications of

weather unfavorable for search for the mine caused a change of plan.
We arrived at station 206 at 4.06 p. m. and loft it itt 6.30 p. m. to

investigate the ice report received from the steamship West Quechee.
Broadcasted special warning concerning the mine reported by the
steamship Lumincana and requested that any steamer sighting it

attempt to destroy it by rifle or revolver fire, advising the Tainpa
regarding tlie same.
May S, gentle S. to moderate W. wind, with calm at the end of the

day; weatlier mostly foggy, with drizzling rain at intervals. From
the beginning of the day until 3.25 p. m. searched for the ice reported
yesterday by the steamship West Queche( (berg " K,'" chart ^'E"),
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without finding any indications of it, visibility from one-half to threo-

quarters of a mile, with heavy fog at 6 a. m. At 3.25 p. m. stopped
search and lay to on account of fog conditions, which remained
generally unchan^d until the end of the day.

May 9, light SW. airs to breezes; weather foggy, partially clearing

for short intervals; smooth sea to light swell. The Tampa drifted

in the fog throughout the day. At 12.45 p. m. the steamship Eurana,
whose whistle had been sounding near us, came close aboard and
took our mail, which was sent to her by boat.

May 10, light and gentle SW. winds to calm; mostly cloudy, clear-

ing at intervals. The day began and ended with fog. At 4.10 a. m.,

visibility somewhat improved, started to search for the icebergs

reported by the steamship Eurana on the 9th instant. At 5.40 a. m.,

fog shut in, stopped and drifted. At 7.45 a. m., fog lifting, resumed
search. At 3.25 p. m., m lat. 43° 00' N., long. 48° 10' W., sighted

several small pieces of ice, which would seem to indicate that the
small bergs being sought had broken up. These small bergs had
evidentlv drifted 22°, true, 0.5 mile per hour, after they were reported
by the steamship West Quechee on May 7 (berg ''K," chart ''E").

Resimied search for other bergs. At 6.30 p. m., stopped and lay to

for the night. Cape Race and Bona Vista reported no ice, while Fogo,
Battle Harbor, reported heavy loose ice about Fogo and that light and
bog";y ice had moved off the coast.

May 11, light airs to light breezes, WNW. to SW.; weather partly

cloudy, with light foo; and rain at intervals; smooth sea. A remark-
able lunar bow was observed in the early evening, the full moon in the
east causing an almost complete lunar bow in the west. At 4.10 a. m,,

steamed ahead in search of the icebergs last seen by us on May 6.

At 11.15 a. m. sighted an iceberg and stood for the same, arriving

alongside of it at 11.50 a. m., in lat. 42° 52' N., long. 51° 30' W.
After investigation decided that this berg was one not previously
sighted by us. It had wasted considerably, the water temperature
being 39° F. After photographing this berg stood in search of others

and at 2.25 p. m. raised a berg on the starboard bow, which we passed
close to at 3.50 p. m. We photographed this berg and identified it as

the one with a high pinnacle which we had visited on May 6 (berg

"D," chart "F"). This berg also had wasted away and turned over,

the pinnacle now being submerged. Its position in lat. 42° 33' N.,

long. 51° 09' W., would indicate that it had drifted 251° true, 0.4 inile

per horn-, sinceMay 6. At 4 p. m. stood for a third berg whichwas visible

and arrived alongside of it and photographed it at 4.47 p. m. This
berg was identified as the one with double walls visited by us on May
6 (berg " E," chart " F ") . Its position in lat. 42° 28' N., long. 51° 14'

W., would indicate that it had drifted 251°, true, 0.4 mile per hour,
since May 6. This berg had wasted considerably. The sea-water
temperature in its vicinity was found to be 39° F. Upon completing
the examination of these bergs stopped and drifted for the night.

May 12, light SW. to gentle SSE. wind; partly clear to foggy and
rainy. The vessel drifted during the entire day, fog prevailing after

daybreak. Drifted from berg in lat. 42° 28' N., long. 51° 14' W., to

ber^ in lat. 42° 33' N., long. 51° 09' W., it being necessary to work the
engme to clear the latter berg.

May 13, first hour gentle S. wind, then strong NW. wind for eight

hours, which later shifted to W. and S. and decreased in force to light
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breezes at the end of the day. At 4.50 a', m stood for iceberg last

visited and stopped alongside of it at 6.35 a. m. Photographed it and
ascertained that it had drifted 279°, true, 0.6S knot per hour. (See

chart " F.") At 7.17 a. m. stopped off the second berg, photographed
it, and ascertamcd that it had cli-ifted 285°, true, 0.59 knot per hour.

Lay to and drifted, and at 11.50 a. ni., visibility high, sighted another
berg some 13 miles distant. At 12.35 p. m. stood for this berg, and
at 1.55 p. m. arrived alongside of it and made numerous photographs.
Determmed that this berg was the one visited about noon, May 6, in

lat. 42° 42' N., long. 51° 03' W. As it was found to be in hit. 42° 24'

N., long. 51° 38' W., it was assumed that it had di-ifted fii-st SW. and
then E. Mother Carej'^'s chickens, fulmars, and dovekies were seen in

the vicinity of the bergs visited this date. At 3.50 p. m. lay to and
drifted for the night.

May 14, liglit W. to moderate WNVV. wind in the forenoon, increas-

ing to strong WNW. wind and moderate NW. gale in the afternoon;
partly cloudy to overcast; smooth to rough seas. At 5.50 a. m.
resumed search for icebergs, but observed none during the day.
At 2.25 p. m. stopped at oceanographic station 207, lat. 43° 32' N.,

long. 51° 55' W., and experienced considerable difficulty in taking
observations on account of the rough sea. At 8 p. m. stopped at

station 208, lat. 43° 23'N., long. 52° 40' W., and took the usual obser-

vations, upcm the completion of which stood for station 209.

May 15, strong to moderate NW. wind; mostly clear; rough to

moderate sea. At 4.25 a. m. stopped at oceanographic station 209
and, upon completion of the usual observations, stood to meet the
Modoc. At 3 p. m. met the Modoc, in lat. 43° 14' N., long. 53° 36' W.
The oceanographic observer and the scientific observer were trans-

ferred from the Tampa to the Modoc, whereupon the Tampa stood
for Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Daily routine ice reports were sent to Ilydrographic Office, New
York; Fuelite, Nova Scotia; and Cape Race, Newfoundland, and
were also broadcasted.

Ice reports were received as follows: May 1, steamship Arlierhorg,

largo berg, lat. 44° 37' N., long. 48° 17' W.; May 2, steamship
Amalienhorn, large berg, lat. 43° 47' N., long. 49° 04' W.; May 3,

steamship Sachem, berg and two growlers, lat. 46° 50' N., long. 50° 20'

W. ; steamship Minedora, two large bergs and several growlers, lat.

46° 56' N., long. 50° 32' W.; steamship Suholco, one berg, lat. 42'' 54'

N., long. 49° 01' W., another berg, lat 42° 50' N., long. 50° 52' W.;
steamship Gracian, bergs in lat. 47° 53' N., long. 45° 37' W., lat. 47
46' N., long. 45° 58' W., lat. 47° 50' N., long. 46° 10' W., three bergs
and several growelers, lat. 47° 42' N., long. 46° 35' W., one berg and
growlers, lat. 47° 42' N., long. 45° 44' W.; May 4, steamship Regina,
5 bergs and one growler between lat. 46° 37' N., long. 48° 31 W., and
lat. 46° 20' N., long. 49° 05' W.; steamship Sachem, two bergs in lat.

46° 25' N., long. 48° 55' W. ; steamship Gracmn, a small berg and
several growlers in lat. 46° 53' N., long. 47° 20' W., two bergs in lat.

46° 42' N., long. 48° 20' W., one berg in lat. 46° 35' N., long. 48° 35'

W., one berg and one growler in lat 46° 20' N., long. 49° 05' W.; May
5, steamship Scotian, one berg in lat. 43° 23' N., long. 49° 08' W., and
another berg in lat. 43° 25' N., long. 50° 17' W.; steamship Poland, one
berg and four growlers on track between lat. 46° 37' N., long. 47° 02'

W., and lat. 46° 23' N., long. 48° 04' W., berg in lat. 46° 40' N., long.
47° 15' W.
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The steamship Rosalind reported, via Cape Race: "A number of
large and small bergs along coast from Cape Spear to Ballard, two
bergs about 8 miles east of St. Johns, two off Motion Head, two close
inshore off Bulls Head and one about 4 miles from North Cape
Broyle, one off Fermuse and just north of Cape Bullard, outside
ones dangerous." May 6, steamship Manchester Producer, berg in

lat. 44° 18' N., long. 47° 07' W.; steamship Knoclc Fern passed
numerous growlers and small bergs and sighted numerous growlers,
bergs, and field ice to the northward on a S. 48° W. course from
lat. 50° 05' N., long. 48° 04' W.; steamship Hoxie, two bergs, lat.

47° 37' N., long. 50° 30' W., field ice and bergs from lat. 47° 50'

N., long. 50° Oqr W., to lat. 48° 30' N., long. 48° 28' W.; steamship
Raihlin Head, iceberg with growlers in lat. 49° 16' N., long. 44°
51' W. ; steamship Emperor of Scotland passed 11 bergs and several
growlers on or near track in lat. 47° 00' N., between longs. 50° 00' W.

;

and 45° 50' W. ; steamship Ballygalleyliead, several small and one large
berg, from lat. 47° 15' N., long. 49° 00' W., to lat. 47° 20' N., long. 49°
22' W.; steamship Jehauen, one berg in lat. 46° 40'; N., long. 46°
40' W., two bergs in lat. 46° 36' N., long. 47° 00' W., three bergs in
lat. 46° 30' N., long. 47° 08' W.; steamship Poland, berg in lat. 46°
40' N., long. 47° 15' W.; Cape Race reported many growlers and sev-
eral bergs in lat. 49° 16' N., long. 49° 38' W. May 7, steamship
West Quechee reported several small bergs and drift ice in lat. 42°
30' N., long. 48° 23' W.; steamship Rathlin Head, berg, lat. 47°
41' N., long. 50° 17' W., several growlers in lat. 47° 03' N., long.
50° 28' W., numerous bergs and growlers from lat. 48° 11' N.,
long. 48° 59' W., to lat. 47° 49' N., long. 49° 44' W., open field ice
from lat. 48° 00' N., long. 49° 25' W., to lat. 47° 49' N., long. 49°
44' W.; steamship Canadian Otter, bergs, lat. 48° 49' N., long. 44° 40'

W., lat. 47° 55' N., long. 46° 22' W., several bergs and growlers
between lat. 47° 42' N., long. 46° 45' W., and lat. 47° 19' N., long.
47° 31' W., berg, lat. 46° 56' N., long. 48° 11' W., several small
bergs, lat. 46° 28' N., long. 48° 02' W.; May 8, steamship Canadian
Otter, large berg, lat. 45° 56' N., long. 50° 57' W.; steam^ship Tone-
wanda, two bergs, lat. 44° 44' N., long. 48° 32' W.; Mav 9, steamship
Eurana, two small bergs, close together, lat. 42° 27 N., long. 48°
35' W. ; May 10, steamship Empress of RaticTc, ice in lat. 46° 50'

N., long. 45° 59' W., and also in lat. 45° 55' N., long. 50° 10' W.;
steamship Canadian Raider, field ice in every direction, lat. 47° 38'

N., long. 48° 30' W.; steamship Knoclc Furna, field ice, with growlers,
lat. 50° 41' N., long. 51° 00' W.; May 11, steamship Megantic, three
growlers in lat. 47° 28' N., long. 46° 21' W., two small bergs, lat.
47° 13' N., long. 46° 44' W.; unknown steamer reported medium-
sized berg and several growlers in lat. 45° 55' N., long. 48° 20' W.;
steamship Fishpool, one berg in lat. 42° 27' N., long. 51° 10' W.,
and another in lat. 42° 19' N., long. 51° 20' W.; May 12, steamship
Maplebarn, iceberg 9 miles E. by N. from Cape Race; steamship
Lakonia, two icebergs and growlers in lat. 46° 06' N., long. 49°
25' W.; steamship Megantic, large iceberg in lat. 46° 25' N., long. 48°
41' W.; May 13, steamship Albania, two growlers in lat. 46° 36' N.,
long. 47° 14' W.; May 14, steamship Mexicano, large berg in lat.

47° 40' N., long. 48° 10' W.; steamship America, three large bergs
in lat. 45° 10' N., long. 48° 30' W.

29150—23 3
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Obstruction reports were received as follows: May 2, steamships
New Amsterdam and Oropesa reported red conical buoy in lat. 39°

42' N., long. 51° 37' W.; May 4, steamship (name not obtained)

reported red conical buoy with black stripes in lat. 39° 17' N.,

long. 49° 17' W.; Maj'^ 6, steamship Plattshoro reported whistling buoy
in Tat. 37° 50' N., long. 49° 48' W.; May 7, steamship Lumincana
reported an object awash, covered with seaweed, with five visible

horns, believed to be a mine, in lai. 40° 26' 30" N., long. 48° 44'

W.; steamship El Conadado reported a Grand Bank conical buoy
in lat. 40° 06' 30" N., long. 49^ 21' W.; steamship Sclioon reported

a whistling buoy in lat. 37° 50' N., long. 49° 43' W.; May 14, steam-
ship \Yesttern Plains passed large piece of wreckage, 00 feet long

and 40 feet wide, attached to framework of wooden vessel, con-
necting frames and knees, projecting upward, dangerous to navi-

gation, in lat. 40° 44' N., long. 50° 16' W.
During the cruise, special ice warnings were sent as follows: May

4, steamships Gracian, West Durfee, and Regina; May 8, steamships
Wurtemhurg and Aludro; May 9, steamship Eurana.

During the cruise, 400 sea-water temperature reports and 88 ice

reports were received from passing steamships.

Coast Guard Cutter "Modoc," Liuet. Commander B. M. Chis-
WELL, Ice Patrol, First Cruise, May 15 to 30, 1922.

The Modoc left Halifax, Nova Scotia, at 10.25 a. m., May 13, 1922,
and relieved the Tampa at 4 p. m., May 15, m lat. 43° 15' N., long.
53° 36' W., and directed that vessel to proceed to Halifax. The
oceanographic and the scientific observers reported on board from the

Tampa. The Modoc then set course for the three bergs last seen by
the Tampa on the morning of May 14.

The followuig ice reports were received May 15: Battle Harbor re-

ported a heavy ice jam everywhere; the steamsliip Canadian Com-
mander reported havmg passed a number of bergs and growlers from
lat. 48° 07' N., long. 47° 11' W., to lat. 47° 05' N., long. 41° 00' W.;
the steamsliip Minnedosa reported bergs in lat. 46° 22' N., long. 48°
21' W., and lat. 46° 24' N., long. 48° 00' W., and OTowlers in lat. 46°
13' N., long. 48° 18' W.; the steamsliip HampsteadUeath reported two
small bergs in lat. 46° 30' N., lon^. 52° 10' W.
On the morning of May 16, visibility very good, we scouted the

SW. limits of the probable ice drift. At 2.20 p. m., we located a

small berg, with several small growlers, in lat. 42° 28' N., long. 51°

33' W. This berg had drifted 20 miles, 123°, true, since it was last

seen by the Tampa on the 13th. (Sec chart "F.")
At 3 p. m., we arrived at another berg, in lat. 42° 26' N., long. 51°

29' W., which had drifted 2^ miles, 26°, true, since the 14th. At 4.25

p. m., a tliird berg, which had drifted 9^ miles, 131°, true, since the
14th, was found in lat. 42° 21' N., long. 51° 16' W. This berg, which
was about twice the size of the others sighted on tliis date, is thought
to have been less affected in its drift by the \vind on account of its

size and shape. All of these bergs were disintegrating rapidly. The
temperature of the air in their vicinity was 43° F. and that of the
sea water 38° F. A number of fulmars and small flocks of dovekies
were flying about in the vicuiity of the bergs.
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Ice reports were received as follows: Battle Harbor reported heavy
ice jam; Fogo reported loose ice everywhere; the steanisnip Cairnross
reported a berg in lat. 46° 45' N., long. 41° 55' W., a large berg in

lat. 46° 54' N., long. 51° 37' W., a large berg in lat. 47° 20^ N., long.
50° 14' W., and two bergs in lat. 47° 50' N., long. 49° 38' W.; the
steamship Hiimp.stead Heath reported a large berg in lat. 48° 12' N.,
long. 51° 25' W., and about 18 small bergs in lat. 48° 40' N., long. 49^*

10' W. We also received a broadcast of a berg in lat. 46° 17' N.^
loii^. 48° 09' W.
The morning of May 17 opened clear, with excellent visibility, and

search was started to the eastward, between the 42d and 43d parallels.

At 2 p. m., we found a small berg (berg ''G," chart "E") and two
small growlers in lat. 42° 39' N., long. 49° 47' W. This berg calved
and rolled over as we were passing and apparently was rapidly dis-

integratmg. The temperature of the air in its vicinity was 41° F. and
that of the water 33 F. The steamship GustavJiolm, bound east^

passed within 5^ miles of this ber^ at 4 a. m. She sent a message
diu-ing the morning that she had sighted no ice. She paid no heed
to our broadcast warning of M&j 16. At 4.30 p. m., we passed a
large, flat berg, m lat. 42° 22' N., long. 49° 17' W. (berg ''F," chart
E''). This ice looked hard and showed no signs of early disintegra-
tion. The temperature of the air in its vicinity was 42° F. and that
of the water 34° F. Many fulmars and dovekies were seen near these
bergs.

Ice reports were received as follows: Battle Harbor reported ice

jam along the shore, mth clear water one-half mile off and numerous
small ber^s drifting south; the steamship R. 0. Ricl-mers reported
having siglited, on May 16, a mine covered with barnacles in lat. 39°
15' N., long. 48° 28' W. ; the steamship Canadian Ranger reported a
berg in lat. 46° 48' N., long. 52° 28' W., and a growler in lat. 46°
38' N., long. 52° 00' W.; the steamship Rosalind reported a number
of ber^s and growlers from north of Cape Ballard to Cape Loche and
large bergs east of Cape Race; the steamship Fanad Head passed
numerous bergs and growlers from lat. 48° 22 N., long. 47° 45' W.,
to lat. 47° 36' N., long. 49° 57' W. Special ice uiformation was
furnished the Italian steamship Castera.

At 8 p. m. on May 17, m lat. 42° 23' N., long. 48° 10' W., the
engine was stopped and the Modoc allowed to drift for the night, the
wind being strong from NNW. to N., with rough sea.

At 5 a. m., May 18, it was found we had been set south, true, 13
miles during the night. At dayhght search was resumed between
the 42d and 43d parallels eastward to the 48th meridian. The visi-

bility was excellent, but no ice was seen. At 8.45 p. m. we stopped
near the last berg sighted on the 17th (berg ''F") and found it to be
in lat. 42° 06' N., long. 49° 00' W., and that it had traveled 20 miles,
143°, true, in 28i hours. (See chart "E.") Upon approaching this

berg, one hour after simset, with clear, bright starlight night, it was
apparent that a lookout not specially on the alert would probably not
have picked it up at a greater distance than a quarter of a mile.
Knowing its bearing and watching intently with binoculars, we
could see an occasional bright spot in its direction at a distance of a
mile or more, due to the swell breaking against the ice wall. We
were now satisfied that aU ice south of the 43d parallel had been
located during the last three days.
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Ice reports were received as follows: Battle Harbor reported ice

moving off the land; Fogo reported numerous bergs; Buena Vista

long.

steamship Fanad Head reported a large berg in lat. 47° N., long.

50° 27' W., another berg in lat. 47° 00^ N., long. 51° 09' W., one in

lat. 46° 55' N., long. 51° 30' W., one in lat. 46° 47' N., long. 52°

05' W., and a bcrcr and growler 6 miles, 55°, true, from Cape Race.

May 19 was a beautiful, clear da}-, with smooth sea, and we lay-

to near the ber^ which was sighted al 8.40 p. m., May 18 (berg "F"),
which was driftnig south, true, one-half mile per hour. At 4.30 p. m.,

the Standard Oil steamship W. E. Tilford, Bremen to New York,
passed us and inquired if there was any ice to the westward. They
were informed that we were lying by the southernmost berg. Ice

information wms sent to the steamships Meline, West EJhara, Taurus,
andto"PGZ."

Ice reports were received as follows: Steamship Canopic reported
numerous bergs and growlers in lat. 47° 09' N., long. 47° 51' W., and
a few growlers in lat. 47° 05' N., long. 48° 30' W.; Battle Harbor
reported ice moving off the land and Fogo reported fine water for 15

miles off shore. A broadcast was received of a berg in lat. 47° 25'

N., long. 50° 29' W., and another in lat. 47° 25' N., long. 50° 04' W.
On May 20 the weather continued fine, with smooth sea and high

barometer. We lay to near yesterday's berg (berg "F"), believing

it to be the southernmost and therefore the most dangerous one, and
kept a careful record of its drift. (See chart ''E.") In the fore-

noon remarkable mirage effects were noted. A flock of tern was
perched on the berg during the greater part of the forenoon. Speci-

mens of plankton and temperatures at various depths were obtained
in lat. 41° 47' N., long. 49° 08' W. At 11.00 G. M. T., the steamship
Kastalia reported a small berg in lat. 41° 25' N., long. 49° 21' W.
In the afternoon we ran down to this position, and although the
visibility was excellent, we saw no ice. As the temperature of the
sea water in the reported locality of the berg was 55° F., it was
believed that the Kastalia's position was in error. We then returned
to our forenoon position and lay by the berg for the night. During
the afternoon run. Gulf Stream temperatures were encountered in

lat. 41° 30' N. At 8 p. m. the berg near which we were lying was
in lat. 41° 40' N., long. 49° 00' W., and durmg the day had drifted

south, true, 0.4 knot per hour. Ice information was furnished the
steamships Thyra and Miami.

Ice information was received as follows : Steamship Thyra reported
a berg in lat. 41° 48' N., long. 51° 35' W.; the steamship Arminco
reported a small piece of ice in lat. 42° 05' N., long. 49° 06' W.; the
steamship City of Lincoln reported two small bergs in lat. 41° 38'

N., long. 51° 10 W.; the steamship West Kehar reported numerous
bergs and growlers from lat. 48° 19' N., long. 47* 40' W., to lat.

48° 09' N., long. 48° 14' W., a large berg in lat. 47° 40' N., long.
49° 19' W., and numerous bergs and growlers between lat. 47° 48'

N., long. 49° 31' W., and lat. 47° 22' N., long. 50° 45' W.
On May 21, a moderately thick fog shut in during the morning

and continued until noon, when it lifted. We ran up to lat. 42° 50
N., long. 48° 30' W., and thence W., true, for 60 miles. Visibility



Plate No. 4.

A LARGE BERG.

June 29, 1922, 41 ° 57' N., 50° 50' W., surface-water temperature 58°. This berg was appar-
ently in an eddy whicin held it in about the same locality. It was in warm water, however,
on the northern edge of the Gulf Stream, and was disintegrating rapidly. Several growlers
will be noticed drifting off to leeward. By July 8, 1922, this berg had melted so much that
it was no longer considered a menace.



THE COLD WALL.

March 27, 1922, 41 ° 40' N., 51 ° 07' W., looking westward. This is a rare photograph show-
ing the meeting of the Arctic Drift and the Gulf Stream. The surface of the water on the
cold side of the "Wall" was smooth and glassy, its temperature being 34°, while on the
south side the surface was chopped and rippled, the sea temperature being 66°—a range
of 22° in the length of a step.
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was very good during the afternoon, but no ice was seen. At dark,
thick fog shut in, whereupon we stopped and drifted for the night.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Stadsy and
Espagne.

Ice information was received as follows: The steamship Gemma
reported having passed, at 10.50 p. m.. May 20, a berg and growler
m lat. 41° 42' N., long. 51° 03' W.; the steamship Melmore Head
reported several bergs and growlers in lat. 47° 25' N., long. 51° 33' W.

;

the steamship Merry Mount reported growlers in lat. 47° 35' N., long.
50° 39' W., lat. 47° 37' N., long. 50° 26' W., and bergs in lat. 47° 26'

N., long. 50° 19' W., lat. 47° 44' N., long. 50° 07' W., lat. 47° 25' N.,

long. 49° 45' W., lat. 47° 28' N., long. 49° 35' W., lat. 47° 34' N.,

long. 49° 22' W., and lat. 47° 34' N., long. 48° 43' W.
On May 22 dense fog prevailed all day. We ran in to the Great

Bank and anchored on it at 8.15 p. m. Special ice information was
given the steamship Rochambeau.

Ice information was received as follows: Battle Harbor reported

open ice everywhere; Fogo reported loose ice everjrwhere; the steam-
snip Merry Mount reported numerous bergs and growlers in lat. 47°
45^^^, long. 50° 20' W., to lat. 48° 00' N., long. 48° 50' W.; the

steamship Poland reported numerous bergs and growlers from lat. 47°

28' N., long. 49° 35' W., to lat. 47° 46' N., long. 48° 00' W.; the

steamship Megantic reported large bergs in lat. 47° 36' N., long. 50°

40' W., lat. 47° 31' N., long. 50° 36' W., and lat. 46° 31' N., long.

50° 31' W., and a berg and growlers in lat. 47° 36' N., long. 50° 38' W.
On May 23 temperature and salinity tests and specimens of plank-

ton were taken at station 217, lat. 43° 40' N., long. 50° 29' W. From
this position we stood to the eastward for station 218, passing several

Canadian and French fishing vessels anchored on the Great Bank. A
school of whales and a few shearwaters were seen. Heavy tide rips

on the eastern edge of the Great Bank indicated a strong Labrador
Current setting to the southward. At 5.20 p. m. we made the usual
observations at oceanographic station 218, lat. 43° 56' N., long. 48°

55' W.
Ice information was received as follows: Battle Harbor reported

heavy, closely packed ice extending to the shore; Fogo reported

heavy open ice everywhere; Buena Vista reported no ice; the steam-
ship Atlantic City reported a medium-sized berg and several growlers

in lat. 42° 08' N., long. 49° 16' W.; the steamship Megantic reported
large bergs in lat. 48° 13' N., long. 49° 37' W., lat. 48° 17' N., long.
49° 38' W., and several bergs in lat. 48° 05' N., long. 49° 24' W.; the

steamship Empress of India reported two small bergs in lat. 48° 16'

N., long. 49° 20' W., a large berg in lat. 48° 17' N., long. 49° 08' W.,
four large bergs in lat. 48° 21' N., long. 49° 03' W., and one large berg
and several growlers in lat. 48° 23' N., long. 49° 03' W.; the steam-
ship West Bridge reported 20 bergs and numerous growlers between
lat. 48° 43' N.,long. 48° 53' W., and lat. 48° 05' N., long. 51° 09' W.,
and large bergs in lat. 48° 57' N., long. 51° 07' W., and lat. 47° 54' N.,

long. 51° 10' W.
On May 24 oceanographic and biological observations were made at

the following stations: Station 219, lat. 44° 00' N., long. 48° 20' W.;
station 220, lat. 44° 00' N., long. 47° 27' W.; station 221, lat. 44° 07'

N., long. 46° 30' W.; and station 222, lat. 44° 13' N., long. 45° 12' W.
At 5.20 a. m. we passed a large berg in lat. 44° 07' N., long. 47° 55' W.
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Ice information was received as follows: Battle Harbor reported

ice tight to land; Fogo reported water about 1 mile offshore ; the

Cohasset reported a berg in lat. 41° 23' N., long. 48° 21' W.; the

steamship Bradford City reported a small berg and growler in lat.

44° 16' N., long. 46° 40' W.. and a medium-sized berg in lat. 44°

34' N., long. 47^ 13' W.
At 1.15 p. m., May 25, we amved at lat. 42° 50' N.. long. 48°

00' W.. and then stood W., true, until dark. The visibility was
good, but no ice was sighted. Reports concerning ice were received

as follows: Battle Harbor and Fogo reported ice moving off; the

steamship Canal reported a very large berg in lat. 48° 20' N., long.
48° 58' W.; the steamship Delaware reported a large berg in lat.

44° 20' x^., long. 48° 50' W.; the steamship Rathlin Head reported
numerous bergs and growlers from lat. 47° 36' N., long. 50° 45' W.,
to lat. 48° 11' N., long. 49° 18' W.; the steamship Bradford City

reported top of berg 10 miles to northward of lat. 44° 30' N., long.
48° 40' W. Obstruction reports were received from the following

steamships: Cedric, a large conical buoy in lat. 41° 25' N., long.
45° 18' W. ; Cameronia, passed wreckage in lat. 45° 45' N., long.
48° 10' W., on May 24; and Storm King, a spar in lat. 41° 20' N.
long. 47° 06' W. Special ice information was furnished the steam-
ships Celtic and Consort.

May 26 was spent in searching the area between the 42d and 43d
parallels and the 48th and 51st meridians. The visibility was ex-
cellent, but no ice was sighted. We arrived at the conclusion that
there was no ice south of the 43d parallel except the bergs located
on May 16 and May 17. As these bergs were in warm water, drift-

ing to the northward and eastward and disintegrating rapidly, they
would remain a menace but for a few days longer at the most. The
steamship Londonier, whose course was taking her into the danger
zone, was warned. ^Special ice information was furnished the steam-
ship Mount Carroll.

Ice reports were received as follows: Battle Harbor, ice packed
in on land ; Fogo, ba}- full of ice, clear water about 1 mile off shore,
numerous bergs; steamship Empress of Canada reported having
sighted on May 25 bergs and growlers in lat. 46° 39' N., long. 53
03' W., lat. 46° 44' N., long. 52° 48' W., lat. 47° 19' N., long. 50°
16' W., and lat. 48° 09' N., long. 49° 30' W.; steamship Londonier,
one berg and growler in lat. 41° 43' N., long. 48° 20' W., and three
growlers in lat. 41° 39' N., long. 48° 52' W. The steamship ]yest

InsJcip reported having sighted on May 25 a buoy in lat. 41° 17' N.,
long. 45° 46' W.

At 7.40 a. m.. May 27, we located a small berg (berg "F") and
growler in lat. 41° 45' N., long. 48° 50' W., which was last seen by
the Modoc on the morning of May 21. (See chart '^E.") It was
now in water with a surface temperature of 41° F., drifting to the
norIrheastward and disintegrating rapidly. When first sighted, on
May 17, this was a fairly large berg, but now it was nothing more
than a large growler. During the day we searched for the three
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growlers reported by the Londonier on the 26th in lat. 41° 39' N.,
long. 48° 52' W., without finding them. As the wind and sea were
increasing and fog setting in, we ran up for the Great Bank.
Special ice information was furnished the steamship Rapidan.
Battle Harbor reported ice jam extending to the land to the north-
ward, with scattered ice everywhere to the southward; Fogo re-

ported heavy ice moving SE.; Buena Vista reported no ice; the
steamship Galley Head reported bergs from lat. 47° 30' N., long.
50° 50' W., to lat. 47° 53' N., long. 50° 20' W.
On May 28 we stood on to the Great Bank and anchored, at 7.15

p. ni., in lat. 43° 30' N., long. 50° 50' W. Ice information was
lurnished the steamships Emeltonian, East Cape, and Susguehanna.
The steamship Comino reported a large berg in lat. 46° 18' N., long.
52° 42' W., and another in lat. 46° 18' N., long. 51° 41' W.
" On May 29, the usual observations were made at oceanographic
and biological stations as follows: Station 223, lat. 43° 23' N., long.
50° 57' W.; station 224, lat. 43° 00' N., long. 51° 20' W.; station 225,
lat. 42° 42' N., long. 51° 29' W.; station 226, lat. 42° 30' N., long.
51° 50' W.; and station 227, lat. 42° 05' N., long. 52° 15' W.

Ice reports were received as follows : Battle Harbor, ice moving off;

Fogo, numerous bergs, bay full of ice; Buena Vista, no ice; steamship
Cassandra, large berg in lat. 48° 14' N., long. 49° 05' W., growler in lat.

48° 08' N., long. 49° 33' W., growler in lat. 48° 10' N., long. 49° 51' W.,
berg in lat. 47° 45' N., long. 50° 24' W., and two bergs m lat. 47° 37'

N., long. 50° 40' W.; steamship Canadian Trooper, 11 bergs and
several growlers within sight in lat. 45° 00' N., long. 48° 00' W.;
steamship Gargoyle, one berg and five growlers in lat. 44° 40' N., long.
47° 05' W., large berg in lat. 44° 35' N., long. 47° 18' W., large berg
in lat. 47° 27' N., long. 47° 25' W., large berg in lat. 44° 14' N., long.
48° 27' W., large berg in lat. 44° 20' N., long. 48° 29' W., and a
medium-sized berg in lat. 44° 26' N., long. 48° 22' W.; steamship
Shymer, smaU berg and drift ice in lat. 43° 17' N., long. 49° 41' W.;
steamship Svend Foynj, berg in lat. 43° 25' N., long. 48° 54' W., one
in lat. 43^ 08' N., long 48° 43' W., and one in lat. 43° 30' N., long. 48°
35' W., also scattered brash ice in the vicinity of those positions.

The Modoc was relieved by the Tampa on the morning of the 30th
in lat. 41° 15' N., long. 53° 05' W., and then proceeded to Halifax.
During the period of this patrol the weather, on the whole, was

very good. May 19, 20, 23, 25, and 29 were clear, sunny days, with
smooth sea and excellent visibility. We had one day of dense and
two days of intermittent fog. The other days were cloudy to over-
cast. iSforthwesterly wmds prevailed on the 15th, 17th, 18th, 22d
23d, 24th, and 28th, with a maximum force of 6 on the 17th and 18th.
Southwesterly winds prevailed on the 20th, 21st, 26th, 27th, and
29th; easterly airs, increasing to moderate breezes, on the 16th; light

variable airs on the 19th, and northerly winds on the 25th. Rough
sea was encountered on the 15th, 17th, 18th, and 27th. Ice informa-
tion was broadcasted and sent daily to the branch Hydrographic
Office, New York; to Fuelite, Halifax; and to Cape Race.
Four hundred and fifty sea-water temperature reports were re-

ceived from 140 different vessels and 51 ice reports from 40 different

vessels.
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Coast Guard Cutter "Tampa, " Lieut. Commander W. J. Wheeler,
Ice Patrol, Third Cruise, May 27 to June 14, 1922.

The Tampa left Halifax at 3 p. m.. May 27, to resume the ice patrol,

and relieved the Modoc at 5 a. m., May 30, in lat. 41° 15' N., long.
53° 00' W. The oceanographic observer and the scientific observer
were transferred from the Modoc to the Tampa, after which the former
vessel steamed for Halifax.

On the run from Halifax stops were made at the following ocean-
ographic stations, where the usual observations were taken: May 27,

station 214, lat. 45° 15' N., long. 02° 40' W.; May 28, station 215,

lat. 43° 50' N., long. 61° 15' W., May 28, station 216, lat. 43° 28' N.,

long. 60° 04' W., May 30, station 228, lat. 41° 15' N., long. 53° 00 'W.
On completion of work at the latter station, set course for lat. 43° 05'

N., long. 49° 30' W., to investigate icebergs reported in that vicinity

on May 29. On May 30, gentle to light southerly breezes, shifting

to ESE. during the latter part of the day, mth fog after dark, pre-

vailed.

May 31. Gentle to fresh breezes, ESE. to NE.; foggy for most part.

Unable to search for bergs on account of thick weather. At 1 .40 p. m.,
anchored on the southern end of the Great Bank, lat. 43° 15' N.,long.
50° 08' W., and remained at anchor the remainder of the day. Thick
fog. Special ice warnings sent to steamships Peninsvlar State, Pan-
handle State, Stockholm, and George Washington.
June 1 began with strong NE. breeze, falling to moderate ENE.

wind; foggy except for a short interval in the forenoon; intervals

of intermittent fog in the afternoon. At 9.15 a. m., weather clearing,

got under way and searched for bergs. At 4.05 p. m., stopped on
account of thick fog and lay to the remainder of the day. Special
ice warning was sent to the steamship Lavoie.
On June 2 we experienced light easterl}^ breezes to airs and fog.

At 9.45 a. m., stood for oceanographic station 229, lat. 42° 28' N.,
long. 50° 11' W., where the usual observations were taken. Occupied
oceanographic station 230, lat. 42° 53' N., long. 50° 22' W. Upon
the completion of work, stood for station 231.

June 3. Light airs to light breezes, NNE. to SE.; foggy, partially

clearing at intervals in the forenoon and at other times very dense.
At 7.10 a. m., stopped at station 231, lat. 44° 00' N.,long 50°' 35' W.,
where the usual oceanographic and biological observations were made.
At 11.50 a. m., anchored near the French barkentine Eugene Louis
and ascertained that the crew were living on haid bread and fresh
fish. At 2.25 p. m., up anchor and stood various courses through the
fog. At 6.10 p. m., anchored in lat. 43° 13' N., long. 53° 03' W.
Special ice warning was sent to the steamship Hoxie.
June 4. Light airs to light breezes, SE. to SSW.; foggy thi-ough-

out; sun showing overhead at intervals. The vessel remained at an-
chor in the fog throughout the day. Special ice warning was sent to
the steamship Lithuania..
Juno 5. Light to moderate SSW. to W. by S. winds; dense fog

throughout the day. Choppy sea in the forenoon; mostlysmooth there-
after. The vassei remained at anchor. A few dovekies and fulmars
were seen.

Juno 6. Gentle breezes to light aire, W. to NW. ; foggy and hazy,
partially clear at intervals. At 7.20 a. m., under way and searched
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for berj2;s. At 11.40 a. m., fog remaining thick made search im-

f)racticable. At 4.50 p. m., occupied oceanographic station 232,

at. 41° 55' N., long. 50° 19' W. At 10.35 p. m., occupied station

233, lat. 41° 25' N., long. 50° 21' W. Fulmars and dovekies were
sighted from time to time during the day.

Juno 7. Light N. airs to gentle W. winds; foggy, clearing at

intervals. At 5.10 a. m., weather having cleared somewhat, started

search for bergs. At 4.45 p. m. stopped and lay to on account of

dense fog with no indications of clearing, lat. 42° 12' N., long. 49°
34' W. Fulmers and dovekies were sighted at intervals.

June 8. Light wind, W. to SW. by W., to calm; dense fog, with
maximum visibility of 100 to 200 yards. The vessel lay to in fog
throughout the day. Noon position, lat. 42° 07' N., long. 49° 25'

W. A few fulmars were sighted. Special ice warnings were sent

to the steamships Aquitania and Santa Olivia.

June 9. Light SW. to W. winds to calm at intervals; fog first

part and intermittent haze at intervals thereafter. Dense fog

after 10 p. m. Smooth sea. At 10.25 a. m., began search for

bergs. Found current setting 77° true, 1 knot per hour. At
7.30 p. m., stopped and lay to for the night, havmg ascertained that
there was no ice from 42° 00' N. to 42° 35' N. between meridians
48° 30' W. and 50° 00' W.
June 10. Gentle to light wind, W. to SW.; foggy for the most

part. At midnight, under way for position in lat. 42° 10' N., long.
50° 10' W., to search for bergs. At 5.35 a. m. stopped on account
of dense fog and drifted. Ascertained that current was setting 77°,

true, one knot per hour. At 8 a. m. lat. 42° 15' N., long. 49° 30'

W., under way for the pui-pose of utilizing the foggy weather in

tracing the limits of the Gulf Stream by means of the changing tem-
peratures of the surface waters. Found that the northern limit of

the Gulf Stream was near parallel 42° N. (See chart ''N.") A few
fulmars and dovekies were seen during the day.
June 11. Gentle W. to light NE. to SE. winds during the day,

\\ath light to moderate SSW. wind at the close; foggy, with light

passing rain squalls. After 8 p. m. cloudy to partly clear. Smooth
to moderate SW. sea. Continued tracing the boundary of the Gulf
Stream during the day. At 8 p. m. set course to be in position to

take up search for ice north of 42° 00' N and east of 52° 00' W. at

daylight to-morrow. Fulmars were seen occasionally and some
gulf weed was observed in the warmer waters. Special ice reports

were sent to the steamships Majestic, Dallas, Helgoland, and Pitts-

hurqJi.

June 12. Gentle to fresh SSW. to WSW. wind; foggy, slightly

clearing overhead at intervals. Moderate SW. swell, latter part.

At 6.05 a. m. stopped on account of dense fog; 8 a. m. position,

lat. 42° 03' N., long. 51° 32' W.; 9 a. m., no indications of clearmg
weather, resumed work of tracing northern boundary of the Gulf

Stream. Special ice warning was sent to the steamship Sarrdand,

which vessel was advised to keep south of 42° 00' N. between merid-
ians 49° 00' and 51° 00' W.
June 13. Fresh SW. to SSW. wind; foggy, partially clearing when

within warmer waters of the Gulf Stream. Moderate to heavy SW.-
swell. At the beginning of the day we were delineating the northern
limits of the Gulf Stream; 6 a. m., stopped and lay to on account of
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dense fog; 9.25 a. m., continued to delineate the limits of the Gulf

Stream; 8 p. m. position, lat. 42° 38' N., long. 47° 21' W. Sent
special ice warning to the steamship Satanta.

June 14. Moderate to fresh SW. to moderate to light N. wind;
fog and rain iirst part, mostly clear latter part. Rough sea first

part, smooth sea with southerly swell latter part. The day began
with the Tampa standing for central station "C." (See chart "A.)
Dense fog prevailed in the ice area. At 9.10 a. m., passed several

small pieces of ice. Established communication with the Modoc and
arranged for the Tampa to occupy the oceanographic stations toward
Halifax, while the Modoc would take the more northern ones, includ-

ing station "C" (see chart "A"), on account of existing fo^. At 11

a. m. the wind shifted to N. and blew a moderate breeze, clearing away
the fog and enabling us to resume search for bergs. At 12.35 p. m.
sighted a medium-sized grounded berg and at 1 p. m. photographed
it, in lat. 43° 21' N., long. 50° 45' W. At 1-28 p. m., photographed
a second berg, in lat. 43° 15' N., long. 50° 14' W., and then stood on
course to meet the Modoc. A third grounded berg was sighted,

bearing 120°, true, 12 miles distant from the second berg. At 3

p. m. passed a number of growlers, and at 4.15 p. m. passed another
growler. Sent special ice reports to steamships Ampetco, Wood-
mxinsie, and Kristianeafjeral. At 9.30 p. m. met the Modoc, in lat.

42° 55' N., long. 52° 35' W., when the oceanographic and scientific

observers were transferred to that vessel, which relieved the Tampa
of ice-patrol duty.

Ice reports were received as follows: May 30, steamship Caserta,

bergs in lat. 43° 22' N., long. 49° 16' W.; steamship Canopic, bergs
from lat. 46° 35' N., long. 52° 56' W., to lat. 47° 10' N., long. 51°
10' W.; steamship Canadian Challenqer, tlu-ee large bergs in lat.

46° 56' N., long. 51° 27' W., and a small berg in lat. 46° 41' N., long.
52° 31' W.; steamship Columbia, three bergs from lat. 43° 15' N.,
long. 49° 07' W., to lat. 43° 21' N., long. 48° 40' W.; steamship Gen.
Consul Pallisen, numerous bergs and growlers between lat. 48° 06' N.,
long. 49° 56' W., and lat. 47° 12' N., long. 51° 31' W. May 31, steam-
ship Albania, numerous bfergs and growlers between lat. 47° 41' N.,
long. 49° 07' W., and lat. 50° 43' N., long. 50° 32' W.; steamship
Hastings County, two large bergs in lat. 45° 16' N., long. 45° 57' W.,
and lat. 45° 14' N., long. 46° 00' W. June 1, steamship Hastinqs
County, two bergs in lat. 43° 36' N., long. 49° 08' W.; steamship
W. H. Tilford, one big and several small bergs in lat. 45° 00' N., long.
46° 00' W. June 3, steamship Knockfern, passed several lar^e bergs
and growlers, from 3 to 5 miles apart, between lat. 48° 41' N., long.
51° 21' W., to Cape St. Francis. June 4, steamship Bramdl Point,
numerous bergs and growlers from off Cape St. Francis to lat 48° 38'

N., long. 49° 48' W., three bergs in lat. 48° 30' N., long. 50° 19' W.,
and growlers in lat. 48° 38' N., long. 49° 58' W. June 5, steamship
Esther Eliza, 13 large bergs 20 miles east of St. Johns. June 6,

steamship Canadian Cru'cser, a berg in lat. 47° 21' N., long. 51° 12' W.,
a large berg in lat. 47° 30' N., long. 50° 00' W., three bergs and
several growlers between meridians 48° 30' W. and 47° 50' W.
along blue track 6. June 10, steamship Cairnvalona, many bergs
between lat. 48° 12' N., long. 49° 03' W., and Cape Race. June 11,
steamship Cairnvalona, large berg in lat. 46° 26' N., long. 54° 00' W.
June 13, Cape Bona Vista reported no ice.
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Obstruction reports were received as follows: June 3, steamship
Bramell Point reported that the steamship Texas, on May 30, passed
a floating mine or buoy, very dangerous to navigation, in lat. 50° 02'

N., long. 15° 39' W., and that on June 2 she passed an unlighted gas
buo}', painted black and white, in lat. 44° 38' N., long. 36° 35' W.;
June 4, steamship Bramell Point, two heavy wooden beams, 20 by
20 feet, dangerous to navigation, in lat#41° 11' N., long. 46° 40' W.;
June 6, steamship Argys, a large red can buoy, with black horizontal

stripes, in lat. 43° 43' N., long. 43° 58' W. ; June 8, spar projecting
5 feet above water, connected with submerged wreckage, in lat.

40° 2L' N., long. 43° 38' W.
Daily routine ice warnings, weather reports, and, when necessary,

obstruction reports, were broadcasted and sent to Hydrographic
Oflice, New York; Fuelite, Halifax, Nova Scotia; and Cape Race.

This patrol cruise has been a remarkable one, in that fog has pre-
vailed each day except the first and one-half of the last. There
were a few times when we were favored with a few hours of partially

clear weather; otherwise, the ship was enveloped in fog. Advantage
was taken of the opportunity for tracing out, in part, the northern
limits of the Gulf Stream, and it is to be remarked that the stream
was found to be as far north as 42° 00' N. the entire distance south
of the Great Bank. The Tampa constantly bore in mind the
necessity of searching the area between lats. 42° N. and 43° N. and
longs. 48° W. and 51° W., and the vessel remained within reach of

some part of this area to take advantage of clear weather, should any
occur. However, we were able to search only a limited part of that
area. It is believed that the bergs reported in the vicmity of lat.

43° 15' N. and long. 48° 30' W., on May 29 and 30, will drift down
to some part of the above area, and vessels were generally warned
to keep south of lat. 42° N. between longs. 48° and 51° W.
Durmg the cruise we received approximately 750 sea-water reports

and some 54 ice reports. Only five of the latter were south of

lat. 46° 00' N.

Coast Guard Cutter ''Modoc," Lieut. Commander B. M. Cms-
WELL, Ice Patrol, Second Cruise, June 14 to 30, 1922.

The Modoc sailed from Halifax, Nova Scotia, at 4 p. m., June 12,

to relieve the Tampa on the ice patrol, and made contact with that
vessel, in lat. 42° 53' N., long. 52° 48' W., at 9.30 p. m., June 14,
at which time the Tampa left for Halifax. Fresh to strong SW. to
WSW. winds. Math rough sea, were experienced on the 12th and 13th,
upon which latter date the wind moderated until, on the 14th, we
had light easterly airs, clear weather, and smooth sea. Numbers of

petrels accompanied the ship until the wind moderated, on the
afternoon of the 13th, when they left us and many shearwaters
appeared. Anticipating a clear day on the 15th, we proceeded to
lat. 42° 50' N., long. 51° 30' W., for the purpose of starting search
at daylight between the 43d and 42d parallels east of long. 51° 30' W.
June 15. Moderate wind, hauling from E. to S. and bringing the

fog along in waves, was experienced, an hour or so of dense fog being
followed by a like interval of fair visibility. At 5.40 a. m. a large,

two-pinnacle berg was located in lat. 42° 43' N., long. 51° 28' W.
(Berg ''N/' Chart "G.") At 7.20 a. m. thick fog shut in, with
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moderate E. wind and rain. At 8.15 a. m. we headed back for the
berg passed early in the morning. When within about one-half

mile of it, the loftier pinnacle broke off and fell with a ^eat splash.

(See Plate 3.) At 2.10 p. m. we passed a small, saddleback berg
and growlers, in lat. 42° 44' N., long. 51° 19' W. At 3.55 p. m. a
small berg and growlers were sighted in lat. 42° 52' N., long. 51° 06'

W., and at 4.10 p. m. we passed, in lat. 42° 54' N., long. 51° 05' W.,
a large, flat-topped berg, marked with blue veins and earth-colored

streaks. At 5.50 p. m. we arrived alongside of a large, single-peak
berg, wliich w^as grounded in 55 fathoms on the Tail of the Bank,
in, lat. 43° 07' N., long. 51° 55' W. (See Chart "O".) This was
the largest berg we have sighted this season, being about 1?5 feet

high and marked with several earth-colored streaks. We drifted

near by for the night. Upon approaching this berg, numbers of

fulmars and shearwaters were noted in its vicinity, but they all

disappeared within an hour of our arrival

June 16. Gentle to moderate S. \vinds, with thick fog, prevailed
all day. We drifted in the fog until 11.35 a. m., when, the weather
showing no signs of clearing, we proceeded to oceanographic station

239, in lat. 43° 50' N., long. 50° 25' W., where water temperatures
were taken and specimens of plankton collected. At 7.05 p. m.
anchored for the night.

The steamship Marinlea was furnished special ice information.

A radio message was received from the steamship Western Plains,

reporting that an engmeer officer on that vessel had been ill since

the 14th inst., with high temperature, slight pain in left groin, general
feeling of nausea, and other symptoms, and asking advice from our
medical officer. This was given promptly.
June 17. Light to gentle SW. wind; generally foggy. At 6.10

a. m. we got under way and stood for oceanographic station 240,
in lat. 43° 10' N., long. 51° 15' W., where sea-water temperatures
were taken and plankton collected. Received a radio message from
the steamship Eastern Tempest, stating that a seaman had dislocated
his shoulder and that they were unable to ^et it back in place. Our
medical officer gave the necessary advice. At 7.50 p. m., fog shutting
in thick, we stopped and drifted for the night.

June 18. Gentle SW. winds to light SW. airs; foggy first half,

clear latter half. Occupied oceanographic station 241, in lat. 42°
30' N., long. 51° 45' W.; station 242, in lat. 42° 05' N., long. 52° 14'

W., and station 243, m lat. 41° 44' N., long. 52° 35' W. At 12.30

p. m., lat. 42° 14' N., long. 52° 06' W., we passed into the warm
water of the (lulf Stream and had fine, clear, seniitroi)ical weather
for the remainder of the day. Porpoises, Portugese men-of-war,
gulf seaweed, and a few petrels and shearwaters wore sighted.

Special ice information was sent to the steamships Charton and
Orhild.

Jmie 19. Light aiiv! to gentle winds, bacldng from S. to ENE.,
with dense fog over the colder waters and misty to hazy over the
Gulf vStream. We devoted the day to an attempt to delineate the
nortlicrn limits of the Gulf Stream between longs. 51° 38' W. and 50°
30' W.,and foundit tobo anproximately lat. 41° 50' N. The steamship
Duca de Ahruzzi reported oy radio that she passed a largo ice field in

lat. 40° 34' N., long. 49° 25' W. This information was no doubt
incorrect, as the sea water in the reported locality had a temperature
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of 73° F. and was above 50° F. for a distance of 90 miles to the north-
ward. All efforts to verify this report were unsuccessful. At 2.30

p. m., while in lat. 41° 20' N., long. 51° 20' W., a large passenger
steamer of the Compagnie G6n6rale Transatlantique, westbound,
gassed us. She was about 50 miles north of her prescribed track.

>urin^ the night, a Leach petrel flew on board, havm^ been stunned
by flymg into something in the fog. It was identified and released.

Special ice information was furnished to the steamship West
Quechee.

June 20. Light E. to SE. airs and winds; partly clear over the
warm water area and thick fog over the cold water. As thick fog pre-
vailed during the night and early morning, we ran down into the
clearer weather of the Gulf Stream, in order to check our position by
latitude and longitude sights. Ascertained that our latitude was 41°
00' N., longitude 49° 49' W., and then headed for a small berg re-

ported by the steamsliip West Quechee as in lat. 41° 30' N., long. 50°
42' W. The berg (berg "N," chart "G") was located in lat. 41° 50'

N., long. 50° 22' W. ft consisted of three separate ice masses united
imder water into one berg. The temperature of the surface sea water
in its vicinity was 55° F. and that of the air 59° F. The temperature
of the surface water was 66° F. 10 miles distant from the berg and
dropped quickly to 55° F. This did not indicate the presence of ice,

but tliat the berg was in the belt between the Labrador Current and
the Gulf Stream. The following temperatures were taken at various
depths in the vicinit}^: At surface, 55° F.; 50 meters, 36° F.; 125
meters, 34° F.; 250 meters, 32° F.; 400 meters, 40° F., and 750
meters, 34° F. These temperatures would show that the Gulf Stream
water was at the surface, while the cooler water was below. This
berg was melting rapidly, and driftmg to the eastward at about 1 mile
per hour. After darK a dense fog prevailed, and we lay to and drifted

near the berg. At 3.30 p. m., lat. 41° 25' N., long. 50° 32' W., we
passed the large eastbound passenger steamship Van DycJc, which
was about 115 miles to the northward of the prescribed track.

June 21. Light SE. to ENE. airs and breezes; clear over the warm
and foggy over the cold water; smooth sea. About 6 a. m. we heard
the fog signal of a passing steamer and tried to warn her by radio
that she was very near the berg by which we were lying, but could
get no response. At 9.50 a. m. the fog lifted in our locality, but held
over the colder water to the northward all day. We drifted with the
berg, which now bore no resemblance to the one we saw the night
before. Its drift was 126°, true, 1.3 miles per hour. When in its un-
mediate vicinity, a constant crackling sound could be heard, and all

exposed parts showed many surface cracks. By nightfall several
large pieces had broken from the berg, and it was plain that it would
break up and melt in a few hours.
June 22. Gentle breeze to light airs, E. to SE., fog banks on the

horizon to the northward and eastward; smooth sea. At daylight,

our berg of the day before, when seen at a distance of about 2 miles,

looked no larger than a ship's boat, and had almost ceased to be a
menace to navigation. (See Plate 6.) At 11.40 a. m. sighted a
berg (berg "P"), and at 1.05 p. m. passed it, in lat. 42° 26' N., long.
50° 36' W. This was a very large berg, shaped like a pjrramid, and
was about 150 feet high and 250 feet through at its waterline. It
could be seen from the crow's nest (height 90 feet) about 15 minutes
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before it was visible from the bridge. We scouted for bergs during
the day, until 4 p. m., when it shut m thick, and at G p. m. we headed
south, to run out of the fog. At 6.50 p. m., fog lifting somewhat,
lat. 42° 02' N., long. 51° 26' W., we picked up a large, crescent-

shaped berg (berg "M", chart "G"), with a high ridge terminating

in peaks at each end. This was now our southernmost berg. The
sea-water temperatm-es in its vicinity were as follows: At sui'face,

53° F.; 50 meters depth, 34° F.; 125 meters, 31° F. ; 250 meters,
36° F.; 450 meters, 39° F., and 750 meters, 39° F. At 8 p. m. the

fog shut in thick again, and shortly thereafter the steamship Camer-
onia, westbound, passed within one-half mile of the berg. We drifted

for the night, in a thick fog, near the last berg mentioned. Three
small whales came up close alongside while we were drifting and were
not disturbed in the least by our fo^ whistle

Special ice information was furnislied the steamships Merry Mount
and African Prince.

June 23. The day began with light ESE. winds, increasing to

gentle breezes, then falling to light airs and calms and ending with
light SW. airs. The sea was notably smooth. The dense fog which
had prevailed during the night lifted in our locality at 6.35 a. m.,

when we began searching to the westward of the 50th meridian.
Visibility was excellent, except for occasional patches of fog of short

duration, and, due to the mirage, objects could be seen while still

below the horizon. During the morning watch, the inverted image
of a steamship below the horizon was seen in the clouds. The last

berg sighted this day was picked up from the forecastle deck at a dis-

tance of 21 miles and looked like a square-rigged ship under full sail.

It could not be seen from either the bridge or the crow's nest at the

time. At 6.25 p. m., we arrived alongside the berg (berg "P") that

we passed at 1.05 p. m. on the 22d. It was now m lat. 42° 21' N.,

long. 50° 31' W., and had capsized and bore no resemblance to the

berg of the day before, being rather flat-topped and not anything
like as lofty. The surface-water temperature in its vicinity was
53° F. At 8.15 p. m., we stopped alongside a large, saddleback berg,

in lat. 42° 46' N., long. 50° 25' W. ; sm-face-water temperature 48° F.,

air 61° F. Another berg, bearing 81° true, distant 7 miles, could be
seen dimly from this position. The near-by berg was giving off a
light mist to leeward and appeared to be drifting agamst a Hght
siirface current setting to the northward. Two blackfish were ob-

served very near the berg as darkness set in.

Diu"ing the morning watch, while lying to in the fog neai* the berg
in lat. 42° 02' N., long. 51° 26' W., the fog signals of a passing

steamer were heard. Our whistle gave back distinct echoes. This

we believed to be due, not to the presence of the berg, which was
probably 2 miles, or more distant, but to fog banks of different

densities surrounding the vessel.

We covered this date the area of probable ice south of the 43d
parallel and west of the 50th meridian.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships President

Garfield, Mont Grappa, Ardantza Mendiez, and Rapidan.
June 24. Light feW. to WSW. airs and winds; dense fog over the

cold and partly clear over the warm water. Smooth sea. We were
enveloped in a low, dense fog from midnight until noon, when we
stood to the southward, During the time we were in the fog, our
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whistle gave back a distinct echo, with no appreciable change as we
drew away from the berg. At 2 p. m., the weather cleared and at

4.05 p. m. we arrived alongside tne berg which we passed at 6.25

p. m. of the 23d. This berg was now in lat. 42° 20' N., long. 50° 47'

W., and, although still large, was appreciably smaller than when seen
on the 22d inst. No other bergs were sighted before dark. The
following radiogram was received from the steamship Luxvalile:

''Please have doctor prescribe for man with strained back. Symp-
toms as follows: Severe pain continually at second vertebra from base
of spine, more so when coughing, can not sit up or raise head without
causing extra severe pain, some relief when pressure applied to second
vertebra from base, can move limbs. Accident happened while in

bent-over position while picking up weight." Our medical officer

prescribed treatment, but was handicapped by information that the

Luxpalile had no medicines on board.

June 25. Light airs to light and gentle winds, W. and SW., partly

clear, hazy. At daylight the weather outlook was favorable for

scouting and we started, at 4.45 a. m., to cover as much area as

possible before dark. The berg last seen on the 24th, in lat. 42°

20' N., long. 50° 47' W., was passed at 9.40 a. m., in lat. 42° 20'

N., long. 51° 02' W. At 12.50 p. m., a large berg, about 65 feet high
and 200 feet in diameter, was located in lat. 43° 01' N., long. 50° 54.'

W. At 3.35 p. m., we were alongside of a conical-shaped berg, 140

feet high and 500 feet in diameter, in lat. 42° 59' N., long. 50° 12' W.
While in tliis vicinity, another berg was seen to the northward in

lat. 43° 08' N., long. 50° 12' W. It was believed that the bergs

sighted on this date would drift to the westward until they encoun-
tered the GuH Stream current and then be set to the southward and
eastward, possibly reaching lat. 41° 30' N., or even farther to the

southward, and be a menace for two weeks longer. (See Chart " O. ")

As the visibility was good, but with a hazy horizon, the day was
devoted to a search of the area west of lon^. 49° 50' W. and south
of the 43d parallel. Bergs loomed through the haze at a considerable

distance. At the close of the day we were standing for the position

of the berg reported in lat. 41° 46' N., long. 49° 49' W., and arrived

there at 10.40 p. m., when we stopped and drifted for the remainder
of the night. A number of whales were seen during the day. The
medical officer continued treatment, by radio, of the sick man on
the steamship Luxpalile.

June 26. Light airs to gentle breezes, W. to SW.; partly clear and
hazy. Moderate SW. swell. The clear weather enabled us to almost
complete a survey of the ice field south of lat. 43° 20' N. This survey
indicated that the berg menace existed much later this year than
during any season since the patrol was taken over by the Coast
Guard in 1914. Eleven bergs were located during the day. Many
of these were huge masses of ice, which would constitute a potential

menace to the steamship lanes for many days to come, unless prevail-

ing conditions materially change in the near future. The presence of

these bergs so far south is di&cult to understand, as we have had
almost continuous southerly winds for the past month, or longer. It

is probable that the larger bergs will constitute a menace to naviga-
tion for about two weeks longer and, imder the influences of the

various currents, would drift down near the trans-Atlantic tracks

before they finally disintegrated. Because of these conditions, the
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Tampa was this day ordered to relieve the Modoc upon the expira-

tion of the latter's patrol period on June 30, and to carry on the
patrol until the ice situation cleared up. At daylight we were along-

side of a small, two-pinnacle berg, in lat. 41° 45' K., long. 49° 34' W.
The sea-water temperature in the vicinity was 59° F. This berg
was calving frequently and had a long streak of brash ice trailing on
to leeward. During the day six other bergs were located, as follows:

A medium-sized one, with no prominent characteristics, in lat. 42° 44'

N., long. 49° 41' W.; one in lat. 42° 38' N., long. 49° 22' W.; one,

with two pinnacles and a channel way between, the loftier pinnacle

190 feet high, diameter of base 400 feet, in lat. 43° 08' N., long. 49°
34' W.; a small one in lat. 42° 59' N., long. 49° 22' W.; one, 85 feet

high and 540 feet long, in lat. 43° 03' N., long. 48° 53' W.; and one
resembling a floating dry dock in lat. 42° 46^ N., long. 49° 08' W.
During the night we drifted near the last berg mentioned- A few
fulmars, petrefs, and whales were seen during the day.
Gave special ice information to the steamship Gloria de Larrinaga.
June 27. Light SW. to W. airs and gentle winds; partly clear, hazy,

good visibility. Smooth sea. We searched the southeastern quad-
rant of the probable berg area and saw no ice. The late afternoon
was given over to searching for the small berg last seen on the morning
of the 26th, in lat. 41° 45' N., long. 49° 34' W., and believed to be
the southernmost berg. The berg could not be found. The motor
ship Hamlet reported having sighted a berg this date in lat. 41° 01'

N., lon^. 51° 08' W., and search was begun for it.

Special ice information was furnishecf the steamships Seydlitz and
President Toft.

June 28. Li^ht SW. to W. airs and gentle breezes; partly clear,

hazy, good visibility. Smooth sea. The forenoon was given over to

a search for the small berg which had engaged our attention on the
afternoon of yesterday, but, as it could not be found, we believed that
it had disintegrated. The berg reported by the motor ship Hamlet
on the 27th, which was believed to be the southernmost berg, was
located at 5.10 p. m., in lat. 41° 57' N., long. 50° 50' W. The sea-

water temperatures near this berg were as follows: At surface, 57°

F.; 50 meters depth, 40° F.; 125 meters, 35° F.; 250 meters, 37° F.;

450 meters, 38° F., and 750 meters, 37° F. The Dutch steamship
Alchiha reported that she had sighted a large berg on this date, in

lat. 41° 36' N., long. 51° 37' W., but we beheved her position to be
in error and that she sighted the berg reported by the motor ship
Hamlet on the 27th. We passed this berg (berg "P") several times
during the last few days and had noted its rate of shrinkage. Making
due allowance for the rise in the temperature of both the air and the
sea water, as it drifts to the southward and eastward, it was con-
servatively estimated that the berg would probably last a week or 10
days longer. A clear, distinct echo from the steam whistle was
obtained when we were about three ship's lengths from one of the
perpendicular concave sides of this berg. We lay by this berg during
the night. From 12.50 p. m. to 2 p. m., a brimant, prismatic halo,
42° in diameter, was observed around the sun.

June 29. At daybreak we ran down to the position of the berg
reported on the 25th in lat. 41° 36' N., long. 51° 37' W., but saw
nothing of it and returned to the berg we had left, in order to keep
a record of its drift and disintegration. At 8 p. m. it was in lat. 41°
67' N., long. 50° 55' W.



Plate No. 6.

THE LAST STAGES OF A BERG.

June 22, 1922, 41° 32' N., 49° 45' W., water temperature 62°. The photograph shows ex-
treme disintegration of the berg, and the patrol is ready to strike it off the list of menaces
to navigation. It is now in the northern edge of the Gulf Stream, as is evidenced by the
water temperature and the warm-weather clouds to leeward.



Plate No. 7.

THE FIRST ARRIVAL.

March 20, 1922, in 42' 58' N.. 49° 24' W., water temperature 34°. This was the first berg
to put in an appearance off the Tail of the Grand Banks in 1922. It was drifting 206° true
at the rate of 0.5 knot per hour, and was the immediate cause for inaugurating the ice
patrol as of that date. The "Seneca" is shown in the center.
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June 30. At daybreak we stood to the westward to meet the
Tampa, and made contact with her at 3.30 p. m., in lat. 42° 18' N.,
long. 53° 12' W., where we were relieved of ice-patrol duty, after
which we set course for Halifax. We were pleased to note that the
berg by which we had been lying was beginning to go to pieces fast

when we last saw it on this date. It was calving at frequent intervals
and there was a long track of drift ice to leeward, some of the pieces
being large growlers which had broken off from the parent berg.

After tlie first two days out of Halifax we had remarkably mild
weather. Mostly light southerly airs to winds prevailed. The maxi-
mum barometer was 30.47 and the minimum 30.14. Fog held over
the colder waters in the vicinity of the Tail of the Bank continuously
until the 25th inst., after which date the visibility was very good.
The cooperation of passing vessels in giving us sea-water tempera-

tures was gratifying, 141 different vessels sending in 438 sea-water
temperature reports.

Routine ice warnings and, where necessary, obstruction reports
were broadcasted and sent daily to Hydrographic Office, New York;
Fuelite, Halifax, Nova Scotia; and Cape Race.
The following ice and obstruction reports were received (the first

group of figures, in each case, represents north latitude, and the
second group west longitude) : June 14, steamship Bothwell, ice (no
description given), 48° 01', 48° 36'; 48° 00', 48° 11'; 47° 58', 48° 49';
47° 44', 49° 06'; 47° 47', 49° 25'; 47 °46', 49° 55'; 47° 03', 51° 51';
47° 10', 51° 33'; June 15, steamship Lord Kelvin, berg and growler,
45° 37', 47° 35'; two bergs, 45° 00', 48° 55'; four bergs, 44° 55'
48° 47'; steamship Idefjord, two bergs, 44° 40', 48° 15'; steamship
Graindon, small bergs 10 miles south of Cape Race; June 16, Battle
Harbor, ice off shore north, none south; Fogo, numerous bergs and
Sowlers; steamship Malmen, berg, 42° 59', 51° 32'; June 17, Battle

arbor, heavy jam ice north, no ice south; Fogo, numerous bergs
and growlers; Bonavista, no ice; steamship Empress of France,
growlers, 46° 47', 48° 40'; steamship Marilia, two growlers, 44°
10', 48° 50'; berg, 44° 15', 49° 12'; several growlers, 44° 03',

48° 40'; steamship Cragness, berg, 43° 05', 49° 13'; steamship
Samuel L. Fuller, red buoy, 42° 54', 45° 53'; June 18, steamship
Storm King, berg, 42° 21', 51° 22'; steamship Redondo, large berg,
42° 57', 50° 37'; steamship Hastings County, berg, 45° 10', 47° 30^;

steamship Tyrltena, small growlers, 48° 25', 48° 53'; berg, 48° 17',

49° 49'; large growlers, 48° 11', 49° 14'; two growlers, 48° 10',

49° 22'; large berg, 48° 14', 49° 38'; steamship Canopic, berg, 48° 06',

49° 50'; berg, 47° 47', 50° 07'; berg, 47° 50', 50° 11'; steamship
Tyrrhenia, large berg, 47° 49', 50° 17'; large berg, 47° 48', 50° 2V;
large berg, 47^ 27', 51° 11'; large berg, 47° 20', 51° 36'; steamship
Carmania, large conical buoy covered with rust and marine growth,
40° 14', 52° 49'; steamship Polonia, vessel's mast, 15 feet high,
41° 15', 49° 50'; June 19, Battle Harbor, numerous bergs; Fogo,
numerous bergs; steamship Canopic, growler, 46° 31', 53° 22^';
steamship Nascopec, three bergs and drift ice from 48° 48', 50° 08',

to 48° 39', 50° 32'; steamship Grilwennave, large growler 183° 7 miles
from Cape Pine ; steamship Dunbridge, growlers in 48° 29' from 47° 00'

to'49° 30'; several bergs and growlers north and south of track 5-6
blue; very large berg on track 5-6 blue in long. 49° 20' W.; steam-

29150—23 i
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ship Manchester, growlers, 46° 22', 53° 29'; small berg, 46° 21',

63^^25'; June 20, steamship West Quechee, small ber|, 41° 30', 50° 42';

steamship Opelike, part of wooden vessel, 150 leet long, awash,
covered with marine growth, 43° 36', 41° 35'; June 21, steamship
Mount Clay, red buoy, base about 8 feet in diameter, 44° 12', 41° 38 ;

June 22, Battle Harbor, numerous bergs; Fogo, numerous bergs and
growlers; intercepted, berg, 48° 50', 48° 12'; June 23, Fogo, numerous
bergs and growlers; steamship Anfora, one big and two little bergs,
42° 45', 50° 52'; steamship Rapidan, large berg and four growlers,
43° 05', 50° 39'; steamship Ardantza Mendiez, large berg, 42° 43',

50° 40'; "MJN," large berg, 48° 37', 48° 26'; June 24, Battle Harbor,
numerous bergs; Fogo, numerous bergs and growlers; Bonavista, no
ice; steamship Epsom Blade, buoy, 40° 30', 49° 54'; steamship
Calleda, perpendicular mast, 8 feet out of water, burnt black, danger-
ous to navigation, attached to submerged wreckage, visible 2 mues,
41° 36', 47° 45'; June 25, steamship SMensfjord, berg, 42° 36',

49° 29'; steamship Gloria de Larrinaga, large berg, 42° 28', 51° 07';

steamship Genesee, two bergs and growlers, 41° 46', 49° 49'; steam-
ship Chicago City, small berg, 41° 28', 49° 59'; steamship Kock-
fermacJc, growlers, 48° 06', 48° 23'; large berg, 48° 04', 48° 30'; June
26, Battle Harbor, numerous bergs; Fogo, numerous bergs; June
27, Battle Harbor, numerous bergs; Fogo, numerous bergs; steam-
ship Sunoco, berg, 43° 23', 50° 37'; berg, 43° 08', 50° 50'; berg, 43°

18', 50° 53'; motorship Hamlet, large berg, 42° 01', 51° 08'; June 28,

Battle Harbor, numerous bergs; Fogo, numerous bergs; steamship
Argus, small berg, 42° 33', 47° 40'; berg, 42° 35' 50° 16'; steamship
Alchiha, large berg, 41° 36', 51° 37'; June ^9, Battle Harbor,
numerous bergs; Fogo, numerous bergs; steamship Manoa, small
bergs, 46° 45', 52° 52 ; two bergs, close inshore, Renewse Rock.

Coast Guard Cutter "Tampa," Lieut. Commander W. J. Wheeler,
Ice Patrol, Fourth Cruise, June 28 to July 14, 1922.

The Tampa sailed from Ha,lifax, Nova Scotia, at 8 p. m., June 28,

to relieve the Modoc on ice patrol, and relieved that vessel at 3.05

p. m., June 30, in lat. 42° 20' N.,long. 53° 00' W.. the oceanographic
and scientific observers being transferred from the Modoc to the

Tampa. Upon assuming the duties of the patrol the Tampa set

course for tne position of the southernmost berg, in lat. 41° 57' N.,

long. 50° 50' W. Light and gentle SW. breezes were experienced
from June 28 to 30.

July 1. Gentle to moderate SW. to W^SW. winds, with slight haze;
slight to moderate SW. swell. At 3.15 a. m. stopped at reported
position of southernmost berg. At 5.05 a. m., there being no berg in

sight, started rectangular search to the southward and eastward for

the berg. At 8.55 p. m. stopped and lay to for the night, the berg
not having been located. A few petrels followed the vessel during
the day.

Broadcasted the following ice warning: ''Ice patrol Tampa, 42 00,

50 45, near southernmost berg. Eleven bergs with growlers around
Tail of Bank and soutliwestward."

July 2. Gentle WSW. to light W. winds; mostly clear; hazy and
light fog at intervals. Fog appeared at 3 a. m. and cleared at 8.35

a. m., search for the berg last seen on June 29 being resumed at the
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latter hour. At 1.35 p. m., sighted the berg (berg "P," chart "G"),
and arrived alongside of it at 2.20 p. m., in lat. 42° 10' N., long. 50°
50' W. Photographed the berg and lay to and took water tempera-
tures near it. These temperatures, together wdth those' taken near
the same berg on June 29, were as follows:

June 29.—Lat. 41° 57^ N., Iongr.50° 50' W.
i

July t.~Lat. 42° 10' N., long. 50° 60' W.
°¥.

!

' °F.
Surface 57

50 meters 40. 1

125 meters 34. 7

250 meters 37
450 meters 38
750 meters 37

Surface 58
50 meters 58
150 meters 42. 4
300 meters 41.

1

600 meters 40

The berg was a rather large, solid one, some 50 feet in height, and
was wasting rapidly, with water trickling down all its sides and mist
rising from it. At 5 p. m., having drifted some 2 miles from the berg,
stood back and stopped 2 miles to windward and slightly to one side

of it, to allow for drift. Lay to and drifted for the night. While
approaching this berg, we sighted the steamship EstJionia, west-
bound, passing just north of it. No bird life was seen in the vicinity

of the berg. At 5 p. m. we received the following radiogram from
the Esthonia: "Passed two more large bergs, positions 42 09, 51 15,

and 42 02, 51 24." We decided that these bergs were sighted by the
Modoc farther north and east on June 23.

Special ice information was sent to the steamships Majestic, Presi-
dent Poll', Tritonia, and Oscar II.

July 3. Light to moderate WSW. winds; haze, with light fog at
intervals. At 4.45 a. m., daylight^ stood for the berg and arrived
alongside of it at 5.45 a. m., the vessel having drifted 6 miles in eight
hours with gentle and light winds. The berg's position was found
to be lat. 42° 12' N., long. 50° 51' W. (See Chart "G.") We then
set course for the northernmost ber^ reported by the Esthonia yester-
day, and at 8.45 a. m. arrived alongside of it in lat. 42° 10' N., long.
51° 22' W., and photographed it. This berg was in two parts, the
larger part having a wall some 200 feet long by 75 feet high and 50
feet thick, while the smaller one was of a cylindrical shape and sepa-
rated from the large part by a distance of some 75 feet, the support-
ing base not being visible. The berg was wasting rapidly. At 8.50 a.

m. stoodfor the southernmost berg and at 10.10 a.m. stopped alongside
of it, in lat. 42° 00' N., long. 51° 23' W. We photographed the berg
and took deep-sea temperatures near it, as follows: At surface, 57.5°

F.; 25 meters. 50° F.; 50 meters, 36.5° F.; 150 meters, 39.9° F.; 300
meters, 39.9° F.; 600 meters, 38° F. The temperatures taken on
July 2 near the easternmost berg, 10 miles farther north, showed
greater strength and depth of the Gulf Stream. It is probable that
this apparent curving of the Gulf Stream is the reason for the more
southern position of this berg. At 4.30 p. m. stood for the second
berg sighted this day and passed it at 6.15 p. m., and found it to be
wasting rapidly and portions of its steep walls falling. The sounding
of our steam whistle appeared to bring down a portion. After pass-
ing this berg, we stood for the easternmost one sighted this day, but,
owing to failing visibility, did not pick it up. After running the
distance by log, lay to for the night.
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July 4. Light to luodorate W. to WSW. winds; li^lit fog and haze,

partially clearint; during the latter part of day. Petrels were seen

about the vessel, but otherwise no bird life was sighted. At 9.25

a. m. steamed ahead to the southward, thinking to run out of the fog

on this course. At .'^..30 p. ni. raised the southernmost berg, and at

3.45 p. m. arrived alongside of the berg, in lat. 42° 04' N., lon^. 51°

16' W. Photographed the berg and then stood 3 miles to windward
of it, to allow for drift, and lay to for the remainder of the day.

July 5. Light to gentle W. to WSW. winds; slightly hazy. At
4.30 a. m. stood back to small berg, now in lat. 42° 09' N., long. 51°

11' W. At 5.30 a. m. stopped alongside of the berg and lay to to

await better visibility. The berg showed marked signs of wasting.

At 8.25 a. m. stood to the small berg and at 8.50 a. m. took departure
for the westernmost berg. At 12.35 p. m. raised the berg 8.8 miles

distant and arrived alongside of it at 2.40 p. m. The westernmost
berg, now in lat. 42° 08' N.. long. 51° 20' W., had wasted greatly.

The separate pinnacle had collapsed and a blast of our steam whistle

brought down a mass of ice from the nearest side of the vertical

wall of the berg. From the 3d to the 5th instant, this berg had
drifted south G miles. After observing this berg, we shaped course
for the easternmost berg, but, as we were unable to locate it, at 7.12

p. m. we stood for the small berg and at 8.40 p. m. lay to for the night,

1 mile to windward of it. Petrels and an occasional other bird were
seen from time to time.

Special ice report was sent to the Coast Guard cutter VicJcshurg.

July 0. Moderate WSW. winds to light W. airs; partly cloudy
and hazy to foggy. At 5 a. m., stood ahead for the berg and at 5.30

a. m. passed it, the vessel having drifted 6 miles from it during the
night. The berg was in lat. 42° 10' N., long. 51° 07' W., and was
melting rapidl}^. The temperature of the surface water in the
vicinity was 58° F. After passing this berg, we set course for the
westernmost one, and at 6.20 a. m. passed a large growler, which
had evidently broken off from it. At 6.45 a. m., arrived
alongside the westernmost berg, in lat. 42° 09' N., long. 51° 30' W.,
the berg having drifted west 8 miles in 24 hours. The berg was
markedly reduced in size and there were many growlers and ice floes

to leeward of it. After leaving this berg, we searched for the eastern-
most berg but, owing to the intermittent fog, were unable to find it.

At 8.43 p. m., lay to for the night. A number of petrels and a few
other birds were seen during the day.

Broadcasted the following radiogram : ''Ice patrol Tampa, 42 10,

51 07, near berg. Foggy. Another berg 10 miles west. This
southernmost ice. Berg reported 42 28, 50 05."

Special ice information was furnished to the steamships Western
Plains and Astoimendi.

July 7. Light to moderate WSW. to SSW. winds; fog at the be-
ginning and close of day. At 8 a. m., stood ahead to locate small
berg and at 9.18 a. m. passed it, in lat. 42° 06' N., long. 51° 14' W.
The berg was disintegrating rapidly. At 3.40 p. m., sighted a
medium-sized berg, and at 4.10 p. m, passed it, in lat. 42° 35' N.,
lonf;. 50° 25' W. It was melting rapidly, as shown by water marks
ana water trickling down its sides. It was identified as the one
sighted on June 25, in lat. 42° 57' N., long. 50° 18' W., and had
probably drifted westward and southward before coming eastward
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After photographing this berg, we resumed search to the eastward
and at 6.55 p. m, stopped, because of dense fog. A few petrels were
sighted near the vessel from time to time during the day.

Broadcasted the following radiogram: "Ice patrol Tampa, 42 42,
49 50. Foggy. Two growlers 42 10, 51 20, no longer menace by
to-morrow. Berg 42 35, 50 25. TVo bergs reported aground Tail of
Bank."
Sent message to patrol commander, Modoc, recommending that

steamer tracks be shifted to normal.
July 8. Light SW. winds to WNW. airs; partly cloudy to foggy

and hazy. Vessel drifting in fog at beginning of the da}^ At 9 a.m.,
took sea-water temperatures, in lat. 42° 43' N., long. 49° 45' W., in
axis of the Labrador Current, as follows: At surface, 49° F.; 40
meters, 36.6° F.; 80 meters, 33.7° F.; 125 meters, 36.5° F.; 250
metei-s, 36.6° F.; 450 meters, 37.3° F.; 750 meters, 38.2° F. At
11 a. m., steamed ahead to return to berg sighted yesterday afternoon
and also, if possible, to run out of the fog. At 6.15 p. m., sighted the
berg and arrived alongside of it, in lat. 42° 30' N., long. 51° 00' W., at
7.20 p. m., the berg having drifted 257°, true, one mile per hour, since
yesterday. The berg was greatly reduced in size and water was
trickling down all its sides. We la}' to near it for the night.

Petrel and an occasional shearwater were seen at intervals during the
day, but there was no bird life near any of the bergs.

Broadcasted the following warning: "Ice patrol Tampa, 42 30,
51 00, near berg.. This southernmost ice. Spar 41 32, 43 30."

Special ice reports were sent to the steamships ParJdovn, Laconia,
Olympic, and Merclay.

July 9. Light to moderate SW. to SSW. winds; partly cloudy to

foggy. Moderate SW. swell. Drifting in fog until 7.45 a. m., when,
the fog lifting, we stood for the berg alongside of which we were
lying during the night. At 8.45 a. m., arrived at the berg, in lat. 42°
22' N., long. 51° 16' W., and found that it had melted during the
night and was reducing in size rapidly. At 10.02 a. m., we began
a search of the area south of 43° 00' N. At 1 p. m. ran into fog.

Fog hanging over the colder water to the eastward. At 3.53 p. m.
raised a large grounded berg, in lat. 43° 08' N., long. 50° 19' W.
It was grounded in 42 fathoms. A large mass of ice fell from both
its vertical side walls as the vessel approached. The berg was about
70 feet high, hollowed in the center by melting, and had a trail of

small pieces of ice floating to leeward. At 5.25 p. m., passed alongside

a second large grounded berg, which was much larger than the first

one. It also was hollowed by melting and its shell-like walls were
about 80 feet in height and possibly 200 feet square. At 7.55 p. m.
anchored On the Tail of the Bank, in lat. 43° IS'^ N., long. 50° 20' W.
Petrels followed the ship at intervals and an occasional shearwater
was seen, but there was no bird life in the vicinity of the bergs.

July 10. Moderate SW. winds, falling to light breezes and airs from
WSW. to SE.; partly cloudy; foggy over the cold waters of the Lab-
rador Current. At 6 a. m. began taking observations at anchorage,
designatmg it station 224, lat. 42° 13' N., long. 50° 20' W. At 7.15

a. m. under way to make biological haul with dragnet. At 8.07 a. m.
observations completed, stood for westernmost grounded berg and
found it to be melting rapidly, with a trail of small ice to leeward.

At 9.47 a. m. arrived at easternmost grounded berg and found it to
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be breaking up and melting rapidly. We then started on a search of

the area to the southeastward oi the Tail of the Bank. At noon
dense fog set in, and we continued on our course to reach oceano-

graphic station 245, in the axis of the Labrador Current, lat. 42° 49'

N., long. 49° 33' W. After completing work at station 245, we shaped
course to reach station on the banks and to find anchorage for the

night. The thick io^ began to clear as the edge of the Labrador
Current was approached, and the water became wanner. At 6.39

p. m. occupied oceanographic station 246, in lat. 43° 10' N., long.

49° 51' W., and then anchored for the night. A few petrels followed

the vessel at intervals during the day and a few shearw^aters were
seen, but there was no bird life around the bergs.

Special ice information was furnished to the steamship Ampetco.
July 11. Light to gentle winds, SE. to SSW.; fogwy over cold water

comprising tongue of the Labrador Current, partially clear otherwise.

At 7.30 a. m. under way and began search for bergs. After examining
the berg grounded on the Tail of the Bank, which we found to be
melting and breaking up rapidl}'', set course to search to the south-

ward and westward. Found fog over the cold water of the Labrador
Current and from time to time worked to the northward to skirt it.

At 2.28 p. m. set course through the cold-water foggj^ area to search
to the southward. At 8.14 p. m. lay to for the night in dead-reckon-
ing position of berg which had been reported, lat. 42° 01' N., long.
51° 28' W. The visibility was fair, but there was nothing in sight.

Petrels and shearwaters were sighted during the day.
Special ice formation was sent to the steamship Palemherg.
July 12. Light southeasterly^ winds to calm; foggy over cold water

in Labrador Current zone, with occasional rifts around its edges.

The vessel lying to in fog until 8.40 a. m., when search was resumed
for the berg reported yesterday. At 11.35 a. m. stopped on account
of fog and drifted. Ijook sea-water temperatures in lat. 42° 23' N.,
long. 51° 25' W., with following results: At surface, 65° F.; 25 meters,
4 5° F. ; 225 meters, 38° F. ; 725 meters, 38° F. At 3.05 p. m. resumed
search for bergs, and at 4 p. m., the fog clearing, raised a small berg,
which we passed in lat. 42° 13' N., long. 51° 33' W. (Berg "S,
chart "G. ) The berg was photographed and found to be melting
rapidly, the sea-water temperature in the vicinity being 68° F, At
7.30 p. m. passed the British steamship Kiirdistand, bound east. At
8,40 p. m. stopped near the berg sighted during the afternoon and
1 ay to near it for the night.

Special ice warnings were sent to the steamships Rochester, 4,ssyria,

and Kurdistand.
July 13. Calm to light variable winds; dense fog to mostly clear;

vessel lying to in dense fog near southernmost berg. The fog having
lifted, we sighted the berg, and at 5.35 a. m. arrived alongside of it

and again hove to and drifted. The berg (berg "S") was reduced by
melting to two shell-like walls and a pinnacle and would cease to be a
menace in another day. The horizon cleared at sunset, permitting
us to obtain a series of star sight'^, which enabled us to locate the
present position of the berg as Tat. 41° 18' N., l<mg. 51° 28' W. (see

chart "G"), showing that it had had a remarkable drift to the south-
ward since its po.sition was last accurately determined. At 10 p. m,
lay to until morning.
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At 10 p. m. the following broadcast was sent: "Ice patrol Tampa,
41 18, 51 28, near small berg. Two bergs grounded on Tail of Bank.
Foggv."

July 14. At 2 a. m. a steamship passed us. We attempted to
notify her of the berg and ascertamed that she would pass a safe
distance from it. At 5.30 a. m. stood back to the ber^ and found it

to be a mere growler and no longer a menace to navigation. We then
stood on course to meet the Modoc. At 6 p. m., after a conference
with the commander of the ice patrol on the Modoc, in lat. 41° 52' N.,
long. 53° 20' W., the ice patrol season was declared at an end and the
vessel stood for Boston, Mass.

Daily routine ice reports were sent to the Hydrographic Office,

New York; Fuelite, Halifax, Nova Scotia; and Cape Race; and
were broadcasted.
The following ice formation and obstruction reports were received

;

July 3, steamship Canadian Trooper, one berg and several small
growlers, lat. 48° 30' N., long. 49° 04' W.; July 5, steamship Sanugon,
large bergs, lat. 43° 00' N., long. 50° 20' W., and lat. 42° 58' N.,
long. 50° 10' W.; July 6, steamship Western Plains, berg, lat. 42°
28' N., long. 50° 05' W. ; July 7, steamship ParTctown, a large berg,
lat. 43° 04' N., long. 50° 34' W., and another 8 miles E. by S. from
that position; July 8, steamship Seattle Spirit, spar buoy, projecting
four feet out of water, lat. 41° 32' N., long. 45° 30' W.; July 10,
steamship Rhode Island, berg. lat. 43° 40' N., long. 47° 20' W.;
July 11, steamship Chicago, berg and growlers, lat. 42° 01' N., long.
51° 28' W.; steamship Sunoco, large berg, lat. 42° 17' N., long.
51° 40' W.
Some 200 sea-water temperature reports were received during this

cruise.



SUMMARY OF ICE PATROL, SEASON OF 1922.

By Lieut. Commander B. M. Chiswell, Senior Officer.

The ice patrol season began March 20 and ended July 14, 1922.

During the months of Apm and June fog prevailed during a large

percentage of the time in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of New-
foundland and the efforts of the patrol vessels to locate the ber^s

and disseminate accurate information concerning them and their

movements were seriously handicapped thereby. April began
with a fresh NW. gale on the first day, followed by a fresh SE. gale

on the 2d, and then by NE. strong breezes to fresh gales until the

9th. During this stormy period there were five days of dense fog.

From the 19th until the end of the month, SW. winds and continuous
thick fog prevailed. Fog prevailed about 50 per cent of the time
in April. Ice was sighted by the patrol on April 10, 12, 13, 16,

and 18; mostly small bergs and growlers, and all north of the 42d
parallel.

In May, weather conditions were favorable for the work, with
mostly westerly winds, reaching gale force on only two days, and
with fog prevailing about 25 per cent of the time. Ice conditions

were better than normal and only two bergs were located south of

the 42d parallel; one large one on the 20th, lat. 41° 40' N., long. 49°
00' W., and a small berg and growlers on the 27th, lat. 41° 45' N.,

long. 48° 50' W.
In June, from the 1st until the 25th, the prevailing breezes were

SW., and fog hung over the colder water of the banks like a blanket,
effectively concealing from the patrol the presence and movements
of bergs in that area. When the fog finally lifted, many bergs,

some of unusually large size, were located between lats. 42 00' N.
and 43° 20' N. and longs. 49° 00' W. and 52° 00' W. During June,
the southernmost berg, a small one, was sighted on the 21st, lat.,

41° 28' N., long. 49° 52' W.. and was rapidly disintegratmg.
From July 1 to 14, on which latter date the patrol was discon-

tinued, the prevailing winds were SW., varying from light airs to

moderate breezes. Fog was prevalent over the colder water of

the Labrador Current, with clear weather over the Gulf Stream.
The warm water was pushing its way farther to the northward and
spreading over, or forcing back, the Labrador Current. During
this period the many bergs sighted during the last week of June
melted and disappeared.
An unusual phenomenon was witnessed during the last days of the

patrol. A berg (berg "S," chart "G,") which had drifted to the
westward of the Tail of the Bank, suddenly began a rapid move-
ment almost due south, and before it finallydisappeared on July 14
had reached lat. 41° 05' N., long. 51° 28' W., the farthest south of

any berg of the season, so far as authentic records go. The most
reasonable explanation for this seemed to be that the Gulf Stream

60
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had developed a big bight (see chart "P") to the northward and
westward of the Grand Banks, in the vicinity of the entrance to
Cabot Straits, and, meeting the resistance of the shoals and the cold
tongue of the Labrador Current (at that time about 40 miles wide
at the Tail of the Bank and extending southwestward to lat. 42°
05' N., long. 51° 35' W.), its current was diverted south until finally

overcome bv the eastward movement between lats. 41° 00' N. and
41° 30' N., in longitude approximately 51° 30' W.
The unexpected appearance of a large number of bergs in June

(see chart "O"), under unfavorable local conditions, suggests the
thought that weather and other conditions of previous months in

far distant localities probably have a determining influence upon
ice movements toward the steamer lanes. For instance, an accurate
knowledge and intelligent coordination of weather and current
conditions observed in the Straits of Florida and off the coast of

Labrador or Greenland in the month of December might enable
one to predict with some approach to accuracy what may be ex-
pected off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland in the way of ice in
the following April, May, or June.

In a general way, the present season has been a normal one with
regard to the positions and strengths of the two main ocean currents,
the Labrador Current and the Gulf Stream. The average drift

along the east side of the Grand Banks was 0.4 knot per hour, in a
direction paralleling the steep part of the slope. South of the Tail
of the Bank the drift of bergs indicated a set ranging from W. to SW.
with a strength of 0.4 knot per hour. (See charts ''D," ''E," ''F,"
and *'Gr.") The fallowing exception was observed: One berg (berg
*'S") after passing the Tafl of the Bank and reaching long. 49° 30' W.,
drifted nearly south. After reaching the vicinity of lat. 42° 30' N.,
long. 51° 30' W., the berg ceased moving to the westward and turned
sharply back, influenced more and more by the current on the
northerly edge of the Gulf Stream, which was here setting easterly
at 0.8 knot per hour. There was very little ice on the Grand Bank's
during the season, but from other observations, the current, as in

previous years, was found to be tidal. Only two bergs were reported
west of Cape Race, indicating that there is not much westerly tend-
ency to the Labrador Current in that vicinity. At the close of the
patrol season, the Gulf Stream had pushed well to the northward
and rendered rather remote the probability of bergs reaching the
steamer tracks. In connection with observations as to the move-
ments of ice in the Labrador Current around the Tail of the Great
Bank, there were no indications of a flow of said current W. and SW.
of long. 52° 00' W.
Whenever weather conditions and the primary duties of the

patrol permitted, the patrol vessel occupied oceanographic stations.

At these points the scientific observer collected material upon which
to base studies of the oceanography and plankton of the vicinity of

the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. This material consisted of

temperature observations and corresponding water samples from
several depths, in vertical series, obtained at each station oy means
of the Greene-Bigelow deep-sea, reversing-thermometer water bot-
tles; also of plankton, taken in vertical and horizontal hauls with
tow nets of different sizes and preserved in formalin. In general,
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the stations were located along lines radiating outward from a point

in lat. 4.3° 50' N., long. 50° 25' W., near the 30-fathoin bank fre-

quented by fishing vessels, in general accordance with the program
for 1920 and 1921 of the Inter-Departmental Board on Ice Patrol.

(See Chart "A.") Sixtv-three stations were occupied during the

continuance of the patrol, in addition to 17 during the February and
March ice observation cruises. Half-hourly surface sea-water

temperatures were taken and recorded by the patrol vessels during

the entire period of duty, and, in addition, approximately 3,000

reports were received by radio from passing ships. (See temperature
charts "H" to "P.") The cooperation of shipping was much
appreciated and enabled the oceanographer to keep a fairly accurate

record of surface temperature conditions over a wide area.

Bird and marine life and natural phenomena, such as mirages, etc.,

were carefully observed, but nothing was seen to differentiate the

season of 1922 from past seasons, as described in annual reports.

Whales were seen feedmg close to bergs and flocks of birds of different

Species, mostly shear\\^aters, dovekies, petrels, and terns, were seen
in the vicinity and at times perched on the bergs. On the other
hand, in many cases there was an entire absence of bird and visible

marine life near the bergs for long periods of time. Echoes of the

steam whistle were obtained from the walls of lofty bergs, and at

other times, in thick weather, echoes were heard when it was posi-

tively known that there were no bergs in the vicinity. From these

observations, it is believed that the mariner navigating the ice area
in thick weather, or at night, can depend upon no forewarning of a
berg beyond the limit of his visibility. The drop in surface sea-

water temperature would not be noticed appreciably until his vessel

was in contact with the ice, or too close to avoid contact.

At the beginning of the patrol season, an agreement was made
with the Canadian Naval Intelligence, Plalifax. Nova Scotia, whereby
the ice-patrol ship was designated as sole disseminator of informa-
tion relating to ice and to obstructions to navigation in the vicinity

of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. In previous years the Cana-
dian Government had been operating an ice information service

of its own, independent of the international ice patrol. This duplica-
tion and obvious confusion of information was removed by the
agreement that the vessel on patrol should gather aU information
for broadcasting during the existence of the patrol, the Canadian
Intelligence to receive a daily report of ice conditions and to resmne
its service when the patrol was discontinued. Through courtesy of

the Canadian authorities, the patrol was furnished daily ice and
weather reports from the Government stations at Battle Harbor, Fogo,
and Bonavista. In connection with the above agreement. Cape
Race Radio Station forwarded all ice reports received there from
trans-Atlantic traffic to the patrol vessel. This information was
confined largely to ice reported in the vicinity of Cape Race. Cape
Race Station was also of great assistance to the patrol in broadcasting
ice warnings to steamers on the St. Lawrence River tracks, out of
range of the patrol vessel's radio.

The patrol, as now organized, is believed to be conducted as
efliciently as possible under the severe handicaps of gales and fog
that ordmarily are so prevalent in this region. Ihe plan of detailing
an officer as oceanographic aide, to shift from vessel to vessel and
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remain in the field for the entire season, as practiced this year, helps
very materially to make the patrol uniform and continuous, bridging
over the break that comes wnen one vessel relieves the other.

A study of communication possibilities is recommended, in order
that, if posssible, the ice situation as developed by the patrol vessels

during the hours of daylight may be broadcasted from Arlington the
same night or early the following morning. The importance of

prompt mformation regarding positions of dangerous oergs is ex-
plained by the fact that these bergs are constantly movmg and a
report 24 or 36 hours' old may be misleading except m a general way.



OCEANOGRAPHER'S REPORTS.

FEBRUARY.

In assembling and recording data relating to ice and sea-water
temperatures the method adopted last year was again employed this

year. The temperature of the sea water at the surface in the area

observed has been recorded on the oceanographical chart. This
chart (chart "H'') shows the sea-water temperatures and the ice

and meteorological conditions in the vicinity of the Grand Banks
of Newfoundland between February 8 and February 26, 1922. A
wider distribution of sea-water temperatures was secured during this

period than ever before so early in the year. The cooperation of

passing trans-Atlantic steamships was excellent and facilitated the

plotting in detail of the conditions in the area observed. A rise in

the temperature of the sea was observed in lat. 43° N. between
longs. 57° W. and 60° W., the highest temperature of the sea water
in this area being 52° F. To the eastward of this area the tem-
perature of the surface water was lower, but in lat. 43° N., lon^.
54° W., another rise in temperature occurred, which continued until

the west slope of the Great Bank was reached. Over the

Great Bank cold water of approximately 32° F. was found to extend
from the surface to the bottom of the sea. This temperature is the
normal temperature of water over the Great Bank and the smaller
banks Ijdnw off the Newfoundland shore at this time of the year.

Isotherms indicating the conditions noted have been drawn on
the chart.

During the month of February the temperature of the surface

water of the northern edge of the Gulf Stream in the vicinity of the

Great Bank was approximately 54° F. This is represented on the
chart by a shaded boundary line, which was definitely located and
found to be sharply defined. No current observations were possible,

owing to the prevailing rough sea, but a set to the eastward was
noted alonw the south side of the Great Bank. In lat. 41° N., long.
47° W., this set turned sharply and continued in a general swirl in

a northerly direction. When it reached the 45th parallel it again
changed dixection, setting about ENE. true. It was not further

investigated.

On the chart the 54° isotherm represents the northern edge of the
Gulf Stream, which flowed along tne 41st parallel and, in 47° west
longitude, swept in a gentle curve to the ENE. and then on across

the 43d meridian. The divergence between the 54° isotherm and
the 60° isotherm indicates that the northern set in this locality was
a branch from the main current of the Gulf Stream. This con-
clusion seems to be borpe out by the temperatures recorded in lat.

44° 52' N., long. 46° 50' W., at oceanographical station 174, where,
at a depth of 250 meters, a temperature of 50° F. was found. Below
this* depth the temperature of the water dropped suddenly to 41°

F. and the water continued to grow colder as the depth increased.
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Plate No. 8.

A DEEP-SEA CAST.

One thousand meters of i-inch flexible steel wire is carried on the 1-ton Sprague electric
hoist shown in the photograph. A nnember of the "Modoc's" crew is seen unclamping
a water bottle after it has been submerged for observations.



Plate No. 9.

A BERG WITH A BLUE STREAK.

June 14, 1922, 43° 15' N., 50° 10' W. This picture of one of the few bergs on the Tail of

the Bank during 1922 was taken from the "Tampa." The dark streak in the center of the
berg was caused by a fissure, when in the glacier in Greenland, filling with water and
freezing. It was plainly distinguishable from the surrounding white snow ice by a clear,

dark-blue color.
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The depth of the main trunk of the Gulf Stream was found to be
greater than 250 meters. The contour of this wall of cold water
approximates very closely the 100-fathom contour of the Grand
Banks and of the banks farther to the westward. In longitude 55°

W., it was found that this similarity of contours did not exist. Here
the wall of cold water extended to the southward ; this was probably
due to the effects of the cold St. Lawrence drift throiigh the Lau-
rentian Channel. During this period the water on the Great Banks,
like that of the Gulf Stream, had approximately definite bounds
and an approximate temperature of 32° F. On the Tail of the

Bank the 32° isotherm extended 30 miles farther south into deep
water. It was found that warm water was projected over and on
to the west slope of the Great Bank. The finding of both warm
and cold water in this area indicates a large ocean eddy. An exami-
nation of the records for the same time of year in 1921 shows that

similar conditions prevailed then. If a few more years' observations

show that similar conditions continue to prevail, it would seem fair

to assume that a great eddy exists on the west side of the Tail of

the Great Bank at this season.

While a strong set was observed in the Gulf Stream eastward of

the Great Bank, no current was noted while in the cold waters.

Where a definite set to the Labrador Current has been found in

previous years during April, none was experienced this y^ear in

February. In 1921 no appreciable drift was observed in this area
during February or early in March. It is thought that there is no
drift, or, if any, only a slight one, to the Labrador Current during
the late fall and during the winter months. This subject will be
discussed in another place, when an effort mil be made to submit
proof of the correctness of the above conclusions.

The direction of the winds experienced while in the vicinity of

the Great Bank was averaged for each 12-hour period, and the mean
force and direction is indicated by the straight radial lines in the
center of chart "H." The Beaufort scale is shown in the lower
right-hand corner. The prevalence of northerly and westerly winds
is noticeable; there were a few winds from the southwest quadrant,
but practically none from the other quadrants. The length of the

Unes strikingly illustrates the force of the winds encountered. Nearly
all were above a force of 6 of the Beaufort scale. The winds are

worthy of consideration for their effect in setting up temporary sur-

face cmTents.
Ice was not found in any large amount during the first part of

February, but later in the month large areas of field ice were reported.

Many of the local mariners stated that there had been more field

ice this spring than for many years past. These fields extended as

far south as parallel 45° 30', east to tne edge of the Great Bank, and
west to just north of Sable Island, and thence to Cape Canso. The
large amount of field ice appears to have been due to a predominance
of northwesterly \vinds during the month and during the preceding
winter months. Only three bergs were reported, and these were
close inshore off St. Johns, Ne^vfoundland.

Field ice in this vicinity may be of three kinds, viz, Arctic ice,

shore and bay ice, and Gulf of St. Lawrence ice. The predominance
of northwesterly winds for a long period would tend to increase the
quantity of all three. The northerly winds tend to break the Arctic
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fields away from the Labrador coast and the coasts to the northward
and drive them southward. The same winds drive the Newfound-
land bay and shore ice away from the coast and offshore to meet
the ^irctic drift ice. These winds also bring "cold waves," which,

with their low temperatures, cause new ice to make quickly inshore,

which, in turn, is blown offshore and is packed up on that already

there. The St. Lawrence drift is augmented by the northwesterly

winds, which form temporary sm^face di*ifts and probably cause the

field ice to extend south to Sable Island. The foregoing shows why
there was so much field ice this year. In connection with the preva-

lence of northwesterly winds during the past winter, as shown on
the February chart (chart "H"), it is interesting to note the effect

produced upon the climate of Newfoundland. The chart shows that

the northern branch of the Gulf Stream was farther north this year
than at the same time last year. If south and east winds had pre-

vailed this winter, as they did last winter, with the Gulf Stream
lying so far north, the climate of Newfoundland would have been
milder than a year ago. The mildness of the winter in 1921 was
principally due to the predominance of southeasterly wdnds, which
carried the w-arm air over the Gulf Stream to the northw^ard. The
predominance of northwest winds in 1922 rendered nil the heating
effect of the large reservoir of warm water to the southeast of New-
foundland and resulted in cold weather in that region.

MARCH.

Attention is invited to the oceanographical chart for the period
between March 13 and 18, 1922 (chart "i").
The Seneca sailed from Halifax, Nova Scotia, March 13, 1922, on

ice-observation w^ork, with its attendant scientific investigations.

Bergs and growlers w^hich were found drifting southward around the
Tail of the Bank required a continuous patrol, wliich was inaugurated
on March 2 1

.

On the run from Halifax to the Great Bank the temperature of

the sea w^ater fluctuated between 38° and 45° F., but upon reacliing

the 57th meridian the temperature rose to 54° F. Proceeding to the
eastward the temperature dropped to 38° F., but again rose to 52°

F. in long. 53° 40' W. At 53^ W. long, the temperature of the sea
water began to drop, and it continued to grow colder as the west
slope of the Grand Banks was approached. The variations in the
temperature of the surface of the sea are graphically indicated on the
oceanographical chart, which shows a shaded warm-\vater thermal
extending far north into the cold-water area west of the Great Bank.
The usual break in direction of the Gulf Stream to the north along
the 47th meridian was observed.

Oceanographical conditions in general liad not changed materially
from those observed during the cruise of February 8-2G, 1922. The
"cold wall," represented by the shaded cross-hatched isotherm of

approximately 55° F., had not changed position on its southern and
western sides. On the eastern side, in lat. 42° N., long. 48° W., the
warm water had progressed farther to the westward. The area of

cold water, temperature of 3^° F.. liatl extended, how^ever. southward
nearly CiO miles and was found to be closely and compactly butted
against the warm water of the Gulf Stream. This agrees with the
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conditions found last year, when the packing up of the thermals upon
the southern boundary between the warm and the cold water indicated

that the current from the north was beginning to attain a definite

drift and an appreciable sot. The pushing southward of the area of

cold water of the temperature of about 32° F. during the latter part
of March was an early sign of the growing spring freshet of the
Labrador Current in this area. On February 14 three icebergs were
sighted off St. Johns, NcAvfoundland. Two of these bergs were again
sighted and identified on February 27 on the Great Bank, in lat. 43°
55' N., long. 50° 35' W. They liad thifted southeast at the rate of

0.4 knot per hour. On March 9 two small bergs were reported in

lat. 45° 13' N., long. 48° 33' W. It is beheved that these were the
same bergs as those previously sighted on February 14 and 27. Their
drift had changed to ESE., but the rate of drift remained about the
same. The prevailing winds during this- period had been north-
westerly. Later, bergs were reported drifting to the southward along
the east side of the Great Bank, and it appears logical to assume that
the two bergs traced from off St. Johns across the Great Bank followed
the same com-se and that their drift could be accounted for only by
the absence of the Labrador CmTent in this locality at that time.

Dm-ing the period covered by tliis report, however, the bergs had
begun to drift southward along the east side of the Great Bank. This
appears to be an indication that the Labrador Current had begun to

assume velocity. During the February cruise of the Seneca no cur-

rent was observed off the east slope of the Great Bank where a definite

set is to be found later in the season. The field ice which had covered
most of the Great Bank the first part of March had nearly all dis-

appeared by the end of that month. On March 31 field ice was pres-

ent only along the east side of the Great Bank in the Labrador Cur-
rent, which would appear to be the logical place for it. In the oceano-
graphical report for the first cruise of 1922 the field ice conditions
were described and discussed.

The position of the first berg observed by the ice patrol this year is

shown by a '' A " on chart " I, ' which is connected by a dotted line to

other " As," which mark the path of its drift from March 19 to March
27. Since tliis berg, due to its high air-surface body, was unduly
affected by the wind, its drift was not considered a true indication of

the ocean current. A drift of 2 knots per hour was observed, which
undoubted!}' was due to favoring winds. The general southwesterly
drift of tliis berg around the Tail of the Bank was, however, believed
to be indicative that the Labrador Current prevailed at that time and
place. During April of last year the rate of drift along the east side

of the bank was 0.3 knot per hour, and this year the rate was esti-

mated to be the same. During the cruise it was noted th,at all the
bergs which came under our observation presented evidences of having
been under the influence of warm water and au-, and that they had the
same appearance as bergs that are in the final stages of disintegration
near the Gulf Stream. Hence it was assumed that they had drifted

southward during the latter part of the summer of 1921, but before
complete disintegration had been saved by the adveht of cold weather,
or perhaps had been set to the north by a countercurrent, where they
had been held fast by field ice. If this were the case, they naturally
would be the first bergs to put in an appearance this year. The
boundary line between the warm and the cold water was sighted on
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March 27 in lat. 41° 40' N., long. 51° 07' W. This is the well-known
"cold wall" of oceanographers. (See plate 5.) The surface of the

water on the cold side of the wall was smooth and glassy, its temper-
ature registering 34° F., while on the south side of the wall the surface

was chopped and rippled, vnth a temperature of 56° F. At places the

demarcation was very pronounced, and was indicated by a series of

small eddies, which caused air bubbles and froth to form. The
boundary was still more clearly defined by driftwood and d6bris

which had collected here and there. This would appear to indicate

the presence of a suction force which caused the flow of surface

waters toward the demarcation line. This phenomenon is present to

a less marked degree along the northern and western sides of the Gulf
Stream where it parallels the coastal reservoir of the United States
and has been observed off Cape Hatteras.

During this cruise the direction and force of the wind was averaged
for each 12-hour period. The mean force and direction is shown by
the radial lines in the center of chart "I," and the Beaufort scale is

drawn in the lower right-hand corner. There were three 12-hour
periods of calm. From the 15th to the 28th calms to light southerly
and easterly winds were experienced, but from the 28th to the 31st
strong north to west winds prevailed. The usual amount of fog was
observed.
To sum up : During the first part of the month the Great Bank was

covered watn field ice, which disappeared by the end of the month,
leaving traces of the old fields along the east slope of the Bank and
south to lat. 43° 20' N. The first icebergs appeared at parallel 45° N.
on the 9th and drifted southward along the east side of the bank at
the rate of 0.25 knot per hour. The first berg arrived at the Tail of

the Bank on March 20. It is estimated that there were not over 5
bergs and 10 growlers in the vicinity of the Tail of the Bank during
the month. The Labrador Current at the end of the month had
attained a velocity of 0.25 knot per hour. The "cold wall" had
assumed a position as shown on the oceanographical chart (chart " I ")

.

APRIL.

Since the physical phenomena in general will be discussed later in

the bulletin, under the heading " Oceanographic summary," the
monthly reports will be reduced to a minimum.

Various cnanges will be noted in the position of the "cold wall" as
shown by the isotherms on the surface temperature charts "J"
and "K." The "cold wall" south of the Tail of the Bank moved 30
miles to the northward in the course of the month. Southeast of the
Grand Banks the so-called "knuckle" of cold water formed by the
Labrador Current became manifest. The head of warm water west
of the Tail of the Bank, which was so noticeable during the early
part of the year, began to break up during April, and receded south-
ward to 42*^ 30' N., 54° 00' W. The subnormal amount of ice ob-
served during the month should be noted. The two bergs that drifted
around the Tail of the Bank and grounded on its southwest slope
during March drifted off into deep water. The drift of one of these
bergs is shown on berg chart " D. This berg was sighted on April 2,

10, 14, and 15. When last observed, it was drifting due north at a
rate of 0.4 knot per hour and had disintegrated to such an extent
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that it no longer constituted a menace to shipping. The only ice

found south of the Tail of the Bank during the last half of the month
was a small growler, which was observed in 42° 19' N., 50° 46' W.
(See chart "K"). During this period fog enveloped the entire cold-

water area, making the search for ice very difficult and almost im-
possible.

Several currents were noted by means of astronomical positions, as

follows: April 4, in 42° 56' N., 50° 00' W., a 0.2-knot current was
observed setting 246°, true; April 6, in 41° 48' N., 50° 30' W., a 1-

knot cun-ent was observed setting 68°, true; April 8, in 41° 48' N.,
49° 50' W., a 1-knot surface current was observed setting 85°, true.

On April 27, while the vessel was at anchor, with very smooth sea
and light airs, current observations were made in 43° 45' N., 50° 25'

W., and a surface current of a rotary tidal character, the same as

found in this locality in 1915 and 1921, was noted.
During the first half of the month northerly winds prevailed, while

during the second half the wind blew steadily from the SE. quadrant
and much fog was encountered. This is shown graphically on the
wind diagrams of the surface temperature charts and also on the
wind diagram and fo^ scale, figure 1

.

To sum up : The Gulf Stream advanced northward 30 miles south
of the Tail of the Bank. The " knuckle" which was observed so often
during 1921 was again observed during this month, and extended to
41° N., 48° W. The ice observed consisted of two bergs and a few
growlers south of the Tail of the Bank and of three small ber^s and
two growlers on the Grand Banks. Northerly winds prevailed from
the 1st to the 15th, when they were succeeded by southeasterly
winds and fog. Fog was present 24 per cent of the month, and low
visibility and fog 53 per cent of the month.

MAY.

During the month of May, north to northwesterly winds, with good
visibility, prevailed. The clear weather permitted the patrol vessels
to locate all the bergs around the Tail of^ the Bank ana to plot their
drift tracks with accuracy. (See berg charts "E" and "F," and
temperature charts "L" and "M.")

Berg "D" was reported on April 17, in 43° 35' N.. 48° 20' W., the
sea-water temperature in its vicinity at the time being 38° F. This
berg was first observed by the patrol May 2, as shown on berg chart
"F. ' Its track is shown on succeeding days of the month as it was
followed by the patrol vessel. It was a large berg when observed
May 2, but was a mere crrowler when last seen, on May 22. In 33
days it had drifted 250 miles at an average rate of 0.32 knot per hour.
The drifts of bergs "E," ''H," and "J" are also shown on borg chart
"F." Bergs "F" and "G" arrived off the Tail of the Bank about
May 17, or two weeks after the bergs shown on chart "F." Their
drift is shown in chart " E." It will be noted that bergs " F" and " G

"

did not (h'ift to the southwest of tlio Tail of the Bank, ])ut continued
nearly (hie south and then easterly into the " knuckle." The cause for
the (hd'crence in the drift of these bergs is explained in the summary
of oceanographic conditions, page 95.

On May 7, berg "K" was reported in the position shown on chart
"E," It was also observed on May 9 and 10. During this three-day
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interval it drifted 33 mUes, 17°, true. It is interesting to note that
the movement of this berg was due to the effects of the Gulf Stream's
northerly and easterly set, although it was approximately 35 miles
north of the southern boundary of the "cold wall" and the surround-
ing water was polar in character. This demonstrates the frictional

action between the two currents, as described in the oceanographic
summary, page 95.

On May 23, a French fishing vessel was observed at anchor in 43°
50' N., 49° 36' W. She was headed south, true, the wind at the time
being WNW., force 2 to 3, which indicated the presence of a surface
current setting to the northward at that time and place.

A number of swirls and tide rips, runniug iu a general north and
south direction, were observed on the east slope of the Grand Banks
in lat, 44° 00' N. In cutting across this current an allowance of 0.8

of a knot was made, and from later astronomical observations this

proved to be a correct estimate of its strength.

From a careful selection of reports of ice observed in the vicinity

of the northern part of the Grand Banks, it was determined that the
current setting to the south in that region had a velocity between 0.4

knot and 0.5 knot per hour.

To sum up : The ice reported and observed during May consisted of

8 bergs south of the 43d parallel and 16 south of the 45th parallel.

No ice was either reported or observed on the Grand Banks during
the month, and the French fishermen who were interviewed cor-

roborated this fact. The prevailing winds were from the west and
they were not so strong as those during the preceding month. Fog
was present only 12 per cent of the time and low visibility and fog 20
per cent.

JUNE.

The fine, clear weather of May was succeeded by southerly winds
and a great amount of fog during the first half of June, which greatly

handicapped the search for bergs in the cold-water area. (See Fig. 3.)

Surface current observations were taken June 4, while lying at

anchor in 43° 13' N., 50° 03' W., as follows:

Time (45th meridian).
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the rate of 1 knot per hour. Wlien the edge of the "cold wall" lay-

along the 42d parallel, during June, the strength of the current south
of the Tail of the Bank was 1 knot per hour and its set 90°, true. On
June 8, in 42° 06' N., 49° 23' W., a surface current was observed with

a set of 1 knot per hour, 7V°, true.

On the loth the wind shifted to the northwest and the fog lifted,

enabling us to locate three bergs on the Tail of the Bank. From the

15th to the 30th fog was intermittent, and the days of good visibility

wore employed in searching the areas around the Tail of the Bank.
Duiing this period seven bergs were tracked, as shown on chart "G."
A comparison of berg charts ''F" and "G," which contain the drifts

of almost all the bergs present around the Tail of the Bank during the

season of 1922, shows that most of the bergs drift to the west and
southwest after passing the Tail of the Bank and continue in those

directions until they arrive in the vicinity of the square bounded by
parallels 42 and 43 and meridians 51 and 52, where they are sharply
turned and commence to flow in an easterly direction, under the

influence of the Gulf Stream.
Berg"N" chart "G," is shown by sketches. When first observed,

in 42° 43' N., 51° 27' W., it was a high pinnacle berg. While we were
approaching it this pinnacle fell on and the sketch of June 15 was
taken from the photograph, Plate 2, which shows the berg surrounded
by small growlers. On June 20 it was observed again, see chart

"G," nine miles north of the northern edge of the Gulf Stream and
drifting to the eastward at the rate of 1 knot per hour. It was floating

in water of the following temperatures: At surface, 55° F. ; at 50
meters depth, 36° F.; at 125 meters, 34° F.; at 250 meters, 32° F.;

at 400 meters, 40° F. These temperatures illustrate the manner
in which the Gulf Stream imparts a parallel flow to the adjacent
polar water around the TaU of the Bank.
About June 20 the "cold wall" took a sudden dip to the south-

ward in the longitude of the Tail of the Bank, but by June 28 it had
resumed its old position. This sudden fluctuation between the
boundaries of the warm and the cold water is explained by the shal-

lowness of the surface layers during this period.

To sum up: The ice around the Tail of the Bank consisted of a
total of 12 bergs, and there were not over 20 bergs south of the 45th
parallel. Fog was present 68 per cent of the month, and low visi-

oility and fog 70 per cent of tne month. The prevailing wind was
from the southerly quadrant and was very light.

JULY.

The most notable featm-e during the month, as shown by chart
"P," is the manner in which the Gulf Stream increased in volume
and restricted the southern extension of the Labrador Current to a
narrow tongue of water, all trace of which disappeared in 42° 00' N..
51° 30' W. The great amount of fog during this period interfered

with the search for ice. Tliree bergs, however, were located in the
extreme end of the pocket fonned by the cold current. They
reiTiiiined in this restricted area and were closely observed for several
days, during which they were found to be under the influence of

many small and temporary eddies, which carried them to no appre-
ciable' distance from the locality. These bergs finally completely
disintegrated at this place.
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During the last days of the patrol a berg, berg "S," chart "G,"
was observed to drift southward past the Tail of the Bank and through
the "cold wall" into very warm water. It reached the southern-
most limit of ice for the year, 41° 05' N., 51° 28' W., before it had
melted to a size when it would no longer be a menace to navigation.
This ber^ evidently was caught by Gulf Stream water escaping out
of the bi^ht which had formed to the westward of the Tad of the
Bank and was carried south in a band of southerly current until
caught by the main body of the Gulf Stream, when it quickly disin-

tegrated. This is an example of a situation that may occur and shows
that the extraordinary drift of ice to low latitudes in the North
Atlantic is probably due to temporary surface branches of warm
water moving south in contradistinction to an abnormal polar current.
To sum up : There were seven bergs south of the Tail of the Bank

during this period, one of which drifted to the farthest southern
position for ice during 1922. Fog was present 46. per cent of the
period.
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Plate No. 10.

A LARGE BERG.

Photographed from the "Tampa" on May 6, 42° 38' N., 51 ° 10' W.; sea-water.temperature 38°

Drifting 231 ° true, 0.25 knot per hour.



Plate No. II.

THE MIDWINTER ICE CRUISE.

Taking an oceanographic station in the vicinity of the Grand Banks. The cutter is the only
visitor to this lonely region during the winter nnonths. Here is shown one of the oceano-
graphic casts; the wire with the bottles on it can be seen running over the side. The
weather is extrennely severe.



REPORT ON SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS AND
OPERATIONS.

E. F. B. Fries, Scientific Obaeirver.

From February until the termination of the ice patrol in July,

80 stations for oceanography and marine biology were occupied.

At these stations a program similar to that of 1921 was in effect.'

First, temperatures and corresponding water samples were obtained

by means of deep-sea, reversing thermometers and Greene-Bigelow
water bottles from about six levels in vertical series between the

surface and the usual m,aximum depth of 750 meters, or the bottom.
Then by means of different silk toMTiets collections of the plankton
were made and preserved in formalin. Generally four towings were
made—one being vertical from a maximum depth of 600 meters, or

the bottom, one restricted to the surface, and two horizontal at

different depths, of which the greater was usually 200 meters and
never exceeded 350 meters.

This scientific station work was, for the first time, not confined to

one of the cutters engaged in the ice duty. It was begun on the

"observation" cruises of the Seneca in February and March, both its

oceanographic and biological phases being conducted by Lieutenant
Smith.^ When the Tampa and the Modoc took over the duty of ice

patrol, they in turn were the base of operations, as the oceanographer
and the scientific observer transferred from one to the other in order

to remain continuously on active duty during the season. In April

and the foUoAving months the scientific observer took charge of both
physical observations and biological collections, and thereby avoided
any confusion tending to arise from the splitting of authority in the
station work.
The Inter-Departmental Board on Ice Patrol had, as in 1921,

recommended that the stations be located along lines running from
Halifax to about 42° 30' N., 57° W., thence to the southern portion

of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, and from this point,

respectively, over the banks toward Cape Race, east into the Gulf
Stream, and south into the Gulf Stream. In fulfiUment, these

recommendations were subjected to some modifications. Instead of

the suggested 50-mile intervals between stations, 30-mile and even
25-mile intervals were the rule to the southward and eastward of

the banks where the nature of the water varied abruptly. ^Vnd a
radial line from the Grand Banks southwest into the Gulf Stream,
promising an interesting section of the mixing of the banks and
Labrador Current waters with those of the Gulf Stream, was adopted
in addition. Because the primary duty of the vessel on patrol was
to keep in close touch with the icebergs southward of the banks and
because the weather conditions were frequently adverse, it was
impossible always to occupy the stations regularly according to this

plan. Yet in consequence of having the scientific duty taken over

by each relieving vessel, most of the total of 80 stations were located

along these radials and the remainder were believed productive by
themselves of interesting data. (See chart "A.") Furthermore, the

different stations in any one of the radials are embraced by a span of

1 U. S. Coast Guard, BuJletin No. 9, 1922, p. 61. » In the absence of Mr. Fries.

67
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rarely more than a few days for each occasion that radial was covered.

In other words, not only was the number of stations greater than for

any preceding year, but the material was collected in such a way as

to give it more significance than it would derive merely from its mass.
The material furnishes profile views (see profiles 1-14) of the

currents, eddies, and tidal water of the Grand Banks region, and of

the plankton. An enumcFation of the lines of these profiles follows:

The radial east from the banks was covered early in May and again
late that month; the radial south from the banks during the first

half of April, May, and June; the southwest radial during the second
half of April, May, and June; the westerly radial, extending more
than halfway to Halifax from the banks, during the second half of

February and March, and again the middle of May; also a west-east
line from the banks across the Labrador Current in February; a north-
south line across the end of the Labrador Current late in March; and
profiles from Halifax out to deep water during the middle of May and
the middle of June.
The material obtained along the last-mentioned line is not very

satisfactory. Since the cruising area of the vessels did not extend
so far west while on active patrol, neither the oceanographer nor the
scientific observer was present at the working of these stations.

Because the information to be obtained seemed eminently desirable,

a substitute was pressed into service to conduct the work. Although
he seemed qualified for it, as a result of instruction and practice, too
many of the temperature data were fantastically impossible. The
value of the water sample and plankton collections is thereby lessened,

yet certainly not nullified.

The northerly radial over the Grand Banks was not covered, despite
the desirability of an increase in knowledge of the conditions there,

particularly in the gutterlike formation off Cape Race. Several plans
lor fitting such a run to the northward into the schedule were formu-
lated, but each had to be abandoned as the immediate necessity of

patrolling southward intervened, until the ice menace ceased to exist.

As the oceanographer is giving thorough consideration to the
oceanographic data, comments on that subject are out of place here.

With regard to the biological collections, the examination which has
so far been made of the plankton is not sufficient to warrant any dis-

cussion of the results. But the study undertaken for the coming few
months should be productive of some conclusions. It is expected
that some correlation of the life and distribution of at least certain

species with the oceanography of the region of the Grand Banks and,
it is hoped, with the movements of the icebergs will be indicated.

The complete station data are presented in the table which follows
this report. In the table are included the corrected temperature
observations, the salinity values obtained by the titration of the
water samples, and the record of the towings made at each station.

The numbers of the stations commence with 1B7 to follow those of

the International Ice Patrol for previous years.

In addition to the oceanographic and liiological data the correla-

tive records of the time and position of each station, the depth, and
the weather are given. The local depths of water are quoted between
parentheses when they were read od' the chart and not found by
sounding. TheBeaufortscaleisused in indicating the force of the wind.
The depths quoted for the physical data are the lengths of line paid

out in lowering the Greene-Bigelow reversing water bottles. The
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depth values are, on that account, exact only in the absence of winds
and currents. When the series of bottles were, by the drift, carried
iiway from the vertical, the values given wore maxima to which the
true depths approached fairly closely—more or less in proportion to
the vessel's leeway.

Generally two thermometers were used, as checks on each other,
in securing the temperature reading for each depth. But sometimes
the action of one of the thermometers was obviously faulty, or for
other reasons only one thermometer supplied the data. In such cases
the temperature value is marked in the table with a dagger. Only
such thermometers were used as had been tested for errors—the
Schmidt and Vossberg thermometers at the Hydrographic Labo-
ratory of the International Committee for the Exploration of the Sea
in Copenhagen; of the Negretti and Zambra, the older at United
States Bureau of Standards, the newer at the National Physical
Laboratory in Teddington, England. The correction certificates

from these sources have been used to obtain the corrected tempera-
tures from the original readings of the reversing thermometers and
the auxiliary stems. These final values are subject to an error
lying wathin ±0.1° (C). Certain of the temperature determinations
were found to contain a larger error, of ±0.2° or even ±0.3°, and
they are indicated in the table by asterisks. Furthermore, since the
temperatures marked with daggers were obtained from single ther-
mometers, it is not possible to be as confident in their accuracy as
otherwise. Yet for the most part they are probably no more in error
than the unmarked temperatures, certainly no more than those
marked with asterisks.

The standard method of titration with silver nitrate was employed
to determine the salinity of the water samples which were preserved
in citrate of magnesia bottles.^

In general the results, expressed in grams of total salts per 1,000
grams of water, are estimated to be accurate within ±0.04. But
in the case of values marked with asterisks the error may be as

great as ±0.08.
First in the column of specifications of the nets is given the diam-

eter of the mouth, as ^ m. (meter). Next is stated the number of the
netting fabric. No. 18 specifies cloth having 166 meshes per inch;

No. 6, 74 meshes per inch; No. 0, 38 meshes per inch. The ^ and ^
meter nets are made all of one fabric. The 1-meter nets are coarser

at the forward, or oval, end than at the after cones. Thus the
1 meter. No. 6 net has a tip of No. 6 cloth and an entrance of No. 0.

Similarly, the 1-meter, No. net has a tip of No. find an entrance
of No. 000 (23 meshes per inch). The No. and No. 000 cloths are

of XX, double extra heavy grade, while the No. 6 and No. 18 cloths

are of standard weight.
For the horizontal towings there is recorded approximately that

depth, or range of depths, at which the net was towed for most of the
haul. But since the net remained open while being hoisted on board,
a small proportion of its contents were, inevitably, organisms occur-
ring in levels overlying the stated depths.
In regard to the duration of the hauls, the times quoted are

approximate and the speed of towing was variable. Still, the catches
are roughly quantitatively comparable on a basis of the stated

durations and an average speed of 2 knots or slightly less.

3 Titration done at Cambridge, Mass.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied
[See Chart "A".)

Sta-
tion
No.
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b(/ the "Seneca, " " Tampa, '" and " .]fndoc." (hirmg 1922.

Water, phj-sical data.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied
[See Chart "A".
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by the ^'Seiieca," ^^ Tampa," and '^Modoc" during 1922—Continued.

Water, physical data.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied
[See Chart "A".
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by the "Seneca," "Tampa" and "Modoc" during 1922—Continued.

Water, physical data. Biological coUections.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied
(See Chart "A".]

Sta-
tion
No.

ao3

205

206

207

208

209

Date.

1923.

May 7

...do....

...do....

Time of day.

12.55-2.50 a.m..

6-7.45 a. m.

10.45 a. m.-12.40
p. m.

..do
I

4.10-6.25 p.m....

May 14 2.30-4.15 p.m...

..do t 7.55-9.55 p.m

May 16 i 4.25-6.05 a. m..

Position.

Lat.
N.

42 25

41 55

41 25

Long.
W.

50 20

.50 19

50 18

40 55 50 17

43 55

43 24

42 50

210 May 15-16 10.35 p. m.-12.35
|
42 53

i
a. m.

May 16 6.35-8.20 a.m.... 42 35

212

213(a)

213(b)

.do 3.35-5.55 p. m...l 43 00

...do 9.35-11.15 p. m..! 43 30

May 28.. 2-3.35 p. m 43 30

May 27.. 7.40-9.40 p. m '44 15 62 38 (>175)

51 50

52 40

55
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by the "Seneca,'' " Tampa," and "Modoc" during 1922—Continued.

Water, physical data.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied*
(See Chart"A ".1

Sta-
tion
No.

215

216

217

218

219

220

Date. Time of day.

1922.

May 28..
i

4.30-6 a.m.

May 20.. 11.15 a. m.-8.10
p. m. Work

I

interrupted by
I

search for
southerly ice.

Position.

Lat.
N.

43 50

41 44

Long.
W.

May 23..

.do....

May 24.

..do....

221 ...do....

222

223

..do...

May 28.

May 29.

.

225 ...do

226 I... do...

7-9.15 a. m 43 40

5.25-9.25 p.m...

12.45-3.45 a.m...

43 55

43 59

7.3O-10.45 a. m . . 44 03

1.50-4.05 p.m... 44 07

8.55-11.20 p. m..j 44 12

7.50-9 p. m.

7.35-10.25 a.m...

12.40-2.25 p.m.

4.25-6.25 p.m..

43 23

61 15

49 09

50 29

Depth
of

water.

Meters.

(ca. 125)

Weather.

Wind,
direction
and force

(Beaufort).

Sky.

NNW.;1... Cloudy

(3,700) SSW.-SSE.; Blue, hazy.
1-2.

W.;4.

49 02 >750 W.;3 Blue, hazy horizon

Clear.

48 20 (3,300)

47 23 (3,900)

(3,700)

45 12 (^,400)

50 57 80

43 01 51 l-'O
1

(900)

42 42

42 30

51 28 (2,500)

51 46 (2,750)

W.;3 Cloudy

WNW.; 4.

W.;5.

.do.

-do.

WNW.;3.. Partly clondy.

NW.;2.

SW.; 1 Clear

Cloudy.

SW.;2. .do.

SSW.;1.... Cloudy
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by the ^'Seneca," "Tampa," and 'Modoc'" during 1922—Continued.

Water, physical data. Biological collections.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied
[See Chart "A".]

Sta-
tion
No.

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

Date.

1922.
May 29

May 30

June 2

Time of day.

Position.

9.40-11.55 p.m.

7.30-9.35 a.m...

1.40-3.45 p. m..

...do 8.15-11.35 p.m.

June 3

June 6

June 5-7

June 15

June 15-
16.

June 16

..do.

June 16-
17.

7.10-8.40 a. m..

4.50-7.10 p.m..

10.40 p. m.-12.55
a. m.

3.45-6..30p. m..

11.30 p. m.-1.45
a.m.

Lat.
N.

42 25

42 IS

44 00

41 55

42 38

43 00

7.50-9.15 a. m. . . 43 30

2-3.20 p. m. 43 50

Long.
W.

.52 15

52 58

50 20

50 22

50 35

50 19

57 10

58 35

60 05

Weather.

Depth
of Wind,

water. I direction
and force

(Beaufort).

Meters
(4,000) SSW.;2....

(5,.'i00)

(2, .5.50)

Ca. 550

SSE.; 3.

(4,000)

(4,200)

(4,000)

11 p. m.- 12.20 44 15 62 38
a. m.

E.; 1.

E.; 1

Calm.

NW.; 2.

ESE.-SSW.;
2.

(3,500) N.; 4^ Overcast: fogg>-

Cloudv

.do.

Sun visible through heavy
fog.

Low clouds and fog.

Foggy.

.do.

Hazy.

Cloudy.

0375) NNE.; 4-2.

50 I N.-NNW.;
1.

200 SSW.; 2.

.do.

Foggy to clearing.

Foggy to clear.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied
(See Chart "A".]

Sta-
tion
No.

239

240

241

242

243

244

246

246

Date. Time of day.

Position.

Lat.
N.

Long.
W-

Depth
of

water-

Weather.

Wind, !

direction I

and force
(Beaufort).

Sky.

1922.

June 16 4.50-6.20 p. m .

.

June 17 1-3.60 p.m.

June 18

.do.

June 18-
19.

July 10

.do.....

-do

8.65-11.05 a. m.

2.05-6.60 p.m.

9 p. m.-12.10
a. m.

6-8.05 a.m.

1.20-3.45 p.m.

7.20-9 p. m.

43 50

43 10

42 25

42 05

41 44

43 13

42 50

43 10

50 25 58

51 07

61 52

52 15

52 36

50 19

49 33

49 52

Meters.
SSE.; 4.. Very foggy.

Ca. 300 S.; 3 Overcast; haey.

(2,750)i S8W.; 2.

(4,000) SSW.; 1...

Foggy.

Partly cloudy.

(4,350)

72

(1,800)

65

SSW.; 2.

SSW.; 2.

S.; 2

Calm.

Clear.!.

Cloudy.

Foggy.

Overcast, foggy; raining...
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DISCUSSION OF PROFILES 1-14.

By Lieut. (Junior Grade) Edward H. Smith, Oceanographic Observer.

PROFILE NO. 1. STATIONS 167-170 AND 178.

This section runs from Station "C" (see chart "A") westward
to 57° longitude. It was occupied February 13-15, except station

178, which was taken March 16. Unfortunately, it was found impos-

sible to occupy station 178, February 13-15, owing to a gale which
had sprung up. A surface dip, however, registered 8.0° C, which
agrees closely with the surface temperature found at the same place

March 10. Furthermore, the surface temperature charts for both
periods, Fel)ruary and March, indicate the presence of warm water
at this place. Therefore, noting the presence of a body of warm
water and its effect u])on the profile in o;eneral, we are justified in

including station 178, although it should be borne in mind the

observation was made nearly a month subsequent.

Salinity.—The characteristic feature of the profile is the column of

>35 7oo salinity water which intruded northward at station 178,

separating slope water on either side. Over the Grand Banks fresher

water, of 32.57 7oo salinity, was found; inshore on the banks still

fresher water was noted at station 171. Since the Labrador Current
is Salter than 32.57 7oo '^i the vicinity of the Tail of the Grand Banks,
this indicated a dilution by coastal water from the north and west.

Temperature.—We find that the isotherms are also characterized

by the body of warm water at station 178. Cold water, with tem-
perature between 1.9° C. and 1.4° C, extended uniformly over the
entire surface, except at station 178. Temperature is a better guide
than salinity, at this time of year, in determining the identity of the
different kinds of water. It will be noticed that the minimums at

each of the stations are in every case at the surface and, with the

exception of station 168, are not below 1.7° C. This has not the
low temperature characteristic of polar water; in fact it is no colder
than may be expected as the general winter temperature for the
latitude south of Newfoundland.
Summing up, we can state that on February 15 there was a body

of warm salt water extending nortliward on the surface to 43° 10' N.,
53° 00' W. The profiles of both salinity and temperature forbid the
presence of any Labrador Current in tliis vicinity during the period.

PROFILE NO. 2. STATIONS 170, 174, 175.

This section runs from Station "C" (see chart ''A") to the north-
eastward diagonally across the east slope of the Grand Banks into
deep water. It was occupied February 16-21. The stations are not
as numerous as might be wished, but tlie value of the profile lies in

showing certain general conditions.

Salinity.—Proceeding eastward from the bank, we come to a
sudden change from relatively fresh to salty water. Atlantic water
of 34.87 7oo was found in a surface layer 000 meters thick at station
174. Slope water was found at station 175 and bank water at
station 170.
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Temperature.—At the outer end of the section we find a surface

layer > 10° C. and 100 meters thick. This is so marked by high
salinity and temperature that we can unhesitatingly state it is Gulf
Stream drift. Chart "H" of surface temperatures m the vicinity of

the Grand Banks precisely agrees with Profile No. 2, showing a
rounded area of Gulf Stream water which had intruded westward to
47° 30' W. between 43° 30' N. and 44° 30' N. The current observa-
tions from astronomical positions at this point gave evidence of a
northeasterly set of 0.8 knot per hour. Note should be taken of the
8° C. and 6° C. isotherms whicli graphically illustrate the action of

heat loss by the Gulf Stream wnicn occurs concurrently with its

northern progress. Cold water normal for this latitude was found at

stations 167 to 170, to the westward of and on the bank. At station

175 a minimum of 1.5° C. was observed on the surface, warming to
4.1° C. at 750 meters.

The striking feature of the profile is the absence of any evidence
indicating the presence of polar water where it is to be expected
during the greater part of the year. It is unfortunate that no station

was located nearer the slope of the bank, since station 175 may be
too far off to detect the presence of an attenuated tongue of Labrador
Current lying close to the slope. Examination of the surface tem-
perature chart "H," however, shows a narrow, tapering tongue of

30° F. (1.1° C.) water extending southward on the east slope to
43° 15' N., 49° 40' W. Tliis is sufficient to show that in all prob-
ability there was a weak and shallow attenuation of Labrador Current
next to the slope, which ceased completely at 43° 15' N., 49° 40' W.
It may be added that the navigator found no southerly set from
astronomical observations.

PROFILE NO. 3. STATIONS 172, 173, 174.

This section runs SSE. from the NE. extremity of the Grand Banks
over the slope into deep water. It was taken February 20-21. (See

chart "A.") Very stormy, cold weather was encountered, making
the oceanographic work hazardous and difficult. This line of stations

was especially sought in an endeavor to obtain a cut across the polar
current.

Salinity.—Unlike the preceding profile, no sudden changes of water
are met. The saltest water lies at the outer end of the section; the
freshest water is over the bank. The bank station 172 is flooded by
water, which on the surface is 33.06 "/oo and at the bottom 33.27 °/oo.

This is Salter than characteristic bank water, but, on the other hand,
quite typical of water from the north, i. e., the Labrador Current.

Temperature.—The warm surface layer (10° C.) is to be noted at

station 174. Station 173 at the surface had a negative temperature,
— 0.3° C, which fell to a minimum of —0.6° C. at 50 meters; then
rose to 4.9° C. at 750 meters depth. This is quite indicative of the
presence of polar water, although restricted to a surface layer only
50-75 meters in thickness. On the bank, polar water flooded station

172, causing negative temperatures from surface to bottom.
We may here review conditions in the area at the time of the ice

observation cruise, February 8-26. The Labrador Current was found
setting diagonally across and around the northeast promontory of the
Grand Banks in a weak and shallow flow, the effect of which extended
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southward along the slope, in narrow, tapering shape, to about 43°
15' N., 49° 40' W., where it ceased. Off the east side of the Grand
Banks the Gulf Stream drift extended west to 47° 30' W., between
43° 30' N. and 44° 30' N. Its presence was noted at station 174,
where warm saline surface water, 50 fathoms in depth, was flowing in

a swirling northeasterly direction with an estimated velocity of 0.8

Imot per nour. Off the west slope of the Grand Banks a warm body
of salty water protruded northward in wedgelike shape (see chart
"H") to 43° 15^ N., 53° 00' W., making its effect felt in over the bank
as far as station "C."

PROFILE NO. 4. STATIONS 176-180.

This section runs from station "C" (see chart "A") over the west
slope of the Grand Banks to longitude 57° 10' W. It was taken
March 15-17 and corresponds in position to profile No. 1, for Febru-
ary 13-15, i. e., a month earlier.

Salinity.—Atlantic water, > 35.00 "/oo, occupies stations 176 to

178, interrupted by a wide trough of fresher water, 435 meters in

depth, at station 177. On the slope of the bank we found fresher

water, and in on the bank, at station 180, the freshest water*in the
profile, "bank water."

Temperature.—Warm water, >10° C, at stations 176 and 178 is

separated by a trough of colder water. We may state, from the

Eicture given by this profile, that the northern edge of the Gulf
tream is present at both stations 176 and 178 to a depth of 300

meters. The fresher water in the upper 435 meters of station 177 is

characteristic of normal water lying south of the Grand Banks of

Newfoundland to the westward of the Tail of the Great Bank. Where
we had slope water in February, station 167, Profile No. 1, we now
find warm salt water. Gulf Stream, which has moved northward,
entirely flooding station 176 to 300 meters in depth. In on the bank
cold water of 0.4° C. has displaced the 2.1° C. water found there in

February.
Due south of the Laurentian Channel the Gulf Stream has moved

north from 42° 10' N. to 42° 30' N. South of Cape Race it remains
the same as in February. Since the water south of the Grand Banks
of Newfoundland has remained quite the same in character over a
period of a month, there has been no flow of Labrador Current across

the Great Bank during this time. This agrees with previous oceano-
graphical observations in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of New-
foundland. (See Mathews, Report on the Work Carried Out by the

S/S. Scotia, 1913, p. 31.)

PROFILE NO. 5. STATIONS 180 TO 183.

This section runs south from station "C" (see chart "A") into deep
water. It was occupied March 17 to March 28.

Salinity.—There is no outstanding feature to the isohalines. Bank
water fresher than 32.6 "/oo is found on the bank, and slope water,
33.0 7oo to 34.0 7oo» is on the slope; no doubt Atlantic water of

35.0 "/oo would have been found a few miles to the south.
Tem.'perature.—This profile is instructive as being the first for the

1922 season to reveal unmistakably the presence of the Labrador
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Current at the Tail of the Bank. This polar water is shown by the
shaded area of 0° C. water temperature as bathing the slope from sur-

face to bottom. The temperature of — 1.2° C. over the outer parts of

the slope (1,100-meter contour) was the lowest encountered off the
Tail of the Bank during 1922. This is an icy-cold stream which has
flowed direct from Arctic regions without losing any of its negative
value, and it was this southern propulsion of the Labrador Current
which brought the first bergs of the season and caused the constant
patrol to be established March 20.

PROFILE NO. 6. STATIONS 184-188.

This section runs from station "C" (see chart "A") south into
warm water. It was taken April 11-12.

Salinity.—At the southern end of the section, stations 184 and 186,
we found Atlantic water > 35.00 %o. The mid-stations show
34.00 7oo to 33.50 7oo water bathing the slope. In on the bank
32.47 7oo to 32.70 °/qo water extended from surface to bottom. This
is Salter near the bottom than the water found there March 17, being
too fresh for polar, and too salt for unadulterated bank water, it is

evidently a mixture of the two, hence indicates that there has been
an intrusion of the former in over the bottom.

Temperature.—Warm water, >10° C, is 300 meters thick at the
outer station. But the striking feature in this profile is the negative
temperature water which has completely flooded the bank slope; this

can be nothing else than the Labrador Current. The characteristic
fall in temperature to a minimum below the surface at station 189 is

an undeniable sign of water that has drifted from Arctic regions.
This is further substantiated by the salinities on the slope and by the
chilling of the bank water.
To sum up: Februarv 20 we determined the southern end of the

Labrador Current to be'^43° 15' N., 49° 40' W. March 20, bergs were
observed drifting southward around the Tail of the Bank, showing
clearly that a great and sudden augmentation to the Labrador Current
took place sometime between these dates. April 11-12 we found the
Labrador Current at the Tail of the Bank in large volume, extending
downward 450 meters (250 fathoms) on the steepest part of the slope,
south as far as 42° 25' N., and west, as shown on surface temperature
chart ''J," to the 51st meridian. The water at station 188 is not
pure Labrador Current but a mixture of bank and polar water,
which indicates that there is a tendency upon the part of the Labrador
Current to encroach to the westward, especially in over the bottom
of the bank.

PROFILE NO. 7. STATIONS 190 TO 194.

This section runs southwesterly from station '^C" (see chart "A").
It was occupied April 25-26.

Salinity.—Atlantic water lies on the surface at the outer stations
to a depth of 450 meters. A surface film of fresher waiter, 15 meters
in thickness, spreads southward over the Atlantic water. The
freshest water so far encountered, 31.85 7oo; lies at the surface on the
bank and extends southward. A pool of 32.77 7oo water lies on the
surface at station 192. The bottom layer on the bank is Salter than
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normal for bank water unless there has been an intrusion of higher

salinity. There are two sources from which such may come, Gulf

Strearn or Labrador Current, but the low temperatures at once pre-

clude the presence of the former.

Temperature.—Warm water > 10° 0. lies in a surface layer at the

offshore stations. Between stations 191 and 192 there is a marked

transition from warm tropical water to cold polar water. The
striking feature as shown by the temperature prolile is the polar

water which lies in rounded form over the steeper part of the slope,

as shown by the shaded area. This is pure Labrador Current with a

salinity of 33.00 7oo to 34.00 7oo an<i a temperature —1.1° C. to 0.5° C.

Similar to prolile No. 6, the thin bottom layer of negative tempera-

ture over the bank denotes an admixture of polar with normal bank

water. Examination of the surface temperature chart "K" shows

no Labrador Current extending in on the bank so far as station 194,

which is further proof that the intrusion of polar water is. confined

to the bottom on the bank.
Summing up: The close agreement between the isohalines and

isotherms, and the clear-cut definition of the boundaries of the dif-

ferent kinds of water, all hulicate that the oceanic circulation in the

vicinity is strong and of large volume. Conditions then are what has

come to be considered normal for the spring of the year, when ice

drifts southward in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of Newfound-

land. The Gulf Stream is shown flooding the outer stations; the

coastal and bank water lies on the surface over the bank; and the

Labrador Current with negative temperature flows around the slope

and seeps in over the bank on the bottom. A comparison of Profiles

5, 6, and 7 graphically shows how the position of the trunk of the

Labrador Current conforms to the contour of the slope of the bank

and flows around and not across it in a southwesterly stream.

PROFILE NO. 8. STATIONS 195-201.

The section runs from station "C to the eastward into deep water.

The stations were occupied May 3-5.

Salinity.—At the outer end of the profile, stations 195 and 19(5,

there is a surface layer of water Salter than 35.00 "/oo, about 150

meters thick, evidently Gulf Stream. At the inner end, in on the

bank, on the other hand, the whole column is fresher than 32.00 "/oo-

The curves for 34.00 7oo and 34.50 7oo suggest an oflshore expansion

of the slope water. The intermediate stations present a complexity

which is not easy to interpret, indicating a mixing and interdigitation

of the three kinds of water—Atlantic, polar, and bank.

Ttmperatwe.—At the offshore stations, corresponding to the high

salinities shown above, we find a surface layer of warm water > 10° C.

;

in on the bank a cold bottom layer 30 metei-s in thickness, with the

only negative temperature of the profile. The water of the slope

stations has certain j)()hir characteristics, but the minimum tempera-

ture of 1.3° C. appears too high for pure polar origin. It may have

been warmed enough by interdigitation with the Gulf Stream to lose

its normal negative temperature, a possibility corroborated by the

salinities of 34.00 7oo to 34.50 7oo.

The surface temperature chart shows a very narrow belt of water,

0.5° C, lying just inshore of station 200. This area has been in-
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closed on the profile by a dotted isotherm and without doubt repre-
sents the core of the Labrador Current. Berg track charts "E"
and "F" give evidence of a current during this period which drifted
bergs down the east side of the Grand Banks, and we found Labrador
Current in considerable volume around the Tail of the Bank. (See
Profile No. 9.) The failure to locate polar water at station 200 indi-

cates there is a constriction in the current at this place, due to a
tendency of the Gulf Stream to intrude westward toward the slope
in the form of swirling bands and mixing eddies. (See surface tem-
peratme chart ''L.")

PROFILE NO. 9. STATIONS 201 TO 206.

This section runs from station ''C" (see chart "A") south into deep
water. It was occupied May 5-7.

Salinity.—The offshore end of the section, stations 205 and 206, is

flooded by a column of water > 35.00 %o, except at the surface of sta-

tion 205, which is decidedly fresher. The area inclosed by the 33.50 7oo
isohaline extends from the slope of the bank in a gradually thinning
surface layer southward to station 205. Below 150 meters the inter-

mediate stations are occupied by water > 34.00 %o. As usual the
water in on the bank is the freshest of the profile.

Temperature.—This is the first profile which shows pure tropical

water, as warm as 18° C. and Salter than 36.00 "/oo, at the outer end.
The striking feature, however, is the close agreement in shape between
the area inclosed b}^ the 1° C. isotherm and the isohalines of 33.0 "/qq-

34.0 "/oo- This is pure Labrador Current. Another notable point is

the steepness of the isothermic gradient between stations 204 and 205.

Warm tropical water >36.0 Voo salinity and > 18° C. meets cold polar
water of 33.0 "/qq salinity and 1° C, a range in salinity >3.0 °/oo and a
range in temperature of 17° C. At no other place in the sea do two
such diametrically contrasted bodies of oceanic water abut on
each other.

A comparison with Profile No. 6 taken on this same section about a
month earlier shows that the Labrador Current has decreased some-
what in volume, but that it extends farther south, i. e., to 41° 25' N.,
with a maximum dept h of 82 fathoms on the slope of the bank. In
this profile there is the same tendency as noted in Profile No. 6 for

the Labrador Current to spread out superficially at the Tail of the
Bank. It was this same body of w^ater, as shown in Profile No. 7,

which drifted bergs ''D," ''E,'' and ''J" southward around the Tail.

(See berg chart "F.")

PROFILE NO. 10. STATIONS 217, 223 TO 228.

This section runs southwesterly from " C " (see chart "A ") into deep
water. It was occupied May 23-30.

Salinity.—Gulf Stream water salter than 35.0 "/oo lies at the outer
stations to a depth of 450 meters (246 fathoms). Fresh bank water
exhibits a tendency to spread south of the slope on the surface. A
bottom layer of water >33.0 7oo li^s on the bank.

Temperature.—A head of warm surface water >.10° C, 425 meters
in thicloiess, is present at the outer stations. Negative temperature
water is found on the bottom of the bank. The surface temperature
over the bank shows the effect of the increased solar warmth with the
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advance of summer. The minixnums of 1.6° C. and 0.4° C. at the
mtemiediate stations, 225 and 226, although high for polar water,
would lead one to suspect its presence, and salinities further support
such a contention. In any case, interdigitation of the slope water is

indicated. As for the cold bottom layer over the bank, that is un-
deniably of Arctic derivation.

A comparison of Profile No. 10 with Profile No. 7 taken a month
earlier convinces one that the Labrador Current, which had curled
around the Tail and seeped in on the southern part of the bank
during April, had weakened and ceased to flow as far west of the Tail
as 51° 20' W. Since there is still well-defined Arctic water on the
bottom of the bank, this change was due to the Gulf Stream. There
is sufficient evidence to show that the latter has gro\vTi in strength
and is forcing its way northward, swamping the water which was
brought here during A})ril by the Labrador Current. This case
furnishes a good example of the continual variability in relative

strength and, consequently, in the relative positions, of these two
ocean currents.

PROFILE NO. 11. STATIONS 201-211.

This section runs from station ''C" (see chart ''A") westv/ard to

longitude 57° 10' W. It was occupied May 14-16.

Salinity.—The feature of the section is the core of Atlantic water
at station 209, extending vertically from 100 meters to 330 meters.
From a glance at chart "A," it will be noted that station 209 Avas

somewhat south of the straight line connecting the other stations, and
this no doubt is the cause for cutting into Atlantic water. It also

indicates that the Gulf Stream is near, in longitude 53° 20' W. At
the 300-meter level, station 211, another northern extension of

Atlantic water is found. The relatively pariillel and horizontal posi-

tions of the isohalines indicate that this water west of the bank has
been quite free from interdigitation. Fresher water, 32.50 %o, lies

on the surface at the offshore station 211. Smce it is too fresh for

Labrador Current so far south, it may be an offshore movement of

coastal water.
TemperaUfre.—A core of warm water >10° C. occupies the same

general position at station 209 as the 35.0 "/qq water in the salinity

profile. There is a bottom layer, 30 meters in thickness, of negative
temperature, on the bank. At the deep station, 211, a minimum
temperature of 0.0° C. is found at 50 meters. The low salinity and
low temperature leads to a conjecture that this water is from the
Gulf of St. LawTencc.
Summary.—The. area west of the Great Bank is occupied, in the

main, by a large body of undisturbed slope water punctured by a
head of warm Atlantic water at station 209. At the westernmost
station, 211, the surface huors were fresher and colder; evidence
that Gulf of St. Lawrence water had projected seaward through the
Laurentian Channel. The low bottom temperature on the bank
is clear evidence of an admixture of water from the Labrador Current,
diluted, as proven by the low salinity, with the bank water which it

meets there. This was the most westerly trace of polar water at this

time.
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PROFILE NO. 12. STATIONS 217-222.

This section runs from station "C" (sec chart "A") eastward into

deep water. It was occupied May 23-24.

Salinii]/.—The niost easterly station is occupied by a column of

Atlantic water, extending west at the 50-nieter level to station 221.

A core of >3o.O "/oo salinity water is also present at the 150-meter
depth, station 220. Slope water occupies station 217. Bank water
lies as a surface sheet over the bank, with water Salter than 33.0 "/oo

on the bottom.
Temperature.—A surface layer > 10° C, 100 meters thick, lies at

the ofl'shore station, 222. Again, a trace of it is noted at the 50-

meter level, station 220. The shaded area of water colder than 1° C.

is evidence of the Labrador Current flowing along the east slope of

the bank and seeping in over the bottom.
A comparison with Profile No. 8, run three weeks earlier, shows that

the Labrador Current had increased in volume during the latter part
of May. The Gulf Stream also is more evident, especially in the

salinity profile. Interdigitation of the salt Gulf Stream with the

fresher slope water is noticeable, but not to such an extent as during
the first part of the month.

PROFILE NO. 13. STATIONS 233 TO 229.

This section runs south from station " C" (see Chart "A") into deep
water. It was occupied June 2-7.

Salinity.—The oft'shore stations, 232 and 233, are flooded by a
column of Atlantic water >35.0 "/oo salinity, which has moved north-

ward closer to the Tail of the Bank than hitherto observed. Slope
water is found at the intermediate stations; in on the bank, the

freshest water of the profile, i. e., 33.0 °/„„ from surface to bottom.
I'emperature.—Water warmer than 10° C. extends downward at the

outer station to 315 meters (170 fathoms) and at station 232 to 150

meters. This is the highest temperature we have yet observed. A
bulge of negative temperature water li^fe on the steep grade of the

slope with a minimum of — 1.3° C. at 125 meters at station 230, and
— 0.6° C. in and on the bottom of the bank. Undeniably this is pure
Labrador Current flowing around the Tail of the Great Bank. But
the low salinity in the bottom layer over the bank proves that the

polar water which spread in over the bottom at an earlier date had
freshened, through tidal mixing with the bank water it met there.

Surface solar warming is becoming more pronounced as the season

advances.
A comparison with profiles of the same section taken April 11 and

May 5 shows that the Gulf Stream has advanced northward con-

siderably and also increased in volume. The Arctic current is re-

stricted to the slope and to the bottom of the bank, though so

markedly distinct in outline as to show that it has considerable

velocity.

29150—23-^7
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PROFILE NO. 14. STATIONS 239 TO 243.

This section runs from station "('" (see Chart "A") southwesterly
into dee]) water. It was occupied June 16 to 17, and is the last of the

oceanographic station observations for 1922.

Salinity.—Atlantic water >35.0 "/oo is present at the outer end of

the section in large volume. Bank water < 33.0 "/oo spreads unusually
far southward from the bank in a thin surface la3"er to station 241.

In over the bank we find 32.30 7oo to 32.96 "/qo water, which is slightly

Salter on the bottom than two weeks earlier.

Temperature.—Warm water > 10° C. occupies station 242 down to

300 meters, and extends northward on tlie surface to station 241.

Solar warming of the surface layers is noticeable; for example, the
bank station, 239, registers 6.7° C, where in March it was 0.2° C.

A minimum of 3.2° C. below the surface at the slope station, 240,

might suggest the Labrador Current, and although this temperature
is too high for the latter unadulterated, the negative temperatures
on the bottom of the bank point to a drainage of polar water down the

slope as the cause of the subsurface minimum at station 240, for the
source of tlie icy water on the banks is undoubtedly the Labrador
Current which has si)read in over the bottom from the northeast.

Comparing profile No. 14 with i)rofiles Nos. 7 and 10, in the same
locality, we may state developments as follows: On April 25 there

was a well-defined Labrador Current bathing the southwest slope of

the bank. This had ceased to flow by May 23, but the effects of its

low tem])erature remained on the slope where it had been observed
in great volume a month earlier.

Since Arctic water brought to the slope of the bank at this place in

April has been engulfed by warm, salty water working northward
toward the slope, it is fair to assume that the icy cold layer on the

bank would have been warmed had it not a source of constant supply,

this necessarily being the Labrador Current to the north and east.



OCEANOGRAPHIC SUMMARY.

Lieut. (Junior Grade) Edward H. Smith, detailed as oceanographic
observer.

From the preceding detailed discussion of the section profiles,

certain facts have been established which now may be summed up
in a comiective way, thereby giving us a clearer conception of the
sequence of developments during the ice season of 1922.

Oceanic circulation* is subject to seasonal variations. These
variations are exhibited in volume, position, and strength of the
currents and are caused by any one or all of the following in com-
bination: (a) Meteorological conditions, (6) dynamic principles of

circulation, and possibly (c) variations in solar energy. Local con-
ditions, such as prevailing winds, may set up a temporary surface
drift in a limited area, but such a factor is of so slight and temporary
a nature that it does not alter the underlying oceanic movement.
It is necessary to search farther afield for the fundamental factors

which cause the major water movements over large areas, although
these may produce local currents apparently inconsistent with the
winds at the particular time and place.

This should be borne in mind when discussing the subject of

physical phenomena in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of New-
foundland, where for the larger part of the year we have the Labrador
Current pressing into the Gulf Stream with continual variations on
the part of both in position, volume, and velocity. An example of

this occurs every summer in the well-known augmentation of the
polar currents caused by the great increase of water from melted
ice. Since southerly winds J5i*^evail over the Grand Bank area
at this time, an observer who confined his observations solely

to this region might well be puzzled at finding the southerly Arctic
current swelling in opposition to the prevailing wind. But this

apparent inconsistency vanishes if one searches for the underlying
causes.

The following lines contain a summary of certain facts established

by the profiles. Attention will be called to variations in circulation,

but no attempt will be made to determine or explain the cause, if

not of a local, temporary nature. It is considered sufficient to record
these phenomena over a period of years in the vicinity of the Grand
Banks of Ne^^^oundland ; after the compilation of these data the
relationship existing between local currents in the bank area and
more general oceanic phenomena may be developed.
The following discussion is based on the observations of 1922.

Judging from past ice-patrol records this was, in general, a nonnal
year for amounts of ice, position, and strength of currents, hence it

may fairly be used as the basis for describing typical conditions,

' Sandstrom, J. W., "Canadian fisheries expedition, 1914-1915," pp. 221-231. Pettersson, O., "Con-
nection between hyrtrographical and meteorological phenomena," Qiiart. Jour. Roy. Met. Soe., July,
1912, pp. 123-191. Bjerknes, V. E. K., "Dynamic meteorology and hydrography," Carnegie Inst., Wash-
ington, 1910-1911, Pub. No. 8.1. Dickson, H. N., "The circulation of the surface waters of the North
Atlantic," Phil. Trans., Roy. So?., London, 1906, vol. 196A.
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though it can not be denied thnt future experience may call for

modification.

The ice-observation vessel on its February cruise succeeded in

locatin*!^ and charting the surface and subsurface shape of the
Labrador Current in tne vicinity of the Great Bank. We definitely

ascertained that this current did not extend south of the Tail of

the Bank during February; though at that time it completely
flooded the northern and northeastern parts of the bank, and pro-
jected out over the slope to the eastward for 40 miles. The Labrador
Current was thickest on the rounded northeast promontory of the bank
where it extended down the slope 170 meters (93 fathoms). Thence,
southward its esistern and western walls quickly converged, fonning
a narrow fingerlike extension over the 200-fathom contour, reaching
southward only to 43° 15' N., 49° 40' W.
Much to our surprise upon the return of the ice-observation vessel

to the Great Bank the middle of March, icebergs were discovered
aroimd the Tail. A line of stations run from the Tail to the south-
east gave the explanation by showing that during the interval between
the two i-ruises, i. e. P'ebruary 25 and March 17, a great augmentation
of the Labrador Current had taken place, extending south along the
slope from its earlier limit, 43° 15' N., as far as the Tail of the Bank.
It was this propulsion of water out of the north which bore the first

icebergs down to the Tail.

Two weeks later this northern cm rent had increased to such
proportions that it extended on the suiiace 30 miles south of the Tail

and to a maximum depth of 500 meters (255 fathoms) down the
slope. Its most striking feature was that it was no longer confined
on the west by the slope, but had spread inward over the bank,
displacing the bank water. By this process it had not oTily pushed
diagonally across the Tail of the Bank, but it had also sunk down the
slope to a de])th of 400 meters. The trunk of the current, like other
ocean currents, seeks the steepest part of the slope, the excess ac-

cumulation of water crowding in over the bank, and curving in a
southwest and west flow. Its efl'ect was apparent ft)r 30 miles
out over the southwest slope of the bank as far west as 43° 00' N.,
51° 00' W., beyond which there was no trace of it.

From the middle of April on to the end of the patrol, when obser-
vations were necessarily disc(mtinued, the Labrador Current was
constantly present in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of Newfound-
land; though during this period it was subject to many variations in

position, form, and strength. By the first part of May the current
exhibited a tendency to spread to the southw ard in a shallow sui-face

layer around the Tail of the Bank, extending then 70 miles south of

the slope and ou the average SO meters (44 fathoms) Ihick. By the
last of May there was a weakening of the Labrador (\nTent west of

\]\v 'i'ail. On the southwest slope where it had Mowed so strongly in

April, it was now no longer apparent. The polar water previously
found there had been warmed up beyond recognition by mixture with
the local water of higher temperatm-e. liy June the Labrador
Current was confined to the slope and to the bank, a state of affairs

f|uite similar to that which existed the first part of April, there being
in June no Arctic water on the southwest slope. The fact tliat there
was no Arctic, water over the southwest slope in June, argues for an
actual recession to the eastward.
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Tlie eastern boundary of the current from the north is yet to be
(iiscussed. There appears to be more mixino: and interdigitation of

pohir and Athmtic water to the eastward of the Great Bank than in

any other area. Consequently, the boundary between the two
waters is one which is very difficult to determine. The Labrador
Current impinges itself at the Tail of the Bank on the northern edge
of the Gulf Stream. At times the push is strong enough to split the

Labrador Current into an east and west branch; in this case the
stronger branch determines the berg drift, the relative strength of the

branches probably depending to a great extent on the angle of im-
pingement of the Labrador Current against the Gulf Stream. An
illustration of this appears on berg chart "E," showing two bergs,

''F" and ''G," both of which took the east branch, which was
evidently the dominating factor at that time.

The conflict of the two currents, together with the position of the

bank produces a frictional arresting of the Gulf Stream on its northern
edge, which in turn swings it in sharply to the north and northwest
immediately after passing the Tail. This inshore westward swirl of

frictional bands of the Gulf Stream sets up an interlacing movement
between the two waters. The surface temperature charts "H" to

'•P" show the curling, eddylike character of the western boundary
of the Gulf Stream east of the Great Bank and indicate the general
form. But they can not depict the more detailed projections and
eddies that must be a constant accompaniment of the active inter-

digitation. Profiles Nos. 8 and 12 indicate the subsurface mixing.
L^nlike the eastern area, the body of water between the Great Bank

and the Nova Scotia Bank is comparatively free from disturbing

mixings, except just west of the Tail, where the western extension of

the Labrador Current is active at times, and also farther south, where
heads of Gulf Stream water protrude in undulating form north of the
43° parallel. Their shapes and positions are variable, but they extend
farthest north during summer and autumn, when warm tropical

water is found close to the Nova Scotia and Newfoundland slopes.

The polar water and Atlantic water as represented by the Labrador
Current and the Gulf Stream, respectively, have been discussed.

There is a third kind of water present which it is necessary to consider,

namely, bank water. The Great Bank extends 250 miles south-
southeasterly from Newfoundland. It is the largest bank promontory
in the world. Like other banks, it is normally covered by a mass of

water which, from its low salinity is known as bank water. This
water possesses characteristics which are definite and striking.

The profiles for 1922 show that the bank water is subject to great

ranges in temperature. In winter the cold northwest winds from
Canada chill it to 0.0° C. from surface to bottom, while in August,
under the influence of southwest winds and solar warming, its tem-
perature rises to 12° "14° C. Contrasted with this is the annual
rang^e of the Gulf Stream in the locality, which is not greater than
6° C.—less than one-half that of the bank water. The latter is

subject to fluctuations in temperature caused by seasonal changes or

by water admixtures.
The characterizing feature of this water is the persistence of its

low salinity, which even the salter water from the north, east, or

south does not appreciably alter, except near the slopes. It is true

that the Labrador Current floods the northern part of the bank most
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of the year, but upon the slopes and across the southern end the
polar water is subject to variations. There is a well-defined tendency
on the part of the polar water, when spreading in over the southern
end of the bank, to seek the bottom levels. Attention is called to

the position of the Labrador Current in relation to the Great Bank.
The subsurface observations for 1922 show no evidence of a general
southwesterly set of Labrador Current across the Great Bank in the
form of a definite stream.
The freshest water found during 1922 was the upper layers over the

bank, which often are of such low salinity that the water is classified

as coastal, for in order that water be so fresh it must have coastal

connection. Land drainage spreads superficially out over the Great
Bank in a slow offshore expansion which is accelerated or retarded
by the tides, winds, etc., but is sufficiently constant to maintain the
low salinity so permanently a characteristic of the bank area.

Average annual conditions from year to year produce a remarkable
constant state of the water over the Great Bank. The encroachments
of the Labrador Current on the Gulf Stream in over the bank are to

be regarded as abnormalities. Sucli temporary conditions of oceanic
circulation can be traced to an accumulation of water seeking escape
in distinction to the stream flow of an ocean current w^hicii tends
quite consistently to the steepest grade of a continental slope.

Another noticeable and interesting feature was the action of the
slope waters during the 1922 season. This consisted of a combina-
tion of bank and polar water, which exhibited a marked tendency
to spread out to the southw^ard of the Tail on the surface, abutting
into the northern edge of the Gulf Stream. There may be several

causes for this offshore expansion, such as an escape from the inshore
accumulation of coastal water draining off the slopes; it may be the
result of a pull from a surface suction induced by an increased density
at the juncture of the Gulf Stream and the Labrador Current. The
phenomenon with which we are interested, however, is the fact that
the slope water (Labrador Current plus bank water) spreads out
superficially, as shown by all the profiles, and does not sink. This is

convincing proof that the Labrador Current, upon meeting the Gulf
Stream south of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, does not dive
beneath the latter to emerge farther south. Ocean currents may
e.xhibit such action at other places in the world, but such certainly

is not the case at the Tail of the Great Bank.
If tlie Labrador Current does not dive beneath the Gulf Stream,

what becomes of it? Floating objects furnish us with the most
direct information as to the velocity, direction, ami limits of a cur-

rent. Icebergs, because of their size and drjft, record a drift which
represents the average movement of the body of water as a whole,
since the wind seldom influences them. The reatler is referred to

tracks of the drifts of bergs south of the Tail of the Great Bank for

1922. With the bergs as indicators, it will be seen from charts
"D," '^F," ''G," that the Lalmidor Current flows around the Tail

and southwesterly to about 42° 22' N., 51° 28' W. (and as modified
by page 95), where it is turned sliarply, with varying etldy formations,
in a return flow parallel to the Gulf Stream.

Conclusions drawn: 1. The Labrador Current is weak during the
winter months, when its southern extension lies near the northern
part of the Grand Banks of Ne^^'foundland.
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2. The southern extremity of the Labrador Cuirent increases
quickly in size and extends around the Tail of the Bank the first

part of ^farch.

3. The Labrador Current is present around the bank the entire
ice season, but during that time is subject to periodic variations.

4. During the season the Labrador Current floods the northern
part of the bank, spreads in over its eastern slope, and encroaches
on tlic southern part of the bank on the bottom.

5. The boundary of the two currents, Labrador and Gulf Stream,
on the east side of the Great Bank is variable and difficult to deter-
mine, due to excessive interdigitation of the two waters.

6. The Gulf Stream is characterized by a variable undulated
northern boundary west of the Tail, which moves in closer to the
slopes of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland during summer and
autumn. Just east of the Tail of the Bank the Gulf Stream turns
sharply in swirling form to the north.

7. Banks water possesses a striking identity, which is of a promi-
nent character except where temporary encroachments occur on its

northern, eastern, and southern sides.

8. There is no southwest stream flow of the Labrador Current
across the Great Bank.

9. The Labrador Current, upon meeting the Gulf Stream, does not
dive beneath the latter, but turns sharply, between parallels 42 and
43 and meridians 51 and 52, to flow easterly, parallel with the
Gulf Stream.

#

I
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ICE PATROL.

Treasury Department,
United States Coast Guard,

Washington, February 9, 1923.

To the Commanding Officers of Coast Guard cutters on Ice Patrol, 1923:

1. The Modoc and the Tampa are designated to carry out the In-

ternational Ice Patrol during the season of 1923. The Seneca, is

designated as stand-by vessel. The senior line officer present is

assigned to command the patrol. The commanding officer of the

Tampa will command until the arrival on patrol of a senior com-
manding officer. Vessels concerned will make the necessary prep-

arations to carr}^ out these orders.

2. The object of the patrol is to locate the icebergs and ice fields

nearest to the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes. It will be the duty
of patrol vessels to determine the southerly, easterly, and westerly

limits of the ice and to keep in touch wi^h these fields as they move
to the southward, in order that radio messages may be sent out daily,

giving the Avhereabouts of the ice, particularly the ice that may be

in the immediate vicinity of the regular trans-Atlantic steamship

lanes.

3. The patrol will continue until the ice no longer constitutes a

danger to navigation in the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes. The ice

season is usually three months—April, May, and June.

4. ^Vhile on this patrol the Modoc and the Tampa will base tem-

porarily and obtain fuel and other necessary supplies at Halifax,

Nova Scotia. The two vessels will alternate on patrol, making al-

ternate cruises of about 15 days in the ice region, the 15 days to be

exclusive of the time occupied in going to and from base. The patrol

commander will so regulate the movements of the vessels that on

the fifteenth day after reaching the ice region the vessel on patro]

will be relieved by the second vessel, if possible, at which time the

first vessel will proceed to base, replenish her fuel supply, and return

in time to relieve the other vessel at the end of the latter's 15-day

cruise. It is important that the patrol be continuous, and the vessel

on patrol must not leave her station until relieved by the other vessel,

unless it should be absolutely necessar}' to do so.

5. Having located the ice, the patrol vessel will send the following

daily radiograms. All times in radiograms will be in 75th meridian

time:



(a) At 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. (75th meridian time) ice information

will be sent broadcast for the benefit of vessels, using 600-meter

wave length. This message will be sent three times, with an interval

of two minutes between each.

(h) At 8 p. m. (75th meridian time) a radiogram will be sent to the

Hydrographic OfHce, Washington, D. C, defining the ice danger zone,

its southern limits, or other definite ice news. The telegraphic ad-

dress of the Hydrographic Office is ''Hydrographic, Washington."

(c) Ice information will be given at any time to any ship with

which the patrol vessel can communicate

id) Radio communication shall be carried on by the most practi-

cable and convenient route, having due regard for the economy which

may be effected by transmitting through naval radio stations. Bar
Harbor has been instructed to give priority to all traffic to and from
vessels on ice-patrol duty, and that station should normally be used,

if possible. Bar Harbor can receive either day or night from the

Canadian radio station at Glace Bay, Cape Breton Island. It is

suggested that, whenever the vessel on patrol duty may be unable to

communicate directly with Bar Harbor, the station at Glace Bay
would provide means of relaying the dispatch more quickly than the

station at Cape Race. Headquarters will route all messages for

vessels on ice patrol through Bar Harbor. If, for any reason, patrol

vessels are unable to receive from Bar Harbor, headquarters shall

be advised of that fact by any means available, in order that messages

may bo routed through Cape Race.

6. Ice information will be given in as plain, concise English as

practicable, and will be stated in the following order:

(a) Position of patrol vessel.

(h) Location and description of ice.

(c) Other data as may be necessary.

7. Attention is called to article 3235 (c), Regulations, the pro-

visions of which will be followed in radiograms sent to the Hydro-
graphic Office. (See par. 5-h of this order.) In radiograms sent to

vessels other than Coast Guard cutters the words "latitude" and
''longitude" will be used.

S. While on this duty the patrol vessels will endeavor by means
of daily radio messages to keep ships at sea advised of the limits of

the ice fields, etc.

9. The ice patrol vessels' radio call letters are KFOG. This is a

special "call' for the vessel actually on patrol, and must not be

confounded with the regular "call letters" of the vessels. The patrol

vessels shall use a wave length of 600 meters when communicating
with passing vessels.

10. The radio messages from the patrol ship will be given publicity

immediately upon their receipt by the Hydrographic Office, Wash-



ington, and by the "branch Hydrographic offices at Boston, New York,

and Norfolk.

11. Each patrol vessel will keep a remark book in which will be

•entered all data and information concerning the ice that can be

•collected.

12. Each vessel, on being relieved by the other vessel, will

deliver to the relieving vessel a copy of each radiogram sent to or

received from the Hydrographic Office during the cruise, and a copy

of each instruction received from Headquarters by radio.

13. At the end of each cruise each vessel will forward to Head-
quarters a full report in triplicate. These reports should not include

any matters of purely ship's business or ship's routine which do not relate

to the ice patrol. Each vessel will send these reports direct to Head-

quarters and furnish a copy of each report to the other vessel on patrol.

14. Each vessel will plot on tracing paper used in connection with

the appropriate plotting sheet, the positions and extent of the ice as

located from time to time. Such data will also be plotted on a dupli-

cate tracing paper, and this duplicate will be delivered to the relieving

vessel.

15. If, in order to avoid delay in any emergency, it becomes neces-

sary for the junior commanding officer to communicate directly with

Headquarters, a copy of each such communication shall be furnished

to the patrol commander.
16. Barometers of patrol vessels must be calibrated by the United

•States Weather Bureau before sailing on patrol duty.

W. E. Reynolds, Commandant.

Treasury Department,
United States Coast Guard,

Washington, April 21, 1923.

To the Commanding Officers of Coast Guard Cutters on Ice Patrol, 1923:

1. Paragraph 5 of Headquarters' letter of February 9, 1923, is

amended to read as follows:

5. Having located the ice, the patrol vessel will send the following

daily radiograms. All times in radiograms will be in 75th meridian

time

:

(a) At 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. (75th meridian time) ice information will

be sent broadcast for the benefit of vessel's, using 600-meter wave

length. This message will be sent three times, with an interval of

two minutes between each.

(&) At 8.30 p. m. (75th meridian time) ice information will be sent

broadcast for the benefit of vessels, using 2,300-meter wave length.

This message will be sent three times, with an interval of two minutes

Ixetween each.



(c) At 7 p. m. (75th meridian time) a radiogram will be sent to

the Hydrographic Office, Washington, D. C, defining the ice danger

zone, its southern limits, or other definite ice news. The telegraphic

address of the Hydrographic Office is
'' Hydrographic, Washington.'^

id) Ice information will be given at any time to any ship with

which the patrol vessel can communicate.
' (e) Radio communication shall be carried on by the most prac-

ticable and convenient route, having due regard for the economy
which may be effected by transmitting through naval radio stations.

Bar Harbor has been instructed to give priority to all traflSc to and

from vessels on ice patrol duty, and that station should normally be

used if possible. Bar Harbor can receive either night or day from the

Canadian radio station at Glace Bay, Cape Breton Island. It is

suggested that whenever the vessel on patrol duty may be unable

to communicate directly with Bar Harbor the station at Glace Bay
would provide means of relaying the dispatch more quickly than the

station at Cape Race. Headquarters will route all messages for

vessels on ice patrol through Bar Harbor. If for any reason patrol

vessels are unable to receive from Bar Harbor, Headquarters shaU

be advised of that fact by any means available in order that messages

may be routed through Cape Race.

2. The above instructions shall be effective as of the beginning of

the day on May 1, 1923.

W. E. Reynolds, Commandant.



REPORTS OF COMMANDING OFFICERS.

CRUISE OF COAST GUARD CUTTER "SENECA," COMMANDER A. L.

GAMBLE, MARCH 8 TO 19, 1923.

The Seneca sailed from New York at 2 p. m., March 8, for the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland, to inaugurate the ice patrol for the season

of 1923. Moderate to fresh NW. to N. breezes and smooth sea pre-

vailed on the 8th and 9th. The barometer was high and steady until

the afternoon of the 10th, when it fell rapidly. On the morning of

the 11th the wind had increased to a SW. gale, veering before noon

to NW.. with heavy westerly swells.

During the forenoon of the 11th an ice report was received from

Cape Race, giving the position of the southernmost berg as lat. 42°^

49' N., long. 49° 46' W. This information was embodied in our first

broadcast, the evening of the 11th, and in report to the Hydrographic

Office of same date. We later learned that this berg was reported to

Cape Race on February 28. It has probably gone to the eastward,

as no subsequent reports have been received from the vicinity in

which it was first located.

Strong winds with heavy swell from the NW. prevailed on the 12th,

with the barometer slowly rising; the temperature of the surface water

dropped from 50° F. to 36° F. and dovekies were sighted for the first

time. The steamer WeyingJiam reported a berg in lat. 43° 20' N.,

long. 46° 50' W. Upon request of the steamer Ossa, she was given

routing through the ice regions.

The barometer started falling on the 13th. The wind backed from

NW. to SE. and at noon hauled to W.,with dense fog. The steamer

Lord Duferin reported a berg in lat. 45° 53' N., long. 46° 07' W., and
one in lat. 45° 35' N., long. 46° 44' W. Upon her request, special ice

report was furnished the steamer Asian. The steamer West Helix

reported engine trouble in lat. 41° 51' N., long. 51° 26' W., bound
west, and requested the positions of westbound vessels. She was
given the position of the Braddyde as that nearest to her, but was
picked up by the steamer West Elcasco. Her plight and position

were included in our broadcasts on the 13 th and 14th. The Seneca

arrived off the Tail of the Bank, lat. 42° 49' N., long. 49° 46' W., at

5 p. m. on the 13th.

The 14th continued foggy, with vessel drifting to moderate SW.
wind and heavy swell; barometer low and falling slowly, but started

(6)
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up at 8 p. m. and wind veered and increased to NW. gale, making up
a heavy swell. The steamer Lord Dufferin reported slob ice in lat.

42° 52' N., long. 49° 25' W. The steamer Canadian Mariner reported

an ice field beginning in lat. 43° 20' N., long. 48° 50' W., and extend-

ing south. At the request of the latter vessel, gave her a routing

through the ice regions. Kittiwakes and dovekies were seen this day.

The temperature of the surface water was 30° F.

The moderate NW. gale and heavy swell continued on the 15th,

with barometer rising. During daylight hours steamed to the east-

ward, in search of ice, with snow flurries causing poor visibility.

Cape Race reported an ice field over the Grand Bank, extending

southward from the Newfoundland shore to lat. 44° 27', long. 51° 16',

and bergs as follows: lat. 44° 24', long. 42° 40'; lat. 44° 48', long.

42° 40'; lat. 47° 10', long. 43° 43'; lat. 46° 32', long. 44° 47', and lat.

43° 05', long. 47° 30'.

On the 16th the steamer Gallymere reported a berg and growlers in

lat. 44° 25' N., long. 43° 33' W., and lat. 44° 32' N., long. 43° 02' W.
Kittiwakes and dovekies were seen this day. NW. gale and heavy
swell continued on this day, with snow flurries; barometer rising.

Vessel drifting. Temperature of the surface water 30° F. The
steamer Cottage City reported ice field and growlers in lat. 43° 30' N.,

long. 59° 05' 'W.

The wind fell to a light westerly breeze on the morning of the 17th.

Visibility high. At 8.30 a. m., under way and stood to NE. The
Tessel had drifted 36 miles, 160°, in 36 hours, to a position in lat.

41° 52' N., long. 49° 02' W. The water temperature had meanwhile

risen from 29° to 34° F. Received radiogram from the Tampa,
reporting that she was on her way to relieve the Seneca. In the

afternoon received a radiogram from the steamer Vittorio Emmanuelle

III, reporting a berg in lat. 44° 37' N., long. 41° 40' W. This

position is 30 miles from the west bound track from Fastnet. Broad-

casted warning to vessels not to go north of west bound track be-

tween lat. 41° 30' N., long. 47° 00' W., and lat. 44° 40' N., long.

40° 00' W. Gave ice information to steamer President GarJieJd,

bound east. The visibility becoming poor, stopped at 5.30 p. ni.

and drifted to strong SW. wind and swell, with choppy sea.

Early in the morning of the 18th the barometer fell to 29.75. The
strong SW. breeze veered to NNW., with heavy rain squall, followed

by clearing weather and high visibility. Steamer Carmania reported

a berg in lat. 43° 20' N., long. 50° 10' W. Searched an area 60 by

40 miles, between 47th and 48th meridians and 43d parallel south

to lat. 42° 00' N. Steamer Pinemoor reported a berg in lat. 43° 00'

N., long. 50° 24' W., placing it on the extreme tip of the Grand Bank.

During the period of the Seneca's patrol daily reports to Hydro-
gi'aphic, Washington, were radioed from March 11 to March 19,



inclusive. Warnings were broadcast at 6 a ni. and at 6 p. m., 75th

meridian time, from the night of the 11th to the night of the 19th,

inclusive. As the vessel never anchored, no current observations

were made and what drift was observed could be accounted for by
wind surface set. The prevailing winds were strong SW. to NW.,
with choppy sea. The following steamers gave us ice reports:

Wei/ingham, Lord Dvfferin, Canadian Mariner, Gallymere, Cottage

City, and Pinemoor. vSixty-eight vessels contributed 321 surface-

water temperature reports, according to which the edge of the Gulf

Stream swept in an easy curve through lat. 42° 00' N., long. 55°

00' W.. lat. 41° 30' N.,"^long. 50° 00' W., lat. 42° 30' N., long. 46°

00' W.
The Tampa was intercepted in lat. 42° 50' N., long. 50° 45' W.

at 5 p. m., March 19, when the patrol was taken over by that vessel.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "TAMPA," LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J.

WHEELER, ICE PATROL, FIRST CRUISE, MARCH 15 TO APRIL
3, 1923.

The Tampa left Boston Navy Yard at 1 p. m., March 15, to relieve

the Seneca on international ice patrol duty. Light airs to gentle

loreezes were experienced until the early morning of March 16,

when the southerly breeze gradually increased to moderate and fresh

gale, S, to SW., with falling barometer, which continued from 10

a. m. the 16th until 4 a. m. the 17th. This was followed by a rising

barometer, the wind shifting to NW. and falling to gentle and light

variable breezes, which continued until the night of the 19th. The
southerly gale made up a very heavy sea on the night of the 16th

and 17th. Flying fish were observed in the forenoon of the 19th,

in lat. 42° 50', indicating that the Gulf Stream was unusually far

north. At 12.20 p. m., March 19, a berg, apparently of medium
size, was sighted in lat. 43° 00', long. 51° 48'. At 3.30 p. m. the

same day a second medium-sized berg was sighted, in lat. 42° 58',

long. 50° 52'. The Tampa met the Seneca at 4.40 p. m., March 19,

in lat. 42° 49', long. 50° 39'. and relieved her of the ice patrol duty,

the Seneca leaving for New York. At 6.05 p. m. the Tampa stood

65°, true, for a third berg, sighted some 8 miles distant, and at

6.50 p. m. stopped and drifted for the night in the vicinity of the

berg. As per arrangement, the routine reports were sent out by
the Seneca this day.

March 20 began with the vessel drifting. At 5.30 under way to

locate the last berg sighted on the previous day. At 7.05 a. m.
sighted the berg, distant 6 miles. Stood around berg, photographed

it, and ascertained that it was grounded on the Tail of the Bank in

lat. 42° 55', long. 50° 21'. Many shearwater, dovekies, and a few

sea parrots were in the vicinity of this berg. The following weather



prevailed: Fresh SW. breeze, increasing to moderate gale, SW. to

WNW., with partially thick weather first part, mostly clear latter

part; very rough sea. Drifted until 4.25 p. m., then anchored on

Bank, in 30 fathoms of water, with berg in sight, beanng 235° true.

March 21: Moderate gale to strong breeze, WNW. to NNW.
;

partly clear; rough sea. The vessel remained at anchor the entire

day. Special ice information was sent to three vessels.

March 22 began AA-ith the vessel at anchor; moderate gale, NW.,
falling to moderate and gentle breezes by noon; partly cloudy. At
8.40 a. m. under way; stood to berg and again photographed it.

Numerous sea parrots, dovekies, gulls, and shearwater near by.

At 9.50 a. m. resumed search for bergs in area not fully covered by
reports. At 5.40 p. m. stopped and lay to for the night. Special

ice information was sent to the steamship President Fillmore. Rou-
tine reports were broadcast and sent to Halifax.

March 28 began with the vessel drifting; moderate to light breezes,

NNW. to SSE.; mostly cloudy; partially thick first part. Under
way at 5.30 a. m., to make search near steamer tracks to eastward-

First course north, true, to counteract night drift. At 5.50 a. m.

thick snow shut in; stopped and drifted. At 8.05 a. m., clearing,

under way, searching for bergs. At 11.45 a. m. stopped because of

reduced visibility. At 1.30 p. m. visibility improved and search

was resumed. At 5.30 p. m. stopped and lay to for the night.

At 7 p. m. a steamer passed near by. Special ice information was
sent to the steamships Scartdia, Aquitania, Cameronia, and Waij

Mehyar.

March 24 began with the vessel drifting; moderate to gentle

breezes, WNW. to NW. ; mostly cloudy this day, with fog at inter-

vals during the first part; partially foggy at daybreak, clearing about

6.30 a. m. At 6.50 a. m. under way, to investigate ice conditions

near tracks to, eastward and to trace out position of Gulf Stream by
means of water temperatures. At 8 a. m., fog shutting in, stopped

and lay to. At 0.10 a. m., fog clearing, resumed search for bergs

until 5.30 p. m., when stopped for the night, having reached water
with a temperature of 34° F. Gave ice information to steamships

Alexandria and Spring-field.

March 25 began with the vessel lying to. A gentle to moderate E.
breeze increased suddenly to a moderate to fresh W. to WNW. gale at

7 a. m., shifted to NNE. at 1.30 p. m., and backed to- NNW. at

nightfall. Strong WNW. breeze at close. Barometer 29.18 at 7

a. m., rising thereafter. Mostly cloudy; partially thick at intervals.

Heavy sea. Lay to throughout the day, the vessel drifting back into

the Gulf vStream, as shown by water temperatures in the afternoon.

Special ice warnings were sent to the following steamships: Caucasiery

west bound, lat. 42° 20', long. 48° 30', warned of bergs west of Tail
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and advised to proceed to 41° 30' track; Montclaire, east bound,

lat. 42° 23', long. 53° 18', informed of bergs and advised to take

40° 30' track. Special ice information was sent to the following

steamships: Maiden Creek, Morristovm, Bayano, Westwego, Ala,

Zeeland, and an imlisted vessel whose radio call letters were SMH.
A weather report was sent to the steamship Alabama.

March 26 began with the vessel lying to. Moderate WNW. gale,

rough sea, moderating to strong breeze at 9 a. m. and fresh NW. to

W. breeze after noon; mostly cloudy. At 6.23 a. m., under way to

scout northern side of steamer lane to eastward and to trace the

boundary of the Gulf Stream to the northward and eastward by
means of sea-water temperatures. At 11 a. m., observed a berg

bearing 68°, true, and stood toward it. At 11.45 a. m. stopped to

windward of berg, lat. 44° 25', long. 45° 20', and drifted for the

remainder of the day. The berg was rather large, and apparently

the one reported by the Sagittaire in lat. 44° 00', long. 45° 40', on

the 23d, having drifted 30°, true, for 30 miles, or at the rate of 0.41

mile per hour. A number of kittiwakes accompanied the vessel

throughout the day. Special weather reports were given the steam-

ships Caucasier and Alabama.

March 27 began with the vessel drifting. Fresh to strong breeze,

SW. to NW., increasing to NW. gale at S a. m. and so continuing

until close; mostly cloudy; very rough sea. At 5.30 a. m. under way
and stood back toward berg, and en route examined a growler which

had broken off from it. At 6.45 a. m. stopped 1 mile to windward
of berg and drifted until 3.25 p. m.., when we stood back to the berg,

which at noon was in lat. 44° 33', long. 44° 44', having drifted 70°,

true, at rate of 1 knot per hour during the last 24 hours. The strong

gale and heavy seas capsized the berg and it was rapidly disintegrating

under the influence of the warm water, the sea-water temperatures

indicating that it was in the Gulf Stream the latter half of the day.

At 6 p. m. secured and lay to for the night near the berg. From
10.40 p. m. to 11 p. m., under way to avoid growler toward which

the vessel had drifted. Special ice information was sent to the steam-

ship West Hadday.

March 28 began with vessel drifting. Fresh NW. gale throughout

forenoon, falling in middle of the afternoon to fresh to gentle breezes

NW. to W. Mostly cloud}'. At 7.35 a. m. under way to pick up
yesterday's berg. At 10 a. m. raised a second berg, bearing 223°,

true. At 10.40 a. m. alongside yesterday's berg, which was now in

lat. 44° 52', long. 43° 55', having drifted 60°, true, 1.8 miles per

hour since yesterday noon. This berg was greatly reduced in size

and wasting rapidly under the action of the high waves and the warm
water, the temperature of the water being 56° F. Stood for second

berg and at 12.10 p. m. arrived alongside of it and took photographs.
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This was a medium-sized berg, some 60 feet in height, with an irregular

rectangular base some 200 feet l)y 50 feet, and was being heavily

buffeted by big seas. This berg w^as in lat. 44° 46', long. 44° 03'.

At 12.30 p. m. lay to to leeward of berg. At 10.30 p. m. drifted near

berg first visited this day. Special ice information was sent to the

steamship West Cohax.

March 29 began with vessel drifting. Moderate to strong gale first

half of day. Afternoon began with strong to fresh XW. breezes,

becoming moderate to strong NW. to W. gale, reaching whole gale

force in squalls after 8 p. m. Overcast to mostly cloudy, with passing

rain and snow squalls. Sea, for most part, very rough. At 5.2.')

a. m. under way and stood for berg being watched last night. xVt

6.15 a. m. passed small growler from berg and sighted berg. At
8 a. m. alongside berg, in lat. 44° 55', long. 43° 55'. It had drifted,

in 24 hours, 45°, true, at 0.5 knot per hour, and was dismtegrating

very rapidly under the action of waves and warm water. Lay to

and drifted until 10.55 a. m., then stood back via berg course, 270°,

true, to investigate to westward. At 11.50 a. m. observed another

berg and stood for it. At 12.55 p. m. alongside second berg, which

was small and irregular in shape, in lat. 44° 55', long. 44° 27'. Stood

west, true, iit 1.50 p. m. sighted another berg and stood for it.

At 3.18 p. m. stopped in lat. 44° 47', long. 44° 35', and lay to to lee-

ward of third berg, which was medium-sized and irregular in shape.

Drifted for the night in very rough sea. Gave special ice reports to

the steamships Montcalm, Pittsburg, Minindora, Rapidan and Truso

City, and special ice warning to the steamship Tarantia.

March 30 began with the vessel drifting. Strong WNW. gale,

increasing to whole gale force in squalls. Very rough sea. The
wind moderated to moderate gale, W., by noon. Barometer rising

rapidly. Strong breezes to moderate W. gale in afternoon; fresh

gale at close. At 8.15 a. m. under way to investigate bergs reported

yesterday. At 9 a. m. sighted berg ahead. At 10.15 a. m., lat. 44°

38', long. 44° 00', alongside berg, which was a rather large one with

steep sides, flat top, and a pinnacle at one end. This was evidently

the berg reported by the Tarantia yesterday. It had drifted 45°, true,

at the rate of 0.4 knot per hour. A few kittiwakes were observed.

Continued search and at 10.05 a. m. sighted another berg and stood

for it. At 2 p. m. alongside berg, which was medium sized and

low, with water-washed, rounded top, in lat. 44° 26', long. 44° 17'.

This berg also was apparently one of those reported by the Tarantia

yesterday and had drifted 70°, true, at the rate of 0.8 knot per hour.

At 2.35 p. m. sighted a large berg and stood for it. At 3.45 p. m.

alongside berg, in lat. 44° 19', long. 44° 23'; stood to leeward and
photographed berg, which had a ver}'^ large base, some 400 feet by 150

feet, and vertical walls some 60 feet in height, broken down on one
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side. Sighted another berg and stood for it. At 5.30 p. m. stopped,
in lat. 44° 24', long. 44° 08', and lay to for the night, slightly to wind-
ward of the berg, which was a medium-sized one, with a pinnacle
that collapsed as the vessel approached. Gave ice information to the
steamsliip President Polk.

March 31 began with vessel drifting. Fresh WNW. gale at 4 a. m.,
falling to light to moderate westerly breezes, which continued until

6 p. m.. then fresh gale SW. to WSW. High barometer in forenoon,
rapidly falling in afternoon. Overcast; rainy at intervals in after-

noon. At 8 a. m. found drift for the night to have been 2 knots per
hour, 70°, true. At 9.30 a. m. under way, to occupy line of oceano-
graphic stations leading to westward, scouting en route. At 2.50

p. m. passed large berg visited at 4 p. m. yesterday. This berg was
now in lat. 44° 26', long. 44° 04', having drifted 70°, true, at rate of 1

mile per hour. At 3 p. m. passed a second berg, medium sized and
irregular in shape, in lat. 44° 19', long. 44° 39', and at 3.10 p. m.
sighted a third berg, mediimi sized, in lat. 44° 16', long. 44° 45'. At
3.25 p. m. stopped at station 247^ and took water temperatures and
samples, completing the work at 4.40 p. m. At 9.40 p. m. stopped
at station 248 and attempted to take water samples and tempera-
tures, but found sea too rough. At 10.10 p. m. resumed course,
260°, true, and so continued until close of day.

April 1 began with vessel on course on Une of oceanographic sta-

tions. Fresh SW. gale to strong gale in squalls, hauUng to NW. at

9 a. m., and falling to strong breezes at 4 p. m. Barometer falling im-
til 7 a. m., thereafter rising. Rough sea. Mostly cloudy. Sea too
rough to permit occupying oceanographic stations. At noon set
course for Tail of the Bank, to search for bergs and to meet the Modoc.
At 5 p. m. sighted a low-lying berg in lat. 43° 37', long. 47° 44', and at
5.50 p. m. stopped and lay to for the night. Special ice information
was sent to the steamship Vennachar.

April 2 began with the vessel drifting. Strong to moderate and
gentle breezes, NW.; NW. swell. At 4 a. m. under way to con-
tinue search to the westward and meet the Modoc. At 5.45 a. m.
sighted a low-hdng berg in lat. 43° 21'. long. 47° 44', assumed to be
the berg sighted at 5 p. m. on the 1st. At 6.40 a. m. sighted a large
berg and stood for it, arriving alongside it, in lat. 43° 14', long. 48° 19',

at 8.10 a. m. Photographed this berg, which was a very soUd one,
with a vertical wall on one side, otherwise pyramidal, some 60 feet
above water, with a base some 140 feet square. At 1 p. m. set course
for appointed rendezvous with the Modoc to-night in lat. 42° 50',

long. 52° 00'. At 5.42 p. m. abeam of berg in approximately lat.

43° 00', long. 50° 20', which was believed to be the berg seen on

1 For location of all oceanographic stations see station table, page 92.
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March 19, grounded on the Tail of the Bank. Gave special ice

information to steamship Missourian.

The Modoc reUeved the Tampa on ice patrol duty at 12.30 a. m.,

April 3, in lat. 42° 50', long. 51° 50'. The oceanographic observer

was transferred from the Tampa to the Modoc, and the Tampa then

left for Halifax.

SUMMARY.

This cruise has been characterized by remarkably rough weather,

the wind being of gale force and higher on 11 of the 15 days of the

patrol, this being decidedly higher than the observed average per-

centage for this season given by the Pilot Charts. The percentage

of fogs has been far below the average. The Labrador Current has

shown an extraordinary set to the SE., from the region between

Flemish Cap and the east slope of the Grand Banks, tliis being

conclusively shown by water temperatures taken. The simultaneous

drifting of bergs as far east as the Fastnet steamer tracks confirmed

the existence of this current. These bergs were between lats. 44°

20' and 46° 00'. It was planned to occupy oceanographic stations

of the eastern radial line, but the weather permitted the occupation

of but one station, No. 247. Far more time than usual was spent

east of the Grand Banks near the Fastnet steamer tracks, because of

the menace to these tracks. The breaking up and disintegration of

bergs buffeted by the heavy to mountainous seas experienced on

this cruise was remarkably rapid. In some instances the changes

observed in bergs in one, two, or three days would rival the changes

shown in as many weeks under other conditions.

Only three bergs came around the Tail of the Bank during this

cruise, and these were but little below lat. 43°. Field ice was re-

ported a trifle lower than usual, in lat. 42° 20'. The transatlantic

steamship lanes were ordered shifted during this cruise, the eastbound

to take effect on March 30 and the westbound to take effect on

April 6.

Ice reports were broadcast twice daily, and a daily report was sent

to Hydrographic Office, New York, and to Halifax. Daily weather

reports were sent to the Weather Bureau at Washington.

An aggregate of 912 water temperature reports was received during

this cruise.

Ice information was received from 10 vessels and special ice

information was furnished to 25 vessels.



AN EARLY SEASON ICEBERG.
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THE MODOC RELIEVING THE TAMPA,



COAST GUARD CUTTER "MODOC." COMMANDER B. M. CHISWELL
ICE PATROL, FIRST CRUISE. APRIL 3 TO 17, 1923.

At 10.35 a. m., March 30, the Modoc sailod from the Boston Navy
Yard for the Grand Banks. At 12.35 a. m., April 3, met the Tampa,
in lat. 42° 50', long. 51° 47'. The oceanographic observer was
transferred from the Tampa to the Modoc and the latter vessel took
over the duties of the ice patrol, drifting until daylight.

April 3 began with the vessel ch-ifting. Airs and breezes from
SW. to S.; smooth sea; barometer from 30.62 to 30.51; weather clear,
with excellent visibility. Searched for ice, covering a rectangle
bounded by the 42d and 43d paralh^ls and 51st and 49th meridians.
No ice was seen. During the day numerous dovekies, a few fulmars,
and a school of blackfish were seen. Mirages were observed, giving
the eastern horizon the appearance of a long sand beach, backed by
high dunes, and dwarf pines appeared and disappeared at regular
intervals. At 6.25 p. m. 'stopped and drifted for the night, in lat
42° 18', long. 49° 00'.

April 4 began with the vessel drifting. Gentle breezes and light
airs, shifting from S. to WNW., then back to SE. and ending at SW.,
with heavy mist and fog from 10 a. m. until sunset. At dayhght
search was begun for the berg last visited by the Tampa at 8 a. m.,
April 2, in lat. 43° 14', long. 48° 19'. The weather having shut in
thick with fog and heavy mist, stopped at noon, in lat. 43° 10',
long. 48° 10', and drifted for the remainder of the day and for the
night. During the day dovekies and fulmars were seen, also one hair
seal. Ice information was given the steamships George WasMngton
and Sir Ernest Cassel and special ice warnings were sent to the
steamships Falls City, Drottningholm, and Callisto. Several requests
were received relative to harbor ice conditions at Halifax and Louis-
burg, Nova Scotia, and the authorities at Halifax were requested to
furnish this information to the patrol vessel.

x\pril 5 began with the vessel drifting. Light airs and breezes from
SW. to NW. ; foggy over cold water, clear over warm water. Stood to
the eastward, to clear a belt of fog hanging over the cold water of the
Labrador Current. On reaching clear weather, in the warm water of
the Gulf Stream^ set a course to the northward and eastward along the
western edge of the Stream. At 5.45 a. m. a large, flat-topped berg
was sighted, in lat. 43° 27', long. 47° 00'. When within about 3 miles
of this berg, the temperature of the surface sea water was found to be
38° F. We became enveloped in dense fog and headed back toward
warm w^ater. Many small pieces of drift ice trailed off to leeward of
this berg for a distance of about 4 miles. The steamship Sir Ernest
Cassel reported this berg on April 3, in lat. 43° 10', long. 47° 11'. It
had drifted 25°, true, at a speed of 0.4 knot per hour. Dovekies, ful-

88124—24—2
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mars, and skuas, a school of porpoises, and, in the Gulf Stream, gulf

weed and jellyfish, were seen. At dark, lay to and drifted for the

night, in lat. 43° 34', long. 46° 28', being enveloped in fog after 9.45

p. m. During darkness, phosphorescent flashes in the water alongside

similar to groups of fireflies in size, interval, and color, were noted.

The radio officer at Halifax having furnished us information concern-

ing shore and harbor ice conditions for Nova Scotia and Newfound-
land, we, on request gave ice and routing advice to the following

steamships bound for Nova Scotian and Newfoundland ports:

Elzasier, Elizabeth Marie, Procyon, Callisto, Vallratham, Liljevalch,

and Al'phard. Also gave special ice information to the steamships

Columbia and Hatteras.

April 6 began with the vessel drifting. Light SW. to fresh W. winds

;

barometer falling and sea making up. After running into thick fog,

a few miles to the eastward would bring us back into the clear weather

prevailing over the warm water of the Gulf Stream. Cruised to the

northward along the eastern edge of the fog bank that hung over the

cold water, to locate the bergs reported by vessels on April 3 and 4,

between the 44th and 45th parallels and the 45th and 43d meridians,

and also to cover the northwest edge of the Gulf Stream from lat.

43° 00', long. 47° 00', to lat. 45° 00', long. 43° 00', this season's bergs

having been found to be drifting at present to the eastward between
these points. No ice was seen during the day. Stopped at 2 p. m.,

in lat. 44° 00', long. 44° 00', and drifted for the remainder of the day
and during the night. While lying to in the early morning fog, the

steam whistle gave back a long-drawn-out echo. Murres, puffin,

petrel, and dovekies were observed during the day. The edge of the

Gulf Stream was sharply defined. Ice information was given the

steamships Cassandra, Hammac, Liljevalch, and Welcika, and ice in-

formation and warning to the steamship Lulea.

April 7 began with the vessel drifting. Search was continued, but
because of westerly gale, thick weather, and rough sea, stopped and
drifted, at 10.35 a. m., in lat. 44° 13', long. 44° 15'. A few murres

were seen. Special ice information was furnished the steamships

Olen, Delaware, and Gloxia.

April 8 began with the vessel drifting. Fresh WNW. winds, which
increased to fresh NW. gale in the forenoon, moderating toward night

and becoming moderate N. winds by midnight; rough sea; weather

clear, with excellent visibility. Searched north to the 45th parallel

and between the 44th and 45th parallels to the eastward of the 44th

meridian. At 7.15 G. M. T. passed a large growler in lat. 44° 40', long.

43° 40'. Stopped at dark, in lat. 44° 32', long. 43° 45', and drifted

for the night. Numerous fulmars, dovekies, Sabine gulls, and schools

of porpoises were noted during the day.
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April 9 began witli the vessel drifting. During the day the wind

hauled from "VV. through N., E., and S., to SW., with clear weather and

excellent visibility until dark. By midnight it was moderate SW.,

with mist and passing rain squalls. Smooth sea. Searched the area

of numerous recent bergs betwe<?n the 44th iind 45th parallels and the

43d and 47th meridians. No ice was found. Occupied station No.

248, lat. 44° 16', long. 45° 20', and station No. 249, lat. 44° 08',

long. 46° 30'. Water samples and temperatures were taken at each

station at depths of 0, 50, 125, 250, 450, and 750 meters. Stopped at

8.20 p. m.. in lat. 43° 55', long. 46° 55', and drifted for the remainder

of the night. Dovekies, fulmars, and Sabine gulls were seen during

the day, and a land bird that flew on board proved to be a horned

lark. Phosphorescent water at night indicated that the vessel was

still in the Gulf Stream. Special ice information was given the

steamships Newtonhall, Lord Downshire, and Liljevalch.

April 10 began with the vessel drifting. Foggy, with moderate SW.
winds. AVorked to the westward, near the 44th parallel, and occupied

station Xo. 250, lat. 44° 05', long. 47° 30', and station No. 251, lat.

44° 05', long. 48° 13'. Samples of sea water and temperatures at

various depths down to 750 meters were taken at each station.

Stopped for the night at station No. 251. Special ice information was
furnished the steamship Canada.

April 1 1 began with the vessel drifting. Fresh to moderate winds

from X. and fairly clear weather, with good visibility, after daybreak.

Vessel continued search for ice. At 21.35 G. M. T. we passed a berg

in lat. 44° 07', long. 47° 43', a second one at 22.25 G. M. T., in lat.

44° 10', long. 48° 00', and a third one at 4 G. M. T., in lat. 43° 47',

long. 48° 50'; also a patch of field ice in lat. 43° 47', long. 48° 40'.

The first berg was approximately 250 feet by 200 feet by 50 feet high;

the second was pyramidal in shape, 150 feet by 100 feet by 80 feet

high, and the third was a twin berg, two peaks joined under water, the

highest being 163 feet, measured by sextant angle, its other dimen-

sions being about 300 feet by 250 feet. Occupied station Xo. 252, in

lat. 44° 00', long. 48° 54'. While occupying this station, a French

sailing A^essel near by requested her longitude, which was given her

by International Code signal. Fulmars, dovekies, and one whale were

observed. The following message was received from the Wireless

Officer. Halifax: "Please discontinue transmitting ice report to

Halifax wireless officer, as arrangements have been made to intercept

report by our D. F. stations." Special ice information was given the

steamship Texas Maru and information and routing advice to Louis-

burg, Cape Breton Island, was given to the steamship YUdum..

Stopped at dark, in lat. 43° 13', long. 47° 57', and drifted for the

night.
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April 12 began with the vessel drifting. Weather mild and pleasant,

with gentle NE. to SE. wind; clear, with excellent visibility and

smooth sea. Ice could be picked up at an unusual distance. vSearched

from the 48th to o2d meridians to the north and south of the 43d

parallel. At 23.15 G. M» T. (11th) a large berg was sighted in lat.

42° 40', long. 49° 55'. Another large berg was sighted at 5.20

G. M. T., in lat. 42° 56', long. 50° 17', and a third one at 7.30 G. M. T..

in lat. 42° 52', long. 50° 46'. The second berg was grounded ftn the

Tail of the Bank and had been reported several times. The third

berg was estimated to be 300 feet long by 75 feet high and was

reported on the 8th by the steamship Canadian Mariner, in lat. 42°

42', long. 50° 28'. Occupied station No. 253, on the southwestern

radial of oceanographic stations, in lat. 42° 30', long. 51° 46', after

which we stood down along the radial for station No. 254. The

folknving message was received from Halifax: ''Disregard our mes-

sage of yesterday and in future please send daily ice report addressed

Agent of Marine, Halifax." In accordance with this message, daily

reports to Halifax were resumed this date. Special ice information

was sent to the steamship West Caddoa. Many murres, fulmars, and

dovekies, and one whale were observed during the day.

April 13: Moderate to light SW. and W. winds, with dense fog

over the colder water. During the midwatch of this day lightning

flashes were seen to the southward. A bird resembling a jaeger and a

species of grebe were observed, also jellyiish and several dead fish

about 3 inches long. The following oceanographic stations were

occupied, Station No. 254, station No. 255, and station No. 256.

After completing the work at the last-named station, the vessel

drifted for the night. It is deemed worthy of note here that the bergs

observed and reported on the western edge of the Gulf Stream,

between the 43d and 45th parallels, during the preceding patrol of

the Tawpa. are drifting to the eastward and slowly melting in the

warm water, one having been reported on the 6th as far east as long.

39° 42' in lat. 43° 05', and the area of their original observation has

been left clear of ice, whereas all newly discovered bergs have been

in the Labrador Current, drifting slowly in the cold water that sets to

the southward along the eastern edge and then westerly around the

Tail (»f the Bank. This seems to indicate that the influences at work

earlier in the season, which set the bergs off to the eastward into the

Gulf Stream before they had reached the latitude of the Tail of the

Bank, no longer prevail. Special ice information was furnished the

steamships Cabotia and Hastings Count}/.

April 14 began ^\nth the vessel drifting. During the midwatch

the wind shifted suddenly to NW., accompanied by hail and heavy

snow, with thunder antl lightning to the southward, and continued

from fresh to strong NW. and X. during the day. \\'ith cloudy weather
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and good visibility. Oceanographic stations 257, 258, 259, 260, and

261 wore occupied. At 0.50 G. M. T., in lat. 42° 56', long. 51° 06',

a long, low berg was passed and photographed. This berg was re-

ported by the steamship Canadian Mariner, on the 8th, as being

three-fourths of a mile long. It was variously estimated this day as

being from 500 to 800 feet long and 50 feet high. It was sighted

by the patrol on the 12th, in lat. 42° 52', long. 50° 46', and had
drifted 288° true, at the rate of 0.5 knot per hour. At 9.35 G. M. T.

passed another berg, about 300 feet by 300 feet by 90 feet high,

grounded on the Tail of the Bank, in lat. 43° 00', long. 50° 17'. A
third large berg was sighted, in lat. 42° 50', long. 50° 00'. Both

the latter bergs had been sighted by the Patrol on the 12th. Ful-

mars were thick around the bergs and one whale and numerous
murres were noted. A robin lighted on the ship. Special ice infor-

mation was furnished the steamships Manchester Hero and Bremen.
April 1 5 : Moderate gale to strong winds from NNW. ; cloudy, with

good \dsibility. Occupied station No. 262, and at daybreak arrived

at lat. 41° 46', long. 50° 14', where the Titanic sank, after colliding

with an iceberg, on April 15, 1912. The engines were stopped and
at sunrise colors were half-masted. At 10 a. m., 75th meridian

time, by request all stations within range observed radio silence

for five minutes and the patrol carried out memorial exercises for

those who perished on this spot 11 years ago, including a general

muster, a memorial address by Lieutenant Smith, prayer by Surgeon

Lave, three volleys, and taps. The following message was received

from the Agent of Marine, Halifax: ''Halifax desires to be associated

with you in your memorial service over Titanic grave to-day."

Upon conclusion of these exercises, the vessel proceeded to occupy

oceanographic stations 263 and 264. Special ice information was
furnished the steamship Maryland and information and warning was
furnished the passenger steamship Montrose, bound east, whose
course was carrying her dangerously close during the night to the

three bergs last located by the patrol on the 14th.

April 16: Fresh NNW. winds, falling and backing to WSW.,
with very good visibility. In the early morning a brilliant meteor
was seen to the northward. At 2.35 G. M. T. passed a large berg, in

lat. 42° 40', long. 50° 44'. This berg was conical in shape, about
110 feet high, with a small peak attached to the main berg below
the surface and a long underwater ledge. It was located by the

patrol on the 11th, 12th, and 14th, and had drifted, since last ob-

served, 255° true, at the rate of 1.5 knots per hour. A second

berg was passed at 4 G. M. T., in lat. 42° 48', long. 50° 55'. This

was the long, low berg sighted on the 14th, since which time it had
drifted 12 miles, 138°, true. Occupied oceanographic stations 265
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and 266. Many fulmars were noted, both near the bergs and out

of sight of them.

April 17: Stood to the westward, along the western radial of

oceanographic stations, occupying stations 267 and 268. At 2

p. m., met the Tampa, in lat. 43° 02', long. 54° 27'. The oceanog-

raphic observer was transferred from the Modoc to the Tampa and the

latter vessel took over the ice patrol duty, the Modoc proceeding

to Halifax.

ICE INFORMATION AND WARNINGS.

In this report of work performed by the patrol vessel, there is

included each day a list of vessels to whom ice information and ice

warnings have been sent. The details of some of these cases may
prove interesting and are given below.

Steamship Liljevalch: The steamer Liljevalch at noon, April 5,

radioed the patrol that she was stopped in lat. 49° N., long. 49° W.,

being held fast by a high and heavy ice field that extended as far

as the eye could see. She was on the Cape Race steamer track and
asked if it would be possible to attempt further passage past Cape
Race. The patrol immediately advised the master that there was
httle likelihood of making such a passage and sent him the latest

ice information, recommending the follomng route, which would
not only guarantee safety from field ice and menacing bergs but

would carry him out of the fog into clear weather: ''The best practi-

cal route for you is from your present position to 47° N., 45° W.,

thence to 45° N., 44° W., thence to 42° N., 47° W., then steer west

until after crossing 52d meridian. Keep patrol advised of your

movements." Nothing was heard from her until noon of the 6th,

when she sent her position, reported two bergs, stated she was follow-

ing our previous instructions, and asked for new developments.

The patrol replied that it was searching northeastward along the

edge of the Gulf Stream, stating that fog was over the cold water,

and adding "Advise you steer shortest course to warm water and

clear weather. That position for you is 45° N., 44° W. Keep in

touch with us." The Liljevalch proceeded cautiously through the

fog and low visibility under the directions as given. April 7 she

reported passing close to two bergs at 2.30 p. m. As she approached

the warm Gulf Stream the fog became thinner, and at 7.30 p. m.,

April 8, she had reached lat. 45° N., long 44° W., and was in clear

weather, comparatively safe from bergs.

Steamship Lulea: At 5.20 p. m., April 6, the Lulea reported her

position in lat. 46° 47' N., long. 42° 07' W., standing 209° true. She

was in fog and had slowed to 3 knots. It was immediately observed

that she was approaching the berg and growlers reported on the

5th in lat. 46° 02' N., long. 43° 19' W., therefore the patrol sent
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her the follomng warning: "Bergs reported along your course;

dangerous. Advise you steer south true until you cross 44th parallel,

then follow prescribed track. By doing this you will avoid both the

bergs and the fog." The Lulea thanked us and stated that she was
following the advice as to route and asked if that would do. April

7, at 10 a. m., she broke out of the fog and passed close to two bergs.

April 8, at 8 a. m., she reported her position and course to the patrol

and requested new developments. She was now assured that her

course was safe.

Steamship Volbratham: On April 5 this vessel advised the patrol

of her position in lat. 51° N., long. 40° W., and requested information

as to the best route for St. Johns or Halifax. The following reply was
sent: "If bound to Halifax, advise steering due south to 46° N., 40°

W., and then follow the regular steamer track until west of 52d

meridian, where it will be safe to haul up for Halifax. If bound to

St. Johns direct, you are probably ready to take chances with ice

on straight route. One steamer to-day in 49° N., 49° W., stopped

by heavy ice field." Nothing further was heard from her and it is

presumed she took the chances and made St. Johns.

Steamship Procyon and steamship Cdllisto: These steamers

reported their positions on April 5. The Procyon was in lat. 42° 40'

N., long. 47° 15' W., and the Callisto in lat. 41° 37' N., long. 47° 33' W.
Both were bound to Louisburg, Cape Breton Island, and requested

information regarding ice conditions and the safest route to approach

Louisburg. The Procyon was advised to get on the westbound
steamer track, and the following message was sent to both: "Advise

maintain 41° 30' track until west of 52d meridian. Will call you to-

morrow morning and give you the latest field ice information for

approaching the coast. No danger of bergs," A message was sent

to the ^vireless officer, Halifax, stating the patrol had two steamers

bound to Louisburg and asking for information relative to ice condi-

tions near the coast. A reply was received and filed for both, as

follows: "Ships proceeding Louisburg from Halifax steer 4 or 5

miles off coast. Gulf and entrance of gulf heavy close-packed ice.

Flat Point and Point Tupper, no ice in sight." No reply was received

from the Procyon after several calls. April 15 the latter, bound east,

returning from Louisburg, reported to the patrol that through being

unable to receive our advice for approaching the coast, she ran into

field ice, damaging her propeller.

Steamship Welcika: This vessel applied to the patrol on April 5,

giving her position as lat. 42° 35' N., long. 43° 32' W., and asked if

her course carried her safely past all menacing bergs. The course

given would have taken her uncomfortably close to some reported

ice, therefore a reply was sent immediately that a berg and two

growlers had been reported that day in lat. 43° 17' N., long. 39° 50'
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W. Otherwise her course was clear, but she was advised to keep a

careful lookout for the above ice. The master thanked the patrol

for its timely warning.

Steamship Cassandra: This passenger steamer, bound for Halifax,

inquired as to what information the patrol had regarding ice around

Sable Island. She was assured that there was little likelihood of her

encountering field ice south of Sable Island, but that ice could be

expected extending 4 or 5 miles out from the Nova Scotian shore.

Steamship Hammac: The case of this vessel was similar to that

of the Wekika. Being in lat. 41° 25' N., long. 43° 00' W., she

was endangered by the same berg as the WeMlca. A warning was

therefore sent her, advising when and where to be on the lookout

for a berg and growlers.

Steamship Columbia: This steamer, at 7 a. m., April 5, was found

to be heading west, at a speed of 7 knots, in lat. 4.3° 58' N., long. 47°

20' W. The following warning was immediately sent: ''Your course

is liable to take you amongst bergs and field ice. If you will send us

your present position and course, the patrol will furnish you with all

ice information." The position furnished was lat. 43° 28' N., long.

48° 15' W., and at 12.30 a. m., April 6, the regular broadcast ice

warning was specially issued to her, with particular attention called

to "Dangerous berg 43° 00' N., 50° 15' W. Bergs may be met as

far west as 52d meridian." At 3.24 a. m., April 6, a message was
received from her, stating that she had met field ice, as predicted

n our broadcast, at lat. 43° 17' N., long. 48° 38' W., and had im-

mediately changed course south.

Dania: This motor ship was sighted in lat. 43° 01' N., long. 47°

10' W., by the patrol while scouting for bergs on April 5. She had

failed to signal her approach to the ice regions, but upon being seen

reported her name She was warned that she was liable to encounter

bergs and fog on her course and advised to go south until after crossing

the 42d parallel, before heading west. Nothing further was heard

from her.

Steamship Elizabeth Marie: This small French trawler, bound to

St. Pierre, applied to the patrol for routing advice. She was directed

to proceed to the westward until past the 52d meridian, then to haul

up for St. Pierre. Probabilities of encountering heavy ice were

predicted.

wSteamship Canada: At 4.10 a. m., April 10, it was noted that this

passenger liner was in lat. 43° 14' N., long. 52° 43' W., course 94°

true, speed 14 knots, dense fog. The patrol immediately sent her

the following ice warning: "Your course will carry you near bergs^

one grounded on the Tail in 43° 00' N., 50° 19' W., and another,

April 8, in 42° 42' N., 50° 28' W. Advise getting south of 42d parallel."

The following reply was received: "Thanks for ice warning. Am
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steering clear of positions indicated, following regular Canadian
track instructions. It's the field ice reported what to clear. What is
your latest position for that ? Seen no ice since leaving Portland or
Halifax." The patrol sent the following detailed information rec^ard-
irig ice-field: ^' Field ice on 4th, 43° 40' N., 48° 30' W.; on 6th, 43° 17'
N., 48° 38' W.; on 5th, southern limit patchy field, 42° 50' N.' 49° 00'
W. You will find cold water and fog over to a line running 15° true
from 42° 00' N., 47° 30' W.; east of that, warm water and clear
weather." At 4 p. m. she reported that she had slowed down in
dense fog m lat. 43° 04' N., long. 49° 55' W., course still 94°, and
requested information regarding bergs reported in lat. 43° 04' N.,
long. 49° 55' W., and the field in lat. 42° 50' N., long. 49° 00' w'
Again she was given all information the patrol possessed and told
that she was liable to encounter bergs in that locahty at any time
Steamship Yildum: At 2 p. m., April 11, the patrol received the

lollowing message from the Yildum: "Noon, 45° 16' N. 44° 43' W
bound to Louisburg, course 270° true, speed 8 knots, wlter 45 5° f'
Please is there any ice on that course ? " Her position was plotted on
the ice and water-temperature chart, and it was found that her course
would take her into berg areas, and also that field ice would be liable
to hold her up. Cape Race had reported the fields southeast of it
to be soft but even m that condition it would prevent the passa-e
ol a low-powered steamer like the Yildum. Accordingly the patrol
routed the 1: ildum as follows: "Advise vou to come to 44° 25' N
48° 00' W., then steer 270° true. By following this route you will
be free from field ice and bergs. Patrol searched this area this
morning. One berg 44° 10' N. 48° 00' W., another 44° 07' N
4/ 43' W.; patches of field ice on Banks, but you ought to escape
most of It on this route."

^

Steamship Montrose: April 15, about 10 a. m., it was noticed, from
plottmg a water-temperature report from the Canadian Pacific pas
senger steamer Montrose, that she was in lat. 42° 52' N long 56° 06'
W., bound 92° true on the Canadian steamship track, speed 16 5
knots. It was immediately noticed that this course would carry her
close to bergs which had been located around the Tail of the Bank
by the patrol on the evening of the 14th. Accordingly an ice warnmg was dispatched to her, advising her to keep to the'southward as
bergs were located along her present course between the 51st and
4/th meridians, also to listen m on our regular ice broadcast at

: 7i \ Montrose acknowledged the warning and requested
time of broadcast. She was again informed and undoubtedly received
It and hauled to the southward, as the next water-temperature report
placed her m lat. 42° 33' N., long. 50° 19' W., course east. At 9 23
p. m., ship s time, 2 hours 23 minutes, after broadcast, the following
message was sent to her, the patrol feeling the responsibility of its-
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position with a pnssongor ship speeding; eastward at IG knots and

night falhng: "The berg carried on ice broadcast in 42° 50' N.,

50° 00' W., was hist seen evening of 14th. It was drifting 250°

true, rate 1 knot per hour." It was feared the Montrose might not

have the hitest and most complete information regarding this berg,

which, on the chart, hiid in her path. This is an example of the

duty that falls to the ice patrol, in which no erroi-s must be made,

in view of the life and property at stake.

SUMMARY,

During the patrol the weather has been unusually good for this

season oi the year, and the vessel has been quite active, cruising

under forced draft whenever visibility and the condition of the sea

justified it. During the tirst few days we scouted along the western

and northern edge of the Gulf Stream to lat. 45°, long. 43°, finding

clear weather over the warm water of the Stream and dense fog for

the most part over the cold water. This area, which abounded in

ice earlier in the season, was found to be clearing up. Later, we

investiirated conditions over the colder water and around the Tail

of the Bank, and occupied oceanographic stations along the eastern,

southern, southwestern, and western radials. Ice warnings were

broadcast Uvico daily, with an effective radius of approximately

500 miles. A daily ice report was sent to the Hydrographic Office,

Washington, and also to the wireless officer, Dockyards, Halifax,

from the 3d to the 10th. and to the Agent of ^larme. Halifax, there-

after. A daily weather report was sent to the Observer, ^Yashington.

The patrol was furnished with 1,007 sea-water temperatures from

ISO difTerent vessels. This hearty cooperation was most encouraging

to the oceanographic observer and enabled him to keep well informed

on currents over large areas as indicated by temperatures. Special

ice information was sent to 35 vessels and ice information was received

from 20 vessels.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "TAMPA." LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J.

WHEELER, ICE PATROL. SECOND CRUISE, APRIL 17 TO M.\Y 2. 1923.

The Tampa sailed from Halifax at 5.10 p. m.. April 15, and pro-

ceeded by the route south of Sable Island to the relief of the Modoc

on ice patrol, and met the Modoc in lat. 43° 03', long. 54° 28', at 2.40

p. m.. April 17. when she assumed the duties of the patrol. Gentle

to light southwesterly winds were experienced until noon of the

10th. when a fresh SE. breeze, which later hauled to W.. prevailed.

A strong to moderate NW. wind was experienced on the 17th. In-

stead of the SW. current, which is usually encountered in the vicinity

of Sable Island, accurate observations showed we had experienced a

northerly set of approximately 6 miles since departing from Halifax.
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This illustrates the great uncertainty of the current in this region of

the "Graveyard of the North Atlantic." Upon assuming the duties

of the ice patrol, the following estimate was made of the present ice

situation: Ttie southernmost ice consists of a large pinnacle berg,

163 feet high, which was last seen on the afternoon of April 16 in lat.

42° 40', long. .50° 44'. This berg had been tracked for several days

and was found to be drifting 2.50°, true, at tlie rate of 1 knot per hour,

which would indicate that the Labrador Current is of unusal strength.

Another berg, over 1,000 feet long and about 50 feet high, was in lat.

42° 48', long. .50° .5.5', on April 16. It had been observed for several

days and was in a counter eddy current, SW. of the Tail of the J3ank.

A large berg was grounded on the Tail of the Bank and there were

several bc^rgs to the northward, which will probably arrive around

the Tail of the Bank in a few days. To the northeastward there were

a few bergs drifting to the northeastward along the edge of the Gulf

Stream. iVfter a careful review of the ice situation, it was decided to

proceed to an advantageous point to commence search at daylight of

April 18 for the 163-foot pinnacle berg, so the Tampa steamed to the

ea^stward and the Modoc proceeded toward Halifax. The steamship

Armach reported having passed a berg on April 18 in lat. 44° 13',

long. 46° 16'.

April 18: At 4.4.5 a. m. we had reached a point to commence
search for the pinnacle berg, but were compelled to stop and drift, on

account of dense fog, until 6.40 a. m., when the fog cleared and search

was commenced to the eastward. The weather was none too favor-

able, as the wind increased to a moderate gale from SSE. at nightfall

and then abated to a fresh SW. breeze at the end of the day. Kain
fell at intervals, and a thick fog shut in at 3.30 p. m., at which time

the search was discontinued for the day and the vessel permitted to

drift. Gave ice warning to the steamship Ariano. At 11.35 p. m
received the following broadcast from the steamship Orduna: "Bar-

quentine OlntJta abandoned and in sinking condition and set on fire

in latitude 44 X., longitude 47 W., may possibly be a danger to navi-

gation. Crew now on board steamship Orduna." Signed Warner,

steamship Orduna.

April 19: Drifted in dense fog throughout the day. In the fore-

noon the fresh SW. breeze increased to a moderate SSW. gale. In

the afternoon the wind fell to a moderate S. breeze, but increased to a

moderate S. gale at the end of the day. Heavy southerly swell;

overcast, foggy, and rainy. Gave ice information to the steamship

West Segovia.

April 20: The day began with a strong S. wind, which in the fore-

noon moderated and hauled to W. and then NW. In the afternoon

gentle to moderate W. to SW. winds prevailed. Overcast to mostly
cloudy, with fog first part. At 4.30 a. m., fog partially clearing, stood
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S. to fix position. At 7.30 a. m., determined position of ship and

found that the current had set us N. 1.5 miles per hour since 3.30 p. m.

of the 18th. Resumed search to the southward and eastward for

the berg hist sighted by the Modoc on the 16th inst., and at 2.35 p. m.

raised a pinnacle berg bearing 65°, true, 11.5 miles distant. Stood

for the berg and at 3.50 p. m. took photographs of it, in lat. 42° 55',

long. 50° 32'. The berg was identified as the one last sighted by the

Modoc in lat. 42° 40', long. 50° 54', on April 16. It was grounded in 70

fathoms of water and its pinnacle peak was some 100 feet high. A few

kittiwakes and shearwater were in the vicinity. Continued scouting

to the northward and eastward until dark, in search of the long, low-

lying berg sighted by the Modoc on April 16, and at 6.55 p. m. anchored

for the night, in 30 fathoms of water. Ice warnings were given to the

steamships Cairnvalona, Gemma, and Brant Count)/. Routing in-

structions were given to the steamship Hickman.

April 21 : Moderate to fresh winds from S. to W. Thick fog during

most of day, temporarily clearing during the inorning; rain at inter-

vals. Heavy southerly swell. At 4.15 a. m., the fog clearing tem-

porarily, stood N. for an anchorage on the Grand Banks, and at 9

a. m. anchored on the Tail of the Bank, in lat. 43° 05', long. 50° 09'.

April 22: Moderate to light winds, WNW. to SW. Moderate SW.
swell. Dense fog. Remained at anchor the entire day. Sent speci?il

ice information to steamships Canadian Navigator, Bourdonnais, and
Montcalm, and sent special ice information and routing instructions

to steamship Capitaine Fame.
April 23: Fresh to moderate winds, SW. to SSW.; moderate swell.

Dense fog. Remained at anchor throughout the d&y. Ice informa-

tion and routing instructions were given to the following steamships

:

Bolinghrolce, Mexico, Fvredeniherg, Marburg, and Cymric Queen, the

last named being bound for Louisburg, Cape Breton Island. Received

from the steamship Rosalind detailed ice information regarding ice

fields over the Newrfoundland Banks. The following wreck report

was received from the steamship Mahriton: ''Three-masted schooner

Gay Gordon, of St. Johns, sinking and may be a danger to navigation

in latitude 41 55, longitude 41 46, on 21st instant. Crew^ taken off.

April 24 : Moderate to gentle winds, SW. to S. ; moderate soutlierly

swell. Remained at anchor on the Tail of the Bank throughout the

day on account of dense fog. Routine reports from other vessels

indicated that the fog was widespread. Special ice information was
given to the U. S. S. Sapelo.

April 25: Light to fresh southerly wind; moderate southerly swells-

dense fog, with light rain at intervals. Remained at anchor because

of dense fog. Occupied oceanographic station 269 at anchorage,

lat. 43° 09', long. 50° 05', taking sea-water temperatures and water

samples at four depths from surface to bottom. Reports from other
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ships indicated that the fog covered a wide area north of the Gulf

Stream. Gave special ice information to the steamships Requisite

and Cymric Queen.

April 26: Modemte to gentle SW. to S. winds. Fog prevailed

throughout the day, with rain at intervals. At 8.45 a. m. under way
and spent the day occupj'ing oceanographic stations on the lower end

of the Grand Banks, steaming from station to station at reduced

speed through fog. At 12.25 p. m. stopped at station 270. Between

1 p. m. and 7.55 p. nl. occupied stations 271 and 272. At 8.25 p. m.,

on account of increasing darkness and fog, anchored for the night

near the eastern edge of the Grand Banks. Gave special ice informa-

tion and routing instructions to steamships Megantic, Canada, and

Canadian Squatter.

At 5 p. m. received the following radiogram via St. Pierre: ''Ameri-

can patrol Tampa: Three American citizens aboard French trawler

La Provence from St. Pierre now stuck in outer edge of ice, propeller

damaged, coal exhausted. Been aboard 8 days, no accommodations,

and sick. Will you take us off for any near port? Our position 59

12 W., Paris meridian, latitude 43 23 N." Communicated by radio

with six steamships and replies from the following, each routed to

pass near her position, indicated their willingness to a,ssist the La
Provence: Rofialind, Canada, and Knoclcforna. Offered to have sur-

geon prescribe for sick men by radio, but the message was delayed.

At 8 p. m. received the following from French cruiser Regvlus: "Re-
ceived your signal concerning French trawler La Provence. I am
stetiming to help."

April 27: Gentle S. to SSW. breezes, falling to calm and shifting to

SSE. in the afternoon. Overcast, with fog of varying densities until

10 p. m., then clearing. At 4.40 a. m. resumed work of occupying

•oceanographic stations. The following stations were occupied:

Stations 273, 274, 275, 276, and 277. At 1 p. m. passed a barkentine*

apparently a French fisherman, westbound. Small flocks of murre

and puffin were seen this day. Gave special ice information to the

following steamships: Basis, Sachem., Ansonia, Homer City, and

Concordia.

April 28: Light W. to SSW. breezes, increasing to fresh to strong

W. winds: cloudy: fog at intervals during first part of day. Westerly

swells; rather rough sea at close of day. Occupied oceanographic

stations 278, 279, 280, 281, and 282. At 6.55 p. m. set course 223°,

true, from station 282, to reach an advantageous position for scouting

by daybreak. Gave ice information to the steamship Seattle Spirit.

April 29: Strong to fresh winds, W. to N., falling to light breeze at

the end of the day: mostly cloudy; clear atmosphere. Ran a line of

•oceanographic stations to the eastward and searched for ice during

^he day. About 6.30 p. m. received second request for assistance
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from French trawler La Provence, fast in the ice and out of fuel in lat.

45° 24', long. 59° 02', Paris meridian, stating that French cruiser

Regulus had been unable to reach her. Communicated with the

Regulus and confirmed the report. Sent message to the Modoc, via

Cape Race, and so advised the La Provence; also advised that vessel

that the patrol vessel could leave the station only to save life and that

Modoc was scheduled to leave Halifax on the 30th.

April 30: Light airs to light breezes; partly cloudy, fine weather.

At the beginning of the day we were standing on course 233°, true,

to reach a position south of the Tail of the Bank for daylight scouting,

and also searching for ice en route. At 7.30 p. m, stopped and occu-

pied oceanographic station 283, and at 10 p. m. occupied station 284.

At 11.15 p. m. sighted an iceberg in the moonlight, bearing 320°, true,

5 miles distant. At 12 midnight, alongside of berg, which proved to

be of medium size, in lat. 42° 45', long. 50° 30'. This appeared to be

the berg reported by the steamship Pernor on the 29th inst. in prac-

tically the same position. Later, it was decided that this was also

Mie berg reported by the Manchester Importer on April 29, 16 G. M. T.,

as in lat. 42° 30', long. 50° 13', which position was evidently in error.

Flocks of shearwater and petrel were seen this day.

In the early evening communicated with the Modoc and was

advised that she would relieve the Tampa on ice patrol to permit us

to go to the assistance of the La Provence en route to Halifax. We
were also advised that a trawler was proceeding to the assistance

of the Zo Provence, which information was communicated to the

ia Provence and the Regulus.

May 1: Light to moderate winds, ESE. to E.; mostly clear, fine

weather. Occupied oceanographic stations 286 and 285. At 2.30 a.m.

sighted a berg in the moonlight, 4 miles distant; steamed to it and

made a sketch. Found this berg to be the one grounded in lat. 43°

00', long. 50° 25', which was visited by the Tampa on April 20. It

was now reduced to about one-fourth the size that it was on that

date, and was reported by the steamship Verdulia on April 29 and

the steamship Persier on April 30. At 4 a. m. stood west, true, from

station 286, and resumed scouting for bergs. At 4.30 a. m., sighted

a large berg, 11 miles distant, and upon arriving alongside photo-

graphed it and found it grounded in lat. 43° 06', long. 50° 50'. It

was some 75 feet in height, with a base 100 by 150 feet, and vertical

walls, which were hollow on one side. Small growlers were calving

off this berg and drifting to leeward. It was reported by the steam-

ship Persier on April 30, but was not sighted by the Verdvlia on the

29th ultimo, although that vessel reported passing growlers in the

fog in its vicinity and must have passed very near to it, with the

consequent risk of colliding with it. At 6 a. m. resumed scouting

for bergs, and at 9 a. m. sighted growlers not previously reported, in
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lat. 42° 40', long. 50** 53'. Occupied oceanograpliic stations 287, 288,

289, and 290 during the day. At 9 p. m., set course west, true, from

station 290 for the night. The steamship Canada reported that she

had reached the distressed trawler La Provence, in lat. 45° 30', long.

56° 30', after passing through very heavy ice; that she had taken

off the passengers, and that the master and crew had refused to

leave the vessel. The master of the Canada reported that it was

impracticable to tow the La Provence and that, in his opinion, a

small vessel could not reach her under the prevailing ice conditions.

May 2: Gentle and moderate southerly breezes; mostly clear, with

bright moonlight, until daylight, and foggy thereafter. Standing

to the westward to meet the Modoc.

The steamship British Vine reported a large berg in lat. 43° 07',

long. 50° 57'. This was the berg sighted by the Tampa on the 1st

inst Issued ice warning to the British Vine of other bergs in her

vicimtj'.

The following radiogram was received this date: "Halifax, via

Cape Race, Cutter Tampa: Please cancel daily summary ice report

addressed to Agent Marine, Halifax, and forward this summary to

Officer in Charge, Compass Station, Cape Race, via commercial

station Cape Race. Government ice-breaker Montcalm now work-

ing Gulf and will advise vessels of ice conditions and routes." Signed

Halifax.

At 4.45 p. m. we met the Modoc, in lat. 42° 56', long. 55° 22', when
the oceanographic observer was transferred to that vessel, which

thereupon assumed the ice patrol.

In this report of work performed by the patrol vessel there is

ncluded each day a list of vessels to which ice information and ice

warnings have been sent. The details of some of these cases may
prove interesting and are given below.

Steamship Ariano: April 18, at 9 a. m., 60th meridian time, the

plotting of the reported position of the Ariano disclosed the fact that

she was standing into danger. At 4 a. m., local time, she had reported

in lat. 42° 50' N., long. 56° 06' W., speed 11 knots, course 285°.

This would take the ship north of Sable Island. The patrol had

previously secured information of field ice north of Sable Island that

would cause this passage to be regarded as dangerous to navigation.

The Ariano was therefore informed of the situation and advised .to

change course, passing south of Sable Island, and to make considerable

westing before hauling to northward. The Ariano thanked the patrol

for the warning and stated that she had changed course to pass 30

miles south of Sable Island.

Steamship Gemma: April 20, about 9 a. m., it was observed, from

the water-temperature reports of the Gemma, that she was in lat.

42° 30' N., long. 45° 22' W., speed 10^ knots, course 276°. This
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would take her into a position knowTi to contain bergs, and the fol-

lowing message was dispatched at 10.55 a. m.: ''There are several
bergs south of the 43d parallel and west of the 50th meridian whose
exact positions are unknown because of the presence of fog over the
region. Your present course is carrying you into danger and you
should lay course south of 42d parallel until you are west of 52d
meridian." The Gemma's master thanked the patrol and immediate!}^
changed course as advised.

Steamship Geboga: On April 26 the steamship Geboqa called the
patrol and asked: ''What is temperature of water surrounding
icebergs?" We replied that all the bergs are surrounded by water
less than 57° F.; that this water has southern limit of 41° 40' N.,

eastern limit 47° 30' W., and western limit 52° W.; that local varia-
tions in water temperature are no indications of proximity of ice,

and referred her to H. O. Pilot Chart for March on Icebergs.

Steamship Homer City: The steamship Homer City furnishes an
example of the important service which is being rendered to trans-

Atlantic steamers by the ice patrol. The following message was
received about midnight, April 26: "S. S. Homer City 45° 25' N.,
46° 10' W. Stopped for three days in dense fog. Bound New York.
Water 41°. Have you information of bergs near me ? " The following
reply was sent :

" If you will steam to 44° N., 46° W., you will get clear

weather. Then steer to 41° 30' N., 47° W., when jon can change
course for New York. By doing this you will avoid fog and bergs
and no need further delay. Send us your address and we will write
you instructions how to avoid this next time." In reply the master
.gave his address, saying he was following our instructions and thank-
ing us. We later sighted the Homer City, now inside the warm water,
in clear weather, proceeding on her course.

IXALGURATION OF ST. LAWRENCE TRAFFIC.

The passage through Cabot Strait to St. Lawrence ports is usually

attempted during the latter part of April each year. Due to the
suspension of navigation during the winter months, on account of

impenetrable ice fields, the resumption of the St. Lawrence navi-

gation is eagerly sought early in the spring. Previous experience
has shown that the St. Lawrence ice begins to break up from the

middle of April to the first part of May. Many steamers sail from
European ports, arriving on the edge of the pack at the entrance to

Cabot Strait and forcing their way in as tlie ice weakens. This year
was no exception.

Tlie steamship Cairnvalona was the first sliip to arrive bound to

Montreal. On April 20 she was in lat. 48° 13' N.. long. 45° 52' W..
and reported many bergs and field ice. A message was immediately
sent, warning her of the presence of the bergs and fields of ice farther



PLATE 3.

PATROL VESSEL LYING NEAR A LARGE BERG AND BROADCASTING ITS
POSITION.



PLATE 4.

A SMALL BERG WHICH HAS DRIFTED NORTHWESTWARD
OF THE TAIL OF THE BANK.
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west. It was realized that a ship on the St. Lawrence track passing

Cape Race expects ice and is prepared to encounter it, therefore no
routing instructions were given to assist her to avoid all ice. She
was requested to submit a daily report on her progress and success

with the ice. She furnished the patrol with a report of ice con-

ditions each day thereafter, until she was past the entrance to the

St. LaA\'Tence (west of Cape Ra}^. In addition to this, the steam-

ship Rosalind, which runs between Halifax and St. Johns, submitted

a com.plete and clear report on. ice conditions over the Grand Banks
on April 23. With the aid of the reports from these two ships the

ice patrol was in readiness to furnish the anticipated St. Lawrence
steamers with a most accurate summary of ice conditions prevailing

ahead of them. The ice message varied somewhat from day to day.

Each ship upon coming within radio working distance reported to

the patrol for information and advice as to the best route. The
following is a typical message sent by the patrol: "April 28: A few
scattered bergs on Grand Banks. The Grand Banks field has south-

ern limit in 47° 20', 46° 40'. The ice in which you are most inter-

ested is St. Lawrence field. It extends from Cape Breton coast to

45° N., 54° W., thence to St. Pierre. It is loose until you reach
46° 30', 58° 30', when it becomes heavier, with open leads. Farther

inside, between Cape North and Cape Ray, it is close packed and
necessitates slow speed. Several inbound ships up there now pushing

on." I^eplies of thanks were received in almost all cases. The ships

receiving this special ice information were as follows: April 21,

steamships Marloch and Cravley; April 24, steamship Bolinghrolce;

April 25, steamships Canadian Squatter and Montcalm; April 26,

steamships Metagama, Negantic, Canada, Knockfor'na, and Athenia,

and French cruiser .Regidu'S; April 27, steamships Ansonia, Man-
chester Regime, Manchester Spirit, Concordia, Letitia, Canadian
Victor; April 28, steamships Sachem. Manchester Spinner, and
Canadian Carrier; May 1, steamship Minnedosa.

April 28 the Seattle Spirit reported to the patrol, in lat. 43° 20' N.,

long. 43° 02' W.. bound to Montreal, and requested ice report for

her route. This ship was already so far south that it was thought

advisable to suggest a route south of tJie large St. Lawrence ice field.

She was informed accordingly and told that it was the belief of the

ice patrol that she would make much better time than by following

the Cape Race route, as the other St. Lawrence ships were doing.

He thanked us and later asked if we would recommend Gut of Causo
passage, to which we answered in the negative.

88124—24 3
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LOnSBUKG STEAMERS.

The port of Louisburg, Cape Breton Island, is frozen in during th(

winter months, but with early spring it becomes broken out and

many steamers are routed to it as a destination. Durmg the recent

patrol cruise a number of steamers bound to Louisburg have called

for ice information. Wishing to render all possible assistance, our

regular ice broadcast carried the follo™g notice: ''Louisburg

steamers apply to patrol special information."

Four ships,* the Hickman, Cymric Queen, Capitaine Faure, and

h'iano, were all advised as follows: "Advise you to keep south of

42d parallel until after crossing 52° W., then it is safe to haul up for

southern end Cape Breton, then follow up coast to Louisburg.

Southern limit ice field from Cape Breton to 44° 30' N.. 53° W., and

over St. Pierre Bank. Heavy ice coming out of Gulf." This informa-

tion was complete in detail and gave them full instructions, without

which they might have been endangered by entering the ice field

above described. This year the only ship known to have received

damage from ice was caught in this same field through inabihty to

catch'^the ice patrol's message and suffered damages to her propeller.

This occurred the first part of April.

StTMMARY.

Yo^ was experienced on each day of this cruise except the last

three! The wind reached gale force but once. Pilot charts for this

month show an observed average of some 40 per cent of fogs and

13 per cent of gales.

The period of this cruise was marked by a continuous movement

of Arctic wat«r along the eastern slope of the Grand Banks to south-

ward and westward around the Tail of the Bank, then NW. bathing

the SW slope No steamer lanes were threatened during this period.

The southernmost berg was in lat. 42° 40', long. 50° 44', this berg

being later carried by the cold current to the slope of the Bank and

grounded. IVenty oceanographic stations were occupied, these

being of four lines, radiating from central station on the Grand

Banks, lat. 43° 50', long. 50° 25'. The eastern radial Ime, the longer

one, extended to lat. 44° 43', long. 43° 09', and observations showed

that the cold water experienced on the first cruise was not to be found.

The absence of bergs was therefore explained. The remainmg three

lines of stations occupied extended to S., SW., and WSW. from the

central station well into deep water. These showed the presence of a

large volume of Arctic water W. and NW. of the Tail of the Bank

and further demonstrated the association of bergs with Arctic water.
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Ice reports M'ere broadcast twice tlaily and a daily report was

sent to Halifax and to Hydrographic Office, Now York. A daily

weather report was sent to the Weather Bureau, Washington.

Ice information was received from 37 vessels and special ice

reports were sent to 29 vessels. Six obstruction reports were
received.

An aggregate of 1,228 water temperature repoi'ts was received

during this cruise.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "MODOC, " COMMANDER B. M. CHfSW ELL,
ICE PATROL, SECOND CRUISE, MAY 2-17, 1923.

The Modoc sailed from Halifax at 1.15 p. m., April 30, to relieve

the TamjM. The weather was storm}^ at the time, the wind varying

from fresh S. wind to moderate SW. gale, with thick, driving rain.

From the time of departure until contact with the Tampa, either

heavy, driving rain or dense fog prevailed. Without the aid of the

radio compass it would have been difficult, if not impossible, to have

located that vessel. At 5.20 p. m., May 2, the Tampa was relieved

of the ice patrol duty, in lat. 42° 56', long. 55° 22', and directed to

proceed to Halifax, the oceanographic observer being transferred

from the Tampa to the Modoc, after which the Modoc occupied

oceanographic station 291, at the point where the relief was effected.

At 7.40 p. m. steamed to the eastward. The dense fog cleared a,t

11 p. m.

May 3: Moderate SSE. to SE. wind, with moderate southerly

swell. At 3.30 a. m. dense fog set in and lasted until 8 a. m., when
the fog cleared and cloudy weather, with very good visibility, pre-

vailed during tlie remainder of the day. Oceanographic stations

292, 293, 294, and 295 were occupied. At 9.20 G. M. T. a large, low,

irregidarly shaped, hummocky berg was located, grounded in 54
fathoms, on the west side of the Tail of the Bank, in lat. 43° SS''

long. 51° 51'. During the greater part of the da}^ the vessel was in

the Labrador Current to the westward of the Grand Banks and
experienced a noticeable set to the northward and westward. At
10.50 p. m. the Modoc was anchored, to hold her position during

the night.

Special ice information was given to the steamships Strassa,

Montrose, Cahotia, Domira, Pennsylvania, and Catinat, several of

which were bound to St. Lawrence River ports. They were advised

that the river was not yet open to navigation. Scattering fulmars

and dovekies were noted and many were observed flying about the

berg sighted.

May 4: Moderate to fresh SE. to ESE. winds, with falling barome-
ter, and partly clear to overcast weather, with light rain and moderate
sea, prevailed during the dory. The visibility was good to fair. At
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5 A. m., imdcr wuy. nnd 1-a.tor occupied oceanographic stations 296

and 297.

At 5.30 G. M. T. .1 largo pinnacle berg was passed in lat. 43° 12',

long. 51° 03'. Tliis borg was located by the Tampa, May 1, in

lat. 43° 06'. long. 50° 50', and had drifted XW. 11 miles, dragging

along the bottom of the SW. slope of the Bank during the interval.

At 7 G. M. T. a sm.all berg was observed, grounded in lat. 43° 04',

long. 50° 55'. Tlie present tendency of tlie berg drift seems to be
from the north along the east side of the Bank to between the 42d
and 43d parallels, then to the westward until the 50th m,eridian is

passed, after which the set is rather sharply to the north and the

bergs ground on the Bank between the 50th and 52d m.eridians,

which shows that the Labrador Current is flowing strongly around
the Tail of the Bank and up toward Cabot Straits.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Thyra,

Catinat, Brottningholm, and Canadian Mariner, and the Drottningholm

was also warned. Bird life was plentiful and fulmars, jaegers,

murres, and dovekies were seen.

At 8.35 p. m. anchored on the Banks for the night.

May 5: Gentle to moderate SE. wind, with falling barometer;

moderate southerly sea and swell, and dense fog prevailed throughout

the day. The Modoc remained at anchor, in lat. 43° 11', long. 50° 14'.

A few whales and blackiish played about the ship and a number of

fulmars were seen during the day.

Special ice information and routing advice was furnished the steam-

ships Appalachee, Loyal Devonian, ComancJie, and Pennsylvania.

May 6 : Fresh to gentle vSE. wind, hauling to S. at the end of the day;

dense fog, lifting in the late afternoon and closing again at dark.

The vessel remained at anchor. At 5.30 p. m. a berg was sighted,

bearing 168°, true. Fulmars, jaegars, and a few jellyfish were

observed, and a sea cucumber was brought up from the bottom on

a fisliliook.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Wdllsum,

United States, Valacia, Manchester Shipper, Ballygally Head, and

Empress of Scotland. X^pon request routing advice was given the

Wallsum, Manchester Shipper, and Valacia. The steanLship Sahale

was warned.

May 7: Light W. winds during the day, backing to SwSE. by night;

foggy. At 8.50 a. m. weighed anchor and steamed slowly through

the fog along the Cape Race radial of oceanographic stations, later

occupying station 298. A few fulmars and dovekies were seen during

the day.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Alfred Nobel,

Cassandra. Fort McHcnry. s\iid An.<ioyiln. Tlie widespread prevalence
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of fof;: over the Grand Banks makes effort ive scouting for icel)ergs

almost impossible.

May 8: Gentle wind. Jianling from SSE. around lo NW. diii-ing

the day; thick fog until 8 p. m. At 7.10 a. m. weighed anchor and
stood to the northward at reduced speed along the Cape Race radial

of oceanograi)liic stations, the thick fog making scouting for ice im-
practicable. The follo%\'ing stations were occupied: Stations 299,

300. and 301. Fulmars, dovekies, murres, and one stormy petrel were
seen. A faint display of the aurora borealis was observed from 8 p. m.
until 11 p. m.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Thurhan,

Cassandra, Cedric, and Tuscania. As many steamships are now ask-

ing for ice conditions and routing instructions for the St. La^\Tence

River, the patrol endeavors to keep posted on these mattei's from all

available sources and furnishes them with the latest information

obtainable.

May 9: Gentle wmd. from WNW. to NW.. failing to light NE.
wind at the end of the day; fog throughout the day. Barometer
rising slowly. Oceanographic stations 303, 304, and 305 were
occupied. In the gully south of Cape Race a marked set of current

to the Westward was experienced. After completing observations at

station 305, course was set for the eastern edge of the Banks, lat.

45° 30', to investigate ice conditions in the Labrador Current and
along that parallel and to the soutliward. Man}- murres and
dovekies were sighted.

Special ice information was given to the steamships BotJiweU, liecca,

Stf. Jehanne, Andania, Montcalm, Canada, BalJiigallif Head, and
Rathland Head. The Montcalm and Canada were warned that their

respective courses were carrjdng them into danger.

May 10: Moderate to fresh variable winds, between XE. and NW.

;

overcast and cloudy; fair to good visibility. The fog lifted shortly

.after daybreak and was followed by light, drizzling rain. During the

day scouted to the southward along the eastern edge of the Grand
Banks, and at 5.15 p. m. passed a large, table-topped berg, with many
blue diagonal veins, grounded in 65 fathoms, in lat. 43° 55', long. 49°

03'. Fulmars, mun-es, jaegers, dovekies, and petrel were plentiful,

and a large school of whales was seen near the berg. At 6 p. m.
dense fog closed in and continued imtil the end of the day. At 6.55

p. m. anchored in lat. 44° 00', long. 49° 17'. From 8.25 p. m. until

11p.m. a steamer, apparently a trawler, identity unknown, cruised

about in the vacinity of our anchorage.

Special ice information was furnished the stejanships Ordiina,

Waiinaie, and Metagama. The Metagama was warned that her course

was taking her near the berg we had sighted in the afternoon. The
following interesting and instructive report, dated May 10, was re-
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ceived from the steamship Empress of Scotland: "5 a. m., off Cape

Ray at edge of ice field. Excepting for loose fringe of heavy pack

ice, no break visible from masthead. Positions of vessels located in

ice field yesterday remained unchanged. Ships which entered the

field p. m. yesterday only penetrated beyond the fringe and remain

there. Regarding best route to approach this position, would advice

passing Miquelon 6 miles, Rose Blanche and Port Basque at 2 miles.

Area of several miles open water off these points between 58 40 W. and

59 10 W. Have cruised around this area and find the field solid to

the southward. Gilhes, Commander." The steamship Cassandra,

on May 10, reported as follows: ''Entered open ice St. PieiTe bearing

318°, 18 miles. Now passing through heavy open ice, Platte Point,

Miquelon, 68°, 14 miles."

May 11 : Gentle to light northerly winds. When the vessel left her

anchorage, at 5.20 a. m., the weather was clear, but within a half

hour we ran into a path of dense fog, and later into clear, pleasant

weather, for a short spell, which was followed by almost constant

liglit fog, with poor visilMlity, until in the late afternoon, when, the

\dnd having backed to WNW., the fog settled very low. During

the day we scouted along the east side of the Grand Banks, between

lats. 44° 00', and 4.'^° 09', and at 9 p. m. anchored in lat. 43° 09',

long. 49° 50' . A large berg of most irregular shape, consisting of three

ice masses resting on one common base, and connected above water by

what appeared to be comparatively soft snow ice, through which the sea

had carred several picturesque arches, was passed at 7.15 p. m., in

lat. 43° 10', long. 49° 34'. Two medium-sized growlei-s were seen

to the southward of this berg, and the usual bird life was observed;

also a few "hell-tlivers," a species of grebe, and several hair seal.

Special ice information was given the steamship BotJureU. It was

noticed from water temperature reports received from the steamships

CeJtic and Ordumi tliat their resi)ective courses would carry them

very close to the line of drift of a berg reported by the AIM on the

9th instant in lat. 40° 42', long., 48° 55'. As they had clear weather,

with excellent visil)ility, they were requested to keep a sharp lookout

for bergs. The following dis]mtch was received from the Ckltic:

''No sigii of berg reported 40° 42', 48° 55', on 9th."

May 12: The day began with a gentle SE. wind and falling barom-

eter, "the wind hauling through W. to N. and reaching fresh gale

force by night. A heavy cold rain and moderate to rough sea i)re-

vaili'd during most of the day. At 5.10 a. m. weighed anchor and

searched an ai-ea off the southeastern edge of the Grand Banks, the

visil)ilily ranging from good to poor. The berg sighted the pre-

vious evening was visited in the early morning, when it was found

that it had not noticeably changed its location. At 10.25 ]). m.

anchored on the Banks, in'lat. 43° 15', long. 50° 39'.
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Ice information was sent to the steamship Belvidere and to a steam-

ship whose radio call letters were "FZB." An ice warning was sent

to the steamship War Kazan. The usual bird life was in evidence

during the day, and a number of murres, fulmars, and stormy petrel

were seen.

May 13 : At the beginning of the day wind was strong to fresh from

NW., and later hauled to NNE., and moderated until at night light

airs and calms prevailed. Beginning with overcast and rainy, the

weather finally settled into thick, low fog. which cleared away to-

ward midnight. The vessel remained at anchor throughout the day,

on account of unfavorable conditions for scouting. Special ice in-

formation was furnished the steamships Sinasta and Olympic.

May 14: The day began with light southerly airs and winds, haul-

ing to NW. and N. ; weather clear, with good visibility, but shutting

in dense fog at 8 a. m. and continuing thick throughout the day. At
5.05 a. m. weighed anchor and began search for ice south of the

Grand Banks. At 12.50 p. m., while steaming slowly in the thick

fog, some drift ice was sighted, which, upon being followed up, led to

the location of a large berg, at 1.30 p. m., in lat. 42° 52', long. 50°

42', Fulmars, jaegers, "hell-divers," murres, petrel, and tern were

observed in the vicinity of the berg, and a small flock of fulmai-s was

perched on it.

Ice information was furnished the steamships Majestic, Carrigan

Head, Bolingbroke, and Sinasta. The steamship Bolinghroke reported

that she was from Montreal and that she had come "via Gut of Canso

and Northumberland," and the steamship Montrose reported that

she had "from 20 miles east of Rosier skirted field ice in clear water

to 14 miles north of Bird Rock; then heavy pack ice to Cape Ray;

then clear water passing 10 miles off Platte Point, having kept well

north of track to clear ice field."

May 15: Gentle to fresh NW. to NE. winds, falling to light airs at

the close of the day; foggy, clearing by daylight. At 4.45 a. m.

weighed anchor and cruised along the southwestern edge of the

Grand Banks. At 7.15 a. m. and 10.55 a. m., in lat. 43° 07', long.

51° 04', and lat. 43° 21', long. 51° 40', respectively, sea-water tem-

peratures were taken at various depths, to determine the prevalence

of the Labrador Current. The temperatures indicated that the

Current was nonexistent. Several small fishing schooners were seen

during the day. At 3 p. m. we passed a long, low, flat-topped berg,

grounded in 56 fathoms in lat. 43° 48', long. 51° 52'. Fulmars, jae-

gers, and tern were plentiful and a large flock of tern was resting on

the berg. This berg was firet reported by the steamship Canadian

Mariner, on April 8, in lat. 42° 42', long, 50° 28', and it was located

by the Modoc, on April 16, in lat. 42° 48', long. 50° 55', and was last

«een by an ice-patrol vessel on May 3, 5 miles south of its present
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position. At 3.35 p. in. we passed a small, U-shaped berg, in lat.

43° 47', long. 51° 42', which was reported by the Tam'pa on May 1,.

in lat. 43° 06', long. 50° 50', and by the Modoc on May 4, in 'lat.

43° 12', long. 51° 03'. Since May 4 it had drifted 320°, true, 46 miles.

It was full of cavities, crumbling, and surrounded by a considerable

field of loose ice, and will probably not last long. At 9.15 p. m.
anchored in lat. 43° 08', long. 50° 20'.

- Ice information was sent to the steamships Bynffihi Maru and
Aledo, and the steam.ship Dania was warned.

May 16: Light airs to fresh wind, NW. to NE.; moderate sea;

weather clear, with excellent visibility. At 4.50 a. m. weighed
anchor and made a search of a rectangular area south of the Grand
Banks. No ice was seen. At dark we stopped and drifted for the

night. The usual bird life, including fulmars, murres, petrel, and
jaegers, was seen.

Special ice informati(»n was furnished the steamship Ryufuku
Mam.
May 17: Moderate to light NE. winds; clear. At 4.30 a. m. the.

rectangular search south of the Banks was resumed, and at 6.20

a. m. a medium-sized berg, which showed signs of disintegration,

was passed in lat. 42° 28', long. 51° 31'. At 10 a. m. course wa§ laid

to the westward, and at 3 p. m. contact was made with the Tampa,
in lat. 43° 05', long. 53° 08', when the oceanographic observer was
transferred to that vessel, which relieved us of patrol duty. The
Modoc then proceeded to Halifax.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Melita,

Marburn, Montclaire, Teespool, Cameronia, Baltic, and Alexandra.

In this report of work performed by the patrol vessels there is

included each day a list of vessels to which ice infomiation and ice

w^arnings have been sent. The details of some of tliese cases may
prove interesting and are given beloAY-

May 4 the steamship DroUningholm was found to be heading rather
close to previously located bergs and was advised to maintain a good
lookout until she got west of long. 52° W. The steamship Ccibotia

also came under the notice of the patrol as a possible risk and the

following warning was sent to her: ''Advise you to stand 90 imtil

east of 47. Stand by for our regular broadcast 11 p. m. G. M. T."
The steamship Thyra inquired as follows: ''Is it advisable to pass
through Gut of Canso and the Strait of Northumberland?" We
replied: ''No; it is not advis}i.l)le. You will probably meet delay
by so doing."

May 5 the patrol received the following message from the steam-
ship Comanche: "11.30, lat. 43-12, long. 46-03, course S. 64 W.
Is that safe course or would you recommend farther south?" We
advised him that his present course was safe. On the same day
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the steamship Loyal Devonian was found to be standing toward

bergs in foggy weather, with night approaching. The partrol advised

her to change course to 180° to avoid ice and get into warm water

and clear weather. The master acknowledged this message as

follows: ''Now steering S. 10 W. true to avoid dangers advised by

you. Have you any warnings for my present course ? Dense fog

prevails." She was carefully watched and alterations of course

were advised until she reached a region of safety.

May 6 the. steamship Pennsylvania, after being furnished with the

latest advice for passage to Montreal, asked the patrol as follows:

"Will it be advisable to call for an anchorage at St. Pierre if I can't

get past, owing to ice? Are pilots obtainable there ^" We replied:

"Pilots obtainable St. Pierre. Send service message TIT' and he

will give you local information." On this day the steam.ships

Suwanee and SaJiale were observed, by means of their water tempera-

ture reports, to be standing into danger, with night approaching.

The Suwanee was warned as follows: "Advise you steer 90° until

after you cross 47 W." The following message was sent to the

Sahale: "Advise you steer due south until you cross 42 N., then

270° until you cross 52 W." Both messages were acknowledged with

thanks. This is an illustration of the constant alert watch that has

to be maintained, especiaUy in fog and darkness, as then the passage

of the ice regions becomes more dangerous.

On the occasion of an erroneous report of a berg near the westbound

steamer track, inquiries were received from several ships, mcluding

the Orduna, Olyiupic, Cedric, Tuscania, and United States, asking

us to "Please confirm," "Verify immediatel}'," etc. These big ships

were worried about the possibility of a berg being in the locality

reported. The patrol was prepared and at once reassured them,

advising them that their courses were clear. Such replies as

''Thanks. Knew you would be cognizant," etc., indicated a con-

fidence and dependency that is quite gratif3dng.

May 11 we were anchored 11 miles west of a large berg grounded

on the east slope of the Banks. It was calm, with dense fog, and the

night was dark. The lights of the passenger steamship Metagama
could be seen as she passed near us, bound to the eastward. Our
broadcast time was an hour away. By quick work we were able to

advise her of the danger in her path, with the following message:

"Large berg grounded 11 miles east of us. See your lights. Advise

cautious lookout to-night."

May 14 the Japanese steamship Ryufuku Maru, evidentl}^ a stranger

in this region, was heard calling Cape Race, asking for ice informa-

tion for vessels bound for Montreal. The patrol gave her its special

St. Lawrence information, kept on file and corrected to date. The
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master requested to kno^v the charges and was surprised to learn

that the service was free.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, SYDNEY, AND LOUISBURG.

The St. LawTence and Louisburg traffic was one of the features of

the cruise. The patrol, having in mind its international aspect,

believed it could render valuable service to the steamers making the

St. LaAvi'once this spring; therefore special efforts have been made
to give these ships the very latest information. Accordingly a

special "sheet'' has been made up from reports received from ships

as they worked their way through the entrance and into the Gulf.

That our efforts have not gone unappreciated is evidenced by the

response from the ships. Many well into the Gulf and out of com-

munication have taken pains to relay information tlii'ough shore

stations to the patrol. Also St. La\\Tence ships recently bound out

have submitted detailed reports of ice conditions in Cabot Strait

and to the westward. The patrol finds this useful in keeping up
to date its special ''sheet" for inbound traffic. Skirting the fields

and working through open waters may mean the saving of several

days' time, not to mention the dangers that attend navigation through

heavy ice floes.

Our daily Atlantic ice broadcast has canied the following: ''St.

Lawrence, wSydney, and Louisburg ships apply patrol special informa-

tion." Upon request, we furnish them a report. As an illustra-

tion, the report of May 12 is quoted as follows: "A few scattered

bergs on northern part of Grand Banks. At least 40 bergs between

Flemish Cap and Banks. St. Lawrence field is growing smaller

to-day. It extends Breton to 46 N.. 57 W., thence to north and west-

ward. Advise keeping on the Newfoundland side Cabot Strait.

Steamers will find open water by laying course 10 miles oft" Miquelon,

then hold up for Cape Ray, thence to 48-30. 62-00; Cape Ray to

Bird Rock heavy packed ice. Keep north of line connecting Bird

Rock and Cape Rosier and you will have open water."

The following- ships have acknowledged our work, with thanks;

Petnisiylvanin, Domini. Thyra, Manchester Shijyper, Valacia, Bally-

gallij Head, Bothwcll, Recco, Andania, Megantic, Empress of Scotland,

Carrigan Head, Sinasta, Aledo, RyufuJcu Maru, Melita, Marburn,
Afontclaire and Teespool. Similar service has been supplied the

following Sydney and Louisburg steamers, with special reference

to approaching the coast and condition of ice in the harbors: Strassa,

Catinat, Alfred Nobel, Thvrban. Ste. JeJianne, Waimate, and BlacTc-

Tienth.

The large percentage of fog and rain that has prevailed during this

patrol cruise has handicapped our efforts to locate bergs. It may
be slaf(Ml witli confidence, however, that there is no ice south of
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I at. 42^ 15' at the present time and the drift tendency is around the

Tail of the Bank and thence to the northward and westward. An
unusual number of bergs are grounded.

A hne of oceanographic stations from tlie central station to Cape

Race was occupied. Ice warnings were broadcast twice daily on

600-meter and once daily on 2,300-meter wave lengths. A daily

ice report was sent to the Hydrographic Office, Washington, and

after the 9th two daily weather reports were sent to the Observer,

Washington.

We were furnished Avith 1,017 water temperature reports by 185

vessels, 33 vessels reported ice, and 66 vessels were given special

ice infomiation, several of them being warned. Montreal-bound

steamers regularly asked for and received routing advice.

COAST GUARD CUTTER " TAMPA," LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J. WHEELER,
ICE PATROL, THIRD CRUISE, MAY 17 TO JUNE 1, 192-3.

The Tampa sailed from Halifax at 1 p. m.. May 15, and relieved the

3Iodoc on ice patrol at 3.10 p. m., May 17, in lat. 43° 08', long. 53°

05', the oceanographic observer being transferred to the Tampa.
Fine weather with sHght southerly airs and breezes was experienced.

On the morning of the 17th a drifting bell buoy was destroyed by
gunfire.

The following summary of the ice situation was made by the

oceanographic observer: There are to-day only five bergs south of

the 44th parallel. Their positions are as follows: One berg is

grounded on the east slope of the Grand Banks in lat. 43° 58', long.

49° 20'; another berg was last seen May 14, west of the Tail, in lat.

42° 57', long. 50° 50'; two bergs He well to the northwestward on the

southwest slope of the Grand Banks in lat. 43° 45', long. 51° 50', are

disintegrating rapidly, and will entirely melt in tliis locaHty; the only

other berg in the area was observed by the Modoc tliis morning, in

lat. 42° 28', long. 51° 35', and may be expected to assume what has

been found to be the normal drift of bergs south of the Tail of the

Bank. In the early season the Arctic Current was found to be drift-

ing the bergs abnormally to the eastward belJween the 44th and 46th

parallels. About the middle of April this movement ceased and the

Labrador Current was found running around the Tail of the Bank
and drifting the ice to the northwestward onto the southwest slope

of the Grand Banks. Within the last week it has been found that

this northwesterly current extension has ceased and we now may ex-

pect a southwesterly current past the Tail of the Bank. Since the

'berg in lat. 42° 28', long. 51° 35', is the southernmost berg and the

situation is so clearly defined, it would seem advisable to relocate

this berg and lie near by, observing its drift southward and eastward.
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At 3.35 p.m. stood on course to rcacli point for beg;inning scouting

at daybrortk to-morrow. Fog set in after sunset, and at 9.50 p. m.

we stopped and drifted for the night. Ice information was furnished

the steamships Alexandra and Baltic.

May 18: Liglit easterly airs and breezes: foggy at intervals. At

4.50 a. m. under way for starting point of search. At 5.50 a. m.

stopped on account of fog. At 8.20 a. • m. fog partially clearing,

stood east. true, scouring area south of Trail of the Bank and investi-

gating drift of berg sighted by the Modoc on the 17th. beheved to be

the southernmost berg. At 11.20 a. m. sighted berg, bearing 139"^

true, distant 12 miles, and identified it as the one sighted by the

Modoc on the 17th. Estimated that it had drifted 162°. true, at the

rate of 1 mile per h<nn'. Scouting was resumed in a southerly direc-

tion. At 2.45 p. m. received the following radiogram: " Western

Spirit on fire. lat. 40° 22'. long. 54° 26'. course 271: trying to get

fire iHider control: not succeeded as yet." Headed for position

given and sent following radiogram: ''We are heading toward you.

course 239 true. 150 miles distant, 13 knots. Advise how serious

emergency. If you desu'c our assistance, suggest you head toward

us." At 3.35 p. m. received the following radiogram: "Thank you

very much. Have fire under control now. Expect to have it out

in half an hour. Think we can manage by ourselves now." Changed
coui"se to return to southernmost berg for the night. At 6.30 p. m.
stopped and driiied for the night in den.se fog. at an estimated distance

of 4 miles from the berg. Ivittiwakes and stormy petrel were seen

this day. Ice information was sent to the steamsliips Loriston,

Atlanta, a,nd Pearlmore.

•May 19: Liglit easterly airs to light and gentle southerly breezes.

Dense fog over water of Labrador Current: qlear in Gulf Stream.

At 8.35 a. m. stood at moderate speed through fog area, to occupy
southernmost station. Emerged from fog when well clear of Labra-

dor Current at about 10.30 a. m. At 12.45 p. m. sighted two bergs

bearing 18° true. 14 miles distant, the changing visibility conditions

having brought them into view well abaft beam. Stood for bergs

and identilied the larger as the southernmost berg last seen on the

18th, its present position being lat. 41° 28', long. 50° 38'. The
second berg, a small, low-lying one, had manifestly calved from the

first. The lii-st berg was hollowed in center, -with a base, partly

submerged, approximately 450 feet square. A pinnacle about 170
feet in height stood toward one corner. A horizontal egg-shaped
mass, some 50 feet high, was on the opposite side of the base from the

pinnacle, to whicli irregular, vertical walls, about 100 feet high, were
partly attached. Stood around the larger berg and photographed it.

A water temperature of 00° F. was found at a depth of 750 meters.

At 5.50 p. m. stood f<.r southernmost oceanographic staticm. No. 309,
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wliich was occupied at 10.30 p. m. Dolphin were observed in the

(lulf Stream and fuhnars and stormy petrel were seen.

May 20: Fog at intervals, becoming dense at times and clearing

at (5 p. m. Vessel standing back to bergs left the evening before, the

larger one being sighted at 3.40 a. m. We stood near to it and
diifted, occasionally steaming back to it through the fog. This

berg was molting and calving from the action of the warm water.

Occasion was taken to try the effect of guncotton mines in destroying

the berg, and, from the difficulty experienced in placing the mine

and the negligible results obtained, it was concluded that only in

unusual cases of disintegrating bergs threatening the steamship

lanes was an attempt to destroy them by the use of mines justified.

Noon observation showed this larger berg to be in lat. 41° 28', long.

49^ 50', it having drifted 90°, true, at the rate of 1.8 miles per hour,

since noon of the 19th. At 7.20 p. m. stood to small berg, 4 miles

distant from larger berg, and lay to for the night. Sent out two

special broadcasts regarding these southernmost bergs. Special ice

information was given the steamships lanoko, Burgerdylc, and Glox-

aivia,.

I, May 21: Light E. airs and breezes; mostly clear, fine weather;

fog on horizon toward Labrador Current. Vessel drifting, standing

by bergs for the night. At 4.45 a. m. stood back to small berg,

distant 7 miles; large berg bearing from, this 65°, true, some 5 miles

distant. Ascertiiined that bergs had drifted 123°, true, at rate of 2

knots per hour since yesterda3^ At 9.45 a. m. under way to make
rectangular search between meridians 49 and 50 and south of lat.

41° 40', planning to return to bergs for the night. At 10.15 p. m.
lay to near position of bergs. Because of proximity of bergs to,

westbound track, sent out special ice warnmgs to following vessels

approaciimg from the eastward: Beliance, Taxandria, West Celina,

Monta7nlan, and FanaJiead. •

May 22: Light airs to light and gentle breezes, easterly. Mostly

clear, with light passing fog banks in afternoon. At daybreak larger

of two bergs visible, 8 miles distant. Stood to it and lay to. The
second berg was approximately 2 miles distant, and a third berg,

small one, calved off the large berg, was some 4 miles distant. Indica-

tions were that the wind had more effect on the large berg and retarded

its drift to some extent. This berg was melting rapidly under the

action of the warm water and atmosphere. Crackmg sounds showed
decided tension both under water and above. Noon position lat.

40° 34', long. 48° 15', sliowmg drift of berg in 24 hours to be 130°,

true, at rate of 1 .5 knots per hour. This is the lowest latitiule in which

a large berg has been sighted for several years. Special warnings

were sent out every two hours and special mformation furnished the

steam.ships Idah.o, Lapland, West Lashaway, Bellasco, George Wash-
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imjton, Talismart, Xieuw Amsterdam, Mauretania, and Olympic.

The first three passed very near during daylight; the others were on

courses whicli would take them very near during the night.

May 23 : Gentle breezes to light airs, easterly. Clear, fine weather.

Day began with vessel drifting. At 5.25 a. m. under way and stood

back to berg bearing 65°, true, distant 5 miles. Small bergs 4 miles

and 10 miles distant, respectively. At 2.35 p. m. stood for small

berg to eastward and at 4.10 p. m. stopped alongside and found it to

be reduced to a mere growler. Took water temperatures to a depth

of 750 meters and found warm water the entire depth. Returned to

large berg and then examined the nearer small berg, which was

reduced To approximately half of its size this morning and was

rising and falling with each swell. Returned to large berg and lay to

for the night. A school of blackfish and a few Wilson petrel and

fulmai-s were seen. The noon position of the large berg was lat. 40°

10', long. 49° 00'. Its 8 p. m. position was lat. 39° 57', long. 48° 53'.

The drift from noon on the 22d to noon on the 23d was m a curve to

the SW. at the rate of 1.4 knots per hour. From noon on the 23d to

8 p. m. the drift was SE. at the rate of 1.2 knots per hour.

Because of the menance to steamship lanes, a special ice broad-

cast was sent every two hours. The steamships Delaware and

McKeesport were given special ice information.

May 24: Light airs to light and gentle breezes, E. to SSW. Clear

to overcast and rainy at close. Day began with vessel standing

close by largest berg, so as to be in advantageous position for warn-

ing vessels passing in steamer lane. At 6.30 a. m. under way and

stood 16°, true, for 5 miles to search for the growler we left yesterday.

It could not be discovered from aloft and manifestly had dis-

integrated. Returned to largest berg. A remnant of a small berg

was visible, distant about 5 miles. The larger berg was rapidly

disintegrating, the smaller portion drifting clear as a large growler.

At 4 p. m. stood toward smaller berg and found it practically disinte-

grated and no longer a menace. Noon observation, lat. 39° 22', long.

48° 20', showed larger berg drifting SE. at rate of 2 miles per hour.

Stood by the larger berg for the night, keeping it close aboard by

occasionally steaming back as vessel drifted away. Special broad-

casts were sent every two hours, owing to position of bergs and

growlers. Special ice information was furnished the steamships

Mojave, Ohio, and Samanger.

May 25: Light and gentle N. breezes, becoming fresh for a few

hours at midday; calm at close. Rain at beginning; partly clear,

with excellent visibility, the remainder of the day. Day began with

vessel stjinchng by remnant of berg, which was rapidly disintegrating

under action of the waves and rain. Steaming at intervals at slow

speed to keep pt>sition near berg. Successfidly used searchlight
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from 2 a. m. until daybreak to keep berg in sight. At daybreak it

was manifest that the berg would not last many hours nor be a

menace by nightfall of this dUte. The last position of this berg was

lat. 39° OS', long. 48° 30', drift 1.3 knots per hour, 160° true. At 5

p. m. under way to scout for berg twice reported yesterda}^ in approxi-

mately lat. 41° 00', long. 49° 00'. At dark, vessel lay to for the

night. Many stormy petrel and some blackfiish and porpoises were

seen this day. Special broadcasts were sent out ever}^ two hours.

May 26 : Clear with light W. airs and breezes, changing to moderate

to fresh SSW. gale, with passing rain squalls, for some four hours at

midday, followed b}- fresh to light WNW. breezes and calms. Heavy

SW. swell. At 5.10 a. m. imder way to scout for berg last reported

on the 24th. At 12.40 p. m. lay to temporarily in passing squalls

and thick weather. At 4.07 p. m. under way. At 8.30 p. m. lay

to for the night in lat. 41° OS', long 48° 11'. Special inquiries were

frequently broadcast but received no news of the berg. The following

vessels passed through the area of this berg's probable drift during

daylight this day: President Monroe, Allaquash, and Mongolia. By
nightfall we felt justified in assuming that the berg had melted.

Many stormy petrel were seen this day. Special ice information was

sent to the steamships Melita, Steadfast, and President Garfield.

May 27: Light W. breezes, increasing to strong breezes at 11

a. m. and so continuing throughout the day. Rough sea in afternoon.

Clear to overcast; rainy at intervals in afternoon. At 4 a. m. under

way to resume scouting in area extending WNW., covering probable

drift of berg from vicinity of Tail of the Bank. Scouted this day an

area some 30 miles wide, beginning in lat. 41° 00', long. 48° 00',

and ending in lat. 41° 30', long. 50° 00'. No bergs were sighted and

none reported south of the Banks by passing steamers. Occupied

station 310. Blackfish and many stormy petrel were seen.

May 28: Strong breezes to moderate gale WSW., coming out

fresh NW. breeze at 10 a. m. and falling to calm at close. Clear to

overcast, Avith heavy passing rain squalls. At 4 a. m. under way
and continued scouting, covering area between meridians 50° and
51° and parallels 41° 30' and 42°. Unable to secure observations

for latitude until evening, when intersection of lines of position

showed a set of some 40 miles to southward in approximately 30

hours. At '8 p. m. stopped and lay to. At 10 p. m. received a report

from the steamship Etna Maru, stating that at 7.20 p. m. she had
passed an iceberg in lat. 41° 42', long. 49° 39'. At 10.15 p. m.

under way. Secured radio bearings of the Etna Maru and stood NE,
and then E. to intercept her course and definitely establish the

position of the berg, because of the amazing drift. At 11.50 p. m.
raised the Etna Maru dead ahead, her position accurately agreeing
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with ours uiitl apparently guaranteeing the finding of the berg.

Many petrel and a few flying fish w^ere seen this day.

May 29: Light and gentle breezes Miroughout the day. Partly

clear to overcast and rainy. Vessel standing E. to locate bei^

reported by the Etna Maru. At 8 a. m. reached reported position

of berg. Visibility good, but berg not found. Started rectangular

search. No information was received from vessels passing through

area of })ossible drift, and therefore concluded that the report was a

mistake and that thick clouds observed on the horizon at the time

the report was made had been mistaken for a berg. xVt 12.20 p. m.

set course to continue scouting for possible bergs drifting down from

the vicinity of the Tail of the Bank. Noon position, lat. 42° 00',

long. 49° 05'. Occupied station 312. At 4.45 p. m. stopped and lay

to for the night. At 9 p. m. received the following radiogram from

the steamship Passenger: "Bound east; passed one small iceberg in

42 10 N., 49 20 W." At 9.20 p. m. under way to reach reported posi-

tion by daybreak. Many stormy petrel and a few kittiwakes w^ere

seen this day. During the day communicated with the Etna Maru
and was advised that further observations placed the alleged berg

farther north and east than first reported. Gave special ice informa-

tion to the steamship Capidin.

May 30: Gentle E. increasing to moderate and strong E. breezes

at close. Partly clear to overcast; foggy at close. Vessel standing

course to reach at daybreak position of small berg reported by the

Passenger. At 4.50 a. m. passed through reported position of berg.

Made rectangular search to eastward, southward, and westward, to

cover area of probable drift. At 2 p. m. steamship Ivar reported a

berg in lat. 41° 50', long. 49° 35'. Stood for position given. At 3

p. m. sighted a growler 8 miles distant and stood for it, arriving

alongside at 4.10 p. m. in lat. 42° 04', long. 49° 29'. This growler

was rapidly disintegrating and broke in two just before our arrival;

manifestly it would cease to be a menace in a* few houi"s. At 10

p. ni. under way, to reach position for beginning search by daybreak.

Stormy petrel and kittiw^akes were seen this day. The second

engineer of the steamship Westlal:e \yas treated by radio by our

surgeon.

May 31 : Moderate to strong breezes, shifting from ESE. to WSW.
Overcast; foggy in forenoon. Heavy W. swell in afternoon. Heavy
weather n-ported N. and W. Vessel standing W. to take up at day-
bi-eak searcli N. of 42° and W. of 50°. At 4.50 a. m., fog siiutting in,

utili/.ed thick weather to complete occupation of line of stations

running S. from central station. Occupied station 313, then stood

for station 314. At 1.20 p. m. sighted berg and at 2 p. m. arrived

alongside it, in lat. 42° 49'. long. 50° 05'. This berg consisted of

two irregular siiu])e(l parts, each some GO feet high, connected by a
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submerged ])aso: oxtreiiie length of huso oOO feet. Two growlers of

insignificant ])ulk were floating to leeward. At 2.40 p. ni. resumed

course for station 314. whicli was occupied at 5.25 p. m. At G p. m.

imder way to scout for other bergs near Tail of the Bank, and later

to reach position by daybreak to-morrow for beginning a search to

westward from meridian 58°. between parallels 42° 30' and 43° 30',

for berg reported on the 29th in lat. 43° 26', long. 54° 07'. Kitti-

wakes and petrel were seen this day. vSpecial ice information was
sent to the steamship Lord Kelvin. The second engineer of the steam-

ship Westlolce received further treatment by radio from our surgeon.

June 1: Fresh W. to NW. gale to fresh breeze. Rough to moder-

ately rough sea. Vessel on course to reach point for beginning search.

At 7.50 a. m. set course S. on first leg of search. At 8.15 a. m.
sighted berg sought, 11 miles distant, and stood to same. Its posi-

tion was lat. 43° 01', long. 53° 38', showing a strong southern set

since yesterday. This was a very solid berg, about 35 feet high and

140 feet long. Communicated with the Modoc, which had planned

to commence searching for this berg from meridian 55° 30' eastward.

At 11.45 a. m. stood W. and at 5.30 p. m. met the Modoc, in lat.

43° 04', long. 54° 16'. The oceanographic observer was transferred

to the Modoc and that vessel tiien relieved the Tampa on the ice

patrol.

SUMMARY.

The outstanding feature of this cruise was the extremely low lati-

tude reached by one berg, the remnant of which was left by us, in

lat. 39° 08', long. 48° 30', at daybreak on May 25. It is beheved

that this is the lowest latitude in which a berg has been observed

since the establishment of the International Ice Patrol. The Labrador

Current formed a wedge farther to the southeastward than usual at

this season and was doubtless primarily responsible for the situa-

tion of this berg, but temperatures twice taken to depths of some
700 meters showed no evidence of cold water in the vicinity of the

berg after it had reached this unusually low latitude.

The number of bergs south of the Tail of the Bank was only four

during the period of this cruise; a smaller number than usual at

this season.

The pilot charts predicted 8 per cent of gales for this season, and

this was the amount experienced. Fogs experienced were about the

amount predicted, some 20 to 30 per cent.

Five regular oceanographic stations were occupied and two special

stations in the vicinity of bergs.

Ice information was broadcast twice daily at 600 meters and once

daily at 2,300 metei*s. Special broadcasts were sent every two

88124—24 4
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hours when the steamship lanes were menaced. A daily ice report

was sent to the Hvdrographic Office, and weather reports were made
twice daily to the Weather Bureau at Washington.

During this cruise an aggregate of 1 .3 Hi water tem})erature reports

were received

.

COAST GUARD CUTTER ' MODOC," COMMANDER B. M. CHISWELL, ICE
PATROL, THIRD CRUISE, JUNE 1-16, 1923.

The Modoc sailed from Halifax at 11.45 a. m., May 30. and met
the Tampa at 5.20 p. m.. Jun(> 1 , in lat. 43° 04', long. 54° 16'. The
oceanographic observer was transfeiTed to the Modoc-, which then

relieved the Tampa on the ice patrol.

During the night of May 30 the wind, which had been moderate

SE., backed into NE. and N. and increased to moderate gale force

on the 31st, with rough sea. On the night of the 31st it continued

backing, going to WNW. and then to SW.. decreasing in force to

strong and fresh breezes on June 1

.

On June 1, having relieved the Tampa, at 5.55 p. m. we headed for

the berg that she had passed in the morning in lat. 43° 01', long.

53° 38', and at 9.05 p. m. stopped to leeward of same to drift during

darkness. Ice infc^-mation was furnished the st(>amsliip Bremen.

After conferences with the wireless officer, Department of Marine

and Fislieries, Halifax. Nova Scotia, relative to duplicati(m and con-

fusion resulting from broadcasting North Atlantic ice information

by the ice patrol vessels and Cape Race, a satisfactor}- agreement

was reached by which duplication of effort would be avoided for the

remainder of the season.

June 2: Wind WSW. to W., of moderate gale force decreasing to

fresh breezes by night, with rough sea. Barometer falling until 5

p. m., when it stood at 29.59, after which it rose slowly to 29.08 by
midnight. Weather was overcast and cloud}-, with poor visibility.

The sea was heavier than the force of the wind would lead one to

expect, indicating a heavy blow to the westward. The vessel drifted

to leeward of the berg of last night, awaiting an opportunity to deter-

mine its line and rate of drift. About 5 p. m. a rather large piece

broke off from one end of the berg, resulting in one large growler and
several small ones. One of the small growlers drifted to leeward

faster than the ship. This is difficult to understand, as the ship and
the growler must Iiave been approximately equal as to depth in the

water and therefore actuated by the same surface current, if any, but
the growler's exposure to the wind was less than 10 per cent of the

ship's. The large growler, on the other hand, lemained in the

vicinity of the berg. The ship's (hifl to Iccwanl from the berg was
approximately 1 knot per hour
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and excellent visibility. The berg showed the results of the pounding

it had received during the gale, th(> I'ough seas, at temperatures

between 40° and 50° F., having materially reduced its bulk. It

appeared to bo not more than half as large as on tlie evening of the 1st.

At 9.50 a. m. proceeded to the westward to occupy occanographic

stations along the WSW. radial. Our noon sight, worked back by
dead reckoning, placed tlie berg in lat. 43° 05', long. 53° 03', with

a drift of 85°, true, 25 miles since it was located by the Tampa on

the morning of the 1st. The following occanographic stations were

occupied: Stations 315, 316, and 317. Fulmars and petrel were seen

and a brown thrush flew on board. Plentiful gulf weed and phos-

phorescence at night indicated Gulf Stream influences. Special ice

information was furnished the steamships OJijntp'ic and ^¥aul^:egan.

The steamship Winifredian transmitted the following report: "19.30

G. M. T. 41-34 N., 55-06 W., steering 277, 12 knots, w^ater 54, air 59,

wind north 3, partly cloudy ; visibility good; experienced 2 knot

easterl}" current from noon 2d to noon 3d."

June 4: Light airs and breezes from NW., backing toSE.; wa>ather

clear. At 8.30 a. m., in lat. 43° 37', long. 51° 01', passed a grounded

berg w^ith a growler about 5 miles N. This berg, which consisted of

three rather large ice hummocks attached to a common underwater

base, was identified as one sighted by the Alodoc on May 11 in lat.

43° 09', long. 49° 40'. Occanographic stations 318, 319, 320, 321,

322, 323, and 324 were occupied. Traces of Arctic water were found

on the WSW. radial, indicating considerable mixing. On the SW.
radial temperatures show^ed Arctic water extending for 35 miles from

the SW. slope of the Bank. As long as this is present in such strong

character w^e may expect bergs south of the Tail. Jaegers, fulmars,

dovekies. Leach petrel, blackfish, jellj^sh, and Portuguese men-of-war

were seen this day. A mirage gave the illusion of a large sea plane

rising from the water and another that of a steamer upside down
above the horizon. Special ice information was furnished the steam-

ships Welcil-a and Lohi
June 5: Light S. winds to fresh SW. breezes. Overcast and cloudy,

with good to fair visibility, followed by dense fog after 11.25 a. m.
In the morning we searched between the 50th and 52d meridians to

lat. 42° 40'. At 11.25 a. m., dense fog shutting in and continuing

for the remainder of the day, a course was laid for station 225, where

the vessel anchored at 8.40 p. m., lat. 43° 20', long. 50° 22' Special

ice information Avas given the steamship IJicl-fn'iK.

June 6: Fresh SW. moderating to light W. l)re('zcs prcvaihMl with

fog in the early morning, followed by heavy iiaze, with Occasional

light rainfall; visil)i!ity fair to |)o()r. At a. m. under way and began

search for the bei'g^ i'cj)()rted })y thv Mnnchester Iinpor'f r on tlie 4tli.
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At 4.15 p. in., hit. 42° 54', long. 49° 27', stopped and drifted for the

riigiit near a small berg about 75 feet long and 30 feet high, having

the general shape of a saddle, with a small growler to the SW. Ocean-

(»graphk' station 326, near the berg, was occupied. Fulmars and

Leach petrel were plentiful ami one gannet and two blackfish also

were .seen. Special ice information was sent to the steamships

Hickman, Eisenach, and Carhholm.

June 7: Light S. airs, backing and ending with gentle NE. breezes.

Overcast, cloudy, and fogg}', with frequent periods of drizzling rain,

accompanied by sharp lightning in the early morning, clearing at

dark. At 6.25 a. m. search was started for the other bergs reported

l»y the Manchester Importer on the 4th, but poor visibility making the

search futile we turned back and at 10.35 a. m. stopped and drifted

for the remainder of the day and night near the berg which we had
left. At 8 p. m. this berg, located by Cape Race radio bearing, was
in hit. 42° 48', long. 49° 41', having drifted 13 miles, 225° true, since

no(jn of the Oth. It was disintegrating rapidly and probably would
cease to be a menace within the next 24 hours. Just before dark, as

the weather cleared, a growler was sighted to the SW., 3^ miles

(Ustant. Fulmars, tern, Leach petrel, and blackfish were seen, and
a sanderling was observed hopping about the decks. Special ice

information was furnished the steamships Scottish Maiden, Beren-

iiena, and Thomas Haaland and warnings were sent to the steamships

Rowanitza and Atlanterhavit.

June 8: Gentle to light breezes, beginning at l^E. and veering to

ESE. Clear until 7.30 a. m., when fog shut in; thereafter alternating

between fog and thick haze. The berg with which we had been drift-

ing was now but a small growler, in lat. 42° 46', long. 49° 49'. It

was hrst sighted b}' the Manchester Importer on the 4th and had
been under observation of the patrol since the 6th. From this

latter date its drift had been 252°, true, at the rate of 0.4 knot per
hour. Search was started at daylight. At 7.30 a. m. fog shut in

and at 8.45 a. m. we stood for a berg which had been located at

5.45 a. m.. in lat. 42° 38', long. 49° 37'. This berg was of medium
size, consisting of two ice hillocks separated by a deep gully. The
water temperature nearby was 37° F. It was reported by the Man-
chester hnporfer on the 4th antl had since drifted 230°, true, at the
rate of 0.4 knot pov hour. The bergs seen during the last few days
appear d. be iinch-r intensified melting influences, probably due to.
niinfiill aiul wash of uruisually heavy seas and swells. At 1.05 p. m.
stopp«"d iiml (hiftcd near the berg. Special ie<> information was fur-
nished the steamsliip Teespool.

June !): C.entle KSIv, veering ami increasing to fresh S. and ending
with moderate S\V. breezes. Overcast and (doudy at daylight, with
very ^^iunl visibility until late afternoon, when tliick, foggy, rainy,
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stormy weather set in and oontiniied to end of tlie day. The barometer

dropped rapidly from 30.12 at midnight to 29.69 twenty-four hours

hiter. At 6.40 a. m. started search to the NE., and continued until

thick weather set in, about 4.50 p. m. At 6.45 p. m. stopped and

drifted. Five bergs were located this day. One, the largest, was

pyramidal in shape, approximately 85 feet high and 350 feet long,

Avith a brown, earthy streak; one was pyramidal in sliape, with low

projections on each of two opposite sides, also with earthy streaks; one

was small; one was calving fast, with spray dashing over it on all

sides and many blue streaks, a few growlers being near by; one was

,

])icturesque, having a natural cave in the center and numerous blue

streaks down its sides. All were drifting around the Tail of the Bank
at the rate of about 0.4 knot per hour. A large flock of fulmars, also

dovekies. Leach petrel, and blackfish were seen. Ice warnings were

sent to the steamships Hatteras and Eskbridge.

June 10; Moderate to fresh wSW. and SSW. winds, with dense fog.

The barometer fell to 29.63 and then began rising ver}^ slowly to

29.74 at end of the day The vessel drifted until 9.40 a. m., when
we stood in on the Banks and at 11.05 anchored at oceanographic

station 327, lat. 43° 06', long. 50° 05'. The steamship American

Press, in lat. 39° 40', long. 46° 41', reported having been set ENE.
IS miles in the last 24 hours.

June 11; Moderate to light SSW. to WSW. winds, falling to light

airs and backing to S., with fog until 10 a. m.; foggy and hazj- after

6 p. m. The barometer rose from 29.76 to 30.12. A small berg

was sighted from the anchorage, in approximately lat. 43° 08', long.

50° 18'. At 4 p. m. under way and steamed slowly to the southward,

to begin search near the 42d parallel at da3dight. About 4.30 p. m.

a berg was sighted in approximately lat. 42° 54', long. 49° 47', but

was enveloped in dense fog before we reached it. Special ice infor-

mation was furnished the steamship Graysport.

June 12: Light to gentle S. breezes, with dense fog over the colder

Avater. Clear weather and good visibility S. of 42° 20' N. lat. We
searched between the 50th and 52d meridians from lat. 42° 00' to

lat. 42° 20' and saw no ice. At 4 p. m. stopped in lat. 42° 20',

long. 51° 20', and drifted for the remainder of the day. In the

early morning two brilliant meteors were seen to the westward.

Echoes from the whistle while in fog were distinct and prolonged.

Blackfish, gulf weed, fulmars, and Leach petrel were noted. Special

ice information was furnished the steamships Sinasta and Tnnisitin

and ice warning was furnished the steamship Levenpool.

June 13; Gentle to moderate S. winds, with dense fog over the

colder water; overcast with light, drizzling rain to the southward.

At 8.25 a. m. laid course to occupy oceanographic stations>ns al04?F,;<Elm

iu^\
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soutlioni uulial. OccupRnl stations 32S and 329. A few Leach

potrcl, lulniars. niurrcs, and P()rtu<j:uose men-of-war were noted, also

mucli i^uU" weed. Special ice information was furnished the steam-

sliips Koranua and Levnpool.

June 14: Moderate to o^entle winds, he<i;inning at SSW. and veering

to WNW., with dense fog throughout the day. Occupied oceano-

graphic stations 330, 331, 332, 333, and 334. Temperatures indicated

an extension of Aivtic water to the southward since this radial was last

occupied. At 8.10 p. m. anchored in lat. 43° 13', long. 50° 27'.

Special ice information was furnished the steamship Saxilhy and the

steamship Idrfjord was warned.

June 15: Gentle to moderate SSE. and S. winds, w4th dense fog.

The barometer fell from 29.93 at 1 a. m. to 29.74 at midnight. At
5 a. m. began search for bergs last seen on the 9th, but dense fog

closing in. Returned to the Banks and at 9.40 a. m. anchored in lat.

43° 05', long. 50° 04'.

June 16: Gentle to fresh winds from SW., veering to NW. and then

backing to SW. Dense fog over the Banks in the morning, clearing

as we passed into the warmer water at about 11 a. m. At 5 a. m.,

left anchorage and set course to intercept the Tampa. At 7.20 a. m.,

lat. 42° 56', long. 50° 30', passed close to a small growler, indicating

a berg to windward which could not be seen in the dense fog. At
6.50 p. m., contact was made with the Tampa in lat. 42° 49', long.

53° 09'. After transferring the oceanographic observer to the

Tampa, that vessel took over the patrol duty and the Modoc pro-

ceeded to Halifax.

SUMMARY.

The oceanographic observer states that during the first week in

April the southern extension of the Labrador Current around the

Tail of the Grand Banks attained a maximum velocity of 1.2 loiots

per hour. May 31 a vortical plane section taken off the Tail at right

angles to tiie current indicated a very small amount of Arctic water

running around the Tail. June 4 to 8, with the bergs as indicators,

the strength of the Labrador (-urrent was determined at 0.4 knot per

hour. This indicates a considerable dwintUing and recession in the

Labrador Current around the Tail at the present as compared with

April 10. This is the keynote of the situation and, unless another

flood wave occurs in the Labrador stream, forecasts the termination

of the ice season this year. Such a phenomenon, however, even as

late in the season as the present time, is possible. Last year, for

example, during tiie fii*st part of May the Labrador Current had a

velocity of 0.3 knot per hour, but as late as the latter part of June the

current swellcnl to 0.7 knot per hour past the Tail, bringing with it

sevcMal bergs. It is i)elieved the causes of these variations are funda
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mental ones, cletermined months previously in the Arctic regions.

The variations are intensified or ameliorated by* meteorologic and
hydrograpliic forces as they react over this time and space.

With only three days of good visibility during this entire cruise, it

was not possible to make a comprehensive, thorough search. Of the

11 bergs sighted, probably not more than two remained as a potential

menace to the steamer lanes at the end of the patrol period, and it is

believed they are north of lat. 42° 30'. Ice warnings were broadcast

twice daily on 600-meter and once daily on 2,300-meter wave lengths.

A daily ice report was sent to the Hydrograpliic Office and a morning
and evening weather report to the Weather Bureau, Washington;

236 vessels furnished the patrol with 1,112 water temperature reports

and 26 vessels reported ice; special ice information was furnished to

19 vessels and 6 were warned.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "TAMPA," LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J. WHEELER,
ICE PATROL, FOURTH CRUISE, JUNE 16 TO JULY 2, 1923.

The Tampa sailed from Halifax at 11.10 a. m., June 14, to relieve

the Modoc on ice patrol. Light to moderate NNE. to SSE. breezes

were experienced during the trip, with fog at intervals on the 15th.

June 16: Contact was made with the Modoc at 6.45 p. m., in lat.

42° 48', long. 53° 15'. The oceanographic observer was transferred

to the Tampa, which then took over the ice patrol, the Modoc pro-

ceeding to Halifax. At 7.35 p. m. stood a course for lat. 42° 00',

long. 51° 30', to commence search from that position at daybreak

next morning to long. 50° 20', thence to northward.

The following summary of the ice situation was made by the oceano-

graphic observer: During the past two weeks there have been only

two days on which it was not foggy. June 9 a total of eight bergs

were found bunched in deep water off the Tail of the Bank. They
were drifting vSW. at the rate of 0.4 knot per hour, in the axis of the

Labrador Current. Since then they have not been sighted south

of the fog line (parallel 42° N.), therefore it is believed that they

have been set in on the SW. slope of the Bank. There are two bergs

to the W. and NW. of the Tail, which will probably disintegrate there.

The Arctic Current has increased during the past two weeks and is

now in large volume around the Tail and extending to the southward.

June 17: Moderate to gentle SSW. breezes in forenoon, falling to

light S. airs in afternoon. Vessel on course to arrive at starting

point of search by daybreak. At 4.15 a. m., fog shutting in, stopped

and drifted. At 5.45 a. m., fog clearing, proceeded on course. At
7.35 a.m., fog again shutting in, stopped and drifted. At 8.10 a.m., fog

clearing, again stood on course, until again in fog at 8.55 a. m. Stood

S. until clear of fog, at 10.15 a. m., then E. until again in fog at
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11 a. 111. Stootl S. until aijain clear of fog, at 11.25 a. m., then E.

until 12.30 p. m., when, being enveloped in fog which appeared likely

to continue, stopped and la}' to for the remainder of the day. Noon

position, lat. 41° 45', long. 50° 35'. Water temperature 62° F.

Later we drifted into cold Avater. Ice warnings w'ere sent to the

steamships Ampetco and Glenlvss.

June 18: Light to gentle breezes, shifting from SSW. to NW. and N.

Foggy, partially clearing at intervals; passing rain showers about

daybreak. At 7.45 a. m., under way for Tail of Bank, to utilize

foggy weather for taking oceanographic observations. At 6.10 p. m.

anchored for the night, in lat. 43° 05', long. 50° 03'. Occupied an-

chorage site at station, designating it No. 335, at 9. p. m., and as No.

336 at midnight, taking temperatures to the bottom. Found decided

difference in temperatures" at same depth on the two observations,

indicating daily change in cuiTent. Ice information was furnished

the steamship Bellasco and ice warning was given the steamship

Kiruna.

June 19: Light to gentle N. breezes. Overcast; foggy at intervals.

At 4 a. m., occupied anchorage site as station 337. Again found

temperatures at various depths to differ from those previously taken.

At 4.25 a. m. under way for small berg just sighted 3 miles distant.

At 4.50 a. m. rounded berg and photographed it, lat. 43° 08', long.

50° 03'. This was a sniall, solid berg, of pyramidal cross-section some
125 feet in length by 35 feet in height, completely water washed and

apparently afloat. Began rectangular search of area E. and S. of

Tail of the Bank. At 2 p. m. sighted a small berg, in lat. 42° 45',

long. 49° 55', and at 2.15 p. m. stood around same. This berg was
very similar in size and appearance to the one examined this morning.

Continued search until 9 p. m., when we lay to for the night off the

last berg sighted. At 10 p. m. fog again shut in. Occupied station

338 near berg, lat. 42° 45', long. 49° 58', this being in the axis of

the Labrador Current near the Tail of the Bank, where this current

is most pronounced. The temperatures recorded at the various

d(']>t]is were as follows:

Surface, 6.3° C. 2.50 meters, 6.2° C.

.50 meters, 4.3° C. 4.50 meters. 4.7° C.

12.5 meters. 2.3° C. 750 meters, 3.4° C.

It is to he observed tliat th(> water in whicli this berg lloated is of

positive temperature (above freezing). Unadulterated Labrador
CiuTcnt is of negative temperature at tliis time and place below the
sui-face. This is an indication, tlierefore, that tlie Labrador Current
at this j)oiijt was weak and that unusual mixing with warm Atlantic
water hud occin-red. It is further inlcrcsling to compare the above
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subsurface temperatures wilh the following taken at a similar berg

and position on June 6

:

50 meters, 1.3° C.
j

450 meters, 0.5° C.

125 meters, - 0.8° C. 750 meters, 3.3° C.

250 meters, - 0.4° C.
|

The temperatures taken June 6 indicate a characteristic Labrador

Current, which has since dwindled considerably, as shown by to-day's

investigations. Unless a swelling of the current from the north

occurs, the end of the season is forecasted.

June 20: Light to gentle NE. breezes, hauling to SSE. in afternoon.

Overcast, misty, and fogg}-, partially clearing at intervals in forenoon.

At 4.15 a. m., partially clearing at intervals, stood 223°, true, for

35 miles, planning to start search at extreme southern point of

probable drift, clearer weather being expected there. At 7.45 a. m.

stopped and lay to on account of fog. At 9.10 a. m., fog increasing,

stood for anchorage on Tail of the Bank. At 5.55 p. m. anchored

for the night in lat. 43° 10', long. 49° 52'.

June 21 : Light breezes to light aii*s, ESE. to SE. Overcast; dense

fog, becoming lighter at intervals. At 4.30 a. m. imder way. At
11.15 a. m.. stopped and occupied central station 339. At 11.40 a. m.

resumed course to occupy line of stations to Cape Race. The present

time is considered propitious for this trip because of slacking of the

Labrador Current and the absence of ice in the vicinity of the steam-

ship lanes, confirmatory evidence of which is furnished by cargo

vessels passing N. of present steamship tracks daily reporting water

temperatures but making no ice reports. At 5.45 p. m. stopped and

occupied station 340. Resumed course at 6 p. m. and at 7.30 p. m.

stopped and anchored for the night, because of dense fog. Several

flocks of sooty shearwater were seen this day.

June 22: Light SE. breezes, becoming northerly at noon and in-

creasing to fresh breeze at close, with rather rough sea. Fog generally

dense until 8 p. m. ; thereafter overcast, with fair visibility. At
anchor in fog for the night. At 10.50 a. m. under way, across Grand
Banks, on line of stations to Cape Race. Occupied stations 341 and

342. At 10.40 p. m. stood on coui-se for Cape Race. Ice information

was furnished the steamship New Brlgliton and ice warning was given

the steamship Suwanee.

June 23: Strong NE. breeze with rough sea at beginning, soon in-

creasing to strong NNE. gale, which became whole gale for a period

shortly after noon. Wind backed to NNW. at 3 p. m., to WNW. at

8 p. m., and continued as fresh to strong gale. Very'rough sea during

the greater part of the day. Vessel steaming on hne of stations for

Cape Race. A heavy westerly cuiTent was experienced. At 10 a. m.

stopped and occupied station 343, lat. 46° 22', long. 52° 48', this
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boinj; in tho axis of the g:ulley. Owing to strong head gale and sea,

dccickHl to omit the remaining less important station oh' Cape Race.

At 10.35 a. m. stood toward SE. edge of Grand Banks.

June 24: Strong breezes, NNW. backing to SW. and becoming

moderate S. breeze at close. Rough to moderate sea. Clear to

cloudy, with passing rain squalls in afternoon. Vessel standing

across Grand Banks. Meridian position, hit. 43° 50', long. 51° 32'.

At 12.30 p. m. received Headquarters' radiogram requesting investi-

gation of bergs reported southward of our position. At 12.45 p. m.

set coui-se to scout for bergs reported on 21st instant, lat. 42° 44',

long. 51° 34', from which position drift to NW. vras deemed more

probable than toward the steamship lanes. At 1.30 p. m. received

radiogram from steamship West Kebar, lat. 47° 47', long. 48° 47',

stating tliat she was disabled by slacking of propeller on shaft and

drifting to eastward at the rate of 2 or 3 knots per hour. She re-

quested that arrangements be made for assistance by Coast Guard

cutter or westbound .Shipping Board vessel. Broadcast incjuiries

for available Shipping Board vessel and this was answered by the

Chicl'asair, which vessel arranged to render the required assistance.

At 10 p. m. lay to for the night, in lat. 42° 30', long. 51° 48', having

seen nothing of the bergs sought.

June 25: Light to gentle SE. breezes, shifting to NW., then backing

to WSW. Light fog Hi-st part, clearing at 5.30 a. m. At 5.40 a. m.

under way to scout for bei'gs SW. of Tail of the Bank. At 3.15 p. m.

sighted a berg 16 miles distant. Stood for this berg and at 5.15 p. m.

stood around and photographed it, lat. 42° 44', long. 50° 55'. This

was a medium-sized berg of pyramidal shape, some SO feet in height,

the greatest dimension of its base being some 200 feet. Continued

scouting until 10.10 p. m., when we stopped near the berg and

drifted for the night. Ice information was furnished the steamship

Chiclcasaw.

June 26: Gentle to light S. breezes, shifting to WSW. at close.

Cloudy to overcast; rainy in afternoon, followed by fog. Vessel

standing i)y berg for the night. At 4.25 a. m. mider way to scout

area S. of Tail of the Bank. At 7.15 a. m. sighted a berg 15 miles

distant. Stood for this berg and at 7.45 a. m. passed and photo-

graplied it dose aboard, lat. 42° 48', long. 50° 19'. This berg was
180 feet high and pyramidal in shape, with a base projecting under
water, attached to which was another wall some 40 feet high, water
washed and rounded. One face of the pyramid was a nearly vertical

triangular plane.' The berg left at 4.25 a. m. to-day had drifted 20°,

true, at the rate of 0.8 knot ])er hour since the previous night, its

position this morning being lat. 42° 52', long. 50° 52'. The indica-

tions were that both bergs would drift to the SW. slope of the Tail

of the Bank. Continued scouting. At 11.55 a. m. set course for
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position of berg reported by an unidentified Norwegian motor vessel,

"AQBT"' (not listed), 8.40 a. m., as follows: "Just passed large berg

41-5-i N., 49-52 W.; 8. a. m. position, 41-55 N., 49-52 W." Every
effort was made to immediately secure confirmatory details, but

without success. The steamship Liljevalch, passing near the

reported position about this time, did not see the berg nor hear

radio signals of "AQBT." About 3.30 p. in. succeeded in getting in

toucli with "AQBT," and she repeated position of berg, but gave
no details as to her last observations as requested. Signals sounded

far away, those of the afternoon being slightly the louder. At 5.55

p. m. reached reported position of berg and searched for same without

success. Continued couree for oceanographic station 345. Ice in-

formation was given to the steamships Alcor and Ocean, and ice

warning was sent to the steamship Onibla.

Jime 27: Liglit WSW. breezes to light va,riable airs and breezes,

becoming gentle SSW. breezes. Fog throughout, generally dense.

At 12.20 a. m. stopped and occupied station 345, lat. 41° 20', long.

50° 18'. At 10.05 a. m. underway to occupy oceanographic stations

of southern radial line and occupied stations 346, 347, 348, 349 ftnd

350. Received, via steamship StocJcholm, Headquarters' radiogram

mquiring if the resuming of normal tracks on July 1 was recom-

mended. Replied as follows: ''Normal tracks considered safe ex-

cept for very questionable report berg 41 54, 49 52, on 26th, Dense
fog over area. Recom^mend brief delay shifting tracks until further

advice from patrol." At 8.40 p. m. under way, to utilize hours of

darkness for run to vicinity of reported position of southernmost

berg.

June 28: Gentle to light breezes SSW. to WSW. Dense fog

throughout. Vessel on course to reach position of reported south-

ernmost berg of 26th instant, lat. 41° 54', long. 49° 50'. At 9 a. m.,

having reached this position, lay to for the remainder of the day to

await clearing of fog. The steamship Sonora passed near our posi-

tion, sounding her fog whistle. Ice information was furnished the

steamships Bergenfjord and Cochrane and ice warnings were given

the steamships Ariano, Sonora, Narvie, Tilfhorn, Bradvvon, and
Heathfield.

June 29: Light SW. breezes to calm. Continuous dense fOg.

Radio reports from steamers indicated fog over a widespread area.

The vessel lay to throughout the day. Ice information was fur-

nished the steamship Sahalie and ice warnings were given the steam'-

ships Camberly and Brothing.

June 30: Light SW. airs to calm. Dense fog, partially clearing in

afternoon. Vessel lying to, awaiting opportunity to search for berg
reported on the 26th. Observations showed a surface currect of 0.5

knot per hour. At 9.45 a. m. received report from steamship Es-
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thonia of a berg sighted in lat. 41° 17', long. 50° 38', at 8 a. m., the

weather there having just cleared. At 10.05 a. m. under way for

reported position. The Esthonia later verified position by observa-

tions and gave corrected position of the berg as lat. 41° 42', long.

50° 32'. At 5.20 p. m., having passed position of estimated drift of

berg, made search, in an approximately rectangular pattern, to N.

and Iv until 8.05 p. m., then lay to for the night. Msibility varying

greatly from about 2 p. m. until sunset. From about 5 p. m. until

dark, observed a series of remarkable cloud formations resting on

the horizon around western half. Small detached clouds of various

sha})es bore remarkable resemblance to icebergs, so much so that in

more than one case the heading of the vessel was changed toward the

object before the delusion was discovered. A water temperature of

58° F. to 56° F. and the appearance of seaweed after 2 p. m. indicated

the edge of the Gulf Stream. Warning of the berg reported in lat.

41° 42', long. 50° 32', was sent to the steamships Arioa, Boden.

Lord Antrim, Blair, JVehila, Breedyl', and Oscar II.

July 1 : Calm to light variable airs. Dense fog, with very high

and steady barometer and no immediate prospect of change. Vessel

lying to, awaiting opportunity to search for southernmost reported

bergs. At noon received radiogram from the JUodoc. advising that

a child on Sable Island was in urgent need of surgical assistance ami

inquiring as to feasibility of the Tampa coming at once to meet the

Modoc and visiting Sable Island en route to Halifax. At 12.15 p. m.
untler way on course to meet the Modoc. At 6.50 p. m. received

message via the Modoc, to the effect that the child on Sable Island

had greatly improved and that surgeon would probably not be re-

quired. Stopped and lay to, awaiting possible clearing weather for

searching to-morrow. All reports indicated fog covering wide area.

Radio bearings showed an easterly drift of 0.5 knot per hour.

July 2: The day began with dense fog, slightly clearing at inter-

vals. High barometer and no indications of early change or oppor-

tunity to search vicinity. At 9.10 a. m. stood on couree to meet
the Modoc. Farther west found a tendency to clear, with passing

fogs. Light to gentle NW. breezes latter part. At 11.45 p. m. met
the Modoc, in lat. 41° 51'. long. 53° 54'. The ocoanographic observer

was transferred to the Modoc, which then took over the duties of

the ice patrol. Ice information was furnished the steamsliip Dallas

an<I ice wuniiiig wms sent to the steamsliip h'risficm.'ifjord.

Sl'.\f>rARY.

This cruise was characterized by a very large ])ercenta.ge of fogs,

70 per cent of the period being foggy, \v\u\o. the Pilot Chart gave 40
to 50 per cent as the avenige for this month. The 5 per cent of gales

gi\<'M on the chart was fullv realized bv som<> 24 houi-s of moderate
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'> stron*:: and wliolc fjjnlc on the northern part of the Grand Bunks
on tiie 23(1 instant. Tomperaturi's taken indieatefi a larj^fT volume
of Arctic water around the Tail of the Bank than at the same season

last year. Icebei^s actually seen by the patrol vessel menaced the

steamship lanes less than at this season last year, the lowest actually

seen being near the 43d parallel and apparently setting in on SW.
slope of the Bank. The berg reported by an unidentified Norwegian
motor ship as in lat. 41° .54', long. 49° 52', on the 26th, was not

found b}' the patrol vessel nor seen by another vessel which passed

near that po.sition about the time of the report. The berg reported

by the steamship EstJionia in lat. 41° 42', long. 50° 32', on the 30th,

also could not be found by the patrol vessel. In neither case, how-
ever, did the weather afford the opportunity of making a thorough

search. Either or both reports may have been enoneous, but the

possible danger to the normal westbound steamship track was too

serious to be disregarded, and no pains were spared to secure con-

firmatory evidence.

On this cruise 15 oceanographic stations were occupied, including a

line of stations as far north as the axis of the GuUey off Cape Race.

Eleven ice reports were received from steamships and four bergs were

sighted by the patrol vessel. In the aggregate, 28 vessels were
warned or given ice information, and 871 water temperature reports

were received.

Ice information was broadcast twice daily on 600-meter wave
length and once daily on 2,300-meter wave length, each warning
l)eing repeated three times. Ice information was sent daily to the

Hydrographic Office and weather reports were sent twice daily to the

Weather Bureau. Washington.

COAST GUARD CUTTER " MODOC," COMMANDED B. M. CHISWELL,
ICE PATROL, FOURTH CRUISE, JUNE 30 TO JULY 12, 192.3.

The Modoc left Halifax at 10 a. m., June 30. and met the Tampa
at 11.45 p. m., July 2. in lat. 41° 50', long. 52° 50'. The oceanographic

observer was transferred to the Modoc, which then took over the

duties of the ice patrol. The Modoc left Halifax in thick weather and

experienced WSW. to SSW. airs and breezes, with dense fog, until

midnight of July 1. On July 2 we were in the warm water of the

Gulf Stream, witii clear weather. Thick fog prevailed at the time of

meeting the Tdtnpo.

July 3: Light E. airs and breezes. Clear weather with excellent

visibility and intervals of fog. We ran to the position of the berg

reported by the Esthonia on June 30 in lat. 41° 42', long. .50° 32'. and

searched along its line of probable drift. About 12.45 p. ni. the

vessel crossed the line separating the Gulf Stream from Arctic waters.

This \'mt- was quite distinct and could be seen for miles in either
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direction. A sunfish (mola mola) was observed. At 6 p. m. arrived

alongside a derelict capsized schooner, with stern out of water and

bow submer^^'d, in hit. 41° 11', long. 48° 47'. If this is the derelict

reported bv the President Van Bnren on June 3 in lat. 40° 38', long.

59° 50', Avhich seems likely, it has drifted in the past 30 days 87°, true,

500 miles. Guncotton mines were secured under the stem of the

wreck and explotled. l^nfortunately darkness, accompanied bj^ a

dense fog. closed in a few minutes before the explosion, and it could

not be determined definitely whether or not the wreck was completely

destroyed, but it Avas believed to have ceased to be a menace to

navigation. The name of the derelict was well under water and could

not be read distinctly. It appeared to be F. IF. Luiiden, home port

not deciphered, or it may have been Lunenherg, N. S., and name not

decipherable. The cargo was small planking. During the night the

vessel drifted to leeward in a dense fog.

July 4: Light E. airs and NE. breezes, with fog over the colder

water and clear weather over tlie warm. An intensive search Avas

made for the wreck of last night. Visibility poor. Some inconse-

(juential flotsam was sighted, but nothing that constituted a menace
to navigation. At 11.15 a. m. the search was abandoned and vessel

headed to the southward. By noon we had reached warm water and

clear, pleasant weather, after which search to the westward was
prosecuted for the berg reported by the Esthoriia on June 30. At daik

we stopped and drifted for the night.

July 5: Calm, followed by W. airs increasing to fresh SW. breeze.

Partly dear to overcast and cloudy. Barometer falling. Searched

possible ice areas to the westward. Received the following radiogram
from the steamship West Calumh: ''Lat. 40-38, long. 46-05, passed

bottom part of wreck about 160 feet long awash at 7.05 G. M. T."

This was believed to*be the derelict that we had attempted to destroy

on tlie night of the 3d and were imable to relocate on the morning of

the 4th because of thick weather. We headed for the position given

in the latest report, for the purpose of finding it and again attempting

its destruction. Special ice inforination was furnished the steamship

Bremcrfon.

July 6: Moderate to liglil hreczcs, beginning WSW., backing to

SSW.. and ending W., with passing rain s(|ualls at night. Partly

cloudy with very good visibility during daylight. In the midwatch
a brilliant meteor, having a long, fiery tail, was observed to the

southward and vivid liglitning to the westward. We stood to the

eastward to seairch for the wreckage reported yesterday. Special ice

information was furnished the steamship Falirica.

July 7: Light airs and breezes, mostly westerly, witii partly ch'ar

to ha/,y wTatlu-r. X'essel searching for wreckage rt'])orted on the

5th. With the assistance of the steamship Fji'jfJt'iU. \vhi(!i reporter!
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pjissing it at 6:15 a. m., a piece approximately 50 ft. by 20 ft. was found

at 4:10 p. ra., in lat. 40° 30', lonfij. 44° 25'. This consisted of a part

of the stern of the derelict destro3^ed by the Modoc on the 3d, frames

with planking attached extending from rail to keel, evidently a two-

masted vessel of the fishing schooner type. Exploded two guncotton

mines under the wreckage, leaving no piece large enough to constitute

a menace to navigation. We then stood back for the Tail of the

Bank. ^Vllile searching this day the vessel experienced a set almost

due E. of about 2.5 knots per hour. Special ice information was

furnished the steamships Mesaha and Majestic.

July 8: Light SW. airs, increasing to SW. gale by 11 a. m. Fog

in the early morning; overcast and cloudy during remainder of the

day. Steamed to the westward for the vicinity of the Tail of the

Bank and stopped at dark, in lat. 41° 25', long. 49° 38', to drift for

the night. The following message was relayed to the Modoc through

a Shipping Board vessel, as we were unable to communicate with Bar

Harbor direct: "9907. Release Tampa from patrol. Du'cct her

proceed Boston. Modoc will continue the patrol present. 1215,

Coast Guard," and the following message was sent to the Tamya,

via Ste. Pierre radio station: '' 1008. Proceed Boston report Eastern

Division. 0920." B}'^ request, information regarding the steamship

tracks was furnished the steamships Miami and Tungus.

July 9: Moderate to light SW. and WSW. winds. Mostly clear to

overcast and cloudy; mist and rain at night; fog to the N. over the

Banks. We scouted to the westward S. of the Banks and at dark

stopped to drift for the night, in lat. 41° 58', long. 50° 17'. About

5 p. m. a berg was reported and the ship headed for it. All who
observed it were certain that it was a very large berg. After covering

5 or 6 miles toward it, however, its change both in shape and bearing,

and its final disappearance, left no doubt that it was an unusually

deceptive appearing cloud form resting on the water, or, in other

words, a small, detached patch of fog. Something similar was

undoubtedly mistaken for a berg by the Estlionia on June 30.

SpQcial ice information was furnished the steamship Hjalmoren, and,

by request, the steamship President Arthur was advised concerning

steamship tracks.

July 10: Light to moderate SW. winds. Overcast and cloudy in

the forenoon; mostly clear during the remainder of the day. Scouted

to the westward until dark, then stopped and drifted. The oceano-

graphic observer stated that between July 6 and 10 there has been a

noticeable movement of warm surface water toward the N. The
northern edge of the Gulf Stream was observed to be along the 41st

parallel SE. of the Tail of the Bank during the first few days in July.

This day it lies N. to 41° 50' on the surface. The probability of

bergs drifting S. of the 42d parallel again this year is ver}^ slight.
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Should such an unexpcctcil thiuo; occur, the danger of the berg's

])resencc would be minimized ])y the a])sence of fog over the warm
water. The medical oflicer prescribed treatment by radio for an

engineer on the steamship Evergreen Cit)/. whose illness was diagnosed

as lumbago. The following radiogram was received from Coast

Guard at 7..)() p. m.: "0910. Discontinue patrol on July 12. Pro-

ceed Bath. Me., st()])ping en route Halifax if necessary. 120.")." Ice

information was furnished the steamship Hjdhnoreu.

July 11: Moilerate to light WSW. and SW. breezes. Partly clear

to cloutly: barometer falling. Search for ice was continued between

lats. 42° 00' and 42"^ 80'. E. to the 51st meridian. Special ice informa-

tion was furnished the steamship Navarro.

July 12: The patrol was discontinued and the vessel sailed for

Halifax to refuel. Special ice information was furnished the steam-

shi]) Sinasta. The following message was received from the steam-

ship Mauretanur. "Your work and reports while on ice patrol

greatly appreciated. As you leave patroling may I wish you all a

well-earned vacation and happy s])ell on shore. Best regards.

Kostri»n."

SUMMARY.

Ice warnings were })roa(lcast twice daily (»n (iOO-meter and once

daily on 2.300-meter wave lengths. A daily 'ice report was sent to

the Hydrographic Oflice and a morning and evening weather report

to the Weather Bureau, Washington. Eighty-two vessels furnished

the patrol Avith 306 surface-water temperature reports. 4 vessels

reported ice, and 7 were given special ice information.



SUMMARY OF ICE PATROL, SEASON OF 1923.

Bv Commander B. M. Chiswell, Senior Officer.

The patrol was inaugurated by the Seneca, which arrived off the

Tail of the Grand Bank March 13, when she was reHeved by the

Tampa. Thereafter the Tampa and Modoc alternated on ice patrol

duty every 15 days until the discontinuance of the patrol on July 12.

The month of March was characterized by unusually stormy

weather, the wind reaching gale force on 3 of the 6 days of the Seneca's

patrol and 1 1 of the 13 of the Tampa's. All gales were from SW. to

NW, Only about 9 per cent of fog and reduced visibility was ex-

perienced for this period. Water temperatures showed that the

Labrador Current had assumed an unusual drift to the SE. between

Flemish Cap and the east slope of the Grand Banks. This was
further shown by the drift of numerous bergs as far east as the steamer

tracks to northern European ports, between lats. -14° 20' and 46° 00',

which led the patrol to spend more time than usual east of the Grand
Banks in the vicinit}' of the steamer tracks mentioned. The breaking

up and disintegration of bergs was remarkably rapid and was caused

by the high sea-water temperatures and the buffeting they received

from the tempestuous seas. In one instance a large berg wholly

disintegrated in three days, which is most unusual. Only three bergs

drifted around the Tail of the Bank during the month, and these but

little south of the 43d parallel. Field ice was reported as far south as

42° 20', which is somewhat farther south than it is usually seen. The
trans-Atlantic steamer tracks were shifted 60 miles to the southward,

effective March 30 for eastbound vessels and April 6 for those west-

bound.

During the month of April fog and low visibihty prevailed approxi-

mately 51 per cent of the time, and three gales were encountered.

The tendenc}' of the bergs to drift off to the eastward before reaching

the Tail of th.e Bank, observed in March, continued during the first

half of April, one being reported on April 13 as far east as 39° 42'

W. and 43° 05' X. By the middle of the month, however, this easterly

drift had ceased and subsequent drift was to the southward along the

east side of the Banks, then to the westward around the Tail of the

Bank, and finally to the NW.. many of them grounding along the

SW. slope of the Bank. Xo steamer lanes were threatened during

the month and the southernmost berg observed was in 42° 40' X.,

88124—24 5 (61)
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50° 44' W., later being carried by the cold current to the northwest-

ward and finally ojrounding. Many vessels sought advice from the

patrol regarding ice conditions along the shores and in the harbors

of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and much useful information was

furnished tlieni. Thirty-five oceanographic stations were occupied

during the month, at which sea-water temperatures and water sam-

ples were taken at various depths, samples to be analyzed in a labora-

torv after the end of the patrol for determination of salinity. These

stations were located on radials projecting from a central station on

the Grand Banks, in 43° 50' N., 50° 25' W., the radial lines extending

E., S., SW. and WvSW. from the central station. Temperatures

obtained indicated the presence of Arctic water over a large area W.

and NW. of the Tail of the Bank.

During the month of May there was 39 per cent of fog and poor

visibility, and the wind reached gale force on but two days, the 12th

and 28th , There was a smaller number of bergs south of the Tail of the

Bank than usual at this season, and the general trend of the drift was

around the Tail and up the SW. slope, but there was one notable

exception to this general tendency, as one berg drifted as far south

as 39° 08' N., 48° 30' W., where it was left by the patrol in the last

stages of disintegration at da3'break of May 25. Twenty-six regular

oceanographic stations and some special ones in the vicinity of bergs

were occupied. On<» run was made during the month from the central

station along the northern radial to the vicinity of Cape Race, to

determine the temperatures and characteristics of the water over the

Grand Banks. The Labrador Current formed a wedge farther to the

southeastward than usual at this season. On the 14th the first vessel

of the season came through from St. Lawrence River ports, and shortly

thereafter one or more Canadian patrol vessels were stationed in

Cabot Straits to furnish ice information to vessels bound to Canadian

ports, relieving the patrol of the work of furnishing ice information

to vessels bound to the St. Lawrence River, which had been done

theretofore.

During June fog and tow visibility prevailed during 71 per cent of

the month and gales were experienced on the 2d and 23d. the wind

reaching whole gale force on tlie latter date. The bergs sighted by the

patrol were considered not to constitute a real menace to the normal

steamer tracks, as the southernmost one, sighted on June 8. in 48°

32' N., 49° 37' W., was not sufliciently massive and liard to last more

than a few days in warm water. The berg reported by an unidentified

Norwegian motor ship in 41° 54' N., 49° 52' W., on the 2r)th, was not

found by the patrol, nor was it seen by another vessel that passed near

this position about the time of the report. Neither could the on<'

reported by the Ef^thonw on the 30th, in 41° 42' N.. 50° 32' W., he

found. After due investigation, it was confidently believed that both
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reports were in error. Dui'ing the season many otlier reports were

found to be undoubtedly in error. Thirty-five oceanographic stations,

inchiding the stations along the radial extending across the Grand
Bank to Cape Race, were occupied during the month. The sea-water

temperatures taken indicated a larger volume of Arctic water around

the Tail of the Bank than at the same season last year.

The patrol was discontinued on July 12, the period from the 1st

to the 12th being devoted to a search of the area of possible drift of

the southernmost bergs reported on June 26 and 30, and to destroy-

ing a derelict and some wreckage in the vicinity of the patrol grounds.

The reports referred to above were undoubtedly in error, as no ice

was found by the patrol nor reported by the many steamers that

traversed this area subsequent to the receipt of the reports. Sur-

face temperatures of the sea water taken between July 1 and 10

showed that the Gulf Stream had advanced from 41° 00' N. to 41°

50' N. in the longitude of the Grand Banks.

During the season 46 vessels were warned of the presence of ice on

or near their tracks, 195 were furnished special ice information, ap-

proximately 8,500 w^ater temperature reports were received, 416 re-

ports of ice sighted were received, 4 steamships were given medical

advice by radio, and 4 were furnished weather reports.

Attention is invited to the important oceanographic work carried

on this year. The oceanographic observer is compiling a record of

all oceanographic observations taken and a discussion of the data.

It is realized that no true picture of oceanographic circulation and

the movement of ice in the North Atlantic can be obtained from ob-

servations restricted to the surface of the sea. Recognizing the

value to be derived from investigation of the subsurface waters, the

Interdepartmental Board of the Ice Patrol laid down a program of

oceanographic work which has been considerably developed in the

last few years. It is believed that the records of the ice patrol con-

stitute the most complete and systematic study of liydrographical

conditions in the vicinity of the Grand Banks yet obtained. This

year it was decided to suspend further collection of biological speci-

mens pending analysis of the material collected during previous

seasons. The investigation of phj'-sical oceanography was continued

as formerly, salinities and temperatures having been ascertained at

various levels to a depth of 750 meters at frequent intervals. A total

of 103 stations was occupied, which exceeds the number for any pre-

vious ice season. The failure of the salinity apparatus installed on

the Tampa to furnish data of salinities was disappointing. It is

hoped this apparatus will be in working order for next year's patrol.

Practical use was made of the subsurface temperature readings in

determining in advance the general drift of bergs in the vicinity of

the Tail of the Bank.
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An illustration of the practical value of the oceanographic work

was furnished during April, when stations occupied off the SW.
slope of the Grand Banks disclosed the presence of polar water over

a relatively large area in that vicinity, which it is believed was the

major extension of the Labrador Current reaching out northwestward

from the Tail of the Bank. This led to the assumption that icebergs

arriving at th(^ Tail of the Bank would tend to drift to the northwest-

ward parallel to the SW. slope of the Grand Bank, and subsequent

developjnents seemed to indicate the correctness of this assumption.

The characteristic drift of bergs since the middle of April has been

around the Tail and up onto the SW. slope of the Grand Bank.

It has long been the hope of the patrol to forecast advance informa-

tion regarding the movements of ice.

Surface temperature conditions in the vicinity of the Grand Banks
have been carefully watched and recorded, as shown on the surface

tempe^rature charts. These are based upon the thousands of reports

received from passing steamships and upon hourly records kept on

board the patrol vessel. Detailed wind and fog information was

also collected, from which wiml diagrams and fog scales will be pre-

pared.
* Ice and obstructions reported, season of 1923.

Date
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Ice and obstructions reported, season of 192S—Continued.

Date
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Ice and obstructions reported, season of 1923—Continued.
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Ice and obstructions reported, season of 1923—Continued.

Vessel reporting.

Position.

N. lat. W.long.

Nature of ice or obstruction.

Valacia
Unknown vessel

.

Thurban
do

Cassandra
do

Canada
do

Ballygally Head.
Berengaria
Otarama
Metagama

do
Megantic
Alki
Bothwell

do
do

Andania.. _.

Cassandra
Patrol vessel
Allegheny...
Larenberg
Patrol vessel
War Nizam
Potomac.
Renegodet
Patrol vessel
Montrose

do
do
do
do

Renegodet
Patrol vessel

do _._.

Blackheath
Regulus

do
Thurban
Melita
Regina
Lord Kelvin
Patrol vessel
Scythia
Regina
Parthenia
Patrol vessel

do...
do

Belgian
do

Patrol vessel

-\nsonia.
Talisman
West Nosska..
Patrol vessel .

.

Concordia
do
do
do

Darien
Alaska

do
Patrol vessel .

.

Sorland
Aquitania
Caronia
Patrol vessel _

Hammershus.
Patrol vessel .

.

Tyrrhenia

46 57
38 47
48 55
47 30
45 44
45 44

46 29
46 35
46 33
40 29
49 00
43 18

43 22
I

47 32
40 42
46 30
46 26

I

46 24
46 29

Melita.
do..

do..

do..

...do..

43 55
42 36
45 44
43 10

43 00
40 05
44 02
42 52
45 55
46 01
46 22
46 25
46 18

43 43
43 48
43 47
43 46
43 45
43 40
46 00
46 33
47 28
48 55
42 28
41 50
47 28
47 55
42 06
41 28
41 28
41 06
41 04
42 06

48 07
42 52
42 42
40 34
45 49
45 55
45 58
46 04
40 06
40 25
40 20
39 57
41 00
39 33
40 55
39 22
48 26
39 08
39 52

48 03
47 57
47 26
47 50
47 47

46 44
50 55
45 29
47 40
46 50
48 21

47 52
47 29
55 36
47 51

48 30
51 21

.50 41

45 49
48 55
47 51

47 57
47 59
48 20

49 03
50 30
47 .S2

49 34
50 00
45 50
49 20
50 42
48 27

47 .54

46 59
46 15

45 43
51 35
51 52
51 42
55 32
52 04
52 04
57 58
38 45
45 23
51 20
51 31

51 46
45 23
49 53
51 17

.50 38
49 50
48 41

48 56
51 17

45 55
49 51

49 44
48 15

48 58
48 49
48 43
48 20
48 55
49 03
49 10

48 53

49 05
49 04
49 15

48 20
49 45
48 30
66 22

49 14

50 10

51 55
51 27
51 28

3 growlers.
Log 30 feet long.
Berg, large.

Field ice.

2 growlers.
Berg, large.

Berg.
Berg, small.
Ice field.

Buoy.
Berg.
Berg, large.

Large giowler.
Large berg and several growlers.
Berg.
Berg, large.

Small bergs.
Growlers.
Berg, large.

Entered open field ice 10 miles ofl 3t. Pierre.

Berg, large.

Berg, small.
Berg, large.

Do.
Berg.
SpSr 15 by 2 feet.

Berg.
Berg, large.

Do.
Berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.

2 bergs.
Berg.

Do.
Large buoy.
Berg.

Do.
Ice field, Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Berg, small.

Do.
.\bout 50 growlers.
Berg, large.

Do.
Berg, small.
3 bergs.
Berg.
2 bergs.

Do.
Large berg 15 miles N.
Berg.
2 bergs. (Previously located; had drifted 2

knots per hour.)
Berg, large.

Berg.
Do.

3 bergs, 1 large, 2 small.
Berg, large.

Berg.
Growlers.
Berg.

Do.
Small bergs.
Berg, large.

3 bergs.
Berg.
3 small growlers.
Berg, medium size.

Large berg and remnant of small berg.
2 bergs.
Small berg.
Mast attached to wreckage about 10 feet out of

water; dangerous to navigation.
Berg.
Small berg.
Berg.

Do.
Berg, large
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Ice and obstructions reported, season of 19SS—Continued.
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Ice and obstructions reported, season of 1923—Continued. '

Date.

1923.

June 10

11

30

July

Vessel reporting.

Pencisely...
....do
Patrol vessel

...-do

....do

....do...

....do
Alness
Homeric
Montrose.
Stanmore

do.
....do
British Vine
Patrol vessel

do ._

Empress of Scotland.
Levenpool..
Kastaiia. _

Kastalia, from
Kastaiia, to
Melita
Regina.:
-...do
Saccarappa

Melita
Marburn

do_
do-

Andania
Hog Island.-.
Patrol vessel

.

Glenluss

Wyncote
do._
do

Johie
Kronborg

do
"SDK-
Patrol vessel

do__
Eegulus...
Tiger
Lord Londonderry.
Tuscania
Carso
Montclaire.

do
do
do...

Patrol vessel ...

"AQBT"
Patrol vessel

do
Esthonia
Man.x Isles

Patrol vessel _

Marloch
do

....do

....do

....do
-...do
....do
....do...-
--..do
West Calumb
Elmsport

Position.

N. lat. W.long.

46 03
46 18

42 39
43 00
43 00
43 16

43 19

40 24
40 31
48 08
42 44
42 49
42 54
45 14

43 08
42 54
48 11

44 33
45 33
45 37
45 37
48 17

48 35
48 20
37 39

48 54
48 50
48 38
47 48
40 21
42 56
44 36

47 54
47 55
47 56
40 17
42 20
42 2a
45 18
43 08
42 45
45 08
49 16

42 44
41 02
45 34
47 37
47 46
48 30
48 48
42 44
41 54
42 52
42 48
41 42
'44 15

41 11

48 41
48 42
48 04
48 05
48 05
48 10
48 12

48 11

48 17
40 38
40 30

7 Patrol vessel 40 30
Vennonia.
Melita
Parray

42 54
48 55
49 31

47 40
48 11

50 01

48 45
49 16
48 51

49 09
48 30
50 U
49 02
49 11

49 22
48 38
48 18

50 18

49 47
46 48
53 51
48 25
48 40
48 50
47 50
47 43
48 03
42 14

48 05
48 15
48 42
49 09
41 46
50 30
54 33

50 20
50 19
50 19

41 56
48 40
48 40
49 57
50 03
49 55
54 30
51 04
51 34
51 05
49 15
51 04
50 46
48 29
47 40
50 55
49 52
50 52
50 19

50 30
43 00
48 17

47 40
47 30
48 55
48 58
48 50
48 47
48 45
48 30
48 51

46 05
46 56

44 25
41 22
45 12

45 53

Nature of ice or obstruction.

Berg, small.
Do.

Berg.
Do.
Do. V
Do.
Do.

Small piece detached ice.

Spar 70 feet long, dangerous to navigation.
Berg and several growlers.
Berg.

Do.
Berg N. 25° W. 6 miles.
Berg.
Berg, small.
Berg.
Berg, large.
Berg.
Berg, large.

3 medium-sized bergs and numerous growlers.

Berg, large.
Berg, medium.
Large berg and growler.
Vertical spar 2 feet in diameter attached to sub-
merged wreckage; dangerous to navigation.

Berg 3J miles off Cape Pine.
Growlers.
Berg, small.
Berg.
Berg, large.
Nun buoy.
Berg and growler.
Large berg and growler, small growler 2 miles
north.

Berg, large.
Growler.
4 small growlers.
Log 25 by 2 feet covered with marine growth.
Bergs NE. about 15 miles distant
Berg, small.
Berg, large.

Berg, small.
Do.

Berg, large.

Berg, with growler 2 miles W.
One large and two smaller bergs.
Red can buoy.
Large berg about 5 miles NE.
Berg.
Berg, small.
2 bergs.
Berg, small.
Berg, medium size.

Berg, large.

Berg, medium size.

Berg, large.

Do.
Wreckage dangerous to shipping.
Derelict capsized schooner (destroyed)

.

Berg, small.
Berg, large.

Berg.
Do.

Growlers.
Berg.

Do.
Berg, large.

Do.
Bottom part of wreck 160 feet long.
Wreckage awash and floating barrels; main part

of wreck ribs exposed; very dangerous to
navigation.

Wreckage (destroyed).
Fragment of ice.

Large growler.
Large berg breaking up; many large pieces
stretching NE.



OCEANOGRAPHER'S REPORTS.

Lieut. Edward H. Smith, U. S. Coast Guard.

MARCH.

Bergs were reported around the Tail of the Grand Bank the first

part of March, and the ice patrol was inaugurated on the 13th in-

stant.

Upon sorting, assembling, and plotting the positions of icebergs

that had been reported since the one reported February 27, it was

noted that the majority of bergs were drifting southeastward from

the region between Flemish Cap and the Grand Banks. The}* con-

tinued to be set in a general southeasterly direction down on to the

northern edge of the Gulf Stream, where they assumed an east-north-

easterly drift, due to the set of the Gulf Stream. The region most
infested by bergs was between parallels 44 and 46 and meridians

44 and 46. (See charts ''F" and "G".) This uncommon easterly

set of the bergs could not be attributed to the prevailing north-

westerly gales, since as great a number of gales of similar direction

and intensity blew last year and caused no such marked drift to

the ice. Observations obtained at station 247 (see station table,

p. 92), lat. 44° 17', long. 44° 37', indicated the presence of presum-

ably Arctic water and established a southeasterly current which

accounted for the drift of these bergs. This current was accelerated,

no doubt, by the northwesterly gales, but the fact that it existed

in the subsurface layers, and that the sui-face was covered by warm
tropical water, indicates that the wind was not the controlling factor

in this movement of the water masses and of the bergs. The above

observations agree with previous ones relative to the small effect of

wind upon icebergs, and emphasize the fact that the drift of bergs

is controlled by relatively deep-seated major circulatory movements
in the sea.

A few of the bergs were found to ])e drifting down along the east

side of the (Jrund Banks and around the Tail (what has come to be
regarded as the normal track). Three bergs, which had followed

this course, were sighted at intervals on March 19 in an east and
west line, due west of the Tail for 40 miles. Consideration of subse-
quent developments leads to the behef that these bergs were set

in on the southwest slope of the Grand Bank and there disinte-

grated. Surface evidence, i. e., low temperatures, of the southern-
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most extension of the Labrador Current, the latter part of March,

was found as far southwest of the Tail as lat. 42° 00', long. 51° 00'.

Surface thermal conditions in the ice regions are shown on charts

"F" and "G." A comparison of the 1922 and 1923 charts for this

period indicates that there was a larger volume of Arctic water

around the Grand Bank in 1923 than in 1922. In 1923 the 30°

water occupied an area extending 60 miles south of the Tail, while

in 1922 water of that temperature was confined to a narrow finger-

like extension along the east slope of the Bank. (See Ice Patrol

Bulletin No. 10, chart "H," facing p. 98.) The area of warm water

for the two years also invites comparison. From February 8 to

26, 1922, its edge ran nearly north and south, approximating the

47th meridian. This vast head of warm water extended north-

ward nearly to the 45th parallel before it swerved eastward. In

1923 the warm water boundary ran from lat. 42° 00', long. 47° 00',

to lat. 44° 00', long. 46° 00', which shows a difference of 40 miles in

position for the two years. In 1922 there was an area of 1,000

square miles which contained water with a temperature higher than

54°, all of which lay to the westward of the 54° boundary in 1923.

Estimating this surface layer to have had a thickness of 100 metei's.

there were 585 cubic miles of sea water 16° warmer than the water

at that same location in 1923. The enormous amount of heat units

represented by such a body of water indicates the great annual

variations to which this region is subjected. Such variations as

these are bound to have a great and far-reaching chmatic eifect.

especially upon the countries of northern Europe.

Characteristic frigid water of a temperature of 30° to 32° was
found in over the Grand Bank throughout March, 1923, being

uniform from Cape Race to the Tail of the Bank. This cold water

extended 30 to 35 miles out over the eastern and southern slopes.

No sea-water temperatures were obtained north of the Tail except

by the patrol vessels, owing to tlie absence of steamers in that region.

Twenty bergs came south of the 45th parallel from March 15 to

April 1 . As previously' stated, most of these were located between the

44th and 46th parallels and between the 44th and 46th meridians.

The majority of the bergs after entering the confines of the Gulf Stream

assumed a northeasterly drift. An exception to this was noted on

the 22d instant, when two bergs were reported in lat. 44° 30', long.

42° 25', tlic most easterh' bergs observed during the month. Only

3 out of the 20 bergs drifted down around the Tail of the Bank
while all tlu' othei-s drifted southeasterly on to the edge of the Gult

Stream between the 44th and 4.')tl) parallels. On March 24 Held ice

was reported in the vicinity of the Tail of the Bank, its southern limit

being lat. 43° 30', long. 50°. Field ice also was reported south of

Sable Ishind. (See charts " F" and " G.") March 28 and 30 patches
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of ice, which hjul broken off from the main field, to the northwjucl,

were reported in lat. 42° 30', from long. 49° 10' to long. 50° 10'.

This ice was within the area bounded by the 32° isotherm. Unlike

the bergs, the field ice showed no tendency to assume an unusual

easterly drift, since it melted rapidly in the relatively warm Atlan-

tic water off the continental shelf.

Seven bergs were observed south of the 4oth parallel in March,

1922, and 20 in March, 1923. The Gulf Stream was 60 miles farther

north on the 53d meridian, west of the Tail of the Bank, in 1922

than in 1923. South of the Tail the boundary between the warm and

the cold water occupied about the same position for both years.

The velocity of the Gulf Stream east of the Grand Banks was approx-

imately 0.8 knot per hour for both years.

The patrol ship was in the neighborhood of lat. 44°, long. 45°.

except for a few days spent at anchor on the Tail of the Bank,

lat. 43° 10', long. 50° 10'. We experienced 4 per cent hours with

fog and 9 per cent hours with fog and low visibility. The average

winds were from the west and northwest with a force of 6 (Beaufort

scale).
APRIL.

The easterly and southeasterly drift which was imparted to the

icebergs by the Labrador Current between the northern part of the

Grand Bank and Flemish Cap. the striking feature for the month
of March, continued during the first part of April. After the 10th,

however, the number of bergs in the eastern theater diminished.

At the same time bergs ISegan to drift down the east side of the

Grand Banks and around the Tail. The first berg sighted around

the Tail, since those of March 19, was one reported on April 8 in

lat. 42° 42', long. 50° 28'. During the remainder of the patrol

bergs continued to assume normal drifts, in distinction to those

recorded (hiring the early part of the season. Tlie drifts taken by
a few of the bergs in the early season are shown on chart "G."
The fii*st week in April the patrol ship searched in the eastern

theater and found a gradually (hminishing number of bergs, and

was preparing to return to the vicinity of the Tail of the Bank when
the berg of April S was reported. Attention should be calknl to

a small berg tliat attained the farthest eastern drift of the season-

It was reported in lat. -13° 26', long. 40° 05' on April 5; in lat. 43° 15',

long. 39° 4S' on the 6th: and in lat. 43° 05', long. 39° 42' again the

same (Uiy. The temperature of the surface water in the vicinity of

this berg was (iT and the set of the berg was 135° at the rate of

1.5 knots per hour, which is an unusual easterly drift.

Such (h-ifts emphasize the fact that the Gulf Stream, or any othei-

ocean current in the (U'ep ocean basins, uninlhienced b}' continental
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contours, does not travel in simple streani flow, but is influenced

by the many varied factors which establish oceanic circulation,

resulting in a complexit}- of motion which can be represented in a

general way only. Local temporary movements are ever enlarging

or contracting in a maze of eddy-like and tongue-shaped formations/

one of which undoubtedly caused the extraordinary easterly drift

of the aforementioned berg. For this reason, and contrary to pop-

ular conception, a berg drifting oxcoptionally far to the south does

not necessarily mean an unusual invasion by a cold current from the

north. A certain momentum imparted to the berg, sufficient to

carry it into the region of warm water, is all that is required to orig-

inate an extrasoutherly or extraeasterly berg drift. Provided one

of the varied temporary local movements of a certain water mass is

in progress, the berg will be borne along with it. These continual

interdigitations of water masses in the open ocean set up currents

which are termed "local." This should not mislead the uninitiated,

since the magnitudes involved may cause these eddies and tongues

to extend 200 or 300 miles. Consequently any attempt to chart

the surface plane of offshore oceanic circulation can be a figurative

representation only.

From April 1 to 15 there were 24 bergs south of the 45th parallel,

and from April 15 to 30, 33 south of the 4Sth parallel and 10 south

of the 45th parallel. The positions of these bergs are shown on

cliarts '"H" and "I.'' On the 16th a berg was observed in hit. 42°

42', long. 50° 14'. (See chart "B," berg 14.) None of the bergs

that arrived at the Tail of the Bank during April exhibited any

tendency to drift to the southward; on the contrary, after passing

the Tail they were set in on the southwest slope of the Bank. The
drift of berg 14 (chart ''B") is an example of this, the cause of which

may be disclosed when we study the subsurface records for the season.

The force which caused this berg to change the direction of its drift

so abruptly on April 16 must have been of great magnitude, since

the velocity of the current which bore it down the east side of the

Grand Bank, April 11 to 14, was 1.2 knots per hour.

This is the greatest strength ever observed for the Labrador Cur-

rent in this vicinity, and it is stated with some confidence, because

good atmospheric conditions permitted excellent astronomical ob-

.servations. The latter half of the month was foggy and necessarily

the patrol ship was handicapped in locating bergs. A "light-up"

on the last two days of the month disclosed a small berg (berg 15,

chart ''B"), subsequent observations of which showed it to drift in

on the southwest .slope of the Bank. Therefore, it is fair to assume

> UollaQd-Haosen and Naasen: "Temperature Variations In the North Atlantic Ocean and Atmos-
phere." Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 70, No. 4, p. 11, 1920.
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that the currents continued to maintain the previously described

set around the Tail and on to the southwest slope.

The period of fog mentioned in the preceding paragraph might

suggest the following questions to one not thoroughly acquainted

mth the ice patrol work: "How complete is the ice report broad-

cast by the patrol ship?" ''Can steamships approaching the ice

regions rely confidently on the patrol's report as being final ?" "Does
the ice patrol know the location of all of the icebergs in the North

Atlantic?" The essence of the idea which suggested a patrol of the

ice regions is based upon the theor}^ that a ship could maintain con-

tinuous contact with the western, southern, and eastern iceberg

limits during the ice season. It is believed that, with few exceptions,

caused by unusually protracted periods of fog, the patrol, as at

present organized, is cognizant of all ice that drifts south of the Tail

of the Grand Bank. In other words, it is rare for the passing steamer

to report a berg south of the 43d parallel the presence of which is not

known to the ice patrol. A year in which there is an abnormal

number of bergs may require modification of this statement. It is

the policy of the patrol, however, to keep informed regarding the

position of all bergs in the North Atlantic south of the 43d parallel.

In order to accomplish this, diligent search of this area is made at

frequent intervals, except when handicapped by fogs. North of the

43d parallel the patrol is forced to rely upon the reports of passing

ships, except when able to make an occasional excursion into that

region. All reports received are compiled and a daily broadcast

made up for the area northward to the 48th parallel.

The boundary between the warm and the cold water during the

first part of April followed an undulating line between the 42d and 43d

parallels south of the Grand Banks. The last half of the month its

contour assumed a less swirling form 20 miles southward in lat. 41°

20', long. 50° 00'. It also assumed a wedge-shaped form which,

extended southeastward to lat. 41° 00', long. 47° 30' (see charts "H"
and "I"), corresponding to the bathymetrical contour of the Grand
Banks in its deeper soundings (see chart "E"). Such wedge-shaped

form for the cold water was observed by the patrol in 1921 and 1922

(Treasury Department Bulletins Nos. 9 and 10, "International Ice

Observation and Ice Patrol Service"), and also is mentioned by
Helland-Hansen and Nansen: "Temperature Variations in the North
Atlantic Ocean and in the Atmosphere." Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections, vol. 70, No. 4, 1920.

The head of warm water usually encountered in long. 53° 00',

west of the Tail of the Bank, was not as prominent as usual this

year, and the southerly position of the "cold wall" during the latter

half of the month indicated an influx of cold water around the Tail.

88124—24 6



Mention should be made of the field ice for April. The location

of the main ice field was not determined due to the fact that neither

steamers nor the patrol crossed to the northward over the Grand

Banks. But tliere is little doubt that the southern edge of the field

was near the 44th parallel on the Grand Banks, while to the westward it

ran just north of Sable Island. On April 3, a small piece of ice, 8 feet

in diameter, was sighted in hit. 40° 58', long. 49° 01', in water of a

temperature of 60°. Since there had been no bergs in this vicinity,

it was no doubt the last vestige of a field that had been blown offshore

by the prevailing northwesterly winds. And since it was probably

identical with a pan reported in lat. 42° 27', long. 50° 08', on March

30, it had drifted 80 miles in three days; approximately 1 knot per

hour.

A comparison of April 1923 with 1922 shows that there were a few

more bergs in 1923. In 1922 there were two bergs south of the Tail;

in 1923, there were five. In 1922, however, the southernmost berg,

on April 10, was in lat. 42° 30', long. 49° 45', while the southernmost

berg in 1923, April 16, was in lat. 42° 42'. long. 50° 28'. During

April there were 33 per cent hours with fog and 51 per cent hours of

fog and low visibility, a trifle more than in 1922. The patrol ship

was in the vicinity of the Tail of the Grand Bank, lat. 43°, long. 50°,

most of the month. There was a decided change in direction of the

winds from the nortliM^est quadrant to the southern semicircle. The
force of the wind averaged less than 4, which was somewhat less than

during March.
MAY.

The accompanying sketch (sketch No. 1) shows all the bergs that

were south of the 43d parallel during the first half of the month. The
patrol ship was absent from the vicinity of the Tail of the Bank,
May 17 to 25, following berg No. 17 in its extrasoutherly drift. (See

charts "J" and "K. ")

The sketch indicates that the currents around the Tail and along

the southwest slope of the Grand Bank which had been observed

during the latter half of April continued without slacking the first half

of May. In fact, the tendency of the bergs this year to set to the

northward and westward along the southwest slope of the Bank has

been the outstanding feature of the ice drift.

The one notable exception to the above was the drift of berg 17 (see

chart "C"), which was first sighted May 17 in lat. 42° 28', long.

51° 29', and last seen May 25, in lat. 39° 08', long. 48° 30', when it

was no larger than a ship's boat. It drifted 287 miles in 8 days, or

34.0 miles per day, approximately 1.5 knots per hoiu*. For a few
hours it drifted at the rate of 3 knots per horn-. May 19 it calved a

small berg and May 22 it calved another berg. This gave the patrol
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three bergs to watch as they drifted across the extrasoutherly steam-

ship tracks. This berg drifted farther south than any of which the ice

patrol has made a record.

In order to determine whether or not it was a cold current from the

north that caused this berg to assume such a southerly drift, a series

of observations on the temperature of the water were made to the

depth of 750 meters. The results obtained at station 308, lat. 41 ° 28',

long. 50° 38', taken May 19 near the berg, which was drifting 135°,

true, at the rate of 1.8 knots per hour at the time, are given below.

Surface 15. 9° C.

50 meters 15. 0° C.

125 meters 14. 1° C.

250 meters 15. 7° C.

450 meters 12. 6° C.

750 meters 15. 2° C.

The temperatures, obviously, negative the presence of any Arctic

water, but are, on the other hand, proof that berg 17 was floating well

within the limits of the Gulf Stream.
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It was noted that the sounding wire at station 308 had a decided

slant, when lowered to the 800 meter depth, the plane of which ran

225°, true. The current causing this slant was of considerable

strength, as the sounding wire was carried well under the ship's keel.

The wind factor can be eliminated, since light variable airs prevailed.

The upper layers of water in which the berg floated, to a depth of

180 to 200 meters, were known to be carrying berg 17 southeasterly

at this time. It is believed, therefore, that the 225° set observed by
the slant of the sounding wire was the direction of flow of the water

layers 200 to 800 meters below the surface. This difference in direc-

tion of flow between the surface layers and the deeper layers is inter-

esting in that it calls attention to the complexity of the circulation

involved at times in this part of the ocean. The cause of the south-
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westerly set of the deeper water layers is not known, but it may have

])een that these layers are affected to a greater degree by the rotation

of the earth.

Another observation of the subsurface temperature was made May
23 at station 310, in lat. 40° 10'. long. 48° 50'. Berg 17, which was
nearby was drifting 170°, true, at the rate of 1.4 knots per hour. The
follo^^^ng temperatures were recorded

:

Surface IS. 6° C. I 250 meters . 15. 4° C.

50 meters 17. 2° C. 450 meters 10. 2° C.

125 meters 18. 0° C. 750 meters 15. 0° C.

No traces of cold current from the north appear at any depth. On
the contrary, the high temperatures recorded show that Gulf Stream
water entirely surrounded berg 17.

From this it will be seen that berg 17 had been drifting in the Gulf

Stream since May 19. When last seen May 25 (see chart '' C ") , it was
in lat. 39° 08', having drifted in the interim, in a general southerly

du'ection, more or less at right angles to the flow of the Gulf Stream,

as it is ordinarily found in this part of the North Atlantic. The phe-

nomenal drift of this berg corroborates the statement regarding off-

shore oceanic circulation that - "the extraordinary drift of ice to low
latitudes in the North Atlantic, is probably due to temporary surface

branches of warm water moving south in contradistinction to an ab-

normal polar current." Also \p. April, when discussing an abnormal
berg drift (see p. 76) ; "such tracks emphasize the fact that the Gulf

Stream or any other ocean current, uninfluenced by continental con-

tours, travels in no simple stream flow movement."
Wrecking mines were employed in hastening the destruction of

berg 17. The results of the demolition work are best told in the fol-

lowing report of operations

:

May 20: Berg very solid. One peak about 170 feet high. Two mines lashed

together and suspended about 6 feet under water from a float were used. As it

was not deemed safe to approach the berg closely on account of overhanging
ledges, went to windward of berg and about 50 feet from it lowered mines and
float into water, hoping it would drift down on the ice. A small "sail" had
been rigged on the float to facilitate this. The mine, evidently caught by the

back lash of the sea breaking on the face of the berg, went off to one side. Then
attempted to tow mine against berg by towing across its face, but was unable to

accomplish anything. It should be mentioned that the lines attached to the

float and to the firing cable were buoyed at frecjuent intervals. Picked up mines
and backed in close to berg, lowered them into the water, and, pulling away,
attempted to fire: mines did not explode due to water splashed on batteries in

maneuvering. Picked up mines and returned to ship. In the afternoon, there

being a fog so dense that the peak of the berg was not visible when almost along-
side it, made another attempt. Placed mines attached to float over a ledge

projecting imder water, pulled away and fired. On account of fog little could

' Smith, Edward H. International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service. U. S. Coast Guard Bul-
letin No 10, page 65, 1922.



be seen. Considerable ice came down, however. In about 20 minutes the

berg could be heard calving repeatedly. Much ice was brought down by the

exploNiun. Three growlers, the result of this calving, and much loose ice, were

seen later when the fog cleared.

May 21, a. m.: The berg being appreciably smaller and presenting in one

place a sheer wall without overhang about 15 feet high, succeeded in casting

a grapnel in a small crevass in the toj) of this wall, after several attempts. Sus-

pended mine about 10 feet below water and fired. Much loose ice came down,

as well as several growlers. The water line of the berg was considerably changed.

May 21, p. m.: On this occa.sion a grapnel was cast upon an overhanging

ledge covered with lyroken ice and about 10 feet above the water. The mine

was lowered about 20 feet below the surface of the sea and fired, doing the greatest

damage as yet observed to the berg.

May 24, a. m.: On this occasion, profiting by previous experience, exceptionally

smooth sea, and the further reduced size of the berg, a very careful examination

was made, the under-water form and approximate center of gravity of the berg

were roughly determined, and from this the best location for the mine. This

was under a smooth wall of ice, slightly overhanging and from 15 to 35 feet high.

Grapnels could not be made to catch in the ice. A 14-pound lead was hove over

the wall, but it did not offer sufficient resistance to counterbalance the weight

of the mine. A loop was gotten around the most prominent knob of ice available,

but slipi>ed off. Then proceeded to other side of berg, and with shoulder gun

shot a line across, so that the projectile fell where it was desired to plant the

mine. Two oars and a sounding lead were now attached to the shot line and the

boat returned and picked up the projectile, pulling in on the shot line until the

oars held on the other side of the wall. The mine was attached to the shot line

so that it would hang about 1^0 feet under water and then exploded. Much ice

came off the berg, ivhich rose considerably out of water on the side facing the

boat and then broke squarely in two where the mine had been placed.

On May 20 berg 17 was observed well within the GuK Stream. In-

stead of floating in water of 38°. it was now nearly immersed in

water warmer than 60°. Under such circumstances various stresses

and strains arc set up which react in an accelerated calving and

general disintegration. It is not long before a bulky berg becomes

furrowed, pinacled, and quite irregular in shape. The weather to

the southward of the 41st parallel within the bounds of the Gulf

Stream permits work with small boat with gentle breezes and a smooth

sea. Such a condition in respect to berg 17, on May 20, offered

excellent opportunities to test the efficacy of explosive demolition

of a menacing iceberg in the steamship lanes. The result of this work

from May 20 to May 24, in which four explosive charges were fired,

has been described. It is believed that the employment of explosives

to hasten the disintegration of bergs is restricted in its practical

application to those bergs which are observed drifting south of the

41st parallel. Bergs in this location are a distinct danger not only

to cargo steamers, but also to the passenger liners plying between
Europe and the United States. True, the drift of berg 17 was
extraordinary. Records show that on the average one iceberg

drifts south of the 40th parallel every four and one-half years, but
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there has been no instance of another berg south of the 41st parallel

during the past four years. The fact that extraordinary southerly

drifts of icebergs are so rare, there being none other recorded since the

establishment of the patrol, may have caused us to lose sight of the

fact that the employment of high explosives in the destruction of a

berg is entirely practical. It brings to light a latent ability possessed

by the International Ice Patrol. This in no manner minimizes the

menace of icebergs north of the 41st parallel, where they exist during

the ice season ready to drift soutliward without warning on to the

extra-southerly passenger steamship tracks. When such a dangerous

situation exists, threatening passenger ships, as shown by drift of

berg 17 (see chart ''C"), the patrol ship which is standing by the

berg should immediately commence demolition operations. Thjs

work is not only justified as practical, but is demanded in view of

the danger to lives and property which are hazarded in this busy lane.

It is considered that the result of the four experiments outlined

above was quite favorable under the circumstances then existing.

It is believed that the life of this berg was certainly shortened by
more than one day, possibly two days^ and the vessel released earlier

by that period for other important duty in connection with the patrol.

Moreover, the menace of a berg so situated in the event of fog can

not be overestimated. While the Tampa stood by, passing rifts of

fog frequently concealed the berg and the Mauretania, Lapland,

Olympic, and other large liners passed within a short distance.

It is thought, however, that the possible use of wrecking mines is

limited to cases of bergs in or near the steamer lanes. Only in such

cases where the weather is sufficiently smooth for operations and the

berg's disintegration far enough advanced for it to feel the effect of

the explosives would the expense and eft'ort be justified.

Sketch No. 2 shows all the bergs around the Tail of the Grand

Bank, May 15 to 31. It will be noticed that there were two bergs

reported during this period, the positions of which were not verified

by the patrol.

The small berg reported by both the steamships Garonia and Sor-

land in lat. 41° 00', long. 49° 05', May 24, is beheved authentic. Its

life was short in the warm water. May 28 the Japanese steamer

Etna Maru reported passing 10 miles north of a large berg about the

hour of sunset. The patrol ship made contact with the Etna Maru
and ran back her course. At daylight the next morning, with

excellent visibility, there was no sign of ice, hence we are convinced

the report was in error.

The foregoing incident is cited in order to point out to those as-

signed the responsibilities of the patrol in future years that it has been

found necessary to question carefully the authenticity of every mes-

sage reporting a berg south of the 43d parallel. In determining the
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value of such a report one must be guided by previous experiences;

distance of the reporting ship from the berg; radio transmission;

visibiHty at the time; water temperature at the berg; familiarity of

the particidar steamer vriih. the ice regions (that is, wiiether she is a

frequent passer or a stranger) ; accuracy of the position of the report-

ing steamer as determined by recent astronomical observations;

time of day. Near sunset clouds and fog often create fantastic

shapes, whicli, under certain atmospheric conditions, may mislead
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(!ven one accustomed to the ice regions. Every year there are a

num})er of these mistaken reports, which, unless carefully analyzed,

^yill lead the patrol ship on "wild goose" searches.

Siirfdce lemperaiure condltionfi.—The cold wall during the first

half of tlie month ran from lat. 43°, long. 53° 10', to lat. 40° 50',

long. 48°, when it turned sharply northward and thence in a north-

eastei-ly direction. The suggestion of the southeast wedge-shaped
form of the cold water during the first part of the month became a

wcll-dovolopod concHtioii by May 20. (See chart "K.") It is be-
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lieved that this particular shape of the "cohl wall" played no small

part in the extra-southerly drift of berg 17. (See chart "C")
To sum up: May 1 to 15 there were 6 bergs south of the 43d par-

allel, 8 south of the 44th parallel, 9 south of the 45th parallel, and

55 south of the 48th parallel. May 15 to 31 there were 7 bergs south

of the 43d parallel, 9 south of the 4oth parallel, and 35 south of the

48th parallel. In 1922 there were 8 bergs south of the 43d parallel

and 16 south of the 45th parallel diu'ing the entire month; a few

more around the Tail in 1922 than in 1923. There were 27 per cent

hours of fog and 39 per cent hours of fog and low visibility. There

was a marked drop in the force of the wind during the last half of

the month, the average force being If, Beaufort scale.

JUNE.

Ice patrol records show that June brings more fog than any other

month. This year was no exception to the rule, there being 51 per

cent hours of fog and 71 hours of fog and low visibility. Such a

protracted period handicapped the patrol vessel in its duty of locating

bergs south of the 43d parallel. The drifts of the bergs during June

indicated the velocity of the Labrador Current around the Tail of

the Bank as approximately 0.5, knot per hour. This is only one-

third the strength of the current found at the same place in April.

Berg No. 11a (see chart ''C") followed an interesting drift, being

entirely confined to the area west and northwest of the Tail of the

Grand Bank. It was sighted by the patrol May 3 in lat. 43° 38',

long. 51° 51', grounded on the southwest slope of the Bank in 56

fathoms of water, and was so distinctive in shape and in markings

that there was no doubt of its identification when it was further

observed on May 29, June 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, and finally June 18.

Thus we have a track of its drift over a period of six weeks. The
average velocity of the current on the west side of the Grand Banks

during this period was between 0.4 and 0.6 knot per hour. Berg 11a

drifted under the influence of a large ocean eddy between May 3

and June 8, making a complete loop with a diameter of about 50

miles.

In 192P there is a record of a berg following a similar elliptical-

shaped drift, at the same time of the year, in the same locality, and

at approximately the same rate of speed, similarly carried by a large

ocean eddy on the west side of the Grand Banks. Berg 11 (see

chart "B") also drifted under the influence of this same eddy.

All this furnishes evidence toward our knowledge regarding the

circulation of the water masses west and northwest of the Tail of

' 1921. Smith, Edward H.: International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, U. S. Coast Guard,
Bulletin No. 9, chart "H."
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the Grand Bank. Attention is drawn to the fact that in all three of

those drifts the movement of the bergs was counter-clockwise. Con-

clusions based upon the distribution of the surface water, as regards

temperature, caused this statement last year:^ 'It would seem fair

to assume that a great eddy exists on the west side of the Tail of the

Grand Bank at this season." The circulation in this area probably

is not restricted to one eddy only, but the tendency for eddies to form

to the westward and northwestward, off the southwest slope of the

Grand J5ank, is a well established fact.

Very little has been written regarding the effect of wind upon the

drift of icebergs. It is intended to present several cases of bergs

the drifts of which, with the prevailing direction and force of wind,

are known. The wind action is of two kinds—(a) the direct force of

the wind as applied to the exposed surface of the berg and (b) the

indirect effect of the wind as applied through its frictional action in

setting up a current in the water mass in which the berg floats. The

effect of (a) under this classification is greatest on the "sailer" berg,

which, by virtue of its lofty sides and shallow draft, is popularl}"

supposed to spread its wings and schoon off before the gale.

With regard to the action of the wind upon the berg, attention is

called to the close similarity between the drift of the berg west of

the Grand Bank, as shown on chart "H," 1921,^ and the drifts of

bergs 11 and lla on charts "B" and "C." During the period May
24 to June 4, 1921,^ which covers the drift of the berg on chart "H,"
the winds were south-southeasterly and southwesterly, force 4 to 5.

April 8 to May 15, 1923, the winds were divided between the south-

east and northwest quadrants, force 3^- This covered the period of

berg 11. May 3 to June 18, 1923, the winds were easterly and
southerly, force 3, and this covers the period of berg lla. Con-

sideration of the great similarity of the tliree di'ifts and the dissimi-

larity of the winds forbids any relationship between the wind and the

drifts in the above cases.

Similarly, several bergs in the eastern theater during the early

part of the season of 1923 (see chart "G") drifted in a northeasterly

direction for several days, while the wind blew from the northwest

quadrant with a force of 6, part of the time with a force of 8 and 10.

In spite of this gale the bergs drifted at right angles to the wind at

the rate of 0.6 knot per hour, following the flow of the Gulf Stream.

The drifts assumed by 9 bergs from May 2 to July 14, 1922,® afford

another excellent opportunity to observe the effect of wind upon ice-

« 1V22. Smith. Edward H.: International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, V. S. Coast Guard
Bulletin No. iO, p. .V,.

»1921. Smith, Kdward H.: Ice Observ.. etc., Bull. No. 9, chart "11."

• 1822. .'^mlth. Edwiinl H.: Ice Observ. and Ice Patrol Serv.,- U. S. C. Q. Bull. No. 10. charts "V
and "O" fnrinR p. 98 and pp. Bl and M.
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bergs. Charts '' F " and " G " show that the drift tracks of the 9 bergs

(J, D, E, M, N, L, R, S, and P) were similar, yet occurring at different

times during a period covering 2 months and 12 days. In May
the winds were from the west and northwest, the average strength

being 4 and 5. During the first half of June the winds became

southerly and their average intensity was not over 4, while during

the second half of June light breezes, equally divided between the

SE. and SW. quadrants, witli an average strength of 2^, prevailed.

July 1 to 15 the wind was confined almost entirely to the SW.
quadrant, its average force being 4. It will be seen from this that

the winds ^ did not remain the same in direction and force during

this period, yet the bergs (see charts "F" and ''G'') followed approxi-

mately similar drift tracks.

May 2 to 13. 1922, bergs "D" and "E" « drifted westward from

the Tail of the Bank, a distance of 90 miles, although the wind dur-

ing this time was constantly blowing from the west against the bergs.

One of the days, May 4, it blew west-northwest, force 6. yet the

bergs "D" and "E" continued to drift into the face of the wind at

the rate of 0.3 knot per hour.

The direction and force of the wind for 1923 is indicated on charts

"B" and'C."
Since 1921 the patrol has observed only one case in which the wind

appeared to influence the drift of a berg.

It is generally conceded that the frictional effect of wind sets up

currents in the upper layers of the ocean, the magnitude of the

current set up, i. e., the velocity and volume of the water mass

set in motion, being directly proportional to the strength and dura-

tion of the wind, though not necessarily in the same direction. The
phase of the subject most immediately bearing on the drift of ice-

bergs is, to what depth does the wind impart motion to the water

particles in the ocean? Some information is obtainable from the

subsurface sections taken at right angles to the cold wall during June

and July, when the prevailing southerly winds tend to blow a surface

layer of warm tropical water over the colder mixed water to the

northward.

The average height of a berg south of the 45th parallel is 75 to 100

feet. wSuch a berg would possess a mean draft of 300 to 400 feet or

more. It can be seen from this that the drift of bergs is necessarily

controlled by relatively deep-seated, major circulatory movements

' 1901. Dlokson, N. H.; "The Circulation of the Surface Waters of the North Atlantic," Phil. Trans.

Roy. Soc. London. Scr. A. Vol. 19C.

1020. Hellitntt-UHnsen & Nanscn; "Temperature Variations in tlu' No. Atlantic and in the Atmos-
phere." Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. 70. No. 4.

lOLS. .Sandstrom, J. W.; "Canadian Fisheries Expedition lOU-lT)," Bull. Dept. Marine and Fisli-

eries, Ottawa.
' 1022. Treasury Department Hullotln No. 10, chart "F."
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in the sea, but very few observations bearing on this subject have

ever been made.

June 26, a berg was reported in hit. 41° .54', long. 49° 52', by an

unknown Norwegian steamer. Little information could be obtained

except the supposed position of the berg. The patrol searched for

but was unable to find it. For several reasons the report was con-

sidered erroneous. June 30, a berg was reported in lat. 41° 42',

long. 50° 32'. The patrol searched for this berg, but did not find it.

The report located it on the southern edge of the fog sheet, pieces

of which were found to be detaching in various forms and shapes

that were deceptive even to those on the patrol ship who were ac-

customed to the appearance of icebergs. The report was undoubt-

edly erroneous.

June 22, while at anchor on the Grand Bank, in lat. 41° 40',

long. 51° 18', current observations were made by hourly readings of

the ship's head, and, in addition, a drift stick was thrown every

hour to determine the strength of the current. The wind at the

time was southeast; light airs; smooth sea; dense fog.

Time (G. M. T.).
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cold water flowing toward the southwest. The presence of this

phenomonon has puzzled oceanographers, since no such current had
previously been found in that locality. The detailed surface tem-
perature chart "L" conclusively explains the cause as the tendency
of oceanic circulation to proceed by means of complex eddy-hke
tongues, which are ceaselessly changing in size and position. Appar-
ently the oceanographic section which the Michael Sars took
crossed a tongue of cold water, similar in position and size to that

shown for June 1-15, on chart 'L." The following quotation from
Helland-Hansen and Nansen^^ will further emphasize this point:

The progress of water masses through the ocean does not proceed by any
such simple Hnes as schematic current charts represent. It proceeds more by
monster moving eddy currents on the surface of the ocean and in the deeper
layers. These whirlpools are in a great measure the cause of the extraordinary
tongue-like projections of the isotherms, not only at the surface of the ocean but
in the underlying deeper layers.

Attention is called to the icebergs in the Gulley. (See chart "L.")

They drifted south in the Labrador Current, rounded Cape Race, and
one was seen west as far as Cape Pine, grounded near the hghthouse.

This drift agrees with previous observations " that a branch of the

Labrador Current flows in the relatively deep Gulley between Cape
Race and the shoaler part of the Grand Bank to the southward.

The drift of the patrol ship in this locality during May indicated a

1-knot current, setting southwest.

To sum up: June 1 to 15 there were 12 bergs south of the -iSd

parallel; June 15 to 30, 6 were south of the 43d parallel, 7 south of

the 45th parallel, and 19 south of the 48th parallel. There were 51

per cent hours of fog and 71 per cent hours of fog and low visibility.

The central point of observations was lat. 43° 00', long. 50° 00'. The
winds for the month were variable, of an average force of 3, but with
one gale, force 10, from the north, on the 23d instant. (See wind and
fog scale, fig. 4, page 87.)

JULY.

There were no bergs reported or sighted around the Tail of the

Bank during this period of the patrol. A few were located on the

northern part of the Banks. (See chart " N.") Consequently the ice

patrol was discontinued on the 12th.

Although there were no bergs sighted, tlie drift of the derelict de-

stroyed on July 7 affords added infonnation regarding the currents

of this region. June 3 she was reported bottom up by the steamer

President Van Buren, in lat. 40° 38', long. 59° 50'. July 3 the ice

patrol sliip found lier in lat 41° 11', long. 48° 41
', having drifted 500

" 1920. Helland-Hansen and Nansen: "Temperature Variations in the North Atlantic Ocean and in the
Atmosphere," Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. 70, No. 4, pp. 11-12.

" 1914. Matliews, J. D.: "Report on the Work Carried out by the Stoamship Scotia, 1913," pp. 31-32
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miles in 30 days. This indicates an easterly current between these

two points of 0.8 to 0.9 knot per hour. The drift track is shown on

chart ''C." From July 3 to 4, when under observation of the patrol,

she traveled eastward at the very rapid rate of 2.5 knots per hour.

This high-drift rate was certainly not due to favoring A\dnds, both

because little pf the derelict was exposed above the surface and be-

cause light southerly airs prevailed during this period.

The appearance of a berg at night in the light of a full moon on

April 30 was interesting. The sky and the moon were entirely covered

by a thin hhn of cirrus stratus clouds, when a berg was sighted 8 miles

away, bearing 330°, true; the moon at the time bore 165° and its

altitude was 35°. This was about the maximum of visibility since

the berg was barely discernible as a white, luminous spot. It assumed

a glistening white appearance at 5 miles, plain to the naked eye, and

similar to a berg in the sunshine. The patrol ship passed close to the

berg and then changed course to 0°. After proceeding 8 miles, the

berg could be seen as a mere white place on the horizon.

The limit of visibility of a berg, with clear atmospheric conditions at

night in the moonlight, depends upon (a) the altitude of moon,

(h) the size of the moon, and (c) the relative position of moon,
berg, and ship. Other tilings being equal, the limit of visibility is, of

course, directly proportional to the size of the moon and its altitude.

Another important factor is represented by (c). If the berg is be-

tween the ship and the moon, the likelihood of seeing it is less than

if the berg and moon bear in widely different directions from the ship.

The effect of position (c) is minimized as the altitude of the moon
increases and vice versa. A low moon, behind a berg, gives the

poorest conditions for visibility. The experience with the berg just

discussed shows that given a full moon, at an altitude of 35°, cov-

ered by a thin film of cirrus stratus clouds, a berg is clearly visible

to the naked eye at a distance of 5 miles, irrespective of the relative

positions of berg, moon, and ship.

Temperature.—The cold water area, as shown on the surface tem-

perature chart ''N," was much less extensive in July than in June,

due to the prevailing southerly winds, which blew the warmer surface

layers northward, oveiTiding this area. The same condition was ob-

served in 1912, as shown by charts "O" and "P/'i^ bringing out the

fact that warm surface water flooded northward and restricted the

surface signs of the Labrador Current to a small tongue extending

only 60 miles southwest of the Tail. Tliis same seasonal change,

which is characteristic of the approach of the end of the ice season,

was underway July 6 to 10, 1923. Bergs which might be borne

southward around the Tail at this time would tend to remain north-

's 1922. Smith, Edward H.: International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, U. S. Coast Guard
Bulletin No. 10. Charts "O" and "P."
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ward of the boundary of warm water. Since the fog sheet is found

habitually lying over the cold-water area, any contraction of the latter

means less fog south of the Grand Banks. Stripped of fog, the bergs

lose much of their danger. The fact that there is less fog in late

summer and autumn, as shown by the U . S. Pilot Chart of the North

Atlantic, points toward less Arctic water around the Grand Banks.

Other causes for less fog are the northern drift of the warm surface

layers under the impetus of the southerly winds, and the general

solar warming of the surface of the ocean, which becomes more pro-

nounced at this period.

Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and " Modoc."

[See Chart "A."]
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and
" Modoc "—Continued.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the
" Modoc "—Continued.

Tampa" and
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and
" Modoc "—Continued.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and
" Modoc

''—Continued.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and
" Modoc "—Continued.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and
" Modoc "—Continued.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied bij the
" Modoc "—Continued.

Tampa" and

Sta.
tion
No.

Date. Time of clay.

331 June 14 6-6.36 a. m

334

.._do _...[

...do

...do ...

June 18

337

338

339

.do.

June 19

-do.

10.20-11.10
a. m.

3.30-4.30 p.

8.30-8.50 p.

m.

8.45-9.10 p.

4-4.20 a.m.

10.30-11.20

p. m.

June 21 11.20-11.40

a. m.

...do

June 22

342

June 23

5.40-6.10 p.

3.40-4.05 p.

10.20-10.40

p. m.

Position.

Lat.
N.

Long.
W.

50 20

43 13

43 05

43 05

42 45

43 50

45 53

10.05-10.55 46 22
a. m.

50 27

M 03

50 00

50 25

51 41

Depth
of

water.

Fath-
oms.
1,750

1,081

W ind
direction
and force

(Beaufort)

101

SW.; 4..

SW.; 4...

SW.; 4.

WNVV.; 3

NNW.; 2

N.; 2..

Sky.

Foggy.

.do.

.do.

...do...

do...

.do.

41 NNE.; 2 do

NE.; 2.

SE.; 1.

SE.; 2.

SE.; 1.

.do.

SE.; 1.

NNE.; 8.

.do.

.do.

.do..

Overcast.

Water, physical data.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the
" Modoc "—Continued.

Tampa" and
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the " Tampa" and
" Modoc"—Continued.
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied by the
" Modoc"—Continued.

Tampa" and
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Tabic of data concerning oceanographic stations occupied in the vicinity of the Grand
Banks during the ice season, 1919.

[Note.—I^pon examining the records of the international ice patrol it was discovered that the station

data of the oceanographic work carried out during the 1919 ice patrol was not carried in the printed reports

of that year (Treasury Bulletin No. 7). They are printed herewith, immediately after the station records

for 1923. No attempt has been made to discuss the information which these 1919 data contain but it is

believed important that the records he placed in print without further delay. At some future date it is

hoped they will be c^arained and conclusions of practical value be obtained.)

1919.

[FathomXl. 83=meters.)

Sta-

1

tion
I

No.
;

Position.

Date. iTime of day.

Mar. 28

Mar. 29

..do.

4 Mar. 30

..do.

Lat.
N.

8 p. m.- 42 06

2 a. m 42 23

1 p. m I 42 51

h p. m : 44 24

9 p. m 44 10

Mar. 31 3 a. m 43 50

do 12 p. m ! 43 16

Apr. 1

-do.

7 a, m * 41 58

3 p. m 42 42

Apr. 4 5 p. m .j 46 30

..do ' 8 p. m .; 46 15

...do 8a. m 45 40 5156

I 1

Long.
W.

69 03

67 32

62 40

52 42

Depth
of

water.

Fath-
oms.

60

90

Wind
direction
and force

(Beaufort)

35

80

Sky.

70

Water, physical data.
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Table of data concerning oceanographic stations occupied in the vicinity of the Grand
Banks during the ice season, 1919—Continued.

Sta.
tion
No.

Date. Time of day.

Apr. 5 2 p. m.

do 12 a.m.

15 Apr. 6
I

4 p. m.

Position.

Lat.
N.

44 05

18

19

20

Apr. 8
1
10 p. m 44 27

Apr. 11 11 a. m ' 44 40

Apr. 14 3 p. m. 44 58

Apr. 28 3 a. m J 42.06

...do 8a. m .( 42.23

.do 3 p. m 42.51

Long.
W.

Depth
of

water.

Fath-
oms.

38

51 12 28

49. 22 25

48 16

48.19

...do
!
10 p. m.

Apr. 29

43 17

3 p. m ' 44 24

24 ...do 7p. m I 44 10

I

'

25 Apr. 30 , 12 p. m ^ 43 50

43 16

May 4 3 p. m i 47 00

Wind
direction
and force

(Beaufort)

Sky.

Water, physical dala.

Depth.
Tem-
pera-
ture.

46

6069. 52

69.03

67 32

66 20

63 21

62 40 120

fil 50

60 27

75

Meters.

16

33
49
64

11

22
33
44

11

22
33
44

46
92
137
183

46
92

137
183
366
550

50
40
60
80

27
64
101

37
73
110
146

55
110
165
220

18
37
55

20
40
60
80

60
121

181

53
70
106

40
80
121

161

44
88
132

" C.

3.4
1.3

1.2
0.95
-.05
2.8
1.5
1.4
1.35
1.4
05
0.45
0.2
0.15
0.15
3.8
6.9
6.85

-1.65
6.26
1.8
4.35
3.2
2.55
3.8
4.35
4.15
2.4
1.9
1.65
0.9

-0.85
4.7
5.15
3.75
3.75
4.9
4.85
4.85
4.8
4.35
4.6
3.65
4.45
4.4

-0.05
1. 1

1.8
3.9
6.2
3.2
3.35
4.3
4.9
6.6
7.4
6.5
6.25
6.2
0.9

-1.4
-1 7
-1.6

2.7
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Table of data concerning oceanographic stations occupied in the vicinity of the Grand
Banks during the ice season, 1919—Continued.

St a.

tion
No.

Date.

May 4

:o May 5

Time of day.

9 p. m.

30 ...do.

May 6

May 8

7 p. in.

Position.

Lat.
N.

Long.
W.

47 00 51 43

47 00 48 20

p. m 47 00 I 47 14

.do.

34 May 12

35 May 29

36 ...do.

1 p. m. 43 53

Depth
of

water.

Fath-
oms.

52

Wind
direction
and force

<; Beaufort)

43 34

4p. m 44 03 49 18

.do.

38 May 30

39

40

..do.

May 31

..do.

69 52

3 a. m.

11 p. m.

3 a. m.

44.24

22

Sky.

130

67.32 136

m 43.50

66.20

62.40

61.50

45

85

Water, physical data.

Depth.

Meters.

29
59
88

24
48
71

95

34
48
71

95

55
119
165
366
550

46
92
137

183
366
550

46
92
137

183
366
550

9

18
27
37

35
70
104

139

55
110
165
220

60
121

181

242

27
55
82

26
51

77

48
95
143
190

37
73
110
146

Tem- Salinity
pera- i (°/oo by
ture. weight).

° C. ,

0.4
-0.1
-1.25

,

-0. 5 !

0.9
i

0.9 1

-0.45
0.25 I

0.6
1.7

I

1.6
1

0.8 I

-0.65
-1.05
0.0

-0.4
I

-0. 25
!

0.4
I

2.55
3.6
9.9
11.5
12.0
12.0
12.0
9.0

9.1
9.0
8.35
9.65
5.75
4.95
0.3
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.4
9.3
6.05
4.3
4.0
4 05
9.0
4.6
4.75
5.4
5.6
7.8
4.3
4.95
6.05
6.15
4.2
4.2
4.2

'5.'2"

4.95
1.85
0.6
5.5
4.6
2.3
4.85
6.1

5.4
5.1
2.75
3.15
4.1

32.30
32. 61

33.01
33.17
32.83
32.88
33.04
33.35
33.26
32.95
32. 94
32. 94
33. 04
33.31
32.66
33'. 13
33.71
33.08
33.51
34.85
34.56
34.96
35.05
35. 55
35.57
35.46
34.72
34. 27
34.31
34.96
34.72
34.80
34.60
34. 72
32.95
32.97
32.94
32.94
32. 95
31. 53
31.80
32.02
32.48
32.68
31.80
33.16
33.16
33.48
33.91
31.96
32.49
33.50
34.29

31.67
31.71
31.76
31.80
30. 81
30.83
31.60
32.25
32.07
32.38
32.77
33.83
34.21
32.42
32.45
33.09
33.37
33.68
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Table of data concerning oceanographic slations occupied in. the vicinity of the Grand
Banks during the ice season, 1919—Continued.
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Table of data concerning oceanographic stations occupied in the vicinity of the Grand
Banks during the ice season, 1919—Continued.
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Table of data concerning oceanographic stations occupied in the vicinity of the Grand
Banks during the ice season, 1919—Continued.



DISCUSSION OF PROFILES 1-15.

Lieut. Edward H. Smith, U. S. Coast Guard.

PROFILE NO. 1—STATIONS 247-252.

This section rims from the east slope of the Grand Banks ofishore

into the Atlantic Basin. It was occupied April 9-11, except station

247. which was occupied March 31. The chief interest in this par-

ticular subsurface examination centers on the possible factors in-

volved in the wide offshore movement of the early season icebergs.

(See p. 70.)

Salinity.—A floating pool of saline water >35 %o, 100 meters

thick and 110 miles wide, lay on the surface at the mid stations,

250-248, and is the most noteworthy feature shown on the profile.

Such a phenomenon has been observed in this locality before.

(See Treasury Bull. No. 10, p. 88.) On approaching the slope the

water became fresher, while at the outer station, 247, salinities lower

than 34.5 %o are also to be noted in the upper 150 meters (82

fathoms) and again at the 450-meter (246 fathoms) depth on the

profile.
, y

Temperature —-The isolated body, of salty water mentioned above

at the intermediate stations, registered over 10° in temperature,

which was warmer than the water on either side of it. Icy cold

water, — 1.7°, lay on the slope to a depth of 150 meters (82 fathoms),

below which it warmed with increasing depth to 3.8° at 450 meters

(246 fathoms). Such low temperature, — 1.7°,. and the drift of bergs

as shown by charts "F" and ''G," indentifies this as Labrador
Current, which was flowing parallel with the east side of the Grand
Bank at this time. At the outer station, 247, we found water not

so cold as that on the slope, but colder than that directly inshore of

it. Although the temperature and salinity were higher than water

unmodifiedly polar, 3^et the latter easily could have become warmed
and salted, and thus disguised, through admixture with offshore

Atlantic water, and this is probably what happened. Another note-

worthy feature is the sudden transition which occurred 65 miles sea-

ward of the slope, where saline water above 35''/oo and warmer than
10° abutted water fresher than 33%o and colder than 3°, a range

of 2°/oo in salinity and 7° in temperature. This is graphically

illustrated on profile No. 1, in the compactness and verticality of the

isohalines and isotherms between stations 259 and 251. -

88124—24 8 (109)
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PROFILE NO. 2—STATIONS 253-258.

This section starts in on the southwest slope of the Bank and runs

southwesterly, offshore, into the Gulf Stream. It was occupied

April 13-14, immediately after the completion of the eastern investi-

gation shown in profiU^ No. 1, and it inaugurates the beginning of

the subsurface examinations in the mixing zone around the Tail of

the Bank for 1023. From this time on, at frequent intervals, until

the termination of the ice season, in July, continual watch was mam-

tained on oceanographical developments in this region.

SnUnity.—In this section we found the water freshest on the

liank, suggestive of coastal character, with a salinit}^ <33"/„o- For
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a (listaneo, of 5o miles oll'shore from the slope, and to a depth of 175

meters (90 fathoms), we encountered a water mass of unusually

uniform salinity, the precise figure, 33.15^/oy-33.45''/oo, being that

characteristic of the most southerly extension of the Labrador Cur-
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rent. Sixty miles from the continental edge we suddenh- entered

much more saline water >3o Voo> the northern outline of this body
of water, as shown in profile, being a vertical face extending down-
ward to a depth of 750 meters (410 fathoms). At the outer station,

255, water >36''/oo was encountered in the upper 150 meters (82

fathoms), a salinity which, in this region, unmistakably marks the

water in question as Gulf Stream in origin.

Teynperature.—Warm water > 10°, corresponding in its general

bounds to the most saline water mentioned above, extended from

the surface downward to a depth of 700 meters (383 fathoms), at

the outer end of the section, 80 miles seaward from the slope. Water
colder than 0° bathed the slope, while in over the Bank the tempera-

ture was slightly higher. The temperatures found on the slope,

— 1.2° to —0.35°, could not have been attained locally, as the average

minimum winter temperature of the water on the Grand Bank is

about 0°, and by April this temperature has already begun to rise.

Subsurface minimum temperatures at the 50-meter (27 fathoms)

depth at the slope stations, together with the salinities of 337oo to

347ooj ^11 support the conclusion that this water must have a noi thern

origin. Bergs drifting southward in this region (see iceberg chart

''B'') are additional proof that the Labrador Current was present on

the east slope of the Grand Bank and offshore to a distance of 68

miles on the surface. The lower salinity and higher temperature of

the inshore station precludes the possibility of Labrador Current in

any quantity having been projected in on the Bank. The profile

also indicates, through its Avide range of salinity and temperature, a

more active state of circulation than at the same time of year for

1922, with greater volumes both of Arctic and Gulf Stream water

west and southwest of the Tail at this period.

PROFILE NO. 3—STATIONS 259-264.

This section, starting in on the Tail of the Bank, runs southerly

with its offshore end crosscutting the Gulf Stream. The stations

were occupied April 14-15, contemporary with the southwest and

west sections. (See profiles No. 2 and No. 3a.)

Salinity.—Water salter than 35*'/o„ lay offshore at stations 263 and

264. Water between 33.57oo and 34.57'„o bathed the slope at the

midstations and crept inshore on the bottom of the Bank. The
freshest water found lay on the surface in over the Bank. The bottom

cover of 33.24"/oo-33.46%o is Salter than had been found on the Bank
to the westward a few days earlier (see profile No. 2) and is salter than

is usually the case over the Banks in this region, plainly indicating

that a flooding from offshore had occurred.

Temperature.—A column of warm water >10°, which occupied the

outer stations, 263 and 264, is so warm and saline that it must be
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classified as belonging to the Gulf Stream. Its northern face pre-

sented a nearly vertical temperature boundary, a phenomenon which
is characteristic of late winter and early spring when convectional

circulation has attained its maximum influence, and a state which is

strikingly illustrated by vertical profile No. 3. At the time this sec-

tion was made, the '''cold wall" was approximately 90 miles south of

the Grand Bank, which is 10 miles farther from the slope than west
of the Tail. (See profile No. 2.) Water colder than 0° lay on the

slope and downwards to a depth of 650 meters (350 fathoms) . Its Urn

temperature of - 1.5° and its high saUnity of 34°
/oo, further substan-

tiated by a minimum temperature below the surface followed by a

successive rise, identifies this water as Labrador Current which was
washing the Tail of the Bank at this time both down the slope and in

over the bottom.

A comparison with profile No. 2, taken normal to the continental

edge two days earlier and at a point 30 miles to the westward of the

Tail, portrays a greater range and degree of contrast of isohalines and

isotherms than that noted in profile No. 3. Such a condition signifies

intense activity of the water masses and permits us to state that at

this time there was much more circulatory activity on the southwest

slope of the Bank than at the Tail. Further comparison discloses a

greater volume of Arctic water to the westward than at the Tail and,

since it is well established that the direction of flow is from the Tail

to the westward (see Treasury Bull. No. 10), we are justified in con-

cluding that a maximum flow of Arctic water occurred at a date prior

to April 14-15, and when this investigation was made there had b('(>n

a slacking in the current from the north around the Tail. This is

an example of the irregular variations manifested by the southern

extensions of the I>abrador Current in the vicinity of the Tail of the

Grand Bank.

PROFILE NO. 3a. STATIONS 257. 260, 265, AND 266.

This section runs parallel to the southwest slope of the Grand Bank

and at a distance of 10 miles out from the continental edge, where the

maximum volume of polar water is usually situated. The section was

occupied April 14-16 and gives a picture of the extreme extension, in

longitudinal section, of the Labrador Current, in this direction, after

it has curled around the Tail and flowed to the northwest along the

southwest slope of the Grand Bank.

SaUnity.-'Wtiter 33.28''/„o to 33.5"/o„ lay on the surface as a mere

surface film, 20 meters (11 fathoms) thick at the Tail, but increasing

to 135 metei-s (74 fathoms) at the station farthest to the northwest.

266. All deptlis below the 300 meter (164 fathoms) plane are flooded

by 347oo water, except around the Tivil, where the 34"/„„ water has

overridden the fresher 33.5"/„o water, which is to be seen at all depths
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below the 450 meter (246 fathoms), at station 260. This suggests an

intrusion in the intermediate levels, just south of the Tail of the Bank,

by a body of Salter water whose source necessarily is the south.

(See discussion of profile No. 3.) The area to the northwest and

below the 300 meter (164 fathoms) plane was flooded by water salter

than 34*'/oo, which from its high salinity identifies this as Atlantic

water, on top of which the .\i-ctic water has spread in a gradually

thinning surface stream northwestward along the slope and away
from the Tail.

Te)yiperature.—The predominance of water colder than 0° is the

most noteworthy feature of this profile. The salinity of less than

34''/oo and the temperature below 0° incloses a section of water

in the profile which is chiefly Arctic in origin. (See page 112.)

The correspondence between these two bounds attracts attention and,

like the salinity profile, it shows a gradually thinning volume of icy

water from the Tail to the northwest. At several levels at station

266, farthest to the northwest, was found the warmest water of

the section, which suggests that had the investigation been extended

a little farther we w^ould have run out of all Arctic water in a grad-

uall}^ thinning surface pool.

PROFILE NO. 4—STATIONS 258, 266, 267, AND 268.

The section runs from station 258, located in on the southwest slope

of the Bank, westerly into deep water. It was occupied April 14-17,

one of the objects being the location of the northwestern extension of

polar water, provided it had flowed to such a distance from the Tail.

Salinity.—Fresh water < 33 "Uo salinity was found in on the Bank
from the surface to the bottom. The isohalines in the deep water

off the Bank assumed a more horizontal position than they do

farther southward around the Tail,, where normall}* the lines are

more vertical. The fact that there is no 34 %c water above the 250-

meter (137 fathoms) plane, even at the ofi'shore station, 268, would

lend support to the belief that the Gulf Stream la}^ a considerable

distance to the southward.

Temperature.—Inshore on the Bank we foun<l no water as cold as

0°, hence consideration of both salinity and temperatures forbid the

presence of Ai'ctic water in over the Bank at this time and place.

(See p. 146.) The water colder then 0°, shown shadetl in the profile,

clearly reveals the presence and defines the bounds of a large quantity

of polar water, for water to be so coUi and so salt, 33.5 "/oo to 34 "/qq,

must have come from the Arctic. It was mostly restricted to the

upper 250 meters (137 fathoms), but it spread out for the unusually

great distance of 120 miles seaward from the edge of the Bank.

Since no polar water was found in on the Bank, it must havx been

ti'ansportctl to this locality, 120 miles west-iiorthwest of the Tail,
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in the form of an extension of the Labrador Current, and this is the

farthest to the west and northwest of the Tail of the Grand Bank
that the ice patrol has ever found it in subsurface examination in

such large volume.

PROFILE NO. 5~STATIONS 271 282.

The section runs from station 'C" (see chart "A") eastward out

over the slope, across the zone of mixed water and into the Gulf

Stream, extenthno^ farther into the Atlantic than any previousl}'

taken l)y the |)atr()l. The oast(>rly ilrift of the bergs which had been
the striking feature of the early season, slackened by the 1st of April,

and by the time this particular section was made no bergs were being

carried offshore into the northeasterly moving waters of the Gulf

Stream. Such a change in the courses of the bergs must necessaril}'

be foreshadowed by a change in occanographical conditions, which
in turn are bound lo show in vertical cross section. The above
stations were occupied April 26-28.

Sail nit If. 'X[\iint'iv water >35 "/„o extended inshore of station 279^

about 215 miles seaward of the slope. It had a thickness of nearly
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211 meters (110 fathoms) at station 280 and increased to a depth of

450 meters (246 fathoms) at the outer station, 282. The mid stations

were flooded by water between 34.5 7no-35 %o, except on the surface,

where 33.5 %o-34.5 7oo water spread 180 miles out from the slope.

On the Bank. 30 miles inshore from the continental edge, water

fresher than 33 %o was found from surface to bottom. The slope

stations M'ere flooded by a body of water 33.5 %o> which extended

down to the 450-meter (246 fathom) level.

Temperature.—^We foimd the outer station to be in warm water

> 10°, the inshore boundary of this body being located between
stations 281 and 282 in the form of a precipitous wall, which extended
vertically downward to our maximum depth, 750 meters. A small

surface pool of warm water was found at station 280, it having become
disconnected from the main offshore body. Proceeding in toward
the Bank a strip of cool Avater was encountered 40 miles in width
and extending vertically downward for 750 meters (410 fathoms),

and inshore of this lay a belt waraier than 7° and of about equal

width. Inshore of this latter, in turn, the temperature fell rapidly

as we entered the cold water lying next to the slope. The only

subzero water was a small patch lying on the slope at the 75 meter
(41 fathom) depth.

Summing up: Warm salt water (Gulf Stream) lay 180 to 200 miles

oft' the east continental edge of the Grand Bank, which is farther

offshore than it was found earlier in the season or durins: 1922.

In mid section we failed to find the shoulder of the Gulf Stream which
was charted there a month earlier. (See profile No. 1.) The warm
streak which was found separating cooler water on either side of it,

must by virtue of its high temperature and salinity, have been
related to the Gulf Stream at some time, which is suflScient for the

profile to illustrate the interlacing activity which has been observed

so often on the east side of the Grand Banks at this place. The fact

that we did not find such extremely contrasted water masses adjacent

to each other as observed earlier in the month (see profile JNo. 1)

would indicate that the circulation was less active April 26-28 than

April 11 (see discussion of profile No. 3).

PROFILE NO. 6—STATIONS 283-286 AND 296.

The section rtms from station "C" (see chart ''A") south out over

the slope mto deep water. The offshore end was not carried into

the Gulf Stream since the object sought was to chart the size and
position of the Labrador Current only. The stations were occupied

April 30-May 4.

Salinity.—^In over the Bank was found water fresher than 33'Voo

except on the bottom, where it was 33.01%o. Off the slope, and
as far seaward as the outer station, 283, the water was 33.08 ^L„-
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33.31 "/oo, 500 meters (273 fathoms) thick on the slope but flattening

out into a surface film only 30 meters (16 fathoms) tliick offshore,

where water Salter than 34.5"/oo occupied the depths.

Temperature.-—^Co-limital with the water of 33%o, the temperature

was colder than 0°, except on the surface where it had been warmed
by the sun. The depth of penetration of the sun's heat is shown by
the 2° isotherm, which lies only 10 meters (5 fathoms) below the

surface. The freshness of this water eliminates any possibility of

its having; been heated through admixture with warm saline Atlantic

water. Both salinit}- and temperature, viz, 33.2"/(,o to 34''/oo and
— 0.5° to —1.3° (see p. 146), warrant the conclusion that the water
on the slope and, to a lesser degree, in over the bottom of the Bank, is

Labrador Current. But the latter was not so strong here at the Tail

on April 30-May 4, or in such large volume, as it had been two weeks
earlier, as shown by profile No. 3, though the Arctic water had
crept in on the bottom during that interval.

PROFILE NO. 7—STATIONS 287-289 AND 296-297.

The section runs southwest from station "C" (see chart "A")
across the slope into deep water. No attempt was made to extend,

the oceanographic investigation south to the Gulf Stream, as time

was limited and data were desired immediately regarding the Labrador
Current in order to predict the probable movement of certain bergs

which were floating around the Tail at the time. The stations were

taken May 2-4. It may be added that finding subsurface conditions

unchanged from those prevailing during April, it was predicted that

the bergs would continue to drift as they had been doing, viz, around

the Tail and on to the southwest slope. The prediction was verified

by the drifts of bergs as shown on chart ''B."

Salinity.—The Bank was flooded by a column of water fresher

than 33 •'/oo- Offshore conditions were closely in agreement with

those at the Tail at this time. (See salinity profile No. 6.)

Temperature.—Cold water below 0°, in rounded form, lay on the

slope and in over the Bank as an icy bottom cover. Since this

water of 33.20 "/qq and —1.35° exactly corresponds in salinity and
temperature to the Arctic water found 35 miles southeastward

around the Tail at this time, it indicates a connection which is traced

in the form of an extension of the Labrador Current, which had
flowed around the Tail and westward along the southwest slope.

A comparison of profiles Nos. 2 and 7 shows that there was less

Arctic water on the southwest slope early in May than during the

middle of April, which points to a slacking in the flow of the current

from the north around the Tail and along the southwest slope during

the interval.
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PROFILE NO. 8—STATIONS 291-295.

The section, starting on the west side of the Grand Bank, runs

420 miles westerly into deep water. The stations were occupied

May 2-4. Information was desired concerning the subsequent

movement of the large mass of Arctic water which was found in this

vicinity April 14-17, when it extended along the slope for a distance

of 120 miles northwest from the Tail.

Salinfiy.—Like the corresponding section in April (profile No. 4),

the parallel and nearly horizontal positions of the isohalines denote

a uniform state of the water mass this far west of the Tail, excepting

in on the slope where the sudden dipping of the isohalines for 34.5 "/oo

and 34 "/oq mark an abrupt transition from the salter water offshore

to the fresher water of the Bank, In over the Bank we found the

freshest water of the section with a saUnity less than 33 **/oo, while

Atlantic water salter than 35 "/oo lay in the depths of the outer stations,

291 and 292. In none of the subsurface investigations this year,

and contrary to the experience of other years, did we note the presence

of saline Gulf Stream water intruded northward into the oceanic

triangle west of the Tail.

Temperature.—^Water colder than 0° lay on the bottom of the Bank
and extended 42 miles offshore just below the surface. Except on

the slope, the isotherms, like the isohalines, furnish further proof

of the freedom of the water west of the Tail from intrusions and

disturbed mixings. The similarity between the position of the

isohalines and the isotherms is especially well marked in this profile.

The general form of the shaded area of frigid water, together ^\^th

the position of the 2° isotherm, suggests an offshore spreading in

the surface layei-s, but density profiles alone could prove this. A
comparison ^vith profile No. 4, taken two weeks earlier, brings out

the fact that there was less Arctic water in this vicinity May 2-4

than on April 14-17, which points to a decrease, or cessation, in the

flow of the extension of the Labrador Current this far northwest of

the Tail. The cold water which was transported to this locality

earlier in the season had worked inshore over the bottom of the Bank,

as shown by the lower temperatures recorded in profile No. 8 than

in profile No. 4. At no time in 1922 was the Labrador Current found

so far from the Tail on the western slope, while on the other hand

the Gulf Stream often flooded the outer stations of the sections

along this line in that year.
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PROFILE NO. 9—STATIONS 296-305.

The section runs from station "C" (see chart "A") northerly to

within 15 miles of Cape Race, Newfoundland. It gives a north and
south vertical section of the water column on the Grand Bank and
also cross-cuts the gulley which separates Newfoundland from the

shoaler portion of the continental shelf lying to the southward. The
stations were taken during the period May 4-9, the first time this

region of the Grand Bank has heen investigated hy the ice patrol

since July 16, 1914. The investigation was made for information

relative to the extent of the influence of the Labrador Current over

the Grand Banks. The value of the section lies in the frequency of

stations, there being 9.

Salinity.—A layer of water fresher than 32.94''/„o, 20 meters (11

fathoms) in thickness, extended on the surface from Cape Race to

the Tail of the Grand Bank. Water Salter than SSVoo flooded the

northern part of the Bank in the deeper water and overflowed over

the bottom of the shoaler bank to the southward, a distance of 150

miles from Cape Race. Southward, on the Atlantic side, was found
water of similar salinity which had encroached inshore on the Tail

for a distance of 70 miles. The remaining water, the freshest of the

section, 31.62<'/oo, lay as a surface pool at station 299, in the central

part of the Bank. The saltest water lay in the deepest part of the

gulley, the maximum reading of 33.24''/^o being obtained at station

304 as close to the bottom as it was prudent to lower the thermometers.

Tem/perature

.

—Water colder than 0° bathed the bottom of the

Bank from Cape Race to the Tail. This icy bottom cover was, on
the average, 30 meters (16 fathoms) thick, the contour of its upper
boundary being roughly horizontal except near the Newfoundland
coast. The coldest water of the entire section w^as found just south

of Cape Race on the south side of the gulley, where the thermometer
registered — 1.9°, the lowest temperature ever recorded by the patrol.

Tliis water with a temperature of —1.9° and a salinity 33.24%o is

pure Arctic, free from adulterations, and similar to that found by
the steamship Scotia, June 28, 1913, much farther north off the coast

of Labrador in the heart of the Labrador Current ( — 1.85°, salinity

33.24*'/oo). The warmest water was a surface pool >2°, which lay on
the south central part of the Bank exactly coiTesponding in position

with the freshest water.

Summing up: A careful examination of the profile indicates that

cold Arctic water flooded the northern part of the Grand Bank in

the form of a branch of the Labrador Current (see p. 146), which set

around Cape Race, completely filling the gulley and overflowing

southward over the bottom of the Bank to a distance of 150 miles
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south of Cape Race. On the Newfoiindlaiul coast a certain amount

of land drainage had diluted the inshore side of the Labrador Current,

apparent in the salinities to a distance of 10 miles seaward and to a

depth of 15 meters (8 fathoms). Slightl}^ fresher and warmer water

flooded the surface layers south of the gulley, especially in the south

central part of the Bank, where water fresher than 32.88 "on and

warmer than 2.5° spread out in a surface pool 75 miles across.
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PROFILE NO. 10—STATIONS 309, 311-314, AND 325.

The section, starting in on the Tail of the Bank, runs southward

well into the confines of the Gulf Stream. The stations were occupied.

May 19-31.

Salinity.—Inshore on the Bank was found water fresher than 33%(j.

There was a sudden transition on the continental edge from

water of 33 "/qq to water of 34 ^/^,Q, restricting the Labrador C-urrent, if

present at all, to a very narrow zone. Just south of station 312,

only 60 miles from the Tail, we met salty Atlantic water >35 %(,,

the northern face of which, as outlined by the 35 ^/^o isohaline, was
nearly vertical in position and extended from the surface to the

limit of investigation, 750 meters (410 fathoms). This water mass,

represented by the shaded area in profile No. 10, occupying two-thirds

of the picture, grew Salter as we proceeded south, with the highest

salinit}^ 5'^et met on patrol, 36.45 %o, near the surface at the outer

station. This is pure tropical water, identical to that in the heart of

the Gulf Stream off the coast of Florida.

Temperature.—A thin bottom layer of icy v%^ater lay on the Bank
and extended as a thin attentuation down the slope to a depth of 600
meters (328 fathoms). Station 312 and southw^ard was flooded by
an immense volume of warm water higher than 10° in temperature,

extending from the surface to the 750 meter level. A maximum
reading of 20° was obtained at the 250 meter (137 fathoms) level at

station 311. This body of extremely salt and warm, water lay only

60 miles south of the continental edge. Profile No. 10 shows a

decided encroachment of the Gulf Stream since the previous obser-

vations made April 30-May 4 (profile No. 6), and furthermore

indicates sufficient strength on the part of the Gulf Stream nearly

to efface the presence of the Labrador Current at the Tail. The
fact that a great diminution in the volume of Arctic water in this

vicinity occurred between May 4 and May 30 (see profiles No . 6 and
No. 10) may be attributable to Gulf Stream encroachment or to dwin-
dling Labrador Current, or to both.
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PROFILE NO. 11—STATIONS 320-324.

The section runs from in on the Bank southwesterly offshore into

the warm salt water of the Gulf Stream. It was occupied June 4.

Salinity.— Water less than 33°/oo lay in over the Bank. Water
between 337oo and 347oo extended 45 miles off the slope and to a

mean depth of 450 meters (246 fathoms). Proceeding offshore a

sudden transition was found from 33°/oo to much more saline water >
35"

/o„. These two water masses, so diametrically opposed physically,

abutted each other with a sudden transition and a Avell-defmed boun-

dary, as shown by the 34.9''/oo isohaline, 60 miles seaward from the

slope.

Temperature.—The coldest water was found on the slope between

the 100 and 300 meter depths (55 and 164 fathoms), projecting sea-

ward as a shelf, with its base resting on the slope and its outer

bt)unds extending 42 miles offshore, abutting against the mass of

warm salt water which completely flooded the outer two stations.

The saltness and the warmth of the latter identifies it as the inner

edge of the Gulf Stream, which had worked inshore toward the

slope, west of the Tail, .during the interim since the last investiga-

tion on May 2-4.

Since profile No. 11 represents the last of three sections which were

taken in this locality for the ice season of 1923, it is appropriate to

review the data thus secured.

April 14 : A large amount of Arctic water was found on the south-

west slope, which extended 68 miles out from the slope and down-

ward to the depth of inves oigation, 750 meters (410 fathoms).

May 4 : A decided shrinkage had occurred in the amount of frigid

water on the slope, it now extending offshore a distance of only 50

miles and downward 350 meters (191 fathoms), adjacent to the Bank.

Jmie 4: There was very little change in the amount of Arctic

water at this place on the southwest slope over an interval of one

month, but its position had changed. It was restricted to the 100-300

meter (55-164 fathoms) levels, extended offshore 42 miles, and had

become effaced in over the bottom of the Bank. These successive

observations taken at frequent intervals furnish conclusive evidence,

with respect to both salinities and temperatures (see p. 146), of

the presence of the Labrador Current, which was continually bathing

the southwest slope of the Grand Bank, 50 miles west of the Tail,

throughout the months of April, May, and June.
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PROFILE NO. 12—STATIONS 315-319.

The section runs from station 319, in on the Bank, 100 miles off-

shore to the westward. It was taken June 3-4.

Salinity.—The water inshore on the Bank was fresher than 33.0Voo-

Proceeding offshore increasingly Salter water was passed through out

to station 317, 30 miles off the slope, where the salinity was at a

maximmn for the entire section. But this saltest water was in the

form of a wall, only some 15 miles wide at the surface with decidedly

lower salinities offshore, in a sm-face pool 75 to 100 meters (41-55

fathoms) deep at the outer stations, 315 and 316. Below 250 meters

(137 fathoms) the whole breadth of the section cut water of a com-
paratively uniform salinity, 34.5 "/oo-35 "/oo-

Temperature.—The coldest water in the section was on the bottom
of the Bank at the inner station, 319, but even this minimum, being

above 0°, was not so low as the bottom temperature on the Bank a

month previously. (See profile No. 8.) The striking feature of the

profile, however, is the trough of warm water, >10°, 150 meters (82

fathoms) deep and 11 miles wide, lying 30 miles off the slope at sta-

tion 317 and occupying the same general position as the wall of

saline water shown in the salinity profile. At the outer station, 315,

warm water > 10° was again found, but restricted to the upper 200 me-
ters (109 fathoms), and separated from the trough of still higher temp-

erature just mentioned by a cooler band. The presence ofwarm saline

water, in trough form at station 317 and in roimded form offshore,

has been observed before in this locaUty and, as now, was held to be

attributable to the northern edge of the Gulf Stream, which tends to

work northward in the surface layers of the oceanic triangle west of

the Tail. (See Treasury Bull. No" 10, profile No. 1.)

Comparing his section with those taken at the same place, 90 miles

from the Tail, at three different times during the ice season, brings

out the following facts

:

April 17: An unusual amount of Arctic water was spread out in

the upper 260 meters (142 fathoms) and to a distance of 120 miles

from the slope.

May 4 : A great shrinkage had occurred in the polar water, which
now extended only 42 miles seaward from the slope and to a depth of

350 meters (191 fathoms) on the continental edge.

June 4: Continued shrinkage in the Arctic water had taken place,

resulting in its complete disappearance during the brief period of one

month. Evidence of the arrival of Gulf Stream water is found in the

profile.
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PROFILE NO. 13STATIONS 329 333 AND 339.

The section runs from station 339, on the southern part of the

Grand Bank, southward into deep water, with its offshore end cross-

sectionino; the northern part of the Gulf Stream. The stations were

occupied June 13-14.

Salinity.—The freshest water found, less than 33''/no, occupied all

Bank depths, surface to hottom, inshore of the continental edge,

while a large ixxly of water of salinity similar to that of the Tjabrador

Current, 33
"/oo to 347oo, lay on the slope to a depth of 600 meters (328

fathoms) and extended offshore 65 miles in the upper 150 meters

(82 fathoms). Atlantic water 35 %o, with its inner boundary a

vertical wall 68 miles south of the Tail, flooded the two outer stations

to the maximum depth of investigation, 750 meters (410 fathoms).

Temperature.—Cold water <0° was found washing the slope to a

depth of 600 meters (328 fathoms), extending 30 miles offshore,

and spreading 35 miles northward in over the bottom of the Bank.

Colimital with the salinities of 33
"/„o and upwards, temperatures

liigher than 10° were found at the outer stations, physical characters

which identified this mass of water as the inner edge of the Gulf

Stream. Below the 450-meter (246-fathom) depth at the outer

stations we found a cooling in the bottom layers of the northern

edge of the Gulf Stream, occasioned no doubt by the icy cold water

on the deeper part of tlie slope, assisted by normal abyssal tem-

peratures.

PROFILE NO. 14- STATIONS 338 343.

The section was taken in the same locality as profile No. 9, May
4-9, see page 125. It runs from the Tail of the Bank northward to

Cape Race, giving a vertical section of the water column hnng on the

Bank. It was taken June 19-23.

Salinity.—Water Salter than 33
"/oo (the saltest water of the profile)

occupied the whole depth of the gulley, stu-face to bottom, and

encroached southward on the Bank a distance of 69 miles on the

surface and 100 miles on the bottom from Cape Race. South of

this, salinities were uniformly below 33 "/no across the whole breadth

of the Bank, but the profile did not run far enough south to cut the

Salter water which usually lies over the Atlantic slope. The southern

half of the Bank was occupied by a water mass which was fresher

than 33°/oo from surface to bottom.

Temperature.—Two bodies of cool water, one on the northern

part of the Bank, in the gulley, as shown by the readings below zero

at 50 meters (27 fathoms) and on the bottom, and the other at the

Tail on the continental edge, were separated by a greater mass of

warmer water which flooded the entire central part of the Bank.

The positions of the two cold masses correspond roughly to the
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saltost water as shown in the sahnity profile. In the gulley we found

warm fresh water between two layers of colder Salter (i. e., heavier)

water. Such a physical state is one which is met very seldom in

oceanography, yet is not imcommon in the Grand Banks region. It

can be attributed only to a very intense mixing and interdigitation,

especially in the surface layers, when two water masses of diametri-

cally opposite character are brought together rapidly, which can exist

oidv temporarily. Such a juggling of densities has been observed in

the mixing zone between polar and tropical water along the conti-

nental edge of the Grand Bank, and is to be noted at stations 264,

266, 313. 321. and 332 for 1023. The intensity of the activity of

the circulation is further supported by the set and drift of the ship

while making the observations, a current of 1-1.5 knots being re-

cordetl at this time and place.

Summing up : A marked change has taken place during the month,

as will be seen by comparing profiles No. 9 and No. 14. The frigid

bottom water below 0°. which covered the Bank from the 30-meter

(16-fathom) level down to the ])ottom, entirely disappeared except
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for small bands on the bottom and at the 25-meter (14-fathom) depth

in the gulley, and on the slope at the Tail. This change points to a

very active state of circulation prevaihng over the Grand Bank's
column. The increasing influence of warm fresh water supply to

the surface layers is now clearly noted over the entire southern half

of the Grand Bank and also northward into the area usually occu-

pied by the western branch of the Labrador Current. This appeared

to accumulate c[uite consistently over the central part of the Bank
where, being lighter than the surrounding water, it spread out on

all sides in the surface layers. The reason why, and the manner in

which, warm fresh water spreads out over the central ])art of the

Grand Bank may be explained by the well known expansion of low

salinity water seaward from land areas, a general condition which
is functioning throughout the year but attains a maximum during

summer.
PROFILE NO. 15—STATIONS 345-350.

*rhe section runs from in on the Tail of the Bank southward into

the Atlantic. The stations were taken June 27.

Salinity.—Water less sahne than 347oo extended 80 miles out from

the slope on tlie surface. On the other hand, the outermost station

cut the inner edge of the Gulf Stream, which intruded noi'thward as

a tliin shelf at the 5()-meter level, as evidenced by the high salinilv

of 35.32«/o„.

Temperafurf.—The section cuts ])ands of water colder than 0°

along the continental edge and in on the Bank at 50 and 200 meters

(29-109 fathoms), and shows the influence of these bands for (iO miles

offshore as a cool shelf, outlined by the 2.0° isotherm, with its axis

about the 100-meter (55-fathom) level. At the outer station the first

sign of the Gulf Stream was found in the surface and the r25-meter (68-

fathom) readings of 10° and 12°, which further corroborates the

evidence of sahnity.

Attention was called in profile No. G to the depth of penetration

of the sun's heat in the water lying over the slope at the Tail. Since

this water lias been sliown to have a constant sahnity and tempera-

ture, viz, 3:V7„o to 34 7oo «rid less than 0° (Labrador Current) through-

out the ice season, it follows that any warming must liave been caused

by the sun. The following data are taken from ])rofiles Nos. 6, 10

13, and 15:

Date.
Surface
tempera-

ture.

Depth of penetration of
2° isotherm.

May 4.
May 31.
June 14.

June 27.

2
I
10 meters (5 fathoms).

4
j

30 meters (16 fathoms).
»i 30 meters (10 fathoms).
8 ' 2.'i meters (14 fathoms).
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A summary of comparisons in this locality south of the Tail brings

out the following facts:

The Lahrador Current.—April 15 : The first profile at the Tail showed
the Labrador Current extending out 40 miles from the slope and
downward to a maximum depth of 275 meters (150 fathoms).

May 4 : The Labrador Current spread 55 miles seaward on the sur-

face, rested on the slope to a depth of 500 metei-s (275 fathoms) , and
had crept in over the bottom of the Bank as an icy covering 8

fathoms thick.

May 31: A shrinkage had occurred in the Labrador Current, leav-

ing only a small band based on the slope, which projected shelflike

out into warmer water a distance of 15 miles and as a bottom layer

in on the Bank.

June 14: A notable increase had taken place in the volume of the

current from the north, which now spread 60 miles offshore from tlie

continental edge and bathecj the slope down to a depth of 604 meters

(330 fathoms)

!

June 27: A shrinkage of the volume of the Labrador Current had
taken place, with a tendency of the surface layers to spread offshore

for 60 miles.

The Gulf Stream.—April 15: The Gulf Stream was found in un-

usually large volume and strength for the season 90 miles south of

the Tail, with its northern face a vertical wall in the upper 400

fathoms.

May 81 : It had increased in volume and strength and had advanced

northward as a sheer vertical wall to within 58 miles of the Tail of

the Bank.

June 4: Not so prominent as in the preceding section and evi-

dently affected by a temporary swelling which occurred in the

Labrador Current. The inner edge of the Gulf Stream lay 70 miles

south of the Bank.

June 27: Apparently a further retreat of the edge of the Gulf

Stream to 85 miles from the Tail.



OCEANOGRAPHIC SUMMARY.

Lieut. Edward H. Smith, U. S. Coast Guard.

We are now prepared to sum up the history of oceanographic events

for the ice season of 1923 in the vicinity of the Grand Bank, based

upon profiles 1-15. In general. 1922 was considered a normal year

and 1923, in most respects, corresponded, especially as regards num-
ber of bergs.

It was noticed b}^ the ice-patrol vessel on her initial appearance in

the region of the Grand Bank, March 13, that the majority of bergs

were following courses which carried them offshore and that scarcely

any were taking the path which had come to be regarded as normal,

southward along the eastern continental edge of the Grand Bank.

Such berg drift being unusual, an examination was made which gives

a picture of oceanographic conditions prevaihng below the surface at

that time and place, the results of which can best be illustrated by
a sketch of the horizontal plane at the 100-meter (55-fathom) depth.

> All temperatures are centigrade.
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Sometime prior to March 31 warm, saline water, a dilation of the

northern side of the Gulf Stream, had shouldered northwestward

up the submarine valley which indents the continental slope in lat.

43° 40', long. 47° 15'. This invasive swerve tended to work inshore,

and to deflect a large proportion of the south—flowing water masses

offshore to the eastward. Whether this movement was sufficient

to explain the corresponding offshore drift of the icebergs at this

time, it is difficult to say. Such drifts, on the other hand, which

are characteristic of the early season (February and March), have

been attributed to the field ice farther north, which may act to fend

the bergs offshore.

The encroachment of the warm saline water shoreward in the

topographical depression east of the Grand Bank develops chiefly

in the winter and early spring, when the Gulf Stream is more active

in this region than at other times. Several factors are involved,

which include tlie attractive force existing between two bodies of

water of extremely opposite character, caused by the so-called
'

' cabbeling " along the boundary of their meeting.- Another probable

factor centers around the elevation in the ocean floor, which is a

southeastward continuation of the Tail of the Bank. The move-

ment of the water masses eastward, over and around tliis rise, com-

bined with the frictional arresting of opposite currents which takes

place along the zone of their mixture, ail enter into the mutual

interaction between these two waters of contrasting physical character

in this region during the late winter and early spring.

Early in April the offshore movement of the l)ergs ceasetl and they

began to follow courses more or less parallel to the eastern edge of

the Bank. Another vertical section of these waters made the latter

part of April also indicates a slacking of the warm-water invasion

and a decreased tendency toward an offshore movem<'nt of tlie south-

flowing masses.

Conditions around the Tail tlic middle of April are shown in a

sketch of the horizontal plane (30 meters (33 fathoms) below the

surface. The cold current was flowing southward at a record break-

ing velocity of 1.2 knots per hour, just north of the Tail (p. 74),

'The reader is referred to Prof. Kniil Witlo's dear and simple treat nicni of ttn" siilijeit in the OeoRr.

An/.eiger, October, 1910:

"When, on the boundary of an ocean current, warm water of high salinity is hroupht into contact with

Colder water of less saline character, hut having approximately the same specific gravity, then the resulting

mixture will, as may easily be proved by the Knudsen tables, be of greater density than either of its com-

ponent parts. It will eonsequently sink down, giving rise to the jjeculiar phenomenon known xs eabbeling.

"()l>viously, this tendency in the water will likewise produce horizontal cunents; as the mived water

sinks down surface water must How in from cither side to take its i)lace. Hy way of example, we may
take the waters in the vicinity of the Newfoundhind Hank, where the (iulf Stream encounter.s the cold

current llowing down from thci Oreenland seas. Throughout the wide extent of the boundary surface

between these two mixed water is constantly being formed!, sinking down, and thus drawing in a continual

further supply of surface water from either side."

It is this perpetual sinking of the water, of course, which renders the oceanic boundary line here so

vertical.
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curling around and across the latter, and extending westward along

the slope for a distance of more than 120 miles.

No examination was made farther to the northwestward; yet it is

probable that Arctic water did not extend much farther west than
this beyond the Tail. There it spread out in a pool 250 meters

(137 fathoms) deep and 120 miles wide, connected with the more
active supply around the Tail by an icy cold neck.

Two weeks later. May 2-4, we observed that this mass of Arctic

water had slu-unk noticeabty in size from its outhne as shown in

sketch No. 4. (wSee profile No. 8.) On the east slope the cold cur-

s
\
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of the water, considering its contact witli other waters, and on

atmospheric influences, depends largely on the time interval.

The highest temperature and sahnit}'^ ever recorded by the patrol

was observed May 27, 75 miles south of the Tail, where water of

20° and of 36.44 salinity was found, wliich would be normal for the

water between Bahama and Florida, one of the fountain heads of the

Gulf Stream.^

The latter part of May the Labrador Current extension had
dwindled to its lowest ebb for the season. It was instructive to

observe such a contrast between its size on May 27-30—a weak,

attenuated extension—-and on April 13-14, when it was a voluminous

current flowing at record strength.

Early in June the cold current exhibited a tendency to swell from
its low ebb just mentioned. The pool of water left on the southwest

slope by the failure of the northern supply was, by June 4, entirely

absorbed by warm saUne intrusions in the deep oceanic triangle west

of the Tail. This was the first appearance of Gulf Stream water

tliis far north and this far inshore for 1923.

The boundary of the cold Arctic discharge, on June 4-14, curled

around and somewhat across the Tail of the Bank, extending about

60 miles to the westward and 48 miles to the southward. Several

bergs were freighted southward by it around the Tail, and set in on
the southwest slope during this period as shown by chart "C."
During the latter part of June the cold current again weakened to

an attenuated streak across the extreme edge of the Tail as shown
by Sketch No. 7.

The circulation of the water over the Grand Bank itself was sub-

jected to examination during May and June, as shown by profiles

No. 9 and No. 14. Early in May icy water was found fiUing the gulley

south of Cape Race and completely flooding the northern part of the

Grand Bank to a distance of 150 miles from Cape Race on the surface,

and 110 miles on the bottom, the latter condition being shown on

sketch No. 8. The water over the south central part of the Bank,
especially in the surface layers, was constantly too warm and of too

low a saUnity to have had a far northern source. A decided shrink-

age in volume of the Arctic water occurred between May 9 and
June 19, when it completely receded from the south central part of

the Bank, where it had been replaced by decidedly warmer and fresher

water, a change especially well marked in the surface layers.

Several interesting facts have been brought out in connection with

oceanographic developments as disclosed by the series of observa-

tions carried out during the ice season of 1923, one of the most

3 Bigelow (1917), on an exploration of the western Atlantic on Mar. 21, 1914, midway between Bahama
and Florida, found the water to be 20.13° in temperature and 3(3.55 in salinity. Although separated by
several years, the time interval of two months is approximately the period required to transport any in-

dividual water mass from Florida to the Tail of the Grand Bank.
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important being the noteworthy variations in the size and strength

of the Arctic discharge into the area around the Tail. We are now
speaking about the current which runs around the seaward edge of

the Grand Bank. This current quite consistently (as in previous

years) hugged the continental edge, i. e., the steepest part of the

slope as bounded by the 100 to 200 meter (55 to 110 fathoms) depths,

continually flooding and ebbing on this base line. It exhibited a

tendency at times to encroach over the Bank, but this movement was
always on the bottom and more marked at the Tail and for some
distance northwestward along the southwest slope than elsewhere-
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In the main this may be attributed to the efTect of the rotation of the

earth which swings moving objects in the northern hemisphere to the

right of their paths.

In as brief a period as two weeks a great variation was noted in the

size and strength of the current from the north. These pulsations

of the cold current, from whatever cause, react on the extreme south-

ern extensions of Arctic water around the Tail, and revive its in-

fluence from time to time, even many miles to the northwest along

the southwest slope. Being the extreme southern extension of the

cold polar water, any variation in the movement of the major masses
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fartlier north is bound to be reflected in wider swings and fluctua-

tions in the region around the Tail where its complexion continually

glows and fades. A dwindling in the flow may leave isolated patches

of polar water, which have been freighted here during a flood period.

Such icy pools left along the southwest slope become engulfed and
finally absorbed by the warmer, Salter Atlantic water. In the deeper

layers such Arctic relics appear to work westward more or less,

following around the continental edge, as evidenced by records

which sometimes show extreme westerl}- drifts to bergs in the oceanic

triangle west of the Tail of the Grand Bank.

Attention has been called to the size and position of the cold

northern current throughout the ice season around the Atlantic

side of the Grand Bank. It is impossible to set definite bounds as to

salinity and temperature within which the water from the north
will fall. At times the mixture is in such proportion along the zone
of transition which lies both inshore and offshore of the Labrador
Current that it is quite impossible to determine water bounds.
The water, however, which is to be found every ice season around the

continental edge of the Grand Bank is too salt for Bank water and
too fresh for Atlantic water. That it is not indigenous, inactive

slope water (i. e., a transitionary stage in offshore expansion) is
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shown by its extreme coldness, especially below the surface (0° to

— 1.9°). Such temperatures never could be produced locally during

the ice season and are comparable only with those of the discharge

from the far north, the salinity of which corresponds to that found

along the continental edge of the Grand Bank. Such water, there-

fore, must have been transported to the Grand Banks region from

elsewhere.

There is a cold, icy current flowing clockwise around the Atlantic

faces of the Grand Bank, more clearly defined along the east side

and around the Tail than elsewhere, which we call an extension of

the Labrador Current in the absence of a better name. But it does

not follow a continuous stream flow (riverlike) from its source, the

Arctic, to the Tail of the Bank at all times throughout the year.

In summer, when this current becomes weak, the continental edge

fi'om the Labrador coast to the 43d parallel is the seat of regional

icircuits of circulation. The well-known augmentation occurring in

the northern current every spring results in a more continuous

flow made visible by the transference of Arctic freight in the form of

icebergs.

It is well established that the water masses from the north flood

the northern part of the Grand Bank, where the current forms two
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branches—the eastern branch we have just discussed, and we will

now speak of the western branch and the circulation over the Grand
Bank. The Arctic water becomes accelerated as it floods in over

the broad continental shell' and pours southwestward through the

gulley between Newfoundland and the Grand Bank proper. Much
of this water swings to the right as an indraught along the south

coast of Newfoundland as far west as Cape Pine, while the offshore

water, following the bottom configuration, swerves to the left and
eddies eastward. During the period, March to May, the cold Arctic

water is at a maximum here and it spreads southward, enveloping

the entire Grand Bank's column, for a brief period in the surface

layers, and for more extended periods on the bottom. As summer
advances the influence of the northern icy waters becomes less

obvious and late season investigations find it restricted to the bottom,

where intermittently throughout the summer irregular, but short-

lived, intrusions may occur.

The south central part of the Grand Bank is least affected by
Arctic influences and as summer advances the effects of freshening

and warming in this region become more and more emphasized,

more especially in the surface layers. In order that such water be

progressively freshened and warmed, it must receive a coastal supply.

This may be attributed to the general seaward expansion and east-

ward movement of the surface layers of low salinity to the Grand
Bank, interacting with the intermittent expansions of the northern

current from the gulley southward over the Bank.

The picture certainly is complex. In addition to the mixing of

water masses over the Bank, we must not forget to take account of

the effects of seasonal cooling and warming which acts equally on all

water masses in a given region. The first signs of cooling of the sur-

face layers in the central part of the Bank is detected in autumn,
and from then on progressively lower temperatures are observed

which reach a minimum in February and March, when from surface

to bottom the convectional currents produce a uniform water column,

O'' to —0.5°. The following results of investigations by months of

the years for which we have record is given for the south central part

of the Bank, lat. 44° 00', long. 50° 50', which designates the center

of a region least affected by intrusions, and which therefore most
nearly approaches a purely tidal reservoir.
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contour of ihe eastern edge of the Bank. It seems probable that this

is the diurnal tidal wave (which extends to the bottom) meeting the

obstacle of the Bank: the former is accelerated so much that it

becomes visible in the form of rips on the surface.

Third: Three observations at four-hour intervals in lat. 43%"05',

long. 50° 03', near the Tail of the Bank, in 75 meters (41 fathoms) of

water, gave the following data:

station 335, 8-9.10

P. M., June 18.
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(7) Greater intensity of circulation in 1923 than in 1922.

The following sketch illustrates the normal distribution of the three

main classified types of water, Arctic, Atlantic, and coastal, and the
manner in which the Arctic water floods the northern part of the
Grand Bank and extends down and around the Atlantic faces of the
latter. The drift and distribution of icebergs in general corresponds
to the distribution of the above types of water.



OCEANOGRAPHIC CRUISE, OCTOBER 21-26, 1923.

Lieut. Edward H. Smith., U. v^. Coast Guard.

At its twelfth annual meeting, September 28, 1923, the Inter-

departmental Board on International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol

and Derelict Destruction considered the advisability of having a

vessel make a cruise to the Grand Banks during the fall season of

1923 for thepurpose of collecting oceanographicdata. Itwas explained

that while an exhaustive study had been made of oceanography and

ice conditions in this region during the ice season, March-July, no

oceanographic observations had ever been made either by the patrol

or by any other expedition during the autumn.

The first oceanographic observations were made by the ice patrol

during the spring and sunmier of 1914, They corroborated previous

evidence that the Labrador Current, or one extension of it, flowed

southward along the east side of the Grand Bank and to a variable

distance around the Tail. But subsequent observations made in

February, 1922, brought out the fact that the cold current from the

north, heretofore found on the east side of the Grand Bank, was at

this time a weak, shallow attenuation which ceased altogether in lat.

43° 15',^ and this led to the belief that the ice-laden current is subject

to seasonal variations. In view of the foregoing it was pointed out

that autumnal records would prove of great value in the study of

ice conditions in the North Atlantic Ocean and assist in the con-

struction of a picture of seasonal events in the region of the Grand

Banks. As a result of such discussion it was decided to send a

vessel sometime during the autumn, whose mission would be to

locate, if possible, the cold current from the north in the vicinity

of the Tail of the Bank at this period of the year, and, furthermore,

to determine its exact size, position, and rate of flow. In compliance

with orders, the Coast Guard cutter Seneca sailed from Boston at

1 p. m., October 17, for the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.

The program of oceanographic work, similar to that adopted during

the last few ice seasons, contemplated the making of vertical sections

which would run in four radiating directions from a point in on the

south central part of the Bank and at right angles to the slope.

Stations were occupied along these radials according to the importance

' 1922. Smith, Edward U.: "International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service," Treasury Bulletin

No. 10, p. 94.
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of circulation at each particular place. (See oceanographic station

chart ''A.")

A severe gale was experienced on the passage eastward, tut the

Seneca arrived without noteworthy event at station 351, lat. 43° 11',

long. 53° 50', at 2.15 p. ra., October 21. Favorable weather condi-

tions prevailed, affording an opportunity for accurate and rapid work,

and the entire investigation was completed at 12.50 p.m., October 26.

The Seneca cruised about 850 miles and occupied 26 stations, at

which 151 records for both salinity and temperature were secured

to a depth of 750 meters (410 fathoms).

The Seneca collected the only oceanographic data ever secured at

this time of year—October—in the region of the Grand Banks.

These data are available for the use of scientists, and also are of

practical use to the ice patrol, as they increase its general knowledge

of the ice regions. A detailed discussion with reference to the

salinity and temperature of the profiles of the four radial sections

taken October 21-26 follows:

DISCUSSION OF PROFILES 16-19.

PROFILE NO. 16—STATIONS 363 369.

The section runs from just inside the continental edge across the

slope and eastward into deep water. The stations were taken

October 24-25.

Salinity.—A shelf of water salter than 35 7oo ^^y between the 45

and 150 meter (25-S2 fathoms) depths at the outer stations, but it

did not reach to station 365. At this point, 70 miles seaward from

the slope, an abrupt transition occurred in the intermediate layers

from the highly saline water offshore to decidedly lower salinities,

<34 7oo> which occupied the remainder of the section above the 125-

meter (68 fathoms) depth. Water between 34 7oo and 33,5 Voo

bat-hed the slope and the bottom of the Bank. A still fresher surface

film, 32.8 °/oo> 15 meters (8 fathoms) in thickness, spread 12 miles

seaward from the edge, and right across the whole section in the

upper 30 meters (IS fathoms) the water was fresher than 34 7oo-

Temperature.—T\\e most interesting feature of the profile is the

demonstration of the presence of a narrow band of water of Arctic

temperature, —0.4°, hugging the upper part of the slope between the

6.0 and 160 meter (33-86 fathoms) levels, but not encroaching at all

on the bottom of the Bank, nor more than 9 miles in width. The
bottora water on the Bank was more than 2° warmer (2.05°) than

that on the slope. The curve for 4° at the 150-meter (82 fathoms)

depth suggests that the temperature at this level had been influenced

b}'^ this Arctic band 44 miles out, but somewhere between stations

365 and 364 there was a sudden transition between temperature
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colder than 3° and warmer than ^°, which, it should be noted, coin-

cides exactly in location with the corresponding transition from

low to high salinities described in the preceding paragraph.

Offshore water warmer than 10° lay to a depth of 150 meters

(82 fathoms) at the outer station and extended inshore, gradually

thinning to a surface fdm which could be traced no farther inshore

than station 367. The coldest water found on the surface was
directly over the band of icy water 50 meters (27 fathoms) on the

continental edge.

PROFILE NO. 17—STATIONS 357-362.

The section runs from in on the Tail of the Bank southward out

over the slope and into the deep water. The stations were occupied

October 22-23.

Salinity.—A body of water salter than 35 "/on was found flooding

all depths to 600 meters (328 fathoms) and 450 meters (246 fathoms)

at stations 362 and 361, respectively. The northern face of this

water, as bounded by the curve 35^/00, was of slighth' convex form,

the upper 300 meters (164 fathoms) being nearly vertical and l}'ing 78

miles from the continental edge. The transition zone from 357f)o to

34"/no water was encoimtered between station 361 and station 360.

Water salter than 33"/oo flooded the whole column in on the Bank,

except at the surface, which was 32.72%o. Water of a salinity

less than 33.5"/oo spread seaward from the edge for more than 60

miles. The water inuncdiately on the slope at the 80-meter (44-

fa thorn) level registered 33.86^/(,,„ an important fact in connection

with the discussion of the circulation.

Temperature.—Similar to the baml of cold water found northward

on the east slope (see profile No. 16), and without doubt a southern

extension of the latter were the two bands of water colder than

0°, which are the most striking features of the section. One band
was found lying on the slope between the 60-meter (33-fathom)

and 135-meter (74-fathom) depths; a shelf projecting oft'shorc 12

miles from the continental edge. The second band or core of —0.4°

water lay at the 125-meter (68-fatliom) depth of station 360.

Probably those two bodies of cold water had become disconnected

some time shoi'tly prior to October 22-23. The bottom of the

Bank was covered to a tliickness of 30 meters (16 fathoms) by
water colder than 0.7°, which is much colder than the water on

the east side of the Bank (2.05°) at station 369, several miles to the

northward. But this water in over the bottom, 0.6°, is considerably

warmer than the Arctic bands aforementioned.

At the outer station water warmer than 10° and with 18° at surface

occupied the upper 150 meters (82 fathoms). But shoreward the

isotherm for 10° rose to the surface somewhere between stations
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375 and 374. The surface was likewise warmer than 10° over the

Bank but cooler over the intermediate portion of the section, in

which respect it corresponds to profile Xo. IG

It may be added that the temperature of the smface at station

362, 120 miles south of the Tail, was the highest recorded for the

cruise and higher than any ever taken during previous ice seasons

by the patrol.

A comparison of the salinity and the temperature suggests an

offshore movement in the surface layers from the continental edge

but a sinking near station 360, at the location of the outer cold

band, substantiated by the course of both the 34Voo isohaline and
the 20° isotherm.

PROFILE NO. 18 -STATIONS 356-376.

The section runs from in on the southwest slope offshore into

the deep water of the Atlantic. The stations were taken October 26.

Salijiity.—-The saltest water, 35" /oc, was found at the outer station,

376, its northern face, of convex contour, extending downward to a

depth of 600 meters (328 fathoms). It lay 85 miles seaward from

the edge of the Bank at a point farther offshore than at the Tail or

to the westward. (See profiles Nos. 16 and 19.) The isohalines for

34%o and 35"
/o,,

follow a roughly horizontal course at the 15 and

45 meter (8 and 25 fathom) depths, respectively. Two disconnected

shallow surface pods of water fresher than 33''/oo were found at

stations 375 and 356. There was no abrupt wall or zone of transi-

tion from high to low salinity to be found in this section, which

thereby differs from former sections taken by the Patrol in the

regions where the higldy contrasted waters lie adjacent to each other.

Isohaline 34.5 "oo and isotherm 2.0° suggest a sinking of the water

mass .at station 375, 60 miles from the slope, but without considera-

tion of relative densities such a statement is unwarranted.

Temperature

.

—The most noteworthy feature of this section was the

absence of any water colder than 0°, where we naturally expected to

find such water on the continental edge. The lowest temperature at

this spot, in the location similar to the icy cold band observed on the

slope either side of this section, was 1°. A core of cold water, 1.4°,

lay offshore at the 250-meter (137-fathom) level, station 375, and

probably re])resents traces of the extreme extension of the offshore

icy band found off" the Tail, profile No. 17. The coklest water of the

section, 0.1°, was found in on the bottom of the Bank, being the

coldest bott(^m water found in October. It is wortli remarking

that the only section not exhibiting below zero temperatiu'es had the

lowest bottom temperature in over the Bank, and the largest area of

cool water ofl' the slope.
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PROFILE NO. 19—STATIONS 351-355.

The section runs from in on the Bank west-southwesterly across the

southwest slope and offshore into deep water. The stations were

taken October 21-22.

Salinity.—Water of 35 "/qo was found at the outer station extending

downward 450 meters (246 fathoms). The general shape of * its

northern boundary corresponded closely to water of this same char-

acter at the Tail on profile No. 17; and similarly a salinity of over

36 "/oo was found at the 125-meter (68-fathom) level, 68 miles seaward

of the slope, which identifies this as Gulf Stream. Water of 34.5 "/no to

33.5 "/oo lay on the slope and in over the bottom of the Bank, while a

surface fihn of water fresher than 33 "/oo spread nearly 30 miles sea-

ward from the edge—the largest quantit}' of water of such low sahnity

found in any of the sections for October.

Temperoture.—xVgain we found a band of water colder than 0°,

presumably a connection with those which we had previously observed

on the east slope and at the Tail. It lay on the slope between the 75

and 120 meter (41 and 66 fathom) levels, and extended only 8 miles

offshore, which is a decrease in size from that around the Tail and

northward. The bottom water in on the Bank was 0.85°, which is

colder than that found on the Bank to the eastward but not so cold

as the water which lay in over the southwest slope and at the Tail.

The influence of the band of icy water on the slope was reflected

in the temperatin-es on the surface, whjch, being colder than the

water on either side of it, and despite the influence of solar warmth,

retained its Arctic character. These two bodies of warmer water

separated by the cold band correspond in temperatures higher than

10°, but are quite dissimilar in physical character. Inshore over the

Bank a fresh surface layer 30 meters (16 fathoms) thick attained

a temperature higher than 10° through solar warming. Offshore

at the outer stations, on the other hand, we find water with tempera-

tures higher than 15°, which water can have only one som-ce, the

Tropics, and in this region is referred to as Gulf Stream.

Consideration of the relativelj" high state of sidinit}' (except on the

surface, where diluted by water fresher than 33 "/oq) , combined with the

relatively high temperature of the two bodies of warm water (except

where the section was punctured by the icy band), suggests that this

locality may bound the extreme northwestern extension of frigid

Arctic water along the western slope of the Grand Bank.
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SUMMARY OF OCEANOGRAPpiC CRUISE OCTOBER
21-26, 1923.

Lieut. Edward II. Smith, U, S. Coast Guard.

A general consideration of all sections emphasizes above all else

that oceanographical conditions around the Tail of the Grand Bank
in the autumn are quite different, in the main, from what they have
been found to be in the spring. The standards upon which compari-
sons are based, naturally, must be different in October from in May,
for in the first instance the water mass has been under the influence

of an entire summer's warmth, while in the second the water is

just beginning to acquire warmth after a full winter's chilling. Yet,
fundamentally, it was found that the two periods corresponded
in one very important respect: water of unmistakable Arctic origin

was bathing the east slope and southward around the Tail of the
Bank during the period October 21-26, 1923.

The proof for this statement rests on the presence of a band of

icy cold water of temperature below zero which was found in all

the sections, except the mid one on the southwest slope, 45 miles
west of the Tail, where no water colder than zero degrees was found.
The temperatures of -0.4° to -0.25^, existing around the Atlantic
faces of the Grand Bank, could not have been produced locally, or
even earlier in the season, as pointed out on page 146, and therefore

the}- could only have been the result of cooling somewhere in the
regions farther north. The salinity of this band of extremely cold
water. 33.867oo to 33.787oo, also accords with the salinity of the
northern discharge; consequently this water in question must have;

been transported to the Grand Bank by a current from the north.

As pointed out above, the recognition of Arctic water depends on
rather different criteria of salinity and temperature in autumn than
in spring, this frigid water being about 0.87o„ salter and about 1°

warmer at the same locality in October than in the spring, when the
icy current is flowing at its maximum. This salting from spring to

summer has been ])rought about through a more extended period
of exposure to Atlantic adulterations, from which a slow, occasionally
interrupted, flow from the north must suft'er. The warming is attrib-

utable to two factors: (1) the heat derived from thesununer's sun
and (2) heat transference through mixture with the much warmer
offshore Atlantic.
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The proof that such icy water masses found along the southwest

slope, 90 miles west of the Tail, were transported clockwise around

the Atlantic faces of the Grand Bank, instead of across it, is furnished

by the decidedly higher temperatures in over the Bank.
The Arctic water in October was in the form of a narrow streak

bathing the 90 meter (49 fathoms) contour southward as far as the

Tail, and again an isolated patch, probably a disconnected extension,

90 miles northwest of the Tail at the same depth on the slope. This

body was 9 miles wide and 90 meters (49 fathoms) deep on the east

slope, 12 miles wide and 75 meters (41 fathoms) deep at the Tail,

and 8 miles wide and 45 meters (25 fathoms) deep farthest west
on the slope, plainly showing that it was becoming narrower and
shallower as we proceeded westward. An isolated core of icy water
offshore of the Tail will be discussed later.

Although the axis of the Arctic water occupied about the same
location relative to the slope in October as is usually the case in the

spring, its volume was much smaller. A comparison betw^een the

size of the Arctic current during the spring when it was at a maximum
(sketch No. 4) with its dimensions in June and October (sketches 7

and 11) brings out this fact. At the Tail of the Bank in April it had
a width of 30 miles and a depth greater than 750 meters (410 fathoms)

;
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in June it had shrunk to a breadth of 20 miles and a depth of 160

meters (86 fathoms), while in October it was only 12 miles across

and 75 meters (41 fathoms) deep.

The fact that there was less Arctic water around the Grand Bank's

slopes in October than in April or June lends support to the theory

that the cold northern discharge is subject to seasonal variations of

measurable proportions, flooding to a maximum during spring and

dwindling in summer. It may cease altogether temporarily in

autumn or winter (Treasury Bull. No. 10), leaving behind patches

of Arctic water (relics), which would be recognizable by their low

temperatures imtil absorbed in the general system of eddylike mix-

ings which are constantly in process around the Grand Banks (p.

146). In October, when these observations were made, the volume
of the Arctic water was near the minimum. The only winter ob-

servations in the vicinity of the Grand Bank were made by the ice

patrol in February, 1921 and 1922 (Treasury Bulls. No. 9 and No.

10), when there proved to be no Arctic water either on the south-

west slope or even on the eastern, except north of latitude 43° 15',

February, 1922. This might point to a progressive dwindling of the

current in late summer and in the fall, which possibly culminates

in its complete cessation, but in any event the minimum strength

of the discharge from the north occurs in late fall and winter. But
even then temporary pulsations probably occur, a belief based

upon the observations during the period March-July, 1923, when
fluctuations in the strength and volume of the Arctic current around

the Tail were frequent and irregular.

It will be noticed on sketch No. 11 that a patch of isolated icy

water was found 90 miles northwest of the Tail on the southwest

slope, having the same physical character as the Arctic band at the

Tail, and was no doubt a part of the latter, which had been pinched

off and moved to the westward along the slope. This corresponds

to conditions in the previous May (p. 146), when, during short

periods of alternate flooding and ebbing of the northern current,

isolated patches of polar water were left along the southwest slope,

to be engulfed and finally absorbed by mixing with Atlantic water.

In the deeper layers, on the contrary, such icy rehcs tend to work
to the westward around the' continental slope, as shown bv the drifts

of bergs. (See charts "B" and "C")
The absence of icy water colder than 0° along the mid section on

the southwest slope in October is attributable to the mixing process

between cold northern water and warm Atlantic water. The
equaUzation of temperatures suggested by the section at this place

indicates that immediately prior to the taking of the observations a

very active interdigitation took place, leaving a water mass completely
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mixed and altered in character. It is difficult to state why such a

lively mixing should occur at this precise place.

The presence of an apparently isolated core of icy water 6 miles

wide and 60 miles seaward from the Tail on the south section (profile

No. 17) is also difficult to account for satisfactorily. It may have

been a recurhng finger actually connected with icy water on the

slope, or may have set offshore from the main supply at the Tail.

While navigating through the streak of northern water lying on

the east continental edge of the Grand Bank in October, careful and

frequent astronomical observations were taken, but no set or drift

could be detected. Hence, either the current was very weak or it

was so narrow that it did not affect the ship appreciably. It is

beheved both factors were involved. Two whales and several

shearwaters were seen feeding in this band of coldest water, which is a

characteristic sight in the spring of the year, when the Arctic current

teems with aU sorts of marine hfe. If this water was not flowing

south along the eastern edge at that particular time, October 25,

it certainly had been freighted to this locaHty, since it still held

abundant northern fauna.

October 25 was a calm day, with smooth sea, when we steamed

on a course parallel with, and nearly over, the edge of the Bank.
A well-marked rip was visible running in a general north and south

direction and outhning the contour of the Bank as exactly as it could

be marked on a chart. The phenomenon may have been attributable

partly to the diurnal tidal wave meeting the obstacle of the Bank.
It will be noticed by sketch No. 11 that warm Atlantic water

occupied the submarine valley which indents the east continental

slope of the Grand Bank at lat. 43° 40', long. 47° 15' and extended

weU inshore just below the surface. This condition was not so well

defined as during early spring, as evidenced by the sahnity of 35.4 %o
to 35.12 7oo and the temperature of 12° to 14°, but the fact that such

a tendency existed in October demonstrates that this state is not

characteristic of spring only.

By contrast the Gulf Stream water (salinity 36.09 "/oo and tempera-

ture 18.4°) in the surface layers of the deep oceanic triangle west of

the Tail had worked farther north by October than we have ever

found it at any time during the spring or early summer. The last

observations, made June 3-4 (see profile No. 12), mark the beginning

of this movement, which had been assisted throughout the summer
by the prevailing southerly winds frictionally urging the surface

layers toward the continental slope.

Dm-ing the period between June and October water of low salinity

but comparatively high temperature had continued to spread offshore

in the surface layers. This movement was most noticeable on the

west slope of the Bank, when water fresher than 33 7oo formed a
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surface layer 45 meters (25 fathoms) in thickness 30 miles out from

the edge. Another surface film of water of low salinity, much thinner

than the above, was found on the east side of the Bank. Curiously

enough this tendency toward offshore expansion was confined

entirely to the surface, and the water in the deeper layers over the

Bank was more saline in October than during the previous spring.

The only source from which this water could have received salt}'

adulterations is to the southward—the offshore Atlantic. All this

suggests a continuous and extensive expansion of warm surface

water of low salinit}' from the coast seaward ; and progressive mixing

on the slope and on the bottom of the Bank, whereby salinity and
temperature vfere raised by the warm salt Atlantic influence.

It might be added that the two northern Banks' stations, one on

the west side and /)ne on the east side, were warmer and fresher in

the surface layers than those farther south around the Tail, and
moreover the westernmost of these stations was fresher on the surface,

but not warmer, than the eastern one. This points to an easterh'

progress of the fresh surface layers which is freshest on the west side

of the Bank, because it is nearest the source of supply, and warmer
on the east because warmed by solar heat as it progresses across the

shallows.

SUMMARY.

The following conclusions are reached as a result of the fall oceano-

graphic cruise:

(a) Arctic water was present along the Atlantic faces of the Grand
Bank.

(6) The head of northern water around the Tail had warmed by
1° and salted by 0.8 7oo since spring.

(c) The northern water was a very shallow and narrow band as

compared with that of June.

(d) Isolated cold patches were present on the southwest slope

which had originally been connected with a northern supply.

(e) The narrowness and shallowness ot the icy water (yet existing)

was a feature of the fall observations.

(/) No appreciable southerly sot was noticeable while navigating

in this cold water.

ig) An increase since spring was noticed in the quantity of

offshore expansion of low salinity water in the surface layers.

(h) The eastward movement of this water across the Grand Banks

was also observed at stations 355 and 369.

(i) Evidence was gathered which indicates a seasonal variation in

the current from the north.
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June 5, Coast Guard cutter "Modoc" explodes four guncotton mines suspended 60 feet
under water from berg No. 3. The berg was seen to quiver perceptibly the instant
of the explosion, and several large pieces of ice were detached from its side. See
sketch No. 4
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ICE PATROL

Treasury Department,

Uniti:d States Coast Guard,

Washington., Fehruary 4, 192It.

To commanding oificers, " Modoc,'' •' Tampa;' and '' Ossijiee ";

1. The Modoc and the Tampa are designated to carry out the in-

ternational ice patrol during the season of 1924. The Ossipee is

designated as stand-by vessel. The senior line officer present is

assigned to command the patrol. The commanding officer of the

Tampa will command until the arrival on patrol of a senior com-

manding officer. Vessels concerned will make the necessary prepara-

tions to carry out these orders.

2. The object of the patrol is to locate the icebergs and ice fields

nearest to the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes. It will be the duty

of patrol vessels to determine the southerly, easterly, and westerly

limits of the ice and to keep in touch with these fields as they move

to the southward, in order that radio broadcasts may be sent out

daily, giving the whereabouts of the ice, particularly the ice that

may be in the immediate vicinity of the regular trans-Atlantic steam-

ship lanes.

3. The patrol will continue until the ice no longer constitutes a

danger to navigation in the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes. The

ice season is usually three months, April, May, and June.

4. While on this patrol the Modoc and the Tampa will base tem-

porarily and obtain fuel and other necessary supplies at Halifax,

Xova Scotia. The two vessels will alternate on patrol, making alter-

nate cruises of about 15 days in the ice region, the 15 days to be

exclusive of the time occupied in going to and from base. The patrol

commander will so regulate the movements of the vessels that on the

fifteenth day after reaching the ice region the vessel on patrol will

be relieved by the second vessel, if possible, at which time the first

vessel will proceed to base, replenish her fuel supply, and return in

time to relieve the other vessel at the end of the latter's 15-day cruise.

It is important that the patrol be continuous, and the vessel on

patrol must not leave her station until relieved by the other vessel,

unless it should be absolutely necessary to do so.

(1)



KADIO HKOADCASTS AND COMMUNICATIONS

{a) Having located tlie ice, the patiol vessel will send the follow-
ing daily dispatches and radio broadcasts. All dispatches will refer
to seventy-fifth meridian time.

(1) At 0600 seventy-fifth meridian time, and 1800 seventy-
fifth meridian time, ice information will be sant broad-
cast by radio on 600 meters (spark). These broadcasts
will be sent three times, with an interval of 2 minutes
between each.

(Note.—It /.s the l/itention to eliminate spark broad-
casts as soon as possiUe and all shipping should he so

advised in. order that they may equip themselves with
receivers capable of CW reception.)

(2) At 0700 seventy-fifth meridian time, and 1900 seventy-
fifth meridian time, ice information will be broadcast by
radio on 1,621 meters (185 kilocycles) CW. These
broadcasts Avill be sent three times, with an interval of
2 minutes between each.

(3) At 2000 seventy-fifth meridian time, a dispatch will be
sent to the Hydrographic Office, Washington, D. C, de-
fining the danger zone, its southern limits, or other
definite ice news, and an additional dispatch will be
sent during the night if any important information is

obtained later. The telegraphic address of the Hydro-
graphic Office is " Hydrographic, Washington." To be
of value for broadcasting from Annapolis, Arlington,
and other shore radio stations, this dispatch must be in

the Hydrographic Office before 0900 the following day.
(b) Ice information will be given by radio at any time to any ship

with which the patrol vessel can comnmnicate. Such information
will be furnished as regular radio traffic (without charge) on com-
mercial traffic frequencies (wave lengths).

{c) The following should be observed as closely as possible:

(1) Use 600-meter wave length (spark) only for broadcasting
on schedule, calling, answering, and traffic incident
to SOS.

(2) Use conuuei-cial-traffic Avave lengths (except 600 meters
when possible) for handling traffic other than Govern-
ment.

(3) Use CW transmission whenever practicable (except for
broadcasting on 600 meters and traffic on 706 meters)
and request stations to transmit on CW when known to

be so equipped. Reduce to a minimum radio work on
spark.



{d) Sliip-to-shore radio traffic shall be carried on by the most

practicable and convenient route, having due regard for the economy

which may be effected by transmitting through naval radio stations.

Bar Harbor has been instructed to give priority to all traffic to and

from vessels on ice patrol duty, and that station should normally be

used, if possible. Headquarters will route all messages for vessels

on ice patrol through Bar Harbor. Should it develop that communi-

cation through Bar Harbor will be impracticable for an extended

period, headquarters should be so advised by the most practicable

means in order that dispatches may be routed accordingly.

{e) Ice information will be given in as plain concise English as

practicable, and will state in the following order

:

(1) Position of patrol vessel.

(2) Location and description of ice.

(3) Other data.

(/) In order that there may not arise any doubt as to the posi-

tion of the patrol vessel, the number and position of bergs reported

or sighted and other obstructions found necessary to report, the

following points should be emphasized

:

(1) The message to be made up of short sentences, each fol-

lowed by the word " stop."

(2) The latitude and longitude positions to consist of four

words each and the latitude be separated from the

longitude by the word " dash " and after the longitude

position the word "stop" shall be used, viz., latitude

40° 00', longitude 50° 00' should be written " Four zero

zero zero dash five zero zero zero stop."

(3) Distinction should be made clearly whether one berg was

sighted or reported or more than one berg.

(4) Clearly define whether the patrol vessel sighted the ice

or obstructions or whether the patrol vessel received

the report of ice or obstructions from a passing vessel.

(5) The message to be complete in itself, not referring to

previous reports.

ig) Messages broadcast to other vessels should never contain such

phrases as " No ice south of ," etc.

6. Attention is called to article 3235 (c), Kegulations, the pro-

visions of which will be followed in radiograms sent to the Hydro-

graphic Office. (See paragraph 5 {a) (3) of this order.) In

radiograms sent to vessels other than Coast Guard cutters the

words "latitude " and " longitude " will be used.

7. The ice patrol vessels' radio call letters are NIDK. This is

a special " call " for the vessels actually on patrol, and must not be

confounded with the regular " call letters " of the vessels.



8. The radio messages from the patrol ship will be given publicity

immediately upon their receipt by the Hydrographic Office, Washing-

ton, and by the branch hydrographic offices at Boston, New York,

and Norfolk.

9. Each patrol vessel will keep a remark book in which will be en-

tered all data and information that can be collected concerning the

ice.

10. Each vessel, on being relieved by the other vessel, will deliver

to the relieving vessel a copy of each radiogiam sent to or received

from the Hydrographic Office during the cruise, and a copy of each

instruction received from headquarters.

11. At the end of each cruise each vessel will forward to head-

quarters a full report in triplicate. Each vessel will send these reports

direct to headquarters and furnish a copy of each report to the other

vessel on patrol.

12. Each vessel will plot on tracing paper used in connection with

the appropriate plotting sheet the positions and extent of the ice as

located from time to time. Such data will also be plotted on a dupli-

cate tracing paper, and this duplicate will be delivered to the reliev-

ing vessel.

13. If, in order to avoid delay in any emergency, it becomes neces-

sary for the junior commanding officer to communicate directly with

headquarters, a copy of each such communication shall be furnished

tp the patrol commander.
14. Barometers of patrol vessels must be calibrated by the United

States Weather Bureau before sailing on patrol duty.

F. C. BiLLABD.



REPORTS OF COMMANDING OFFICERS

COAST GUARD CUTTER "TAMPA," LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J.

WHEELER, ICE PATROL, FIRST CRUISE, MARCH 20 TO APRIL 5,

1924

The Tampa left Boston Navy Yard at 10.45 a. m., March 18, and

proceeded to the Tail of Grand Banks by direct route north of

George's Bank. Light to fresh northwesterly winds and unusually

fine weather prevailed until forenoon of 20th, when wind increased

to strong breeze and moderate gale, NNW., hauling to NNE.,
which continued until night of 22d., though moderating at intervals

to fresh breezes. Fog was experienced at intervals on 22d.

On 19th we sent the following message to wireless officer, Halifax

:

'• International ice patrol will be fully inaugurated March 22. Patrol

will be continuous until end of ice season, probably early in July.

Agreeably to imderstanding of last year patrol will broadcast all ice

and obstruction information for the Atlantic area. Ice patrol call

this year—NIDK—TAMPA." Similar messages were sent to officer

in charge station at St. Pierre and to commercial station and com-

pass station at Cape Race.

At 5.50 p. m., 21st, latitude 42° 42', longitude 54° 21', the vessel

was stopped for some five hours, partly to adjust air pump and

partly to avoid reaching possible ice area before daybreak would give

an opi^ortunity for efficient search witli masthead lookout. An unim-

portant obstruction report (spar) was also received this day from

steamship Canadian Ranger^ and communication was received from

French radio station, St. Pierre, expressing their intention to fully

cooperate with patrol for the season.

Masthead lookout was established at daybreak 22d, and at 9 a. m.

coui'se was set 57° true to reach southwest slope of bank, partly for

purpose of searching and partly for anchorage in event of continu-

ance of fog.

At 2 p. m., 22d, stopped and occupied station No. 377; depth of

water 105 fathoms. Temperatures at four depths were all above 0°

C, showing no arctic water, therefore no indications of ice. At 3.25

ahead on course 57° true and at 6 anchored for the night in 45

fathoms port chain, Tail of Bank; latitude 43° 34', longitude 51° 15'.

Sent out first broadcasts for season and made other routine reports.

10761—24 2 (5)



Received message from -wireless officer, Halifax, assuring us of co-

operation for season along lines of last j'ear. Gave ice information

to steamship Calrntorr.

March 23 : Strong to fresh NE. to NNE. breezes, with overcast sky,

prevailed for the day. Rather rough sea, north. Hove up anchor

and at 6.45 stood east 20 miles to eastern edge Tail of Bank; then

115° true for 70 miles to skirt this edge, scouting for possible ice and

investigating current conditions. From 11.55 to 12.30 stopped and

occupied station 378, finding arctic water below surface, which we
later concluded may have been a pool from current earlier in season

rather than prevailing Labrador current. From 5.17 to 6.25 stopped

and occupied station 378, where no arctic water was found. At 6.25

stood north true and so continued for 18 miles, sounding at intervals

for anchorage for night. At 9.15 came to anchor in 40 fathoms of

Avater, with 100 fathoms of chain. Latitude 43° 08', longitude

50° 09'.

March 24: Again strong to fresh NNE. breezes, with sky over-

cast. Heavy swell to rather rough sea, north. At 5.45 up anchor

and stood east true for 25 miles to eastern edge of Bank ; then skirted

same on courses 16° true to 40° true for 63 miles, scouting for possible

bergs, but none Avere seen. Sea too rough for occupying station for

water temperatures. At 6 p. m. stood west true, and later 285° true,

sounding at intervals for anchorage for the night. At 7.30 anchored

in 24 fathoms, 75 fathoms of chain. Latitude 43° 55', longitude

49° 14'.

Special ice information given to the following steamships this

day: AUxmidra, Amsterdam^ Marhurn.

March 25: Day begins with fresh NNE. breezes, falling to light

breezes at close ; overcast throughout ; snow flurries in early morning

and at close. At 5.25 up anchor and stood 48° true for 35 miles,

scouting eastern edge of Banks for possible bergs. At 8.45 occupied

station 380, finding Arctic water. At 12.20 stood 16° true for 35

miles. At 4.10 occupied station 381. finding no Arctic Avater. At
5.45 stood 280° true for anchorage for the night. ReceiA^ed report

of berg, latitude 45° 18', longitude 49° 36'. At 7.15 set course 314°

true for this berg, then 40 miles distant. At 9.15 stopped and an-

chored because of snoAv squall ; 37 fathoms of water, 100 fathoms of

chain.

Gave ice information this day to steamships Hastings County and

West Comas. Received ice information from steamship Lituania.

March 26 : Day begins Avith light NW. breezes and smooth sea, in-

creasing to moderate NW. breeze Avith moderate sAvell in midday,

falling to light breeze at close. Overcast; passing snow squall, 6

a. m. At 5.20 up anchor and stood 314° true for position of berg

reported yesterday. At 7.39 siglited berg bearing 32° true and at



9.05 stopped alongside of it; latitude 45° 35', longitude 49° 28'.

Found this first berg of the season to be of medium size, composed

of two parallel walls, the larger of which was some 250 feet in

length, some 100 feet in height, and perhaps 60 feet thick at base,

tapering to jagged edge on top. The smaller wall was similar to

the larger and approximately two-thirds its size in each dimension.

The swell pulsating through the open space some 50 feet wide be-

tween the walls showed depth of some 10 feet over the base.

Lieutenant Von Paulsen requested permission to tr}^ one of the 150-

pound T.N.T. wrecking mines sent on board for experimenting in

destruction of bei-gs. This request was granted, and that officer, with

surfboat creAv, lowered a mine alongside base of berg, secured by
means of grapnel hooked in ice crevice above water. The mine failed

to explode and was hoisted up and brought back to the vessel. Ex-
amination showed that one wire of detonator had been broken. At
11 stood to windward of berg and anchored in 37 fathoms of water

(90 fathoms chain) to observe drift of berg for the day. Berg
drifted to southward about one-fourth mile per hour.

Received ice report from steamship Gorm. (Growler.)

March 27 : Day begins with light north airs and breezes, hauling

to east and increasing to fresh breeze by noon and moderate gale SE.
at close. Mostly cloudy to overcast. At 5.35 up anchor and stood to

berg, which had drifted to southward distance of some 5 miles in 18

hours. Lieutenant Yon Paulsen, with surfboat crew, placed another

150-pound depth charge mine on base of berg, and again it failed to

explode. Hoisted mine and examined it aboard and decided that

detonator designed for smaller mine was not sufficiently in contact

with T.X.T. Made adjustments accordingly and lowered another

mine alongside base of berg at depth of some 17 fathoms. This was
successfully exploded at 8.30. Many tons of ice was brought down
from both walls of the berg. The entire berg rocked back and forth,

but did not capsize, evidently being partly sustained by proximity to

bottom. Broken ice drifted off in form of small growlers and slush.

At 9.05 stood 165° true to investigate report just received from
West Quechee of berg to southward. At 1.40 sighted berg bearing

143°, distance 19.5 miles, and stood for it. At 4 stood around berg

and photographed it (latitude 44° 31', longitude 49° 05') ; then stood

265° true for anchorage on edge of bank. At 4.50 anchored, with

100 fathoms chain, in 35 fathoms of water, Avith sand and shell bot-

tom; latitude 44° 25', longitude 49° 20'. Tried fishing, without suc-

cess ; evidently too early in season.

Ice reports received this day from steamships West Quechee and

Rosalind. Derelict report from steamship Ben NecK-om.

March 28 : Moderate to fresh SE. to SSW. breezes until 4 p. m.,

then falling: to fresh and gentle SAV. to WXW. breezes ; heavv swell



to rather rou<5h sea. Overcast, mostly foggy and rainy throughout

day. Vessel renuiined at anchor because of weather.

March 29 : Begins with moderate W. by S. breezes backing to

SSE. in afternoon and increasing to moderate gale, which hauled to

NW. and became fresh gale. Rather rough sea throughout. Began
clear and became overcast, with fog at intervals. At 5.30 hove up
anchor and stood 136° true, 12.5 miles, to the southernmost berg last

sighted on 2Tth; occupied station alongside of it. Found this to be

in latitude 44° 18', longitude 49° 08', having dragged along bottom

in 38 fathoms, 190° true, 0.3 knot per hour since last sighted.

Lowered surfboat; stood around berg and photographed it with

film camera. The rough sea breaking against this berg and swells

pulsating through open space between the two walls made this quite

spectacular in clear weather then prevailing. Stood back on Bank
proper for anchorage, passing and sighting some eight French fish-

ing vessels, among the first of the fleet. Of these the barque La
Angelin set international code signal as Tamya passed requesting

that we take mail. To this we acquiesced and Tampa stopped and
received letters via dory from La Angelin. We were also requested

to report this vessel in Halifax. Photographs with film camera

were also taken of this vessel and of French hermaphrodite brig

La Motte Picquct. At 3.15 anchored in 33 fathoms, 100 fathoms

of chain, Latitude 44° 27'; longitude 50° 12'. Tried fishing, with-

out success. Shearwaters and murres observed this day.

March 30. Begins moderate to fresh NW. to WNW., gale, with

rough sea falling to light and moderate breezes and backing i\i

SE. Strong SE. breeze at close. Mostly cloudy to overcast. Re-

mained at anchorage for the day. At 9.25 tripped anchor and let

vessel drift approximately one mile to leeward hoping to find

shell bottom for possible fishing. Failed to find shell bottom, and

at 10.25 again let go anchor, 33 fathoms water, 100 fathoms chain.

Tried fishing, without success, at various times in the day. Gave
special ice information to Steamship American Farmer.

Received special ice information from cable ship John W. Mackm/.

March 31: Fresh to gentle SE. to WSW. ; breezes; overcast and

foggy for most part throughout the day. Remained at anchor

l)ecause of fog.

April 1 : 13egins with light and gentle SW. breezes, later haul-

ing and increasing to moderate and fresh NW. to N. gale. Foggy
at intervals first part. At 9.30 under way, stood 116° true, to visit

soutliorniuost berg, last seen on 29th, and investigate current on east

side of Bank. A number of French fishermen observed ahead and on

either side, a portion of which had dories in water, apparently season

not fully opened. Exchanged international code signals with French



barkentines Ben^galia, and Noell both requesting that they be re-

ported as all "well. At 1.10 course 152° true. At 3.15 sighted berg

13 miles distant and at 5 came alongside of it; latitude 43° 43'; lon-

gitude 49° 15'. This berg had drifted approximately south at rate

of 0,5 mile per hour since last sighted b}' Tampa 29th instant. Oc-

cupied station 384 alongside of berg and found arctic water at depths

of 50 meters and 125 meters.

At 6.20 stood 226° true for anchorage on edge of bank. At 8.20

changed course to 252° true, sounding at intervals to locate anchor-

age. At 10.45 soundings' showing 45 fathoms. Stopped and lowered

anchor, with windlass paying out 100 fathoms of chain. Sound-

ings after anchor had taken bottom showed 58 fathoms, indicating

that we were exactly on edge of bank. Flocks of murres seen

this day.

Special ice information given to steamship America.

April 2: Strong to moderate breezes hauling from N. to SE.
Sky overcast to partW clear at midday. Vessel remained at an-

chorage on southeast edge of bank throughout the day, observing

the southernmost berg. This berg in sight from 9 a. m. until dark,

drifting estimated speed of 0.8 knot per hour, 190° true. At 1 hove
up anchor to allow; east wind to drift vessel slightly farther on
bank. Drifted slowly with wind and current in general southwest

direction, using rudder. At 6.30 anchored in 43 fathoms of water,

100 fathoms of chain.

Received ice information from steamship Sachem. Gave special

ice information to steamship Cody.

April 3 : Strong breezes to moderate S. to SSE. gale, moderating

to light and gentle breezes at close and hauling to SSW. Overcast

and rainy, with dense fog in afternoon and evening; rather rough

sea. Vessel remained at anchor throughout day.

Gave special ice information to steamships Andania and Mownt
Carroll. Received ice information from steamship Sachem.
April 4 : Day begins with gentle ESE. breeze, backing to N. and

increasing to fresh and strong breezes, falling to gentle N. breeze

at close. Overcast, fogg}', and rainy first part; hazy thereafter, with

visibility some 4 miles.

At 9.50 up anchor and under way to scout for berg last seen on

2d instant. Stood S. true 12 miles; then began rectangular search

to southward, extending from edge of bank to s'ome 20 miles east.

At 1.48 received report from steamship Cameronia that berg 185

feet high was sighted in latitude 42° 34' , longitude 50° 03'. Stood

221° true for same and at 3.55 sighted berg, 2.5 miles distant, bear-

ing 247° true. At 4.11 stopped alongside berg and occupied station

No. 385, latitude 42° 44', longitude 49° 56'. Found no arctic water.
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This hovg. since last sighted, April 2, had drifted parallel Avith

50-fath()in contour of bank, in general direction 210° true. 0.9 mile

per hour. From close aboard its present height was' estimated as

some 80 feet, showing overrating of height by the Caineronia, as

usually is the case of estimates made from vessel at distance. The
discrepancy of some 11 miles in estimated position is' also very

common.
After nightfall haziness increased and we kept position in sight

of berg by means of searchlights. The vessel drifted to leeward at

rate of some- 1 or 1.5 knots per hour, and occasional backing was
generally found to be the best Avay to keep position. Mother Carey's
chickens were found in the vicinity of the berg and a number flew

on board, blinded by the searchlights, disabling themselves by col-

lision with rigging or structural parts of ship.

Ice report received this day from steamship Cameroiiio. Obstruc-

tion report received from steamship Vendome.
April 5: Moderate to fresh N. to NNW. breezes; overcast; mod-

erate sea. Standing by southernmost berg, keeping it constantly in

sight by means of searchlight and keeping position by occasionally

steaming as necessary. At 6 left berg, latitude 42° 37'; longitude
50° 18', and proceeded west true to meet Modoc.
At 4.30 p. m. met Modoc, latitude 42° 30', longitude 52° 43'.

Lieut. E. H. Smith, oceanographer, and Yeoman E. W. Lewis, as-

sistant, transferred to Modoc, which ves.sel took over ice patrol re-

lieving Tampa for refueling, etc., in Halifax.

SUMMARY

The weather experienced this cruise has been decidedly better

than the average for the season as shown by pilot chart, since we
have- had only 20 per cent of fogs and some 13 per cent of gales.

This is in marked contrast to the weather of last year, since we then

had gales for 9 of the 15 days for the same period. The mild winter

was reflected in the surface temperature found on the Banks, this

being 37 to 38° F., G° warmer than normal. There has also been a

pronounced prevalence of warm water over localities where arctic

water might be expected. The absence of field ice on the Grand
Banks is also a notable feature. The effect of the unusual features

on the number of bergs to be expected later in the season can not be

positively foretold, but it would api:)ear that less ice than usual

might be i)redicted.

As a logical result of the absence of arctic water there has thus

far been decidedly a smaller number of bergs than usual for the

season, only three having been reported south of Newfoundland

since March 13. Two of these have been sighted by the Tamjja and



the only one that showed disposition to drift south was tracked by

the Tamjm from March 27 to April 5, during which period it drifted

141 miles, and it was left at 6 a. m., April 5, in latitude 42° 37' ; long-

itude 50° 18'.

During the period of this first patrol, ice reports were received

from 34 vessels; obstruction reports from 5 vessels, and 804 water-

temperature reports were received.

Daily dispatches and radio broadcasts have been sent out as fol-

lows :

{a) At 6 a. m., and 6 p. m., seventy-fifth meridian time (7 p. m.,

sixtieth meridian time) ice information has been broadcasted on

COO-meter wave length (spark), and one hour later the same infor-

mation has been broadcasted on 1,621 CW.
(h) Daily at 8 p. m., seventy-fifth meridian time, ice informa-

tion has been sent to Hydrographic Office, Washington.

(r) Daily weather reports have been sent to Washington.

COAST GUARD CUTTER " MODOC," COMMANDER B. M. CHISWELL,
ICE PATROL, FIRST CRUISE, APRIL 5 TO APRIL 19, 1924

The Tampa having inaugurated the ice patrol season, sailing from

Boston, March 18, 1924, the Modoc left 15 days later from the same

port at 10.05 a. m., April 2, 1924. Contact was made with the Tam/pa

in 42° 30' north latitude, 52° 46' west longitude, at 4.30 p. m., April

5. Lieut. E. H. Smith, observer, and Yeoman K. W. Lewis, his as-

sistant, transferred from Tampa to Modoc. Mail for Tampa was

delivered and, having relieved her of patrol duty, the Modoc at 7.05

p. m. stood slowly to the eastward to begin scouting for ice at day-

break and to relocate the berg last seen by the Tampa in 42° 35' north

latitude, 50° '26' west longitude, at 6 a. m. of the 5th. Weather for

the run out from Boston was characterized by a rapidly rising ba-

rometer, with westerly gale diminishing. In Boston at 4 a. m. of the

2d barometer was 29.25 with NE. gale and heavy snowfall. xVt the

time of our departure snow had ceased ; barometer was 29.50 ; wind

Avas west, blowing moderate gale force, with heavy banked clouds.

By noon of the 3d barometer was 29.95, wind force 5, Beaufort scale,

and partly clear; noon of the 4th, barometer 30.19, wind NNE.,

force 3: and noon of the 5th, barometer 30.35, wind NE., force 2;

cloudy.

Having run 60 miles east from the point where the Tampa was

relieved, a rectangular search was started at daj^break of the 6th,

with excellent visibility, lookout aloft. At 9 a. m. the berg last

seen by the Tampa on the 5th was sighted 13 miles distant. Its

location at noon, as determined by observation of the sun, was 42°

19' North latitude, 50° 39' West longitude, having drifted 226°
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true 0.5 knot per hour during the last 24 hours. The visible por-
tion of the berg was in tAvo parts, separated by a shallow channel-
way, one part a rather low ice ridge, the other a peak approxi-
mately 150 feet high. In the bright light of the forenoon the berg
showed up in fine shape and the play of lights and shadows on
the ice made a beautiful picture. ^Hien abreast the perpendicular
side of the peak and about 300 yards distant echoes from the
steam whistle were clear and sharp. Oceanographic station Xo. 386
in the immediate vicinity of the berg was occupied. Temperatures
indicated no trace of arctic water. Light airs and breezes from
the northeast quadrant to calms prevailed to-day, with clear pleas-
ant weather in forenoon and heavy snowfall from 1 to 5 p. m. Ba-
rometer, which was falling, stood 30.14 at midnight. Fulmars and
dovekies were plentiful and a few murres were observed through
the day. Special ice information was given steamship Canadian
Explorer. Vessel drifted for the night near the berg.
The patrol remained in the vicinity of the above berg during the

day, April 7, visibility excellent; and drifted for the night. This
berg had reached the end of its westward drift and was now making
to the southward and eastward at about 0.7 knot per hour. Position at
noon, 42° 03' north latitude, 50° 28' west longitude. It was calving at
intervals. Winds were fi-om north, increasing in force from 4 to 6
and decreasing to 4 at the close; barometer was falling slowly and
read 30.03 at midnight. Bird life was as described yesterday. The
steamship Schodack sent the following message to the patrof:
Have patient with following symptoms : Temperature 103, pulse ll'> respira-

tion 28; movements normal
; has frequent severe pains right side of chest whichmake breathing difficult. Patient worked in warm place all day and took a bath

afterwards which was followed by chills and fever. Kindly advise. Wilson
Master. '

Patrol medical officer promptly advised concerning treatment of
patient.

The steamships Idefjord and Mount Clinton requested special ice
information and were requested to await the patrol's evening broad-
cast.

^

At daybreak, April 8, the patrol was 41/2 miles 44° from the berg.
At this point surface sea-water temperature was 36° F. Ap-
proaching the berg, it rose rapidly and was 52° F. nearby. ' At 1
p. m. oceanographic station Xo. 386, near the berg, was occupied
lemperatures indicated Gulf Stream water, 56° to 54° F down to
450 meters, then cooling rapidly to 39° at 750 meters. The berg
which was drifting 115° true at 1.5 knots per hour, was in 41° 40'
north latitude, 49° 08' west longitude at 8 p. m. It was fast
dwindling, cracking, calving, and rolling continuouslv. Licrht
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breezes and airs from north shifting about dark into SE., and

thick haze, with intermittent light fog, prevailed ; barometer, which

Avas falling, read 29.78 at midnight. A marked absence of bird

life was noted, probably due to the fact that we were now in warm
water and away from their feeding grounds.

The Swedish steamer Drottningholm was reported by radio for

violation of the steamship track agreement.

Special ice information was furnished the steamships Idefjord

and Ayme7'ic.

There being no other reports of ice within the scope of operations

of the patrol, the vessel kept in contact with the berg noted above

which was at noon, April 9, in 41° 26' north latitude, 48° 34' west

longitude, drifting 120° true 1.8 knots per hour. The warm water

(56° F.) and the buffetings of the southerly swell were reducing it

with extraordinary rapidity. It was calving continuously and

numerous growlers floated in its vicinity. Winds to-day were from

the southeast quadrant, force 3 to 4, with frequent passing showers

accompanied by thunder and lightning, with clear, sunny, pleasant

weather between; barometer falling rapidly, read 29.31 at midnight.

Bird life was scarce, a few fulmars, dovekies and Wilson's petrel

being noted.

Having experienced interference with our broadcast through HYS
(Ste. Pierre, IVIiquelon) broadcasting on the same schedule, the

latter was requested to change his schedule, to which he replied as

follows

:

Referring to your message of last night, we beg to inform you that during

the patrol season and in order to suit you, our broadcast will be sent at

1000 gmt., 1600 gmt, and 2200 gmt. We would be grateful to you if you

would advise ships at sea.

Special ice information was given the steamships Invader, Alaska,

and Nieuw Amsterdam.

At noon, April 10, our berg was in 41° 11' north latitude, 48°

18' west longitude, having drifted 141° true at 0.9 knot per hour.

"\'\nien near by, constant loud cracklings were heard and the moment
sea water ran oft", the entire exposed surface would blister, the next

sea washing away this loose covering, followed by more blistering.

This, together with the frequent calvings, was reducing its bnllv

rapidly. By dark it was apparent that the warm water, warm air,

and constant pounding of the seas would make an end of this

menace within the next 24 hours. Winds until 1 p. m. were from

SE., force 3 to 4. parth' clear, with passing heavy rain squalls, thun-

der, and lightning; barometer falling to 29.22, at which time it

began to rise rapidly, wind backed into NW. and increased in force
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to 6, overcast and cloudy; barometer at midnight 29.50. A few

dovekies, fulmars, and Wilson's petrel were seen.

Special ice information was given the steamships Evergreen

City and Andaluster.

At daybreak, April 11, the patrol steamed back along tlip line

of its wind-drift during the night, but was unable to pick up the

berg last seen at the close of the day yesterday. A careful thorougli

search, lookout aloft, visibility very good, was continued through-

out the day without sighting ice. leading to the conviction that

the berg had either melted or broken up into small growlers hanii-

less to navigation. At dark the ship was stopped and allowed to

drift. At 8 p. m. position 40° 80' north latitude, 47° 20' west

longitude. Winds were WNW., force 6, during the day, hauling

to N. at dark and diminishing to force 3; cloudy to overcast;

barometer rose to 29.81 by 10 p. m. and then began to fall, reading

29.76 at midnight; surface water temperatures 53° to 56° F. A
Leach's petrel flew on board, was identified, and set free. A few

munes and some gulfweed were noted.

The following interesting report was received from the steamship

Gdltymore

:

At 1730 gmt (April 11) Lat. 45-50 N.. Long. 40-30 W., passed Frying Pan
Shoal gas and whistling buoy, light extinguished, whistle operating.

The Danish steamship Frederic Till Avas reported b}' radio for

violation of the North Atlantic track agreement.

Being convinced that the berg we had been standing by had dis-

appeared, the patrol at daybreak, April 12, stood to the westward to

occupy oceanographic stations along the southern radial and to hold

memorial service over the grave of the Titanic on the morrow

(Sunday). Winds were from the NE. quadrant, force 2 to 5, during

the forenoon; overcast and raining; clearing; barometer falling until

10 a. m., when it read 29.59, then rising for the remainder of the

day, registering 29.90 at midnight. In the afternoon wind backed ,

to NW. and increased to moderate gale force; partly clear; surface i

temperatures 56° to 60° F. There was practically no bird life in

sight. Schools of porpoises were noted.
i

The Majestic reported passing at 1.30 GreenAvich mean time the |

dismasted derelict schooner Governor Parr in 45° 00' north lati-

tude, 35° 38' west longitude, dangerous to navigation.

Special ice information was given the steamship GaUi/nton'. At

8 p. m. position was 40° 53' north latitude, 48° 45' west longitude.

April 13 was spent by the patrol in occupying oceanographic sta-

tions to the northward along the southern radial. At 6.45 and 11.25

a. m. and at 3.50, 7, and 10 p. m. stations Nos. 388 to 392, inclusive,
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wove t)cciipied. At sunrise colors were half-masted and at 11 a. m.

(sixtieth meridian time) tlie vessel was stopped over the grave of

the Titanie. which sank after colliding with an iceberg April 14,

1912, and brief memorial services were held, including a memorial

address by Lieut. Commander Chalker, prayer by Past Asst. Surg.

Shipp, three volleys, and taps. Colors were then mastheaded and

the vessel resumed her patrol duties. At 3.40 p. m. the French bark-

eutine Raymonde asked for and was furnished his position. Winds
were XW. to NXE., force 6 to 2, dropping to light ESE. airs at the

close; clear to cloudy; barometer rising slowly, reading 29.96 at

midnight. jNIany dovekies and a few murres were noted as the

vessel approached cold water. At 8 p. m. the patrol was in 42° 30'

north latitude, 50° 13' west longitude.

Special ice information was given the steamships Canadian

Freighter and Galtyiiwre. The latter inquired about a berg broad-

casted from Ste'. Pierre, giving its location on April 6. This was

the same berg that the patrol followed until it vanished on the 11th.

Ste. Pierre was advised that Ave were in close touch with conditions

around the Tail of the Banks and requested to leave broadcasting

of ice information in this vicinity to the patrol.

At 7.45 a. m. of the 14th, oceanographic station No. 393, on the

Tail of the Banks, w^as occupied, after which the patrol scouted to

the northward at 14 knots speed about 10 miles to the eastward of

the eastern 100-fathom curve of the Banks, lookout aloft, visibility

excellent. Any bergs drifting to the southward w^ould have come
within the range of visibility from the vessel's crows nest. No ice

was seen. At 5.20 p. m. oceanographic station No. 394 was occu-

pied. Temperatures indicated a narrow band of Arctic water down
the east side of the Banks as far as the Tail at least. There was no

appreciable current from the north noted in our run up the east

side of the Banks today.

In reply to the patrol's protest of yesterday, Ste. Pierre sent this

message

:

Following your svc date, any ice information we may receive from ships at

sea will be forwarded to you.

Weather was clear, with calms to light airs and breezes from east-

ward: barometer falling slowly and reading 29.71 at midnight.

Several sailing vessels, presumably French fishermen, many murres,

a few fulmars, a school of whales, and one seal close aboard w^ere

sighted during the chiy. At 8.40 p. m. the vessel was anchored on
tlie Banks in 44° 01' north latitude, 49° 19' west longitude. At
7.40 p. m. we sounded in 43° 59' north, 49° 16' 30" west, this posi-

tion being accuratelv determined by moon sight, sun sights, and
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radio compass bearings from Cape Kace. Got 85 fathoms by care-

ful sounding with machine; fine white sand. This spot is between

, 22 and 28 fathoms, as shown on H. O. Chart No. 980, corrected

through Notice to Mariners No. 44, 1922. There was 26 fathoms

where we anchored.

At 6 a. m. of the l.'Sth the patrol left her anchorage and stood

to the eastward to outside the 100-fathoni curve, then to the north-

ward parallel to said cui-A'e. At 8.15 a. m. the French barkentine

Viana asked for and was furnished her longitude position. At 12.30

p. m. oceanographic station No. 395 was occupied. Visibility, which

had been very good, becoming poor and weather stormy, the vessel

was headed in for the banks and anchored at 6.40 p, m. in 44° 58'

north latitude, 49° 23' west longitude. While standing in for an

anchorage, careful soundings were made and the following positions

and depths seem worth recording:

44° 49' 00" north, 49° 03' 00" west, 100 fathoms, no bottom,

44° 51' 10" north, 49° 09' 00" west, 60 fathoms.

44° 53' 20" north, 49° 15' 00" west, 60 fathoms.

44° 56' 00" north, 49° 20' 00" west. 60 fathoms.

44° 58' 30" north, 49° 26' 00" west, 34 fathoms.

These positions were carefully checked by sights and by radio

bearings from Cape Race, and are believed to be correct. The last

sounding, 34 fathoms, agrees with Hydrographic Office Chart No.

980. Depths in the other positions are not recorded on said chart.

Oceanographic station No. 396, at the anchorage, was occupied.

Winds were from the SW. quadrant, increasing in force from 3 to 5

and falling after 4 p. m. to calm at the close : clear to overcast and

cloudy, with driving rain in afternoon, changing to thick fog from

5.30 to 6.30 p. m., clearing after dark; barometer was falling and

registered 29.39 at midnight. Fulmars, murres, dovekies and whale

were plentiful.

Special ice information was given the steamship Berengaria.

At 4.50 a. m. of the 16th the patrol left her anchorage and

scouted to the northeastward along the 100-fathom curve of the

Banks. At 9.20 a. m. oceanographic station No. 397 and at 3.15 p. m.

No. 398, the latter in 46° north latitude. 47° 45' west longitude, were

occupied. Water temperatures along the east slope of the Banks
showed less of arctic character than Avas to be expected at this season

of the year. They were in no instance l)elow 0° C, whereas it is

normal for them at this time to range from —1.2° to —1.8° C. Little

or no surface current setting to the southward could be observed.

Normally at this season a 0.5 to 0.7 knot current is setting south-

ward in this locality. This abnormality would seem to explain the

absence of bergs around the tail of the lianks. There mav be ice
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to the northward, but Avithout the current it can not be borne south.

This inactivity of the Labrador current may or may not continue

through the season. In past years its strength has l)een observed

to fluctuate considerably within a period of a few days. After

station 398 the vessel was put on a coui-se for the berg reported this

date by the Regina in 45° 53' north latitude, 51° 59' west longitude.

Winds were from SSW. to SW., increasing in force from 2 to 5;

heavy southwesterly swell
;
partly clear to cloudy, with snow squalls

at close; barometer slowly falling to 29.31 at midnight; halo around

the moon. Many fulmars, a few^ dovekies, and Sabine gulls were

noted. At 8 p. m. the vessel was in 45° 56' north latitude, 48° 25'

west longitude.

At 2 p. m., April 17, the patrol arrived alongside the berg reported

yesterday by the Regina. While crossing the Banks a 0.6 knot per

hour set 203° true was experienced. This one, in 45° 53' north lat-

itude, 51° 53' west longitude, was a small twin berg and appeared

to be disintegrating. Its position removes it from any possibility of

ever menacing the North Atlantic steamship tracks. At 6.15 p. m.

the vessel was anchored on the Banks in 46° 16' north latitude, 52°

19' west longitude. Oceanographic station No. 399, near the berg,

and No. 400, at the anchorage, were occupied. Winds were WSW.,
hauling to NNE. and backing to WNW., force 2 to 3; partly clear to

cloudy, with short periods of heavy snow-fall; heavy SW., changing

in afternoon to heavy XE. swell; barometer steady, reading 29,37

at midnight. But little bii-d life was in evidence, a few fulmars and

murres being seen.

At 5 a. m., April 18, Ave got under way and stood on a course

for Cape Race, occupying oceanographic stations Nos. 401 to 404, in-

clusive, en route. At 12.25 p. m. the vessel was anchored in Trep-

assy Bay for shelter during the gale. Station No. 405, at the an-

chorage off Portugal Cove, was occupied. Winds were from north,

force 5, at the beginning of the day, increasing to 10 in the after-

noon and falling to 6 at the close ; mostly cloudy, with heavy snow-

fall from 9 to 11 a. m. : barometer rising, registered 29.58 at mid-

night.

The Swedish steamer Stockholm was reported for violation of the

North Atlantic track agreement.

At 6 a. m. of the 19th the vessel left her anchorage and proceeded

to take oceanographic stations along the line 222° true from Cape

Race, stations Nos. 406 to 414, inclusive, being occupied.

At 9.30 p. m. the Tampa was met in 45° 05' north latitude, 55°

05' west longitude. The observer and his assistant were transferred

to the Tampa and the Modoc relieved of patrol duty. Winds were

NW., changing at nightfall to E., force 6, diminishing to 3; barom-
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eter rising slowly until 8 p. m., ilion dropping, I'eading 29.68 at

midnight.

The steamer Stavangerfjord reported a berg in 45° 27' north

latitude, 52° 15' west longitude, and was reported by the patrol for

violation of the North Atlantic track agreement.

Special ice information Avas furnished the steamship Tamarac.

SUMMARV

This cruise had three remarkable features: First, with tlte

exception of one berg which had melted by the lltli and another

located on the I7th too far to the northward and westward to ever

become a menace to tlie North Atlantic steamship tracks, no ice was

seen or reported, though temperature reports indicated that the

possible ice area was well covered by steamship traffic. Second,

the rarity of fog, with the exception of about one hour on

the 15th, no thick fog was encountered. Third, the current that

usually bears the bergs to the southward along the east slope of the

banks at from 0.5 to 0.7 knot per hour was negligible at this time.

The broadcasts and reports to the Hydrographic Office and the

Weather Bureau were carried out as prescribed in Coast Guard
letter of February 4, 1924 (612-601).

The patrol received 950 surface seawater temperature reports

from 160 different vessels, 24 weather, 5 ice, and 5 wreck and

obstruction reports.

Special ice information was furnished to 12 vessels.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "TAMPA," LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J.

WHEELER, ICE PATROL, SECOND CRUISE, APRIL 19 TO MAY 4,

1924

The Tampa left the Halifax fuel oil docks at 6.15 p. m.. April 17.

and proceeded toward Grand Banks for relief of Modoc.

Arrangements Mere also made to place lines of drift bottles en

route; this at the i-equest of Prof. A. (r. Huntsman, University of

Toronto, representing the Biological Board of Canada. Putting

over the first line of bottles was commenced at 2.30 a. m., April 18.

latitude 44° 02' north, longitude 62*^ 03' west, and completed at

7.45 a. m., latitude 43^ 47' north, longitude 61° 55' west, the bottles

being placed two per mile for a distance of 50 miles. Each bottle

was numbered and careful record compiled. Attached to each

bottle by means of short wire was a galvanized Kheet-iron anchor

slit and bent in such form as to catch current equally fiom any

direction. At 5.24 p. m. began putting over second line of bottles.

from latitude 43° 48' north, longitude 59° 28' west, and completed

this line at 10.55 p. m.. latitude 43° 23' north, longitude 58° 27' west.

This line was also 50 miles in length, with two bottles per mile.
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We then stood course 65° true to meet Modoc^ with whom we had
comnumicated and found to be off Cape Race. At 12.30, April 19,

course Mas changed to 42° true, and at 9.45 p. m. met Modoc, latitude

45° 15' north, longitude 54° 02' west. Sent mail to Modoc, and
Lieut. E. H. Smith, oceanographer, and his assistant. Yeoman R.

Lewis, transferred to Tampa from Modoc, the former vessel assum-

ing the ice patrol. Advantage was taken of fine weather conditions

to calibrate radio compass of the Modoc, the Tampa, steaming

around her at moderate speed sending out signals. This was com-

pleted at 12.15 a. m., and the Modoc proceeded toward Halifax for

fuel.

Prevailing ice conditions reported by Modoc were most unusual,

there being but one berg south of Newfoundland. This one was last

reported on the 18th (latitude 45° 53', longitude 51° 53'). No
other ice had been seen or reported for a week past. This condition

had permitted the Modoc to make a trip to Cape Race for ocean-

ographic Avork and to continue a line of stations 222° true from

Cape Race until relieved by Tampa.

On trip from Halifax the Tampa experienced mostly fine weather,

Avith moderate to fresh N. to NE. breezes and few hours of strong

NNE. breeze. At 12.25 a. m., April 19, the TamjKt stood 222° true

to continue the oceanographic work. At 2.40 stopped and occupied

station No. 415. At 4.15 a. m. again stood course 222° true, and at

7.55 stopped to occupy station No. 416. By careful backing in rough

sea this station was occupied. At 8.50 a. m. stood on course 124°

true to reach Avestern end of third line of drift bottles to be put over

for Canadian Biological Board. A moderate to fresh gale, SSE.,

set in at 4 a. m. and continued until early afternoon, hauling to

WSW., and falling to moderate breeze W. at close. Rough sea pre-

vailed the greater part of the day and speed was reduced accord-

ingly. Occasional snow scpialls passed in forenoon and rain squalls

in afternoon.

No ice sighted or reported this day.

April 21 : Begins, standing on course 124° true. At 6.45 set course

62° true and began putting over third line of drift bottles, latitude

43° 15' north, longitude 53° 20' west. This line was completed at

3.50 p. m., in latitude 43° 20' north, longitude 51° 47' west, a dis-

tance of 75 miles, with four bottles to the mile.

At 3.57 stopped to examine wreckage near end of line of bottles.

Found same to consist of side of wooden vessel some 50 feet long

by 20 feet wide, of heavy timbers, including knees, and dangerous

to navigation. Made preparations to destroy same with wrecking

mine, and at 4.40 lowered surfboat in charge of Lieutenant Von
Paulsen to place mine. Though swept by each succeeding sea, two
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coxswains boarded the wreckage, rove a weighted line, attached to

this line a 50-pound T. N. T. mine underneath wreckage, and it was
exploded at 5.04. A column of water with fragments of wreckage
were thrown into the air to a height of some 75 feet and the former

solid piece was reduced to many bits of wreckage, no longer consti-

tuting a menace.

Hoisted surfboat, stood 20° true for a few miles, and at 6 an-

chored on edge of bank, latitude 43° 51", longitude 51° 46' ; 48

fathoms of water, 105 fathoms of chain.

This day was overcast, with fresh SW. breezes, becoming strong

NNW. breezes at the close. Rough to rather rough seas prevailed,

with period of moderate sea about midday.

No ice reports were received.

April 22: Begins with moderate gale WNW., increasing to fresh

gale, and hauling to NW., moderating to strong NW. breeze just

before midnight. Overcast to clear; barometer slowly rising. Rough
sea throughout. At 6.30 a. m. movable casting carrying riding

pawl of port chain fractured from strain on chain, due to pitching

of vessel. Hove up anchor to let vessel drift for remainder of day.

Gave special ice information to steamship Camidian Leader.

April 23: Beginning with strong NW. breeze, with rather rough

sea, wind and sea both moderating to gentle N. breeze and moderate

sea at close. Sky mostly clear prevailed throughout the day.

The vessel, drifting for the night, got under way at 6.30 a. m. to

occupy line of stations around tail of bank.

At 10.35 a. m., 3.30 p. m., and 9.05 p. m. the following stations were

respectively occupied: Nos. 418, 419, and 420. Arctic water was
found at each station. At 10.25 p. m., having completed station No.

420, stood 43° true for station No. 421.

Schooner David C. Ritchey reported in sinking condition, latitude

40° 10' north, longitude 56° 07' west, 22d instant.

April 24 : Light N. breezes, hauling to SSE., and becoming strong

SE. breezes at close. Mostly cloudy ; moderate to slight sea. Stand-

ing up east side tail of bank to occupy line of stations. On coui'se

43° true at beginning. At 3.50 stopped and occupied station No.

421. At 4.30 course 27° true for 42 miles, to station No. 422, which

was occupied at 10.10. At 11 course 13° true for 40 miles, to station

No. 423, occupied at 3.40 p. m. At 4.55 stood on coui-se 285° true to

cross bank. At 8 anchored for the night near edge of bank, in 28

fathoms of water, 105 fathoms of chain ; latitude 44° 30' north, longi-

tude 49° 25' west. Some four fishing vessels sighted in vicinity of

anchorage. Flocks of shearwater sighted this day, and a number of

whales seen.

Gave special ice information to steamship Canadian Mariner.

Derelict schooner Governor Parr reported sighted by steamship
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Lieut. Jean Laurent. An unimportant obstruction report by steam-

ship West Cobalt and a dead whale reported by steamship Vincent.

April 25: Begins with vessel anchored for night in fresh SE.

breeze, fog, and rain ; moderate sea. Crew tried fishing, without suc-

cess
;
probably sea disturbed the bottom. At 6 a. m. wind shifted to

W^. moderate breeze, which at 10 a. m. increased to strong breeze

and moderate gale, with rather rough sea for remainder of day. At

9.15 under way and on course 284° true to make search for berg last

reported on 22d instant. At 7.30 p. m., visibility failing, stopped

and anchored for night; latitude 44° 40', longitude 50° 48'; 37 fath-

oms of water, 100 fathoms of chain. A number of French fishermen,

mostly barkentines, sighted on either hand this day, and one some

3 miles ahead when we anchored. So far as observed, the weather

was too rough for fishing to-day. A number of whales sighted and

a few shearwater and sea parrots sighted.

Received from the steamship Manchester Regiment an unimpor-

tant obstruction report. (Spar.) No ice reports received.

April 26 : Began with strong WNW. breeze, which fell to moderate

breezie, hauled to NE., and closed with moderate NNE. gale. Rather

rough sea throughout. Overcast; fog at intervals first part; fog

and rain at close.

At 5.30 hove up anchor and began rectangular search to westward

and southward for small berg last reported on 22d. At 6.15 p. m.

discontinued search on account of fog and anchored for the night,

latitude 45° 05', longitude 51° 31'. Search this day having covered

area of probable drift of berg, between latitudes 44° 15' to 45° 05'

and longitudes 50° 45' to 51° 45', we concluded that this small berg

had melted and was no longer to be considered a menace.

Passed a number of French barkentine fishermen in forenoon.

Received ice report from steamship Saxonia and report of schooner

wreckage sighted from steamship Crete. Attempted to secure details

from Crete, but unable to further communicate with her. A few

fulmar seen this day.

April 27 : Strong NNE. to ENE. breezes to moderate gales, falling

to fresh breeze at close. Rather rough to rough sea. Overcast ; rain

at intervals first part. At 5.30 up anchor and stood 111° true to sta-

tion No. 425, latitude 44° 55', longitude 50° 24', which was occupied

at 9 a. m. ; both water temperatures and biological specimen being

taken at this central station. At 10.35 under way and stood on

course 96° true, line of stations Nos. 425, 426, and 427, occupied,

respectively, at 1.47 p. m., 5.20 p. m., and 8.25 p. m. At 8.40 stood

on course 152° true, with speed reduced to 4 knots, to reach position

for beginning search to northward along eastern edge of Grand
Banks at daybreak.
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Received obstruction report from steamship Cohwrribus. (Dere-

lict schooner Gov&imor Parr.)

Passed a number of French barkentine fishermen this day. Sighted

numerous blackfish and in afternoon a few porpoises.

April 28: Begins with vessel on course 152° true, speed 4 knots,

to reach point for beginning search at daybreak. At 5.45 course

3° true, standard speed, to search for bergs on eastern side of Banks.

At 8.15 course 18° true. At 5.48, having searched east side of Bank
to latitude 45° 45', with visibility extending to latitude 46° 00',

stood west true to search for two bergs last reported on 26th instant.

At 8.25 stopped and anchored for the night; 36 fathoms of water,

105 fathoms of chain; latitude 45° 45', longitude 48° 50'.

This day numerous whales and blackfish and many flocks of

murres and fulmars seen.

April 29: Moderate to light WXW. to NW. breezes; moderate

sea; sky overcast. At 5.15 up anchor to continue rectangular search

for two bergs last reported on 26th instant. Searched throughout

the day under forced draft after 9 a. m. Covered area between par-

allels 45° 20' and 46° 30' and meridians 49° 00' and 50° 10'. Sighted

passing steamers Regina^ eastbound to northward of course, and

Dun-ajf Head., westbound to south of course, and requested each to

keep special lookout. No ice sighted or reported. Steamer Regina

made special request for copy of article by Lieutenant Smith on

subject of ice drift, published as supplement to March Pilot Chart;

this to be mailed from Halifax.

At 7.30 stopped and anchored for the night in 37 fathoms of water,

with 105 fathoms of starboard chain; latitude 46° 15', longitude

49° 05'. A few murres, fulmars, and dovekies seen this day.

April 30 : Fresh to strong WW. to N. breezes ; moderate NW. swell.

Mostly cloudy; passing fog banks at intervals first part. At 8.55

up anchor and resumed search for bergs north and east of area

previously covered. Stood west 8 miles, north 13 miles, then east

true 30 miles. At 2.50 p. m. occupied station No. 429, latitude 44°

37', longitude 47° 20'. At 3.10 set course 160° true to search east

side of Bank until nightfall, then continue to outer end of line of

stations. Flocks of fulmars and a limited number of murres ob-

served this day.

Special ice information given to steamship Athenia.

May 1: Moderate to light NNW. to NE. breezes; moderate swell.

Cloudy to clear, fine weather. At beginning on course 160° true to

line of oceanographic stations. At 4.30 stopped and occupied outer

station No. 429, latitude 44° 37', longitude 47° 32'. At this station

found warm Atlantic water prevailing to a greater extent than

usual at the season. At 5.30 ahead course 280° true on line of sta-
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latitude 44° 40', longitude 48° 00'. Put over 750 meters of sounding

wire with six water bottles and thermometers. In heaving in, wire

carried away at GOO meters, losing four water bottles with ther-

mometers. Temperatures recorded by first two thermometers again

indicated prevalence of Atlantic water nearer the Bank than usual.

At 8.55 stood 294° true to extend search for bergs last reported on

26th instant. Fitted new sounding wire and adjusted spare bottles

and thermometers en route. At 1 changed course to 280° true to

search south of area already covered. At 8 p. m. anchored for night

in 33 fathoms of water, 105 fathoms of chain; latitude 45° 06',

longitude 49° 58'. Flocks of murres seen this day.

May 2: Begins foggy with light SE. breezes and smooth sea.

Cleared at noon, and fine weather prevailed until dark, then wind

hauled south, and increasing to strong breeze at close, bringing mist.

Remained at anchor because of fog until 11.45, then under way,

course 307° true, to scout for bergs last reported on April 26, cover-

ing area farther west than previously scouted. Passing merchant

vessels had covered the greater part of area of possible drift. At
8 stopped and. occupied station ISTo. 431, latitude 45° 56', longitude

51° 33'. At 8.30 set course 305° true for Cape Race, to take line of

stations to westward. Flocks of fulmars and murres seen this day.

Fishing at anchorage, but only one caught, a 28-pound cod.

May 3 : Begins with strong southerly breezes and fog. Reduced

speed and set course 285° true for greater safety in approaching Cape
Race, sounding at intervals. At daybreak wind moderated to gentle

SW. breeze and fog cleared. Remainder of day fine weather, closing

with calms to light westerly airs. At 6.25 set course 322° true for Cape

Race. At 7.10 Cape Race sighted, bearing 370° true; stood for it.

Opportunity given by fine weather was utilized by swinging ship for

compass-deviation table in Trespassey Harbor and anchored in 5

fathoms of water at 11.05, to become more familiar with harbor.

Boat landed with officers, who looked at harbor and bay from promon-

tory on east side.

At 12 underway ; stood out and on line of oceanographic stations,

251° true from Cape Pine, stations being spaced 15 miles apart;

occupied stations Nos. 432 to 437, inclusive. Fulmars and murres

with a few jaeger were seen this day.

Xo ice reports received.

May 4: Gentle S. to SE. breezes; slightly haz}'; fine weather.

Occupying line of stations on course 251° true. Stations Nos. 238

to 242, inclusive, occupied, the last being in latitude 45° 50', longi-

tude 56° 57', and showing a depth of some 250 fathoms, considerably
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deeper than shown in the chart. Station No. 241 showed depth of 1*.)

fathoms, near edge of Bank, markedly less than given on chart.

Met the Modoc at 2 p. m., latitude 45° 34', longitude 57° 10'.

Lieutenant 8mith and Yeoman Lewis transferred to Modoc and that

^essel assumed ice patrol.

SUMMARY

The Aveather experienced this cruise has been generally favorable.

Some 12 per cent of gales has been experienced, which is approxi-

mately the amount given on pilot chart as the mean for the season,

but less than experienced in the Tampa's two previous seasons. Some

12 per cent of fogs has also been experienced, which is markedly less

than the 30 to 45 per cent given on pilot chart. Water temperature of

the reservoir of the Grand Banks has been higher than usual at the

season, and warm Atlantic Avater has been found prevailing closer to

the Grand Banks than usual.

The extraordinary^ absence of ice is probably a result of this un-

usual water-temperature situation. We were unable to locate the

small berg sighted by the Modoc on the Banks April 17 and last re-

ported April 22, and we concluded that it had disintegrated. Later

our diligent search, in which we utilized passing steamers, failed

to locate two bergs reported on the Banks on 26th and we concluded

that they also had disintegrated. No other ice has been seen or re-

ported south of Newfoundland.

The schooner David C. Ritchey^ reported abandoned in a sinking-

condition on April 22, has not been again reported, and we con-

clude that she must have sunk. The " drifting schooner wreckage,"

reported by steamer Crete on 26th instant has not been again re-

ported, nor were we able to secure further details from the Crete.

Possibly this wreckage was from the same schooner as the wreckage

destroyed by the Tampa on April 21, possibly from the derelict

schooner reported in latitude 40° 45', longitude 57° 25', on April

16. Normal Gulf Stream drift of 1.2 knots per hour would cover

the intervening distance. The derelict schooner Governor Parr was

again reported on April 26 and 29, having made an extraordinary

drift throughout a circle of some 400 miles in diameter in a period

of some months. This derelict was last reported on April 2!'

in latitude 46° 08', longitude 32° 00', in the main axis of the Gulf

Stream, and it is hoped that it will drift to the northward.

During the period of this patrol ice reports Avere received from
tAvo vessels, obstruction reports fi-om seven vessels, and 902 Avater-

temperature reports Avere received.
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Daily dispatches and radio broadcasts have been sent as follows:

(a) At 6 a. m. and 6 p. m., seventy-fifth meridian time, ice informa-

tion has been broadcasted on 600-meter wave length (spark), and one

hour later the same information has been broadcasted on 1,621 CW.
(5) Daily, at 8 p. m., seventy-fifth meridian time, information

has been sent to Hydrographie Office, Washington.

(c) Daily weather reports have been sent to Washington.

Owing to inability to communicate with Bar Harbor, excejDt inter-

mittently, only a few weather reports from selected positions in the

North xVtlantic were transmitted in compliance with request of the

United States Weather Bureau.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "MODOC," LIEUT. COMMANDER L. T.

CHALKER, ICE PATROL, SECOND CRUISE, MAY 4 TO MAY 19,

1924

The Modoc left Halifax, Nova Scotia, at 8.45 a. m. May 3, 1924.

After clearing the harbor, radio communication was established with

the Tampa, and, as she was in the vicinity of Cape Race, a course

was set to pass north of Sable Island. At 1 p. m. May 4 contact

was made with the Tampa in 45° 39' north, 57° 31' west. Lieut.

E. H. Smith, observer, and Yeoman, Second Class, R. W. Lewis,

his assistant, were transferred from the Ta^npa to the Modoc. Mail
was delivered to the Tampa and that vessel relieved of patrol duty.

On leaving Halifax up to the time of relieving the Tampa the

weather was very fine, the sky was mostly clear, visibility excellent,

sea smooth, light to gentle SE. breezes prevailing. The barometer
range was from 30.02 to 30.11. At 1.40 p. m. on the 4th a fog shut in

and the barometer began to fall slowdy. At 2.20 p. m, went ahead at

reduced speed in a thick fog to run a line of oceanographic stations

along the western edge of the Grand Banks.

The weather from midnight of the 4th until 9 p. m. of the 5th was
overcast and fogg}^, with rain squalls before 4 a. m. There was a

strong S. breeze at midnight, which had shifted to SW. and fallen to

a gentle breeze by noon of the 5th. The barometer at noon was 29.93

and stationary. At 9 p. m. the fog cleared away but the horizon

remained hazy. During the clay cruised to the southward at re-

duced speed along the western side of the Grand Banks, stopping at

5.37 a. m. to occup}' oceanographic station No. 443 and at 9 p. m. to

occupy station No. 444. Drifted for the remainder of the night.

No ice was reported this day.

Special ice information was furnished the Leviathan.

While drifting for the night, several Leach's petrel flew on board,

and after resting for a short time flew away again. They were evi-

dently attracted or blinded by the lights of the vessel. At 4.30 a. m.
of the 6th went ahead and continued cruising to the south
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During the morning Avatch part of a tree trunk and branches of a

tree were passed. They were not a menace to navigation. A report

was received from the steamer Barembek of a large black conical

spar buoy on which was a white flag with one black letter in it. The
buoy was passed at 2.20 p. m. Greenwich mean time, May G, in lati-

tude 43° 15' north, longitude 38° 10' west. During this day oceano-

graphic stations Xos. 445, 446, and 447 were occupied, the last at

6.40 p. m., after which the vessel drifted for the night. During the

6th the weather was mosth- overcast and cloudy, with calm to light

SW. airs and breezes. The visibility was fair except from noon to

2.30 p. m., when it was foggy. At 5.30 p. m. it began to rain and
continued until midnight.

Xo ice was seen or reported this day.

The weather on May 7 was exceptionally fine. The drizzling ram
which we had at midnight of the 6th had ceased by 1 o'clock and the

wind had shifted to a gentle NW. breeze. The sky was clear,

the visibility excellent, and the barometer was 29.80 and rising

slowly. Throughout the day the sky was clear, the visibility

excellent; the wind varied from XW. to WSW., and from mod-
erate to light breezes. There was a moderate westerly swell. At
midnight on the 7tli tlie barometer was 30.06 and still rising. At
4.30 a. m.. May 7. started ahead and continued cruising the remainder

of the day and night. Oceanographic stations Nos. 448 to 452, both

inclusive, were occupied along the southwest slope and south of the

Grand Banks. Although many steamers crossed the Labrador cur-

rent between Cape Race and latitude 43° 00' north, and the visibility

was unusually good, none of them had seen any ice. Xo ice was

sighted by this vessel.

Special ice information Avas furnished the Berengaria^ and the

French steamer Phj No. 21 was, on request, given information as to

the present location of the French fishing fleet.

The weather, AA-hicli Avas exceedingly fine on the 7th, continued so

on ^[ay 8. The atmosphere was very clear and the sky practically

cloudless. Stars shone brightly during the earh' morning and at

night and the moon from evening twilight until it set at 10.11 p. m.

Throiiglioiit the diiy there Avere calms and light airs, and breezes

from AA'. to XAV. The sea Avas smooth. The barometer at midnight

on the 7th Avas 30.06 and at midnight on the 8th it Avas 30.21. Dur-

ing tlie (lay the Modoc cruised along the south and southeastern slope

of the Grand Banks as far north as latitude 43° 20' north. Oceano-

graphic stations Xos 453 to 457, both inclusive, Avere occupied, the

last one at 7.12 p. m., after A\-hich aa'c drifted for the night. During

the 8(h se\L'ral murres, fulmars, and dovekies Avei'e seen. Xo ice Avas

sighted this day and none Avas reported, although several steamers

passed across the Labi-adoi- current betAveen latitude 43° 00' north
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and Cape Race. A current of from 0.8 to 1 knot was observed along

the SE. slopes of the Grand Banks. The current had a general

southerly direction parallel to the edge of the Grand Banks. At
11.55 p. m. an unidentified steamer passed close to us bound west.

At 4 a. m., May 9, started ahead and began to search for icebergs

otf the eastern slope of the Grand Banks, along the axis of the

Labrador current. The general course of the vessel was about NNE,
During the forenoon two schools of whales were sighted also several

fulmars and dovekies and numerous murres. A three-masted topsail

schooner bound to the westward was sighted at 7.15 a. m., and at noon
two sailing vessels were reported by the lookout aloft. All three

vessels were too distant to signal, but it is probable they were French
fishermen. At 11.55 we stopped to occupy oceanographic station No.

458. As a short circuit was found in the motor used to hoist the

Avater bottles, the taking of this station was deferred until the motor
could be repaired. It had begun to rain, and the visibility was greatly

reduced, making a thorough search for ice impracticable. We, there-

fore, headed for the Grand Banks, where we anchored at 2.45 p. m.

in 33 fathoms of water; latitude 44° 20' north, longitude 49° 15'

west. At midnight on the 8th there was a dead calm, the sky was
clear, sea smooth, and the barometer was 30.20 and had begun to fall.

By noon a moderate SE. breeze was blowing, the barometer had
fallen to 29.95 and it was raining hard. The conditions remained

about the same until 7 p. m. when the wind shifted to ENE., force

of 6, and the barometer, which had fallen to 29.77, began to rise. At
midnight the wind was E., force 4, barometer 29.84, sky overcast,

liorizon hazy, and a moderate swell from the east.

No ice was seen or reported this day.

At 9 a. m.. May 10, got up anchor and proceeded to the eastward

to tlie Labrador current where we stopped at 11.30 a. m. and occupied

oceanographic station No. 458. After completing this station a search

for ice was made to the northward, following the general trend of

the Labrador current. At 7.25 p. m. we stopped and occupied station

No. 459 after which we drifted for the night. The search this day

covered the eastern slope of the Grand Banks between latitude 44°

28' north, and latitude 45° 18' north. Although arctic water was
found at both stations, no current was observed during the day's

run.

No ice was sighted this day, but the steamer Cranley reported, via

Cape Race, passing a narroAv strip of field ice and growlers extending

from 48° 42' north, 51° 12' west, for about 30 miles in a general di-

rection of 100° true. This is the first ice which has been reported

this cruise and it is so far north that it is very unlikely it will ever

become a menace to vessels following the regular steamer tracks.
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Two obstruction reports were received this da3\ one from the

steamer Speaker., which sighted a buoA' staff and cage in 38° 20' north,

65° 09' west, and the other from the Patria which passed a derelict

in 41° 16' north, 55° 51' west, consisting of the after part of a

schooner about 60 feet in length.

While cruising this day numerous murres, fulmars, and dovekies

and one whale were sighted. The weather was fine, horizon clear,

fresh XE. to light ENE. breezes prevailing. The barometer rose

from 29.88 at 1 a. m. to 30.15 at midnight. The moon shone brightly

until it set at 11.53 p. m.

Special ice information was furnished the Maindy TliU.

At 4 a. m.. May 11, a systematic search was begun to cover the

northeastern and northern slope of the Grand Banks. The diagram

was so laid out as to patrol the probable drift of ice from the north.

At 1.20 p. m. and at 7.50 p. m. we stopped and occupied ocean-

ographic stations Nos. 460 and 461, respectivel}-. The last station

taken was in 47° 24' north, 48° 47' west. We drifted for the night.

No current Avas observed this day, but the water temperatures ob-

tained at the last station are the coldest which have been recorded

this cruise. During the day many birds were seen, consisting of

murres, dovekies, fulmars, shearwater, and jaegers. No ice was seen

nor was any reported. The weather was generally clear, visibility

excellent, moderate swell from the north, light airs to gentle breezes

varying from NE. to NW. The barometer ranged from 30.15 at 1

a. m. to 30.26 at 5 p. m., and was 30.24 at midnight. The night was

bright and starlit, with a halo around the moon.

At 4 a. m.. May 12, started ahead and continued systematic search

for ice or bergs north of the Grand Banks. The search was carried

on during daylight hours under very favorable conditions until 6.35

p. m., when we stopped, occupied oceanographic station No. 462 in

47° 58' north, 49° 31' west, and then drifted for the remainder of

the night. No ice was seen on the 12th nor was any reported.

The steamer Tortugas reported passing at 21.20 Greenwich mean
time. May 12, in latitude 49° 13' north, longitude 42° 46' west, a

large red gas buoy with light extinguished.

While cruising was passed numerous birds, consisting of murres,

shearwater, dovekies, Leach's petrel, and jaegers. The weather on

the 12th was overcast and cloud}', with goi)d visibility except from

3.30 to 4 p. m., when there was a light fog. There were light airs

and gentle breezes fi-om W. to N. and NE. The sea was smooth.

The barometer was unusually high, being 30.24 at 1 a. m. and 30.31

at midnight.

On May 13 we continued searching for ice to the north, starting

ahead at 4 a. m. At 10.15 a. m. increased to full speed, natural
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draft, to take advaiitage of the unusually good weather conditions.

The search was continued until dark, when we stopped in 48° 33'

north, 50° 50' west, and occupied oceanographic station No. 463.

Many murres, fulmars, and jaegers were passed this day; also one

large whale asleep on the surface of the water. No ice was seen nor

was am* reported b}- the 15 or more steamers which crossed the usual

ice zone. The weather this day was well adapted to search. Wliile

the sky was for the most part overcast, the visibility was excellent,

the sea smooth. There were calms and light variable airs until 6

p. m., when the wind came out from SSW. and increased in force

until there was a moderate breeze at midnight. The barometer was
30.32 at 1 a. m., 30.38 at noon, and 30.24 at midnight and falling

steadily.

May 14 was a poor da}' for continuing the search for ice, on

account of prevailing weather conditions, and not much area was
covered. At 1 a. m. there was a gentle SSW. breeze, the sky was
overcast, and the barometer stood at 30.18 and was steadily falling.

During the day there was intermittent hail, rain, and fog, and at

times the horizon was clear. We went ahead at 4 a. m. and cruised

at varying speeds throughout the day, depending on weather con-

ditions. At 7 p. m. the conditions had changed and gave promise of

good weather on the following day. The wind had shifted to a

gentle SW. breeze, the atmosphere was much clearer and drier, and
the stars and moon were shining brightly. At midnight the barom-

eter was 29.78 and steady. While cruising we passed a number of

murres, fulmars, and jaegers. No ice was seen or reported. The
steamer Salina reported passing a red gas and whistling buoy on

May 14 at 16.30, Greenwich mean time, in 50° 12' north, 42° 28' west.

The buoy was marked " FPUA." It is probably the same one re-

ported on May 12 by the steamer Tortugos.

On May 15 the weather and visibility were good and we continued

our search for ice. At 4 a. m. the patrol started ahead and cruised

during daylight hours off the east coast of Newfoundland. At 9.50

a. m. we sighted land and then, after cruising parallel to the coast

for a time, stood to the eastward. Stations Nos. 464, 465, and 466

were occupied during the day, the last at 7.35 p. m., after which

we remained drifting. While occupying station No. 465 several

jaegers hovered over the after part of the vessel. One of them
became very bold and with beak extended flew at Yeoman Lewis,

striking at his watch cap. He did this several times until fright-

ened away by Lewis hitting at him with his fists. There were light

airs and gentle breezes on the 15th, varying from SW. to NW.,
the sky was mostly clear, the sea smooth. The barometer was 29.78

10761—24 3
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at 1 a. m. and had risen to 29.94 at midnight. The steamer Schenec-

tady reported passing, on May 15. at G.30, Greenwich mean time,

in latitude 40° 52' north, longitude 52° 49' west, part of the poop

and stern of a wooden vessel. The wreckage was about 40 feet long,

15 feet wide, and floated 6 feet out of water. This is probably the

same derelict reported by the Patria on May 10 in latitude 41° 16'

north, longitude 55° 51' west. If the same wreckage, it has drifted

100° true, 150 miles in five days, an average drift of 30 miles a day.

At 9.30 p. m. the Oxonian reported passing a small iceberg at 23.10,

Greenwich mean time, in latitude 46° 14' north, longitude 50° 15''

west. The position of the berg is fairly close to the Virgin Rocks,

This probably accounts for its not having been reported sooner,

as most vessels give these dangerous rocks a wide berth. At 9.34

p. m. we started ahead for the position of the berg, cruising at

standard speed. The night was clear and bright, the moon casting a

silvery path across the ocean.

On May 16 the patrol continued searching for the small iceberg

reported yesterday until 12.05 p. m.. when we anchored near its re-

ported position in latitude 46° 15' north, longitude 50° 10' west. At
5 a. m. it began to get hazy and then a thick fog and heavy rain set

in making it impracticable to search for the berg to advantage.

When we arrived at its reported position w^e anchored to await clear-

ing weather. Station No. 467 was occupied while at anchor. No.

arctic water was found. Special ice information was furnished the

Canadian Constructor^ the Pipestone County^ and the Capulin. The
weather this day was mostly overcast and cloudy, with fog and rain.

At 5.45 ]). m. the fog blew away and it became clear overhead. There

were light to fresh SW. and W. breezes, moderate SW. sea. The
barometer was 29.93 at 1 a. m., 29.83 at 3 p. m., and 29.91 at midnight.

At 8 p. m. a message was received from the Tam/pa^ stating she left

Halifax at noon to-da}'.

At daylight on the 17th the conditions were favorable for con-

tinuing the search for the small berg reported on the 15th. The
anchor was hove up and at 4 a. m. we went ahead full speed, natural

draft. We steamed to the northward as close to the Virgin liocks as

advisable and then to the west, then south, and then east. At 2.15

p. m. we stopped near the French barkentine Pomone^ of St. Malo, at

anchor in 46° 17' north, 50° 07' west, engaged in fishing. This an-

chorage is just 4 miles from the berg reported May 15 by the Oxonian.

A ship's boat was sent to the barkentine to obtain information. The
master stated that he had been anchored in his present location since

May 15; that he had seen no iceberg; and, in fact, had seen none this

season, which was unusual in his experience of 20 years as a fisherman

on the Grand Banks. Other fishermen with whom he had been in
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contact had seen no icebergs this season. The Pomone has been fish-

ing on the Grand Banks since April 1. The ship's surgeon gave
medical treatment to two of the fishermen, one of whom had a badly
infected thumb and the other a strained shoulder. Tha master pre-
sented us with enough fine codfish for all hands, and in return we
took his mail and gave him some cigarettes and fresh beef, for which
he was very grateful. These French fishermen are always very
courteous and hospitable and show great appreciation for any little

service which may be rendered them. While lying to, the fog shut

in thick. We recalled our boat and hoisted it, and then stood south

to latitude 46° 00' north, and 270° true to make contact with the

Tampa. About noon we sighted the steamer Rygja 5 or 6 miles south

of us bound west. She had seen no ice. The steamer Carrington
Head was sighted south of us at 1 p. m., and she had seen no ice.

Special ice information was furnished the KelsinooVy and ice and
weather reports to the Ghnticorth and Marte. The w^eather until

3.30 p. m. was mostly cloudy and hazy with visibility from 6 to 7.

There were light SW. breezes. At 3.30 p. m. the fog shut in thick

and for the remainder of the afternoon and night there Avas fog and
rain and moderate breezes from the WSW. The barometer at 1 a. m.
was 29.92, at noon 29.96. and at midnight 29.72,

On May 18 we continued on the course 270° true until 8 p. m., when
the course was changed to 280° true, to meet the Tampa on the 19th,

The thick fog which we had during the night and early morning
cleared away by 9 a. m., after which the sky was partly clear and the

horizon hazy. During the forenoon there were moderate to strong

W. breezes which gradually decreased to gentle NW. breezes at mid-
night. There was a moderate sea from the west. The barometer,

which was 29.71 at 1 a. m., gradually rose until it was 29.86 at mid-
night. Xo ice was reported.

At noon on May 19 the Tampa was met in latitude 46° 00' north

longitude 55° 50' west. The observer and his assistant were trans-

ferred to the Tampa and the Modoc relieved of the patrol. We pro-

ceeded to Halifax for fuel and supplies.

SUMMARY

The two outstanding features of the second cruise of the Modoc
are the absence of ice and the unusually good weather. Although a

thorough and systematic search of the ice regions was made between
latitudes 43° 00' north and 49° 00' north, no ice was seen. Of the

many steam.ers crossing the ice zone in various latitudes only two
reported having seen ice. One report Avas of field ice and growlers

in 48° 42' north, 51° 12' west, and the other of a small berg in

46° 14' north, 50° 15' west. In each case a thorough search was
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made foi' the ice reported, but none was found. The weather through-

out the cruise was favorable for carrying out the mission of the

patrol. The hours of fog were IT per cent and of fog and low visi-

bility 11) per cent. For the most part light to moderate breezes pre-

vailed. On three days only did tlie breeze reach the force of (5,

Beaufort scale, and then for only an hour or two. Twenty-live

oceanouraphic stations were occupied. The data obtained from them

indicates that the season is fully two weeks in advance of normal.

The water is w^armer than is usual at this time of the year, and the

Labrador current shows a negligible southerly drift which is largely

influenced by winds and tide. The broadcasts and reports to the

Hydrographic Office and Weather Bureau were carried out as pre-

scribed in Coast Guard letter of February 4, 19il4 ((312-601). The

patrol received 850 surface sea -water temperatures from 14t> differ-

ent vessels, 35 weather, 2 ice, and 11 wreck and obstruction reports.

Special ice information was furnished to 8 vessels, and weather re-

ports to 3.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "TAMPA," LIEUT. COMMANDER W. J.

WHEELER, ICE PATROL, THIRD CRUISE, MAY 19 TO JUNE 4,

1924

Tlie Tampa left Halifax at 11.45 a, m. May 16, a day earlier than

her schedule, in order that she might have time to stop at St. Pierre,

Miquelon, to secure information regarding two French barkentines

(fishermen) that were reported to have been sunk by ice last season

without knowledge of the patrol vessel. Partially thick weather

set in on afternoon of sailing, Init utilization of the Canadian radio-

compass stations enabled us to skirt the shore of Xova Scotia and

Cape Breton Island without difficulty, and at 9.15 p. m. on the 17th

we anchored on the northeastern edge of St. Pierre Bank, some 20

miles from St. Pierre, to await daylight and clearing weather. At
5 a. m. Sunday, May 18, we stood for St. Pierre, anchoring in the

harbor at 10.05. Westerly breezes and clear weather prevailed.

After exchanging calls with the French governor we received writ-

ten report from him that the French barkentine Le Raymond was

lost through collision with ice April 24, 1923, latitude 48° 57', longl

tude 45° 25' (from meridian of Paris), and the France et Bretagn'

on April 25, 1923, latitude 46° 15', longitude 44° 05' (fi-om meridian

of Greenwich). Neither vessel was equipped with radio. It is to ])e

observed that Lc Raymoiid was not in the vicinity of steamer lano

for that reason. The France et Bretagne was in the vicinity of tlio

route to Halifax, but naturally neither vessel could be considers 1

within the scope of operations of the ice patrol, since neither was

equipped with radio.
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The Tampa sailed from St. Pierre at 6.15 a. m. on the 18th, and

at 11.40 a. ni. made contact with the Modoc in partially thick

weather, latitude 46^ 11'. longitude 56" 05'. Mail was delivered to

the Modoc: Lieutenant Smith and his assistant, Yeoman Lewis, were

transferred to tlie Tampa, and this vessel relieved the Modoc of ice

patrol. The Modoc proceeded toward Halifax.

Summary of the ice situation was to the effect that no ice had been

sighted by the Modoc during period of this patrol. A small berg

was reported May 16 on northern part of the Grand Banks, but

this report was considered erroneous, in view of the exhaustive

searcli conducted in the vicinity by the patrol vessel. The only

authentically located ice exists in the region of the Strait of Belle

Isle, the most recent report, on April 29, giving 53 bergs and

growlers.

There are three recent obstruction reports: On May 16 derelict

schooner awash was reported in latitude 40° 39', longitude 53° 45%

while wreckage, probably from this schooner, was reported on May
16 in latitude 40° 52'. longitude 52° 49'. The third was that of a

schooner bottom up on May 11 in latitude 44° 39', longitude 55° 08',

this being in the eddies west of the Grand Banks. Li view of its

proximity and the existing respite from necessity for ice investiga-

tion, the last-named report is deemed worthy of our immediate

investigation. At 1.40 stood 156° true for reported position of

schooner bottom up. Fog at intervals in the forenoon was succeeded

by haze in afternoon. Fresh to gentle W. to SSW. breezes pre-

vailed this day.

May 20 : Light and gentle SSAV. to XW. breezes, with line weather,

was experienced throughout the day. Speed was regulated so as to

reach point for beginning search at daybreak. At 5.10 full speed,

natural draft. At 6.12 reached last reported position of schooner

bottom up—latitude 44° 39': longitude 55° 06'. Began rectangular

search with 12 miles between lines of search. At 8.30 p. m. stopped

and lay to for the night—latitude 44° 40'; longitude 55° 35'.

The Cape Race broadcast of this date contained a report from

steamship Davisian of growler in latitude 41° 00': longitude 51°

18' on May 19. This report had not been heard by radio of the

patrol, and all circumstances indicated that it was erroneous, prob-

ably having been garbled b}' numerous transmissions and not worthy

of consideration. The Davisian is of the Leyland Line, which oper-

ates ships to Halifax and the St. Lawrence: therefore it is most

improbable that the Davisian would be so far south as latitude 41°

00'. Probably the position should have been given as latitude 51°

00'. Search of the patrol and passing steamships has shown no ice

south of latitude 46° 00' for a month, and it is practically impossible
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that an isolated berg or growler could traverse this distance of 300

miles unobserved.

May 21 : Light variable airs and breezes, with remarkably smooth

sea for the day. Mostly cloudy, but with good visibility. At 4,50

resumed rectangular search for capsized schooner reported on lltli

instant, steaming on lines established 12 miles apart, to allow safe

margin for sighting schooner's bottom. This day was occupied

mostly with lines to westward and northward of area previously

searched and closed on line to eastward of this area. At 8.15 stopped

and drifted for the night—latitude 44= 43' : longitude 54° 26'.

Special ice information to steamship Aca-sto.

A few Wilson's petrel and fulmar sighted to-day.

May 22: Light to moderate E. and XE. breezes, closing v,ith

strong ESE. breezes. Overcast, light rain, and slight haze begin-

ning and close. Smooth to moderate sea. At 4.50 search for capsized

schooner reported on 11th resumed. Under way, full speed, natural

draft, spending hours of daylight on east side of area previously

searched. At 8.10, visibility having failed through approacliing

nightfall and haze, gave up search for derelict and stood on course

26° tru? to investigate southernmost edge of ice east of Newfound-
land. St. Lawrence broadcasts show practically no ice as far a?

Montreal, which is unusual at this season.

A few fulmar and gannet seen this day.

Received obstruction report from Arminco.

May 23: In forenoon strong breeze to moderate gale ESE. to SE..

gradually falling to fresh moderate breeze in afternoon, becoming

light SW. breeze at close. Foggy thick weather with rather rough

SE. sea, clearing at close of day. On course 28° true for vicinity

of Cape Race track to scout northward of same. Owing to thick

weather decided to make St. Johns Harbor to await clearing weather

and also obtain northern ice information from local sources.

At 8.43 made course 4° true and skirted shore at safe distance,

keeping track of position by means of Cape Race radio compass
bearings until Cape Spear diaphone fog signal was made out. At
3 p. in., Cape Spear abeam, stood into St. Johns Harbor, guided

for most part by fog signals. Made out medium-sized berg ashore

some half mile south of St. Johns entrance, which berg we later

learned had been ashore in the vicinity for two months. At 4.3.'.

anchored in harbor of St. Johns, Newfoundland. Paid call on
American consul and arranged for oceanographic aid to interview

sealing masters and others most familiar with northern ice con-

ditions.

Received obstruction report from President Roosevelt.

May 24: Begins at anchor in St. Johns Harbor. The following

information was obtained from local mariners: The drift ice has
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been held inshore by easterly winds throughout spring this year on

the east coast of Newfoundland. There has also been a remark-

able scarcity of Arctic field ice. The Strait of Belle Isle was open

along the eastern shore for breadth of some 2 miles on April 26.

The sealing season has been ver^^ good, especially by stations along

the coast, this being due to ice fields with seals being held inshore

by the winds, as previously described. The mildness of last winter

was remarked upon by all, the first sealing steamer breaking out

of the harbor on March 6, a much earlier date than usual. The seal-

ing fleet reported many bergs aground around Belle Isle, but few to

the southward, and it was predicted that all bergs would be found

inshore between Belle Isle and Cape Bonavista. This led to prelimi-

nary plans for ice patrol to visit this region as soon as intervening

area could be scouted to verify above predictions, this as a matter of

scientific interest associated with ice patrol.

Official call was made on the Governor of Newfoundland, which

he returned in the afternoon. Salute was fired to the governor and

to the American vice consul, and at 3.20 p. m. the Tannpa proceeded

to sea and resumed patrol. Course was laid 110° true from harbor

entrance for distance of 30 miles, then 60° true for rectangular

search to northward. At 8.30 stopped and drifted for the night.

Weather this day partly cloudy, with good visibility. Moderate

to westerly fresh breezes ; moderate sea outside.

May 25 : Moderate to strong WXW. to XW. breezes, falling to

light NW. breezes at close. Moderate to rather rough sea. Partly

cloudy; good visibility.

At 4.45 under way, course 60° true, taking up rectangular search

for two bergs to northward of Cape Race steamer track. At 10.23

course 330° true for 30 miles, then 240° true parallel with first line

for 43 nnles, then 305° true for 27 miles, by which time darkness

had set in. Stood north true for 5 miles to counteract drift for

night and stopped and lay to at 10.05 p. m.

Current of some 0.5 mile per hour experienced for the day. Ful-

mar, petrel, and jaeger observed this day.

Special ice information given to steamers Maryland and Marhnry.

May 26: Begins light NNE, breezes and clear, shifting to S.,

increasing to moderate breeze and becoming foggy. Gentle NW.
breeze at close, with clear weather. At 4.40 under way, course 60°

true for 40 miles, continuing rectangular search to northward. At

6 sighted berg slightly on starboard bow 22 miles distant. At 8.15

berg abeam, some 2 miles distant, in latitude 48° 42', longitude 51°

31', some 85 miles north of steamer track. This was a pyramidal

medium-sized berg 125 feet in height with square base dimensions

probably 150 feet.
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At 8.00 changed course to 315° true. At 9.30 fog shut in, set

course 325° true to utilize foggy weather, taking advantage of re-

moteness of ice from steamer tracks, for oceanographic and ice ob-

servations toward Belle Isle.

Cape Kace radio station agreed to repeat our broadcasts while

we were at more remote distance from tracks. At 11.05 fog tempo-
rarily lifted, set course 238° true to resume rectangular search to

northward. At 12 fog again shut in; stood toward Belle Isle

course 330° true. At 4 stopped and occupied oceanographic station

No. 468, latitude 49° 35', longitude 52° 21', finding arctic water.

At 4.47 under way, course 330° true. At 5.15 changed course to

north true to give greater clearance to Funk Island and surround-

ing shoals in fog. At 8 course 322° true. At 10 stopped and occu-

pied station No. 469, latitude 50° 19', longitude 52° 41', again find-

ing arctic water.

Gave ice information to steamers Blyndendyk and Veerhaven.

A few fulmar observed during day.

Arrangements made for Cape Eace radio station to repeat our

broadcasts while vessel is remote from steamer lanes.

May 27 : Begins light NW. breeze, increasing to fresh W. breezes

at close. Mostly clear fine weather. On course 330° true for Belle

Isle. At 3.25 stopped and occupied station No. 470, finding arctic

water. At 4.15 under way on course. At 9.05 stopped and occupied

station No. 471, again finding arctic water. At 9.40 ahead on course.

Twelve bergs and numerous growlers sighted west of longitude 51°

45' on route to Belle Isle, most of them being sighted the latter part

of the trip.

At 3, off eastern side of Belle Isle, examined two bergs grounded

on that side; then stood around to southern end of island off light-

house landing and laj- to. At 3.50 sent- in surf boat with ocean-

ographer to interview lighthouse keeper and secure information

regarding ice conditions. Counted some 25 bergs in the entrance

of the straits between Belle Isle and Cape Bauld, and eight grounded

on south side of Belle Isle; four grounded on the west side. The
entrance to the straits north of Belle Isle was practically covered

with loose field ice, extending as far as the eye could reach. Eleven

bergs were reported north of Battle Harbor. At 5.10 surf boat re-

turned and attempt was made to steam to westward and northward

around the field ice to Battle Harbor. After steaming some 3 miles

to westward without observing open water, turned and stood south

and e'ast of Belle Isle. At 7.15 passed Belle Isle North Light,

standing north and west for Battle Harl.'or. At 8 struck drift ice

and worked tlirongh same. At 8.45 received radio message that

boat communication with Battle Harbor would bo impossible before

morning, and stopped and drifted for the night. Radio operator
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at Battle Harbor courteously agreed to meet us with launch off

harbor at daj-break to-morrow to give ice information, his oppor-

tunities for observation from year to year liaving been unusually

good.

Mr. Michael Thomas, lighthouse keeper, Belle Isle, stationed

there since 1915, gave the following ice information to the ocean-

ographer : That, as usual, the straits were blocked with ice the past

winter, having cleared May 19, about the usual season. But the

ocean side of the island had been clear of ice the entire winter,

which phenomenon he had never before observed. The amount of

drift ice this spring had not been as much as half what is usually

seen. This was also true as regards bergs. The arctic drift ice

appeared the first week in March, and that ice with a few bergs and
the accompanying breeding seal had set southward into White Bay.

While he keeps no special record, Mr. Thomas estimates that within

sight of Belle Isle approximately three bergs set into the str'aits

for every one that drifts southward into the Atlantic. During
early season practically all drift ice sets into the straits and later

practically all goes to the southward. Mr, Thomas gave the fol-

lowing dates for the first and last trans-Atlantic steamers entering

and leaving the straits for the past three years: June 6, June 10,

and July 1 and December 2, 12, and 15, respectively. As many as

10 trans-Atlantic steamers daily, mostly Scandinavian, use the straits

in the summer season.

Received ice inform'ation from steamer VeerJiaven (small berg),

latitude 48° 29'. longitude 52° 23'. Received obstruction report

from Cape Race.

May 28 : Begins fresli W. breeze, gradually falling to calm at

close. Mostly clear; excellent visibility. Drifting during hours of

darkness. At 3.45 under way and stood course 290° true toward

Battle Harbor. Field ice soon appeared ; attempted to skirt same to

the southward, but found that it extended to Belle Isle on the north,

and that the straits to the southward were blocked. Stood down the

coast skirting ice field and found that it extended almost to Gray
Island, a distance of approximately 40 miles south of the straits and

offshore to a distance of some 15 miles. The field was being carried

offshore under influence of westerly winds, and apparenth^ melting

rapidly. Continued cruise to southward, keeping some 20 miles

offshore, observing ice conditions, to Twillingate Harbor, which

we entered at 8 p. m. During day a total of some 67 icebergs and
hundreds of growlers were sighted, the greater number being

stretched along an arc within some 20 miles of shore.

A few fulmar, gulls, and jaeger seen in vicinity of ice.

The following ice information was received by radio from the

operator at Battle Harbor, Labrador : The arctic field ice struck that

10761—24 i



vicinity on April 1 and remained there closelj^ packed until May
10. Many growlers had been observed before this date, but only a
few bergs, although many usually appear before this date. There
had been practically no ice to eastward during March, the winds
being from south and southeast. By May 14 there was practically
no ice in any direction. On May 24, with northeast gale and snow,
the field ice Avas closed tightly along the shore, moving to southward,
with 11 large bergs and many growlers. A mild winter had been
experienced and the quantity of ice and size of bergs had been much
smaller than usual.

At Twillingate, Capt. A. J. Gillet Avas interviewed. His experi-
ence cruising and fishing along the Newfoundland and Labrador
coast has covered a period of 60 years. He stated that weather and
ice conditions for the past winter and the ensuing spring had been
unprecedented in his experience. Local ice in bight between Cape
Bauld and Funk Island had been unusually thin and small in quan-
tity. The amount of arctic ice reaching this region had also been
less than usual. This had caused open water to prevail in this

region, except for small arctic field upon which the seals bred for
the season, which field hugged the northwest shore and set down into

White Bay. In a normal season practically solid ice fields would
extend for a distance of 100 miles offshore. These unusual condi-
tions permitted the bergs to be set to southward well into this ex-

tensive bight and become trapped there. This was corroborated by
the number of bergs sighted this day by the patrol vessel. This
would appear to be, at least in part, an explanation of the absence
of the usual number of bergs from the steamer tracks.

At 11 p. m. the Tampa stood out of Twillingate Harbor and to

northward to reach point for beginning search by daybreak.

May 29 : Light to moderate breezes, E. to NE. Overcast, hazy and
foggy at intervals after 11 a. m. : smooth sea. Stood on northerly

courses from Twillingate Harbor, at reduced speed, to reach point
for beginning search at daybreak, then made rectangular search

north, east, and south, ending at noon at station Xo. 472, some 20
miles 45° true from Fogo radio station. Found very decided arctic

water at this station. Some 12 bergs and hundreds of growlers found
on this rectangular search. Fogo station reported 4 bergs grounded
on this island. At 12.45 stood to eastward. At 5 off Funk Island

stood 146° true for vicinity of Cape Race steamer track. The last

berg, a small one. sighted in latitude 50° 05', longitude 53° 20'. The
last groAvlers sighted in vicinity of latitude 50° 00'. lou'.ntnde 58° 00'.

A fcAv mollimoke and petrel observed this day.

Gave special ice information to Presklent Oarfeld and Canadian
ice pati'ol vessel MordcaJm.
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May 30: Light and gentle X. breezes, becoming strong NW. breezes

at close. Foggy, slightly clearing, with light rain at intervals

thi-oiighoiit day. Smooth to moderate sea. Remarkably low and

falling barometer—21).54 at beginning of day and 29.00 at close.

Standing 140'^ true for position to begin search for berg last re-

ported on 27th instant. At -l.oS began search on course 114 at 5.25,

fog shutting in, stopped and drifted for remainder of day. Noon
position, by radio bearing and dead reckoning, latitude 48° 25',

hmgitude 51° 05'. Slight southerly and easterly drift experienced.

Special ice information regarding Cape Race track was given as

follows

:

Vessels Cymric Queen. Cdirngowan^ Maresfield^ West Lake., Gon-

stanthi.

A few fulmar and petrel seen during day.

Received obstruction reports from West Quechee and Bayou Chico.

]May 31: Strong XW. to "WSW. breezes; moderate to rather rough

sea. Foggy, partially clearing at intervals.

At 5.05 under way and began searching, stopping from time to

time because of fog. Barometer 30.00 at 1 a. m. : began slowl}^

rising; 29.37 at close of day.

The following courses and distances run: 158° true for 20 miles;

54° true for 25 miles: 135" for 10 miles: 234" for 30 miles.

At 9.10 stopped and drifted for the night.

Special ice information giA'en to the following steamships: Bawtry.,

Holthy^ Oxelosund. Minnedosa. Manchester Skipper.

A few flocks of sooty tern, petrel, and haglets sighted.

June 1 : Gentle breezes to moderate SW. gale. Moderate to rather

rough sea. Overcast, hazy, partially clearing at intervals. Visi-

bility fair to indifferent. Period of low barometer still prolonged;

day begins with 2,937: closes with 29.55.

At 4.30 under way to resume search for Ijerg last reported on
May 27. First stood Avest 15 miles : then searched to northward and
eastward on rectangular lines, assuming visibility of some 6 miles.

At 8 p. m. slowed to 4 miles per liour and stood 240° true to reach

position for beginning searcli to westwaid at daj'break to-moriow.

Nothing seen of berg and steamer Megantic. passing to southward ol

area searched by Tain pa. saw no ice.

Numerous shearwater in flocks and a few petrel seen.

Gave ice information to the following vessels: Gorm. Bay State.,

Breco

n

, Porkhaven.
June 2 : Strong to moderate and gentle W. to SW. breezes. Rather

rough to moderate sea. Clear, fine weather: excellent visibility. Be-

gins standing at reduced speed. 240° true to reach daylight posi-

tion for beginning search west of area searched previousl3\ At 4.17
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course 310^ tiaie, full speed, natural draft, for searching. At 11.2S

sighted berg 16 miles distant, bearing 292° true: stood for same. At
12.45, witliin 4 miles of berg, which proved to be a small one, prob-

ably 50 feet high, with several pinnacles. Decided that it was not

the one last sighted by Tampa on 26th. but doul^tless the one reported

by steamship Veerhaven on 27th in latitude 48° 42'. longitude

52° 35'. The present location of the berg is latitude 48' 29',

longitude 52° 23 ; therefore it had drifted 150° true 0.7 mile per hour,

but doubtless it has been within influence of daily tides. At 12.45

changed course to 160° true to continue search west of area covered.

Headlands of Newfoundland were in sight for about two hours. At
7.30 course 90° true. At 8.30 stopped and drifted for the night.

Special ice information given to the following steamships : M< ta-

ganuu Mount RoyaL BriarwoocL West Isleta.

Observed numerous flocks of greater shearwater, a few juegars

and kittiwakes, two flocks of sea snipe, and one goose.

Received obstruction report from Waul'egan.

June 3 : Begins light SW. breezes with fog setting in at daybreak

and cler.ring at noon, with light to moderate X. to XW. breeze.

Smooth to moderate sea.

Continued drifting because of fog. At 10 received message from

steamship Cymric Queen that he had sighted berg, manifestly the

one so long sought, latitude 48° 32', longitude 51- 13', only 16 miles

130° true from wliere we had last sighted it. May 26. At our

request the master confirmed position Ity his run from Cape St.

Francis, course 57°, distance 75 miles.

This berg had been reported 24 miles to southward on May 27,

which report we correctly decided to be inaccurate, since such drift

would be abnormal in one day. However, the normal drift here

would be south some 10 miles per day, and a drift of only 16 miles

in 8 days is difficult to account for. Poor visibility had prevented

our sighting this berg in searching within a few miles on ^lay 30.

We had searched to southward and eastward on May 31. We had

been almost Avithin range of visibility on June 2 when we turned

to westward because further search in this direction seemed futile.

Having been in touch with Modoc since yesterday the Tampa got

under way at 11.20 and stood 131" true for Cape Race, thence 246"

true to meet the Modoc.

Gave special ice information to the following vessels : Ve/bania,

Melifa, Moimt Clai/, Caronia, JyastaVia, Corh}/, Montreal. Cairn-

valoTha.

June 4: The Tampa, met the Modoc at 5 a. m.. latitude 46° 52'.

longitude 54° 07'. and the oceanographer and assistant were trans-

ferred to the latter vessel, which assumed ice patrol.
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SUMMARY

This cruise has been characterized by continued extraordinary

absence of ice from vicinity of steamer lanes, and by better weather

than is usually experienced in this season. Some 22 per cent of fog

has been experienced, in contrast with the 30 to 40 per cent given on

pilot chart, and only some 3 per cent of actual gales, this in con-

trast with the pilot chart's 8 to 10 per cent.

Information gleaned in St. Johns and on the cruise to Belle Isle

would indicate that not only have fewer bergs than usual come down
from the arctic regions this year, but field-ice conditions have per-

mitted a greater percentage of these than usual to drift inshore

and ground, especially in the bight between Cape Bauld and Funk
Island.

The conclusion of our cruise finds only two bergs within probable

reach of even the Cape Eace tracks, the smaller one being close in-

shore 85 miles north of this track and the other being 60 miles north

of it. Our experience in locating the latter berg illustrates the ease

with which a berg may be missed in searching, even close aboard,

with poor visibility conditions; also the uncertainty of ocean cur-

rents even in localities where they appear to be well established.

After systematic rectangular search of three days with good

visibility we failed to locate the schooner reported bottom up, lati-

tude 44° 39', longitude 55° 08', on May 11. It is possible that this

obstruction is identical with that reported from Cape Race May
27—two masts 20 feet above water, attached to wreckage, latitude

45° 28', longitude 55° 49'. It would not appear probable that tliis

obstruction wlould long ^remain afloat. Tliis obstruction would

doubtless have been sighted by Tampa but for its small size. Of
other obstruction reports probably the most important was the one

made by the Waukegan on June 2, and even this would not appear

to be dangerous.

Broadcasts and reports to Hydrographic Office and "Weather

Bureau were carried out as required by instructions. The patrol re-

ceived 618 surface-water temperature reports, 3 ice reports, and 8

wreck and obstruction reports.

The Canadian ice patrol of the Gulf of St. Lawrence was discon-

tinued on or about May 29 ; this being earlier than usual.

Four oceanographic stations were occupied, all on northeast coast

of I\^ewfoundland.

COAST GUARD CUTTER "MODOC," LIEUT. COMMANDER L. T.

CHALKER, ICE PATROL, THIRD CRUISE, JUNE 4 TO JUNE 19,.

1924

At 12.45 p. m., June 2, 1924, the Modoc left Halifax, Nova Scotia,

to relieve the Tampa and make her third cruise of the current ice-
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patrol season. ^lakin^' the cruise with us are Prof. H. T. Barnes,

of Montreal. Canada, research ice expert, and Dr. Charles J. Fish.

of the Bureau of Fisheries, Woods Hole. Mass. After clearinir

Halifax outer sea buo}^ a course Avas set north of Sable Island for

Cape Race, Newfoundland. Fair weather prevailed on the trip out.

and at 4.40 a. m., June 4, contact was made with the Tampa in lati-

tude 4G° 02' north, longitude 54^ 14' west. Lieut. E. H. Smith, the

observer, and Yeoman, Second Class, R. W. Lewis, his assistant,

were received on board and mail was delivered to the Tamfa. The
Modoc took over the patrol duties, and at 6.25 a. m. went ahead for

Cape Race. Just before dark on June 3 three French fishing vessels

were passed at anchor on St. Pierre Bank, and after dark the lights

of several fishing vessels at anchor were seen.

After relieving the Tainpa on June 4 the patrol headed for Cape
Race, which Avas passed at 12.25 p. m. close on the port beam. The
course was then set for the iceberg reported by the steamer Cymrh
Queen on June 3 in latitude 48^ 32' north, longitude 51° 13' west.

During the afternoon we skirted the coast of Newfoundland, which

was in sight until after passing St. Johns. No birds were seen in

the morning, but in the afternoon numerous fulmars and a few

murres and gulls were seen. One hair seal and several whales were

sighted and a large patch of gulf weed was passed. On the 4th'

there were gentle to light NW. breezes, falling to calm at noon and

shifting to light SE. airs and calms for the remainder of the day.

The sky was partty clear until 10 p. m.. when it became overcast

and a light fog shut in. The sea was smooth, with a moderate long

NE. swell. At 1 a. m. the barometer was 29.80 and at midnight

29.70. At 10.07 p. m. we stopped and drifted for the night. No ice

was seen or reported this day.

At 4.30 a. m., June 5, we went ahead and continued search for

berg rejDorted b}* the Cymric Queen on the 3d instant. At 6.14 a. m,

the berg was sighted 13 miles distant and at 7.36 we stopped near it

and drifted. The berg was of fair size, sextant angles showing it to

be 187 feet high and 370 feet across the greatest length of its base.

The general shape of the peak was that of a truncated prism. The
berg was in water having the temperature of 38° F. and was disin-

tegrating quite rapidl}', as shown by the large amount of ice which

had broken from it and was drifting off to leeward. During the

afternoon the berg took a decided roll, causing loud reports and

cracking noises, and a large amount of ice broke from its peak and

crashed into the sea, throwing spray high in the air. A boat wa<

sent to the berg and four guncotton mines were exploded against a

large projecting ledge. While the berg gave a perceptible shiver,

little ice was broken from it by the force of the explosion. Many
birds were seen in the vicinitv of the berg, some in the water feeding
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on refuse from the ship and others perched on the berg itself. The
birds were mostly fulmars, jaegers, and petrel. No murres were seen.

Two whales swam about the ship, then over to the berg, and finally

disappeared. Observations showed this berg to be in latitude 48°

21' north, longitude 51° 10' west. It had drifted 12 miles, 175° true,

since June 3. Before nightfall we stood close to the berg and then

drifted for the remainder of the night. The weather on the 5th was
partly clear, visibility good, sea smooth. There were light, variable

airs and calms until 8 p. m., when there was a light north breeze

which had increased to a moderate breeze by midnight. The barome-

ter was 29.70 at 1 a. m., 29.65 at 1 p. m., and 29.67 at midnight.

No ice was reported this day by other vessels.

At 4 a. m., June 6, went ahead and ran up close to iceberg, near

which we had been drifting during the night. It had not rolled over

or changed its appearance perceptibly during the night. Observa-

tions taken later in the day indicated it had drifted 195° true 0.5

knot per hour during the past 24 hours, its position being 48° 09'

north, 51° 14' west. After leaving this berg, which remained in sight

until we were 20 miles distant, we headed for the Newfoundland
coast. At 8.18 a berg was sighted ahead, and after running 23 miles

we were abreast of it at 10.30 a. m. This berg is the same one

located by the Tampa on June 2 in 48° 29' north, 52° 23' west. Its

present location, 47° 58' north, 52° 37' west, shows it to be drifting

188° true 0.035 knot per hour onto the coast south of Conception

Bay. The berg is now in water having the temperature of 42° F.

and should melt quite rapidly. It is very unlikely that either of

these two bergs will ever become a menace to vessels following the

prescribed steamer lanes. Pictures were taken of the last berg, after

which we proceeded in the general direction of Funk Island. It is

planned to search for ice as far north as latitude 50° north and then

gradually work south and return to the two bergs seen to-day.

While cruising, two large flocks of Bonaparte's gulls and several

murres, fulmars, and Leach's petrel were passed. At 9.50 p. m. we
stopped and drifted for the night. This day there were gentle

breezes from N. to NW. ; the sky was partly clear, visibility good,

sea smooth with a long heavy sw^ell from NE. The barometer was

29.68 at 1 a. m. and 29.74 at midnight.

Special ice information was furnished the Kristiania, Sachem,

and Kelsmore.

On June 7, at 4 a. m. went ahead and stood to the westward search-

ing for ice. Nothing was seen until 2 p. m. when a berg was sighted

south of Stinking Island Light. This berg was well in shore and

probably aground. A very decided mirage was' noticed. At times

there appeared to be two bergs, one above the other, and then for a
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while the berg would disappear altogether. The same effect was
observed when Stinking Island Light was passed at 3.30 p. m.
We continued to the north until 5 p. m. when we stopped and occu-

pied oceanographic station No. 473, about 17 miles south of Funk
Island. Nets were also towed and samples of marine life obtained.

At 6.10 p. m. went ahead on course 90° true and continued cruising

until 9.10 p. m. when we stopped and drifted for the night. At
6.15 p. m. a small growler was passed. "While drifting for the night
a vertical haul was made with plankton net and specimens of small
sea life obtained. The birds seen this day were chiefly fulmars,
murro, and a few Leach's petrel. The winds to-day varied from
W. to NE. with light to gentle breezes, the sky was mostly over-

cast, with fog after 6 p. m. ; the sea smooth with a long NE. swell.

The barometer was 29.75 at 1 a. m. and 29.90 at midnight.

Special ice information was furnished the Cavendish and Levia-
than.

Throughout the 8th the weather was overcast and cloudy with
intermittent fog and rain. The wind varied from light to moderate
ENE. to SE. breezes shifting at 5 p. m. to light SSW. airs. There
was a moderate sea and NE. swell. At 1 a. m. the barometer was
29.79, at 8 p. m. 29.46, and at midnight 29.48 and rising slowly. At
4 a. m. went ahead for probable position of berg last seen on June
6 in 48° 09', 51° 14'. At 8 p. m. we arrived at the probable position

but on account of thick weather made no further search for it and
stopped and drifted for the night. While under way we passed
numerous fulmars, murres, Leach's petrel, and Bonaparte's gulls,

and at night, while drifting, birds were heard about the ship.

Special ice information was furnished the King David and
Galiymore.

At 4 a. m. June 9 went ahead and began rectangular search for
berg. At 4.50 it was sighted and at 5.50 we stopped and drifted
near it. For the remainder of the day we drifted, except as it became
necessary to steam up to berg to keep in close touch with it. This is

the same berg located by the Tampa on June 2 and by the Modoc
on the 5th and 6th. The track of this berg has been about south true
with a gradual curve toward the westward as its latitude is decreased.
Observations show that from June 6 to 9 it has drifted 193° true
at the rate of 0.035 knot an hour. It is probable that the berg will
drift toward Cape Race and ground on the Newfoundland shore
or on the banks to the south. It should never become a menace to
vessels using the prescribed tracks and by July 1 wiU in all prob-
ability have disintegrated. By use of range finder and sextant angles
it was determined that the height of the berg is 95 feet and its length
at the water line 200 feet.

/^.
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The temperature of the water near the berg is 41° F. and sound-

ings showed a depth of 64 fathoms, gray sand bottom. Small growl-

ers are continually breaking from the berg, and the sea breaking

against it threw spray to the height of 50 feet or more. A few birds

were seen to-day, consisting for the most part of fulmars and petrel

(probably Leach's). Gentle to fresh NE. and NNE. breezes pre-

vailed, with overcast, rainy, and foggy weather and a moderate sea

and NE. swell. The barometer range was from 29.48 at 1 a. m. to

29.93 at midnight.

Special ice information was furnished the Aldersgate and the

Coast Guard practice ship Alexander Hamilton.

On June 10 the wind was from the NE., increasing from a light

breeze at beginning to fresh breeze at close, and barometer falling

from 29.93 to 29.77. The sky was overcast and cloudy, with fog, mist,

and haze throughout the day. There was a moderate NE. sea and

swell. The Modoc drifted during the entire day, steaming up to

the berg as necessary to keep in close contact with it. Observations

and radio compass bearings from Cape Kace showed the position of

the berg at noon to be 47° 36' north, 51° 28' west. From noon of

the 9th the drift was 201° true, at the rate of 0.5 knot per hour.

The water temperature about the berg was 40° F., and the depth

obtained with sounding machine 68 fathoms. The berg is gradually

breaking up and melting, although the change observed from day

to day is not marked. A few Leach's petrel were observed about the

berg during the day. A radio message was received from the steamer

Kerhonksen to the effect that a French sailing vessel was drifting

with a damaged rudder in latitude 44° 54' north, longitude 48° 00'

west, and wished to be reported to a French man of war. The Modoc
offered her services if they were found necessary, but the French

cruiser Regulus was reached and the information furnished her. The

Regulus will proceed to the assistance of the vessel and will probably

meet her the afternoon of the 11th. The name of the vessel in dis-

tress could not be obtained.

On June 11 a moderate to fresh NNE. gale prevailed, with rough

sea and intermittent fog, rain, and mist. At 1 a. m. there was a

fresh NE. breeze, which by 5 a. m. had increased to a moderate gale

and in the afternoon to a fresh gale. At 1 a. m. the barometer was

29.75, at 7 a. m. 29.70, and at midnight 29.89. Throughout the day

we drifted near the berg, going ahead as necessary to keep in close

touch with it. The berg is now in the track of steamers using the

Cape Eace route. Its position at noon was 47° 23' north, 51° 30'

west. From noon of the 10th it has drifted 193° true, at the rate of

0.6 knot per hour. The temperature of the surrounding water is 43°

F., and the depth, by sounding machine, 65 fathoms. Several ves-

K V
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sels, whose lights were seen during the night, were warned of the

close proximity of an iceberg. The master of the steamer Kerhonh-
sen was advised by the medical officer of the Modoc as to the treat-

ment of a fireman who had been injured. The steamer Veendam
reported submerged wreckage in 46° 13' north, 54° 33' west.

Special ice information was furnished the Empress of France^ Re-
gina, Veendam, and Bertshire.

No ice was seen or reported other than the one berg by which we
are now drifting.

On June 12 the fresh NNE. gale continued until 8 a. m., when
the wind began to decrease. At noon there was a fresh N. breeze,

and at niidnight it was calm. The sky was mostly overcast and
cloudy, and at 10 p. m. a dense fog shut in and continued for the
remainder of the night. The sea, which was rough at the begin-
ning, decreased with the wind, until at midnight there was a mod-
erate NE. sea and swell. At 1 a. m. the the barometer was 29.89
and by midnight had gradually risen to 30.03. Throughout this

day we continued drifting near the berg, which is now in the Cape
Race steamer track. At noon it was in latitude 47° 01' north, longi-

tude 51° 38' west, and had drifted 190° true at the rate of 0.9 knot
per hour since noon of the 11th. The temperature of the water
near the berg varied from 39° to 43° F., and at noon soundings
showed a depth of 65 fathoms. The berg was well washed by the
rough sea and heavy swell; and although its general appearance
remained the same, it seems to be melting and becoming gradually
smaller. The steamers Antonia, Marhurn, Satiamia., and Gan-ington
Head, which were on the Cape Race track, near the position of the
berg, were given a special warning, and the France was furnished
special ice information. At 5 p. m. the Antonia, of the Cunard
Line, passed within a few hundred yards of us as we lay near the
berg. She was westbound for Cape Race. At 4.50 oceanographic
station No. 474 was occupied and samples of marine life obtained
by Doctor Fish, of the Bureau of Fisheries. No ice was seen or
reported by other vessels.

On June 13 the fog, which had prevailed until 6.30, cleared away,
and for the remainder of the day the sky was clear and visibility

excellent. The day began with light SW. airs, which fell to calm
by 7 a. m., and later a light breeze sprung up from the west, increas-
ing to a moderate gale by 5 p. m. and falling to moderate W. breeze
by midnight. The barometer was 30.02 at 1 a. m. and gradually
rose to 30.10 by midnight. At 7 a. m. we steamed up to the iceberg,

near which we drifted during the night, and found that it had
broken up very much overnight. Several hundred yards from the
berg was a large and dangerous growler, and about the berg were
numerous smaller growlers and a great quantity of small ice. The
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growler will probably be a menace to navigation for several days.

By 8 p. m. the growler bore 250° true 4 miles from the berg. In
the forenoon we lowered one of our ship's boats and gathered several

tons of ice for the ice boxes. The surface-water temperatures varied

from 38° to 43° F. At noon the berg was in latitude 46° 50' north,

longitude 51° 45' west and had drifted 202° true 0.3 knot per hour
since noon of the 12th. Soundings showed a depth of 58 fathoms.

The birds seen this day consisted mainly of fulmars.

Special ice information m:us furnished the Mancliester Mariner^

TiolJeholm. and Blair.

June 14 was an exceptionally fine day. The sky was clear, smooth

sea, visibility excellent. The moderate W. breeze which we had at

1 a. m. had fallen to light airs by 11 a. m.. and for the remainder of

the day there were light airs from W. to SSW. The barometer was
unusually high, being 30.10 at 1 a. m. and 30.30 at midnight. After

sunset the atmospheric conditions were extremely peculiar. At 10

p. m. a flashing light was seen which was undoubtedly an aid to navi-

gation. A bearing of it was obtained and its characteristics noted.

Tt checked in every respect with the light on Cape Race and certainly

was that light, which we could see at a distance of 56 miles. Its

being visible at so great a distance was due to mirage or some freak

atmospheric conditions. It was seen at intervals and in varying in-

tensity until midnight. The shij)'s position is accurate, as obser-

vations were taken during the day and a sight of Jupiter at evening-

twilight. A bearing by radio compass was also obtained from Cape
Race about 8 p. m. The radio operators reported abnormal atmos-

pheric conditions throughout the night. We drifted near the berg

throughout the day and at 8 p. m. steamed close to it. The berg

is much changed in appearance and is appreciably smaller. In its

vicinity were numerous smaller growlers which had broken from it

during the afternoon. Just before sunset the color effects, due to

shadows on the berg, were beautiful. Varying delicate shades of vio-

let, lavender, heliotrope, and purple blended into a general white mass
of the berg. The large growler which calved from the berg on the

13th drifted about 4 miles distant from it. Since noon of the 13th

the berg has drifted but little and apparently is in an eddy w^hich is

giving it a circular movement in a counterclockwise direction. Its

position at noon was 46° 44' north, 51° 44' west. The surface-water

temperatures ranged from 43° to 46° F. and a sounding gave a depth

of 52 fathoms. Few birds were seen this day, but a whale was seen

near the berg at sunset. Several steamers were sighted, some east-

bound and others westbound.

Special ice information was furnished the Lady Beenda, Roxhy,
and Annapolis. Xo ice was reported other than the berg by which
we were driftina:.
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The wind on June 15 was variable in force and direction. The
day began with light SW. airs, which later fell to calm, followed

by light to moderate ESE. to SE. breezes and again falling to

calm by 10 p. m. The sky was clear until 4 a. m., after which it

was for the most part overcast with intermittent fog and haze until

6 p. m. The sea was smooth. The barometer was 30.30 at 1 a. m.,

30.36 at 11 a. m., and 30.24 at midnight and falling. We drifted

throughout tlie day, steaming up to the berg as necessary to keep in

close touch w^ith it. The berg has changed very little in its general

appearance, although it is perceptibly smaller. There are now two
growlers 5 miles south of the berg and many large pieces of ice

near it. The position of the berg is 46° 42' north, 62° 00' west.

Its drift is irregular and is apparently due mainly to the wind and
tidal currents. Its principal drift is to the westward. The surface-

water temperatures ranged from 43° to 45° F. No other ice was

reported this day.

Special ice information was furnished the Halthy^ Canadian
Manner^ Bowtry^ and Ariano.

On June 16 there was a moderate ESE. breeze which shifted to

SSE. and increased to a moderate gale, then fell to a moderate SW.
breeze at close. The weather throughout the day was overcast, with

thick fog and rain. The barometer which was 30.20 at 1 a. m. had
fallen to 29.77 by midnight. There was a moderate to rough sea.

At 6 a. m. we started ahead and sighted berg in fog and haze and

then drifted. No appreciable change was noticed in the looks of the

berg although there was much ice and several groAvlers which had

broken from it drifting near it. At 4.30 p. m. an attempt was made
to again locate the berg but on account of poor visibility and fog

it was not sighted. The estimated position of the berg at noon

was 46° 48' north, 52° 12' west. The Manchester Importer reported

passing close to the berg at 6.54 p. m. in 46° 54' north, 52° 06' west.

No other ice was seen or reported.

Two whales and several Leach's petrel were seen during the day.

The weather on June 17 was overcast and cloudy, with thick fog.

and rain during the first part. There was a moderate sea and swell

from the southwest. Tliere was a fresh southwest breeze during

the early morning which had fallen to a gentle breeze and shifted

to WSW. by 9 p. m. The barometer rose from 29.74 at 1 a. m.

to 29.82 at midnight. At 12.30 a. m., while drifting in the fog a

medium-sized growler was sighted close aboard on the port side

and a little farther off an object resembling the berg was seen.

From then on we continued drifting until 6.38 a. m. when we went

ahead in an attempt to locate the berg. The fog became more

dense, however, and at 7.50 a. m. we stopped and drifted. At 3
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p. 111. the fo"- lifted somewhat and we began searching for the

berg. The visibility was still poor and at 4.55 the fog shut in and

we stopped and drifted for the remainder of the day. Nothing was

seen of the berg this day other than the possible glimpse obtained

at 12.30 a. m. The surface-water temperatures were from 43°

to 4C)°F. and the temperatures of the air from 49° to 50°. A few

murre. fulmars, and Leach's petrel were seen.

Special ice information was furnished the Leviathan and Beren

garia.

By 4.30 a. m., June 18, the fog had cleared away and the visi-

Ijility was good. We went ahead and began a rectangular search

for the iceberg which we had lost in the fog of the I7th. At 9.30

a. m. the berg was sighted at a distance of 10. miles and at 10.30 we
stopped alongside of it and drifted. After a meridian altitude of

the sun was obtained, the noon position of the berg was accurately

determined as 47^ 15' north, 51° 59' west. Since noon of the 15th

the berg had drifted north true 30 miles. It is evident that, due

to the decrease in size and draft of the berg, its drift is now largely

due to the wind.

As the prevailing winds are southerly, it is unlikely that the berg

will go south of latitude 47° 00' north before it finally breaks up. The
berg now has one slender peak 106 feet high while the remainder of

the berg which is only 15 or 20 feet above water is 244 feet at its

greatest length. The depth of the berg below water was obtained

by using two boats. A heavy weight was lowered at a designated

and measured distance from each boat. The weights were connected

by a piece of sounding wire 450 feet long. The boats then separated,

one going on either side of the berg, and the wire was pulled taut.

When the wire touched the berg, the weights were lowered from

each boat until the wire passed under the berg. In this way it was

found that there were two decided peaks extending under the water.

One of them had a depth of 160 feet and the other 200 feet. The

surface water temperature near the berg Avas 41° F. At 2.40 p. m.

we hoisted our boats and then went ahead for Cape Race and to

make contact with the Tani'pa which left Halifax on the morning of

the 17th. At 8.30 p. m. we were off Cape Race and from there con-

tinued at standard speed heading for the Tampa. The weather this

day was fine and clear, except for the first two hours when there was

fog. There was a moderate W. breeze and moderate sea.

On June 19 Ave met the Tampa at 6.15 a. m. in latitude 46° 08'

north, longitude 55° 02' west. The observer, Lieut. E. H. Smith,

and his assistant. Yeoman, Second Class, R. W. Lewis, were trans-

ferred to her. ^lail was received from the Tampa and, after being-

relieved bv her. we Avent ahead for Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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SUMMARY

During the third cruise of the Modof three icebergs were located,

one in 47° 58' north, 52° 37' west, one grounded south of Stinlring

Island Light, Newfoundland, and the third w^as first seen on June 5

in 48° 21' north, 51° 10' west. We remained by this last berg from
the 9th to 18th, inclusive, and followed it as it drifted to 46° 42'

north, 52° 00' west on the 15th and then north to 47° 15' north,

51° 59' west on the 18th. When the Modoc left this berg on the

18th to proceed to meet the 7\wipa^ there was, as far as could be de-

termined, no ice south of latitude 47° 15' north. Normal weather
conditions w^ere experienced during the cruise. There were no gales

with a force of 8 or greater, 4 gales with a force of 6.5 or gi-eater,

and an average W'ind force of 3.4. There was 15 per cent of hours

Mith fog. The broadcasts and reports to the Hj^drographic Office

and Weather Bureau Avere carried out as prescribed in Coast Guard
letter of February 4, 1924 (601-612).

The patrol received 850 surface sea-water temperatures from 134

different vessels, 34 w^eather, and 7 wreckage and obstruction reports.

Sj)ecial ice information was furnished to 26 vessels and 4 were

given a special Avarning of their close proximity to an iceberg in the
Cape Race route.

COAST GUARD CUTTER " TAMPA," COMMANDER W. J. WHEELER,
ICE PATROL, FOURTH CRUISE, JUNE 19 TO JUNE 30, 1924

The Tainya left the fuel oil docks, Halifax, at 10.50 a. m., June
17, to proceed for the relief of Modoc on fourth ice patrol cruise.

Course was laid north of Sable Island for Cape Race. Fresh to

gentle SW. breezes, with clear weather, w^as experienced on 17th

and 18th. The 19tli began with rain, followed by mist and fog,

which continued all day with moderate to fresh breezes from WSW.
to W.
The Modoc was met at 6.45 a. m., June 19, in latitude 46° 04' north,

longitude 55° 01' west. Lieut. E, H. Smith, the ice observer, and

his assistant. Yeoman Leivis, transferred to Tampa and this vessel

assumed ice patrol.

The ice situation was summarized as follows: One berg and three

growlers were in latitude 47° 15', longitude 51° 59' on June 18, and

when left on that date they were drifting north at rate of 10 mile&

per day. This berg was comparatively shallow in draft, therefore

both berg and growlers were largely under influence of the wind.

No other ice had been seen or reported in the off-shore Atlantic.

At 7.46 the Tampa proceeded on course 70° true for Cape Race,,

moderate speed, in fog. Modoc directed to proceed to Halifax.
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At 10.50 intercepted radio call from steamship Metagamn stating

that she had been in collision with steamship Clara Camus 7 miles

ESE. from Cape Race; that boat and three men from Metagama were

missing- in fog ; that both vessels were then heading for St. Johns and

Metagama requested that nearby vessels stand by her. Immediately

ordered all speed forced draft, recalled Modoc to look after missing

boat and sent radio to Metagama that Tam'pa was coming to her

assistance. Later radio dispatches showed that forward stokehold of

Metagama was flooded, that forepeak of Clara Camus was badly

damaged; that Metagama was making only 5 knots, with steamship

Henbane Head standing by her. The steamship Rosalind was also

making for the position of the Metagama at urgent request of master

of the latter vessel. We immediately cleared after deck and made

ready for towing in emergency. At 3.25 the Tampa rounded Cape

Eace, using frequent radio compass bearings and also guided by the

diaphone fog signal in the dense fog with currents prevailing in this

vicinity. Later dispatches indicated that Metagama was making

some 7 knots speed and that Clara Camus was ahead and in no need

of assistance. At 3.55 the master of Metagama in response to in-

quiry stated that he then considered that he could safely reach St.

Johns without Tanwpa's assistance, but he expressed much gratitude.

Thus this vessel was released to assist in search for missing boat.

Immediately stood some 5 miles to leeward of the last reported posi-

tion hoping that the boat might be seen or heard.

We began rectangular search, fixing visibility at three-eighths

mile, and watching closely for sight of boat or sound of her foghorn

or voice of occupants. The fog gradually cleared, and at 5.45 increased

to full speed, forced draft, and continued rectangular search to

leeward, fixing visibility for boat at 3 miles, lines of search being 6

miles apart. Communicated with Furness Withy Co., steamship

agents, St. Johns, and requested that they advise us via Cape Race

if news were received of boat or occupants. At 9 stopped and drifted

for the night because of failing visibility. At 10 p. m. received com-

munication from Furness Withy Co. that Metagama had arrived,

but nothing heard from boat. Modoc requested to search south of

latitude 46° 35' and west of 52° 30'.

June 20 : Moderate to fresh WNW. to SW. breezes throughout day.

Partly cloudy; good visibility. At 4 a. m. under way; stood 240°

true for 3 miles to recover drift for night, then took up rectangular

search, full speed, forced draft, covering area directly to leeward

of last position of boat; lines of search magnetic north and south,

24 miles in length, beginning 6 miles apart and later Avidened to 8

miles apart. Last line for the day was south of this area and ex-

tending west magnetic. At 9.20 stopped and drifted for the night
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oecause of failing visibility. Cape Race 273° true 43 miles distant.

Search had been extended to cover area extending some 52 miles

to leeward of last reported position of boat. Used searchlight hourly

during night to possibly attract attention of drifting boat. In after-

noon three identified steamers, Virgilia, Kastalia, and Manchester

Brigade, had come up from leeward and crossed northern part and

slightly to north of area searched, and reported nothing seen of

boat. Another unidentified steamer had come from leeward and

crossed slightly north of center of searched area. Inquiry being

frequently broadcast both by Tampa and Cape Race station. Four

schooners were sighted at distance during day. Modoc searched area

assigned her and at noon proceeded ti)Ward Halifax.

Ice information received from Kastalia and Manchester BHgade
showing berg latitude 47° 28', longitude 51° 22', thus drifting 62

=

true 0.6 knot per hour, largely wind drift.

Ice information given to Lnde-pendence.

June 21 : Light to moderate NW. to W. breezes
;
partly cloudy, fine

weather, good visibility. At 4.30 a. m., daybreak, under way. Re-

sumed rectangular search for missing boat, extending searched area

to southward and eastward. Three steamers crossed from eastward

upper part of area l>eing searched, thus enabling us omit further

searching in that latitude. Inquiry being broadcast frequently',

and all vessels requested to keep lookout. Replies, with assurance

of cooperation received from time to time. A few schooners sighted

at distance, and at 3.40 French schooner La Revanche from eastward

passed close aboard, hailed, and requested to keep lookout. Search

this day extended 80 miles to leeward of last reported position of

boat over front covering 40 miles. At 9 stopped and drifted for the

night; this on southern line of search some 55 miles 110° true from

Cape Race.

Ice report received from steamship Cornish Point showing berg

to-day in latitude 47° 17', kmgitude 51° 18', having drifted largely

with wind 168° true 0.5 knot per hour since yesterday.

June 22 : Gentle NW. breezes, becoming moderate SW. breezes at

close. Mostlv clear, fine weather: excellent visibility. Resumed

search for missing boat a daybreak, 4.35 a. m., extending search to

southward and eastward slightly beyond Virgin Rock in each direc-

tion, covering front of some 50 miles to distance of 100 miles to

leeward of position in wliich l)erg was last seen. Five schooners

were sighted in vicinity of Virgin Rocks, and our lines of search

were nuKlified accordingly. Steamships CahotUi and River Tyne

crossed northern part of searched area from leeward, giving negative

information regarding boat and both reporting berg sought, ap-

proximately latitude 47° 00', longitude 51° 12'. At 1.36 small berg
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sig-hted from aloft by Tampa, bearing' 305° true, distance 16 miles.

This berg sighted from deck bearing 270° true at 2.35. Continued

rectangular search to eastward until 7.50 p. m., then gave up search

for missing boat and stood back general course west true for berg.

At 8.53 berg again sighted from aloft, and at 10.10 alongside of it

we made examination Avith searchlight. Berg only about 25 feet

high, about 60 feet long, shell-like, and showing rapid w^asting. Its

small size created some doubt as to whether this was the one reported

or merely growler from same. We proceeded 7 miles to westward

in further search, night visibility being good and fog being feared.

At 11 stopped and drifted for the night, no other berg having been

seen. Position of berg indicated drift of some 0.7 mile per hour

aj^proximately 150° true.

Inquiries for missing boat again frequently broadcasted this day

and marked cooperation shown by passing steamships. Steamship

^yatuka in early morning reported that she saw a rocket in region

of Trepassey Bay and stood toward location for examination, but

saw nothing. Communication with steamship agents, St. Johns, via

Cape Eace radio station, disclosed that the boat was still reported

missing.

A few flocks of murres seen this day.

Ice reports received this day from steamers River Tyne, Cornish

Pointy and Cochrane.

June 23: Light variable breezes and airs, calm at close. Foggy

first part, later clearing. At 7.15 fog clearing, sighted berg visited

last night. Steamship Bothwell passing to leeward reported a num-

ber of growlers from this berg. Made brief rectangular search t'>

westward to make sure that there was no other berg, but found none.

At 10.55 came alongside berg, found it to be wasting very rapidly

and calving off, now red\iced to mere growler 15 feet high and 50'

feet long. Made preparations for placing 150-pound mine on berg;

this partly because of its proximity to steamer lane, with fog-

threatening, and partly for experimental purposes. The small size

and water-worn condition of berg made it very difficult to secure

mine. Attempt first made to attach line by means of boat grapnel

and finally Avith shot line from shoulder gun. At 12.50 mine secured

and fired, with fair success. Developments indicated that the mine

had drifted away from berg and had sunk to too great depth. De-

tonation broke off about one-third of the remainder of berg, and

doubtless shattered the whole to some extent. Quantity of codfish

came to surface, lowered a second boat and the two boats picked up
over 90 cod of size averaging 12 pounds. Depth of water at this

point, 50 fathoms. Concluded that this berg w^ould cease to be an

appreciable menace by nightfall and decided to go into St. Johns
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Karbor for fresh water ; this to enable us to avoid evaporating and to

conserve fuel oil for further oceanographic work and for seeking

derelict schooner reported. At 1.30 p. m., stood 303° true toward

St. Johns.

Advised headquarters by radio of contemplated oceanographic

work and contemplated brief search for derelict and recommended

that ice patrol for season be discontinued.

At 9.20 p. m. moored to dock, St. Johns Harbor. Usual radio

watches observed and communication carried on as usual.

June 24 : Calm and partly cloudy followed by light to fresh south-

erly breezes and foggy. In St. Johns Harbor until 6.30 p. m.

Morning broadcasts and other communication work carried on as

at sea. Filled tanks with fresh water.

The Canadian Pacific steamship Metagama was at wharf with list

of 36°, being pumped out and cofferdam being built to be placed over

hole in starboard side while repairs can be made. Metagama too

great lieam for St. Johns dry dock.

Italian steamer Clara Gatnus^ with bow badly crushed, was at

wharf. Capt. J. T. Walsh, general manager of the Canadian Pa-

cific Ocean Service, paid call on commanding officer to extend hi-

thanks for services of Tampa in standing to aid of Metagama and in

seeking missing boat. Captain Henderson, master of Metagamn.

also expressed his thanks for services rendered. Both officers be-

lieved that missing boat had been picked up by passing schooner and

boat hoisted aboard. It developed that only two men were in the

boat, a wooden lifeboat well equipped, which got adrift by accident

after the collision, with one seaman and a third-class male passenger.

Metagama immediately took 16° list when collision occurred and all

boats were prepared for lowering. The Metagama had 700 passen-

gers and 312 in crew.

At 6.30 p. m. under way and stood out of harbor. At 8.16 p. m.

5 miles oft' Cape Eace, stood 195° true for position 10 miles off Cape

Eace to take up oceanographic work; moderate speed in fog. Re-

ceived advice that Canadian Pacific steamers passed through straits

of Belle Isle 20th instant.

June 25: Moderate to strong SSW. to SW. breezes; foggy for en-

tire dfiy; slightly clearing at intervals; standing 195° true, moder-

ate speed. At 3.30 stopped and occupied station No. 475, 10 miles

east of Cape Race. At 4.10 resumed course 195° true; at 6.08, station

476; at 9.15, station 477; at 2.10 p. m., station 478; at 8.05, station

479.

At 8.25 stood on course, 122° true. Broadcasted inquiries for dere-

lict schooner reported bottom up June 12, latitude 43° 00', longitude

54° 45',
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Surgeon prescribed by radio for engineer officer steamship West

Lake, suffering from result of injury.

June 26: Begins light SSW. breeze, increasing to strong breeze

aiul moderate gale, with rather rough sea; falling to moderate breeze

and shifting to XW., with moderate sea, at close. Overcast, foggy,

and rainy throughout. Standing on course 122° true, occupied sta-

tions Xos. 480, 481, and 482. Speed reduced at intervals because of

fog. At 3 course 24° true ; at 6.30 occupied station No. 483. At 6..50

<?ourse 292" true; at 11.45 occupied station No. 484.

Ice information given to H. M. S. CoTistance.

June 27 : Light variable breezes and airs ; moderate swell ; mostly

clear, fine weather. Cruising southern part of Grand Banks for

oceanogi-aphic work. On course 48° true until 4 a.m.; then occupied

station No. 485. At 4.25 on course 116° true. At 8.25 occupied sta-

tion No. 486. At 8.40 on course 96° true. At 11.35 occupied sta-

tion No. 487. At 11.50 on course 196°. At 2.30 occupied station

No. 488. Numerous French fishermen (sailing vessels) sighted in

afternoon. Usual dories in water, often under sail, and trawl buoys

t^ften seen. The barkentine St. Jean gave us letters to mail and ad-

vised us that the fishing thus far had not been good this season. To

date she had taken only some 8,600 pounds cod ; less than usual. Pos-

sibly prevalence of warm water the cause of this. At 6.55 occupied

station No. 489. and at 11.25 station No. 490. At 11.40 stood on course

116° true. Surgeon again prescribed by radio for injured engineer

officer aboard steamship West Lake. From 8 a. m. until 6 p. m.

1-knot current experienced, setting 100° true.

June 28 : Calm to light variable airs and breezes ; smooth sea

:

slight haze first part; fog latter part. Cruising southeast part of

txrand Banks and to westward, south of banks for oceanographic

work. Begins on course 118° true. At 4.45 a. m. on course 228°

ti-ue. At 10 a. m. on course 300° true. At 6.54 p. m. on course 244°

true. The following stations were occupied : No. 491 at 1.50 a. m.

;

No. 492 at 4.23 a. m. ; No. 493 at 9.10 a. m. ; No. 494 at 3.15 p. m. ; No.

495 at 6.36 p. m. ; No. 496 at 10.10 p. m. A number of fishing schoon-

ers sighted on southern part of banks.

Gave special ice information to steamship Monte Santo and to

H. M. S. Constance.

The following message was received at 8.50 a. m. from steamship

Coatsworth

:

Coatsicorth, latitude 47° 17', longitude 51° 35', passed ship's lifeboat half full

of water ;
" No. 6 " on bow ; no occupants in boat.

KiLGOM, Mcifitcr.

In reply to inquiry from Tampa the following details were re-

ceived at 3 :45 p. m.

:
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Boat was ship's lifeboat, marked "No. 6"; <nie thwart smas^hed, and loos(?

wood fioatinj? in bottom. No indication tliat men had perished or boat had

l»een occupied.

KiLGOM, Master.

Tlie position in which the boat was found was 72 miles bearing

58° true from position in which boat got adrift on 19th instant.

This position is in area of Cape Race steamer tracks and had been

repeatedly covered by passing steamers while 2\impa searched else-

where on 21st and 22d instant. Moreover the close rectangular

search of Tampa had extended to within 20 miles to windward of

this position on both 2ist and 22d instant. Ice searching of Tampa
on 23d instant was 10 miles to windward of this position. Cer-

tainly winds prevailing between 22d and 28th would have carried

the boat more than 20 miles and the boat w^as necessarily within area

searched by Tampa. Its water-logged condition doubtless prevented

its being seen in the choppy sea experienced part of the time. How
the boat became damaged or the fate of the occupants must be a

mystery until more light is shed on the matter.

At 11 p. m. received headquarters telegram 9928-1035 discontinu-

ing ice patrol as of 30th instant.

June 29: Gentle to strong SE. breezes which gradually hauled to

WSW., and fell to light and NW. gentle breezes. Foggy for entire

day. Stood on course 244° true for 20 miles, and at 2.20 occupied

station No. 497, then lay to for remainder of da}^, awaiting oppor-

tunity to search for derelict schooner bottom up last reported on

12th, latitude 43° 00', longitude 54° 45'. Radio bearings. Cape
Race, showed easterly drift approximately 0.5 knot per hour; per-

haps half was wind drift.

Received dispatch from steamship West Lake advising of satis-

factory progress of engineer officer patient for whom Tampa's
surgeon had prescribed, and expressing appreciation for services.

June 30: Calm, followed by light SW. breezes. Dense fog. par-

tially clearing for short inter\ials at 10 a. m and 1.30 p. m. Vessel

drifting, aw\aiting opportunity to search for derelict. At 9 a. m.
received radio from steamship Kurdestan that she had passed

heavy spar apparently attached to submerged wreckage, latitude 43''

00', longitude 52° 15'. At 10 under way and stood 145° true 13

miles for above position to make examination. At 11.53, having
reached position of spar as estimated from our dead reckoning posi-

tion, and fon; having again slnit in. stopped and drifted. At 1.40

again temporarily cleared, secured observation to cross with bear-

ing from Cape Race and found that we had been set 10 miles to

northward and stood 198° true to attempt to find reported spar.

At 3.15 fog again thick, stopped and drifted for remainder of day.

Broadcasted notification of discontinuance of ice patrol, and advised
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headquarters of plan to search two days for derelict and then re-

turn to Boston. Indications of drift 50° true 0.8 mile per hour.

Perhaps one-half of this was wind drift.

SUMMARY

Forty-six per cent of fog was experienced in this period, which is

slightly below the normal of about 55 per cent, as given on Pilot

Chart. Only 3 hours of gale and 14 hours of strong breezes were

experienced, which is marked^ below the normal. The disappear-

ance as a menace of the single iceberg on June 23 in latitvide 46° 58',

longitude 51° 18', indicates continuance of extraordinary absence

of ice.

Broadcasts and reports to Hydrographic Office and Weather

Bureau were carried out, as required by instructions. The patrol

received 457 surface-water temperature reports, 3 ice reports, and 6

wreck and obstruction reports.

The derelict schooner bottom up being sought at close of ice patrol

and last reported June 12, latitude 43° 00', longitude 54° 45', is

manifestly the same schooner that was reported May 11, in latitude

44° 39', longitude 55° 08', and was sought by patrol vessel Ma}'

20, 21, and 22.

This derelict had drifted, in 32 days, 101 miles 170° true. This

being contrary to the expected drift northward is a further indica-

tion of the slacking this season of the usual northwest current

around the Tail of the Bank.





SUMMARY OF ICE PATROL, SEASON OF 1924

By Comander William J. Wheelek, senior officer

The patrol for season was inaugurated by the Tampa^ which left

Boston March 18 and arrived oif the Tail of the Bank on the night

Df March 21. The Tampa had reported ready on March 1, and

hereafter had been awaiting orders to proceed when ice conditions

equired. The Modoc left the same port for relief of the Ta/mpa 15

lays later and the usual routine of relief after 15 days on the Banks

ivas followed by the Tampa and Modoc for the season, with Halifax

IS base for fuel and supplies.

The month of March was characterized by less fog than is usual (as

yiven on Pilot Chart), by low percentage of gales, and by warmer

surface water on Grand Banks as result of mild winter, and by

ibsence of field ice. There was also a prevalence of warm water

in localities where arctic water might usually be expected, and as a

ogical'result the number of bergs was much smaller than usual for

:he season. Only three bergs were reported south of Newfoundland

ifter March 13, and of these only one showed a disposition to drift

south or come south of parallel 45; this was tracked by the patrol

ifter March 27.

During the month of April better weather than is usual for the

season was again experienced, the percentage of both fogs and

^ales being below normal. Warm Atlantic water was found closer

to the Grand Banks than usual, the water temperature over the

reservoir of the Grand Banks was higher than normal. The only

berg that might have menaced the North Atlantic lane route to the

United States melted April 11 approximately in latitude 41° 11';

longitude 48° 18'. A second was located on April IT in latitude 45°

53' ; longitude 51° 53', but its position and rapid melting precluded

the possibility of its becoming a menace.

For the month of May the same general conditions that were ex-

perienced in April prevailed ; a smaller percentage of both fogs and

^ales were experienced than is given on Pilot Chart for the season.

There was likewise the extraordinary absence of ice from steamer

lanes. On May 26 the patrol vessel located a berg in latitude 48°

42'; longitude 51° 31', 85 miles north of the Cape Race steamer

track. On May 27, a small berg was reported in latitude 48° 42'

;

longitude 52° 35', still further from the steamer track, ^^iy^'^a^^

(59)
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was taken of absence of ice from steamer tracks for a most instructive

trip to Belle Isle from May 27 to 30, partly for oceanographic work

and partly for ice observation. Opinions of mariners long experi-

enced on this coast, confirmed by circumstances this year, indicate

that the mild winter and consequent reduced local field ice has per-

mitted a larger percentage of bergs to drift ashore on northeast

side of Newfoundland, thus removing them from sphere of possible

drift further south. Advantage was also taken of conditions for

search by patrol vessel for derelict west of banks in this month.

Weather conditions for the month of June were normal both as

regards percentage of gales and fogs. There was no essential change

in the ice situation. Only two bergs came south of latitude 48°

00', these being the bergs reported on May 27 and 28. Of these the

smaller was last seen on June 6 in latitude 47° 58'; longitude 52°

37', when it was rapidly disintegrating. The larger was tracked

from May 26 to June 23, when its remnant was mined by patrol

vessel in latitude 46° 58' , longitude 51° 18'.

The collision on June 19, off Cape Race, between the Canadian

Pacific steamship Metagamn and the Italian steamship Clara Gamus^
the former vessel having 700 passengers and 312 men in crew, indi-

cated how readily a tragedy might occur in the foggy season in the

vicinity of the Grand Banks. Both patrol vessels were in the vicin-

ity, one being 60 and the other 100 miles away, and both made all

speed for the scene. Fortunateh' favorable weather enabled both

damaged vessels to reach St. Johns and the patrol vessels were only

required to search for missing boats. But the value of patrol along

this line is illustrated.

The contrast between the season of 1924 and that of 1923 is most
striking : From March 15 to April 1, 1923, there were 20 bergs south

of the forty-fifth parallel. Only one was reported south of this paral-

lel in March, 1924, and only three south of Newfoundland. In April

1923, 24 bergs were reported south of the forty-fifth parallel. In
the same month. 1924, only one berg was seen south of this parallel.

In May, 1923, nine bergs were seen south of the forty-fifth parallel.

In May, 1924, there were no bergs south of this parallel, or south of

parallel 48. In June, 1923, there were 12 bergs south of the forty-

third parallel. In June, 1924, but two bergs were south of the forty-

eighth parallel, and only one south of the forty-seventh parallel.

The Strait of Belle Isle opened on or about June 20, this being

markedly earlier than usual.

During the season 15 vessels were warned of the presence of ice on
or near their tracks : 92 were furnished special information ; approxi-

mately 4,794 water-temperature reports were furnished the patrol;

38 reports of ice sighted were received. Two steamships were given
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medical advice by radio, and three were furnished weather reports.

L^'our hundred and fifty-three steamships cooperated with the patrol

:his year, the names of which, and their masters, have been recorded

in order that each one may appropriately be recognized. It was
found that 64 per cent of the steamers on the North Atlantic routes

^vere equipped with radio apparatus to receive continuous wave
oscillation and occasional broadcasts; advised shipping that it was
he intention of the patrol to broadcast all information on a con-

inuous-wave next year.

Physical oceanographic investigation of the waters of the ice

I'egions was carried on throughout the season of 1924 whenever op-

portunity offered. This work extended from the forty-first parallel to

he entrance of the Strait of Belle Isle, Newfoundland. The sub-

;urface investigations penetrated to a depth of 750 meters, the limit

jf active circulation. A total of 121 stations were occupied this

season compared Avith 103 for 1923; the number this year exceeding

ill previous records.

The electric salinity apparatus installed was carried on board the

Tampa and 622 tests were made on board throughout the season.

Ihis is the first authentic known record of salinities of the ocean

jeing determined on board ship in any such great number, and being

1 practical instrument for determination of salinity on shipboard

it is recommended for consideration in equipping other oceano-

^raphical expeditions. A detailed description of the apparatus is

:-arried on page 136.

The oceanographic data is being treated and discussed under

appropriate headings appearing further on in this publication.

Records of surface thermal conditions, amounts of fog, directions of

;^•ind, drift ice, and other pertinent phenomena are shown by various

?harts, sketches, and also are discussed in detail under their respec-

:ive headings to which the reader so interested may easily refer.

10761—24 5





Plate I.—The precipitous face of a large berg found north of Cape Race during the ice
patrol, 1924. The ice-patrol ship is seen in the background
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Plate II.—A typical arctic berg which possesses two bodies of Ice separated by a narrow
channelway. Sometimes passing ships mistake such a formation for two separate
bergs. Erosion Is most rapid at the water line, and this fact is plainly visible on the
extreme left side of this berg
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OCEANOGRAPHER'S REPORT
laeut. Edward H. Smith, United States Coast Guard

MARCH

The international ice patrol, for the season of 192J:, was in-

augurated on March 22, when the patrol ship arrived on the south-

west slope of the Grand Banks. Scientific observations were com-

menced and surface-water temperatures were solicited from all

steamships within the Grand Bank regions. It is well known that

winter cooling of the ocean surface sets up convectional currents

which, in short, gi^-e to the ocean surface temperatures the virtue of a

true thermal picture of the water mass as a whole. Thus chart F, the

surface temperature chart for March, marking the temperature mini-

mum of the 1923-24 winter, furnishes an accurate portrait of the

major circulatory movements of the water masses around the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland. It is one of the most interesting and
valuable temperature charts which the patrol has secured in the

past six years, because it reveals thermally the relative positions of

Arctic, local, and Atlantic water, and which moreover was made pos-

sible through the agency of a mild winter.

The most prominent feature was the leg of frigid water extending

southward to the Tail on the eastern side of the Grand Banks and
stretching westward of the Tail, on the forty-third parallel, for a

distance of nearly 100 miles. This area from surface to bottom was
occupied by the coldest water south of Newfoundland for the year

and has been inclosed by shaded crosshatching on chart F.

In marked contrast to the coldest water on the chart we found a

large area of generally circular shape on the western and central

j)art of the Grand Bank occupied by a water mass warmer than
35° in temperature extending from surface to bottom, being the

portion of the Grand Bank which has characteristicalh' exhibited

a tendency to remain free from external intrusions and disturb-

ances,^ and thereby furnishes us with a thermal measurement of

the degree to which winter chilling has proceeded.

The water lying over the southwestern and central part of the

Grand Bank being free from external intrusions is chilled nor-

1 Smith, Edward H. : International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, 1923,
TJ. S. C. G. Bull. No. 11, pp. 147-149.

(63)
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iiially by the end of winter to a uniform temperature of 30° to

32° F. from surface to bottom, and such temperatures as these are

indistin<ruishable from those farther north and in the Arctic. The

winter of 11)23-24, liowever, chilled the water column in the above

locality to a minimum of only 35° to 38° F., and this rare circum-

stance! due undoubtedly to a mild winter, not to occur here again

probably for many years, permitted the thermal contrast between

local and arctic water. In other words, since we possess evidence

wliich attributes the 37° to 38° temperatures, found from surface to

bottom in the central part of the Bank, as the minimum of local

cooling, how then could the leg of icy water extending southward

on the east side of the Bank have acquired a still lower temperature

of 32° ? This latter body of water must have been transported here

from a northern source—an Arctic invasion—which is outlined as

strikingly as if chalked on a blackboard. The resemblance between

the position and shape of the shaded area of arctic water on chart

F and tlie normal distribution of arctic w^ater as shown on sketch

10, page 150, International Ice Observation and Patrol Bulletin

No. 11. for 1923, is astonishingly close, thus corroborating previous

evidence accumulated during the past four or five years.

The northern edge of warm Atlantic water south of the Grand

Bank between the forty-eighth and fifty-eighth meridians lay be-

tween the forty-first and forty-second parallels, a position which

has been found normal for this time of year. (See charts I and G,

Bulletins No. 10 and 11, respectively.) The ''cold-wall" between

the forty-seventh and forty-eighth meridians changed course

abruptly to the north, and we found Atlantic water warmer than 55°

as far north and west as latitude 44° 30' north, longitude 46° 20'

west, and it will be noted on chart F that the shaded isotherm for 35°

presents a shoulder-like form at this aforementioned northern and

western point. Also the isotherms for 45°, 40°, 35°, and 32° plainly

indicate a tendency upon the part of the warm Atlantic water to

force its way inshore between the forty-fourth and forty-fifth paral-

lels. Such a tendency has been previously described ^ wherein warm
and salty Atlantic water tends to work inshore up the submarine

valley, which exists at this place in the ocean bottom. Further

evidence of this phenomenon was experienced by the patrol ship

while cruising northward along the eastern edge of the Grand Bank

on March 25. On that date, at 11.45 a. m., sixtieth meridian time, a

well-defined tide-rip was observed extending in a general east-north-

easterly direction from the continental edge. Just before crossing

this wall observations were made of the surface which disclosed a

» Smith, Kdward H. : International Ice Observation and Ice Tatrol Service, 1923, U. S.

('. C. Hull. No. 11. pp. i;{!)-140.
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temperature of 31° F., and a salinity of 33.03 %o, while on the other

side a few hundred yards north of the rip, a similar dip gave a tem-

perature of •15.5° and a salinity of 33.79 Voo? '^ warming of 14.5° and

a salting of 0.74 Vop. This warm salty water was pushing inshore

to the westward, undoubtedly connected in its movement with the

offshore Atlantic water as shown b}^ the isotherm on chart F. Such

a movement of the water masses on the eastern side of the Grand
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Bank, combined with the body of relatively warm water on the

Bank itself, which tended to resist displacement, reacted to pinch

off the separating strip of icy northern water.

Attention is invited to the curled appearance of the isotherms,

chart F, in the vicinity of 42° 00' north, 49° 00' west, which indi-

cates a large vortex in process at that place and time, and is simply

another illustration of the tendency of oceanic circulation to pro-

ceed in eddy-like formations which may be pictured as typical oc-
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currences forming and dissipating in this particular region south

of the Grand Banks where water masses are subject to intense trans-

formations.

It is interesting to note the position of a surface pool of relatively

cold water which was found in the vicinity of 45° 15' north, 45° 30'

west, it evidently having become disconnected from the main mass

of cold water to the northwest and moved offshore between the

northeastern part of the Grand Banks and the Flemish Cap. This

illustrates a tendency of the water masses in this vicinity to move
offshore to the eastward in the early season when the circulation of

the Gulf Stream is most intense and when its invasions inshore be-

tween the forty-fourth and forty-fifth parallels provides a favorable

opportunity for such a scheme of circulation. The same phenome-

non was observed in 1923 except that it was more striking then, due

to the fact that these southeasterly moving water masses bore a

freight of icebergs.^

The first ice to be reported for 1924 in the North Atlantic south

of Newfoundland was a large berg sighted January 14. between

Flemish Cap and the Grand Bank.* Subsequent reports identified it

as drifting southeastward at the rate of 0.5 laiot per hour to 45° 55'

north. 44° 20' west, where it was last seen January 26 on the north-

ern edge of the Avarm Atlantic water melting rapidily. (See chart

D, Avhich shows all ice, both bergs and field, seen in the Atlantic

January 1 to March 1, 1924.) Two other bergs were sighted on the

northeastern part of the Grank Bank but were not reported there-

after. There were a total of three bergs sighted in the Atlantic prior

^ Smith, Edward H. : International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, 1923,

r. S. C. a. Bull. No. 11, pp. 139-140.

It is worth recording that thn only glacial ice (icebergs) sighted in the southern

region of the Grand Banks after the disco6tinuance of the ice patrol, July 12, 1923,

and the first icebergs for 1924, reporte<l .Ian. 14, were three bergs, two of which drifted

southward along the east side of the Bank to the region of the Tail, and are shown, as it

is believed they existed, on sketch No. 1. Berg- A was reported on Sept. 18 in the

viciiniiy of 45° 07' north, 48° 55' west, evidently set in on the slope where it was
held fast as it was not reiiorted soutlnvard thereafter. Berg B. the first berg

to be sighted after the withdrawal of the patrol, was sighted Aug. 29 in the

vicinity of 44° 50' north, 46° 29' west. It wa.s seen again Sept. 6, having drifted

soutliward at the rate of 0.5 knot per hour during the interim. It grounded on
the Tail of the Bank, being reported there by several steamers from Sept. 18 to

2.". where it gradually broke up. It, or parts of it, floated off and was reported

south of the Tail on the 27th but not thereafter, and we may infer tb;it this ice whicli

liad driftwl offshore into the Atlantic basin had dwindled by this time to insignificant

size as nothing more was heard of it. A report of ice on Sept. 19 on the bank and
alKiut 40 miles northwest of the Tail probably refers to another piece of berg B in

process of disintegration. Its drift to tlie northwest from the Tail corresponds to

the currents and records of drift of ice in this locality. Ice sighted to the northwest,
on tlie siiuthw(>st sloiie of the Bank, on Oct. 10, may have been tlie final remains
of berg B whicli bad l)o<>n grounded on tli(» Tail for so long. A berg was reported
on Sept. 19 in the vicinity of 43° 48' norUi, 49° 10' west, which must be designated
as a new lurg. provided the report is authentic, has been marked " Berg C " on sketch
No. 1. It Is intimated there were three bergs in this region during the fall of 1923 ;

I'.rtalnly not more than five.
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to IMareh 1. The next berj^ was sighted on the 1st day of March in

43° 48' north, 49° 00' west, with two growlers to the eastAvard. It

was sighted again on March 4 in 43° 00' north, 49° 40' west, drift-

ing southward along the east side of the Bank at a rate of 0.5 knot

per hour, but it was not seen again after that date. (See chart D,

which shows this berg's drift.)

On the 14th of the month two bergs were reported 6 miles east of

St. Johns, Newfoundland, but they were not seen again, unless a

large growler reported 28 miles southwest of Cape Race on the 2Tth

was the remaining sign of one of these. On March 12 a berg was

reported in 46° 11' north, 48° 43' west, and on two subsequent days,

the 13th and iTth, it was sighted again and also another berg in prac-

tically the same locality. This total of six bergs constitutes all the

glacial ice in the Atlantic south of Newfoundland, prior to April 1.

Field ice was first sighted February 9 on the noi-theastern edge

of the Banks, near the forty-eighth parallel, and undoubtedly this

was the first of the Arctic fields, which were putting in an appearance

about on time. February 11 heavy field ice was reported on the

forty-seventh parallel just inshore of the 100-fathom contour of the

Bank, and the Arctic field was sighted several times thereafter during

February but not south of the forty-fifth parallel and never more

than 30 miles seaward of the continental edge. The presence of one

ice field may be traced in its drift down the eastern side of the Bank
by reports on March 1, 2, and 3, and, finally, on the 6th. (See sketch

No. 2 and " Table of Ice and Obstructions.") This field was carried

southward along the 100-fathom contour of the Bank and later,

under the influence of prevailing northwesterly winds, driven off-

shore to the southeast at the rate of 40 miles per day, attaining a

maximum distance of 120 miles into the Atlantic basin before finally

melting. With the disappearance of this patch March 6, no more

field ice was reported during the remainder of the month except a

small field of shore ice on the eastern coast of Newfoundland, be-

tween Cape Spear and Cape Ballard. The scarcity of field ice at a

time when it normally is spreading over the Grand Banks to a

maximum extent was very noticeable, but quite in agreement, how-

ever, with the small quantity of Arctic water south of Newfoundland,

and the abnormally high surface temperatures.^

One of the bergs sighted March 13-17 on the northeastern part of

the Bank was sighted by the patrol on the 26th in 45° 33' north,

5 Geographical Journal, January, 1924, Vol. LXIII, No. 1. Capt. H. T. Munn, trader

and whaler, and annual visitor to the Baffin Bay region, reported that in September,

1923, he cruised northward on the west side of Baffin Bay (this region encompassing
the heart of the south flowing current which transports the arctic ice southward into

the Atlantic) from Cumberland Sound to Eclipse Sound and that he encountered little

or no ice. He had never seen these northern waters so free from ice in his 10 years'

experience. An Esquimo at Ponds Inlet, Eclipse Sound, states that the last ice left

there in July, which is a month earlier than normal.
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49° 29' west, it having drifted and dragged over the bottom 0.3 knot

per hour, 218° true. A test of the eifects from exploding a heavy

charge of T. N. T. was carried out on this berg, the result being

fully described in the report of the first cruise of the patrol ship.

The other berg, also rejjorted on the 13th and 17th, was followed by
the patrol first in its drift southward along the east side of the Bank;
then southward of the Tail; and later gradually wheeling to the

eastward, as it entered the northern edge of the Gulf Stream, where

it finally disintegrated on April 11. This drift track for the period
March 17 to April 11, in which the berg covered a distance of over
400 miles, is one of the most interesting which the patrol has secured
and is shown as berg No. 2 on chart B. Berg No, 2 disintegrated at

n more rapid rate than usual for this time of year, existing only seven
days south of the Tail of the Bank, due to a high washing swell and
many heavy rai^ squalls. There was one more berg reported in
the north central part of the Bank on March 31, but this probably
was a part of the first berg, reported March 17.
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The winds were well diversified around the compass during the

month of March, with the north and northeastern directions pre-

dominating slightly, the average force being 4.5, Beaufort scale. The
strongest winds were from the north and the weakest from the

southwest, with a total of five gales during the period. The absence

of the northwesterlies which normally prevail at this time of year

was noted and a comparison of the wind rose on chart F with that

of chart G, Ice Patrol Bulletin, 1923, and chart I, Ice Patrol Bulle-

tin, 1922, will bring out this fact. We experienced 16 per cent hours

of fog and 18 per cent hours of fog and low visibility which was less

than last year, the latter having 4 per cent hours of fog and 9 per cent

hours of fog and low visibility. The United States Pilot Chart for

the North Atlantic shows 31 per cent days of fog.

SUMMARY

Ocean temperatures 5° to 6° F. above normal over the Grand
Banks' reservoir indicated that winter chilling in this region had

been much less than normal. This fact provided a thermal contrast

between the normal positions of the three classified types of water,

viz, Arctic, Banks, and Atlantic. There were a total of six bergs

south of Newfoundland during March. With the exception of a

small amount of field ice in January and February, and the small

patches of field ice, the last of which disappeared March 6, there

was no field ice south of Newfoundland for the year—a very ab-

normal condition.

APRIL

April 1-11 the patrol was fully occupied in following berg No.

2 in its drift south of the Tail into the Gulf Stream, and an ac-

curate drift track was obtained which is shown on chart B. From
the 14th to the 16th the patrol scouted northward along the eastern

side of the Grand Bank, about 10 miles seaward of the lOO-fathom

contour, where normally exists the heart of the south-flowing cur-

rent. No appreciable set was observed during these two days, al-

though the positions for latitude were checked carefully by sights

of the sun and stars; remarkably clear atmospheric conditions per-

mitted us to determine our positions with excellent accuracy. We
crossed the Grand Banks east to w^est in the latitude of Cape Race,

experiencing a southerly set in the neighborhood of 0.4 knot per hour

while on the Banks, and a southwesterly set of 1 knot per hour

w^hile the ship crossed the gulley between the Banks proper and

Cape Race. April 19-20 we ran a line of stations southwesterly

into the deep water off the continental edge, and while doing this

we allowed for a fair current of 0.5 knot per hour and from various

10761—24 6
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soundings and astronomical fixes this was a correct estimate. April

24^30 we again steamed up the eastern side of the Bank approxi-

mately 10 miles seaward of the continental edge but, in contrast

to our earlier cruise, we found a southerly current of 0.8 knot

from the Tail northward to the forty-sixth parallel. This current

was determined by means of astronomical sights similar to the pro-

cedure followed during the cruise of April 14-16 and which in

location also was similar to it. The fact that no current was noticed

along the east side of the Bank April 14r-16 and 0.8 knot south-

erly cui-rent observed here April 24-29 is difficult to explain. Al-

though we have previously noted some variation in the rate of

flow of the water around the Atlantic faces of the Grand Banks,

this is a great range in a short interval.

The drift track of a derelict reported March 13 and April 4

(see Table of Ice and Obstructions) has been plotted on chart H,
which indicates an easterly drift of 1.2 to 1.3 knots per hour. This

corresponds in direction and rate of drift to the track of another

derelict reported south of the Tail of the Grand Banks during

March as plotted on chart F; and all of which corroborates previ-

ous evidence as to the rate of flow of the Gulf Streams in this

region.

The position of the body of frigid water with a temperature of

32° (the coldest water south of Newfoundland), similar to that

recorded on the March chart, is shown as a shaded crosshatched

area on charts G and H. The leg which was found on the eastern

side of the Bank during March was still present during April, but

it had become more attenuated in shape and its southern extren\ity

did not extend beyond 43° 20' north, 50° 00' west, a position just

north of the Tail. (See chart G.) The position occupied by this

body of cold water remained practically unchanged during the

second half of the month, but its surface temperature was warmed
by the sun 1°. (See chart H). An opportunity near the close of

the month permitted the patrol to investigate the superficial ex-

tent of this same Arctic water mass southwest of Cape Race. It

had encroached some 30 miles on the northwest part of the Bank
itself and projected southwestward to the continental edge in the

bottom depression between the Grand Banks and St. Pierre Bank
but it was not found west of the meridian of St. Pierre. The sur-

face temperature rose from 33° to 35-36° over St. Pierre Bank,
which would indicate that the bottom configuration influences cir-

culation in this region.

Tlio conti-al and southern portion of the Grand Banks dui-ing

April continued to be flooded by a body of water 35° to 38° in tem-

perature commonly known as local or bank water. This mass was
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surrounded on all sides by water 5° to 6° colder except south-

westward where warmer water lay. The first half of the month
the influence of the 3o°-38° water mass spread outward on all sides,

as shown by the increase in white area over the Banks when we
compare charts F and G. The Atlantic water lying off the eastern

face of the Banks continued to press shoreward as shown by the

convexity of isotherms 45, 38, 34, on chart G. The arctic water

between these two classified types of water m'asses, viz, local, or

Bank, on the west and the Atlantic on the east, was squeezed into a

narroAv strijD barely 10 miles in width. The latter half of the month
the Banks water spread northeastAvard on the surface in a promi-

nent manner, displacing 'arctic water on the surface as far northeast-

ward as 46° 45' north, 49° 20' west, as shown on chart H. The
phenomenon of Banks water to expand over the central Banks region

and spread to the northeastward was previously recorded in 1913,

a year which in many respects, as to absence of normal masses of

arctic water in the Grand Bank vicinity, corresponds with this

spring.®

A comparison between charts G and H for the month of April and
chart F for March brings out the fact that the northern edge of the

warm Atlantic water, as indicated by the 55° isotherm, began reced-

ing southward between the forty-third and forty-fifth parallel early

in April, a movement which continued the latter half of the month.

This is entirely in accord with previous observations in this locality

at this time of the year and which has been pointed out in pre-

vious discussions.'' (See March report, p. 10.) The recession is

due, it is believed, to a slackening in the intensity of circulation

which prevails at a maximum during the winter months.

The " cold wall " changed position southeastward of the Tail and

assumed a wedgelike form the latter part of the month, Avhich is a

characteristic shape that has often been charted and discussed here-

tofore. The bottom configuration, a rise in the ocean floor which ex-

tends southwestward from the Tail over 150 miles, is an important

factor in determining the course of the easterly moving water

masses, and its reflection is seen even in the surface water isotherms

55 and 60 on chart H.
Compared with previous years, the position of the " cold wall

"

between the forty-first and forty-second parallels is normal, and its

behavior during the month was quite similar to its behavior during

the same period of 1922.^ Surface temperatures over the conti-

^ Mathews, D. J. :
" Report on the work carried out by the steamship Scotia, 1913,"

1914.
f Smith, Edward H. : Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, U. S. C. G. Bull. No. 11.

pp. 139-140.
s Smith, Edward H. : International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, U. S. C. G.

Bull. No. 10, 1923. Charts J and K.
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nental shelf, and as far off shore as they affect adjacent water

masses, were 3°-6° warmer during the month than observed at the

same time during previous years, but the Athmtic water south of

the "cold wall" did not differ in temperature from that observed

during previous years.

The ice during April consisted of two bergs, one of which, berg

No. 2, drifted south of the Tail into the Atlantic and melted April

11. ( See chart B.) The other berg was a small one and was reported

in the north-central part of the Grand Bank on the 16th, being

sighted by the patrol on the 17th. It was reported on the 18th and

on the 22d but not thereafter, most j^robably having melted. (See

chart B.) Two bergs were reported on the 26th in the vicinity of

46° 11' north, 49° 00' west, but a most thorough and exhaustive

search instituted immediately and continued for several days under

excellent visibility conditions failed to reveal either one of them.

Several passing steamers cooperated with the patrol in its search and

we are forced to conclude that the steamer making the report was

mistaken. The fact that it was near midnight when she claimed to

have seen the bergs detracts from the credibility of the report.

Berg No. 2 after entering the water south of the Tail disintegrated

more rapidly than any berg of which we have record. April 4 it

passed the Tail, where it emerged into water at 34°-35°, a warming
of 3°—1° from that of the Arctic current proper in which it had been

floating. Oceanographic station No. 385 was taken near the berg this

day at 4.30 p. m. (See Oceanographic station table.) On the 5th in-

stant it was described as " a medium sized berg with a surface above

water in two parts, separated by a shallow channel way, one part a

ratlier low ice ridge, the other a peak approximately 150 feet high.*'

The water temperature this day was 34°, and the wind on the 4th and
5th was light and variable and the sea smooth.

On the 6th the wind remained light and the water Avarmed from
34°-38°. A slight swell washed the base of the berg and assisted dis-

integration. A growler was calved occasionally but disintegration

did. not appear to be noticeably rapid. Oceanographic station No.

386 was taken this day at noon near the berg. It had begun to calve

faster on the 7th when al)out noon a heavy swell made up from the

nortliwurd. its rise having l)een observed during the morning. This,

togetlier with the water temperature of 40°, accelerated disintegra-

tion which may be termed " rapid " beginning with noon this date.

Early in the morning of the 8tli the berg crossed the "cold wall,*'

entering water warmer than 56° ; which was a rise in temperature of

approximately 18°. Oceanogra])hir station No. 387 was taken near

the berg at 1 p. m. this date. It Avas noted that '' it was fast dwin-
dling, cracking, calving, and rolling continuously." The latter part of
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the day the swell subsided somewhat. The following note was made

on the 9th, "the Avarm water, of 56°, and the biitfeting of the

southerly swell were reducing berg No. 2 Avith extraordinary rapidity.

It was calving continuously and numerous growlers were floating in

the vicinity. We experienced frequent passing rain showers and

sunny weather between." On the 10th probably the most rapid disin-

tegration of any day took place. The following note was made:
" When nearby the berg, constant loud cracklings were heard and

the moment the sea water ran off the entire exposed surface would

blister, the next sea washing away loose covering, followed by more

blistering. This, together with frequent calvings was reducing its

bulk rapidly. By dark it was apparent that the warm water, warm
air, and constant pounding of the seas would make an end of this

menace within the next 2-1 hours." The wind during this day vras

moderate, a moderate swell was running, passing rain squalls were

experienced, and the weather is described as " typical Gulf Stream."

Oceanographic station No. 388 was occupied near the berg at 9 a. m.

this day. The next day, the 11th, there were no signs of berg No. 2

and we all were convinced that it had completely melted. From noon
of the Tth until the morning of the 11th, a period of approximately

four days, a medium size berg was completely dissipated. This is

much faster than the normal rate of disintegration, which has been

observed to be about seven days.

The winds for the month were well diversified around the compass
with the northern semicircle slightly predominating. The average

force of the wind for the first half of the month was 4. BeauforJ;

scale, while the second half of the month the winds were the strong-

est, being from the north and the northwest. There were 4 gales

during the month, 1 the first half and 3 the second half, all of a

force 6.5 or greater, and 2 of the gales were force 8 or greater.

Previous records indicate that this is the month during which the

direction of the winds shift from a prevailing northwesterly direction

to a prevailing southerly direction, but this year no such phenomenon
was observed. "We experienced 5 per cent of fog and 7.5 per cent

hours of fog and low visibility. This is considerably below the

average which we have experienced during the previous three years

which averaged 28 per cent hours of fog and 48 per cent hours of

fog and low visibility. The United States Pilot Chart shows 40

to 45 per cent days of fog.

SUMMARY

A current of 0.8 knot was observed during the first part of tlie

month flowing southward along the east face of the Grand Banks,
but no current was detected in this locality two weeks later. A.
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southwesterly current of 1 knot flowed through the gulley past Cape

Race. The continued presence of arctic water on the northern part

of tlie Bank and a leg down the east side was noted during the month.

Expansion of the Banks water to the northeastward displaced arctic

water in that locality the latter part of the month. The " cold wall

"

receded offshore on the east side of the Grand Banks the latter part

of the month. A total of only 2 bergs were recorded south of New-

foundland, in the Atlantic, where the normal number for this month

is 90.

MAY

The 1st day of the month the patrol crossed at right angles to the

eastern side of the Grand Banks and observed a surface drift of

0.8 knot per hour which corresponds to the strength found in this

region the latter part of April. Cruising toward Cape Race, no

appreciable set was observed from positions of the ship as determined

by astronomical sights; even in the gulley between the Banks and

Cape Rac« no surface current was found where ordinarily a 1 knot

southerly set is to be expected. Next the patrol ship ran a line of

oceanographic stations from Cape Pine west-southwestward to the

edge of the Laurentian Channel and no definite current of ap-

preciable magnitude was found. We then cruised southeastward

along the western slope of the Grand Banks, observing a surface

drift 215° true one-half knot i^er hour. The following two days,

May 9 and 10, from latitude 43° 30' north to latitude 46° 00' north,

10 miles seaward of the eastern slope of the Banks, no current was
found ; even northward between 47° 00' west and 48° 45' west, on the

northwestern part of the Banks, no current existed. Normally, a

continuous movement to the southward has been found along the east

side of the Banks at this time of the year. Although variations in

its strength have often been noticed, we have never found a complete

cessation during spring. From the 20th to the 27th we cruised

northward as far as the Strait of Belle Isle, but no positions were
obtained which permitted us to detect any sizable current flow. The
27th to the 30th we skirted the Newfoundland coast, 10 to 20 miles

offsliore, from Cape Bauld to Funk Island, observing the ice con-

ditions, and spending the last few days of the month searching in

the vicinity of 48° 42' north 51° 32' west, for the southernmost ice-

berg at that time in the offshore Atlantic.

Charts I and J portrav surface temperature conditions prevailing

in the ice regions during the month. The body of cold water which
flooded the nortliern part of the Bank and invaded southward in the

form of two salients, one along the east side of the Grand Bank and

the other in the trough southwestward of Cape Race, is not so

prominently delineated on the charts for the month as it was on the
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cliarts for earlier in the season. This is due to the sun's heat, which

warmed the ocean surface over the continental shelf from a winter

minimum of 33° to a temperature of 39° by the end of May. The
temperature of the Atlantic water south of the ^' cold wall " warmed
from 55° to 58° by the 15th of the month and to 62° by the latter

part of the month. Tlie position of the " cold wall " remained prac-

tically unchanged from that found the latter half of April. Due
to the heating of the surface layers by an approaching summer's sun,

and further to the fact that these layers are moved under the influ-

ence of prevailing winds, no true position of the " cold wall " can

be obtained at this time of year superficially. An examination of

the wind roses on charts H, I, and J reveal the fact that northerly

winds prevailed the latter part of April, moderate variable winds the

first half of Ma3% and southerly winds of greater intensity the latter

part of the month. For these reasons the surface-water layers were

not subjected to any large and definite movement, and therefore the

" cold wall " retained its general position unchanged throughout the

month.

There was no ice reported or sighted during the first two weeks of

the month except a small field on the extreme northern edge of the

Grand Bank, May 10, in 48° 42' north, 51° 12' west, but on the 15th

the steamship Oxonian reported passing a small berg in 46° 14' north,

50° 15' west, just south of the Virgin Rocks. A careful search, which

occupied the 16th and 17th, failed to confirm this report, and the

presence of a fishing vessel anchored in this position led us to suspect

that it had been mistaken by the Oxonian some distance away as the

shape of a berg. Especially were these views strengthened when this

fishing vessel reported she had been anchored there during the past

three days, the master of the craft adding that he and all the other

fishing vessels with which he had spoken had seen no ice on the Grand

Banks this season.

We called at St. Johns, Newfoundland, on the 24th and 25th in

order to interview local mariners regarding ice conditions in the

vicinity of Newfoundland this spring and also to gather general

information which might be of value to the ice patrol. We left St.

Johns the evening of the 25th and cruised northward toward Belle

Isle, where we arrived the afternoon of the 27th. Our course ran

from 30 miles off Funk Island to North End Light, Belle Isle, and

during the run we sighted a total of seven bergs, but none offshore

of our track. About 30 bergs were scattered around in various posi-

tions in the entrance of the strait, some having been set in closely

under the cliffs, while others had been carried into pockets in the

shore line, but they all plainly showed the general tendency of the

currents in this locality, namely, to drift the bergs onto the shore.
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As a result of our interview with observers at Battle Harbor,.

Labrador, and Belle Isle, Newfoundland, it appears that Battle

Harbor tvxperienced no drift ice in March, with the Arctic field

arrivin<z April 1, solidly jamminjr the coast and no open water to be

seen from the shore. This is the ice which the seals usually choose

when off the entrance of the Strait of Belle Isle upon which to whelp

their young early in March. This spring the Arctic field was nearly

a month late. These fields cleared from the vicinity of Battle Har-

bor May 14 and no more reappeared until May 25, the day following

a northeasterly gale, when another field blocked the coast. ^Nlay 27,

the day we arrived, this Arctic ice was being driven southward,

blocking the northern shore of Belle Isle itself and gradually sur-

rounding it. The winds at Battle Harbor this spring prevailed

from the east with frequent southeast and northwest disturbances;

the periods of northwesterlies being of shorter duration this year

than normally.

The observer at Belle Isle stated that no drift ice had been seen

this past winter.on the seaward side of the island where normally

it is jammed with ice and little open water in sight. Ice had filled

the entrance of the strait toward the Gulf of St. Lawrence, however,

throughout the winter, but occassionally a narrow lead of open water

hugged closely under the Newfoundland side of the strait. The

presence of such a lead also portrays a mildness of the 1923-21

winter. May 18 all the ice had broken out of the strait and clear

open water was seen in every direction. The 27th the Arctic field

which had appeared two days previously at Battle Harbor began

to surround the island and block the strait, under the influence of a

fresh noi'thwest breeze,

Twillingate, situated near the head of the bight between Cape

Bauld and Funk Island, observed the arrival of the first field ice

early in March. This field was undoubtedly part of that which had

blocked the entrance of the Strait of Belle Isle during the winter.

The seals chose this small field upon which to have their young, the

ice drifting southward, held inshore by easterly winds until it rested

on the west side of White Bay ; a narrow strip less than 10 miles in

width, extending from Canada Bay to Coney Head. Last year the

sealing fleet from St. Johns derived its catch from the Arctic flows

2()U miles southeast of Funk Island, while this year, in marked
contra.st, it killed on the shores of White Bay. This latter position

would ordinarily have been inaccessable, due both to local cooling,

which froc/A's the surface waters with heavy ice from Cape Bauld
to (iray Islands to Fogo Island, and, furthermore, due to the aug-

mentation of Arctic ice in March and April, which normally leaves

no ojji'n wMlcr for hundreds of miles oil'shore.
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AVhen the ice patrol vessel stood south along the coast we found a
small ice field extendin": southward from Cape Bauld 35 miles, but
not offshore more than 12 miles. This was probably the last of the
fields which were observed to disappear from the entrance of the
Strait of Belle Isle on Ma}' 18. Battle Harbor observed very few
bergs and growlers this year before April 1, practically no definite
movement to the southward being noted before that date.

Belle Isle sighted the first bergs between xipril 15 and 20 while
Twillingate, on the north coast of Newfoundland, recorded their
initial appearance on Easter Sunday, April 20. The patrol obsei^ved
52 bergs along the coast from Cape Bauld to Gray Islands, none
of which were over 20 miles from the coast; and the nuijority of
these had been set inshore and grounded, while the later arrivals
appeared to be drifting into a similiar position. Off Twillingate,
and from Notre Dame Bay to Funk Island, it was estimated there
were between 15 and 20 bergs, some of which had worked inshore
into what would at first glance appear to be inaccessible positions,
behind headlands and islands. It is believed that such ones would
survive well into August before they finally melted. The gi^eatest

abundance of ice appeared to lie in a belt which followed the general
curve of the coast from Cape Bauld to Funk Island and it is be-
lieved that this indicates the normal and general course followed by
icebergs southwards along the east coast of Newfoundland. In this
connection, this large indentation in the coast line of Newfoundland
between the Strait of Belle Isle and Cape Bonavista—the greatest
break from Hudson Strait to the Grand Banks plays no small part
as an influence on the amount of ice which succeeds in reaching
the lower latitudes: that is, the region around the Tail of the Grand
Banks.

Ice in normal Avinters, by the latter part of December, forms over
the waters between Fogo Island and the Gray Islands. This ice

is augmented after the middle of January by heavy arctic floes, often
of large extent which hold within them, when tightly packed, a con-
siderable number of icebergs. The flat ice is at a maximum in Feb-
ruary and March, between Cape Bauld and Cape Bonavista, with
no water to be seen in any direction, and the fields extend offshore
sometimes for hundreds of miles. Those bergs which drift south-
ward on the ocean side of this pack are under the control of relatively

deep-seated currents, it being well known that the latter, due to
the rotation of the earth swinging moving objects in the northern
hemisphere to the right, tends to set in on the American shore from
Baffin Land to Cape Race; but the bergs at this time of year are
restricted from working inshore under the natural tendency of the
currents by the fender of ice lying in that direction. Such bergs



therefore drift southward, wide offshore, in the Atlantic and are

caught up in the northeasterly moving Atlantic waters, where they

rapidly disintegrate. Many bergs, on the other hand, are found

lodged in the ice fields themselves, and as long as the fields are

heavy and tightly packed, the bergs will be moved in the direction

in which the field moves, the latter being mostly under control of

prevailing winds.

Now, in a spring in which there is a great scarcity of field ice, the

icebergs are practically unaffected b}' the ice field influence and are

thus free to drift in the currents, which is the same as saying that

they will tend to set onshore and ground. In such years, it can

be appreciated, the coast line affects the behavior of icebergs to a

maximum extent and deters them from drifting southward through-

out the entire year instead of during only a part of the 3'ear. In a

season, therefore, characterized by an absence of field ice the great in-

dentation in the coast line of Newfoundland, between Belle Isle and

Cape Bonavista, assumes a tremendous significance and acts as a huge

traj) in which the bergs accumulate. The entrance to the Strait of

Belle Isle is also another important point where bergs are liable to

be trapped. Sketch No. 3 shows the distribution of ice as the patrol

found it in this region the latter pait of May. The remarkable ab-

sence of icebergs south of Newfoundland this year is attributable

mainly to the facts as described in the foregoing.

Tlie 30th we returned to the vicinity of the southernmost iceberg

in the Atlantic, last seen by the patrol May 26 east of Cape Bona-

vista, in 48° 42' north, 51° 32' west. Fog and low visibility handi-

capi^ed the search to a great degree, but the berg was finally located

June 3 only 16 miles 140° tiiie from its former position, which in-

dicates a weakness at this time in the strengtli of the arctic current in

this region of the northern part of the Grand Bank. xVnother berg in-

shore 40 miles to the westward exhibited a similarly small drift of

3 miles per day in the same general direction. No ice was authenti-

cally located south of this latitude in the Atlantic during May, a

month in which bergs are normally at a maximum.
The winds for the first part of tlie montli Avere well diversified

around the compass and were much lighter than those of the preced-

ing two weeks. The second half of the month the winds were some-

what stronger and blew mostly from the southern semicircle, the

latter fact being reflected in the fog scale near the end of the month.

The average force for the first 15 days was 2.5, while the second lialf

averaged 3. There were two gales Avith a force of 6.5 or greater, but

no gales with a force of 8. We experienced 16 per cent houi"S of fog

and 19 per cent hours of fog and low visibility. This is below the

average which we have experienced during the previous three years,

which averaged 22 per cent hours of fog and 33 per cent hours of fog
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and low visibility. The United States Pilot Chart shows 30 to 35

per cent days of fog,

SUMIMARY

"We found variable surface currents off the east slope of the Grand
Banks. Once during the month we crossed the " giilley " and found
no appreciable current. Surface temjDeratures over the Grand Banks
warmed 6° during the month, and 5° in the Atlantic water south of

the Tail. Ice continued' to be absent from the Grand Banks region,

none being south of parallel 48° 42' north ; this in a month when it is

normally at a maximum. It is believed the bergs found strewn

along the coast between the Strait of Belle Isle and Cape Bonavista,

a total of at least 75 bergs and hundreds of growlers, were trapped

in those regions, and in the main explains the remarkable absence

of bergs southward near the steamship tracks. The winds were

variable during the first half of the month and then shifted to the

prevailing southerlies, which are normal with the advance of sum-
mer. There was less fog during the month than has been found to be

normal.

JUNE

The only iceberg which was in the ice regions held the attention

and the presence of the patrol vessel in its locality off the east coast

of Newfoundland nearly the entire month. This berg was desig-

nated as berg No. 3, and its geographical location is shown on sketch

No. 4.^ It melted to such proportions by the 23d instant that it no

longer constituted a menace and the patrol was enabled to devote the

last few days of the month to oceanographic investigation of the

Grand Bank region. The currents observations for June, therefore,

were all in the locality of berg No. 3, and are shown on the sketch

of its drift.

Surface thermal conditions of the waters of the ice regions are

shown on charts K and I. for the iirst and second halves of the

month, respectively. It will be noted that the position of the " cold

wall " moved somewhat south of its limits as defined on previous

charts, I, J, etc., its southern bound being in the vicinity of latitude

40° 45' north, during June. The frigid northern water which usu-

ally floods the northern part of the Grand Bank warmed from its

temperature of 39° on the surface the latter part of May to 41°

the first half of June and later in the month to 43°, a total rise of

4° in an interval of one month. On the southern part of the Bank,

in the vicinity which has come to be regarded as a tidal reservoir,

the water was waraied 5°—45° to 50° by the last few days of

» See sketch No. 4, p. 80.
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June. This is the body of water which has been observed to un-

dei<ro quite consistently the widest seasonal temperature range of
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any water mass in tlie (irund Hank iviiion. AVater as warm as 70

began to i)ut in an appearance south of the '' cold wall."
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The only ice in the ice region of tlie westera Atlantic, south of

Funk Island, Newfoundland, was a total of three V>ergs, two of which
are shown on sketch No, 4. The third berg was observed on the

7th, close inshore near Stinking Island, Newfoundland, and con-

sequently was far removed as a possiijJe menace to navigation. Berg
No. 8 was first observed by the patrol May 26, and tracked as shown
in the sketch until June 23, a period of 28 days, when it had melted

to a size no larger than a ship's bout. When it was first observ^ed

it was a large bulky berg, and even on June 5 it measured 187

feet high and 370 feet in length. From May 26 to June 13 berg

No, 3, it will be noted, drifted in a general southerly direction and
this drift was attributed to the western branch of the Labrador
current wliich is known to set southward past Cape Race, such a

belief being further substantiated by the temperature of the water,

surface to bottom, at station 474 taken near the berg June 12.

Depth

Surface..
25 meters
75 meters
Bottom doO meters)

.

Temper-
ature

'C.
5.6
4.4

Salinity

»/eo

.32.80

32.82
0. 33. 00
0. 33. .52

This record clearly shows that the upper 25 meters (14 fathoms)

of the water was a coastal low-salinity film, expanding off.shore,

while in the deeper layers lay cold Arctic water whose movement
was toward the south. Berg No. 3 drew at least 120 meters (66

fathoms) at this time, which conclusively indicates that its under-

water body was under the control of the deeper northern currents.

On June 13, however, a large quantity of ice was calved, greatly

changing the form and reducing the draft of this berg. The irregu-

lar drift sub.sequent to June 13 can be explained as principally due

to the wind, which thereafter assumed major control.

On June 18 a very interesting number of measurements were made
of the l>erg, both as to its height and length and also its draft. The
methods u.sed to obtain the latter figures are related in detail in the

report of the last cruise of the Modoc (p. 49). It was found that

berg No. 3 posses.sed a pinnacle 100 feet high, \jut the remainder of

the berg was not over 30 feet above the water. It was 244 feet long

and its draft was 200 feet directly under the pinnacle, and 160 feet

at another under-water peak. A .sounding showed the water to be

78 fathoms in depth at this place. Sketch No. 4a, .showing propor-

tionate height, length, draft, and dei:»th of water follows. Its foot

at this date was not over 200 feet from the bottom. On June 18

berg No. 3 was classified as a typically well developed pinnacled
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berg in such form as often may be observed in the later stages of

disintegration. It has been stated that glacial ice floats with only

one-eio-hth to one-ninth of its mass above the surface of the sea; but

e>£F?(3- No. 3?, JUNE. 5,1^^^.
UNDER Cor^TfZOL. Xse.eP»-£>E.A>-TElC? ARCTIC C-URREXT.

B>-e.CLG- NO. 3. JUNfE. ]e>j\9Z,A-
LiHl>E.-R. COM-TF^OL- C>r= WiNI> AND &URFACE i_Ay£.f?&

since Arctic bergs are usually pinnacled, and often in their later

stages of disintegration extremely so, the original proportions of

one-eighth to one-ninth thus quoted does not follow with respect to

height, and bergs shaped in lofty summits are shallow in draft. A
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pinnacled berg, such as shown in photograph (Plate III), may be

assumed to possess a draft approximately twice its height.

Bergs falling within such a category require modified statements

as to the relative control of winds versus currents on their drifts.

The records of the patrol '^^ reveal that in most all cas'es the major
control lies in the deep-seated currents and the effect of winds on
bergs in the deep water south of the Tail of the Grand Bank are of

an immeasurable magnitude. The drift of berg No. 3 emphasizes the

need of modifying such a statement with respect to bergs which have
become extremely pinnacled in the last stages of disintegration.

Furthermore the extent to which the winds control the courses fol-

lowed by such bergs is modified by the depth of water in which the

berg floats. A berg of shallow draft will be more susceptible to

winds when it is floating in shallow water than in the deeper waters

offshore.

Berg Xo. 3 was the last one observed by the patrol for tlie ice

season of 1924. A review of the amounts of ice show that there

were a total of eight bergs in the western Atlantic during 1923, the

drifts of which are shown on chart B, and after April 22 no ice

was seen south of Newfoundland. This breaks all previous records

as to glacial ice in the North Atlantic.

There were several strong winds from the north during the first

half of June but the second 15 days' the winds prevailed almost

entirely from the southern semicircle. Their average force was 3.35

Beaufort scale. Four gales, strength 6.5 or more, were experienced

June 1-15, but none thereafter, and at no time during the month did

the wind blow with a force of 8. Corresponding with previous

months of 1924, there was not so much fog during June, there being

27 per cent hours of fog and 29 per cent hours of fog and low

visibility. The average found by the patrol, based on the past four

years, is 44 per cent hours of fog and 53 per cent hours of fog and

low visibility. The Pilot Chart for June shows 65 per cent of fog.

SUMMARY

Some of the noteworthy features of the season were

:

1. Absence of ice.

2. Absence of fog.

3. More northerly and less southerly winds than usual.

4. Warmer water than usual over the Grand Bank region.

5. Large numbers of bergs trapped in bight of Newfoundland, be-

tween Cape Bauld and Funk Island.

6. Noteworthy variations in cold current around Atlantic faces

of the Grand Banks.

^o Smith, Edward H. : International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service. U. S. C.

G. Bull. No. 11, 1923, p. 88.
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7. The heart of the cold current alon<r the eastern edge and around

the Tail of the Grand Bank was 0.6° to 1° warmer than in former

ice seasons.

8. Four years of records of fog kept by the patrol in the vicinity of

43° 00' north, 50° 00' west (the Tail of the Grand Bank), furnish

the following average:

Month Hours of

fog

Uours of

fog and
low

visibility

April
May
June.

Per cent
29
27
44

Per cent

50
39
53

Although the patrol has never been in the ice regions the entire

month of July, from the best estimates obtainable, there is more

fog in July than in any of the previous months shown above.

Table of ice and obstructions

Date

Jan. 14

18

21

26
Feb. 9

22

23

24

Mar. 1

No. Vessel reporting

Cape Race.
do
do
do

....do
do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do-

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Position

Lati-
tude
north

46 37
47 56
45 57
45 57

45 50
48 20
48 04

to
48 04
47 03

to
48 33
47 00
47 61

46 57
46 21

146

10

to
46 25
46 02

to
48 34
49, 15

(49 15

i to
146 10

[47 30

\ to
(44 50
44 33

43 38
43 38
44 27
(44 28
i to
(44 27

.do
I

44 01
.do ! 45 50

Longi-
tude
west

46 08
48 10
44 25
44 35
44 20
49 35
.50 05

to
50 05
51 50

to
49 11

47 57
48 00
47 12
47 12

47 20
to

46 45
47 14

to
50 00
49 07
48 36

to
48 05
47 30

to
48 20
49 02

49 00
48 .55

48 35
48 20

to
48 34
48 45
49 06

Nature of ice or obstruction

Large berg.
Do.

Medium berg; same as No. 1.

Large berg; probably same as No. 3.

Berg and two growlers.
Field ice (pancake).

Do.

Do.

Heavy field of ice, extending south.
Do.

Ice field 8 miles long.
Ice field.

Do.

[Small berg.

Heavy slob ice.

Hleavy field of ice.

j-Ice field to northward.

Belt of heavy slob ice e.xtending north and
south.

Medium low-lying berg.
Two growlers.
Field ice stretching north and south.

[Growlers.

Slob ice.

Do.
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Tabic of ice and obstructions—Contiuued

Date No. Vessel reporting

Cape Race.

do

-do.

_do.

.do.

do
do
do.
do

Tyrifjord
do

Canadian Ranger.
Lituania
Gorm...
Patrol vessel
West Quechee
Patrol vessel
Eastern Sword
Patrol vessel
John W. Mackay.

do

Cairnvalona.
Patrol vessel.

do
Sachem

do
Vendome

Cameronia
Patrol vessel

do
Coelleda.
Patrol vessel

Mount Clemens.
Patrol vessel
._-_do

.do.

.do.

Position

Lati-
tude
north

48 00
47 30

to
45 25
45 35

to
42 34
42 31

to
46 1

1

40 09

Longi-
tude
west

47 18

48 10

to
48 45
47 30

to
46 47
46 59

to
48 43
55 24

46 13

30 55
39 55
46 19
46 24
42 55
45 18
45 00
45 35
44 31
44 27
41 24
44 19
45 55

Qaltymore
Majestic
Orduna__
Regina
Patrol vessel
Stavangerfjord.-
Dromore
Cape Race

do
Patrol vessel--
Valacia
Cape Race
Vincent
West Cobalt.---
Lieutenant Jean Laurent
Saxonia-..
-...do-
Grete

Columbus
Aquitania
American Trader.
Barembeck

Sagaporack...
Speaker
West Camak.

43 43
43 43
43 26
46 43
45 50
40 14

42 34
42 45
42 35
41 56
42 19
46 30
42 03
41 43

41 26

41 11

45 50
45 00
45 54
45 53
45 55
43 27
44 00
40 45
46 20
43 51
44 57
40 10
42 09
45 31
46 22
46 11

46 08
41 42

45 37
46 08
46 17

43 15

45 34
40 24

38 20
38 57

48 31
60 39
60 39
48 26
48 32
57 15
49 36
49 15
49 30
49 03
49 05
34 38
49 08
49 11

40 18
49 15
49 20
51 05
48 00
48 05

50 03
49 62
50 26
54 16
50 37
32 40
50 28
49 36

48 34

48 18

40 30
35 38
32 53
51 59
51 53
52 15
55 30
57 25
34 56
51 46
52 00
56 07
45 57
39 01

34 46
48 57
49 14

50 52

33 08
32 00
31 06
38 10
30 17
47 OS
65 09
51 16

Nature of ice or obstruction

Field ice and several growlers.

Do.

Do.

Large berg and growlers.

Schooner, stumps of 2 masts, 5 fathoms abovo
water.

2 bergs (same as 34) 6 miles east of St. Johns.
Berg; same as No. 35.

Do.
Large framework buoy.
Berg.
Large berg.
Large spar floating perpendicular.
Large berg.
Growler.
Berg; same as No. 37.

Berg; same as No. 34.
Berg; same as No. 40.

Derelict sailing vessel.

Berg; same as No. 41.

Berg; 445 feet long.
Small patches field ice, Halifax to 60th merid-

ian in 44° 29' north.
Same as No. 43.

Same as No. 46.

Berg, drifting 192° true 0.9 knot per hour.
Large berg.
Berg and several growlers.
Derelict schooner, drifting east 1.25 knots
per hour; same as No. 29.

Berg; same as No. 48.

Same as No. 52.

Same as No. 53.

Spar attached to wreckage.
Berg; same as No. 54.

Jaques de Coeur, of Frecamp (barkentine)

.

Berg; same as No. 56.

Berg; same as No. 58; drifting 110° true 1 5
knots per hour.

Berg; same as No. 59; drifting 120° true 1.8
knots per hour.

Berg; same as No. 60; drifting 141° true 0.9
knot per hour.

Frying Pan gas buoy.
Derelict Governor Parr.
Large spar.
Berg.
Berg; same as No. 65.

Small berg; same as No. 66.
Spar attached to wreckage.
Derelict schooner.
Governor Parr, derelict.

Wreckage; destroyed.
Small berg; same as No. 67.
David C. Ritchey; derelict.
Dead whale.
Spar, 50 feet long.
Derelict Governor Parr. Dismasted.
Berg.

Do.
Wreckage; schooner; same as No. 69; drifting

east 1.25 knots per hour.
Derelict Governor Parr.

Do.
Do.

Conical spar buoy.
Derelict Governor Parr.
Wreckage, 40 feet long.
Buoy, with staff.

Two spars, with barnacles.
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Table of ice and obstructions—Continued

Date
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Order of ooeanographic stations, 1924

Mar. 22-29
Mar. 29
Apr. 1-10

Apr. 13-14

Apr. 14-16
Apr. 17-18
Apr. 18-19
Apr. 19-20
Apr. 23-24
Apr. 27-May 1.

Mav2
May 3-4
Mays
May6-«--
May 8-8
May 8-15
Mav 15-16

May 26-27
May 29-June 12
June 25-29

Southwestern slope—Tail—eastern slope
Central Cinuiii Bauk_ .._

Following berg No. 2 into Gulf Stream
South radial
Eastern slope.-
Across "guUey" to Cape Race
Trepassey Bay
Southwest from Cape Race
Southwestern slope—Tail—eastern slope
Central bank, east into Atlantic
North bank, near "gulley" (Station No. 400)
West-southwest from Cape Race
West side of Grand Bank
Southwestern slope
South radial
Eastern slope
North Grand Bank
Funk Island to Belle Isle

East coast Newfoundland
Distributed over Grand Bank

377-382
383

384-388
389-394
395-399
400-405
406-407
408-417
418-423
424-430

431
432-442
443-444
445-453
454-456
457-464
465-467
468-471
472-474
475-497
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DISCUSSION OF THE SUBSURFACE INVESTI-
GATION

TJeuteiiaiit C'oiniiiiiiKler Kuwauu II. S.mjtx. United States Coast CUiavd

Oceanographical investigation of the subsurface water of the iee

reirions has always been recoofnized as one of the most important

"hranc'hes of tlie scientiric work of the ice patrol, which held hopes of

some dav leading us to a clear and correct knowledge of the be-

lun ior of floating ice in the Xorth Atlantic. It is obvious that ob-

servations restricted solely to the surface do not furnish a true and

fOMiplete picture of the circulation and it is only by including sub-

surface investigation that we can hope to obtain a correct view of

the interaction between the water masses as a whole. Some years

agi) a program upon which this investigation should be carried out,

or most nearly approximated, was formulated by the interdepart-

mental board charged with the administration of the patrol, and the

program was pursued for several years, especially during the ice

seasons of 1921, ld'2± and 1923. Briefly it consists of five line>

drawn so as to radiate from a central point on the southern part of

the (rrand Banks: 48^ ."iC north. 50° 25' west, the oft'shore ends of

wliuli terminate in the deep Atlantic water well seaward of the slope

and thus cross more or less at right angles to currents long known
to exist along the Atlantic faces of the Grand Bank. One radial

hue extends across the Bank from 43° 50' north, 50^ 25' west, tc

Cape Race, Newfoundland. Stations, so called, are located alouM

these lines at both fretpient and critical points, and at these station^

records of temperatui-e and salinity are made at various depths from

tlie siu'face downward to the limit of active circulation.

A line of oceanographic stations then is equivalent to passing a

!)lane vertically downward through the water so as to cut a section

of tlic water mass nKUc or less at right angles to the continental

.-loj)t'. Furnished with these tempei-atures and salinities in a series

of sections, we are able to chart tlie position and volume of watei

masses of varying "character, which, for oui- interest in i)articular. i-^

the icy cunent from the north. In general it has been found to Mow
rloekwi.sc around the Atlantic slopes of the Grand Bank and is the

• iirrcnt wjiich transports icebergs into ni(>n:!cing j)ositions along the

-teaniship lanes.

A Utrge amount of tlata were collected during the ice season of

.\i'22 and 1923. and the fall of 1923. in a('c<»rdance with the program
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of the ice patrol board as just described. Certain conclusions based

on these data were published in the International Ice Observation

and Ice Patrol Service Bulletin Xo. 11, which gives the most com-

plete information of its kind, regarding conditions existing in the

ice regions. This season, in view oi:" the amount and type of data

previously collected, it Avas decided that more information could be

added to our ever increasing store by recourse to no set program of

sections, but rather that places and events should to a great uu^asrae

decide the course of investigation from time to time during the

season of 1924. In a few instances lines of stations have been made,
but a brief survey of the order of the oceanographical work this

year will be of benefit to the reader.

March 22-31, five stations (377-382)^^ were occupied around the

seaward face of the Grand Banks, beginning at a point on the slope

80 miles northwest of the Tail and extending up the eastern side of

the Bank to parallel 44° 50' north. The stations were selected in

critical positions on the edge of the Bank where normally during

previous ice seasons we have found the heart of the arctic water. The
first task of the ice patrol vessel arriving in the ice regions is to

make a general survey of conditions by searching the area most

liable to contain ice and also determining, if possible, the intensity

and extent of arctic circulation by means of oceanographical observa-

tions. Stations 377-382, as will be seen later, assisted to cast light

on the degree of arctic invasion in March, 1924. Station 383 was
located in on the central part of the Bank. April 1-5^^ we took

stations at intervals southward past the Tail and into warm Atlantic

water as the patrol ship followed the course of berg No. 2.^^ Stations

389-394 constitute profile No. 1, a line running north and south of

the Tail: while stations 395-399 follow northward along the eastern

edge of the Bank to the forty-sixth parallel.

During the next two weeks, April 15-30. a total of 30 stations were

worked, as follows: 400-405 is a section from the northern part of

the Bank, running northwest across the "' Gulley '' to Cape Kace.

(See profile No, 2.) Stations 406 and 407 were located in Trepassy

Bay to determine the possible presence and intensity of arctic water

in that locality. We next ran a line (stations 408-417, profile No. 3)

from Cape Eace southwestward into the deep water of the Laurentian

Channel, the purpose of which was to gain information regarding

the probable distance southwest of Cape Race to which arctic water

extended at this time of year. Stations 418-423 were taken April

23-24 along the southwest slope of the Grand Bank and up the east

side, similar to the investigation made of these waters about a montli

" When lefeiriug to stations, see " Order of ot'eniiojiraphic statiou:<, 1024," pp. SG-S7.

'- See iceberg chart Ft.
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earlier, the latter part of March. Information was souglit as to the

chanojes. if any. which had taken place in the size and position of the

l)ody of polar water along the eastern face of the Grand Banks. A
section was next run from the central part of the Bank, near latitude

45° 00' north, eastward across the slope and oflfsliore into the body

of warm Atlantic water knoAvn to exist in that region at the time.

This is shown in section on profile Xo. 4.

May 1-15 a total of 82 stations (431-463) were occupied as fol-

lows: 432-442 (profile Xo. 5), a line from Cape Race westward into

the Laurentian Channel, this being inshore of profile Xo. 3, and

taken to secure additional information as to the extent of Arctic in-

trusion, if any, in this locality off the south coast of Xewfoundland.

(See profile Xo. 5.) Stations 445-456 consist of short lines taken

normal to the southwest slope of the Grand Bank at four equally

spaced intervals from 44° 10' north, 52° 15' west, to the Tail. Sta-

tions 457-463 were occupied Maj' 8-16, and extend northward along

the eastern edge of the Bank to the east of St. Johns, Xewfoundland,

this being the third of the series, the two earlier ones having been

taken March 29 and April 23, respectiA'ely. May 15-31 a total of

8 stations were made. 3 of which (465-467) were distributed on the

northern part of the Grand Bank, while 5 were taken during a

cruise of the patrol ship along the east coast of Xewfoundland as

far north as the Strait of Belle Isle.

May 29 station 473 was occupied, 20 miles south of Funk Island,

and June 12 subsurface observations were made at station 475. east

of Cape Race and near berg Xo. 3. June 25-29 a total of 22 stations

were so distributed as to constitute a comprehensive investigation

of the water mass covering the southern and western parts of the

Grand Bank.

Sketch Xo. 5 gives a key to the order and distribution of oceano-

graphic work carried out during the 1924 season.

STATIONS 377, 378. 379

The salinity and tem])erature of the body of water lying along

the southwest slope of the Grand Bank was investigated as soon as

the patrol vessel ariived in tliat region. March 22-23, stations 377,

378. and 379 being spaced at regular intervals from the Tail north-

westward for a distance of 80 miles.

The coldest water found along the slope was at station 378,^' it

])eing colder than 0° " from a depth of 120 meters (66 fathoms) to

a dei)tl» of 180 meters (96 fathoms). The lowest temperature at

" Wlion rcfening to stations, sec " Order of oceanographic stations, 1924," pp. 86-87.
" -Ml temperatures in tbis chapter :ire eeiitigriide unless otherwise specified.
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station 377, the one farthest from the Tail, was 0.6°, which lay be-

tween 50 and 100 meters (27 and 55 fathoms) below the surface,

while the coldest water at the Tail of the Bank on March 23 lay

on the surface, —0.1°. The water column at both stations 377 and

578, northwest of the Tail, was warmer on the surface than in the

intermediate laj-ers, these latter being the coldest of the column;

and in the case of station 378 such layers were colder than 0°. The
bottom water lying near the slope itself was in all cases the warmest

water of the column, except at station 377 where, at a depth of 150

meters (82 fathoms), we encountered the surprisingly high tempera-

ture of 5.3°. But the striking feature of the temperature records
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was the body of water in the mid depths at station 378, which was

colder than the water on either side of it along the slope.

We found the freshest water on the southwestern slope at station

378, about 40 miles from the Tail, which position coiTesponds

with the distribution of the coldest water along the slope. Also the

freshest water in the column at 378, like the coldest layer, was found

between the 120-180-meter (66-98-fathom) depths. The saltest

water, 34.46 °/oo, lay on the bottom at the Tail, which corresponds

in position with the warmest water on the slope, except for the ISO-

meter (82-fathom) depth at station 377, the farthest to the north-

west, which registered 5.3° and a salinity of 34.19 Vqo-

10761—24^ 8
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Tliis water, at 150 iiioters (82 fatlioiiis). station oTT, was warmer

than the local water lying on the bank to the northward (station

;{88. •2.8°-2.35° and 32.84-32'.80 V„o) and it was salter tlian indige-

nous slope water—32.08-38, 80 " ' To be so warm and so saline

sucli water must have had an offshore connection, from which direc-

tion tlie warm and salty intrusions took place. The temperature

of the saltest water at the Tail. 2.3°-2.5°, and 34.46-34.69 %o in

the deeper hn^ers on the other hand is too cool for the warm offshore

Atlantic and too wann for Arctic origin, but. by virtue of both tem-

perature and salinity, is precisely of the character classified as in-

active, indigenous slope water.

The temperature stratification at stations 378. and to a less marked
degree at station 377 to the northwestward, however, is typical of

arctic water.^^ The minimum temperature below the surface is often

a sign by which we may detect the presence of water of arctic char-

acter, even when sucli a mass has been transported considerable dis-

tances and admixture with otlier Avater masses of dissimilar char-

acter, such as coastal and Atlantic, has taken place. In contrast to

the polar tinges along the slope was the water at the Tail, which

grew steadily Avai-mer.- reaching a maximum of 3.1^ as we lowered

the thermometers close to the bottom.

The loAvest temperatures found along the southwest slope.

0.6°, —0.4°. and —0.1\ do not readily fall within the temperature

criteria that has been held to characterize more or less unadulterated

vrater from the far north. Such water, transported southward to the

Tail and along the southwest slope at this time in j^i-CAious years, has

been found most often to ]iossess a minimum temperature at least

as low as —1°. But the relatively higher than normal seasonal tem-

])eratui*es found along the southwest slope, March 22-23, do not neces-

sarily signify a scarcity of arctic water. On the other hand, it may
be present but less recognizable, due to Avarming indirectly because

f)f the Avidespread mildness of the 1023-24 Avinter and the absence of

ice, all of Avliich certainly Avere responsible for Avarmer than normal

surface laj^ers of the ocean in the spring of 1924. In fact, the low-

est temperatures, 0.6°. —0.4°. and -0.1"^. found along the soutlnvest

slope, March '^2-23, show slight change from those found at the same

places the previous October. — (».4°. 1°, and —0.25°.^*^ The tem-

perature of the surface Avater lying over the continental shelf south

of XcAvfoundland Avas o°-7° Avarmer than usual the spring of 1924
^'

and il is ]o<'i<'al to assiniie that anv northern water discharged

"Mathews, D. .T. : Report on the work carried out by the steamer Sentw, l!ti:J.

1014. P. IC.

'"Smith, Edwarrt II.: Inli"rnnti<nial Ico Obsfiviilion and Ice Patrol Sorvice. r. S.

C. O. Bull. No. II, pp. lol-lt>4.

'"Sec Ocoiiiiogrnphpr's ropoi-t. AInrch. p. t'.ii.
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into this jiri>a would also havo been warmed to a coiTcsiiondiuLdy

hiaher degree tlirouah mixture witli it. As we remarked in dis-

cussing the observations of 1923,''' it is necessary to ai)])]v diller-

ent standards of temperature criteria in the autumn than in the

s])rini:\ for the former }ieriod inherits the heat absorbed from

an entire sunnner's sun. Avhile the latter is just emeririnir fi'om

a winter's chillino-, and. just as true, it is necessary to api)ly modi-

fied temperature criteria in a spring' follouing a winter char-

acterized by relatively hi<rh temperatiires and a mai'ked absence of

ice.

Another method of identification of arctic water around the lail

of the Grand Bank at this period is to compare the temperature of

I he water mass which is questionable with tlie normal winter mini-

mum temperatures of the surface layers lyino- over the central parr

of the (xrand Bank, a region which most nearly approaches that of

a tidal reservoir and is most free, of all localities, from exteinal

intrusions. The aA'erage normal winter minimum for the central

Bank region is 0° to —0.5°;^" but at the end of the 1923-24 winter

it was 2.8°. Thei'efore, wherever we encountered water around tlie

Tail of the Bank during 1921- whose temperature was below- 2.35*^ we

inferred that sucli water was not cooled locally, but necessarily

must have been transported to that place from r. northern source

The fact that the -water at the Tail, identified as Arctic in origin.

was less pronounced in temperatui'e character and of less voiume

than the liody of northei-n water bathing the slope to the northwest-

ward, it being restricted to a relatively shallow surface layer only

100 meters (55 fathoms) in thickness at the Tail, led to the conclu-i<»n

that the rate of flow of the icy current around the Tail had shrunk

from its size attained some time prior to March 23, the date of tlie

investigation. This conclusion is based upon the assumption that

the trunk of the cold current flows clockwise around the Atlantic

faces of the Orand Bank and not across it.-° -' The tendency of

arctic water to pool along the southwest slope, or become pinched ott

from the main supply, has often been noted.--

SUMMARY

A })ool of u.nmistakal)le Aivtic water lay on the -outhwesr sloju' of

the Grand Banlc 40 miles west of the Tail on March 22-23. It cx-

'* Smitb, Edward H. : Intcruntional loo Observjition ami Ice Patrol Servico. \'. S.

C. O. Bull. No. 11. p. IfiO.

^" Sniitb. Edward H. : Ini'-niatiniial !<•< ( »l)scr\ aliou and Ic<< I'atrol Servio<'. C S.

('. (i. Bull. Xo. 11, 192S, p. 14S.

-" Sm'th, Edward H. : Internal innal Ic Oliscrvaiion ami Ic I'alro) Service, r. S.

C. G. Bull. No. 10. 1922. p. Ss.

=^ Smith. Edward H. : Internatinnal l-'i' Ohseivatiim .iml I<-e I'atrol Service. 1'. S.

C. C4. Bun. No. 11, 192.3, p. 114.
-= Smith. Edward IT.: Interii.itioiial liv Ohs-rval ion and lee Patrol Service. }'. •<.

C. C. Bull. Xo. 11. 102.S. u. 1-i.-..
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tended nortliwestward for a total distance of 80 miles from the

Tail, at which place it was being engulfed by warm, salty, Atlantic

water which intruded inshore at the 150-meter (82-fathom) depth.

The pool of icy water which rested on the southwest slope was

connected to a shallow surface layer 100 meters (55 fathoms) thick,

(<f similar character, but less plainly identified at the Tail. The sup-

]ily of northern water to the Tail had suffered a shrinkage from its

J ate of flow, some time previous to March 2o. The volume of polar

uater found along the southwest slope March 22-23 corresponded

A'ery closely with that found there October hist.

A dwindling in the flow may have isolated patches of polar water,

which have been freighted here during a flood period. Such icy

pools left along the southwest slope become engulfed and finally

alisorbed by the warmer Atlantic water. In the deeper layers such

arctic relics appear to work westward more or less. folloAving around

the continental edge, as evidenced by the records, which sometimes

^liow extreme westerly drifts to hevgs in the oceanic triangle west of

tlie Grand Bank.

STATIONS 380, 381, AND 382

Finding no ice along the southwest slope or around the Tail, the

patrol vessel cruised northward along the east side of the Bank,
and stations 380, 381, and 382 Avere taken March 25-29. Stations

380 and 382 are both about 80 miles north of the Tail, 380 being

located exactly on the continental edge, the steepest part of the

slope upon which the axis of the icy current has been found to

flow. Station 382 was only 18 miles northward of 380, in approxi-

mately the same relative position to the edge of the Bank. As
might be expected the two stations correspond with respect to

temperature and salinity. The temperatures at station 380 of

—0.2°— 1°, surface to bottom, and 32.97-33.25 Voo unquestionably

designate this colunm of water as arctic in origin. But station 381,

located 40 miles north of here and only 17 miles offshore of the edge,

revealed some (juite different records. Tlie temperature of the sur-

face water, 2.8*^, was no colder than the water to the westward, in

<»n the Bank (see station 383, p. lOG), which, being free from ex-

ternal intrusions, registered solely local winter cooling. Below the

suiface downward to the limit of investigation the water wa<

warmer than 2.8°, so we can confidently state that no artic influen'M'

was felt at this station, only 17 miles offsliore of the edge. The
salinity of 33.73 '*/„„ on the sinface. wliich increased to 34.88

**

\,f, at 450 meters (247 fathoms), classified this as slope water, a

designation which is in accord with the temperatures: but thei'c

was a suggestion, in tlie salinities of 34.86-34.88 Voo- of saltv
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Atiaiitir water not I'ai- (iti'shoiv. Such a claim also was supported

')y the siaface ohseivations made in tliis locality.-"

SUMMARY

March 25-29, i)uie Arctic water was found bathing the east slope

(»!; the hank between the TO-meter and 110-meter (38-fathom and

CO-fathom) depth. 8.*) miles north of the Tail. It lay on the edge

of the Bank in the form of a narrow band, with its influence not felt

eAeri 17 miles offshore, at station 381. thirty miles to the northward.

STATION 383

March 29 invest i<ia ted the w'ater column of the south central

parr of the Grand Bank (station 383). a locality wdiich of all

others in the Grand Bank region is most free from external dis-

nirliances (except from the westward), and thereby' most nearly

conforms to a closed tidal reservoir. It is true this locality is

susceptible sometimes to irregular bottom intrusion of arctic "water

but its persistency to efface such intermittent Arctic traces fully ju^ti-

hes the character identification "' local."

The temperatures of 2.8° on the surface to 2.3° on the bottom

were too high for water from the north. The salinities of 32.8-+

" '„„ on the surface to 32.779 "/\,o on the bottom were also too fresh

to accord with polar water, but classified it as pure Banks and

coastal. The uniformity of the temperatures and salinities, sur-

face to bottom, reflected a most complete state ol mixing. Avhicli

in a large measure was the result of an entire winter's convectional

cocjling. The water column, which lay over the central bank region.

wa> Avarmer March 29 than any of which there is previous record.-'

Thi> is attiibuted to the mildness of the 1923-2-t winter and tlu*

absence of ice.-' Consideration of the autumn records of 1923 and

those secui'ed March 29. 1924, justified the statement that no Arctic

water had flooded the central bank legion the winter of 1923-24.

STATION 384

On April 1, when •")'> miles north of the Tail and ."> miles offshore

of the eastern edge of the Hank, neai- bi'i-g Xo. 2,-''' we occupied sta-

tion 384. Berg No. 2 was near by. drifting south at the rate of 0.9

knot per hour. The upper 125 meters [i\S fathoms) of water was

colder than 0° tind fresher tliau 33.33 %„, while below this depth the

temperature rose abruptly to 3.4° and the salinity increased from

- Sit OctniioKraplicrs report. March, 1923, p. 70.

^Smitli, Edward II.: International Ice Observation and Ice I'atrol Service. U. S.

('. G. Bull. No. 11. 192:J. p. 14S.

''See Oci'nnoKrapli('r'.< report. March. 1024, p. 07.

:•' See iceher.n cliart R.
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:54.392Voo iit 2:»*) liiett'i-s ( i;;7 faihoms) lo :)4.75) "/„„ at ~M) jm-ters

(410 fathoms). Based on the criteria (le-ciil)ed on page 103, the

upper 1-25 Jii.etors (08 fathoms) Avas tlooded by Arctic water, but not

below 250 meters (137 fathoms), where an aluiipt cliang-e to warmer

and Salter water took place.

STATION 385

It will bf recalled that comparatively little northern water, con-

fined to the upper 100 meters (55 fathoms), was found at the Tail,

station 37;). on March 23.-' "When we took station 385, April -1. only

5 miles southeast of station 379, in (><•(» fathoms of water, on the slope,

berg Xo. 2 was close by, drifting southwestward at the rate of 0.35

knot per hour, which is most direct evidence of an arctic discharge.

Cold water with a temperature of 0.2" to 1.1". flooded the surface

layers to a depth of 125 meters (OS fathoms). Such temperatures

while according with a northern source are higher than the normal

average of those found in the heart of the Labrador Current during

previous ice seasons, or even at this time farther north along the east

side of the Bank.-- This indicates an arctic influence and mixture

at station 385 as distinguished from the main unadulterated body

which lay northward on the continental edge. Below 125 meters ((58

fathoms) all traces of northern temperatures disappeared, being re-

placed in the deeper layers by water warmer than 2.3°, which was

sufficient to identify this body as slope water.

The surface layers to a depth of 125 meters (68 fathoms) were

fresher than 33.25 %o, but from 250 meters (137 fathoms) to the

limit of investig-'ation the water was considerably saltier, 34.42-

34.24 °/oo- This corresponded to the distribution of temperature.

Cold fresh layers spread over warmer saltier water. But the most

significant event in connection with the shallow surface layers of

northern complexion off the Tail was the presence of an iceberg which

was drifting southward in this water. Although berg No. 2 had

emerged frotm pure Arctic water and floated in the zone of mixed

water which lay close inshore to the slope, it continued to drift south-

ward with no apprecialde reductiou of rate.

STATIONS 386, 387, AND 388

These three stations were taken April 10 as the patrol followed

ijerg No. 2 in its southward drift. The northernmost one. station

386, Avas located 50 miles. 212° true from 43° 00' north, 50° 00' west,

the Tail of the Bank. The temperature's, although relatively high,

-how the stratification which is so characteristic of water from the

^ See discussion of station 370, p. 102.

^ See record? of —1° at station 380 and — 0.."v= :it station .•582.
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far Xorth, a miiiiinmn lay at 50 meters (27 fathoms) below the sur-
face. The surface layers, also, to a depth of 100 meters ( 55 fathoms)

^

were fresher than at the greater depths, and their salinity of 33.37-
33.64 Voo easily accords with the conclusions reached regarding the
temperatures. The data gathered at station 386 reveal the distance
which traces of arctic water may attain in a southwesterly direc-
tion from the Tail before their identity is completely eil'aced through
mixing Avith the offshore Atlantic. April 6-10 there was a south-
westerly flow to this water mass, as proved by berg Xo. 2, which
floated within it, drifting southwest at the rate of 0.5 knot per hour.
Station 378 was taken April 8 close aboard berg Xo. 2 which by that

date had been swung to the left and was drifting in a general south-
easterly direction. At station 387 warm water, 13.9° to 12.-4°. lay to
a depth of 450 meters (247 fathoms). Abyssal water, 4.2°, w^as.

found at 750 meters (410 fathoms), and salty water, 35.79-34.92 Vo^^
extended from the surface to the depth of investigation.

This mass was warmer and saltier than Avater indigenous to these

latitudes. It corresponds to water of tropical origin and from pre-

vious observations in these regions south of the Grand Bank it was
recognized as water associated with the Gulf Stream. All Arctic
traces had completely disappeared and berg Xo. 2 floated amidst
tropical surroundings.

Station 388 Avas taken April 10, near berg Xo. 2. The temperatuie
and salinities, although not so high as those at 387, sliowed tliat the
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water was warm and salt enough to receive a tropical classification.

It was in this locality that we witnessed the final melting of berg

Xo. 2.

PROFILE NO. 1—STATIONS 389-394

The section was taken April 13-14 on the return of the patrol vessel

northward to the Tail of the Bank.

Sat In If I/.—Water saltier than 35.00 ^/qq flooded the offshore stations

889 and 390. Water between 35.00 Voo and 34.00 Voo lay in the mid-

zone, while a fresher mass bathed the steep part of the slope. The
fresher water found, less than 33.00 Vpp, flooded all depths right out

to the edge of the Bank.

Te?nperature.—A body of water warmer than 10° flooded the up-

per water layers to a depth of 250 meters (137 fathoms) ; its northern

bound was a sheer face just inshore of station 390. This body to be

so warm and salty must be classified with water belonging to the

Gnlf Stream.^^ The coldest water lay on the continental edge to a

depth of 150 meters (82 fathoms) but did not extend offshore or in-

shore over 18 miles. The intermediate zone, off the shelf, was very uni-

form in temperature, 3°-4° from surface to bottom, except at station

391—125 meters (68 fathoms)-—where a core of cooler water, 2.7°,

lay. Later this was found to be part of the main body of frigid water

on tlie slope, which recurled in tonguelike form. Tlie frigid water

on the edge of the Bank was similar in temperature and salinity to

that identified there March 22-23 as arctic in origin. A comparison

between stations 379 and 393 as to relative amounts of arctic water on
the slope reveals that an increase had occurred between March 23 and

April 14.

A comparison between the Bank stations 394 and 383, although

separated by two weeks, possessed the same general character which
is evidence that a single large water mass, free from recent external

intrusions had prevailed over this region of the Grand Bank in all

depths.

STATIONS 395-399

Tliese stations were taken along the eastern edge of the Grand
Bank, where normally the heart of the south-flowing icy water is

found. Station 395, taken April 14, 12 miles northeast of 384, shows
little change to have taken place in the salinity or the temperature

during the interval of two weeks. Arctic water with a minimum

-» Smith. Edward II. : International Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service. I'. S.

V. G. Bull. No. 11, 1923, p. 114. " Its northern face presented a nearly vertical tem-
perature boundary, a phenomenon which is characteristic of late winter and early
spring, when converted circulation has attained its maximum influence."



temperature oi' — l.o^ and a salinity of ;5o.21 "/^o at 100 nieteis (T),")

fathoms) deptli flooded this place (m the slope.

Station 3D() was (K-cupied April 15 at a point on the slope 5 miles

inshore of station 381, which had been located there three weeks
earlier. It will be i-ecalled that no si^ns of northern water were
discovered at station 381, only IT miles seaward of the edge of the

Bank and it was further surprising to find, at station 396, no water
colder than 3°. the temperature of local water as a result of the

1923-24: winter's chilling. The freshest water. 33.77 °/oo, was found
on the surface, while the greater depths were flooded by a mass
saltier than 34.46 ''/o^, all of which substantiates evidence that there

Avas no arctic water at this place on the slope.

But at station 397, taken 19 miles inshore of the edge of tlu'

Bank in this latitude, the temperature of the snrface water fell

from 1° to a minimum of 0° at 15 meters (8 fathoms), and then rose

slightly to 0.2° on the bottom. It was 32.91 ^'/^p on the surface and
32.98 Voo on the bottom which is 0.10 to 0.20 "/,, saltier than the

water which lay over the Bank at station 383, about 45 miles to the

southward, and 23 miles farther inshore.

The patrol continued northward, skirting the continental edge,

and took stations 398 and 399 at regular intervals as far as the

forty-sixth parallel. A subsurface temperature minimum of 0.4°

was recorded 42 meters (23 fathoms) below the surface at station

398, and a surface layer of 106 meters (58 fathoms) in thickness

contained water fresher than 34.00 "/oo- The coldest water found at

station 399 was on the surface, 0.7°, wdiich, besides being warmer
than that at 398, w^as also slightly saltier, although located the same
distance, 4 to 5 miles, offshore of the 100-fathom contour. The
salinities of these two stations satisfy arctic qualifications, but the

temperatures are too high to accord with those purely Arctic, yet are

loo low to be local. Considerable mixing and dissipation took place

at station 398, but in spite of this the temperature stratification

proves that a large proportion of the mixture was originally from
the far North.

The outstanding features of the subsurface investigation were:

(a) No water of Arctic origin lay offshore of the edge of the

Bank between 44° 30' and 45° 20', and very slight traces were found
even along the 100-fathom contour northward of this point to the

forty-sixth i)arallel.

(b) Water colder than that just described and of unquestionable

Arctic origin, lay inshore of the edge of the Bank, however, at the

forty-fifth ]jarallel, in a strip about 40 to 45 miles in width, which
was connected southward to the coldest water found around the

Tail, the latter of which was bathing the edge of the Bank.
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PROFILE NO. 2—STATIONS 400-105

The section runs from station -iW. located on the northwestern

side of the Grand Bank, northwesterly across the " gulley/* to Cape

Race. It was occupied April 17-18. one of the objects sought being

the charting of the underwater size and position of polar water.

if present, in the region around Cape Race, and also to determine to

what extent it spread southward over the Grand Banks.

Sii/hilfi/.—The salt est water, 33.00 "
,,^,. lay on the bottom of the

" guUey," but on the Grand Banks side, away from the coastal slope.

The section cut two bodies of water fresher than 32.50 °/oo. one of

which hugged the shore of Cape Race and the other a mass which
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flooded all depths, station 401, on the edge of the Grand Bank and on

the surface and had a width of 35 miles.

Tem'peiatuve.—Water colder than 0^ flooded all stations, surface

to bottom, from Cape Race offshore to the edge of the Bank, where

it presented a nearly vertical temperature face which lay between

stations 402 and 401. The coldest water of the section, —1° to

— 1.2°, rested on the bottom of the " gulley " on the landward side,

with a maximum thickness of 45 meters (25 fathoms).

The results of dilution from land drainage could be seen in the

low salinity of the surface layers which extended a long distance

off the coast. But the most important fact revealed from the view-

point of the patrol was the presence of pure Arctic water, which
tio.ided the " gu.lley "' at all depths but did not spread offshore
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iarilier tlinn the edjue of the Grand Bank. There ^vere tracoc of an

arctic- inHuence at station 400 which crept southward on the bottom

of the Bank, but such a movement was small, as evidenced by the

salinities and temperatures at this station.

STATIONS 406 AND 407

Station 406 was taken April 18 on the eastern side of Trepassy

l^av. well up near its head. Information was desired as to the range

of the temperatures and salinities and also the possible extent of

Arctic intrusion. Salinities were uniformly 32.27 Voo from the sur-

face to the bottom, and the water Avas 0.1° on the surface and —0.2"^

on the bottom. The water therefore Avas fresher but not so cold

here as on the seaward side of Cape liace, as show^n by station 405.

The Coast Pilots all mention an indraft on the east side of Trepassy

Bay and the records obtained l)y the i)atrol substantiate sucli a

statement.

Station 407 was taken 3 miles south of Cape Pine where the watei

was Salter than in Trepassy Bay and also considerably colder, the

temperatures being as low as those found at 405, 20 miles to the

eastward. This indicated the direction of flow around Cape Race
and to the westward at the time.

PROFILE NO. 3—STATIONS 408-417

Tins section was taken April il>-20, and ran from Cape Pine.

Newfoundland, southwestward, crossing Green Bank Avith its outer

end in the deep water of the Lau.rentian Channel. The number of

stations (eight), taken at intervals of 15 miles, furnishes an accurate

recf)rd of the water mass.

Salinity.—The saltiest Avater on the shelf, greater than 35.15 ^/oo

covered the bottom of the " gulley " to a depth of 43 meters (26
fathoms). To the AvestAvard, on the Atlantic edge of the Newfound-
land shelf, water equally .salty presented a nearly vertical front from
surface to bottom, facing Cape Race. Still farther offshore at the

outer station, 417, the Avater Avas the saltest of the section, >33.42'7oo.
A suiface layer of Avater < 33.00 V,,,,. Avith an average thickness of
65 meters (35 fathoms), extended 04 miles offshore. Near the Ncav-
foimdhind coast where the Avater had been diluted through hind
drainage, its salinity Avas <32.45 " '„„.

Tcn)j)er((ture.—Water colder than O"" lay as a bottom cover 50
metei-s (27 fathoms) in thickness from Cape Race to the continental
vi\'/j\ its upi)cr wall conforming in general to the bottom configura-
ti<ui. Water coi.lci- than 2 lay olTshore im the steep part of the con-
tinental slope. Its foiiii. a nearlv xcrtical face, extended ivom sur-
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face to bottom. Offshore the temperature rose hijjher than i''. a

figure which marks the extent to Avhich this water mass was cooled

by the 1923-24 winter. The water on the Newfoundland shelf,

colder than 0°, could not have attained such a temperature locally:

therefore, it must have been transported here from the north, but on

its landward side it had suffered considerable mixture with low-

salinity water expanding from the Newfoundland shores. The

salinity of the saltest water on the shelf corresponds to that of the

oceanic mass offshore but the great temperature difference disas-

sociates any further relationship.

The most striking feature of this section, however, was the abrupt

and unquestionable transition from the Arctic water on the shelf to

the Avarmer saltier water offshore of the continental edge, the latter

contour clearly marking the point to Avhich northern water had

advanced.

It is worth noting in connection with the two sections radiating

southeast and southwest from Cape Race that the saltest Avat'er lay

on the bottom of the '' gvdley,"' but on the (Irand Banks side, Avhile

the coldest water also lay in the bottom depths, but on the NeAvfound-

hmd side of the submarine valley. The freshest Avater Avas in the sur-

face layers Avhich extended considerably farther offshore from Cape

Hace to the southeast than to the soutlnvest. Such a distribution

may be due to the loAv-salinity .surface Avater along the east coast of

NcAvfoundland being set soutliAvard by the polar current, instead of

folloAving the normal offshore expansion of such land drainage. The

bulk of the Arctic Avater, Avhich normally seeks the bottom depths,

being deflected more to the right. floAvs in the greatest depression

of the shelf. Arctic Avater extended but little beyond the edge of the

Grand Bank, to the southeast of Cape Race, Avhere it Avas blocked

by the vertical side of a salter Avarmer mass.

STATIONS 418-423 AND 428

April 23 to 30 the patrol cruised around the Atlantic edge of the

Orand Bank .searching the slope Avaters for icebergs. From the

primary viewpoint of the ice patrol, which is safeguarding the main

steamship routes between Europe and United States, this zone has

come to be recognized as containing the richest distribution of glacial

ice. Oceanographic obserA^ations of these Avaters Avere taken at sta-

tions 418-423, located along the sloj^e at regular intervals, beginning

with 418, 75 miles nortliAvest of the Tail, and ending Avith 428, on

the northeastern part of the Bank.

The subsurface minimum temperatures of —0.1°, —0.2°, and
—0.5° at stations 418, 419, and 420, respectiAely with their salinities
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(if ;U.l «"/„„. 82.93 Voo7 a>^tl •"•'•'^ "
o„. identify this water which bathed

the >oiithwest slope of the Grand Bank as arctic in origin.

A comparison with stations 377. 378, and 379, taken along the

slope one month earlier. sIkav- that the water at the Tail had grown

colder during the interval. The colder water found in March at

the mid-section on the slope had been displaced by warmer water,

while at station 418, farthest to the northwest, lower temperatures

prevailed than earlier in the season.. Such a change in temperature

distribution indicates a transference of cold water to the northwest-

ward along the slope from the Tail, March 23 to April 23. The

salinities of 32.94 Voo '^'^d 32.95 '^4,, found in the surface layers at
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stations 418 and 419. respectively, points toward an offshore expan-

sion of the fresher Banks water on the surface. The movement of

warm >alty water toward the slo])(' in tlie deeper layers, which was

found March 22. 90 miles northwest of the Tail, was not observed

here April 23.

AVe coutinucd northward along the eastern edge of the Bank April

24-27 and took stations 421. 422, 423. and 428. Minimum tempera-

ture (»f —0.4°, —0.2°, and —0.3" were recorded at an average depth

of 7"» meters (41 fathoms). The salinities at this dej^th. viz. 33.24

"' 33.22 '\/,„„ niul 33.2S " i-esi)ectively, were sufficient to accord

the water along the eastern si(>i)e of the Bank an arctic derivation.

.\t station 42S. howe\-er. the coldest watei', —1°. was found on the

I'otlom. whei-e its salinity legisiered .')3.04 "/„„. which also designates

sueh ;i iiijivs as polar in character.
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Tlic most iiui)()rtant ])<)int. besides the fai-t that iiortheni -water

was hathiiiir the eastern e(l<i:e ol" the Hank, was the relativel,y hi^li

teiui)eratiu"es of this mass. Tiie hitter part of March when the first

records of the subsurface were secured, it was soon noted that the

aictic water was markedly warmer tiian normal, and yet the tem-

l)ei atui-es secured alon<r the east side of the Bank April 24-30 indi-

cated a still further warmin<; when compared with the observations

taken in tliis rc/^ion oidy three weeks previously.

PROFILE NO. 4—STATIONS 424-430

Tiu' ."-ectioii runs fi-om the centi-al part of the Bank eastward
over the slo|)e and across the zone of mixed w;)ter, with its outer

(41(1 in offshore Atlantic water. ^Nlarch 2^ an intrusion of warm
salty water was observed in the surface layers between tlie forty-

fourth and forty-lifth pai-allels. on the east slope of the Grand
Bauk,-^" while to the westward a l)ody of relatively fresh warm
water flooded, the central part of tlie Bank. Between tliese two
lay frigid water, an intrusion from the North. ^'^ April 27 to May
1 stations 42-t to 4oO were located so as to investigate this interesting

region in vertical section.

Salinifi/—^The freshest water Hooded 4:24 and 425. the two station-,

fai'thest inshore on the Bank, they being very neaidy the middle of

the bank. A shelf of water fresher than 32.06 ", ;„ 10 meters (n

fathoms) in thickness lay suspended at the mid-depths of stations

426 and 42T. It extended out nearly to the edge of the Bank.

"Watei- saltier than 30.00 °/oo. '^ bottom cover 15 meters (8 fathoms)

thiek. had crept in over the Bank a distance of 48 miles from tlie

edge. But most striking was the mass of Atlantic water, > 35.00 ^/^,-^,

which extended downward to a depth of 330 meters (180 fathoms)

at station 429 and 200 meters (109 fathoms) at station 430. The
salty Atlantic water closely abutted the fresher water on the edge

of the Bank and tended to work inshore especialh' on the surface,

as indicated by the position and shape of the isohalines. The transi-

tion from slope to Atlantic was very abrupt.

Temperature.—The coldest water lay 125 meters (68 fathoms) be-

low the surface, a shelf 120 meters (66 fathoms) thick, whose base

lested on the steepest part of the slope. The water, colder than 1.9°

and a salinity of 32.95-34.00 "/„„, was unquestionably the trunk of

the current with an Arctic source, which is shown in crosshatched

shading on the temperature section, profile No. 4. hugging closely to

the edge of the Bank and encroaching shorew'ard to a small extent.

•"" Soe Oc'Pano<rinphpr's report. Marcli, p. (j4. ^' St^c chart F.
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The temperatures of the water well in on the Bank, as represented

by the position of stations -12-1 and 425, registered 2.5° to 2*" ex-

cept at the 16-meter (9-fathom) depth, at which it was 0.6°. The

presence of this cold layer wholly cut oft' by warmer surroundings

is uncxplainable, and it is feared the thermometers registered an

incorrect reading at this time and place.

Off'shore, corresponding precisely in position to the salty water

mass described in the salinity discussion, lay water warmer than 12°.

It presented a more or less vertical face toward the Arctic water

along the slope in a position similar to the salty water noted.

Probably the most striking feature portrayed by this section is

the close proximit}^ with which the three classified types of water,

viz. Atlantic, Arctic, and Banks, abutted each other. No such ex-
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treme liydrographical ranges or such abrupt transitions are found
at any other place in the world. An invasive body of warm salty

Atlantic water had worked shoreward in the submarine de])ression

which is charted on the eastern side of the Grand Bank in this

latitude.'^^ Banks water, which occupied all depths over the Grand
Bank, has been found to resist displacement and has often shown a

tendency to work eastward and northeastward, especially in the sur-

face layers.^2 ^^ It exhibited such a characteristic tendencv during

•'= Smith. Edward H. : Intornatioiml he Observation and Ico Patrol Service. W S.

O. G. Bull. No. 11, 192.3. p. 140.
•""Snilili. Kdwnnl II.: lnt(Miial lonal Ici> ni.scrvation and Ico Patrol Service. I'. S.

C. G. null. No. 11, 102.3, p. 147.
••" Sinltli. Edward H. : Intornational Ice Ohscrvatioii and Ice Patrol Service. U. S.

<•• <;. Hull. No. 10, 1922, pp. 195-196.
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the early spring of 1924 and on April 27 to May 1. Here, then, we
had two bodies of water of opposite character, viz, the Atlantic

masses intruding westward, and the Banks masses expanding east-

ward. Between the two, and holding closely to the edge of the Bank,
lay the trunk of the icy current. The latter, which is the water

mass that transports icebergs to menacing positions along the north

Atlantic steamship lanes, is most clearly shown in vertical cross-

section is profile No. 4.

Qf^y0.t<x> Bank.
APR.24-MAr ic>.

50 METE-R 1-E.VE.l-

T £M PER -^"TU R E.S.

STATION 431

This station was taken on the northwestern part of the Grand
Banks, near the edge of the " gulley," May 2, and it is of interest

as a record to compare Avith station 400, taken in the same position

April 17. An iceberg, one of the few in the Grand Banks region

during the spring of 1924, was drifting southward near by.

The temperatures ranged from 2.5° on the surface to 0.2° on the

bottom, while the salinity was 33.05 Voo on the surface and 34.11

Voo near the bottom. Compared with the record taken there in April

we found that cooler and considerablv Salter water had been en-
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gulfed in this locality sometime between April 17 and May 2.

The only direction from which cooler and Salter water may flood is

the north and northeast, and this corresponds witli a movement

noticed in the surface layers during this time.^^

The course followed by a small berg- in this locality substantiates

a southwesterly movement of the surface layers in this region, but.

if the path of this berg be folloAved further, it will be noted that it.

did not continue across the western slope of the Bank, but soon after

May '2 it swung to the eastward, where it eventually melted. Such

a drift to the eastward was compromised in a great part by the

ortshore southeasterly movement of fresh coastal water ^'' whicli

spreads superficially over the south central area of the Grand Ban!-:

via its western side.

PROFILE NO. 5—STATIONS 432-442

This section runs from Cape Pine west-southwesterly, gradually

parts from the Newfoundland coast, and crosses the depression in

tlie shelf, bisecting St. Pierre Bank. The offshore end of the line

extended 10 miles off the edge into the deep water of the Lauren

tian Channel. The object sought was to trace the inshore portion of

the Arctic current which flows past Cape Race and which, it ha>

often been claimed, continues doAvn the United States coast inshore

of the Gulf Stream. The observations, which consists of 10 sta-

tions, were made May 3-4.

Salinity.—Comparatively salty water, with a salinity of 33.00 "/,„

.

lay 75 meters (41 fathoms) thick, in the depression between St.

Maiys Bank and St. Pierre Bank. The freshest water. 32.18-3-2.6u

Voo flooded all depths at the two inshore stations (432 and 433) and
extended 27 miles out from the coast on the surface. A body of

water, also fresher than 32.60 ^/„„. was found extending from sur-

face to bottom on St. Pierre Bank, except at 439. where it was salter

than 32.60 V„„ below the sui-face. Off the edge of the shelf, at the

outer station (442). the water was niso salter than 33.60 "/,„„ except

on the surface.

TempcmtKre.—The coldest water, 0°, a layer 25 to 100 meters (
!:'>

to .'>;) fath(mis) in thickness, rested on the Newfoundland shelf. It

extended from S miles off Cape Kace to the middle of St. Piei re Bank,
where it ceased between stations 439 and 440. AVaier colder than 1

=

lay superimposed upon the 0° water, it being 27 meters (IT) fathouis)

in thickness, with its ui)per surface temperature boiuulary coinciding

<losely in contour to the bottom cover undenieatli. The water floo<l-

ing the slope was warmer than 2= on the surface and 1.2° in the

"» Sc' 0(« niiogi-niilUM-'s report. .Vpril. pp. 0!!- 74. ^

•"Smith. IMwjiiil n. : Intenmtion:il Its- Olisorv;i1 ion and Ico I'aiiol Scrvici"
<; !!>i!l \.. 1 '. I'.l'.'.-!. p. 147.
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depths, while the water at the outer end of the section was slightly

Avarnier than at any other place. It is difficult in profile to differ-

entiate by either salinity or temperature sections, the bounds of

northern and local water. Considerina- the position of the water

most likely to be local in character, however, as that over the mid
section of St. Pierre Bank, and that in the surface layers of the mid
stations, it is estimated such local water was cooled to a mininuuu of

f'-l.T)" as a result of tlie 1928-24 winter, whicli is V lower than the

temperature attained by winter cooling in the south-central Bank re-

gion. The water transported around Cape Race along the south coast

of Xewfoundland, from a northern source, lay on the shelf as a frigid

bottom cover sheet, but did not extend westward of station 440 in the

middle of St. Pierre Bank. The horizontal and parallel position of

the isotherms indicates a water mass comparatively free from dis-

turbed mixing on the shelf along the south coast of Newfoundland.

Summing up profiles Xos. "2, o. and .") (the three vertical sections)

v.H to the distance Arctic water spreads southeast, southwest, and west-

southwest of Cape Race, it can be definitely stated:

(1) Arctic water (or water from the north) extended a distance

of To miles southeast of Cape Race, to the northern edge of th<-
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(iiiuid Hank, south of which it disappeared through mixing with,

water of the Grand Bank.
'

{-2) Southwest of Cape Eace it was traced to the edge of the New-

foundland shelf, where it abutted against warm salty offshore water..

(8) It flowed westward in the depression of the shelf between

vSt. Marys Bank and St. Pierre Bank, but not southAvestward of a

mid-point in St. Pierre Bank (station 440), offshore of which all.

traces ceased.

STATIONS 443 AND 444

These two stations were taken as the patrol cruised southward

along the western slope of the Bank toward the Tail. Informa-

tion was sought as to the temperature and salinity of the water

which lay along the slope of the Bank that far northwestward of the

Tail. The stations were taken May 5.

The mininuim tempei-ature at the G6-meter (;3()-fathom) depth at

station 443 indicated a cooling wdiich is believed to emanate from the

direction of Cabot Strait. The water was considerably warmer

fartlier south, at station 444, but it should be added that this last

station was taken a few miles farther seaward of the slope than 443,

The coldest water 'at 444 Avas 3.6^ at the 50-meter (27 fathom)

depth. Such a high temperature indicates a mixing with the off-

shore waters of the Atlantic basin, and the salinities below the 125-

meter (68-fathom) depth substantiate such a premise. The surface

la\ers Avere fresher than 32.00 "/oo- The cause of such a warm fresh

intrusion is difficult to explain.

Profiles Xo. 6-0 i-epresent four vertical sections made of the water

which lay on the southAvest slope of the Orand Bank May 6 to 8.

Thi'V were taken at regular intervals beginning at a point on the

slope 130 miles northAA'est of tlie Tail, the last section being run at

the Tail.

PROFILE NO. 6—STATIONS 445-447

Tliis section Avas taken normal to the southwest slope of the Grand

Bank. May 6, 130 miles from the Tail. The coldest water, with a

temperature of 1.1° and a salinity of 33.33 Voo h^y on the bottom

of the Bank at the inner station (447). It was a small patch, not

more than 20 meters (11 fathoms) in thickness and 7 miles in width.

The Avarmest Avater, 5°, lay on the surface in a film 15 meters (8

fatlioms) thick at all stations and the deeper layers were 3.4°-4°

in temperature. The parallel and horizontal positions of the

isotherms and isohalines indicate a Avater quite free from external

disturbances except on tlie liottom of the slope. The patch of cold
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Avnlor on the bottom at station 447 is evidence of an influence from

tile extreme penetration of Arctic water northwestward alon<r the

j-lope from the Tail.

PROFILE NO. 7—STATIONS 448-450

The two outstanding features shown in profile of the next section

to the southward were

:

(1) The patch of water colder than 1.3' wliich lay on the ])ottom

of the shallov; depths of the slope. It was connected to the body

Avith a similar temperature and position noted in profile Xo. 7.
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(2) A body of water saltier than 34.UU *^'/oo and warmer than 6°

projected from the surface layers otfshore inward and downward,

and rested on the slope at a depth of 90 meters (49 fathoms)

.

PROFILE NO. 8—STATIONS 451-453

This section was taken 38 miles northwest of the Tail May 7-8.

The body of cold water noted on the bottom of the Bank at each of

the inshore stations in the two previous sections is noted in profile

No. 8. The band at this point, about 10 miles seaward of the edge,

with its temperature of —0.3°, was the coldest found along the
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slope May 0-8. The surface layers Avere warmer than 5° except those

over tlie cold water on the slope where it registered 3.5°

The noteworthy feature of this section was the increase in size of

the cold water on the slope oxev tlie previous sections. It had t>rov,-n

to a magnitude and a frigidity that exceeded a mere suggestion ot

Arctic i)i<iuence. On tlie other liand. this was i'lentihed as a banfi

of polar water bathiiig the slope 38 miles northwest of the Tail,

transfei-i-ed to tliis locality from rhat direction.

PROFILE NO. 9—STATIONS 454-456

A surface film fresher than 33.00 Voo ^^^^^ warmer than 3.5°

sj)read out to the edge of the Bank at the Tail, May 8. This was

pure Banks Avater. The coldest water, less than 2°, lay on the slope

and down the grade to a depth of 50 meters (27 fathoms). This

body of water bore a suggestion of Arctic character, but its rela-

tively high temperature indicated that it had been considerabh

raised i)i temperature through mixing with unusually warm slope

water. Instead, then, of a large volume of Arctic v.ater at the Tail,

where usually it has been found at this time in previous seasons,

we found only traces of such a supply.

STATIONS 4r>7-464

These eight stations were taken May 8-15 as the patrol steamed

noithward along the eastern and northeastern face of the Grand
Bank. Station 457, the beginning of the investigation, was located

28 miles north of the Tail and the investigation ended with station

-K)4. off Cape Bonavista, Newfoundland, a total distance along the

slope of 450 miles.

Mininuuns at 50 meters (27 fatlioms) below the surface were
found (in order of stations, proceeding northward), as follows:

0.5°, 1.8°, —0.4°, —1°. 0.1^. The minimum temperature lay at a

greater depth on the northern edge of the Bank than it did to the

southward; the bottom temperatures at the three most northern sta-

tions being some of the coldest water of the coluniu. viz. —1.3°, —1 .

and —1.1°.

Compared Avith the temperatures of stations taken along the east-

ern slope of the Bank earlier in the season, Ave noted that the Avater

mass in general along the east slope had been warmed approximately
1 ovei- what had existed there previously, but the salinity remained
unchanged. General consideration of the records of these eight sta-

tions, located Avliere Ave liave found the heart of the icy current most
often to He, k'ads to tlie conclusion that the current Avas not so

strong or so vohniiiuous as it wa> earber in the season.
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STATIONS 465-467

These tliree stations were taken May 15-16 on the northern part

of the Grand Bank, and deal with a water mass which nonnally

during this period lias been found to be Arctic in character. The

lowest temperatures recorded May 15-lt) at these stations woe — 1.4^,

— 1°. and 1.1°. The coldest water in every instance lay on the

bottom. The surface temperatures of 4.5°, 2.5°, and 3.8° is con-

clusive evidence that not only had Arctic water mixed with the

surface layers, but that it had crept in over the bottom of the Bank.

This statement is further substantiated by consideration of the sa-

linities, which show that the warm surface layers were also com-

i)ai-atively fresh, viz, 32.51 Voo, 32.93 Voo, and 32.81 Voo, salinities

which accord with water of coastal character. The icy bottom cover

wr.s the saltest wr.ter of the columns, and it is worth noting that the

water on the bottom of the northern part of the Grand Banks, May
ir;-16, ^v;:s the coldest of any encountered by the patrol up to tliis

date.

STATIONS 468-471

These stations were taken on a cruise of the patrol vessel north-

ward from Funk Island to Belle Isle, Newfoundland. They were

occupietl Ma}^ 26-27.

All stations exhibited an unmistakable Arctic chnracter in the

temperature stratification. The coldest water quite consistently lay

between 50 ancL 100 meters (27 and 55 fathoms) below the surface,

the temperature records were: — 0.2^, —0.6°, — 0.8°, and —0.1°.

Such temperatures correspond to those found 500 miles to the south-

ward, olT the Tail of the Grand Banks. The coldest water was found

May 20 at station 472, oif Fogo Island, the thermometers reading

— 1.5° when lowered near the bottom. This was the coldest water

encountered during the 1924 season. The salinities of 33.61-33.51 "/oo

is recognized as that according with the heart of the Labrador cur-

rent off the east side of the Grand Banks.

PROFILE NO. 10—STATIONS 475-479

The section runs from 10 miles east of Cape Race, Newfoundland,
southward across the " gullej- ." the outer station, 479, being located

on the extreme northwestern part of the Grand Bank. The stations

were taken June 25. The object sought was to chart the position and
size of the cold northern water in this direction south of Cape Race.

Salinity.—^The section cut across a band of water floating in the

surface layers fresher than 32.70 %o. It had a maximum thickness

of 35 meters (19 fathoms) at station 477, 25 miles off Cape Race,

and it measured over 120 miles in its greatest width. A band of
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still fresher water, 32.50 Voo and 55 miles wide, lay within this

limit, but the freshest water of all, :U.97 Voo- lay on the surface at

station -ITC). A bottom co\-er. saltier than 33.00 Vo(p ^'ith a thickness

of 25 meters (14 fathoms) lay througiiout the section.

Trmpemture.—The coldest water, —1.2°, lay on the bottom of the

" pulley."- The warmest water spread over the surface and this film

grew steadily wanner as we proceeded soutliward away from Capt'

Eace.
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A wide band of low-salinity water associated with a coastal con-

nection lay in the surface layers south of Cape Race, June 25. whil.'

in the lower depths frigid Arctic water bathed the " gulley " and

crept southward as a thin film over the bottom of the Grand l^ank

100 miles offshore from Cape Race. East, oil Cape Race, the Arctic

water flooded all depths, surface to bottom, but as we proceeds

toward the liank the Arctic influence grew less and less, until at the

outer station, 479, it was confined solely to the bottom 25 meters ( 1 1

fathoms). On the other hand the influence of the fresh coast;!

water in the surface la3'ers became increasingly effective, reaching

a maxMuuiii in the midseason.
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STATIONS 480-497

These 18 stations were so located over the southern part of the

Grand Bank as to furnish a chart of the distribution of the water

with respect to salinity and temperature.

RAMP' S»Af-i^
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Bottom distributionJ"'—Cold and comparatively salty water crept

in over the bottom of the Bank for a distance of 80 miles from its

edge. This water was part of the polar current which was flowing in

the " gulley " past Cape Race, and which encroached southeastward

over the bank shallows. The frequency and the location of the sta-

" See sketches Xos. 15 and It;

10761—24 «
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tions are sufficient to delineate the limits to which this bottom in

trusion extended on the Grand Bank. On the southern part of thd

Bank we found an area of approximately 2,000 square miles wherti

the bottom water was warmest and freshest of any on the Grand

5nE.TCt-: rso. ife

5i 5Z

j6

Bank. It had a temperature of 4.8^-3,3° and a salinity of 32.74 ^/o,,.

This water was purely local in character, a tidal reservoir Avhich had
remained free from external intrusions the entire winter of 1923-24

at least. It was noted that the low-salinity water exhibited a marked
ten^.^ncy to spread outward on the southern part of the Bank and its

''7iifineiiqe' i§ seen in the bottom water at station 497, off the southwest

.'Slope.
""

'^/^:
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Surface distribution:'^—T\\q band of low salinity water cut by

profile No. 10 was connected in the surface layers to equally fresh

Avater to the southeastward over the central bank region. The par-

allel position of the isohalines strikingly indicated the manner in

which the low-salinity coastal water worked off the Newfoundland

shore. It is especially well defined at this period of the year when

such a movement reaches its maximum effect. The temperature dis-

tribution further sul)stantiates those conclusions. The freshest water

naturally being warmest will remain on the surface as it

s8 See sketches Nos. 17 and 18.
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shore and thus will receive the full effects of the sun's hetit. Such
warm fresh surface layers spread southeastward from Cape Race.

over the southern and central part of the Grand Bank via its western

side June 12-28, and attained a niaxiniuni temperature of 10.9°.



OCEANOGRAPHIC SUMMARY
Lieurenant CoinniaiKlfr Edward H. Smith. United States Coast (iuard

The absence of ice thiring the sprino; of ld'24- permitted the patiol

^•essels to extend their oceanographic observations ovei' a greater area

:han in any previous season. This excellent diversification of sta-

tions has brought out in clearer detail than ever before the general

:listribution of salinity and temperature of the water masses in the

ice regions during the danger season. Sketches Nos. 6 to 19, which

are carried on subsequent pages, will give the reader the best idea of

sucli distribution.

The most striking feature from an oceanographic point of view

was the presence of water warmer than normal which lay over the

Newfoundland shelf, and this was attributed both to the mildness of

the 1923-24 winter and the absence of ice in the western North

Atlantic.^^ As has been previously pointed out in the chapter on

subsurface discussion, it was necessary to apply different standards

of temperature criteria this spring tlian in former years.

THE ICY CURRENT

Three different times, viz, March 22. April 23, and May S, the

patrol investigated the water mass around the Atlantic faces of the

Grand Bank, and from tlie data collected it was definitely ascer-

tained that arctic water was continually present tltere throngliout

the season.

The heart of the icy current which bears icebergs to menacing posi-

tions in the North Atlantic bathed tlie steepest part of the slope, 50-110

meters, continually swelling and shrinking upon this base. Similar

to previous years, this water at various localities along the slope was

subjected not only to oft'shore intrusions of salty Atlantic water

working up the grade in the deeper layers, but also to dilution from

inshore points, as fresh coastal water spread seaward in the surface

layers. Such a flanking of dissimilar Avater masses from either side

restricted the frigid zone to a band whose width south of latitude

45° 00' north, was not greater than 10 miles. This icy attenuation,

however, maintained a continual connection which stretched south-

ward as far as the Tail, where it discharged its supply into the mixed-

water zone. (Treat variations in the rate of flow of the icy current

=>' See Oceanographei's report, March, pp. 63-69.

(129)
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were noted. It appeared to assume its greatest velocit}^ in the vicinity

of the Tail on the eastern slope where a rate as high as 1.5 knots per

hour was observed, and several times the patrol vessel detected a cur-

rent of 0.8 knot per hour. Yet on several other occasions, separated

by an interval as much as two weeks, we were convinced, by means of

excellent astronomical sights, that no current flowed southward

along the east side of the Bank at that particular time. Wide varia-

tions in tlie rate of flow of the arctic water in this region have been

noted before, but no complete cessation has ever been recorded during

the ice season.

An interesting example of tlie manner in which the icy curreni

mixes with the Atlantic water was shown by the behavior of berg

Xo. 2 as it drifted southward past the Tail into the mixed watei'

zone and finally floated in tropical Atlantic water where it even-

tually melted.*° While this berg was drifting through the mixed-

water zone which lay between the Tail of the Bank and the " cold

wall," it was approximately 150 feet high, and drew about 350 feet

(120 meters) and thus floated southwestward in water the surface

layers of which we found to be Arctic.^^ That upper 125 meters were

decidedly arctic, but below that depth the water became salty and

warm, the transition just below the 125-meter depth being strikingh'

abrupt unmistakably defined the division between the Arctic dis-

charge and the oceanic Atlantic. Berg No. 2 continued to follow !i

southwestward course until April 6, but its rate of drift diminished

from 1 knot per hour at the Tail to 0.5 knot per hour 45 miles south-

west of there. This furnishes an -excellent example of the manner in

which the Arctic water discharges become shallower and shallower

as it spreads off-shore in the mixing zone southwest of the Tail, yet

such relatively superficial circulation is sufficient to transport a

fairly large berg into menacing positions just north of the steamship

tracks. Another observation of the subsurface taken near berg No.

2 farther south than its position April 6 showed that the water of

arctic character became still shallower the nearer it approached the

'• cold wall." Arctic traces did not extend downM'ard over 50 meters

(27 fathoms) and on account of this the drift of berg No. 2 was

correspondingly retarded. It was in this locality that it drifted

from the mixed-water zone across the "cold wall " into tropical sur-

roundings.

Sketch No. 6 shows the position of the Arctic discharge at a depth

of 50 meters (27 fathoms) below the surface with respect to tem-

perature distribution. It will be noted that Arctic water was more

clearly traced b}' means of the lowest temperature in a direction

«See chart B.

•' See occanoirrnpliic station tnUlc, p. ST. Station ".So.
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southwest of the Tail than it was due south, which plainly indicates,

the direction in which the water masses are discharged in this vi-

cinity, and such a fact is further substantiated by the records of

drift ice in this region.*- Sketch No. 6 also delineates the distribu-

tion of the three classified types of water in this interesting area,

the heart of the icy current being shown by crosshatched shading.

This distribution corresponds in general to that which prevailed oi,

the surface during this period, as shown by charts F and G. the

Composite iceberg chart, 1913-1914

latter of which reveals the presence of the frigid water with its

largest portion inshoreward of the continental edge. The fact that

this water mass lay in the shallow depths rather than hugging the

slope of the Bank may be due in part to the warm salty Atlantic

masses which protruded inshore between the forty-fourth and forty-

fifth parallels, which movement is also shown on sketch No. 6.

CIRCULATION SOUTHWEST OF CAPE RACE

Sketches Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the bottom distribution of

arctic and coastal water south and west of Cape Eace with reference

to temperature and salinity as found by the patrol April IT to

May 5.

• See chart C, •• Drifts of Ice Around the Tail of the Grand Banks."
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Due to the pi-oximity of the Newfoundland land area and its con-
sequent chilling effect on the bottom \yater, the bottom temperature
distribution, as shown by sketch No. 7, does not give us the excellent
picture of circulation that is presented in sketches 8, 9, and 10. The
bottom salinity distribution, sketch No. 8, shows with the utmost
clarity the movement of two distinct water masses at this time south
of Newfoundland. The isohalines of relatively salt water project-
ing in consecutive tonguelike shapes into the " gulley," southwest-
ward of Cape Eace record the movement of Arctic M^ater reaching
out as far as the continental edge, at which point it abuts against
salty oceanic water. Fresh coastal water is shown in wedgelike form
covering the entire bottom of St. Pierre Bank, a movement which
proceeded from the north and northwest and which unmistabably
flanked any possible arctic invasion to the westward. The surface
distribution of salinity and temperature, sketches Nos. 9 and 10,

corroborate the evidence presented by the bottom salinities. Surface
temperatures, sketch No. 9, portray the movement of the icy polar
water which poured southwestward tlirough the " gulley *' and off-

shore but no farther than the continental edge. The continued flow
of arctic water to the westward was equally effectually blocked by
warm fresh surface layers spreading out from the Newfoundland
coast. Such a movement, which flooded all depths over St. Pierre
Bank, caused a shai-p north-and-south line of demarkation to occur
in longitude 55° west, between the Arctic and coastal masses. The
patrol has long been of the opinion that little polar water succeeds
in penetrating much farther than the continental edge south and
west of Cape Eace and the evidence which is presented by sketches

7 to 10 conclusively support such a belief. Furthermore they refute,

for the period of April 17 to May 5 at least, a popular conception
that the Labrador current flows inshore of the Gulf Stream south-
ward down the Ignited States coast.

CIRCULATION VICINITY TAIL OF GRAND BANK

Sketches 11 and 12 sliow the distribution of salinity and tempera-
ture at a depth of 50 meters (27 fathoms) around the southern part
of the Grand Bank and along its eastern side April 24 to May 10.

In general they i)icture a distribution similar to that shown on
sketch No. 6, except to record a change since March in the transfer-

lence of arctic water along the eastern slope. A movement of warm
salty Atlantic water inshore toward the southwest slope also took
place. The foregoing appears to establish one fact in particular,
namely, that in general the distribution of Arctic, Atlantic, and
lianks water maintains more or less the same relationship over ex-

tended periods. In fact the conditions as pictured by sketches 11

I
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and 12 are not dissimilar to those which were found to exist during

the fall of 1923, even the respective temperatures corresponding with

those observed in the same localities last fall.

A comparison between the temperatures found in the heart of the

icy northern water around the Grand Bank in 1924 with those found

there the spring of 1923 reveal the fact that the temperature of the

former was 0.6° to 1° higher than the latter. This may be due

not only to the warmer winter's chilling proceeding to a less degree

than usual, but is also dependent to a certain extent on the marked

absence of ice, especially field ice which in season normally extends

for hundreds of miles over coastal shelves to the northward.

The influence of the abnormally warm masses over the New-

foundland shelf this spring and the absence of ice reacted, then, to

ameliorate the icy waters from the north. It is pointed out that

failure to find water masses of extremely dissimilar temperature and

salinity in the ice regions this spring was due to such abnormal fac-

tors outlined above and in no manner do absences of abrupt hydro

-

graphical changes under such conditions indicate a weak and inac-

tive state of circulation. Such a premise being untenable, more-

over, Avhen we are confronted with evidence such as the rate of drift

of berg No. 2 and current records of 0.8 knot per hour, which were

observed several times along the eastern edge of the Grand Bank.

THE NORTHEASTERN GRAND BANK

Distribution of temperatures and salinities of the water mass

which lay over the noi-theastern part of the Grand Bank was in-

vestigated May 2 to 16, the results of which are shown in sketches

13 and 14, the temperatures and salinities both show the manner in

which the Arctic water coming down from the north floods this

region of the Grand Bank. The isotherms strikingly portray with

the position of the coldest water the manner in which the current

from the north splits in tw^o branches in the vicinity of 46° 20'

north, and 50° 10' west. On the other hand it indicates that Banks

water is less liable to be displaced inshore and to the southward

than any other place and, too, there probably is a tendency indicated

herein for the Banks water to spread northeastward.

GRAND BANKS

Sketches 15 to 18 show the relative distribution of Arctic and

coastal water over the Grand Bank area June 25 to 29. The extent

to which Arctic water spreads in over the bottom is shown on the

crosshatched area of sketches 15 and 16. The manner in which fresh

coastal water spreads offshore is also clearly shoAvn on sketches 17

10761—24 10
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and 18. The bottom intrusions of Arctic water were found in

general to be the same relative position as shown bj' previous record-

of the patrol and the area of freshest and warmest bottom watc;

lay as a cover over the south-central part of the Bank, as an iso-

lated circuit often referred to as a tidal reservoir.

It has long been known tbat the water in this vicinity of the

Grand Bank promontory, especially the surface layers, although 250

miles from the nearest land, was of decidedly coastal character and

it was believed that in order that such water be so fresh it must

receive continual coastal contributions, but the actual manner in

which such a movement took place was not proven heretofore.

Sketches 17 and 18 conclusively show that coastal water moves off-

shore in the surface layers in the vicinity of Cape Race, southeast-

ward to the south-central Grand Bank region via its western side.

The continual contributions accumulating in the central Grand
Bank region finally flood this place from surface to bottom with

fresh water and give it a truly coastal character in spite of its dis-

tance, 250 miles at sea.

This water mass is isolated from all except its contributions which

it receives from the westward, and possessing a rotary tidal motion,

with its accumulations increasing, it spreads outward on all sides,

most markedly toward the north and northeast, where by virtue of

its fresher and warmer character it is continually swamping arctic

intrusions from that direction.

The offshore movement on the west side of the bank is at a maxi-

mum during the summer and fall, when the arctic circulation is at

a minimum, but intermittent communication takes place the year

round, particularly in the surface layers. In the spring such offshore

progression may be occurring, while in the deeper layers frigid arctic

water may be cieej)ing in over the bottom.

GENERAL SCHEME OF CIRCULATION IN ICE REGIONS

For some years it has been an ambition to present a current chart

of the ice regions of the North Atlantic based upon the scientific

investigation of the ice patrol, but as more and more evidence was

accumulated it was found increasingly difficult to represent the varied

movements for which the water masses of these regions are famous.

At no other part of the world do such diametrically opposed bodies

abut each other with a consequent complexity of circulation. It has

been concluded, therefore, that the only correct manner to satisfy a

current scheme of charting is to trace the average boundary of the

three classified types of water, viz, Arctic, Banks, and Atlantic

sketches, and. wherever it lias been possible, to illustrate a more or
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less characteristic movement^—for example, such a one as prevails

filong the east side of the (rrand Bank—the direction has been indi-

i-ated 1)V arrows.

n



AN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY METHOD OF MEASUR-
ING THE SALINITY OF SEA WATER

The Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, London, 1914:, be-

sides establishing a continuous patrol of the ice regions of the

North Atlantic during the ice season, recognized the value of sci-

entific research of the ice problem and advised a program which
would institute a thorough and exhaustive investigation into the

meteorology and oceanography of the ice regions in order to obtain

a greater knowledge regarding the behavior of drifting ice. This

led particularly to oceanographic investigation which primarily

consists of the determination of the two physical characters of the

water, the temperature and the salinity, which vary from place to

place, and from time to time, both horizontally and vertically. The
salinity character possesses an advantage over that of temperature in

that the former is free from the seasonal changes which occur in

the latter and with the approach of summer, nullifies its value to

a great extent. The usual method of determining salinity is that

of titration, a chemical method of measuring the chlorine content

with silver nitrate. Other known methods are : The density method

by either hydrostatic weighing or with the pycnometer, or liy-

drometer; and by the refractive indexes of samples of varying salin-

ities. But all of these methods ai'e of such a nature that they do

not conform to an accurate, practical method for shipboard, and

it wus soon found by the ice patrol, that an innnediate knowledge

of the ph3'sical properties of the water masses in the ice regions

was especially valuable in aiding to chart the probable movements

of ice. In this way warnings could be sent to those vessels found

on courses which were leading them toward unseen dangers. There-

fore, as early as 1914 work was started on the design and construction

of an apparatus for the determination of salinity on shi])board,

based on tlie electric conductivity of sea water. The history of the

vicissitudes and discouragements met in perfecting such a piece of

api):irutns, from 1914 to 1921, are told in Bulletin No. 9, Inter-

national Ice Observation and Ice Patrol Service, 1921, pp. 79-84.

Taking up the thread of events, we find the apparatus at the end

of ice patrol, 1922, described as based on sound theory but still having

inherent mechanical faults which necessitated elimination before

wi' could possess a machine which would function satisfactorily.



Plate III.—A Greehla.'id n^uLtr^ :ii :;ii advariL,ud ilago ui dii.iines;ration. It has been
found the best photographs of bergs are obtained by facing the sun and berg in order
that full advantage may be taken of the shadows. The above plate is an example of
this
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PI !*> IV. 1-- < i 3. A photograph taken June 18, at the time careful measurements
showed the lieight of its pinnacle to be 105 feet, its length 244 feet. It had two under-
water peaks, the one below the pinnacle extending downward 200 feet and at the other
end 1G0 feet. See sketches Nos. 4 and 4a

1 36—2
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The Interdepartmental Board on International Ice Observation

and Ice Patrol Derelict Destruction Service, at its meeting in the fall

of 1922 requested the Bureau of Standards to receive all apparatus

then on hand employed in connection with salinity measurements.,

and attempt to perfect a mechanical unit which would be a success.

Shortly thereafter Mr. E. F. B. Fries, then scientific observer, de-

livered the apparatus to Dr. F. Wenner, United States Bureau of

Standards, to whom finallj- the design of a successfully operating

machine is mainly due.

At first it was ])reHumed that only minor changes of the a})paratu!?

would be required, but a more thorough investigation and study of

the problem by tlie bureau made it evident that it would be neces-

sary to make an entirely ncAV design, and in the construction use

but a few parts of the old apparatus. This accordingly was done;
the new instruments contained in a compact two-door wooden cab-

inet, 36 inches high. 33 inches across the front, and 13 inches deep,

were installed on the cutter Tampa just before she sailed from Bos-

ton on ice patrol, March 15, 1923. Because of the shortness of time,

hoAvever, between the sailing of the Tampa and the inability ,to pro-

cure sea Avater of known salinity in Boston, or vicinity, the 'apparatus

could not be thoroughly tested or standardized until after the end

of the ice season.

When the Tampa returned to Boston in July, 1923, the appa-

ratus was tested nsing samples of sea water whose salinity had been

determined by independent measurements. At that time the appa-

ratus was found to be in excellent condition and gave results reliable

to as high a degree of precision as is possible by the more tedious

titration method. Four sketches, 'a general description, and instruc-

tions for use of the apparatus as designed and operated at present

follow

:

PURPOSE AND METHOD

Tlie apparatus is intended to furnisli a quick and reliable means for the

determination of the salinity of sea water under conditions existing on ship-

board. It was designed and constructed by the Bureau of Standards at the

request of Dr. S. W. Stratton, acting as a member of the Interdepartmental

Board on International Sei'vice of Ice Observation. Ice Patrol, and Ocean

Derelict Destruction.

It is known that the electrical resistivity of sea water changes as its total

salt content is changed either by evaporation or by dilution with rain, snow,

or melting ice. Therefore the measurement of the resistivity may be made to

serve instead of a titration density measurement, or direct determination

of the salt contained : and this is what the apparatus is intended to do.

The resistivity is measured by a Wheatstone bridge equipment, making use

of what is generally called the substitution method. In this method the solu-

tions to be measured are placed one after another in the same cell so that the

relative conductivities are obtained without a knowledge of the constant of



the cell. The plan presupinises that there will be kept on board one or inoie

lots of sea water, the salinity of which will ha\'e been determined by some
other method, and that these will be used at more or less frequent intervals

for the purpose of standardization of the apparatus.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A simplified illustration of the bridye circuit is shown in Diagram No. I

Here X represents the arm of the bridge containing tlie cell in whicli tho

sea water whose conductivity of salinity is to be measured is placed. Y
represents the resistance of the cell containing other sea water whose con-

ductivity need not be known. Q is an adjustable resistance in the same aiin

of the bridge as Y. M and X are the resistances of the remaining arms of

the bridge when the contact <>n the slide wire is set at zero.

AC. se'»e»ATof<

PJAgram N* 1-

Readings of the apparatus ai-e to l)e converted to salinities l)y means of a

table or curve.

Tlie test current i.s supplied by means of a microphone hummer, and a set

of head telephones serve for indicating when the bridge is balanced. A
thermostatically controlled water bath serves for keeping the cells at a con-

stant known temperature during measurement.

THE MEASURING CIRCUIT

The arrangement is a simple Wlieatstone bridge with what is sometimes

called a third branch and an inductive coupling between the current leads and

the detector leads. There is also a metallic shield. The arrangement of the

circuit, except for this shield, is shown in Diagram No. 2. The test circuit

is insulated from the power circuit. It is also insulated from the shield

except for a single connection on the tliird branch of the bridge.
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Tlie detectcir consists! of a pair of head telephones selected so as to have a

reasonable sensitivity when used under particular conditions met in these

measurements. The third branch is for the purpose of bringing the detector to

substantially the same potential as the metal shield on the inside of the case,

and this in turn is brought to substantially the same potential as the operator,

since the shield and the operator are electrically connected through the plate

on the outside of the cabinet opposite the hummer switch.

The auxiliary cell is for the purpose of making the resistance Y+Q sub-

stantially the same in all respects as the resistance X. The mutual inductance

is to counteract any alternating electromotive force induced in the telephone

receivers or developed within the bridge as a result of inductive actions or

polarization at the electrodes of the measuring cell not compensated by a

corresponding- polarization in the auxiliary cell.

pia^ramU^ Z.

Hff'tm of (lnnnectioKS

BKlt>6£ ClgCUlT5
fiurenu of StaniarJi

THE MICROPHONi; HUil.MEl;

The micr<jphone Iiunmier is a device which operates on a direct current and
supplies a small alternating current in this case of a frequency of about 1,(X)0

cycles. A diagram of the connections is shown in diagram No. 3.

Unless the carbon of the microphone button should become packed or burned

as the result of an excessive current, it should opei'ate satisfactorily for a

considerable time. An extra microphone button should be kept on board so that

in case of trouble a replacement can be made. With two ."0-watt llO-volt carbon

or two 40-watt llO-volt tungsten lamps, one in each compartment of the cabinet,

the voltage across the series resistance should be sufficient to give a satisfactory

operation of the hummer. The terminals of the hummer marked " Inter-

mediate " and " Zero " are used and normally furnish a test current so small as

to not materially affect the temperature of the sample:- of sea water being

measured, yet sufficiently large so that the bridge may 1»(- l>alanced to within

a single division of the slide wire or to within 0.01 in tlic ><alinity of the sea
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water. Tlie hummer circuit is closed by tlie switcli on tlae left side of the

cabinet. This switch opens automatically when released. Should the hummer
not start on closing the switch after two or three trials, the box containing the

hummer should be tapped while the switch Is held closed.

POWER CIRCUIT

Electric power for the entire operation of the apparatus is taken from the

110-120 volt direct current supply. This serves the following purposes

:

1. Operation of the stirring motor.

2. The heating elements to maintain the bath at a desired temperature.

3. Heating lamps to keep inside the cabinet dry.

4. About 3 volts for the operation of the I'elay.

5. About 10 volts for the operation of the hummer which supplies tlie

1.000 cycle test current to the bridge.

DfQjmm of Connecti'

HUMMER

Feb. 16.1923.

LMI

If one side of the power circuit of the ship is grounded, it is advisable ti>

nuike tlie connection in such a way as to bring the relay and hummer to pruc-

t cally ground potential. This not only materially reduces the chances foi-

getting an electrical shock, but also the fire hazard. The power circuits

should be left closed for the greater part of each day to preserve the insula-

tion <»f the entire apparatus. A diagram of the power circuit is shown in dia-

gram No. 4. The heaters for the bath are connected into the circuit by the

upi)er and middle snap switches on the right side of the left-hand compart-

ment <»f the cabinet. The middle switch is in series with the relay and so is W\v

one to be kept at tlie " On " position when it is desired that the temperaturt^

of the bath be regulated. The top switcli is normally kept in the '• Off " posi-

tion, as only one of the heaters is regularly required. This second heatei-

may be u.sed to bring the bath quickly to the regulating temperature, or wlicn

iitherwise needed.
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PROCEDURE IN BALANCING BRIDGE

Tlie bridge is balanced as follows

:

1. Adjustment of the setting of the slide wire so as to bring the sound

in the telephone receivers to a small or minimum value.

2. Without changing the setting of the slide wire, adjust the mutual

inductance so as to further reduce the sound in the telephone re-

ceivers, if possible.

3. Without changing either the setting of the slide wire or the mutual

inductance, and with the ground switch closed, adjust the slider on

the third branch of the bridge so as to reduce the sound in the

telephone receivers as far as possible, being sure that connection

from the third branch to the shield is functioning properly. The
ground switcli should be kept open at all times except during this

adjustment.
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4. Again adjust the setting of the slide wii-e so as to reduce the sound

in the telephones, this time as far as possible or until the setting

of the slide wire is as definite as is desired.

5. If the adjustment 4 can not be made as precisely as desired, all the

adjustments should be repeated liefore recording the reading of the

setting of the slide wire.

PROCKDURE IN" MAKING MEASUREMENTS

The procedure to be followed in carrying out a measurement is as follows:

1. Put into the auxiliary or Y cell sea water having a salinity slightly in

excess of that which corresponds to a reading of 500 on the slide

wire as given by the table or curve. This solution may be left in

the cell more or less indefinit<^ly if the cell is kept properly closed.
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2. Put into the measuring or X cell sea water of known salinity and.

preferablj' of such salinity as cori*esponds to a reading in the

vicinity of 500 as given by the table or curve, first having rinsed

the X cell with sea water of substantially the same salinity.

3. Set the reading of the slide wire to correspond with the known salinity

as given by the table or curve.

4. Balance the bridge according to instructions given above, making the

adjustments of Q in each case instead of the slide wire which must
be kept at the reading corresponding to the known salinity.

Should this not be possible, very probably the salinity of the .sea

water used in the Y cell is not suitable.

5. Withdraw from the X cell the solution of known salinity. Rinse with

some of the sea water whose salinity is to be measured, then fill

with the sea water.

6. Balance the bridge according to directions given above.

7. Record the reading of the slide wire.

8. From the curve or table find, by interpolation if necessary, and
record the salinity of the sea water.

In each case, before making the final balance of the bridge, sufficient time

should be allowed for the sea water in the two cells to come within 0.01° C.

of the same temperature, and the bath should be regulated at a temperature

differing from 25° C. by not more than a few hundredths of a degree. Unless

the X and Y cells have very nearly the same constants, it may be advisable

or even necessary to take their differences into consideration in deciding upon

the salinity of the sea water to be used in the Y cell. In any case this cell

should have a resistance such that the bridge may be balanced with compara-

tively small setting for Q when the slide wire is set at a reading corresponding

to the salinity of the sea water in the X cell. The following table for con-

verting readings of the apparatus to salinities, is based on values for the

conductivity published by Thuras in the Journal of the Washington Academy of

Science, and upon constants of the apparatus determined in the Bureau of

Standards. The way in which these enter into the construction table is ex-

plained in Appendix 1.

Table for conversions of ai)paratus readings to saliuities

Vertical
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apid corrosion. To facilitate keeping' tlie caliinet dry, no water either iresli

ir salt should be kept on the inside unless properly sealed, and in addition the

aside should, during the least part of the time, be kept at a temperature above

hat prevailing outside the ship. In any case care should be taken to see that

he water bath does not freeze. The electrical contact in the thermoregulator

hould be inspected occasionally and cleaned if necessary.

Appendix I

RELATIONS 13ETWEEN BRIDGE HEADINGS AND SALINITIES

A simple plan of the bridge is shown in Diagram No. 1, wiiere X is the re-

;istance of the bridge arm. including the cell in which the sea water whose cou-

luctivity is to be measured is placed, and Q+Y is the resistance of the arm of

he bridge containing the auxiliary or comparison cell. M and A" are the

esistances of the ratio arms when the slide is set at zero. If, then. Q is ad-

usted so that the bridge is balanced, from the Wheatsone bridge equation it

ollows that

tvhere X' represents the resistance of the bridge arm when the cell contains

sea water of resistivity R' and a salinity S'.

If now the sea water is changed to one of greater salinity and the bridge

is balanced by changing the position of the slider from a reading of zero to

a reading r

Wliere m is the resistance of one division of the slide wire divided by

M, and N is the resistance of one division of the slide wire divided by N,

from equations (1) and (2) it follows that—

X=X'{l—{)n-\-n ) r+ ( mn+ ir) r— ( mn'-i-n^) r') (3)

or as the resistivities R' and R of the tw(. samples have the same relation

as their resistances, since the same cell is used in the two cases,

R=ir (1— ( m+ii ) r+ ( iini+ir ) r—( m »"+«') r') (4)

Since it has been found that the relation lietweeu the salinity and resistivity

is approximately linear it may be represented over the range in which we

are concerned by a second-order equation of the following form

:

A'-Z?'(1+A(N— «^')+B(.S'—^")') (5)

Where S is the salinity of the sea water having the resistivity R. and S' is

the salinity of the sea water having the resistivity R', from equations (4)

and (5) it follows that—

S = - (-+ ") , + (-^^^) .3 _ (--H-Jl^) r-liS- Sy+S^ (6)

or
8=ar+hr+ er=

+

<l-<+ S' ( 7

)

where,

vi-\-n ,, mn-\-n- ?n?r-+w5 B
s= S-S', a= ^, ''6 =—^, c =—-^ » andrf=- -^-
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Values for m and n found in testing tlie apparatus in February, 1923, are
as follows

:

Hi=(».00012r) M=0.000143

From the data published by Thuras we find in the case 8' is taken as
30 parts per thousand.

-l=—0.02847 7;==0.00064S

These values for .1, L'. m, and n. give

—

« =0.009413
^=—0.000001344

r=0.0000000001920

rf=0.002276

Appendix II

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CoXSTKrCTIOX OF NEW CONVEKSION TABLE OR CURVE

In order to avoid all possibility of errors hi the determinations made by
Thuras. in the calculation of the constants A and B from his data, errors in

the test of the apparatus or possible changes in the apparatus, and in the cal-

culation of the table it may be advisable to construct a new table or curve
based directly upon measurements made with the apparatus, using samples of

sea water who.se salinity has been determined by the titration method. The
table given above is for sea water of salinities from 30 to 38 parts per thou-

sand, and might have been extended to about 40 parts per thousand before

reaching the upper limit of the scale. In making a new table or curve, it

seems that it would be well to start with a reading of about

—

200 for a salinity of 30.

500 for a salinity of 33.

600 for a salinity of 34.

This would make the range of salinities whicli might be measured from
about 28 to about 38. In making a new table or curve, as in the use of the
apparatus and as in the determination of salinities by the titration method,
it is necessary to have a quantity of sea water of known salinity to be u.sed as
a standard. However, this standard need not be the same as that which will

later be taken aboard the ship.

With these values of a. h. c. and (/ substituted in eciuation 7. the data is in

about as convenient form for calculations as it can conveniently be put. How-
ever, it would not be practicable to calculate the salinity directly from this

equation each time a measurement were n)ade. Therefore the equation was
used in the construction of the table given above which is for the purpose of
converting the readings of the apparatus to salinities. This table gives .salini-

ties directly for readings of 0. 10. 20, etc., up to a reading corresponding to

a salinity of 38 parts per thou.sand. It is so tabulated that interpolations can
readily be made to 1 in the reading of the slide wire or to 0.01 in the salinity.

Let us suppose that the sea water to be taken as a standard for this purpose
hiis a salinty of 29.75. Then to have the table or curve extend over the range
suggested above we should set the slide wire index at a reading of 175 and this

arl)itrariiy fixes one point <>n the curve. Other points on the curve are then
fixed with respect to this one when the ciianges in reading are noted as the
sea water of salinity 29.75 in the T cell is replaced with sea water of other
Icnown salinities.

The greater the number of points from whidi to plot the curs-e the more
r(>lla))!e it should be. However, thei'e is every reason to expect the curve to be
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of the h.eooii'd order only, so that it could be deterniiued accurately from three

iiccurately located points, provided one of these is near the zero end, a second

near the center, and a third near tlie upper end of the scale. The distribution

of the points is therefore of more importance than the actual number. Conse-

•((uontly it may be advisable to make a special effort to get a fevr points corre-

sponding to salinities as low as 29, and a few as high as 37. It is presumed
that there will be available a considerable number of samples having salinities

in the range from 30 to 35.

The general procedure in making these measurements should be identically

tlie same as that outlined above for the use of the appai'atus, except that points

on the curve corresponding to known salinities and observed readings of the

apparatus are determined instead of the salinities from a curve or table and
the observed readings of the apparatus.

Any systematic error in the titrations of the sea water to be used in this

Avork will of course be carried directly to the curve or table. An estimate

of the magnitude of the errors from this source can only be made by the

persons who will have the supervision of this part of the work. The indications

are that errors from other sources need not exceed 0.01 in salinity. The curve

or table determined wdth any one of the cells used as the X cell will not apply

in the case of the use of any other cell, and, it will not apply in case of

other apparatus even of the same type, unless the ratio of the resistance of a

division of the slide wire to the resistance of the slide wire plus the end
coils is the same for this apparatus, that is, unless the constants m and n re-

ferred to in Appendix I have the same values.

In case the curve i.s plotted to a scale sufficiently large so that it can be

read somewhat better than hundredths in salinity it may be too large for con-

venient use on ship board, therefore it may be advisable to construct a table

for this purpose and similar to the table given above. The data for such a

table might be taken directly from the curve plotted to the large scale. A
record should be kept of all readings taken w^ith the apparatus for the purpose

of making the curve so that in case difficulties are encountered in the con-

struction of the curve by this means, its equation can be determined by an
analytical method and the table calculated from the equation.

It was decided to calibrate the apparatus according to the method

just described in Appendix II, which possesses the advantage of

eliminating previous computations. The slide-wire readings were

plotted on a large scale graph directly against salinities. This work
was performed during the winter of 1923-24 at the museum of

zoology. Harvard University, there being a large supply of known
samples' available from the ice season, all of which had previously

been titrated at Cambridge. The procedure in detail was as follows

:

1. A solution of known salinity 30.91 '^/^o was placed in A' cell.

2. A solution of about 33.00 Voo was placed in Y cell, or of such

salinity that for a small setting of Q the reading on the slide wire

Avould be about 200.

3. By varying the salinity of this solution slightly we finally ob-

tained a balance of the slide at 235 when Q read 243. This number
of 235, therefore, was the first point in the construction of the curve.

4. KnoAvn solutions of increasing salinity were successively placed

in the A' cell and the readings of the slide gave points on the graph,
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so frequently selected that no mistake could be made in connectina-

them by means of a smooth curve. A table was' then constructed

for each division of the siide-wire scale based on the data of the

curve.

The work of testing 60 to SO samples and locating a similar number
of points along the curve of salinities vei*sus slide-wire readings

brought out some interesting facts in connection with the operation

of the apparatus.

It was soon observed by readings of the apparatus that the tem-

perature factor played an important part in the test of a sample and

it was necessary tliat each sample be given plenty of time to permit

its temperature to come to the same as that of the bath. In order

to determine how long it took for a test sample to assume the bath

temperature, 25° C. the following slide-wire readings were taken

of a sample Avhich was '22° C, when placed in the X cell.

No.
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slide than originally tested. This represents a difference in salinity

of 0.5 Voo.

Further experimenting- Avith the apparatus revealed the fact that

a difference of 0.1° in the temperature of the bath causes a differ-

ence of 3.5 divisions in the reading of the slide wire or approxi-

mately 0.035 Voo difference in salinity, for a difference of one di-

vision of the slide Avire units is approximately equal to 0.01 Vgo
in salinity. From this it can be seen that the temj)erature of the

bath should be carefully watched, a variation of 0.03° causing

0.01 Voo variation in the salinity of the sample being tested. The
warmer the bath the lower will be the salinity record obtained.

It is deemed advisable to recalibrate the apparatus at least once

a week and at more frequent intervals if there is any reason to

suspect evaporation or change in the Y cell. In this connection

there should be a sufficient supply of three standard known solu-

tions kept on board at all times. By such means a cross check can

be made at any time to locate a possible change occurring in any
one of the three solutions.
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EXPLOSION OF TWO SMALL TNT MINES ON BERG NO. 7 ON MAY 20, 1925

No appreciable effect was noticed



FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the oceanographer, Lieut. Commander
F. A. Zeusler, United States Coast Guard. The data in general

was obtained from the official letters of the commanding officers of

the patrol vessels and the reports of the oceanographer. Unlike the

ice-patrol reports of the previous seasons, the individual letters of the

commanding officers have been omitted and the data prepared in

narrative style with appendices covering the points not taken up in

detail by the report proper. Attention is invited to the fact that the

table of data concerning the scientific stations taken during the

cruise of 1924 is also contained herein.
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THE INAUGURATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL ICE PATROL

On April 14, 1912, the S. S. Titanic collided with an iceberg and
was sunk with a great loss of life. After the disaster a universal

demand arose to have the area containing ice patroled to prevent

further accidents of that nature. The ice area near the Tail of

the Banks is particularly dangerous, as it is enshrouded by fog a

great proportion of the time. On May 15, 1912, the United States

Navy detailed two cruisers to establish the patrol and alternate

on duty until the ice was no longer a menace. In 1913, the naval

vessels not being available, the President of the United States

directed the Secretary of the Treasury to detail two Coast Guard
(then revenue cutters) cutters to perform the duty. The cutters

Seneca and Miami were assigned, and they carried out the patrol for

1913. The British Government also took up the question of ice ob-

servation and ice patrol for the season 1913, with the result that

the steam trawler Scotia was chartered and fitted out for the service.

The work of the Scotia was confined almost entirely to ice and

weather observations off the coast of Newfoundland. The Scotia

cooperated with the cutters in so far as the conditions permitted

in disseminating ice information to passing vessels. On Novem-
ber 12, 1913, an international conference for the safety of life at

sea was convened at London. On January 20, 1914, an agreement

was signed by the principal maritime nations of the world, pro-

viding among other things for the inauguration of the international

derelict destruction, ice observation, and patrol service, to consist

of two vessels which should establish and maintain a continuous

patrol of the area of the North Atlantic Ocean most endangered

by ice during the ice season. The United States was asked to under-

take the management of this service, each of the contracting parties

agreeing to bear its share of the cost of the patrol in proportion

to the shipping tonnage. This was favorably considered by the

President of the United States, and on February 7, 1914, the United

States Coast Guard (then the Revenue Cutter Service) was directed to

assume tlic duty of conducting the ice patrol. The Coast Guard
has been carrying out the patrol and collecting data concerning the

movements of the ice and currents in the ice area since that time,

except for the years 1917 and 1918. The countries that are now a

party to the agreement are Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,

Germany, Great Britian, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and

the United States.

(VI)



THE INTERNATIONAL ICE PATROL, 1925

The International Ice Patrol, season of 1925, was inaugurated on

March 23, 1925. The vessels designated for the regular patrol were

the United States Coast Guard cutters Modoc and Tampa, with the

cutter Seneca as the stand-by vessel. Commander H. G. Fisher,

United States Coast Guard, was assigned as the ice patrol com-

mander and was in command of the Tampa. Commander H. H.

Wolf, United States Coast Guard, was in command of the Modoc.

In accordance with the practice established during the previous

season, an oceanographer was appointed, and, in order to insure the

continuity of the patrol, this oj9&cer was to transfer from ship to ship

during the patrol season. Lieut. Commander F. A. Zeusler, United

States Coast Guard, was designated to serve in this capacity in place

of Lieut. Commander Edward Smith, who was temporarily absent

from the United States on special duty in connection with the ice

patrol and who was also studying oceanography under Prof. HeUand
Hansen at the Geophysical Institute in Bergen, Norway.
Due to the installation of new radio equipment on each vessel,

sonic apparatus on the Tampa, and the desire of headquarters to

carry out certain experiments, the oceanographer was assigned addi-

tional help consisting of the following men:
Ensign W. K.. Richards, attached to the Tampa; Chief Radioman

Ole Friis; and Yeoman (Second Class) Leo Shubow.

The primary duty of the patrol was to locate the icebergs and ice

fields endangering the steamer lanes and to keep track of aU the ice

as it moved to the southward, eastward, and westward toward the

steamship lanes, in order that the ice information could be dissem-

inated to the vessels entering the ice-infested areas. The secondary

duty was to carry out such oceanographic work as would not hamper
the vessel in the execution of the primary duty. These two duties

were more or less interrelated, especially in connection with the study

of currents, the extent of Labrador current in the area where ice was
usually found being determined by means of the oceanographic star

tions. Additional duties of the patrol included the experimenting

with the sonic apparatus, current meters, and short-wave transmitters

and receivers.

The primary duty was accomplished by (a) cruising in the ice-

infested areas and in the doubtful areas, (h) requesting passing

steamers to keep a bright lookout for ice and obstructions and report-

ing any seen to the patrol vessel. It may be stated at this time that

(1)



these steamer reports were of immense value in tracking the ice to

the northward as the patrol vessel seldom left the areas that were

menaced by the ice, and especially those areas near the steamship

lanes. These "thousand eyes" of the merchant fleet proved the

most valuable aid to the successful prosecution of the ice patrol.

Dissemination of the information was accompHshed by means of

radio, as follows:

(a) Radio broadcasts.—Regular broadcasts were transmitted twice

a day on two wave lengths. (See Radio communication.)

(6) Special ice Iroadcasts.—In foggy weather or whenever new ice

was found a special broadcast was transmitted on 706 meters.

(c) Special ice data.—^All positions of ships approaching the patrol

or ice-infested areas were plotted whenever communication was

established or their positions taken from the water temperature

reports. Whenever a vessel was found approaching a dangerous area

a special notice covering the latest ice information was transmitted

to her,

(d) Answering special requests from ships.—All ships requesting

special ice data were furnished complete information in regard to the

ice.

The oceanographic work was planned so as to occupy stations at

certain predetermined points at regular intervals of time and by
taking stations alongside of bergs. The location of the ice and the

weather at times, however, prevented regularity of schedules, but

stations were usually taken at the various critical points. This work
consisted of lowering specially constructed bottles, known as Greene

Bigelow bottles, secured to a cable at the following depths: 0, 50,

125, 250, 450, and 750 meters. After being lowered each, bottle was

tripped and closed at its depth by a messenger, or weight which

slides down the wire for this purpose, thereupon securing a sample

of the water at the various depths and simultaneously inverting a

special type of reversible thermometer which registered the tempera-

tures at those depths. The samples of water were tested for salinity

and the information was compiled and profiles drawn. The data

that was obtained determined the character of the water and was of

special value in ascertaining the drift of the bergs and the location of

the various currents. The salinity of the water was determined by
means of the electric salinity tester installed on board the Modoc.

A description of the apparatus is contained in the ice patrol report

of 1924. Attention is invited to a general resum6 of the practical

operation of this apparatus and will be found on pages 67-69.

Another phase of the oceanographic work consisted in plotting the

water temperatures as received from passing vessels and also taken

from the patrol sliip's observations. All passing vessels were re-

quested, while within a certain prescribed area, to submit to the patrol



TRANSFER OF OCEANOGRAPH IC PARTY AT SEA, FROM THE RELIEVED
PATROL VESSEL TO THE RELIEF

All necessary charts and data are transferred by the oceanographer. This insures the con-
tinuity of the patrol
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TITANIC MEMORIAL SERVICES ON APRIL 14, 1925, HELD ON BOARD
THE MODOC
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vessel, once every four hours, their position, course, speed, sea-water
temperature, and weather conditions. These temperatures were
plotted on the water-temperature chart, from which the positions of

the "cold wall" and Arctic water areas were determined. It may
be of interest to note here that the "cold wall" is a name given to

the boundary between the Arctic and Gulf waters. There is a notice-

able difference between the temperature on either side of the cold

wall and also a distinct change in color, the Ai'ctic water being green
and the Gulf water being blue. Wlienever a vessel approached the
cold-water area to the southward the master was further requested
to submit the above information hourly, in order to secure sufficient

data to determine the v>ddth of the Arctic water area. The positions

of the ships were also plotted on the ship chart and track kept of all

the vessels in the area or approaching the same. The meteorological
data was plotted on the weather chart and certain of the reports
transmitted to the Weather Bureau at 8 a. m. and 8 p. m. (seventy-
fifth meridian time) daily.

The ice and obstruction reports were plotted on the ice chart and
the set and drift calculated for further dissemination to the passing
vessels. The bergs were followed constantly until their disintegra-

tion was complete or until they drifted into an area not traversed
by passing ships and were no longer a menace to navigation. Daily
at 8 p. m. (seventy-fifth meridian time) the patrol vessel transmitted
a resume of the ice conditions on the Grand Banks to the

Hydrographic Office at Washington, D. C.

During the season the patrol vessels based temporarily at Halifax,

obtaining their fuel and supplies at that port, and alternated every
15 days on patrol duty.

The Canadian Government assigned a vessel to ice-patrol duty in

the waters from Cabot Strait inland to keep merchant shipping
advised as to the ice conditions in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the

straits. This vessel cooperated constantly with the lampa and the

Modoc while on ice patrol duty.

In addition to the patrol another precaution, that is followed the

year around, has been taken to protect the vessels passing in vicinity

of the Tail of the Grand Banks. Certain routes or tracks across the
North Atlantic Ocean have been established, known as the North
Atlantic lane routes. These routes lead to the important ports in the

northern part of the United States and those of Canada. There are

seven tracks, tracks A to G, inclusive. Each track covers the east-

bound and westbound traffic. The eastbound tracks are approxi-

mately 60 miles south of the westbound. The use of the individual

track is dependant on the destination of the vessel, the season of the
year, and the location of the ice. The list of the tracks is contained
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in publication called the North Atlantic Lane Routes, which is re-

vised whenever it is considered advisable. During the ice season

the tracks leading to Halifax, New York, and Boston are shifted

southward in accordance with a prearranged schedule, so as to be

as clear as possible of the worst ice as its works down the eastern

edge of the Banks. At the expiration of the patrol, usually about

July 1, the tracks are again moved up as far north as safety permits.

The principal trans-Atlantic steamship companies are signatories

to the track agreement. It is the duty of the patrol vessel to report

any vessel seen off the prescribed track.

The above presentation of the work of the patrol is made for the

purpose of enabling the reader to fully comprehend the need for the

oceanographic data that was collected and its relation to the patrol.



CRUISES OF THE PATROL VESSELS

FIRST CRUISE "TAMPA," MARCH 23-APRIL 9

The ice patrol season began on Monday, March 23, somewhat
later than the cruise of 1924, due to the absence of ice on the Grand
Banks, when the Tampa left Boston Navy Yard at 9.50 a. m. The
vessel proceeded to Stellwagen Bank where the sonic depth finder

and compensator were tested and compensated. A course was then

laid up the coast of Nova Scotia to a point off Sambro Light Vessel

and thence offshore. This gave the oceanographer an opportunity

to test the sonic depth finder for depths in both shallow and deep

water, in hard and soft bottom and over rocky bottom, obtaining

excellent results. Communication was established with all radio

stations interested in the ice patrol, and cooperation was requested

from Cape Race, Chebucto, and St. Pierre, as well as the S. S.

Jacques Cartier. All stations responded immediately, notifying the

patrol vessel of their desire to cooperate. Cape Race was designated

by the director of radio, Canadian Government, to disseminate all

information relative to weather, ice, and obstructions emanating

from the Canadian wireless service.

It was decided prior to the departure of the patrol vessels that the

number of stations to be taken should be reduced to a minimum
consistent with the efficiency of the patrol. During this patrol 20

stations were occupied. The first 3 were taken to determine whether

Arctic water existed between Sable Island and the west side of the

Grand Banks. Stations 4-20 were taken to determine the existence

and extent of the Labrador current at the Tail of the Banks and its

southern limits. Three radians on which these stations were located

were centered on the critical point in latitude 44° 00' N., longitude

50° 00' W.
March 25 found the patrol vessel oflF »Sable Island. A course was

set to the southward to a point in latitude 43° 24' N., longitude

59° 57' W. where the vessel arrived at 8 a. m., March 26. Here the

first station was occupied. A moderate sea was encountered and

for that reason only a limited number of samples were taken. This

station also became the starting point for a series of soundings to the

eastward to determine the general contour of the bottom on the

approach to the Grand Banks from the southward and eastward,

(See Charts Nos. 1 and 2.)
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On March 27, Cape Race transmitted the following weather

r&um6 for the winter months in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland:

Very favorable winter; January, cold; February, mild; average temperature

37°, March, favorable with a few cold spells; prevaiUng winds, December, NW.;
January, NW.; February, SW. and SE., and March, NE.

A course was set to the eastward to a point in latitude 43° 18' N.,

longitude 51° 59' W. Two stations were taken on this leg. From
that point the vessel proceeded to the extremity of the first radian

where station No. 4 was taken. A course was laid along the radian

and stations Nos. 5, 6, and 7 were taken at intervals. From station

No. 7 a course was set along radian No. 2 and stations Nos. 8, 9, and

10 were taken. From station No. 10 a course was laid for the south-

eastern extremity of radian No. 3 and stations Nos. 12 to 16, in-

clusive, were taken. When station No. 16 was reached a course was
set for the critical point and a course laid to the eastward along

radian No. 4 along which stations Nos. 17 to 20 were occupied.

This work was completed by 6.30 p. m., April 1.

A resume of the sea-water condition at various stations and depths

is submitted. (See Charts Nos. 8 and 9.)

sta-



Banks. This fog lasted until 4 a. m., April 4, when a cruise was
again undertaken to the northward. The vessel passed through a

portion of the French fishing fleet that had arrived on the Banks,

speaking 12 vessels, receiving their mail, rendering such medical and

other assistance as was necessary, and giving positions to three.

On the morning of April 5 a WSW. gale set in. The patrol ship

was hove to a short distance away from the French schooner L'Essor

which vessel desired her position. The gale lasted until noon April

6, when a cruise to the northward and eastward between latitudes

46° and 47° was attempted in search of ice. A SW. gale and snow
was encountered and the vessel again slowed down. Word having

being received at midnight April 7 that the Modoc had left Boston
for the patrol, the vessel was headed south and west to a designated

rendezvous in latitude 45° 00' N., longitude 55° 00' W. Shortly

after heading south the wind hauled more to the westward. The
course of the vessel was changed to meet the new condition. The
relief was accomphshed at 8 a. m., April 9, in latitude 44° 22' N.,

longitude 56° 34' W.
EESTJME

During this cruise all the regular broadcasts and three special

broadcasts were transmitted; 5 vessels were instructed as to safe

course, 4 vessels were given special information, 14 were furnished

positions and 18 were given weather information. Four reports of

dangers to navigation were received and broadcast, and 710 water
temperatures were received and plotted.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 8, 9, and 16)

The weather experienced during the latter part of March was
exceptionally good with less than 50 per cent of fog. However,
during the first four days of April delise fog was encountered while

from April 5 to 8 intermittent gales from various points of the com-
pass liindered successful searching.

WATER TEMPERATURES

(See Charts Nos. 8 and 9)

The water temperatures and profiles plotted divulged some inter-

esting facts. One of the most striking was the decided movement
to the northword of the cold wall, even in excess of 1924; another

was the disappearnce of the 32° line on the southern part of the

Banks with only a slight touch of cold water along the forty-fourth

parallel; a third was the prevalence of warm water where Arctic

water was usually found, and last the fact that the cold wall had a



decided tongue extending southeastward from the Tail of the Banks.

Considering these in conjunction with the stations occupied, it was

very evident that the Labrador Current was very weak, and that the

influence of the Gulf Stream was felt well to the northward, saltier

water than usual being found surprisingly near the Tail of the Banks,

The stations taken on the southwest slope of the Banks showed no

Arctic water, none on the south slope except between the forty-

second and forty-third parallel, and that at a depth of 500 meters.

The Arctic water was again found in a small quantity on the south-

east slope on the forty-fourth parallel at 500 meters, and at the east

slope along the forty-fourth parallel on the surface. This indicated

that the Labrador Current did not extend to the westward of the

southern edge of the Banks and was exceedingly weak.

ICE

(See Chart No. 3)

The first cruise was made without seeing ice. Cape Race reported

two bergs in latitude 49° 25' N., longitude 50° 23' W., and a steamer

reported one in latitude 49° 08' N., longitude 48° 25' W. These

bergs were well to the northward and were not a menace to the

lanes at any time. The absence of Arctic water, the weakness of the

Labrador Current, the overwhelming effect of the Gulf Stream, the

mild winter conditions of the coast of Labrador, and the mildness

of the season of 1924 leaving no renmants of the bergs to the south-

ward, etc., were no doubt responsible for the total absence of bergs

below latitude 46° 00' N.

BERG DRIFTS DURING FIRST CRUISE

Berg reported

March 13: Latitude 47° 50' N.^ longitude 47° 00' W., again reported March
21, latitude 47° 48' N., longtitude 45° 44' W., having drifted 143° true, approxi-

mately 0.4 knots per hour.

April 4: Latitude 49° 25' N., longitude 50° 23' W., again reported April 10,

latit\ide 48° 45' N., longtitude 49° 38' W., and again on April 21, latitude 47° 59'

N., longitude 48° 21' W., having drifted 136° true, approximately 0.3 knots per

hour.

April 4: Latitude 49° 08' N., longtitude 48° 25' W., again reported April 17,

latitude 48° 08' N., longitude 47° 16' W., having drifted 147° true, approxi-

mately, 0.4 knots per hours.

SECOND CRUISE, "MODOC," APRIL 9-24

The Modoc relieved the Tampa on April 9, at 8 a. m., having left

the Boston Navy Yard at 11 a. m., April 6. The oceanographic party

was received on board, the transfer being effected in a moderately

rough sea and fresh NW. breeze. The vessel proceeded immediately



eastward to continue the search for a berg reported in latitude 49°

08' N., longitude 48° 25' W. Engine trouble developed, making it

necessary for the patrol vessel to proceed to a port for repairs. At
10.04 a. m., April 10, the Modoc anchored in Trepassey Bay, New-
foundland. The rei^airs, consisting of replacing the bearings of the

main drive generator, were completed by 11 a. m., April 11, and the

Modoc continued on her original search to the northward, encounter-

ing some fog and snow.

A resum6 of the weather conditions during the past winter was
obtained from the collector of customs at Trepassey by the ocean-

ographer as follows : {a) The past season was the mildest season for

years; (6) the first part of April was colder than any month during

the winter; (c) no ice except local ice had been seen in Trepassey Bay,

and that none had been seen on the eastern and southern part of the

island; {d) that little ice was expected; {e) that the prevailing winds

were NW. and NE., and that for the last month the wind had blown

from the NE.
On April 13 the first ice of the season was located in latitude

48° 15' N., longitude 49° 38' W., visible a distance of 14 miles. It

proved to be a berg about 300 feet long and about 125 feet high in

the shape of a floating dry dock, and was so named for identification

purposes thereafter. No. 1 berg, as it also became known, was sur-

rounded by fulmars. Four other bergs were sighted that day.

Sketches were made of the bergs on dififerent bearings and pictures

taken for identification.

The vessel was hove to near the bergs in order to obtain the set

and drift of them which was accomplished on April 14. In addition

to the bergs sighted on the 13th four others were seen. Stations

Nos. 21 and 22 were taken near the bergs. Station No. 21 showed

Arctic water throughout, while station No. 22 showed Arctic water

on the surface only. All ice was again found sm-rounded by fulmars.

Berg No. 1 showed signs of disintegration. The Modoc, having

charted all ice, proceeded to the southward for the purpose of deter-

mining the southern extremity of the Labrador current.

While en route southward April 14, memorial services for the

Titanic were held. The crew having been mustered aft, Doctor Shipp,

the cutter's surgeon, delivered a brief address and Commander Wolf

led the officers and men in prayer, after which three volleys were

fired. All shipping was requested to maintain radio silence from 3

to 3.05 p. m., and all graciously complied. Winter conditions pre-

vailed. The intense cold, a rough sea, and biting NE. wind howling

through the rigging, with a large berg astern of the Modoc, supplied

fitting accompaniment and background for these services in memory
of the 1,503 persons who died in that locality in the sinking of the

Titanic by an iceberg on April 14, 1912.
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The Modoc then zigzagged to the southward, cutting the eastern

bank at intervals until latitude 44° 00' N. was reached. Snow and

heavy weather was encountered at intervals. Stations Nos. 23 to 25

were taken on April 15, all showing Arctic water. On April 16 a

radio request for medical assistance was received. The doctor diag-

nosed the case and prescribed for it. Excellent progress by the pa-

tient was later reported by radio.

Stations Nos. 26, 27, and 28 were taken on April 16; all showed

traces of Arctic water and a lower layer of warmer water. Stations

Nos. 29 to 32 were taken on April 17, showing no Arctic water and

indicating that the southern extremity was north of latitude 44° 00' N.

This latitude was taken as the southern limit for ice at this time and

until the Labrador current increased in force, which subsequently

occurred. The position of the southernmost ice having been deter-

mined and its set and drift calculated, the Modoc proceeded to examine

the French fishing fleet and to render such assistance as was necessary.

Contact was made on the 19th and eight fishermen spoken. Potatoes,

frozen meat, cabbage, cigarettes, and chocolate were exchanged for

fresh fish for the messes. The mail was taken on board and radio

communication afforded. The master of the Breton schooner

L'Essor of Grandville, came on board with the schooner's "perrier"

or signal gun, on which the pivot had been broken from the saddle,

thus rendering the gun useless. This was repaired, restoring to the

fishermen a most useful implement depended upon to guide the dory-

men back to their ship during the fog when the fog horn could not be

heard.

All indications up to this time had been for a light ice season but

these hopes were soon blasted when a number of bergs were reported

north of latitude 49° N. It was soon realized that instead of a light ice

season it would be a late but moderate ice season, the ice possibly not

extending very far south but with one or two bergs reaching latitude

42° N. In view of this the Modoc again proceeded northward on

April 20, having assured itself that no ice existed to the southward,

and again located the ice on April 21. All bergs that had been pre-

viously seen were sighted again and identified. Their positions, set,

and drift were determined. In addition, three other bergs were

located in the axis of the rapidly increasing Labrador current leading

the newly reported ice. A thorough search of the area was made and

the set and drift of all ice again determined before proceeding to the

southward. Wlien this survey was completed the Modoc headed

southwestward to meet the Tampa. The relief was accomplished

at 11 a. m., April 24, in latitude 44° 57' N., longitude 53° 13' W.
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. KESUME

During this cruise suggestions as to safe courses to avoid ice on
requests of masters of vessels were made in 18 instances; 36 special

broadcasts locating positions of icebergs were sent out, in addition

to regularly scheduled ice broadcasts; 7 reports of obstructions were
broadcast; 25 weather reports were transmitted to passing vessels;

912 temperature reports and 7 obstruction reports were received

from merchant vessels.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 9, 10, and 16)

The weather experienced during the cruise was very unfavorable

for the work outlined with the exception of three days. Moderate
breezes to moderate gales were experienced generally with moderate
to rough seas. However, the weather was most favorable with excel-

lent visibility on the days during which it was possible to explore the

ice fields. Bergs were sighted from the masthead at a distance of

18 miles during that time. The amount of fog was average.

WATER TEMPERATURES

(See Charts Nos. 9 and 10)

Nine hundred and fifteen water temperatures were received and
plotted. The water temperature chart bore out the results of the

data obtained from the stations. It further indicated that the 55°

isotherm (cold wall) had not moved appreciably to the northward
since the last report. The Arctic water had retreated considerably

since the preceding period, the area around Flemish Cap having been
covered with warmer water by a swirl of the Gulf stream and the

western boundary of the frigid water having been pushed to the

northeastward by the Banks' water between Flemish Cap and the

100-fathom curve of the Banks so as to leave a narrow tongue of

Arctic water projecting to the eastward in latitude 47° 30' N. The
leg extending southward was also covered on the surface by the

warmer Gulf stream waters up to a point midway between the

forty-fourth and forty-fifth parallels. The influence of the Labrador
current, however, was still felt around the Tail of the Banks, its

existence being marked by an eddy of comparatively cold water

between 40 and 45° F. extending southeastward from the Tail

almost to the fortieth parallel. Almost the entire area of the Banks
was covered with the characteristic Banks' water of low salinity and
temperature range from 34 to 40° F. to such an extent as to eliminate

the tongue of Arctic water that extended along the eastern edge of the
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Grand Banks to latitude 44° N. The boundary to the eastward of

the Banks was more 'sharply defined and hugged the Banks more
closely than is usually the case. In close accord \Nath these findings

and in marked contrast to the experience of previous years is the

fact that not a single report of ice south of the forty-seventh parallel

was received during this period.

ICE

(See Chart No. 3)

On the first cruise of the Modoc, April 9 to 24, much ice was seen

but its early disintegration seemed evident except in the case of two

large bergs which, later, moved well to the southward. Seven re-

jDorts containing the position of 12 bergs were received during the

cruise from Cape Race and from steamers. The ice situation assumed

a peculiar aspect. The dangerous ice usually arrived on the Banks

early in March, The vanguard diu-ing this year was quite late and

well to the northward. The advance of the warm water and the

lateness of the arrival of the bergs worked toward an early disin-

tegration. The ice observed indicated that the bergs were drifting

toward a pool of Ai'ctic water between Flemish Cap and the Banks.

It was further noted that the ice was not concentrated in one mass

but was widely spread out, particularly to the eastward. The ice

that was reported early in the season had disintegrated rapidly.

The bergs observed by the Modoc on April 13 and 14 were as

follows

:

Lati-
tude
north



CEFG NO 7 SIGHTED BY THE MODOC ON APRIL 14, 1925, IN LATITUDE
15' N., LONGITUDE 49° 38' W.

This berg showed no signs of disintegration

BERG NO. 7 SIGHTED BY THE MODOC ON MAY 10, 1925

This berg had capsized since last sean

STEAMER PASSING CLOSE TO BERG NO. 7

This steamer is 552 feet long



BERGNO. 14SIGHTEDBYTHETAMPAONJUNE2. 1925. IN LATITUDE 43° 12' N.,

LONGITUDE 49° 05' W.

This berg was observed 20 miles away. The length over all was 512 feet and the height
at its highest point was 262 feet

12—2
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the 13th, in latitude 48° 40' N., longitude 49° 21' W., drifted during

a period of nine days in the direction 137° true, at the rate of 0.6

loiots jier houi".

The southcrmost berg in evidence on April 24 was in the Labrador

cm-rent, in latitude 47° 12' N., longitude 47° 18' W., and was work-

ing to the eastward in a tongue of Arctic water. This berg was ob-

served on the 22d, and showed marked signs of disintegration since

last seen on the 13th. The southern limits of the ice were rather far

north for this season of the year, probably due to mild winter condi-

tions in the north, the prevailing winter winds from eastward, and

the encroachment of the Gulf stream on the Labrador current.

RESUME OF BERG DRIFTS

Berg observed and reported

April 9: Latitude 48° 48' N., longitude 49° 28' W., again on April 13,

latitude 48° 40' N., longitude 49° 21' W., again on April 14, latitude 48° 31' N.,

longitude 49° 13' W., and again on April 22, latitude 47° 12' N., longitude

47° 18' W., had drifted 137° true, 0.6 knots per hour.

April 9: Latitude 48° 57' N., longitude 49° 17' W., again on April 10, latitude

48° 55' N., longitude 49° 12' W., again on April 14, latitude 48° 42' N., longitude

49° 10' W., again on April 21, latitude 48° 10' N., longitude 48° 18' W., had
drifted 133° true, 0.3 knots per hour.

April 14: Latitude 48° 15' N., longitude 49° 38' W., and again on April 21,

latitude 47° 22' N., longitude 48° 26' W., had drifted 125° true, 0.3 knots per

hour.

April 14: Latitude 48° 42' N., longitude 49° 55' W., and again on April 16,

latitude 48° 06' N., longitude 49° 37' W., had drifted 147° true, 0.4 knots per

hour.

April 17: Latitude 49° 50' N., longitude 48° 15' W., and again on April 22,

latitude 49° 24' N., longitude 48° 24' W., had drifted 192° true, 0.2 knots per

hour.

April 22: Latitude 49° 38' N., longitude 48° 21' W., and again on April 24,

latitude 48° 50' N., longitude 48° 33' W.
April 22: Latitude 49° 52' N., longitude 46° 45' W., and again on April 30,

latitude 48° 38' N., longitude 46° 45' W.
April 22: Berg No. 1, latitude 47° 12' N., longitude 47° 18' W., again on

April 24, latitude 46° 13' N., longitude 47° 20' W., again on April 30, latitude 45°

38' N., longitude 47° 51' W., again on May 1, latitude 45° 05' N., longitude
48° 32' W., again on May 2, latitude 44° 40' N., longitude 49° 02' W., again on
May 3, latitude 44° 14' N., longitude 49° 09' W., and again on May 4, latitude

44° 19' N., longitude 49° 17' W.
April 22: Berg No. 7, latitude 47° 49' N., longitude 47° 20' W., and again on

April 30, latitude 45° 44' N., longitude 46° 54' W. This berg was later caught
in the warm swirl and recurved to the following positions: May 1, latitude

45° 50' N., longitude 47° 14' W., and on May 2, latitude 45° 45' N., longitude
47° 47' W.
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THIRD CRUISE, "TAMPA," APRIL 24-MAY 8

The Tampa relieved the Modoc at 11 a. m,, April 24. The oceano-

graphic party was received on board, the transfer being effected in a

moderate sea. The vessel then stood to the northeastward to search

for bergs reported on April 22. On April 25 an intermittent fog

being encountered, the Tampa was hove to until midnight when the

cruise was again continued. During one of the clearings the French

barkentine Annie Cannes was passed close aboard and given her

position. A moderate NW. wind was encountered shortl}'- after

getting under way which increased to a force of eight and continued

blowing during the 26th, 27th, and part of the 2Sth, when it came
out from the northward and northeastward with a dense fog which

lasted until 10 p. m., April 29. During this time the vessel was
practically hove to, but worked very slowly toward the scene of the

southernmost ice.

On the morning of April 29 during a fog a small berg was sighted

in latitude 45° 49' N., long. 46° 58' W. As the vessel approached

the berg, which consisted of two large pinnacks, it capsized, break-

ing into a number of dangerous growlers. This proved to be a part

of the large berg later sighted by the Tampa. The search for ice

continued and at 11.30 a. m. on the 30th a large berg was found in

latitude 45° 58' N., longitude 46° 57' W. This was immediately

recognized as No. 7 of the first bergs seen by the Modoc on April

22. It was remarkable how little change had occurred during the

interval of time that had elapsed, there being no noticeable reduc-

tion in size, no old water lines visible, and no new ones formed.

This was due no doubt to the fact that the berg had remained in

the cold Arctic water until this time and that the temperature of the

air was such as not to permit melting or disintegration. Station

No. 33 was taken near this berg later on in the day but no Arctic

water was found. On the contrary a rise in temperature was
noticed shov/ing the rapidity of the invasion of the warmer water

from the southward. During the night of April 30, berg No. 7 con-

tinued in the eddy of warm water and was carried northwestward

and returned to the cold water. It had not changed in shape or size

when first observed, but 15 hours later while in the warm water had
capsized and commenced disintegrating rapidly. While standing by
this berg a report was received from a steamer stating that a large

iceberg was seen in latitude 45° 38' N., longitude 48° 51' W. The
Tampa proceeded at 3.50 a. m., May 1 for this position. At 9.30

a. m. the position was reached but no ice was sighted. The area

was thoroughly searched but nothing was seen. At 12 noon a report

was received from a steamer stating that a large berg had been

sighted in latitude 45° 05' N., longitude 48° 32' W. A course was
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set for this i)osition and at 5.50 p. m., the same day the berg was

found in latitude 45° 07' N., longitude 48° 31' W., 44 miles from the

first report. It was recognized as No. 1 or the original "dry dock."

As this was the southernmost ice it was decided to maintain position

near it until it was no longer a menace. On May 2 station No. 34

was taken showing warm water on the surface but with traces of

Arctic water below. Mining experiments were carried out with neg-

ligible results. On the forenoon of May 3 the area in the vicinity of

the berg was searched but no new ice was seen. Later on in the

day upon returning to the berg 6-pounder shells were fired into it

but they did very little damage.

A number of 6-pounder bm-sting charges proved to be duds. The

projectiles embedded themselves in the ice for a depth of about 8

inches. They remained in the bergs for a considerable time there-

after. Streaks of rust from them made excellent identification

marfe. Stations Nos. 35 and 36 were occupied on May 4 in the

vicinity of the berg, both showing traces of Arctic water. On May 5,

mining experiments and sonic tests were carried out on it. A dense

fog shut in at noon May 5 which lasted until May 8, during which

time the patrol vessel remained close by the southernmost ice. The

Tompa was relieved at 2.40 p. m. May 8 in latitude 45° 06' N.,

longitude 51° 58' W. By using the radiocompasses the two vessels

were able to lay o]>posite courses on a line of bearing which brought

them together with accuracy, avoiding delay in relief.

RESUME

During this cruise 1 steamer and 1 French fisherman were furnished

their positions; 27 vessels were furnished special ice information; 6

special ice broadcasts were transmitted in addition to the regular

broadcasts, and 28 weather reports were transmitted to passing ships.

Two obstruction reports were received from Cape Race and 4 from

steamers. These were later broadcast.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 10, 11, and 16)

The weather conditions on this cruise were for a great part un-

favorable for good scouting, and for that reason only the southern-

most ice was searched for and position maintained near it. This

was found to be bergs Nos. 7 and 9. The patrol began with the

barometer verj^^ low, having dropped suddenly on A]:)ril 22 from

30.12 at 7 a. m. to 29.63 at midnight of the same day and continuing

to drop to its lowest 29.22, at 7 p. m. on Aj^ril 23. The barometer

rose and fell alternately until 1 a. m., April 29, when it steadied

itself and rose gradually until its highest point, 30.22 on May 2 at
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1 p. m. It, however, remained fairly steady during that time and

exceptionally good weather resulted. During the greatest part of

the extreme low, strong NW. winds to NW. gales blew, hauling to

NE. through N. and then backing to NNE. After the rise, however,

it hauled rapidly from NNE. to SE. and SSE. The vessel during

its entire time was in an area bounded by parallels 44° and 46°, and

meridians 46° and 49°. From April 25 to April 29 it was impossible

to search on account of heavy gales, mist, rain, and foggy weather.

The cruise was thus featured by the absence of good weather and the

prevalence of fog and days of poor visibility.

WATER TEMPERATUKES

(See Charts Nos. 10 and 11)

Eight hundred and ten water temperature reports were received

and plotted. Attention is invited to this chart. In general, it bears

a great resemblance to that of the preceding period. The boundary

of the Gulf Stream had moved slightly to the northward and the

tongue of the cold water extending southeastward from the Tail of

the Banks had decreased considerably. The cold-water area on the

northern edge of the Banks in general had decreased, but two excep-

tions were noticed: The tongue lying down the northeastern slope

of the Banks extended farther to the south and increased locally in

strength of current, and the cold water around Cape Race also

increased in area and strength of current. The above conditions

were borne out by the action of the bergs reported during the period.

It was the intention of the oceanographer to duplicate monthly

stations Nos. .4 to 21 taken during the first cruise in order to obtain

sufficient data, at the same place at regular intervals, but the loca-

tion of the ice and the weather conditions prevented this procedure,

so that stations at critical points were only taken when the oppor-

tunities presented themselves.

ICE

(See Charts Nos. 4 and 5)

The stations taken during this cruise were mostly close to bergs.

They were generally in the path of Labrador current. The data

obtained from them coidd be called the advance signal of the increas-

ing Labrador current, and also gave an indication of the strength of

the invading Gulf water. In addition to the ice observed by the

Tamim, 28 ice reports were roceivod from Cape Race and 95 from

passing steamers. The bergs seemed to be advancing to the south-

ward very rapidly due to the acceleration of the weak Labrador cur-

rent then existing caused by the prevailing winds. A decided change

took place in the general movement. Many now bergs appeared.

Nearly all of them seemed to follow the cold-water tongue and when
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they slipped out into warm water usually eddied about until they

were back in the cold water, actually struggling for life, as was

evidenced by bergs Nos. 1 and 7.

The southerly drift was decidedly accentuated during this period

to a point in latitude 44° 30' N., longitude 49° 00' W., drifts as high

as 1.8 knots being observed in bergs along the eastern slope of the

Banks. An interesting condition was noted in the drift of berg No.

7 which was caught in an eddy of warm water along the eastern

slope and carried far to the eastward, finally circling to the north-

westward and returning to the cold water. Another interesting

incident of this cruise was the disintegration of berg No. 1, the

original "dry dock" observed by the Modoc. It had maintained its

shape throughout its long course; it established a record in speed,

making 1.8 knots per hour for a period of over 24 hours and reaching

a point in latitude 44° 10' N., longitude 49° 00' W., then gradually

recurving to the northwestward and then to the northward on the

Banks and there disintegrating.

The Canadian Ice Patrol, which cooperated with the International

Ice Patrol, was discontinued on May 6 as the waters from Cabot's

Straits inland were clear of ice.

RESUME OF BERG DRIFT

Berg ohserved and reported

April 24: Latitude 46° 13' N., longitude 47° 20' W., and again on April 30,

latitude 45° 40' N., longitude 47° 34' W., disintegrating rapidly.

April 24: Four bergs, latitude 48° 50' N., longitude 48° 33' W., the two larger

ones again on April 30, latitude 48° 17' N., longitude 49° 28' W., and on May 7,

latitude 47° 33' N., longitude 49° 32' W., and again, latitude 47° 37' N., longi-

tude 49° 27' W.; a smaller one on April 30, latitude 48° 25' N., longitude 49° 01'

W., and another small one on April 30, latitude 48° 20' N., longitude 49° 51' W.
April 28: Latitude 48° 47' N., longitude 48° 14' W., on May 1, latitude 47°

49' N., longitude 48° 07' W., again on May 6, latitude 46° 31' N., longitude 48°

23' W.
April 28: Latitude 47° 28' N., longitude 51° 16' W., on April 29, latitude 47°

11 N., longitude 51° 21' W., again on May 2, latitude 45° 50' N., longitude 52°

08' W.
April 29: Large berg, latitude 47° 00' N., longitude 47° 47' W., on April 30,

iatitude 46° 49' N., longitude 47° 58' W., on May 2, latitude 46° 24' N., longi-

tude 47° 55' W., again on May 4, latitude 46° 23' N., longitude 48° 00' W., and
again on May 7, latitude 46° 12' N., longitude 47° 52' W.

April 29: Latitude 46° 47' N., longitude 48° 22' W., and again on May 2,

latitude 46° 08' N., longitude 48° 35' W.
April 29: Latitude 47° 20' N., longitude 50° 57' W., and again on May 2,

latitude 45° 49' N., longitude 51° 40' W.
April 30: Latitude 46° 55' N., longitude 47° 35' W., and again on May 2, lati-

tude 46° 23' N., longitude 47° 43' W.; latitude 46° 20' N., longitude 47° 50' W.
April 30: Latitude 46° 47' N., longitude 48° 21' W., on May 1, latitude 46°

42' N., longitude 48° 20' W., again on May 2, latitude 46° 29' N., longitude 48°

18' W., and again on May 6, latitude 46° 12' N., longitude 48° 15' W.
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April 30: Latitude 48° 00' N., longitude 52° 16' W., and again on May 2, lati-

tude 47° 37' N., longitude 52° 15' W.
April 30: Two bergs, latitude 47° 57' N., longitude 52° 31' W., again on May

3, latitude 47° 36' N., longitude 52° 29' W.
May 1: Latitude 47° 58' N., longitude 50° 36' W., and again on May 3, lati-

tude 47° 47' N., longitude 50° 39' W.
May 2: Latitude 46° 22' N., longitude 49° 00' W., and again on May 5, lati-

tude 45° 32' N., longitude 49° 45' W., as large growler.

May 2: Latitude 47° 48' N., longitude 50° 58' W.; latitude 47° 45' N., longi-

tude 50° 58' W., and again on May 3, latitude 47° 45' N., longitude 50° 53' W.,

considered largest berg on Banks.

FOURTH CRUISE, "MODOC," MAY 8-23

The Modoc relieved the Tampa at 2.40 p. m., May 8. The ocean-

ographic party was received on board, the transfer being effected in

a moderate sea with a dense fog. Upon relief the Modoc proceeded

to search for the position of the southernmost ice in evidence on that

date. Station No. 37 was taken on May 9, but no Arctic water was
found. After a delay due to fog the berg was sighted on May 10

at 4.05 p. m. It was recognized as berg No. 7. Shortly thereafter

another berg was sighted close by. Station No. 38 was taken along-

side of the first one. Arctic water was found at depths of 50 to 175

meters, showing that the cold water current had again started to

flow and that it was this current that was bringing the bergs outside

the 100-fathom curve down the eastern edge of the Grand Banks.

Position was held in the vicinity of this berg and its drift observed

from time to time as clear weather permitted observation until the

morning of May 20. On May 11, 14, and 15 experiments were car-

ried out with mines and by gunfire. On May 14 station No. 39 was
taken. This showed no Arctic water. Dense fog was encountered

on May 16 and 17 and part of 18. The vessel was hove to and drifted.

On the afternoon of May 18, while in a dense fog, innumerable ful-

mars were noticed close by the vessel. The fog lifted at 2.45 p. m.

and a berg was observed 4 miles away. Stations Nos. 40, 41, and

42 were taken, showing fairly warm water except at station No. 40

at depths of 50 and 125 meters and station No. 41 at a depth of 40

^ .jiictpfs, where Arctic water was found. Further mining experiments

,.f '..•'•<p:6re 'Earned out on May 19 and 20. On the morning of May 21 a
*

"i ,<.;A ^eaCQli ' of the area was made and two bergs were sighted, one in

vT/-."'''.."l'atituck;44° 41' N., longitude 48° 41' W., and one in latitude 45°

'>\ V y. ;tP4'-'N^ longitude 48° 39' W. Station No. 43 was taken on May 21.

X*: .-;-No -Aroii-^/'kvater was found. The remainder of the cruise was de-

!- - ,% . Yotesd. -tV Seai-ching for and tracking the southernmost ice. On May 22

'';^' ^.^tl|e -l^i-cncli barkentine Terra Neuve was spoken and her position

'^'J^^f^rni^ed. The Modoc was relieved of the patrol by the Tampa at

10 a. m., May 23, in latitude 44° 54' N., longitude 53° 03' W.
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RESUME

During this cruise 160 ice reports and 950 water temperature

reports were received from steamers and 17 ice reports from Cape

Race. Six derelict reports were received and broadcast. Warn-
ings of bergs on their courses were sent to 45 steamers following their

requests for information and additional information was furnished

to 7 other steamers. Eleven special ice broadcasts were sent out

in addition to the scheduled ones and 27 weather reports were trans-

mitted.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 11, 12, and 16)

Only one gale was experienced during this cruise. It made its

appearance very suddenly at noon of May 21 and lasted until the

evening of May 22. About 5 of the 15 days were favorable for

visibility and observations, the rest being foggy and rainy with low

visibility. The percentage of fog was 64.4 per cent.

WATER TEMPERATURES

(See Charts Nos. 11 and 12)

Nine hundred and fifty water temperature reports were received

and plotted. The chart evidenced a continuation of the conditions

existing during the previous period. The cold water area decreased

in size until at the end of the period there was very little cold water

on the surface south of the forty-eighth parallel. A narrow tongue

of Arctic water still extended to latitude 46° 20' N., along the edge of

the Banks. Although the warmer water was pushed northward

along the Banks, there remained a subsurface tongue of Arctic water

down to latitude 45° 30' N. at depths of 25 and 50 meters. This

apparently accounted for the drift of a few bergs below latitude

46° 00' N. The weakness of the flow of the Arctic current was

reflected in the movements of the bergs during that period. Al-

though a comparatively large number of bergs were reported around

the northeast slope, their southerly drift was very slow and onl

bergs were encountered south of latitude 46° 00' N.

ICE

(See Chart No. 5)

One hundred and sixty berg reports were received fro

and 17 reports from Cape Race during this cruise. Th
stood by the largest berg, which also proved to be the southerrP

ice, a great deal of the time in order to obtain accurate data in regard

to its drift. This berg was originally No. 7 of the first group seen
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by the Modoc. It reached latitude 46° 00' N. before the Gulf

stream pinched off the cold water to the southward leaving only a

tongue paralleling the Banks, possibly 15 miles in width and reaching

down to about latitude 44° 30' N. The berg was first observed

on May 10. It drifted to the southward following the contour of

the Banks to latitude 44° 28' N., longitude 48° 53' W., when it

recurved to the eastward and was last seen by the Modoc in latitude

44° 40' N., longitude 47° 52' W. This berg was reported on the

morning of the 21st by the Tuscania in latitude 44° 41' N., longitude

47° 36' W. It seemed that the bergs coming to the southward this

season until this cruise having arrived at latitude 46° 00' N. increased

their drift until latitude 44° 40' N. was reached when they ceased

their southerly motion and moved off slowly to the eastward. On
the afternoon of May 20, two bergs that had been reported south of

latitude 46° 00' N. were sighted respectively in latitude 44° 41' N.,

longitude 48° 41' W., and latitude 45° 04' N., longitude 48° 39' W.
Check was kept on these bergs until the night of Ma}^ 21, when they

lost their southerly drift and took up the easterh^ drift in latitude

44° 32' N.

The majority of bergs were in the Arctic water area and their

movements were very slow. It is rather interesting to see how the

bergs as a whole strive to remain in the cold water. It seemed that

bergs located more than 10 miles off the northeast Bank paralleled

the edge of the Bank in their drift, while those less than 10 miles

drifted due south. The southern movement seemed to be very slow

until latitude 46° 00' N. was reached when the bergs took an addi-

tional impetus, reaching a drift of 1 knot and better per hour.

This, however, was reduced when the bergs reached latitude 44° 30'

N. where the drift stopped and the bergs started their eastward

journey. The Arctic cold tongue disappeared about May 15 and
that allowed practically all bergs off the Banks to come south slowly.

There were 60 known bergs and 19 doubtful ones (bergs reported

once but positions not confirmed later) on the ice chart, divided as

follows

:

Between latitudes 44 and 45° 4

Between latitudes 45 and 46° 3

Between latitudes 46 and 47° 14

Between latitudes 47 and 48° 41

Between latitudes 48 and 49° 17

These did not include the bergs close to the coast of Ne^vfound-

land, but only bergs which were likely to endanger shipping when a

departure was taken from land. It was comparatively easy to

identify bergs, as practically all ships were kind enough to send a

good description with their reports. This assisted the oceanographer

to recognize the individual bergs and in observing their progress and
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made it possible to check them as they moved from one area to

another. The forty-fifth parallel and track "E" were seriously

menaced by the ice.

It is thought advisable to mention that a number of steamers con-

tinued to cross the Banks on the assigned track "E" in spite of the

many bergs which menaced this track, reported in the regular and
special broadcasts as well as in indivdual messages to the crossing

steamers. A number had reported sighting bergs on this track at

night and in dense fog. The danger in this procedure was apparent.

One notable case, which nearly ended in disaster, may be described

here: The weather was exceedingly foggy and had been for two days.

The patrol vessel had received from a steamer water-temperature,

course, and position reports. The position and course were plotted

and it was found that the steamer would, during the night, be in the

vicinity of seven bergs. This danger was made known to the steamer

by radio. At 6.30 a. m. the patrol vessel received the following

message

:

9.30 G. M. T. by account in latitude 47° 10' N., longitude 49° 35' W., dense fog.

See through fog berg close aboard. Could not approximate size or if any more
near. Temperature air 33°, sea 36°. Stopped.

The vessel was again cautioned and given the location of the

remaining ice and advised to heave to or proceed very slowly. At
noon it cleared and the steamer proceeded on her course and reported

two more bergs shortl}^ thereafter. The master was very grateful

for the information.

RESUME OF BERG DRIFT

Berg observed and reported

May 14: Latitude 48° 08' N., longitude 47° 51' W.; again on May 18, latitude

47° 26' N., longitude 47° 30' W., 158° true, 0.4 knots.

May 14: Latitude 48° 07' N., longitude 48° 17' W.; again on May 19, latitude

47° 30' N., longitude 47° 50' W., 156° true, 0.3 knots.

May 16: Latitude 47° 34' N., longitude 47° 51' W.; again on May 19, latitude

46° 30' N., longitude 47° 16' W., 158° true, 0.6 knots.

May 20: Latitude 48° 44' N., longitude 48° 28' W.; again on May 23, latitude

47° 56' N., longitude 47° 52' W., 157° true, 0.6 knots.

FIFTH CRUISE, "TAMPA," MAY 23-JUNE 8

The Tampa reheved the Modoc on May 23, The oceanographic

party was taken on board, the transfer being effected in a choppy
sea. The vessel steamed for the position of the two bergs last seen

by the Modoc, locating them at 1 p. m., May 24. While observing

the drift of these, four other bergs coming from the north joined the

two under observation and started their drift to the eastward.

The Tampa remained near the ice until May 29. On May 25, 27, and

28 sonic experiments were carried out upon the bergs, in 1,800
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fathoms of water. Station No, 45 was taken on May 25, station

No. 46 on May 26, and station No. 47 on May 27, warm water

being found throughout except at 250 meters at station No. 46,

where a trace of Arctic water was found.

When it became apparent that the bergs would take up the eastern

drift the Tampa proceeded to the northward to search for ice that was
menacing the Cape Race and ''F" tracks and for those hkely to

become a menace to the southward. At 5. p. m.. May 30, a large

berg was located on the edge of the Banks in latitude 47° 17' N.,

longitude 47° 55' W. This berg was about 700 feet long, 250 feet

high, and about 200 feet wide. It was box-shaped and showed little

signs of disintegratmg. This was the largest berg seen by the Tampa.

A series of sonic experiments were carried out around this berg.

While lying alongside, a report was received from the S. S. Oscar II,

Df a large berg in latitude 44° 00' N., longitude 48° 56' W. Acoursewas
laid for this position and the berg located at 7.25 p. m., on June 2, in

latitude 43° 12' N., longitude 49° 05' W. This berg was in the shape

of a floating dry dock, having two distinct walls of ice. It was over

500 feet long and about 262 feet high at its highest point. En route

to this berg another was sighted on May 31, at 3.45 a, m. in lati-

tude 46° 20' N., longitude 48° 03' W. The Tampa stood by the " dry

dock " until relieved. This berg was the first to break the warm water

barrier, it drifting down the tongue of cold water that lay along the

Banks. On June 2, it drifted due west, to the extreme southwest end

of the cold-water tongue and remained stationar}^ for the remainder

of the day, but later was caught in an eddy and whirled counter-

clockwise for approximately a day when it again took up its westward

drift. Station No. 48 was taken but no Arctic water was found.

No opportunity was had to observe the berg on June 3, 4, or 5 on

account of the gales and tog. The Tampa took station to the south-

ward of the ice during this time as a considerable number of vessels

were passing through the area in which the berg was located, giving

them radio warning of the presence of this ice.

Attention is invited to the water temperature chart, May 1-15,

and the ice chart, showing the drift of this berg in comparison with

the drift of five others that were diverted to the eastward in latitude

44° 32' N. On the afternoon of June 5, the vessel cruised westward

searcliing for ice. A tog shut in and the vessel was hove to until the

morning of June 6 when the search was resumed. The fog again shut

in during the day, but the vessel proceeded slowly to the westward

as the set had been to the eastward during the niglit. At 5.46 p. m.

a growler and considerable small ice were seen and the vessel was hove

to for the night. At daybreak the ''dry-dock" berg was seen to the

westward. The vessel was headed for it. The position was deter-

mined and found to be latitude 42° 34' N.. longitude 50° 44' W.
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It had drifted arouud the Tail of the Banks a distance of 60 miles

since last seen. The Tampa remained near this berg until relieved

by the Modoc at 6 a. m., June 8, in latitude 42° 58' N., longitude

54° 14' W.
Resume

During the third cruise of the Tampa 850 temperature reports were

received. In response to 2 requests for medical attention the ship's

doctor prescribed, the vessels reported their patients doing well after

a lapse of 3 days and thanked the patrol vessel. Thirty-nine requests

for ice information were answered. Eight special ice broadcasts were

sent out in addition to the regular broadcasts. Three obstruction

reports were received and broadcast. Eighteen weather reports

were transmitted to passing shipping; 92 ice reports were received

from vessels, and 59 reports from shore stations.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 12, 13, and 16)

The weather experienced during this cruise was not very good

for the work outlined. Only two gales were encountered, but con-

siderable fog and rain prevailed.

TEMPERATURES

(See Charts Nos. 12 and 13)

Warming up of the water masses in the patrol area had progressed

to such extent that no Arctic water was reported south of the forty-

eighth parallel. Surface temperatures over the northern and north-

eastern slopes of the Banks ranged from 35° to 40°, while over the

central portions of the Banks they were well over 40°. The GuH
Stream had moved slightly to the northward. Of particular interest,

as affecting the drift of bergs, was a narrow tongue of 36-40° water

lying along the eastern slope and extending as far south as the Tail

of the Banks. During the early part of the period the bergs in their

southerly drift all stopped upon reaching the neighborhood of lati-

tude 44° 30' N. and recurved to the northeastward, but toward the

end of the period berg No. 14 came under the influence of the tongue

of cold water extending southward and was carried down to the Tail

of the Banks where its movements were watched with interest. The
past developments of the cold tongue afforded valuable information

relative to the drift of the bergs along the northeastern slopes of the

Banks; thus should the tongue be pinched off by warmer currents it

seemed probable that the southerly movement of the foregoing bergs

would be greatly diminished. A tongue of cold water about 38°

extended about 25 meters below the surface of the water. This was
probably the propelling force of the bergs.
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ICE

(See Chart No. 6)

The ice situation simplified itself considerably during this cruise,

and the menace to the northward was gradually disappearing. Only

one tongue of cold water remained, extending practically the full

length of the eastern slope of the Banks. Bergs that were caught in

this swirl drifted southward. On June 8 only seven bergs were in this

current. The ice on the Banks was practically stationary. Those

bergs to the east of the Banks moved about ESE. then eastward

and recurved northeastward. The Cape Race and "F" tracks were

seriously menaced by the bergs. The ice as a whole seemed to

remain in the cold water close to the Banks. Indications were that

as long as that flow was not checked the bergs would tend to

menace the Tail of the Banks, as was shown by berg No. 14 which

broke through the warm-water barrier by hugging the edge of the

Banks very closely while five other bergs proceeded due east from

approximately the same latitude but a few miles farther east in

longitude. At the close of the Tampa's cruise there was 1 berg

below 44° which was rapidly disintegrating; 4 between 48° and

49°; 26 between 47° and 48° of which 6 were west of longitude

49° 00' and 8 east of longitude 47° 00', and 4 between latitude 46°

and 47° of which 2 were west of longitude 48° and 1 east of longi-

tude 47°. In all cases these bergs were surrounded by numerous

growlers. Practically all the ice was between track "E" and track

''B." June was particularly hard on the icebergs, it being ushered

in by a dense fog and warm rain which was followed by two heavy

gales with attending heavy seas.

RESUME OF ICE

Berg observed and reported

May 25: Latitude 48° 45' N., longitude 50° 14' W., and again on May 30,

latitude 48° 26' N., longitude 49° 28' W., 125° true, 0.3 knot per hour.

May 26: Latitude 48° 10' N., longitude 49° 15' W., and again on May 29,

latitude 47° 53' N., longitude 48° 39' W., 127° true, 0.37 knot per hour.

May 27: Latitude 47° 38' N., longitude 48° 00' W., and again on May 30,

latitude 47° 17' N., longitude 47° 55' W., 158° true, 0.3 knot per hour.

May 29: Latitude 47° 47' N., longitude 48° 18' W., and again on May 31,

latitude 47° 20' N., longitude 47° 32' W., 136° true, 0.6 knot per hour.

May 29: Latitude 48° 13' N., longitude 47° 30' W., and again on June 4,

latitude 47° 46' N., longitude 46° 50' W., 141° true, 0.27 knot per hour.

SIXTH CRUISE, "MODOC," JUNE 8-23

The Modoc relieved the Tampa on June 8. The oceanographic

party was received on board. The vessel proceeded to the position

of the berg that had been under observation by the Tampa near the
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Tail of the Banks. The berg was sighted shortly before nightfall,

and the vessel was hove to near by it upon coming up with it. On
June 9 experiments were carried out with mines and stations Nos.

50 and 51 were occupied. Both stations indicated warm water on

the surface with a trace of Arctic water at the bottom. From June

10 to 15 the vessel stood by the large berg experimenting with mines

and 6-pounder gunfire. Station No. 52 was taken on June 11 and

station No. 53 on June 12. Both stations indicated very warm water.

On June 15 and 16 the area between latitude 41° 30' and latitude

43° 30' and longitude 47° 00' and longitude 50° 30' was searched

and found free of ice except for one small berg in latitude 42° 39' N.,

longitude 49° 31' W., and the large one noted above. On June 15

stations Nos. 54 and 55 were taken, but no Arctic water was found.

The large berg, No. 14, was trailed between June 17 and 22. On
the evening of June 19 the vessel encountered a southerly gale, and
the berg was lost sight of. The berg was searched for, allowing the

regular drift, but was not found until 1.05 p. m. June 20, when it

was discovered well to the northward of the first position. It had
been carried due north by the south gale. As the vessel approached

the ice the seas could be seen striking the berg with such force as to

throw the spray over 100 feet high. The berg was badly battered

and reduced in size, with many dangerous growlers floating around.

On the morning of June 22 station No. 56 was taken, showing warm
water throughout. In the evening of the same day a dense fog was
encountered.

At 4.50 a. m. (patrol time) June 23, the patrol ship was advised

by radio from the steamer Saugus that she was aground on the berg

that the patrol vessel was watching. It was estimated that the

distance was about 4 miles. Dense fog prevailed. A radio bearing of

the Saugus was obtained, and the patrol ship put on a course for the

stranded steamer. Shortly after starting the vessel was advised that

the Saugus had backed clear of the berg without damage, and was
proceeding without need of assistance. Unable to obtain details of

the mishap, it was concluded that the steamer had run in on the flat

part of the dry-dock structure of this burg, thereby avoiding a colli-

sion with the abrupt sides of it. If the Saugus had communicated her

position and course during the night, she could have been advised,

and the accident probably avoided. The position of the berg, lati-

tude 42° 20' N., longitude 48° 13' W., and the fact that the Modoc
was lying near it, were communicated in the regular broadcast of the

preceding evening. The berg's position was accurately located three

times on June 22, 8 a. m., noon, and 4.30 p. m. by intersection of lines.

The tendency at noon had been south and west. The normal set

and drift was applied to the 4 p. m. sight when it was noted that the

set to the southward and westward had stopped. At 4 p. m. the
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France passed close by the berg, and at 5 p. m. the steamer Westerner

passed 10 miles to the southward. The positions of both these

steamers indicated that the patrol's position was correct. The posi-

tion the master of the Saugus gave at the time of grounding was
passed over by a number of steamers during the two preceding days

and no ice was seen. Also the Westerner passed within 10 miles on

June 22, a beautiful, clear day and saw no ice. All of June 23 fog

existed. The Modoc searched for berg No. 14 after the fog lifted, and

found it just before noon on June 24 in latitude 42° 27' N., longi-

tude 48° 08' W. Upon the arrival of the Modoc the berg capsized

and practically broke in half, one-half breaking into a great number of

growlers and the other half remaining intact. Shortly thereafter a

steamer was seen heading for the berg and passed the same close

aboard, having to shift helm to avoid dangerous growlers. The
patrol vessel asked the vessel for the position while abeam the berg,

which was given as latitude 42° 05' N., longitude 48° 12' W. The
steamer was then requested to furnish a correct noon position. The
steamer traveled exactly 32 minutes due west aftei passing the berg

until local apparent noon. This steamer had not cooperated in any

way. It is of interest to note that this steamer absolutely checked

the patrol vessel's noon position which was latitude 42° 27' N.,

longitude 48° 05' W.
The track followed by this berg from the 9th instant in latitude

42° 02' N., longitude 50° 42' W., to the 24th instant, when it had

reached latitude 42° 27' N., longitude 48° 08' W., was such as to

render necessary the presence of the patrol vessel in its vicinity.

Numerous vessels were coming in on courses which carried them
across this area near to, and often north of the forty-second parallel.

Although the periodic broadcasts from the patrol vessel advised all

ships of the menace of this berg, special warnings were sent out,

and special information given to approaching steamers on request,

as to safe courses, the tendency of most of the passing craft seemed

to be that of shaping their courses close to the successive positions

of the berg, from day to day, in order to gain a few miles in their

distances; and this practice was often carried to the point of involv-

ing considerable risk of running onto the berg at night or in thick

weather if their positions were not accurately known. The patrol

vessel was able to keep close record of the courses of all ships in the

vicinity that gave information in connection with their temperature

reports of their positions, courses, and speeds; and practically all of

those communicated with altered course when it was suggested

that they do so in the interest of safet3\ On five nights during

this cruise the searchlight was used at intervals to show passing

ships the berg that was being watched. In addition to the impor-

tance of the above supervision, there was that of observation of the



currents or absence of them as shown by the drift of the berg, in

order that some advance information might be obtained as to the

general menace of other bergs to the north, and their probable move-
ments.

The Modoc trailed the berg until relieved of the patrol by the

Tampa at 8.35 a. m., June 25 in latitude 42° 32' N., longitude 49° 33'

W. Practically the entire cruise was devoted to guarding the south-

ern berg and the critical area in the vicinity of the Tail of the Banks;

no time being afforded for exploring the fields to the extreme north.

Two passenger liners sighted were reported for violation of the

track agreement and that fact communicated by dispatch to coast

guard headquarters.

RESUME

Up to and including June 23, 49 berg reports were received from
ships and 61 from Cape Race radio station; 7 reports of obstructions

to navigation were received and broadcast. In addition to the peri-

odic ice broadcast, 11 special broadcasts were transmitted; 35

steamers were given individual ice warnings for safe course to be

followed in the vicinity of bergs. Eighteen weather reports were

transmitted to passing ships. Nine vessels were observed by day
passing the berg guarded, 2 of them passenger liners, and 5 vessels

"by night to whom the presence of the berg was communicated by
searchlight beam.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 13, 14 and 15)

The weather during this cruise was favorable in the main. One
southerly gale of force eight was experienced on the 17th and strong

breezes to a moderate gale from the same quarter on the 19th.

The fog experienced was 26.8 per cent.

WATER TEMPERATURES

(See Charts Nos. 13 and 14)

An analysis of the water temperatures plotted during the period

June 1-15, indicated that the cold wall had changed its position very

little west of the Tail of the Banks, but had moved up considerably

on the eastern side. The 50° curve worked up close to the eastern

and western sides of the Tail of the Banks, leaving a narrow tongue of

water at temperatures 42° to 48° extending south-southeast toward
the 60° curve. A long narrow tongue of water carrying temperatures

from 38°-40° extended the full length of the eastern edge of the Grand
Banks. The chart begun for the period June 16-30 showed that this

cold tongue had been pinched off at about latitude 44° 00' N.

72783—26t 3
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A number of pockets of cool water were found during the cruise in

the area between latitude 42° 00' N. and 43° 00' N., longitude 48° 00'

W. and 51° 00' W.; but these are being rapidly eliminated by the

invasion of water of a temperature of 48° and above. These cold

water pockets were the cause of the intermittent fog during the cruise.

The vessel passing through these cold spots ran into a dense fog (clear

over head) and upon leaving them and going into warmer water

found clear weather.

ICE

(See Chart No. 6)

All of the new bergs reported during this cruise were between lati-

tudes 46° 00' N. and 48° 00' N., and between longitudes 50°.00' W.
and 52° 00' W., except one berg reported in latitude 48° 19' N.,

longitude 47° 52' W., on June 15. At the expiration of this

cruise there were only two known bergs below latitude 44° 00' N.

A third berg was reported on the 15th in latitude 43° 52' N., longi-

tude 48° 51' W., with position given by the reporting steamer as

doubtful as the supposed berg was passed in the fog. From the 19th

instant eight steamers passed through tlie area in which this berg

was reported, with requests that they keep a bright lookout and report

if they should sight it, but all reported that no ice had been seen.-

The temperature reports of these steamers showed no water below
40°. The existence of the berg in this area was, therefore, considered

doubtful. Tlie numerous bergs which had congregated in the area

between latitudes 46° 00' N. and 48° 00' N., longitudes 47° 00' W.
and 49° 00' W. appeared to have drifted off to eastward or disin-

tegrated in the area, with the exception of two large bergs, which
broke tlirough the warm water at latitude 44° 40' N., near the edge

of the Banks and reached a maximum southing at latitude 41° 58' N.,

longitude 49° 27' W. on June 15. Tlie disposition of the smaller

bergs was checked by reports of bergs to the eastward, and of numer-
ous growlers in the original area.

In general the drift of berg No. 14 was as follows:

The berg drifted 193° T. 29 miles between noon, June 7, and 9.10

p. m., June 8, following the 40° temperature curve. The winds

were NNW. NNE. and east breezes on the 7th and Sth and light

airs on the 9th. The berg followed the 50° curve making a number
of turns and dips, slowing up considerably when passing the cold

tongue to the southward, but increasing after crossing the same.

The southerly gales on June 18 drove the berg to the northward.

The NW. winds on June 20 drove the berg due west and the NE.
and easterly winds on June 21 set the berg due south for a distance of

about IS miles. From then on it again took up the NE. set.
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The commanding officer of the Modoc made the following com-

prehensive report to the commander, International Tee Patrol, upon

relief on June 25.

{n) Only two bergs are below latitude 43°, but well above latitude

42°. Both are disintegrating rapidly and will be gone in 10 or 12

days. The bergs are wind-borne and drift as the wind blows.

(6) The Labrador current has practically been pinched off.

ic) The Gulf stream is invading this area rapidly as is evidenced

by the rising temperatures. The area between 42° and 4.3° is covered

with pockets of cold water which have no motion.

id) The current tendencies are well to the northw^ard of latitude

42° and it is believed safe to say that no ice can possibly drift to the

southward of 42° at any time from now on, thus making the trans-

Atlantic lanes absolutely safe and ready for shifting on July 1. No
new bergs have been reported south of latitude 48° which would

indicate a cessation of Labrador current, and the only current that

is left is between 4.5° and 48°, due probably to the momentum of the

original stream.

(f) The area between 43° and 45° has been covered by a number
of vessels without reporting ice, except on one occasion, June 15,

a berg being sighted in latitude 43° 52' N., longitude 4S° 51' N., fog

existing at the time, but this position was very doubtful.

(/) No bergs have been reported or seen south of latitude 42°

this year.

{(j) The critical areas have been searched and no ice found.

SEVENTH CRUISE, "TAMPA," JUNE 25-JULY 9

The Tampa beginning her fourth cruise on June 25, continued the

search for the remains of the berg to the eastward that was guarded
by the Modoc. Upon relieving the Tampa the commanding officer

of the Modoc stated that it was his intention to make a search for

the berg previously reported to the northward. At 4 p. m., June 15,

this berg was found by the Modoc in latitude 42° 41' N., longitude
50° 56' W., broken into three parts with much small ice in immediate
vicinity and rapidl}' dis'integrating. On the evening of June 25, a

resume of ice conditions was submitted to headquarters as follows:

Coast Guard,
Washington, D. C.

Estimate of ice situation June 25. Only two bergs reported south of forty-

fourth parallel as follows: Berg 4230 N. 4800 W. This berg has been under
constant surveillance since May 21 by patrol vessel and is now rapidly dis-

integrating. This berg is drifting north-northeast and sea water temperature in

vicinity is .57°. Other berg found at 4 p. m. to-day by Modoc 4241- N. 5056 W.
drifting west-northwest sea water temperature in vicinity 53° small growlers

nearby. Both these bergs rapidly disintegrating. No report of bergs south of

latitude 45° except the two mentioned above has been recorded since June 9.
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No report has been received of bergs in area between latitude 45° and 48° N.,

longitude 46° and 49° W. since June 7. All other ice reported since June 7 has

been to eastward of longitude 49°. No water less than 40° F. south of latitude

44°. Effect of Gulf stream very noticeable over Banks and surrounding area.

Effect of Labrador current no longer noticeable it is beUeved that steamer lanes

may be moved to regular position on July 1 with safety.

Commander International Ice Patrol.

As fog persisted intermittently, the vessel proceeded at slow speed

to the last position of the berg as seen by the Modoc on June 24, and
arrived near the reported position of this berg on June 26, but no
ice was seen. The area was searched when clear weather permitted

and, on June 30 at 1.40 p. m., a small growler was found, the remains

of the berg, 443^^ miles, 57° true from the last reported position.

This shows a drift of 0.32 knots per hour during that period. The
vessel hove to near the growler which rapidly disintegrated. The
sonic apparatus was tested on this growler.

On the evening of June 30 headquarters informed the patrol that

the steamship lanes would automatically be shifted on July 1, which

information was broadcast to merchant shipping.

There being no further ice to the eastward, the Tampa headed for

the Tail of the Banks to make further search. Fog shut in on the

evening of July 1 and the vessel was hove to. After the fog lifted a

cruise was made up the east Bank between latitude 43° and 44°,

but no ice was seen.

On the evening of July 2 a recommendation to discontinue the

patrol was forwarded to headquarters as follows:

Coast Guard Headquarters,
Washington, D. C.

No ice known to be north of latitude 47°. This area has been traveled by a

number of merchant vessels in clear weather these ships have been in communica-
tion with patrol vessel for some time before entering patrol area while crossing

area and after leaving area. Two bergs previously reported south of latitude

47° have disintegrated. Patrol vessel was alongside of easternmost berg at

time of final disintegration. Effect of Labrador current no longer noticeable.

No water of less than 47° F. below Tail of Banks. The 60° F. curve has reached

latitude 42° 30' N. between longitude 48° and 51° and up to 43° westward of

longitude 51° and eastward of longitude 48°. The effects of the Gulf stream

are very noticeable over the Grand Banks and the surrounding area prevailing

winds from southward sending warm water northward. No new ice report

received. In view of the foregoing the discontinuance of the patrol is recom-

mended. Critical area has been searched by patrol vessel, no ice seen.

Commander International Ice Patrol.

On July 3 a reply was received directing that the area between

latitude 42° and 44° N., longitude 49° 30' and 52° W., be searched.

The vessel proceeded to the upper section of the area and commenced
searching b}^ means of the rectangular search method. On July

7 the French barkentine Voalle was spoken, medical assistance was
rendered, her position was determined, and fresh food was exchanged
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for fish. Fog was encountered for part of the tinie but when relieved

by the Modoc at 8 a. ni., Juh' 9, in latitude 43° 00' N., longitude 55° 00'

W., a trifle more than one-fourth of the area had been covered.

RESUME

During the last cruise of the Tampa four special ice broadcasts

were transmitted in addition to the regular broadcast; 23 vessels were
given special ice information; 27 vessels whose courses were in danger-

ous areas were warned; 3 vessels were rendered medical assistance

by radio; 19 weather reports were transmitted to passing ships;

627 sea-water temperatures were received and plotted; 2 obstruction

reports were received and hroadcast; 5 ice reports were received from

shore stations, and 6 ice reports from vessels; 1 S O S was intercepted

but not within the jurisdiction of the Tampa.

WEATHER

(See Charts Nos. 14, 15, and 16)

The weather experienced during the cruise was very good except

that considerable fog was encountered, hampering searching.

TEMPERATURES

(See Charts Nos. 14 and 15)

During this cruise there was a noticeable change in temperature.

The prevailing southerh' breezes had driven up the warm water

so that 52° F. was found near the Tail of the Banks. The line of the

axis of the Labrador current was 47° and the 60° curve reached

latitude 42° 38' N., between longitude 48° and 50°, while the 50°

curve reached up to latitude 45° 00' N., on the Banks. The Banks
contain no water below 40°. The coolest water was still along the

eastern side of the Banks. The characteristic southeast tongue

still existed. The prevailing southerly winds seem to be the greatest

aid in forcing up the warm water. A day or so of northerly gales

made quite a difference in the movement offering a noticeable check

to the northerly drift.

ICE

(See Chart No. 6)

The ice menace had practically disappeared during this cruise. No
bergs were south of latitude 48° 00' N, except the two guarded by the

patrol vessel. What ice existed above 47° seemed to take an eastward

course reaching as far east as longitude 40° 00' W.
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EIGHTH CRUISE, "MODOC," JULY 9-12

The Modoc took up the patrol at 8 a. m., July 9. A course was set

for the northwest corner of the unsearched area, at a speed to bring

the vessel up with the area shortly before daylight on the 10th. As a

"high" was due in the area to be searched, the Modoc increased her

speed to take advantage of all the good weather.

wSearch by rectangular method was begun at 5 a. m. of July 10

under ideal conditions, with clear skies and highest visibility, and was
continued until sunset. The last portion of the ex]>]ored area be-

tween rarallels 42° 00' and 44° 00' and between meridians 49° 30'

and 52° 00' was covered on July 11 and the patrol commander noti-

fied at Halifax by radio, through Cape Race and Camperdown, at

3 p. m., forty-fifth meridian time, that the search had been com-
pleted.

At 8 a. m., forty-fifth meridian time, of July 12 advice was received

from the patrol commander that the International Ice Patrol was
discontinued for the season, and this infoimation was transmitted

by broadcast from the Modoc to all vessels and stations as of noon,

Greenwich civil time.

Junction was made with the Tampa at 5.30 a. m. on the 15th in

latitude 42° 30' N., longitude 65° 23' W., where transfer of the

oceanographic ] arty was effected to that vessel. From this point

the Modoc proceeded for her station at Wilmington, N. C, and the

Tampa ])roceeded to Boston, Mass.

During this cruise of the Modoc only 75 teni] erature reports were

received from steamei-s. This was far below the average and is

probably explainable by the belief on the j^art of many that the

necossit}' for the reports had passed.

No ice was seen or reported during the cruise. Seven requests

for information regarding the ice situation weie received and one

request for medical advice. Two rej)orts of drifting wj-eckage were

received and forwarded to the Hydrograrhic Office.

The weather experienced during this cruise was very good, encoun-

tering no gales and very little fog. (See Charts Nos. 15 and 16.)

There was a remarkable change of temperature during this cruise.

The characteristic southeast tongue still existed, l)ut was much
smaller. No water below 42° was found south of latitude 47° 00'.

The Banks water became uniformly warmer, reaching as high as

56°. The Arctic water had completely disaj^] eared. (See Chart

No. 15.)

Messages of appreciation were transmitted to various land radio

stations for assistance rendei-ed bv theni during the season.



REPORT OF ICE PATROL COMMANDER
Commander H. G. Fisher, United States Coast Guard

The International Ice Patrol for the season of 1925 was inaugu-

rated on March 23, when the Tampa left Boston for the Grand
Banks, and was continued until July 12, when the Modoc reported

the steamship lanes entirely free from the ice menace.

The presence of the Coast Guard cutters has come to be looked

u])on as an established fact by all vessels passing through this area

during the ice season. The prompt response to warnings, the ab-

sence of interference during the daily radio broadcasts, and the

increased number of ice and temperature reports received from com-

mercial vessels, indicate that the patrol is considered a most valuable

aid to navigation.

In preparation for the patrol the Tam'pa and Modoc had been

ecjuipped with special radio sets of the latest improved design, and

a sonic depth finder had been installed on the Tam'pa for the pur-

pose of conducting experiments to test its value in locating ice bergs.

The radio outfit with which the vessels were equipped proved

most valuable. The radio telephones were of especial value to the

vessels in relieving each otiier. The splendid work of the radio

personnel is worthy of mention. Each ship had a radio complement

of four operators, and, while on patrol, an extra chief radioman was

attached to the oceanographic party. In addition to the regular

radio traffic it was found necessary to relay certain messages through

the ship in port. The work of the radio force was hard, constant,

and wearing, but it was all performed willingly and most efficiently.

The sonic depth finder as installed on the Tampa was found to

be wholl}' unsuitable for locating ice bergs and other obstacles, but

as a navigational aid in taking soundings and locating a position in

a fog it proved of great value.

During the first cruise the limits of the Labrador current were

determined. Then, no ice having been encountered to southward,

a search was conducted as far north as latitude 48°, but no ice was

seen. The presence of considerable warm water over the locality

where Arctic water was usually found and the absence of ice were

especially noted during the cruise. During the remaining cruises

the limits of the Labrador current were determined whenever it

was deemed necessary, but the ''cold wall" was plotted every

15 days.

(33)
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The first berg was sighted on April 13 in latitude 48° 40' N.,

longitude 49° 21' W. After this time the vessels worked to the

southward with the southernmost berg, keeping under surveillance

all bergs which showed signs of becoming a menace to the steam-

ship lanes. From June 3 to June 30, bergs were sighted between

latitudes 42° N. and 43° N.,the southernmost ice in latitude 41° 55'

N. being reached on June 15. "Wliile many more bergs were sighted

during the season of 1925, the drift to the south was about two
months later than last year. After the 1st of May a great influx

of bergs started and large numbers remained in evidence until the

end of the fifth cruise, June 8. By this time the bergs were rapidly

disintegrating. During the latter part of the fifth cruise the Labra-

dor current temporarily increased in strength, carrying with it the

two bergs which threatened the steamer lanes during the month
of June. But this menace had disappeared by the end of the month.

The upward trend of the Gulf Stream, at least 15 days ahead of the

season of 1924, was apparent from the third cruise on. By the time

the Tampa had made her last cruise the prevailing winds from the

south had driven the warm water well up on the Banks. All ice

south of latitude 48° N. had completely disintegrated.

The usual rough weather was experienced. Over 60 per cent of fog

prevailed during the first cruise, while the second was characterized

by gales and not more than average fog for the season. Fog and

days of poor visibility predominated for about six weeks after the

third cruise began. The amount of fog and the number of gales de-

creased during the sixth cruise, but from June 25 to July 9 fog again

increased. The last cruise of the Modoc was accompanied by excel-

lent weather, very little fog and no gales. It is of interest to note that

the Modoc experienced the most clear weather and strong breezes,

while the Tampa experienced the most fog and the least number of

gales.

The cooperation of the Canadian officials, particularly those con-

nected with the radio department and the ice patrol service, was
most helpful. The courtesy of the commandant of His Majesty's

Canadian dock yard, in extending the use of the wharf at Halifax to

the cutters while in port, is gratefully acknowledged. The patrol

commander further desires to express his appreciation of the excel-

lent cooperation of navy radio stations and the Weather Bureau of

the United States.

To enumerate all who were of service in making the patrol a suc-

cess would necessitate naming the master and his assistants of prac-

tically every ship that passed through the ice area during the season.

That their hearty cooperation and valuable assistance were appre-

ciated they well know. The patrol commander and those associated

with him desire to express their thanks for the ready spirit of com-
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pliance with every suggestion made, which was manifest throughout
the patrol.

As usual the patrol collected information on weather conditions,
ice, water temperatures, and other data so valuable to the successful
prosecution of the ice patrol. This data has all been tabulated by the
oceanographer and will form a part of his report.

The following r6sum6 of radio traffic for the season 1925 pertaining
to the ice patrol is submitted:

Regular broadcasts 444
Special broadcasts 79
Ice information to vessels direct 226
Special information jj
Positions furnished I7
Weather reports to vessels 141
Dangers to navigation broadcast 37
Cases of medical assistance prescribed for by radio 8
Water temperature reports q 369
Berg reports received

:

Steamers _ 4Q6
Cape Race , 176

SOS not wathin jurisdiction of patrol vessels 7
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ICE OBSERVATION
The presence of ice is a constant menace to the navigator passing

through the ice area. Were the ice stationary very little danger would

exist, but its movement being dependent on the ocean currents, the

sea, and to some extent on the wind, makes its location very uncer-

tain and thus the more dangerous. Every ship speeding through the

ice infested areas by night or in the fog plays a game of chance.

It is the duty of the patrol vessel to attempt to eliminate the danger

by giving each vessel passing through the ice areas all possible in-

formation in regard to the set and drift of currents, the set and drift

of the ice, and its location at all times. To obtain this information

requires considerable cruising and searching for bergs and then after

finding them requires trailing them to determine their movements.

Trailing a berg gives the patrol vessel an opportunity to study the ice.

The season of 1925 offered innumerable opportunities to observe

the bergs and to experiment wifli them. At one time 169 bergs were

plotted on the operating chart and, at that, no berg above latitude

50° N. was considered. Considerable time was devoted to experi-

menting with mine and gun fire and to observing the melting

processes.

An estimate of the ice situation was made at the beginning of the

patrol in an attempt to predict the future ice. The amount of ice

and its location has been so variable from year to year, and the

source never having been thoroughly observed, there has been no

system of ice forecasting developed successfully as yet. Reports

indicated at the beginning of the season that Nova Scotia, New-
foundland, and Labrador had had one of the mildest winters ever

experienced in those areas, that the first part of April was colder

than any month during the winter, that no ice except local ice had
been seen around Cape Race and in the bays in that vicinity up to

April 8. The prevailing winds of the winter had been northwest

and northeast, but in the month of March and first part of April

had been consistently northeast, and the average temperature for

the winter had been 37° F. The ice reported prior to the commence-
ment of ice patrol was as follows:

February 13.—Pan ice (lat. 47° 5' N., long. 49° 27' W.).

FeVjniary 19.—Heavy slob ice (lat. 48° 35' N., long. 49° 15' W.).

February 24.—Slob ice (long. 48° 30' N., long, between 48° 50' and 49° 20' W.);

iceberg (lat. 50° 00' N., long. 46° 25' W.).

March 1.—Large berg (lat. 47° 28' N., long. 47° 34' W.).

March 2.—Two bergs (lat. 48° 34' N., long. 47° 50' W.; lat. 48° 17' N., long.

48° 43' W.).

(36)
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March 12.—Berg (lat. 47° 50' N., long. 47° 00' W.).

March 18.—Berg (lat. 49° 11' N., long. 47° 58' W.).

March 21.—Berg (lat. 47° 48' N., long. 45° 44' W.).

In addition, returning explorers reported an open season for ice,

there being very little ice in Davis Strait, and none except local

ice had been seen elsewhere. A weak Labrador current existed.

This would necessarily be an indication of a light ice season. The
southern limits appeared well defined and it was fully anticipated

that with the later ice and the rapid approach of warm water, the

southern limit would be above latitude 43° 00' N. As it later

proved, only two bergs came below latitude 43° 00' N., one reaching

latitude 42° 00' N., but at no time menacing the steamer lanes.

The berg reached its southern limit during the month of June, about
two months later than during the cruise of 1924.

The icebergs observed during the patrol were the Greenland type

of berg. Their color was mostly opaque white. Scattered through
most of them were strata of deep-blue ice of varying widths. The
scenic effect produced by the deep blue intermingling with the soft

white of the bergs was startling and beautiful. The blue stripes

were probably formed by the filling up of fissures in the old ice with

water and then freezing. At places the walls of the bergs appeared

to have a beautiful shade of green when exposed to the sunlight.

Bergs were sighted at various distances, depending on the state

of visibility, the height of the berg, and the height of the observer.

They were picked up on a clear day from 12 to 20 miles. On one

occasion a berg was sighted at a distance of 36 miles. In a low lying

fog with a clear sky overhead bergs were seen over the fog bank at

a distance of 6 miles; in a low haze about 9 miles; in a light fog

and rain about 1 mile: on a dark clear night about half a mile; on a

moonlight night about 2 miles, although at certain angles a berg

was sighted at a longer distance than 2 miles and in a fog not over

100 3^ards. There is a tendency to overestimate the distance. In

a light low fog the lookout aloft can see the berg sooner than the man
on deck, but in a dense fog the man in the bow can observe the berg

much sooner, as the first sign of the berg is either detritis or growlers

or the lapping of the water at the base of the berg.

In general, the bergs were large, irregular masses of ice. Occa-

sionally ice bulks of the regular shape were seen. One such regular-

shaped berg was observed by the Tampa, well to the northward,

approximately 700 feet long, 230 feet high, and 225 feet wide. Gen-
erally speaking, two types of bergs were observed, the "dry dock"
and the solid berg.

It was found that the bergs that began tJieir disintegration by
forming a hollow or " dxy dock" in the main body rarely capsized.

The large underwater body with two upright shallow walls of ice thus
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formed caused stable equilibfium and prevented capsizing. Such a

berg reduced its size uniformly while maintaining an UDright position,

forming new water lines, one below the other as the berg lost bulk,

until the last stage of disintegration was reached when the mass broke

up into dangerous gi-owlers. The "dry dock" was probably due to

the action of the sea on cracks or crevices in the berg.

Bergs which did not form the "dry dock" at the beginning of their

dissolution, usually disintegrated irregularly, losing theu' equilibrium

and capsizing, thereuron throwing off considerable ice and continuing

this action until completely gone or until a small "dry dock" type

was formed. In capsizing usually dangerous growlers were formed

and considerable detritis drifted away. Bergs that capsized showed

evidence of undenvater currents producing melting.

Many bergs had tongues projecting from under the water. It was

found that the tongue was caused by the underwater melting and

the slopping of the warm water waves against the ice. This tongue

was usually found in the "dry dock" ty]^e of berg. It was this tyj e

of underwater ice that the Saugus grounded on.

At best most bergs appeared to be in an unstable equilibrium so

that the slightest irregular melting caused a shifting of the center of

gravity, thus causing the berg to take a new position and in some
cases completely turn over. In one case the Modoc observed a large

berg oscillate in which the period was eight minutes.

The greatest amount of destruction done to a berg was by heavy

seas. The greatest amount of disintegration, due to expansion and

contraction, was observed to take place at noon and shortly after

smiset.

Considerable air seemed to be contained in the berg. This was

probably resj^onsible for the opaque appearance of these bergs.

Whenever small jueces of ice fell into the water they seemed to effer-

vesce like soda water, due probably to the liberation of the air noted

above.

Although the ice appeared soft it was exceedingly hard, especially

the ice which had not been subject to the disintegrating processes.

Ice Avhich had been underwater was brittle neai' the surface. Mining

and gun fire dislodged very little ice when concentrated on a compara-

tively new berg. A berg in the last stages of disintegration was

usually rotten and easily shattered. Disintegration seemed very

slow below 36° F. Between 36° and 50° F., the melting and erosion

were more noticeable, es] ecially in the formation of new waterlines.

When the bergs reached the warmer water, esjiecially 50° and above,

they seemed to disintegrate rapidly. There was a constant crackling

sound and often very loud reports were heard.

Innumerable attem])ts were made to dislodge ice by the blowing

of the whistle and by concussion, but without success. In a great

many cases wlien the whistle was blown no eclio was heard. The



SMUDGE FROM THE EXPLOSION OF A 153-POUND MINE

No appreciable effect was noticed
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Smtgus reported blowing her whistle but hearing no echo until the

vessel backed off the ice ledge when a faint echo was heard. The
absence of an echo during a fog, while in the ice area, does not

necessarih' indicate the absence of ice nor does an echo necessarily

indicate an obstruction.

The ice mirage was only observed on one day during the patrol

and that was to the southward, in latitude 43° 12' N. during the

latter part of May, when a large berg, 500 feet long and 262 feet high,

was observed 20 miles away. A peculiar ice blink was noticed before

the berg made its appearance. Mirages are frequent under favorable

atmospheric conditions on the southern and eastern sides of the ice

regions where the cold and warm waters mix. Bergs then appear

inverted and assume fantastic shapes, causing them to appear much
larger than they really are.

Experiments were made to determine the submergence of ice^

Regular cakes of ice 9 by 18 by 9 inches, were cut and placed in the'

sea water and tested under various conditions. The ice variably

floated 8 inches underwater and 1 inch out of water.

In carrying out the above experiments it was found that the water

from the bergs was fresh and pure. Furthermore, no definite lines

of cleavage were noted in the ice and that submergence seemed to

depend on the mass and not on the height.

Generally speaking, the presence of a berg did not influence the

temperatures of the water in the immediate vicinity. It was usually

the case that when a vessel passed from water of one temperature

to water of a lower temperature, it marked the passage of the vessel

from a warm current to a colder current. The method of taking

temperatures on board sliip does not really enable detection of a

slight rise or fall in temperature—not less than one-half degree;

so that possibly the use of a ver}^ sensitive thermometer may dis-

prove these statements. But it is believed that for practical pur-

poses the berg does not alter the temperature of the water.

The Labrador current was ordinarily considered the carrier of

the menace until the Tail of the Banks was reached, when the ice

was subjected to other influences. Next to the current the wind
affected the drift of the bergs the greatest. The wind affected some
bergs more than others. Bergs with, one or two pinnacles were

affected the most and were the hardest to trail. Heavy seas affected

the drift, also, in addition to materially assisting in destroying the

berg. It was rarely the case of a berg drifting against the current,

but it was quite often the case of a berg drifting against the -svind.

It was noted in a number of cases that the bergs were in the center

of the area surrounded by detritis and growlers. It was thus shown
that it was not always the case that the disintegrated fragments

drifted to leeward, leaving clear water to windward. Vessels thus

observing growlers should navigate with extreme caution.
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When the weather was favorable, the effect of gun fire and mines

was tried. Gunfire dislodged small sections of ice from the berg.

This method of attack is considered of inappreciable value. Very
little effect could be noted from mines fired alongside the berg at

depths of 4 or 5 fathoms. The mining showed also that a single mine
or even four had little or no more effect than to shake off loose ice and
possibly set up an internal strain. Mines planted under the berg or

shallow water near the side of berg, did more damage then those

fairly deep. The tamping effect of water at deeper depths was very

pronounced.

Experiments to determine the effect of T. N. T. mines detonated

in the air on the surface of a berg were conducted and a large double-

ridged ''dry-dock" berg, approximately 500 feet long and 250 feet

high at the highest elevation, was chosen for the demonstration.

This berg which was guarded by the Modoc and Tampa during

the month of June, presented a smooth water polished shelf along

one side of its length 15 to 20 feet above level, which was scalable

with some difficulty, owing to the rounded edge on which the board-

ing party must leap from the boat. Steps were cut out on this

rounded face, and with the spiked shoes worn by the party, the

landing and disembarking were successfully accomplished without

accident.

The shelf mined was about 40 feet in width, and terminated in a

cliff rising 150 feet above water from which dangerous falls of ice

might occur; but this cliff appeared to be stable, and the belief in

this regard proved correct, for no trouble was experienced from this

source. In fact, the whole berg at the time was in solid condition

and extremely resistant to the shock of the explosive; more favorable

conditions with a disintegrating berg would entail too much risk for

the mining party not commensurate with the results obtainable.

Five successive charges were detonated in one spot, the first four

being the standard wTccking mine of about 65 pounds' charge of

T. N. T. and the last a pair of these mines of 130 pounds' charge.

The first mine laid on the surface of the shelf, about 20 feet back,

excavated a hole 3 feet deep and 10 feet across; when the last charge

had been set off the hole had increased in size to 15 feet deep and

20 feet across. On the rim of the hole a circular dyke of finely broken

ice had been deposited to a height of several feet.

Very little effect was noticeable in falls of ice from the berg cliffs;

but it is thought strains may have been set up in the structure and

cracks started to account a day or two later for heavy falls when
water from the melting ice had found its way into these crevices and

accentuated them.

Some doubt was felt regarding the effect of air pressures to be set

up by these mines detonated in air, inasmuch as there had been

no experience with them in that way. The shock was found to be
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quite pronounced in the boat at a firing distance of 800 to 1,000

feet, but not enough at twice that distance to damage any fitments

on the vessel, except possibly the bridge windows, which had been

opened.

Results of mining and shell fire accomplished during the second

Tampa and second and third Modoc cruises were such as to indicate

that tliis form of attack on a sound berg can produce only a negligible

effect toward its disintegration. A few days after the charge had
been set off on the berg described a heavy fall of ice occurred by par-

tial disintegration of the top of the higher cliff whereby a mass of

broken ice was precipitated without warning into the sea in amount
estimated at around 20,000 tons. But when it is considered that a

berg of tliis size contains fully a million and a half tons, the amount
loosed is insignificant, granted that the mining was instrumental in

producing this slight disintegration. There must always be risk

from ice falls to the boat's crew working alongside any berg during

the breaking-up season when the patrol is being carried on and, as

has been said, the good results obtained are not commensurate with

this risk.

An interesting temperature effect was noted at certain times when
the vessel steamed under the lee of the high wall of the berg named.
With a southerly wind (SE., S., and SW.) blowing, and the air tem-

perature away from the berg as registered on the vessel at 44° F.,

immediately under the lee of it, in the williwaws set up, the thermom-
eter would rise to 48° or 50°, a change quite noticeable physically,

as well. The eddy from the berg summit had drawn down the

warmer air of the stratum above.

The continued observation of tliis berg from day to day afforded

a study of several features connected with the breaking up and ero-

sion of the ice mass under the influence of warmer air currents and

sea water. As a general proposition, it appeared that loss from

simple melting goes on at a liigher rate in the underwater body of

the berg in water between 42 and 52°, which was the range experienced,

than in the exposed portion with the air temperatures about the

same or a little higher. The erosion at the water line, due to the

wave action in bringing uncooled water to the attack, goes on much
more rapidly than below, and the effect is a succession of undercut

water lines on the berg.

But it was found that the reduction of the berg proceeded much
more rapidly by another action than that of melting; and this, the

disintegration by the spawling off of fragments of greater or less

magnitude, due to temperature strains and seepage of the water from

melting ice through the strain crevices, which tended to loosen the

hold of the fragments on the main mass. Consequently, there was a

continual emergence of the berg from the sea, due to the lightening

effect of the losses above surface. It was seen that within 10 days
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after this berg was placed under observation, the entire mass that had

been above water, chiefly in two massive cUffs, respectively about

150 and 200 feet high, had been lost, and that the whole of the berg

then showing to an approximate average height of 60 feet had been

below the surface when the observation began on the 9th instant.

Owing to the substantial underfooting of this berg, it was at all times

in stable equilibrium, although there was considerable shifting of

trim at times—the result of important losses above water at various

points on its periphery. Stability was helped by the condition that,

as the berg emerged by successive stages, there was a generally

extended ledge of footing on all sides. The reduction of girth due to

loss had been carried on more rapidly above and near the surface

than below. Presenting on the 9th of June a general formation which

may be likened to that of floating dry dock, with the two cliffs at

either side running the full length of the berg, 400 to 500 feet, and a

floor between 80 to 100 feet wide at or near the surface, the action of

the sea was sufficient to maintain this condition for the berg through-

out. It continued to hold this form, although at the end of the sixth

Modoc cruise the floor was eroded to water level only at the side of

the smaller cliff; the emergence had become too rapid at the end

of the period to permit erosion of the whole floor. The berg con-

tinued to reduce in size from an upright position until June 24, when
it broke up into a small berg and innumerable growlers and finally

on June 30 it had completely disintegrated.

A berg of average size in the mixed waters south of the Tail of the

Banks will survive as a menace to navigation for a period of 12 to 14

days during the months of April, May, and June, but will not sur-

vive longer than 10 to 12 days after that period. During the 1925

patrol the patrol vessels trailed a large berg in those waters for 30

days. A medium-sized berg will last about 7 days in the Gulf

Stream. The bergs grounded on the Banks last the longest.

As stated before, the bergs seen by the patrol vessels were of the

Greenland type. It may be of interest, therefore, to state in general

the origin of the bergs and the nomenclature used in referring to the

ice. Although some definitions have been referred to in previous

reports, they will be repeated.

Greenland, as is known, is covered by a large area of ice. The
temperature remains usually so low that no material decrease is

encountered by melting, and thus one layer of snow can not melt

before the next one falls. Thus a massive ice formation is produced

known as the Greenland ice cap. It is the largest in the Northern

Hemisphere. From this ice cap the Greenland glaciers are formed.

The process is never ending. The snow is converted into a form of

ice by the immense pressure. The ice is forced down to the sea by

the force of gravity and by the weight of the accumulation of the

snow and ice. The movement seaward is constant, as an enormous



BERG NO. 14 SIGHTED ON JUNE 9

Note the difference between this berg and the picture of June 2

BERG NO. 14 AT 1 P. M. JUNE 20 AFTER HAVING RECEIVED A BATTERING
FROM A SOUTHERLY GALE

BERG NO. ,4 AT ,\Oo;, . .. N E 21 AFTER HAVING RIGHTED ITSELF

Note the pinnacle on the tongue on the extreme right end
42—1



BERG NO. 14 AT 4 P. M. JUNE 21 THE FORWARD END HAS RISEN AND NOW
SHOWS A PART OF THE BOTTOM OF THE ORIGINAL "DRY DOCK"

The tongue shown in the picture of noon June 21 has sunk beneath the surface of the
water again

BERG NO. 14 AT NOON JUNE 24

The berg is in the process of breaking up

iERG NO. 14 AT 1 P. M. JUNE 24

The berg has lost one side
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pressure is behind the rivers of ice or glaciers, as they are called, forc-

ing them into the deep fiords or long narrow bays that are found
along the eastern and western coasts of Greenland. When the ice

reaches the water's edge, it is very thick and of large proportion. The
ice continues to work out into the water in the fiords. When the

upward pressure due to the buoyant force becomes sufficiently

great, the front end of the glacier is broken off. This break usually

comes at some deep fissure in the ice. The berg that is formed then

drifts out of the fiord, where it begins its journey propelled by the

currents encountered.

There are, generally speaking, three currents, two cold water and
one warm water, that interest the ice patrol vessels. The cold cur-

rents, the Labrador and the East Greenland, have their origin in

the Arctic. They are the carriers of the iceberg menace from the

northward. The warm-water current, the Gulf Stream, has its

origin in the Gulf of Mexico. This is the current that is really

responsible for the disintegration of the menace and the melting of

the ice as it comes from the northward.

The bergs which appear in the North Atlantic Ocean have their

origin almost exclusively from the fiords around Disco Bay in west-

ern Greenland and from Jacobshavn, Umanak, Upernivik, and
Godhab.

The bergs from eastern Greenland usually drift down the east

coast and round Cape Farewell and then turn to the northward

along the west coast of Greenland. They usually disappear before

reaching latitude 64° N. When strong northerly and northeasterly

winds prevail in the eastern part of Davis Strait, some of the bergs

are driven westward, but it is believed that they usually disintegrate

in the comparatively warm water in the center of the strait and
never reach the Grand Banks. Some of the bergs from the east

coast it is believed find their way to the eastward of Flemish Cap.

The following expressions and their meanings are submitted as of

interest.

"Beset," a ship closely surrounded by ice.

"Bore," to enter the ice under power and force the way through.

"Bay ice," very thick young ice.

"Brash," also called "trash," a collection of small pieces or frag-

ments of ice not frozen together.

"Ice blink," a bright line on the horizon seen over an ice field and
denoting more ice. When a blue streak is seen on the horizon, it is

an indication of open water and is called ^'water sky."

"Calving," a large piece of ice breaking off a parent berg and
falling into the water, or the breaking off of an iceberg from a glacier.

"Field"^—a field is a large collection of any kind of ice, usually

pans, adrift at sea and the extent not necessarily bounded by the
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horizon. Field ice usually varies in thickness from 5 to 20 feet.

Its surface is usually covered by a large deposit of snow, which

usually melts during the summer, forming many fresh-water pools.

Generally the field is covered by long ridges or hummocks, some
of which are often very high.

A "floe" is a collection of sheets of ice, mere or less connected by
freezing. The pieces vary from one-half to one mile in diameter.

The extent of the ice can usually be seen. When the pieces of ice are

smaller, the ice is called "drift ice."

"Floe berg," a large mass of ice broken off from floes of great

thickness usually built up by rafting and freezing and forced on

shore.

''Ground ice," ice formed on the rivers and inlets before the general

freeze up.

"Growler," a small piece of glacial ice dangerous to navigation,

usually caused by the capsizing and disintegration of an iceberg.

"Iceberg," a large mass of glacial ice.

"Ice foot," floe ice frozen fast to shore.

"Land ice," comparatively thin ice attached to shore.

"Lane" or "lead," a narrow track of open water between floes or

pack ice.

"Nipped," when a vessel is pressed by ice floes on both sides.

"Pan," a large sheet of ice thicker at the edges than in the middle.

"Pack," a large collection of heavy ice closely packed together

and usually impossible of navigation, ordinarily of such extent that

its limits can not be seen. When the individual pieces do not touch,

an "open pack" exists; when they are pressed together, a "close

pack" exists.

"Patch," a small collection of drift ice.

"Rotten ice," old ice that has been subjected to the disintegrating

forces apd is well honeycombed.

"Rafting," piling up of sheet on sheet of ice by the action of the

wind and sea.

"Stream," a drifting line of drift ice.

"Sheet ice," a large sheet of floe or bay ice adrift at sea.

"Shore ice," the original ice formed along the shore, free from
motion due to tide and sea.

"Sludge," a field of brash ice.

"Slob ice," loose broken ice that collects in bays and along edges

of floes, usually more or less discolored.

"Tongue," a projecting point of ice from a berg under the water.

"Young ice," ice that forms in the open sea early in the autumn,
when the temperature is sufficiently low, usually a film of ice. When
the ice becomes very thick it is called "bay ice."



SONIC DEPTH FINDER

Tlie sound apparatus was installed for the purpose of determining

the practicability of locating icebergs by means of submarine echoes.

The sound installation on the Tampa consisted of the following

:

(a) Two r2-spot MV hydrophone hnes, housed in type JC bhsters, the blisters

being installed symmetricallj', one on either side of the vessel, centered on frame

29, and separated horizontally by a distance of 14 feet.

(5) Type CAG-4217 compensator, to bring the sound responses from the

several receivers into phase. Installed in chart room.

(c) Test panel, consisting of 24 milliammeters, each in series with a microphone

of the receiving line to indicate condition of microphones. Installed in chart

room.

{d) Two Submarine Signal Co. 540-cycle oscillators, mounted in fore and after

peak tanks, respectively. Forward oscillator mounted 2 inches abaft of frame 5,

on starboard bow, in skin type mounting, facing outboard and downward at an

angle of about 15° below the horizontal plane. After oscillator mounted on 10-

inch channel iron on port side of after peak tank, facing outboard and at an

average distance of about 18 inches from skin of ship. Base line from center of

microphone lines to forward oscillator, 47 feet; to after oscillator, 126 feet.

(e) Five-kilowatt, Holtzer-Cabot motor generator, installed in engine room.

(/) Cutler-Hammer starting box, installed in engine room, with remote control

in chart room.

ig) Oscillator control panel, mounted in chart room.

(/)) Type SE-1987 sonic depth finder, installed in chart room.

Originally only one oscillator, the forward one, was contemplated.

Upon the completion of the forward oscillator calibration was

attempted, using it as the sound producer. It was found that

the base line was rather short and that the direct signal from the

oscillator was so loud as to destroy the biaural effect. Even in the

deepest water no satisfactory results were obtained. It was then

decided to install the oscillator in the after peak tank. This was a

much better location witli reference to the microphones, the direct

signals being completely absorbed by the hull of the ship and an

increase being made in the base line. The location was bad for

signals from ahead. The propeller sounds did not affect the trans-

mission or reception.

Upon installation of the after oscillator the sonic depth finder

was tested and the compensator compensated. The vessel proceeded

down Boston Bay to Stellwagen B.ank, testing all apparatus in

shallow and deep water. A 75-foot patrol boat was used as a sound
maker and the compensation made.

(45)
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Results of compensation

Compen-
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temperature of air, 38. Size of berg above water: Height, 200 feet;

length, 600 feet; shape, regular.

Observations.—While stopped, with the berg dead ahead, echoes could be

heard at 1,500 yards. Steaming toward the berg at 10 knots, no echoes

were heard until the berg was at a range of 400 yards. Circling the berg

at a range of 1,000 yards, very good echoes were heard. Circling the

berg at a range of 1,500 yards, weak echoes were heard. While circling

the berg better results were noted with the berg bearing abeam or abaft

of the beam than with it bearing forward of the beam. Steaming directh-

away from the berg at a speed of 10 knots, weak echoes could be heard at a

maximum range of 2,500 yards occasionally.

(d) Conditions.—Latitude 44° 00' N., longitude 49° 30' W. Depth of water

39 fathoms. Character of bottom, fine-grained sand, shells, and smiall

gravel. Temperature of water, 37; t'emperature of air, 47. Size of berg

above water: Height, 30 feet; length, 65 feet; shape, remains of "dry
dock," being irregular ridges with apparently solid base.

Observations.—Approached berg from 2,500 yards at various speeds. At
maximum speed received echoes when close aboard; at slow speed, mod-
erate intensity, echoes were heard at 500 yards. Circled berg at various

distances and speeds, received good echoes from about 15° off either bow
at distances up to 1,500 yards. Intermittent echoes were heard while

circling up to a distance of 2,200 yards. AVeak echoes were heard at

2,500 yards at times. The best intensity was heard with bergs abeam or

abaft the beam.

ECHOES

While off the coast of Nova Scotia the sound apparatus was tested

for echoes in sandy bottom and rocky bottom with good results but

with varying intensities.

CONCLUSIONS

(a) It was established that the equipment installed on the Tampa
affords an efficient means of determining depths.

(h) It was established that echoes of oscillator signals were re-

flected from icebergs and could be heard under favorable circum-

stances.

(c) That such echoes varied in intensity, depending upon the

depth of water, character and contour of the bottom, the relative

bearing of berg with reference to oscillator, the speed of vessel and
the nature, form, and size of the reflecting surface, and the location

of the oscillator.

(d) That the range at which echoes could be heard varied with

the relative bearings of the berg with respect to the vessel, being at a

minimum with the berg bearing forward of the beam, and also that

this range decreased when the speed of the vessel was increased due

to the increased amount of local disturbing noises in the location of

sound maker.

(e) That with, the iceberg dead ahead and the vessel steaming

at 12 knots no echoes could be heard above a range of 500 yards,

even in 39 fathoms of water, and that better results for al

uj L I B R A R Y
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were obtained by the use of the after oscillator than by the use of the

forward apparatus.

(/) That the present equipment is a valuable means of conven-
iently determining depths and thereby a valuable aid to navigation.

(r/) That the apparatus in its present development is not a suitable

means for detecting icebergs and would not be sufficient to avert

a collision, due to lack of echoes from dead ahead and the limited

ranges.

(h) That specially trained operators are required for this particular

work, necessitating additional members in the complement of the

vessel for constant watch. A personal error was noted in practically

all observers. It has been observed that the greatest personal error

in operation was in depths of between 15 and 60 fathoms, and where
the bottom was sloping or irregular. Ensign Richards was the most
efficient observer, especially in shallow water, both with the angle

method and sonic depth finder.

(?') That the scope of the present apparatus is very limited and the

apparatus too unwieldly for constant use to be of value as an obstruc-

tion detector. It is uncertain in its results to the extent that detec-

tion at this stage is really a matter of chance with the odds decidedly

against the vessel. The sound wave, spreading in all directions

caused echoes from a number of points at times.

(j) The compensator bearings were not reliable. If the general

bearing of the object were known it would be possible to obtain fair

results—the accuracy of the bearing being dependent, as above shown,

on the depth of the water, the intensity of the echo and the speed of

the vessel.

(k) That the present location of the forward oscillator afforded a

very poor installation, due to direct sound.

(I) That the location of the after oscillator was not very favorable

for echoes from ahead.

(?n) That an iceberg forms a medium for reflecting submarine

sounds.

(n) That an echo was invariably received from a berg on all ap-

proaches under normal conditions. That the side of approacli,

whether to windward or leeward, had no material effect on the in-

tensity of the signal.

(o) That no direct echoes from liergs were received in so far as the

operating personnel could identify. All echoes were recognized as

reflected echoes from the bottom.

(p) That local noises, while very noticeable, did not seem to affect

the reception to a marked degree while at anchor or when hove to,

but while under way under abnonnal sea conditions in deep water,

the interference was very marked.
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(q) That growlers and very small bergs did nbt reflect the sound

very well under normal conditions.

(r) That the hulls of vessels will reflect the sound as, in a number
of cases, the hulls of fishing vessels in shallow water, reflected echoes

at 1,000 yards and less.

(s) That hard bottom gave better echoes than soft. That a

variable contour bottom caused considerable trouble in determining

proper depths in both methods.

U) That sloping bottom caused erratic soundings.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) That further experiments be carried out with the sonic

apparatus.

(6) That a number of the crew of the Tampa be given instruction

in the use of the sonic.

(c) That the apparatus be overhauled and placed in first-class

condition.

(d) That the super sonic equipment be investigated with a view

of carrying out experiments with that installation.

(e) That the forward oscillator be sheathed with cement.

(/) That lines of sounding be run every 20° from latitude 44°

longitude 50° from west, south, and east, for a distance of 120 miles

from center at 10-mile intervals, except where abrupt changes in

depth are noted when the intervals should be shortened.

OPERATION OF SONIC APPARATUS

The apparatus worked very well during the first part of the patrol.

There was considerable noise in the worm, motor, and gears, and this

was adjusted by proper aligning. During the third cruise it was
found that two solenoids of the starting relays had burned out.

Upon the arrival of the vessel in port the apparatus was tested and
found in good shape. New parts were however taken on board.

When the vessel returned on patrol the apparatus failed to function.

The machine could not be started even by working the relays by
hand. The solenoids were removed and the apparatus tested and it

was found that the solenoids were shorted and the bank resistance

in the first starting stage burned out.

The type of starter used must necessarily have a long time interval

from to full speed. Due to line voltage, this interval was nearly

one minute. As the location of the remote control was in the chart

room, it was rather difficult at times for the operator to tell when the

machine was up to speed. If a load was given the machine before

it was up to speed, the time interval in starting was increased. By
increasing this time interval, additional load was thrown on the
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solenoids of the starting relays and this was undoubtedly the reason

for failure to function.

The original source of supply for the sonic was taken from the

75-kilowatt distributing board. With the starting box burned out,

it was out of the question to use the 75-kilowatt machine as the ship's

supply was taken from that board. As it was imperative that the

sonic be started to complete the tests, two jumper wires were put

across the starting box and the source of supply taken from the

10-kilowatt machine. By starting the 10-kilowatt machine at

voltage and building both the generator and sonic motor-generator

up to voltage and speed simultaneously, the sonic was placed in

operation. This method of starting was found to be satisfactory in

the existing emergency and the tests were completed.

It is recommended that a new starter of the remote control type

be furnished the Tampa.

SOUNDINGS

Attention is invited to Charts Nos. 1 and 2. These soundings

were taken at regular intervals. The sonic depth finder was checked

for depth by hand lead and sounding machine and found to agree

very closely to both up to the limits of the sounding machine. The
positions on the chart were checked as often as it was possible to

take sights. During the clear weather, sights were taken every

two hours and lines of position from stars were determined when-

ever possible.



BERG NO. 14 AT 4 P. M. JUNE 30, 1925

This growler had completely disappeared by 6 a. m. July 1



••DRY-DOCK" BERG

Loose ice due to swash of water

SOLID BERG CAPSIZING



RADIO COMMUNICATION

The entire plan and structure of the ice patrol rests upon a founda-

tion of efficient communication and intercommunication. The
more exact and complete the information received from cooperating

vessels and stations, as to location and movement of ice, the more
successful the patrol will be. It is not too imaginary to say that as

the ice information is news of a perishable nature, almost everything

depends upon its rapid and accurate dissemination.

The success of the patrol has been due primarily to communication
made possible through the courtesy and cooperation of the merchant
fleets of the various nations in furnishing ice, weather, and temper-

ature data; the willing and efficient service afforded by the Canadian

radio stations in transmitting reports of weather conditions and
radiocompass bearings, as well as that of the Navy Radio Station

NAA (Arlington), the radio stations of the first naval district, and
WCC, the Radio Corporation of America's radio station at Chatham,
Mass.

During the ice patrol of 1925 a total of 524 vessels of different

nationalities cooperated by furnishing radio reports of derelicts, ice,

currents, and weather, some for a single cruise and others constantly.

These may be summarized as follows:

Belgian 4 German 20 Panaman 3

British 226 Greek 4 Spanish 5

Canadian 12 Italian 5 Swedish 18

Dutch 32 Japanese 2 United States 158

French 14 Norwegian 21

On the part of the patrol a splendid record was made by the

radiomen assigned to the two vessels under the leadership of Chief

Radioman Ole Friis ably assisted by Chief Radioman G. M. Gal-

lagher of. the Modoc and Chief Radioman T. H. Rounsefell of the

Tampa and their assistants in receiving and disseminating radio

data which, as stated above, are so important to the successful opera-

tion of the ice patrol. The radio work covered every phase of traffic

and required a continuous watch.

The following radio equipment was carried by the patrol vessels

during the International Ice Patrol, season of 1925:

(a) Main transmittirig set.—Coast Guard model T-2; 2-kilowatt CW, ICW,
and phone transmitter; reliable transmitting range under average conditions

900 miles daylight, 1,200 miles night on CW, 600 miles daylight and 800 miles

night on ICW, and 400 miles daylight and 600 miles night on phone; wave-
length range in two bands, from 550 to 960 meters and 1,550 to 2,750 meters.

(51)
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(b) Auxiliary transmitting seL—Navy model SE 1205, 2-kilowatt spark set;

reliable transmitting range under average conditions, 500 miles daylight and
700 miles night; wave-length 600, 706, and 800 meters.

(c) Main receiving set.—Navy type SE 1420C intermediate wave receiver;

wave-length range 450-7,500 meters; and type SE lOOOF two-stage audio-

frequency amplifier.

(d) Short-wave transmitting set.—Coast Guard model T-1; 50-watt ICW and
phone transmitter, used for experimental purposes and for communication
between the patrol vessels; reliable transmitting range under average conditions

350 miles daylight and 800 miles night on ICW, and 150 miles daylight and 200

miles night on phone; wave-length range 70 to 180 meters.

(e) Short-wave receiving set.—Coast Guard type CGR-1 short-wave receiver,

wave-length range from 100 to 200 meters and a special Reinartz receiver, wave-

length range from 40 to 610 meters.

(/) Radiocompass.—Tampa was equipped with a Kolster radiocompass and
the Modoc with a type SE-1512 Navy standard radiocompass.

The broadcasting schedule maintained by the patrol was as fol-

lows:

Time Broadcast

0000 O. C. T Ice broadcast, 3 times, interval of 2 minutes.
0100 G. C. T

I

Call NBD (Bar Harbor; to transmit weather for Weather Bureau.
0200 G. C. T

I

QST for water temperatures.
0430 G. C. T NA.A. (Arlington) weather, press, and Coast Guard messages.
0600 G. C. T QST for water temperatures.
0800 G. C. T ' Special broadcast if necessary.
1100 G. C. T

I

Ice broadcast, 3 times, interval of 2 minutes.
1200G. C.T I Do.
1300 G. C. T

1
Call NBD (Bar Harbor) to transmit weather for Weather Bureau and ice for Hydro-

I

graphic Office.

1400 G. C. T
I

Special broadcast if necessary and QST for water temperatures.
1500 G. C. T

I

Weather from Halifax and Cape Race.
1&30 G. C. T Press and weather from NAA (Arhngton).
1800 G. C. T QST for water temperatures.
1900 G. C. T Special ice broadcast when necessary.
2100 G. C. T QST for water temperatures.
2300 G. C. T Ice broadcast, 3 times, interval of 2 minutes.

FIRST CRUISE, MARCH 22-APRIL 8, "TAMPA"

Splendid results were obtained with the 2-kilowatt tube trans-

mitters during this patrol, a considerable portion of which was
devoted to cruising near the Tail of the Banks. Very unusual static

conditions were found at this time—conditions that were never

noticed before the latter part of May or the first part of June in

previous years. This may have been partly due to the failure of the

patrol vessels to maintain communication with NAA (Arlington).

The shift from NAA (Arlington) to NBD (Bar Harbor) and NAD
(Boston) was productive of gratifying results.

Communication with the shore was established on the 50-watt set,

which operated exceptionally well until the arrival of the vessel in a

static band at the Tail of the Banks. Direct communication was
maintained with amateur radio stations in Cleveland, New York, and
Manchester. The Reinartz receiver, constructed at Coast Guard
headquarters and adapted for the lower wave lengths, was operated

successfully. Stations as far west as Hastings, Nebr., were heard
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distinctly on 64 meters from a position in latitude 46° N., longitude

48° W., using only a dry cell for the filament current and a 37-foot

vertical antenna.

During this cruise approximately 180,000 words were sent and re-

ceived and the transmitters were in operation about 70 per cent of

the time.

SECOND CRUISE, APRIL 8-22, "MODOC"

No trouble of any nature was experienced with the 2-kilowatt tube

transmitter on this patrol. Considerable leakage was found in the

rigging in damp and wet weather, and this was further prevented by
grounding all the antenna wire guys. All signal halyards on the

signal yard were burned off and fell to the deck. This defect was
remedied by placing a 12-inch porcelain insulator between the yard

and the halyards. A very good test of the antenna insulation was

made while the vessel was north in latitude 49° 00' near the bergs.

The antenna and pyrex insulators were completely covered with ice.

The output with the antenna in the above condition was reduced

only about 10 per cent. There is no doubt that with the old arc

transmitter the output would have been reduced to such an extent

that the set would have been wortliless. A test with the spark set

showed about 40 per cent reduction in output. The pyrex insulators

held the ice and snow longer and were covered with thicker layers

than the porcelain, but allowed the water to drop off more rapidly

without accumulating during the rainy weather During the cruise

the bakelite strip on the transformer band-change switch broke down
between the contacts. This defect is believed to have been due to

poor bakelite. Temporary repairs were made and the output was
not affected noticeably.

All the official traffic was sent via NBD (Bar Harbor) except for

one schedule, which was sent to NAB (Portland, Me.). NBD's (Bar

Harbor) weak signals made it very difficult to work that station.

The vessel communicated with WCC (Radio Corporation, Chat-

ham, Mass.) every night on CW. The station reported the signals

very strong. WCC was also worked on ICW several times, on 2,100

meters. About 8 amperes were put in the antenna. These signals

were also reported strong. The distance from WCC at the time was

approximately 1,000 miles.

Eastbound sliips copying the 1,621-meter broadcasts, were re-

quested to listen for the broadcast en route to Europe, and also

while lying in European ports. Two reports were received, one on

April 11, from the S. S. Scandia at a distance of 1,590 miles, reporting
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the signals str:)ng; the other from the S. S. Montdare at a distance

of 1,700 miles, which also reported the signals strong.

The new Coast Guard modified receiver, type BC-131, was hooked
up and used during the entire patroj in order to give it a thorough

test. It was found that, with some minor adjustments, this receiver

would be entirely satisfactory and its efficiency equal to the Navy
tj^pe 1420.

It was found impracticable to operate the 50-watt tube set which
was located on the bridge, on account of the exceptionally cold

weather.

The 50-watt telephone set was used when relieving, constant com-
munication being maintained between the vessels from the time they

were 225 miles apart until they met.

A large amount of traffic was handled during this patrol. It was
estimated that approximately 195,000 words were received and sent.

Transmitters were in continuous operation about 80 per cent of the

entire patrol period. The spark transmitter was used for the 706-

meter broadcast instead of the ICW, the latter transmission being

too sharp and causing many requests for repetitions.

The phone attachment on the 2-kilowatt tube transmitters was
not tested on account of lack of time due to heavy patrol traffic.

THIRD CRUISE, APRIL 23-MAY 8, "TAMPA"

During this cruise, on April 30, the starting box of the motor

generator was found out of order. It was examined and found

that the contactors on the second step of the starter did not release

when stopping the machine, thereby throwing the full load on the

motor when starting the machine again. Minor adjustments were

made to the contactors and the machine placed in working order.

This trouble, however, did not delay any of the schedules.

A new arrangement was made during this cruise whereby the ship

at Halifax checked the traffic with NBD (Bar Harbor), relaying the

messages, if necessary. This enabled the patrol to keep in constant

and direct communication with NBD. The arrangement was as

follows

:

Commencing at 11.30 G. C. T., April 29, tlie vessel on patrol will call the

vessel in port immediately after the completion of the spark broadcast on 1,621

meters CW. for immediate transmission of traffic to NBD. If the traffic is not

received before 12 G. C. T., the time for CW. broadcast, the patroling vessel

will call again after the CW. broadcast. The operators of vessel in port must
remain on watch until the traffic is cleared. This procedure will be carried out

in the evening after the spark broadcast, and if necessary, immediately after the

CW. broadca.-it requiring watch until 23.30 or whenever the traffic is cleared.

Tliis arrangement was probably the best that could be made to

absolutely insure the passage of the traffic, as all messages could bo

classed under the heading of perishal)le—that is, the infonnatit^i
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would not be of any value after a certain stated time. It assured
the personnel at Bar Harbor two opportunities for reception and
practically guaranteed the transmission of the messages; but it greatly
inconvenienced the patrol vessel off duty and caused considerable
radio interference to the receivers in the vicinity of the dockyard at

Halifax. The vessels were granted permission to use the transmitters
between certain stated hours, which periods were often greatly ex-
ceeded on account of the stress of business due to the inability of

NBD (Bar Harbor) to receive the messages, or perhaps to the in-

ability of the transmitting vessel to receive the check from Bar
Harbor with its low power. The station at Bar Harbor maintained
a perfect schedule as far as could be observed, and the ice-patrol

vessels deeply appreciated the excellent cooperation given the patrol
by the radio stations in the first naval district.

The following objections are interposed to the method of relaying
messages via the patrol vessel in Halifax:

1. Errors were introduced due to the repetition of messages.
2. It cut down the time for repairs while the vessel was in port on account of

having to use the exciter.

3. It required an extra watch in port.

4. The arrangement was unnecessary from the viewpoint of the patrol vessel
because of the high class of equipment. The transmitters are fully capable of
handling the regular schedule from 1,000 to 1,400 miles with any efficient station.

5. It was an imposition on the Canadian stations.

6. It caused interference to receiving stations close by the Halifax dockyard,
where the relay ship is moored.
7. It added extra responsibility to the patrol vessel.

It is estimated that approximately 175,000 words were sent and
received during the cruise, and the transmitters were in constant
operation about 78 per cent of the total time of the cruise.

Excellent results were obtained with the 50-watt tube transmitter
during this cruise. A fairly consistent schedule was kept with NCG
(Coast Guard radio station, Rockaway Point, Long Island) . Nightly
schedules with IBQQ at Mansfield, Mass., were maintained, and
approximately 60 messages were handled through this station. A
schedule was also kept with 2TR (Newark, N. J.), 10 messages being
handled through this station, and with NAD (Boston Navy Yard)
on 80 meters. The Tampa heard NAD on the Reinarts receiver
but, apparently, NAD did not hear the Tampa.
The following are registered on the meters on the transmitter

working on 143 meters, ICW.

:

Antenna current amperes. - 3
Primary current do 8
Filament current do 3. 2
Oscillator grid current milliamperes.. 20
Modulator plate current do 100
Oscillator plate current do 140
Plate voltage volts-_ 780
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All stations reported the signals loud, clear, and steady.

The phone was used for intercommunication between patrol

vessels when being relieved, and very satisfactory results were ob-

tained, the maximum distance being approximately 250 miles.

The S. S. Montclare reported copying the QST (CW.) of April 25

from a distance of approximately l.SOO miles. The signals were

reported loud and clear.

FOURTH CRUISE, MAY 8-22, "MODOC"

No difficulties were experienced with the transmitter during this

cruise. All traffic was routed via NBD (Bar Harbor), either direct

or relayed via the Tampa at Halifax. Considerable difficulty was

encountered in working NBD direct, due to this station's weak
signals, which were scarcely audible at times.

The radio operator on the S. S. Coelleda reported cop^dng the QST
on 1,621 meters daily while crossing the Atlantic Ocean and also

while at Liverpool, England.

Unusually heavy ice patrol traffic was handled during this cruise.

It is estimated that approximately 192,000 words were transmitted

and received. The hydrographic reports assumed large proportions,

one containing 369 words, and the average message containing 200

words. Radio transmitters were in constant operation 85 per cent

of the time during this cruise.

A large amount of commercial traffic was handled through WCC^
Chatham, Mass., which station reported the signals strong and clear

at all times.

The CGR-1 short wave receiver was removed from the bridge

and installed in the chart room during the cruise. Remote control

was run from the T-1 transmitter on the bridge down to the chart

room and very satisfactory results were obtained. The Tampa at

Halifax was worked without difficulty. A schedule with IBQQ at

Mansfield, Mass., was maintained, handling about 30 messages.

All the Coast Guard destroyers and cutters off New York were

copied nightly. One Coast Guard destroyer (NIN) was plainly

heard by phone 45 minutes after daylight on May 21, the position

of the patrol vessel being in latitude 44° 47' N., longitude 48° 42' W.

FIFTH CRUISE, MAY 22-JUNE 8, "TAMPA"

The entire cruise was marked by heavy static and electrical dis-

turbances, causing some delay in transmission of traffic to NBD (Bar

Harbor) at times and on one occasion necessitating the evening

traffic being transmitted to NBD the following morning. All

traffic was routed to NBD via the Moduc at Halifax.

During the evening of May 27 the contactor arm of the key rela\

parted close to where it enters the shaft. All the traffic to NBD had
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been transmitted so that no delay was occasioned in the schedules.

This break was repaired during the night and the transmitter was

in commission for the morning schedules. It is believed that this

accident was due to the lock nuts having worked loose, allowing

too much play between the contact points.

During the morning of May 31, the power amplifier plate by-pass

condenser was punctured, causing a delay of about one hour in the

morning schedule before the trouble was traced and the punctured

condenser replaced by a spare on hand. This trouble was believed

to be due either to overloading of the transmitter or to a defective

condenser.

On June 4 the master oscillator grid condenser was punctured.

The trouble occurred after the traffic to NBD had been transmitted.

The transmitter was in commission for the morning schedules. The
puncture was evidently due to one of the 1-kilowatt power amplifier

tubes becoming defective. It was noted before the condenser punc-

tured that one of the tubes had heated up more than the other. The
defective tube was replaced by a spare one.

Approximately 176,000 words were transmitted and received dur-

ing the patrol, and the transmitters were in continuous operation

78 per cent of the entire time. Static was responsible for the failure

to receive special weather bulletins on five occasions during the cruise

and the failure to receive press on six occasions.

Owing to adverse atmospheric conditions prevailing during the

cruise, only fair results were obtained on the 50-watt tube transmitter.

Station IBQQ (Mansfield, Mass.) was communicated with on 3 nights

and about 30 messages were handled. Coast Guard vessels off New
York were heard on ICW almost nightly, and NIL (the Coast Guard
destroyer Cummings) was copied plainly one night by phone. At-

mospheric conditions caused the schedule with NKF (Bellevue,

D. C.) to be abandoned, NKF being unable to hear the patrol vessel

although the patrol vessel could hear NKF.

SIXTH CRUISE, JUNE 8-24, "MODOC"

No difficulties were encountered with the set during the entire

patrol. Official traffic was routed to Bar Harbor via the Tampa at

Halifax, except on the evening of June 22 when it was impossible to

establish communication with either Bar Harbor or the Tampa,
due to bad atmospheric conditions. On this occasion the traffic was
routed via WCC (Chatham, Mass.). This message was the first

official message to be sent via WCC during the patrol. It was again

necessary to use WCC on June 23 in getting the Saugus report to

headquarters.
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An unusually heavy amount of traffic was handled during the

patrol. It is estimated that approximately 250,000 words were

sent and received, and the transmitters were in continuous operation

82 per cent of the total time of the patrol.

The following is a resume of the outstanding messages handled

during this cruise:

Requests for water temperature reports transmitted, 80.

Water temperature reports received, 1,387.

Radio compass bearings, 20.

Requests for ice information received and transmitted, 110.

Requests for special information received from vessels and answers trans-

mitted, 60.

Messages for passing shipping transmitted, 27.

Messages in French, German, Italian, and Scandinavian transmitted, 19.

Special broadcasts transmitted, 11.

SOS received, 1.

All regular broadcasts transmitted.

All United States weather reports received.

All Halifax, Cape Race and Belle Isle weather reports received.

All press reports except one received.

On June 9, 11, and 19, tests were made with NKF (Navy Experi-

mental and Research Laboratory, Bellevue, D. C), and with NIDK
(Tampa), transmitting on 117 meters. It is not known whether

NKF copied or not. NKF was copied every night on 71 meters, the

signals being very loud and clear at all times; the adverse atmos*-

pheric conditions seeming not to affect the signal strength. No
daytime tests were made, but it is believed that the signals could

be read just as well during daylight.

After the NKF tests the transmitter was tuned to 80 meters and

station 3BMV (Philadelphia, Pa.) was worked on two occasions,

transmitting four messages. The signals were reported loud and

clear. LAC (Liverpool, Nova Scotia) on 80 meters was also worked.

Amateur stations in all parts of the United States were copied during

the patrol and several English amateur stations were heard, one

coming in particularly loud on 50 meters; this was G5DH (Dollis

Hill, London), a radio experimental station. The Reinarts short-

wave receiver, with no amplification, was used on the above tests.

This receiver proved very satisfactory for short-wave reception.

CRUISE, JUNE 24-JULY 9, "TAMPA"

Two-Jcilowatt tube transmitter.—One of the power amplifiers, a 1-kilo-

watt tube, heated up slightly more than the other one, due, probably,

to a defective parasitic plate choke coil. This did not interfere with

the schedules or reduce the working efficiency materially. All the

official traffic was routed through NBD, via the Modoc at Halifax,

except one message which was sent via WCC, Chatham, Mass.
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Fifty-wait transmitter.—This transmitter was tuned to SO meters

for the cruise, on account of the heavy atmospheric conditions pre-

vailing. Messages were exchanged with amateur stations at Water-

bury, Conn., Lincohi, N. II., and Milton, N. Y. In all cases the

signals were reported good. NKF was copied every night on 71.5

meters without difficulty. The signal strength varied between 8

and 9. There seemed to be no trouble for the short waves to pierce

the heavy static that existed around the Tail of the Banks at this

time.

It is estimated that approximately 160,000 words were received

and transmitted during the cruise, and the transmitters were in

continuous operation 72 per cent of the cruise.

CRUISE, JULY 9-13, "MODOC"

Owing to the short cruise and the patrol being practically over,

very little traffic was handled. All official traffic was routed to

NBD via the Tampa at Halifax. No difficulties were experienced

with the transmitter. It is estimated that approximately 15,000

words were sent and received and that the apparatus was in opera-

tion approximately 68 per cent of the total time of the cruise.

On this cruise telephone experiments were carried out with passing

vessels, and Cape Race, distant about 350 miles. The signals were

reported very good, with no mush.

MISCELLANEOUS

Experiences from the 1925 ice patrol and the previous patrols

show that no regular, reliable communication can be maintained

with NBD (Bar Harbor) with the present equipment at that station.

This, however, does not refer to the personnel, as their cooperation

was perfect, as far as it could be observed—all possible effort being

made to maintain 100 per cent communication. A fairly consistent

schedule was kept during March, April, and parts of May, when the

atmospheric conditions were good, but during the latter part of May
and the remainder of the patrol it was impossible to keep a direct

schedule, owing to the low power of the station, the signals scarcely

being audible, which made it impossible to receive the acknowledg-

ment of traffic transmitted. As stated before, this condition made
it necessary to establish a relay station in Halifax. Such an arrange-

ment, however, is not desirable and certainly not conducive to the

greatest efficiency.

It is believed that a different wave length from that of 1,621

meters should be used for CW traffic with Bar Harbor, as that wave
length is very congested, due to harmonics from certain high-power

stations.

72733—26t 5
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It is recoininended that the patrol attempt direct commiinicatioTi

with Washington, using short-wave transmission. It is behaved a

3^-kilowatt short-wave transmitter, wave lengths between 36 and

75 meters, would be ample. This transmitter could be located in

the chart room and could be operated by the radio aide assigned to

the oceanographer. This would thus give the regular radio watch

an opportunity to guard 600 meters at all times except during the

broadcasts and woidd give them more time to devote to the ever-

increasing ship-to-ship traffic, relieving them of the Hydrographic

Office, Weather Bureau, and Coast Guard traffic.

It is recommended that an additional wave-length band between

960 and 1,600 meters be provided and that the present band between

1,600 and 2,800 meters be reduced to the band 1,600 to 2,400 meters.

It is recommended that a radio aide who is fully cognizant of the

construction, maintenance, and repairs of the radio sets on board the

patrol vessels, be assigned to the oceanographic staff, to transfer

from ship to ship with the oceanographer.

It is also recommended that further tests be carried out with tlie

phone in connection with the ice-patrol broadcasting.
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2 K. W. TUBE TRANSMITTER, C. W.. I. C. W., AND PHONE

Rear view



MISCELLANEOUS

BIRDS

During the first cruise very few l)irds were seen near the Tail of

the Banks. No ice was reported and the Labrador current was very

Aveak. As the vessel moved northward into the iceberg area, es-

pecially above latitude 44°, the temperature of the air and the sea

water decreasing, the birds became more abundant. In the im-

mediate vicinity of the bergs great numbers of fulmars were found

resting in the water among the detritis which was broken or washed
off the berg, and were also circling the berg. Whenever the ship

moved away numbers of the birds would follow for some distance

and then turn back to their iceberg. Apparently there was more
food supply in the vicinity of the bergs. The Labrador current

containing many forms of marine life, copepods, diatoms, and many
varieties of fish are abundant. The marine life was probably brought

to the surface by the action of masses of ice in breaking up the seas

which were dashed against the bergs thus accounting for the abund-

ance of birds. The ice thus was only an incident. It is doubtful

whether any food was obtained from the berg other than fresh

water. At various times shearwaters, fulmars, murre, kittiwakes,

and dovekies were also observed.

On the second and third cruises, wliile the patrol vessel was near

the bergs in arctic water, large numbers of fulmars, some boatswain

birds, and murre were found around the ice. On one occasion the

vessel was proceeding in a dense fog toward the location of a berg

whose position was in doubt, when an increasing number of fulmars

were found gathering around the vessel. The fog lifted shortly

thereafter and the berg was sighted four miles distant.

Dui'ing the remainder of the ice patrol the bergs tracked were in

warm water, near the Tail of the Banks. It was found that the

fuhnare which had been present in large numbers around the bergs

to the northward in previous cruises had entirely disappeared from

the vicinity of the bergs. This is believed due to the fact that the

warmer water of the Gulf stream, which does not contain the same

kind of marine life, had mixed with the Arctic water, thereby killing

the Arctic marine life and thus destroying the food of the birds, and

for that reason the icebergs did not attract the birds. Thus it may
be inferred that the presence of fulmars far from land and in the

vicinity of the cold water is an indication of ice.

(61)
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Xo seals Avere seen during the j^atrol and only a few schools (;('

whales and porj)oises came in rieM'.

RADIOCOMPASS, CAPE RACE

The ]-atrol Missels had reason to use radiocomj'ass l)ea2'ings all

diu-ing the season due to tlie great amount of fog. TJiese bearings

were obtained through the kindness and cooj^eration of the C'upc

Race Radio Station. The bearings were,available ])ractically at all

times, a service highly a})])reciated. Although usually confined to

foggy weather, a test of the acciu'acy was made by the patrol vessel

on numerous occasions dming cknir weather wlien sights Avere obtain-

able. It was foimd that when the vessel was within the area bounded

by latitudes 42° and 43° N., and longitudes 48° and51° W., an error

between three and five miles ap])lied to the left (facing Cape Race)

gave excellent results for a new line of bearing, usually cutting the

position determined by sights. WTienever the vessel was between

latitudes 44° and 46° N., and longitudes 47° and 49° W., an error

of three miles applied to the left, facing Cape Race, for the new line

of bearing proved very accurate. Caj^e Race is to be complimented

on its extreme accm-acy. A j)oint worthy of comment was the fact

that Cai:)e Race invariabl}^ made known to the initrol vessel whether

the bearing was good, a]:)]7roximate, or doubtful.

RADIOCOMPASS, CUTTERS

The radiocompasses ]:)roved to be an invaluable aid in foggy weather

when the patrol vessels relieved each other. At the time of the

gi'ounding of the Savgys the bearing obtained by the radiocom])ass

enabled the ixntrol vessel to head directly for the Sav{/vs without

undue delay.

MINES

In mining it was found necessary in all cases to detonate tJie 150-

pound mines by firing a small T. N. T. mine, the detonator furnished

being either too small for the large mine or tlie space sm'rounding

it too large. The detonator usually fu'ed, bursting the primer charge

case but not setting off the jirimer. When the larger mine was de-

tonated b}' the smaller mine, two sej^arate and distinct ex])losions

were felt with quite a percej^tible interval between them.

VIOLATIONS

Only two vessels were reported for violation of the track agree-

ment. These vessels were sighted by the patrol close by large ice-

bergs, well to the northward of the authorized steamshi]-) lanes.
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MEDICAL ATTENTION

Medical attention was afforclcd tlic cl•c^\'s of the fisliing vessels

whenever the patrol made contact and with other shipping wlien

required. On occasions the medical advice (diagnosis and treat-

ment) leqiiired was furnished by I'adio for the following urgent cases:

Two cases of ajipendicitis; three cases of infected arms and legs;

two of stomach trouble and one of fainting spells. In every instance

communication was maintained until the ])atient was reported

resting easier and im])roving.

GYROCOMPASSES

The g3a"OCompasses were of invaluable aid to the oceanographer.

Excellent results were obtained, courses were usually made good, and

mysterious currents eliminated. The operation of the com]:)asse3

was simple and their upkeep was ver}' reasonable.

CURRENT METER

The cm-rent meter work Wiis not satisfactor3\ It was ijnpossible

to obtain good residts when under way and while at anchor there

was usually too much motion to secure accm-ate results without

danger of losing the meter. Excellent results in regard to the set

and drift of the vessel while hove to were obtained by use of the

drift stick.

SURFACE WATER SAMPLES

The patrol vessels collected sam]>les of Arctic watei- for Doctor

Haber of the I'nivei'sity of Berlin. It was the intention to obtain

sanr,des of water at the vaj'ious (lej)ths, but the equijmient on hand
was insufficient to obtain the ]ij'0])er quantities of water at the dif-

fei'ence dejitlis.

COMMUNICATIONS

A novel expei'iment in communications was attem]:)te(l diu'ing the

last three cruises, which worked veiy well. A great many foieign

operators did not undei-stand the English language xcry well so that

considerable difficulty was encountered in tj-ansmitting the ice in-

formation and having it joroperl}'' received. The ice observer con-

ceived the idea o^ransmitting the warning or request in the language

of tlio nationality of the vessel. More prom])t action and better

results and coo])eration were obtained. >.T«'<'^nef'-; woic tiansmitted

in German, French, Danish, and Spanisli.
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WEATHER

Oj>]-»ortuiiity is taken to cxjiress tlie apjireciation of the Coast

Guard for the s})londid cooj^eration of the Weather Bureau as well

as the navv radio station at j\jiington (NAA). The jnitrol A'cssels

Avere furnished daily, by the Weather Biu'eau, a s])ecial weather fore-

cast for the region in which they were operating—a service of great

value to the ])atrol vessels and also to the many vessels jmssing

through the ice area. The Weather Bureau, in addition, furnished

each patrol vessel a supply of base maj-s on which the meteorological

reports, broadcast each morning and evening fj-om NAA (Arlington),

could be charted. Besides the regulaf meteorological rej)orts certain

supplemental reports were supplied. All of this assistance, com-

bined, made it ])ossible for the j)atrol vessels to prepare a weather

map twice a day which ])roved invaluable to the commanding officer

and the oceanographer in determining future weather conditions

and in ])lanning cruises. This method of ])lotting the data and con-

structing weather charts is highly ]'ecomm,ended.

The patrol vessels sent to the Weather Bm-eau twice each day, at

8 a. m. and S ]). m. (seventy-fifth meridian time), an observation

containing the usual data, surface and intake temperatures. These

were coded and sent via Bar Harbor. In addition, weather re]K)rts

from vessels were also transmitted and relayed.

Many requests for weather conditions were received, esj)ecially

from vessels coming from the eastward. Tlie information ()})tained

from the weather maps, forecasts, and local conditions, were usually

broadcast for the benefit of A'essels desiring this data.

In connection with the forecasts from the Weather Bureau it was
noted tJiat at times the forecasts were somewhat premature, that is,

the weather j)redicted did not arrive until 18 to 24 hours later than

the time anticipated by those forecasts. This discrepancy was due,

it is believed, to the many local ''lows" occurring on the Banks
unknown to the Weather Bureau and to tJie lack of sufficient meteor-

ological data between Bermuda and tJie coast of the United States

and lo the northward. As an examj)le of this, the following is cited:

The 8 a. m. data of May 1.5 showed a decided curvature or indenta-

tion between Nantucket and vSable Island, due evidently to a local

'•h)W.'' High barometric ])re.ssures existed at Bermuda ami at our

jiosition, under normal conditions, should have brought NE. winds,

but tlie ''low" evidently forced itself northeastward and the patrol

sliip's banmieter drop|)ed to ."^O.OO, resulting in fog, rain, and SE.

breezes. Tliis indentation was still more ]>ronounced in the p. m.

data of tlie l.")tli. The forecast ])redicted strong NE. winds and
overcast, the nctual conditions were mod(>rate K. to SE. l)reezes

witli foir sind lain.
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TJio following are examples of abnormal rise and fall of barometer:

At noon, March 24, tJie barometer being 30 :()() (moderate N. breezes),

started dropping steadily. The wind encircled tlie compass, going

from N. to E. through vSW. and back to NE. It blew NE. until

6 a. m.. Marcli 26, the l>arometer at 29.73, wlien it came out from the

NW. The barometer continued falling until 5 a. m., March 27,

wlien 29.58 was reached. The NW. wind continued blowing with a

rising barometer until midnight Marcli 30, when the atmospheric

pressure registered 30.05, and the wind hauled to NE. Aj)ril 1 saw
a small drop to 29.97 but it rose again to 30.10 witli a SSW. breeze.

A normal barometer continued until A])ril 3, when a drop came. It

dro])ped very slowly, wind increasing from the SE. until 7 a. m.,

A]iril 5, wlien 29.59 was reached. The wind tlien came out from the

WSW. A variable barometer existed, but gales from the WSW.,
WNW.. and SW. blew during April 6, 7, and 8, the barometer

dropping to its lowest (29.58) again on April 9, wlien a gale from the

NW. set in. The barometer started to rise, reaching 29.70, and then

dropped. SW. and WSW. gales prevailing on Aj^ril 10 and 11. The
barometer reached its lowest, 29.56, at 3 a. m., April 11. On A])ril

12 the wind backed to ENE. and the barometer rose to 29.86 when
it again began to drop. This drop continued until 1 a. m., April 13,

when it reached 29.49. The wind shifted from ENE. to the NW. with

gale force and a rapidly rising })arometer. At midnigJit, A])rd 13,

the barometer reached 30.01 and continued rising until 11 a. m.,

April 14, it read 30.10. The wind came from tlie NE. with a rising

barometer which continued until the morning of April 16, when the

wind changed to strong southerly breezes and the barometer began

to, dro]:>. This drop, however, was slight, going only to 29.98 when
a decided rise followed. A "'high'' existed all of April 18. reaching

30.30 AWth NW. breezes. On April 22, at 2 a. m., the barometer

dropped by leaps and bounds. and a NE. breeze arose with rain and

fog. At midniglit the barometer reached 29.63, with a SW. gale. It

continued dro})ping until 7 p. m., Ajiril 23, when 29.22 was reached./

A variable but low pressure existed on A]>ril 25, steadying to 29.52

with moderate SW. to NW. gales, dropping to 29.47 on April 26,

with moderate NW. gales and continuing to April 27 and 28, when
the gales ceased and the barometer took a sudden rise with moderate

NE. breezes.

From a normal barometer of 30.13 on May 21, with light SW.
breezes, the register dropped by leaps and bounds until at midnight

it read 29.82. with strong southerly breezes; 2 a. m., May 22, 29.67

with moderate SE. gale; 5 a. m., 29.48 with strong SE. gale, hauling

to a full SW. gale; and an immediate rise to 29.52 at 6 a. m. In

the succeeding interval the register teetered, reaching 29.56 with
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full WSW. gales at 10 a. m., when the wind hauled to the westward.

This continued with a very fluctuating barometer rising to 29.67 at

10 a. m.. May 23, when the wind backed to S. and the barometer

dropped to its lowest, reacldng 29.42 at midmight, May 23. At tliis

hour a SW. Ijreeze sprang up with a slowly rising barometer grad-

ually veering to ENE. breezes. The barometer did not reach normal

until noon of May 25.

On June 2 the barometer registered ver}" peculiarly. At 1 a. m.,

reading 29.81, with SSW. breezes, it began dropping until at 8 a. m.,

it reached 29.58, when a SW. gale was experienced. This hauled to

WSW. and then gradually to WNW. The barometer reached its

highest, 30.22, at 10 p. m. the same day, Avlien the WNW. gale died

down to a light WN^^^ breeze. The overcast, foggy, rainy weather

of 1 a. m. had completely cleared up by 10 p. m.



SALINITY APPARATUS

All excellent description of the electrical salinity apparatus is con-

tained in the report of 1924. A general resume of the practical

operation is submitted herewith.

The cabinet containing the apparatus is divided into two com-
partments by a vertical partition. The apparatus is shielded by a

sheet-copper lining on the inside of each compartment.

The right-hand compartment contains the following:

Two "X" cells, one ''Y" cell, one thermo-regulator cell, two heat-

ing elements, and a sensitive centigrade thermometer—all immersed
in a salt-water bath contained in a copper tank at the bottom of the

cabinet. The upper part of this cabinet contains a relay for main-

taining constant temperature in the bath and a small motor for

stirring the water in the bath.

The left-hand compartment contains the hmnmer mounted in a

hardwood box in the bottom of the compartment, the variable slide

wire resistance used in balancing the bridge when making salinity

measurements, a head telephone, a variable resistance "Q" in three

dials, a variable resistance wound as a cylindrical coil with sliding

contact (this is third branch) , a mutual inductance coil, a fixed resist-

ance unit, a small single pole-knife SM'itch, three snap switches, and
a small push-button switch on left side to close hummer circuit.

Each compartment is lighted, heated, and kept dry by means of

incandescent lights. Electric leads are carried from the cells and units

to bus rods running along the under side of the top of the cabinet.

TO SET UP APPARATUS

The cabinet, 33 inches wide and 36 inches high, should be supported

on a table about 30 inches high, so that the apparatus will be at a

height convenient for working. The table and cabinet should be

well secured against motion in a seaway. The ship's 120-volt direct-

current circuit is the only electric power necessary.

XoTK.—When iisin^llic apparatus asliore where direcl curreiif is not avaihil)lc

it will be necessar}' to insert four dry cells in series in the liuminer circuit. The
relay will not operate on alternating currcMil^ that the bath temperature must
be regulated by the superheater. This nuiuires ])ractice on the part of the

operator. The stirring motor will <i])(_r;ite on llO-volt 6()-cyclc alternating

current.

72733—2(5t 6 (07)
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TO OPERATE APPARATUS

Turn the bottom snaj) switch to '"on" position, thus starting stir-

ring motor.

Tmn middle snap switcli to ''on" position thereby putting current

on tjio relay, thermoregidator. and first heater. This automatically

brings tiie bath temjiorature to 25.15° C. and maintains it at that

temjieratm^e.

The top snap sMitcli controls t]ie current to the second heater or

suj)er]ieater. This Jieater has no thcrmoregulator and is only used

when it is desired to bring the bath quickly to the regidating temper-

ature. This to]) switch is normally ke})t in '"off" ];osition. "\AlTen-

ever it is turned ''on" the ()j)erator should .stand by the ai)j)aratus

and when mercury shows in the bath thermometer, switch it "of!"

autl let the first heater bi'ing the temperature uj) to the testing point.

Undei" no circumstance shoidd the tem])erature of the bath be per-

mitted to 2-ise beyond 27° (\ as such a high temjierature causes the

merciuy in the thciiuoi'cgulator to exjjand out through the to]) of

tlie glass tube and change the critical temjierature at which the

thcrmoregulator automatically opei'ates.

Tlu're is a salinity tabic pre])ared for this a])])aj'atus giving the

salinity that corresj^onds to each reading of tlic slide wire. The
"Y" cell contains water whose salinity is ap[)roximately kno"wii

(about 500 on the slide wire). Place water of know^l salinity in the

"X" cell (near 500 on the slide wire) and when the bath comes to

the desired temperature (25.15° C), note reading on slide wire. If

this i-eading does not fall on the salinity curve for water of tPiis kno^^^l

salinity, then adjust the j-esistance on the "Q" dials luitil tjie salinity

of water in the "X" cell as shown by slide wire is the same as the

known salinity. This is done by setting the slide wire at the reading

corresponding to the known salinity of the water in the ''X" cell.

Then balance the bridge })y varying the resistance on the "Q" dials

until the sound of humnuM- is a mininuun. This setting of the "Q"
dials sluuild not be changed as long as the M'ater in the "Y" cell

undergoes no change in salinity. The '-y'' cell sliould be sealed

with jjaiadine to ]>revent evapoi'ation.

The actual woj'k of balancing })ridge is as folloAss:

1. Adjust the setting of the slide wiie so as to biing the sound in

tlie telej)lione receivers to the mijiinunn intensity.

2. Without changing the setting of the slide wiie adjust the mutual
inductance so as to furlhci- ic'Hucc tli(> soiijid in the telephone receiv-

es, if possible.

3. \Vitliout changing cither the slide wiie or nuitual inductance

and with the ground switch closed (sn\all single ])ole-knife switch),

adjust thci slider on the third biancli of the bridge (resistance coil
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SUNSET ON THE GRAND BANKS ON JULY 11, 1925

This proved to be the last day of the Ice Patrol for 1925
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near (op of cabinet) so as to reduce the soiincl of liuininer in t('lej)hono

receivers as ninch as possible, ])eing sure tliat the connection from

the third branch to the shiehl is functioning ))ro]ierly. The ground

switch shouhl be kept open at all times excej)t diu'ing this test. It

may be necessary, however, to niake tliis adjustment every day.

4. Again adjust the setting of slide wire so as to reduce as much as

]M)ssible the sound of the hummer in the telej)hones—this gives the

salinity of the water being tested.

There are two "X" cells, but oidy one can be in circuit at a time.

Either one may be used in testing samples. It is customary to fill

both cells with water and let them both come up to tcmju'rature at

the same time, and both sam]:>les can be tested at practically the same
time by shifting the wires from one to the other. The ''X" cell is

omi ticfl by connecting a rubber tube to the glass discharge ])i]>e and
blowing through the lilling tube. If the end of the rubber hose is

below the level of the bottom of the cabinet the water will sj-phon

out of tlie coll. "^^Tien rinsing <Hit the cell kec]) the lubber hose on

the discharge lube and fill the cell with water to be tested, sy])hon

out (his water and remove the rubber hose, then fill the cell with the

wa(er to be tested. A glass stopper should be ]>laced in tube after

filling the cell and ke]:)t there during the salinity test. There is

suflTicient water in a citrate bottle to ]iermit rinsing of the cell.

It is always advisable to bring the water in the citrate bottles close to

the testing temperature. This will speed up the testing work, as the

greatest delay is caused by waiting for the sample under test to come
U]i to testing temperature. Fifteen minutes is enoujrh to allow for

the cell to acquire the temjieiature of the batli.

Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1925
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1925—Continued

Station
No.

Dnte Time of dny

1925

Position

Lati- Longi-
tude tude
north west

;
Wind direction

i
and force,

Beaufort

502 (5) Mar. 2«l 7.30-8.30 a. m..

503 (6) ...do 2.1'.-2.45p. m.

42 26 51 30 NW. 3.

Water, physical data

At depth '^tVJPf- Salinity

504 (7)

50.5 {%)

...do I 8.15-8.30 p. m.

Mar. 29 ' 7. 10-7.30 a. m.

506 (9) ...do.

607 ao) I...do.

10.1.j-10.30a. m...

43 09 50 ."i3
;

do. .-

j

43 42 50 IG
j

NW. 4...

43 13 .50 22
I

WNW. 3.

42 45
I
50 23 NW. 3...

11.1.5-2P. m I 42-20) ,50-22 1 do.

SOS (U) M'ir. 30 12.4.5-1.40 a. in

.tOh 02) -.do 4.4.5-6 a. m

510 fl3) ...do 9.10-10.20:1. m....

jll CU) -..do 4.10-!..'.0 p. m

512ri.5) ...do 7.4.5-S p. ni

513 n«) Mar. 31 i S..50-9.10 p. in

I

I

514 (J7) ..do 5.1.>5.1.5p. m

515 (IS) .\pr. 1 12.4.5-1.10 p. iii...

41-51
I

47-40 NW. 4.

42-13
: 4S-15 do...

42-33
I

4B-43 NW. 3.

42-54
I

49-in Calm.

43-09 I 49 39 N. 1

43-25 .50-a3 K.SK. !

43-55 5ft 00 K-XK. 2....

41-00 49-0(i S,-;k. 4

'"'1"| 'I" 5 Ift t p. ni
,

44-01 48-50 do.

:;i) p. Ill 12-OL' 4S-2,' -K

Meters

50

1
125
250
450
750

50
12.5

25
50

25
50

'o

50
125
250

50
125
2.50

450
, 750

50
125
250
450
750

50
125

2.50

4.50

750

50
125 .

2.50

450
7.50

50 I

125
I

250
4.50

7.50

25
50
125

25
,5(1

.50

.V)

125

2,50

J>)

.•0

125

2,50

450
750

50 i

125
!

250
I

450
750

ature

°C.
&6
11.2
12 2

io!3

10.9
4.6
C.4
4.8
3. 4

4.7
1.3
1.1

1.1
-1.3
0.6
0.6
1.

1

oili

5. 5

10.5
13. 55
13.0
9.78
0.8
4.8
9.4
5.85
4.92
4.45
0.6
4.1
8.2
3.1
4.8
4.5
0.6
4.0
6. 05

-2.5
6.3
3.1
3.3
3.9
1.2

-2.5
0.4
3.3
3.2
4.2
0.4
0.45
3.2
1.95
3.5
3.25
1. I

. .\5
,1. 25
1. I

I). ,s

2. 2

1.4

0. 4

0. I

0.9
5.4
4.4
4.0
0.5
0.5
5.5
0.9
2.0
4. 15

0.25

0100 by
weight

33.26
35.00
35.33
35. 59
35. 75
34. 80
33. 43
33. 31

33. 21

33. 74
33.53
33.51
32.11
32.73
33.00
33. 66
32. 99
34. 49
33. 56
34. 64

3.5. 36
36. 17

36.13
3,5. 44
34. 37
34. 82
33.74
34. 5C
34. 56
34.60
34. 27
34. ^^
33.01

""'33.78

31. 17

34. 27

34. 71

33.28

3:V'8i!

3.3. 76
34. 'ZA

34. 97
32. 95
33. 07
:«. 29
33. 95
34. 28
34. 77

33. 19

33. 17

33. 91

34. 29
.34. 13

34. 28
31.45
34. 47
34. 54

31. 24
3-.'. 93
.33. 46
3.3. 44
33. 64

32. 70
33. Os
34. OS
31. 29
34. 42
34. 20
32. 67
33. 31

3.3. 70
34. 25
34. .57

'

34. 26
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1925—Continued

Position

Station
No. Date

1925

Time of day

)18 (21) Apr. 14 i 6.3(}-7 a. m 48-15 49-38 KNW. 3

Lati-
I

Longi-
tude tude
north west

Wind direction
and force,

Beaufort

519 (22) |..-do 11.30-12.45 p.m...

S20 (23)

621 (24)

Apr. 15
!

12.15-1.30 p. m.

...do 5.10-5.40 p. m..

522 (25) ...do

523 (26) Apr. 16

8.05-8.25 p. m...

11.10-11.25 a.m..

524(27) ...do l-2p. m

525 (28) ...do : 3.45-4.30 p. m.

528 (31) '...do i 2-3 p.m.

529(32) ...do 4.10-4.40 p.m.

531 (34) :
May 2

j

9.20-9.45 a. m.

632 (35)

533 (36)

534 (37)

May 4 \
9-9.20 a. m

—.do
j

1.55-2.10 p. m.

I

May 9
{

6.50-7 p. m....

535 (38) i May 10 5.30-5.60 p. m.

^6 (39) May 14
,

4.20-6.46 p. m

48-30 49-15 NW. 5.

47-00 47-21
!
N. 5.

46^6 47-56 WNW. 4.

46-35
i

48-20 do..

I

I

45-15
i

49-00 SSW.4..

45-12
j

48-38
j

do..

45-09 48-13
,
S.4

526 (29) ,
Apr. 17 ,

9.22-9.40 a. m
527 (30) ...do 11-11.45 a.m...

43-59

44-00

44 00

49-18
I

SSW. 4

49-09
I
SSE. 6.

48 46 SSE. 6.

44 02 '48 14 SSE. 6.

630 (33)
t

Apr. 30 4.45-5.30 p. m 45 43

44 43

44 21

46 58 NNE. 4.

49 00
I

NNE. 2.

49 17 SSE. 5-.

44 24 49 16

46 16

44 44

44 28

60 13

48 62

SSE. 4.

W. 1....

S. 1....

48 15 NNW. 2.

"Water, physical data

At depth ^|'j;i;f
I

Salinity

Meters

50
125
250

50
125
250
450
750

50
125
250

25
50

100

25
50

25
50

50
125
200

50
125
250
450
750

25

25
50

50
125
260
450
750

50
125
200
500

50 \

125
250
450

25
50

25
60

25
60

25
50

50
125
175

60
76

260
600
800

°C.
-0.8
-0.8
-2.0
-0.4
-0.38

1.25
0.2
2.1
2.8
3.2

-0.45
1.3
1.3
1.7

-0.5
1.3

1.3
-1.0
-0.3

1.3
-1.0

1.3
1.3

-0.9
2.0

-1.5
1.9
2.0
1.1

1.1
-0.8
4.2
4.16
3.7
5.0
1.3
3.8
2.35
1.85
4.8
3.4
3.66
4.05
4.3
3.8
6.15
4.4
5.2
4.1
4.2
2.6
1.9
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.2
0.4
0.0
0.8
1.24
0.9
2.3
1.4
0.4
1.55
2.7
1.8
1.2

-1.0
-0.7
-0.6
4.1
2.9
1.14
2.5
3.4
3.7

0100 hy
weight

32.23
32.23
32.47
3;s. 01
32. 49
33.21
33.38
33.74
34. 10
34. 51
33. 31
33. 51
33. 70'

33. 9S
33.17
33.58
33.76
33.73
32.84
33.59
33.53
33.61
33.73
33.81
33.31
33.54
33.95
34.04
33.73
33.46
33.55
34. 18
34.41
34.70
33.85
33.84
33.29
33.31
33.90
33.64
33.52
33.81
34.01
34.29
34.69
33.86
33.85
33.97
34.27
34.56

32.85
33.68
34.25
33.22
33.39
33.48
33.58
33.16
33.63
33. 66
33.94
34.41
34.90
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1925—Coiitiiiued

Position

Station
No.

Date

i

1925

637 (40) ! May 18

638 (41)

539 (42)

Time of day

1.30-2 p. lu.

...do 2.10-2.20 p. in.

...do
I

3.50-4.15 p. m.

MO (43) Mny 21

541 (44)
,

May 24

542 (45)

543 (46)

Miiy 25

May 20

544 (47) May 27

545 (48) June 2

54G (49) June 7

547 (50) June 9

54S (51)

549 (32)

550 (53)

551 (54)

sde (55)

..do

June 11

June 12

Luti- Longi-
tude
north

44 25

44 25

44 22

tude
west

48 38

48 38

48 20

1.15-1.40 p. m.

5.20-5.55 p. m.

4.20^.50 p. m.

8.15-9.15 a. m.

0.15-0.40 p. m.

8-8.30 p. m....

3.30-9 a. m 42 40

44 32 ' 48 28

44 40 48 05

44 49
j

47 37

]

44 42
i

48 51

44 29 I 48 22 SW.2..-.

43 12
I
49 02

i

WNW.4.

Water, physical data

Wind direction
and force,

|

Beaufort i

NW. 2.

do..

S.4

W. 1.

SW.2.

WNW.l.

SSW.4...

9.15-9.45 a. m. 41 59

50 44

50 39

4-4.20 p. ni
I

42 00 50 34 SE. 1

NNE.4.

E.l.

10.10-11 a. in.

3-3.30 p. in.

June 15 10.55-11.30 a. in...

.do..

553 (50) Juno 22

7.50-8.15 p. m.

8.30-9.30 a. in.

42 07 49 41

49 39

41 58

42 38

S.3.

SSW. 3.

49 27 SSW. 1.

49 31

48 05

SE.2.

ENE. 2.

At depth '•-r-^ Salinity

MettiK

50
125
250

25
40

25
50
125

25
50
125

25
50
125
250

50
125

25
125
200
250

25
50

25
50
125

25
50

125

25
50
75
125

25
50 i

125

50
125
250

I

450
j

750

I

50
I

125

250

50
125
250
450
750

50
125

250
450
750

50
125
250
450
750

"C.
1.95

-0.6
-0.2
3.9
1.9

1.1

0.1
4.45
4.1
1.3
1.6
4.2
4.5
1.95
1.25
5.4
3.1

-0.0
0.7
5.6
5.3
2.2
2.9
3.3
4.2
2.1

4.7
4

.5.2

0.85
1.6
3.0
2.4
3.4
2.3
3.4
3.0
2.2
3.7
6.2
2.6
1.6

-0 2
7

9.75
6.3
45

-0 3

4.9
4.8
4.9
4.1
1.7
4.2
10 6
7.5
5.9
5.0
9.7
5.3
6.6
5.6
5.2
4.4
4.4
1.7
1.8
2.3
4.3
3.9
12.1

12.6
11.4
8.1
5.1

7.4



Record of bergs, I nternalional Ice I'alrol, 1925

Position

Latitude
north

2n
29
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Mav 1

1

47 28
48 45
48 43
48 17

47 50
47 28
46 17

48 17

48 43
47 09
47 48
47 50
49 11

47 48
50 00
49 25
48 08
48 48
48 57
48 55
48 45
48 40
48 31
48 41
48 41
48 15

48 23
48 24
48 06
47 50
49 25
49 50
48 08
48 47
47 .42

47 50
47 47
47 59
48 10
48 07
49 52
49 34
49 38
49 26
49 24
49 52
46 13

46 53
47 48
47 48
47 50
48 47
47 30
45 49
47 n
47 00
46 47
46 47
46 40
45 40
46 55
46 49
48 20
48 38
48 38
47 11

47 58
47 50
47 38
48 25
48 17

46 47
47 00
48 47

I.oagitudo
west

Uoportc'd by- Keoiarks

47 50
48 50
48 43
47 00
47 24
48 43
48 43
47 50
47 02
45 44
47 00
47 58
45 44
46 25
50 23
48 25
49 28
49 17
49 12

49 38
49 21
49 13

•49 14

49 10
49 38
49 50
49 55
49 37
48 34
48 25
48 15

47 16

49 40
48 26
48 05
48 02
48 31
48 18
47 58
46 45
47 52
48 21
48 18

48 24
46 45
47 16
46 44
50 33
50 32
50 31

48 14

50 57
46 57
51 21

47 47
48 22
48 21

47 12

47 34
47 35
47 58
48 51

46 54
46 53
51 21

50 30
50 48
51 08
49 01

49 28
48 21

47 47
48 22

Cape Race Large berg.
do... Do.

Corouia; 2 bergs.
Cape Race Do.
Coronia Berg.

do Do.
do Do.

Cape Race Do.
do.. Do.

Stockholm Do.
do Do.

Cape Race Do.
do Do.
do Do.
do Do.
do. Large berg.

Drothningholm ' Do.
Cape Race ! Small berg.

do 3 small bergs.
do Large berg.
do Small berg.

Modoc Berg No. 2.

do...
j

Berg No. 1.

do Berg No. 2.

do ! Do.
do Berg.
do ' Do.
do Do.

Cape Race i Several bergs.
do

!
Large berg.
Berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Large berg.
Berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

do.
do_

Modoc
Cape Race..
Modoc

do
do
do
do
do

Blackheath.
do
do
do
do
do

Andania
Arabic
Qorm

do
,

Large berg.
do : Small bergs.

Vlehiba Berg.
do ,

Large berg.
Tampa.- ' Berg.
Canadian Mariner

|

Do.
Marloch , Large berg.

do j2 medium-sized bergs.

Regina !
Berg.

Gleutworth Do.
Drothningholm Do.
Litit ia Do.

do Do.
Cairnavon ...I Small berg.

Canadian Mariner I Do.
do ,

Large berg.
Cape Race Berg.
Cairnavon. ' Do.

do 2 bergs.

do .! Large hcrg.

Digby , Small berg.

do
j
2 large bergs.

Regina |
Berg.

Cape Race
'

Do.
do I 2 bergs.
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Record of bergs, Inlernalionnl Ice Patrol, 19^5—Continued

Date

May

Position

Latitude Longitude
north west

48 08
47 57
48 00
47 58
47 50
47 38
40 42
45 05
47 38
47 48
47 48
47 45
46 23
46 08
46 20
40 29
46 28
46 37
47 19

51 33
52 31

52 16

50 36
50 48
51 08
48 20
48 32
51 34
51 04
50 58
50 58
47 43
48 35
47 50
48 18

47 55
52 15
52 00

15 miles E. of Cape
Spear.
46 23
46 18

45 49
46 22
40 28
45 45
45 50
45 51

48 04
47 36
47 39
47 41

47 38
47 49
47 44
47 50
47 44
47 45
47 47
47 55
46 48
46 50
46 28
46 23
46 31
48 28
46 12
46 13

46 32
47 37
47 33
46 22
46 25
46 19

1 mile E. of Sogarloaf .

5 miles off St. Johns...
5 miles S. of Cape Spe;ir.

Petty Harbor
4 miles N. of Bill Head.

46 56
I

49 36
47 12 50 02
47 21

I
50 35

Between 47° 49' and 47°
12' N. and between
51° 12' and 51° 17' AV.

48 18 47 10
40 50 52 16

47° 40' to 47° 50' N.; 49°
35' to 49° 60' W.

32 miles E. of Cape
Race.
48 47 45 37
47 45 48 35
47 37 49 03
47 26 49 40
47 17 50 29

Reported by-

Cape Race
do--
do- -

do
do-
do_- ,

Lititia

Assyria-
.\mcriea

do.-
do -..

do
Manchester Hero.

do
Concordia.

Remarks

Berg.
Do.
Do.

Large berg.
2 large bergs.
I^arge berg.
Berg.

Do.
Large berg.

Do.
3 large bergs.
Very large berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.

,do Medium-sized berg.

Canadian Hunter Berg 4 miles S. of this position.

47 43
48 35
51 40
49 00
48 23
47 47
51 47
51 48
50 04

I

52 29
52 02 I

51 46
I

51 42
I

51 30
!

51 24
51 10 I

51 01

50 63
50 39
50 28
52 00
52 05
48 38
48 00
48 23
46 57
48 15

47 52
48 54
49 27
49 32
48 30
48 38
48 41

do-. Do.
do -. ! Do.
do

I

Small berg.

Concordia. Do.
Fantee ...i Berg.
Bennendyk
Corrigan Head
Cape Race
.\rdenza-.
Sachem

do... ,

do
do..
do-.-
do-
do--
do
do
do
do-

Cape Race
do
do-

Bolingbroke
Montrose
Cape Race
Aurania
Welshman
Saturnia
Canadian Leader...

do-
Manchester Spinner

do
do

Silvia ;
Berg

do..
:

3 small bergs.

do i
Laige berg.

do I
Small berg.

do... 3 large and 2 small bergs

Manchester Spinner
do
do

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Small berg.
Do.

Large berg.
Small beig.

Do.
Large and medium berg.

Medium berg.
Small berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.

Berg.
Do.

Medium berg.
Laige berg.
Beig.

Do.
Large berg.

Very large berg.

Several medium bergs.

Large berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Large berg.
2 large bergs.
Small berg.

do 15 bergs.

Moana
,

Large berg.

Cape Race
[
2 medium bergs.

do Bergs.

.do !
2 bergs.

do.
\

Small berg.

Riado.c Medium berg.

do Large berg.

do Do.
Riobarado Do.



Record of bergs, Internalional Ice Patrol, 1925—Continued

Date

May 9
9
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11
11

11

11
11

12
12
13
13
13

13

13

13
14
14

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

14

14
14
14

14
14
14
14

14

14

14

14

14

14

H
14

14
14
14

14

14

14

14
14
14
14

14

14
14

16

Position

lyititude
I
Longitude

north west

Ropoited by

—

44 48
47 20
47 35
47 51
47 35
47 55
47 42
47 33
47 23
46 42
48 03
48 19

47 13

47 29
47 42
47 40
47 41
47 53
48 01
46 18
46 45
46 44
47 38
46 38
46 22
46 21

46 57
46 41
46 27
46 27
47 20
46 29

6 miles N. of 46°
47° 19' W

47 30
47 56
48 07
48 08
48 32
48 18

48 08
47 53
48 47
47 11

49 47
47 12
46 32
46 30
46 18
46 20
47 48
49 47

46 30
46 18
46 20
48 40
48 18

48 14

47 12

47 01
47 55
47 45
47 56
47 35
47 46
47 30
47 32
47 31
47 35
47 56
48 07
48 08
48 32
47 51
47 36
47 55
47 45
47 35

48 42
49 40
49 33
48 41
49 33
47 48
48 55
49 19

49 45
47 36
48 18

48 35
50 48
50 13

49 36
49 36
49 25
49 08
48 45
48 01
48 35
48 43
47 36
47 26
47 52
48 03
47 26
47 21
48 05
48 05
47 00
47 19

29' N.,

50 33
49 15

48 17

47 51

47 16

49 12

49 26
50 04
48 05
47 08
44 59
47 06
47 21
47 38
47 54
48 23
50 00
44 59
47 38
47 54
48 23
48 27
49 22
49 29
49 18
48 00
50 00
50 32
47 06
47 53
48 03
48 47
48 52
48 54
48 57
49 15
48 17
47 51
47 16
51 12

51 43
50 00
50 32
48 35

West Haven.
Cape Race...
Montauban..
"U. M. B."..

do
Qrenas

do
do
do

Commino
Montclare

do
do
do
do-
do
do
do
do

Lititia
Commino ...

do
Amsterdam .

.

do
do

Reyburn
Batsford
Cape Race...
Pittsburgh...
Cape Race...
Lord Antoin.
Blydendyk...

do

Remarks

Cape Race
Turcoman

do
do.
do

Kurdistan
do
do

Athenia
Doric
.\thenia
Cameronia
Andania
Ansonia

do
do

Cape Race...
....do

do.-
do
do

Athenia
do
do.

New Astor
Doric
Athenia

do.
Bergsdale

do
do-. —
do
do..
do
do.

Cape Race
do..-
do
do.. -.

do.
do
do
do

Empress of Scotland

.

Large berg.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Berg.
Medium bergi
Berg.
Small berg.
Medium berg.

Large berg.
Small berg

Do.
Berg.
Large bergs.
Large berg.
Medium berg.

Do.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Berg.
Large berg.

2 medium bergs.
Small berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.

2 large bergs.

Berg.
Large berg.
Berg.
Medium berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.

Berg.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Large berg.
Berg.

Do.
Do.

Large berg.
Berg.

Do.
Large berg.
Berg.

Do.
Small berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Small berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.

Berg.
Do.
Do.

Small berg.

3 bergs.
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Record of bergs, lulernalional Ice Patrol, 1925—Continued

Position

Date

May 16

16

16

16

16
16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

18

18
18

18

18

18
18

18
18
19

19

19

19

19
19

19
19
19

19
19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19
19

19

19

19

19

19

19
19

19

19
19
19

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30

Latitude Longitude
north west

48 00
49 10

49 08
49 07
48 57
48 53
48 37
48 39
48 00
48 00
47 58
48 07
47 30
47 33
48 01
48 12

48 07
45 58
47 10

48 07
47 33
48 33
47 58
45 08
48 17

48 33
47 55
47 30

}{cported by

—

48 50
48 58

49 14

49 25
49 39
50 08
49 44

49 36
50 43
50 58

50 46
49 41

47 51

47 37
49 13

49 49
49 21

47 3fi

49 35
49 21

50 51

47 40
49 25
48 45
48 52
46 40
46 10
48 20

Between 47° 35', 49°

08' and between 47'

35', 49° 02'

45 25
45 58
46 30
46 29
48 55
47 32
47 34
47 36
48 22
47 42
47 41

47 35
47 41

47 45
48 33
47 37
47 35
47 41

47 40
48 42
48 25
48 20
48 24
48 24

47 26
47 30
48 36
47 34
48 19

48 25
48 22
48 00
48 (M
48 04
48 09
48 12
47 26
48 01
48 01

48 01
48 11

49 33
47 38
47 31

47 46
47 44
47 4G

Ueinaiks

Grainton
Cape Race
...do.-
....do
....do..
...do.. -

....do--

...do. ---

do--
--..do--- -

do
do

Empress of Scotland .

.

do
Grainton
Johannc Dybward
Cape Race
Zwartee Zee
Emanuel Stavarondis.
Montrose
Admiral Hamilton
Montrose .-

Lancastria
Baron Garioch
Salacia
Lancastria
Emanuel Stavarondis.
Christina --.

do

48 32
47 51

47 16

48 00
50 35
49 08
49 05
49 02
48 45
49 38
49 33
49 21

49 38
49 21

46 40
49 20
49 26
49 19

50 37
51 00
51 04
51 35
51 35
51 40
47 30
47 50
49 15

49 05
49 33
49 20
48 25
49 13

49 00
48 42
48 32
48 18

49 26
48 12

49 04
48 47
43 31

49 38
49 17

49 03
49 43
49 05
49 15

Gariocli
do-

Bothwell.-
do -

Black Heath
Manchester Hero-.

do—
do

Admiral Hamilton

.

Canada
do
do -

do-
do

Lancastria
Q lentworth

do—
! do...
Concordia
Black Heath...

do
do
do
do

Aval...
; do
I Cape Race

do—
do

....do
Aurania
Cornishnian
....do
....do
....do
....do
Carrigan Head.
....do
....do..
....do
....do
Sirrah

do...
do

Megantic
do
do

Berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Small berg.

1)0.

Large berg.
Do.
Do
Do.
Do.
Do.

Small berg
Berg.

Do.
Do.

Large berg.
Berg.
Medium berg.
Berg.

Do.
Do.

Medium berg.

Berg.
Large berg.
Berg.

Do.
Do.
Do.

3 bergs.

Large berg.
Medium berg.

Large berg.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Medium berg.

I>argo berg.

Medium berg.

3 large bergs.

Medium berg.

Very large berg.

Berg.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.

Medium berg.

Berg.
Large berg.

Berg.
Do.
Do.

Large berg.

Berg.
Medium berg.

Very large berg.

Large berg.
Do.

Berg.
Large l)erg.

Small berg.

Berg.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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Record of hrrga, Internntional Ice Patrol, 19:3o—Continuecl

Position

Date

May 20
21

21

21

21
21

21

21
21

21

21

21
21

21

21

21

22
23

23
23

23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28

28
28
28

28
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
30

I/atitiide I-ongitude
north west

l{(»I)oite(l by-

47 33
48 30
47 14

48 45
47 07
44 40
47 11

44 41

47 10

45 00
48 17

48 15

47 13

47 52
47 37

49 34

48 18

52 34
48 21

52 00
47 50
53 43
47 36
52 48
50 16

47 30
47 38
52 47
49 27
49 40

Area of 47° .54' and 48'

09' N., 49° 25' and
48° 55' \V.

46 40
I

47 14

47° 40' N.; 49° 30' W..
47° 52' N.; 49° U' W_.
20 miles n8j-i° from
Cape Raco.

47 30
47 53

47 52
47 50
47 08
47 55
47 57
47 40

44° 46' N.; 48° 05' W..

44
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Record of bergs, International Ice Patrol, 19-2o—Continued

Date

May 29

29
29

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31
31
31

June 1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Position

Latitude
north

Longitude
west

Reported by- Remarks

9 miles K. of Ferry-
land Light.

7 miles E. of Bull Head.
4milesE. ofSt. Johns..

miles E. of Cape
Race.

Cape Race
i

Large berg.

do
do
do.—

Do.
Do.

Berg.

44 56
47 58
47 17

48 00
48 14

48 09
48 00
47 2C
44 36
44 32

17 miles off Cape Race.
46 34 52 37

46 20
46 39
48 00
48 09
47 57
47 17

47 20
47 22
4fi 10
48 36
47 35
47 50

10 miles
Race.
48 02

i

45 02
i

48 10
47 48
46 32
47 65
48 15
48 04
47 56
47 60
43 12
48 10
48 13

48 00
48 OC

46 45
i
Citos Do.

49 37 Kurdistan Small berg.

47 55
{
Tampa.- Berg.

do ' Large berg.

do 2 large bergs.

Lock Tay Large berg.

do Medium berg.

Assyria Berg.
East side.. Do.

do Large berg.

Cape Race... Do.
Montreal.. Do.
Tampa..- Berg.

do 3 small bergs.

Salacia Small berg.

....do Do.

....do Do.

49 23
49 00
49 00
49 33

51 50
46 49
47 12

48 03
52 32
49 11

49 07
49 09
48 02 I PenhilL Do.
47 32

i
do • Large berg.

47 03 ! do-
i

Very large berg.

48 00
I

Porsanger
I

Berg.
44 34 ! Canadian Mariner.. i Small berg.

45 30
j

Cape Race i Large berg.

45 48 do Berg.
from Capei do Large berg.

49 00 ' -Vuramia Berg.
48 55 do - Do.
48 48. do... Very large berg.

48 32
52 52
49 00
45 24
48 35
47 52
46 20

Canadian Mariner Large berg.

Tuscania Berg.
Megantic Do.
Brandon Small berg.
Megantic Medium berg.
Verbania Large berg.
Canadian Raider Small berg.

47°56'N.; 47° 42' W..
47 29

1
48 23

47 53
47 58

8 miles SE. of Cape
Race.

49 02 1
Tampa Berg.

40 00 Manistee Large berg.

'

48 50 Tuscania Small berg.

48 12
I

Veendom Medium berg.

48 10 do Do.
Verbania 4 bergs.

Veendom Medium berg.

do Do.
do - Do.

Brandon Large berg.

48 26
49 32

46 37
47 41

46 45
47 23
47 42
46 35
47 46
47 56
46 24
45 39
45 00
46 46
46 41
46 40
45 40
45 47
47 14

47 24
44 11

47 27
47 18

45 00
45 16
45 00

52 53
49 37
40 06
47 21

47 34
47 34
46 58
47 46
47 24
45 08
48 54
47 06
47 36
47 53
45 00
44 37
51 25
52 06
48 46
49 11

50 51

Veendom Berg.
Cape Race Large berg.

do Small berg.

Blairberg 2 bergs.

Bothwell Berg.
.do.
.do.
do

Haulerwig
Hoosac
P. L. M23
Baron Harries.

.do.

.do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Tortugas Large berg.

Bay State.
Cape Race

do
Manchester Merchant.
Cape Race
....do

47 63
I

West Pool
46 33 do
47 53 1 do

Do.
Medium berg.
Large berg.

Do.'

2 small bergs.
Large berg.

Do.
Do.
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Record of obstruction reports, International Ice Patrol

Date

Position

Vessel
Latitude
north

1925
° '

Mar. 25 , Cape Knee (Britisli) 40 00
27 Wiiimsile (Miitish) 38 37
29 I S;ii;u:icho (British) 40 53

29 BlueTriaiiKleCAmerican). 41 21

31 Waimate 40 41

Apr. 3 Bannock (American) 43 30
3 I Cape Race (Britisii) 39 33

11
I

Hellenic (Swedish). 39 .W

14 Cape llace (British) 40 2(i

17 ' Eglantine (American) 41 58

17 Balsam (American) ., 42 40
24 Tampa, C. a. C

,

45 00
May 2 West Msdaket (Ameri- 45 33

can)

.

4
;

Oscar II (Danish) 44 12

7 Kiigeno .Schneider 45 38
(French).

14 Skard (Norwesiau) 45 47

13 lloxie (American) 40 45

5
I

Carso (Italian) 41 25
19 Blackiieath (British)

i
49 45

25 Cape Hace (British)
i

40 38
28 ' Svanhild (Danish) 46 10

31 I Ossas (<^'urmany)-.- 45 10

June 4 Topeka (American) 44 00
10 Montrolite (British) l,'^ 37
15 Manchester Shipper 44 35

(British).
16 , Schenecta<ly (American). 41 27

17 .Vrlington (')

18 Nicolos Odrea 39 42
22

I

West Imo (American)
i

33 20
28 : Stroma (British) 41 .38

' Unknown.

Longi- !

tude west

Description

48 37
62 23
44 17

52 37
44 29
45 24

48 30
55 02

45 44
58 .50

44 48
30 20

42 43
48 28
43 15

44 .50

43 59
40 03
42 27
42 59
43 30
43 01

,50 15

(')

42 38
51 15

51 05

Derelict schooner awash.
Spar 40 feet long, 2 feet diamoter.
Conical gas and whistle buoy S feel high, rusty.
Steel barrel NK2 painted on end.
Large light and whistle buoy.
De.ad whale.
Wreckage 20 feet long, 2 feet high.
Log 20 feet long.

Wreckage 25 feet long.
Oas and whistling buoy.
Gas and whistling buoy 25 feet high.
Striped buoy.
Log 25 feet long.

Iron gas buoy.
Derelict with 1 mast.

Framework of ga,s-whistling buoy.
Large iron g;is buoy with superstructure.
Conical iron buoy 5 feet high.
Barrel or mine.
Part of wooden vessel.

Oas and whistling buoy.
(iasand whistling buov marked Kockwood.
Whistle buoy.
Dory marked .Vralia .1 HTi.

Whistling buoy.

Log 30 feet long V'z feet diameter.
Broadciist in re 4-m;isted schooner James B.
Hamlin

Iron raft 15 feet long, 10 feet wide.
Spar on end.
Log 25 feet long.

Weather resnm^., March 25~J uly 12

Percentage Hours

Actual
I

22 82
Pilot chart (approx.) ! 301-.-

APllII,
I

Actual
I

39 66
Pilot chart (approx.)

I
45

M.\Y

Actual ' 361 71

Pilot chart (approx.) I 35l...

JVNE

Actual
Pilot chart (approx.).

301 S;

40'.-

Actunl . I 32) 09
Pilot chart (appro.x.) 40

38

0.6 2i 6
4| 21

6i0. II 33

12l 5

...I 6

27 10
17

24 101 4i

65..-

20; 31

135...

15' 31

66 ...

25 19
59.

11 20
.57...

13i 5, 2S 14 16 7

..-; 10 17L.. 18...

oo

20

39 35 36
64!-. .1137

38| 641 54
59 ...I 89

•^ Ur <n

m
j
CO !>

... 20:.-

i

24: 60 47
-..1144

46137 83
... 97

125 70: 48331 35) 68
501..- 122. ..109;.

i

I

54 10, g27 6, 54
43 ... 43

78

\ 8 77 16

36157 14

...101 ...

30! 18
...1105

71' 48
... 86

4: 5
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Table of ilala concerning scientific stations occupied during 1934
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Table oj data concerning scienlific slalio7is occupied during 1924—Continued

Sta-
tion Date Time of day

Position

Lati-
:
Longi-

tude tude
north west

Depth
of

water

Wind
direction
and force
BeSufort

Water, physical data

1924
3S9 Apr. 13 7-7.50 a. m.

390

391

392

...do.

...do-

" ' " ' Meters
41 22 50 32

! 4, 068 I N. 5.

At '^®™"

depth e

10.50-11.45 a. m J 41 41 50 17 4,068
{
NNE. 2.

4-4.50p.m '42 10 50 12' 3,700 N. 4

...do 7.15-8 p. m 42 30 50 13 2,500 NE. 2.

393 |...do
1

10-10.^5p. m.-..| 42 51 50 13 295iNE.byE.
1.

394 Apr. 14

396 ...do-

396
!
Apr. 15

8-S.40a. m 43 17

5.30-5.50 p. m.

12.30-1.30 p. ra.

397 ...do
1
7.:jO-7.o7 p. m.

50 14 64 SE. 2

49 00 343 Calm..

41 44 48 40
I

2,400

44 58

"^ Apr. 16
I

9.30-10.45 a. m. J 45 29

49 23 57

SSE. 6...

SSW. 2^.

48 34 700
!
SW. 3..

»99 ...do 3.30-4.55 p. ni... 45. 50 47 52 800 i WSAV

Meters

50
125
2.50

450
750

50
125
250

1

450
I

750
I

°
50

125
2,50

450 I

750 I

:

50
i

125 i

250 i

450 !

750

50
100 :

150
i

210 i

250 I

280 I

'

20
I

40
50
60

30
50
100
125
200
2.50

320

50
125

128
250
258
450

15

34
50
.53

42
50
106

V2n

212
250
3S1

4.M)

(•.30

50
125
2.50

450
7.50

"C.
12.9
1.3.2

13.1

Vr
4.5
13.7
13.3
12.0
10.4
7.35
4.05
4.0
3.2
2.7
4.4
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.0
3.0
4.3
4.5
3.3

0.5
-0.4
-0.6
0.3
1.4

Salinity

0/00 bv
weigM
35.92
3.5. 75
35.75
35.18
35.12
34.89
35.90
35. 75
35. 46

1 35. 30
35. 04
34.87

133.80
« 39. 92
34.36
34.81
34.89
34.90 I

33.62
;

33.6-1
I

34.34
34.66
34.86
3i4. 91

32.98
33.01
33.38
33.77
34.15

2. 5 34. 55 I

3. 1
,

3Z 89 !

2.8 32.86
i

2.

6

' 32. 97
j

2.0
1.6
0.1
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Table of (lata concerning scientific slaiions occupied during 1924—Continued

Sta-
tion
No.

Date

1924
400 Apr. 17

Time of dny

1.5.1-2.15 !>. m.

Lati-
tude
north

Position !

i

Depth i,™^
tufle

west

and force
Benufort

" ' " ' Meters
45 53

!
51 53

!
80 I

NE. 3.

402 Apr. 18 6.30-7 p. m..

403 ...do 8-8.30a. m 46 26

:
I

404 ...do I
9.10-9.40 a. m 46 31

52 42

400 ...do 1-1.30 p. m.

407 Apr. 19 7-7.30 a. m.

409 ...do 9. .58- in, 27 a. ni.

401 ...do 7-7.30 p. m ^ 46 16 52 19, 72 ' N. 2.

46 22 52 33 ' 160
t

NE. 6-

Water, physical data

At
depth

170 NE. 5...

52 51 ' 134 ' NNE. 5..

405 ...do
!
10.30-11 a. ni : 46 36 ! 53 01 72 i...do.

46 42 ' 53 17 30 I NE. 9.

46 33
!
53 27 57 NNW. 6-.

408 ...do 8.10-8.45 a. m.... 46 26 1
53 21 So ...do

15
;
53 25

I
147 ' NNE. 4...

410 ...do 11.35-n..5Sa. 111. 4G 02 58 40 147 NXK. 3.

411 ...do 1.30-2.10 p. m... 45 50 53 .50 136 ...do.

Teni- Ti«r,o;f^
pera- Salinitv'^^"; '^y

ture I "

Meters

20
40
60
60
80

20
40
50
65

25
50
75
125
150

25
50
75
125
165

30
60
60
90
120
125

20
40
50
65

12
25

15

34
50
53

20
40
50
60
SO

50 i...

70
10.5

125 ...

140

U

35
50 ...

70
105 '

125 --.

140 I •

I

32
50 ...

04
96
126 ...

128

1.9
2.0
1.4

1.2
0.8
1.1

0.9
0.6

0.2
-0.1
-0.5

-0.4

-0.5

0.1
-0.2

-0.4

-1.0
-0.2
-0.5

-0.8
-1.0
-1.2

0100 bji

weight

32.91
32.93
32.94

32.95
33.04
32.02
32.02
32.13

-0.1
-0.3
-0.4

-0.8
0.)

0.2
-0.2
0.0
-0.3
-0.4

-0.5

0.2
-0.1
-0.8

-0.8
-0.6
-0.2
-0.3

-1.0

1.0
I 33.08
33. 15

-1.0

0.5
1.0

33. 20
32. 79
32.84

32.14
32.60
33.11

33.24
.32.50

32.57

33.00

33.25
32.65

' 32. 70

32.78
• 32.82
32.88

32. 43

32.44
' 32. 52

32. 69
32.27

'32.28
' 32. 30
32. 48

1 32. 48
33. 49

33. 69
32.62

> 32. 77

32.92

.32.83

32.82
32, 74
33.02

0. 1

1.0
"32."94"!

33. 15 !

-1.0

0.1
0.0

o.'e'
1.1

33. 23
32. 83
32.90

'33."oi"

33. 05

20.33
26. 34
26.38

»26. 39
26.40
26.50
25.66
25.67
25.78

2 25.80
25.81
20.23
26.62

= 26.65
20.67

2 26.72
26.73
26.10
26.17
26.28
26.53

2 26.70
26.75
26.24
26.30

2 26.34
26.36
26.41
36.45

»26.45
26.06
26. OS
26.18

2 26.20
26.39
25. 92
25.94
25.95
26.09
26.10
26.42
26.80
26.90
26.20
26.34
26.39

2 26.39
26.39
26.40
26.31
26.55

= 36. 5-9

26.61
26.67

2 26.69
26.72
26.32
26.33

2 26. 37

.

26.46
26.67

2 26.70
20.73
20.37
20. 43

2 20.50
2a 54
36.59

2 26, (",9

26. 70

-Inteipolated. 'Exterpolated.
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Table of data concerning scientific staliotis occupied during 1924—Continued
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Table of data concerning scieniific staiionn occupied during 1924—Continued

428

430

431

433

434

4.3^

437
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Table of (laid concerning scieniific slaiions occujned during 1934—Continued

Sta-
tion
No.

Position

Date Time of day

I

1924 I

438 May 4
i

1.30-1.50 n. in.

439 |...do
I

3.30-3.50 n. m..

I

440 ;...do 5.15-5.35 a. m..

441 j...do 7.15-7.3.'^ a. m..

442 j...do
i

9.05-10.40 a.m.

/ o /

08 55 32

46 02
j

55 53

00 ' 56 12

I

57 ' 56 34

58 i 57 00

443
!
May 5 i

5.-37-0. 10 n.m 45 05
!

56 55

4i4 ,...do 0-10. 40 p. m. 44 42 i 54 10

445 .May 6 12.4.''i-2,30i). ni... 43 45 'i^ 00

44G ...do 4. 45-5. 15 p. m... 44 02 52 39

417 ...do 6.40-7.10 p. in.. 44 12 52 25

448 May 7 9.24-9.42 a. in.... 43 42 ' 51 29

ll.:iO-11.55 a. in.. 43 30 .".l 4.:

Depth

Lati- Longi- : °i„^

tude tudc '

^^t*''^

north west |

Meters
65

65

"Water, physical data

Wind
direction
and force
Beaufort

At
depth

SW. 3.

E. 1.54

34

544 i WSW. 3.

..do.

95 SSW. 3.

070 ! XW. 1.

200 S\V. 2_

Tem-
pera- ISallnity

ture I

^fetera

W. 2

20
!

40
50

450 ...d.. 2.14-3.10 ]). in... 43 15 51 59 1,100 WXW.,

20
40
50
no

25
50

15

30

50
125
1.35

250
270
405
4.50

540

1.9
0.8
0.7

0100 by

ueiaht
32.54
32.57
32.59

Density
6t

-0. 4 32. 61

3.6 32.60
1.0 ' 32.67
0.2 I

32.67

-0.8
2,1

1.9
1.3

2.1

1.8
1.2

2.5

32.81
32. 62

' 32. 03
32. 63
32. 71

32.72
32. 72
32. 02



Tahb: of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1.924—Continued

Position

Sec-
tion
Xo.

Date

1924

Time of day
I^ati- Longi-
tude . tudc
north west

451 : May 7 7.23-8.20 p. in... 42 49 51 11

452 ...do 10-1.2oj}.m 43 03 51 00

ir,Z
:
Mav 8 1.30-1.50 a. m.... 43 18 50 4G

J54 _..do 4.24-4.42 a. in.... 43 10 50 10

455 ...do 6.58-8.23 a. m.... 42 4G 50 14

.do 10.15-11.30 a.m.. 42 20 50 18

457 ...do
;

8.30-9.10 p.m... 43 19

May 10 1 11.45 a.m. to 1.15! 44 32 : 48 49

I
p.m.

I

Depth
of

water

"Wind
direction
and force
Beaufort

Arettrx

1,800 W. 1.

-do 7.25-9 p. m. 1 45 18

Jilay 11 1.20-1.35 p. m... 46 35

80 |...do

08 I-..do.

1,400 I.. .do.

2,000 Calm.

48 42
I

780 ...do-

48 44

.do ...J 7.50-8.30 p. m...' 47 23 48 45 125 NW. 3.

70 N. 3.

462 i May 12 6.35-7.15 p. m... 47 58 49 31

403 I May 13 7.27-9.40 p. m... 48 33

212 N. 3.

[

Water, physical data

depth Pf'^
^""n'tJ

ii

210 |...do-

1,510
I

NE.4

'£;rror. Interpolated.

175 SSW. 4

.

' Exterpolated.

Meters

50
125
250
450
750

50
125
250
450
750

25
50
75

20
40
50
GO

50
125
250
450
750

50
125
250
450
750

50
100
125
150
200

50
125
250
450
750

50
125
250
450
750

20
40
50
60

30
50
60
90
120
125

50
lOO
125
150
200

40
50
80
120
125
168

° a
5.4
3.4
3.8
3.6
3.0
3.5
3.5
0.9
1.2

I 2.7
3.1

3.3
5.1
3.8
1.9

-0.3
4.8
3.5
2.1

1.4

3.2
1.8
2.4
3.0
3.2
3.4
5.1

3.5
2.4
3.3
3.4
3.9
3.0
0.5
0.7

1.2
1.4
5.4
1.8
1.8
3.0
3.3
3.5
1.9
0.2
-0.1

0.7
1.5
3.3
2.2
2.3
0.9

0,00 hji

ireidhi

33. 99
34. 07
34. 32
34.43
34. 63
34. 74
33. 12

33. 50
33.96
34.38
34. 60
34.74
32. 78
32.78
32.88
33. 13

32.83
32.92
33.27

1 33. 40
33. 06
33.73
34.23
34.59
34.78
34.80
33.44
34. 03
34.37
34.68
34.78
34. 87
33.21
33. 50
33. 75

34.01
.34.11

33.31
33. 66
34.21
34.62
34.69
34. 83
32.88
33. 26
33.43

* 34. 55
* 34. 84
* 34. 89
32.68
32.83

1 32. 96

-0.4
. 1.6

1.4
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1924—Continued

Scc-
trtfn

No.
Date

1024
464 May 15

465 ...do..

466 ...do.

467 May 16

468 May 26

469 ,...do.

Time of day

Position

Lati-
tude
north

10.10-10.39 a. mJ 48 17

2.44-3.08 p. m.

7.32-8 p. m. 47 50

7.10-7.25 p. m... 46 14

4-4.47 p. m 49 35

10-10.45 p. m. 50 19

470 ! May 27 ' 3.2.5-4.20 a. m._..' 50 52 53 26

471

Depth

Longi-
°l

tude ^^^^"^

west

52 16

52.02

51 03

50 10

52 41

Meters
160

—do 9-9.40 a. in...

472 May 29

473

474

Juno 7

June 12

475
,
June 25

476 ...do

477 !...do.

12.15-12.45 p. m.

5-6.10 p. m ,

5-5.30 p. m.

3.30-^.10 a. m....

6.10-6.48 a. m..

9.15-9.50 a.m...

170

340

Wind
direction
and force

Beaufort

NW. 3...

SW. 1

SSW. 1,

W. 2.

330

51 27
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1924—Contimiod

i Position

bee-
tion
No.

478

479

480

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

490

491

492

493

494

Dale

1924
June 25

...do.

Water, physical data

Time of day
Lati-
tude
north

2.10-2.25 p. m...; 45 37

8.05-8.30 p.m... 45 06

Juno 26
:

12.40-1.05 a. m...! 44 52

do 8.10-8.40 a. m....
I 44 36

..do
i

2.25-3.10 p. m... 44 16 61 21

T-,„„tv, !
WindDepth

direction
Longi- "A

i

and force

tude '

^^^^^
Beaufort

west

° ' Meters
\

53 11
i

75 : SSW. 5.

75 SAV. 5.

52 48

52 10 I 72

-do.-..

...do.

6.30-6.55 p. m...: 44 43 151 07

11.45 p. m. to
I

44 58
12.15 a. m. I

June 27
t

4-4.25 a.m.
[ 45 20

.do,-..j 8.25-8.40 a. m...

-do 11.40-11.55a. m-

...do.-..

...do---.

...do....

June 28

...do

...do

...do

2.30-2.45 p. m...

7-7.15 p. m

11.25-11.45 p. m.

1.50-2.10 a. m.-..

4.23-4.40 a. m....

9.10-10.05 a. m...

3.15-3.30 p.m...

* Error.

45 10

45 08

44 45

44
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Table of data concerning scientific stations occupied during 1924—Continued

I

1

Sec-
tion Date
No.



.!3-2et. (I'"ncp p. 90.) No. 1 /<v- o°° ''o

[uj (
L I B R /* R Y



> •* '.it'





y^

^/•^

/j^



'^I^'
^

"T"'l n.M„M|,.,.,„..|.,M| .„|,i



J.

V 1 ^'



72733—26t. (Face p. 00.) No. 4



:i



Ice. Drifts
Mai/l-20.1915

72733—26t. (Face p. 90.) No. 5





r2733—26t- (Face p. 90.) No. 6





ice PATROL . 1925

cunitCHri ttpciKieMcio

sa it ~Sf 36 M M 45

VL'TnS— 2Ct. (Face p. 90.) No.





-^- BERSS.
O -GROWLERS.
1^*^- FIELD ICE,

*!!«i >(ACTIC WATER
im WARM ATLANTIC WATEB

G^NERAU^HART
ICE PATROL

MARCH 25 -APHIl I. lias.

GRAND BANKS CHART NO.B

WEATHER roilOITIONs

CLEAft +2 7.

PAKTiY Ci0U0r-l4Z %
OVenCMT •!. ST.

RMN »•«''•

FOG lt.tr,

HAZE tMUT-- l< I t

72733—26t. (Face p. 90.) No. 8





-A.- 8ERSS.

Q -GROWLERS.

iWV- FIELD ICE.

BTll' WARM ATLANTIC WATEK
««5 ABCTIC WAT£fl

G^NERALCHART
ICE PATROL
APRIL 1-15, 1125.

GRAND BANKS

IVEATHtR CeUOITIONS

B *»»
•C 1S.0X

_>7:i.o_oe-f (Fare p. 00.) No. 9





^- BERSS.
O -GROWLERS.

rtl^- FIELD ICE.

•v.-.-. ARCTIC WATER
im WARM ATLANTIC WATER

GENERAL CHART
ICE PATROL
APRIL 15-30, |<)J5

GRAND BANKS

-VEATHER COMDlTfONS

CLEAR OS?,

CLOUDY- 420 ^
OVERCAST - 57 5 7.

RAIN IOC'-.

FOG i HAZE 4 4 0?.

70733_o6|. (Face p. 90.) No. 10





^- aenos.

O-CROWLCRS.
i/n flELO ICC

ARCTIC HVATER.

WARM ATLANTIC WATER

GEINERAUCHART
ICE PATROL
/WAY 1-15OES.
GRAND BANKS

CMArtT MO.II

WEATHER CONDITIONS
CLE Ad 8./T.

PARTI.Y ciexoi' it-ex

OVCRCAST te.i\

ll.l %
^OCOV J9.»»

NAty ---ast

72733—26t. (Face p. 90.) No. H





-A.- BERCS.
O -GROWLERS.
I<|W-FIEL0 ICE.

GENERAL CHARTGOV E.RINe

ICE PATROL
MAY I6-31,I9?5

GRAND BANKS CHART NO. It

72733—26t. (Face p. 90.) No. 12





A.- BERes.
© -GROWLERS.
I^-FIEUD ICE.

G^NERALCHART
ICE PATROL
JUNE 1-15,1925

GRAND BANKS

;!3—26t. (Face p. 90.) No. 13



i

.3>



A.- BEBttS

O -GROWLERS
iWV- FIELD ICE.

GENERAL CHARTCOV^f INS

ICE PATROL
JUNE 16-30, I9?5

GRANP BANKS
CH«(n NO. 1*

r2733—26t. (Face p. 00.) No. 14





72733—26t. (Face p. 90.) No. 15



L



MARCH i (i: b *b (D (^:

2 3 4-50 7 a 9 10 II 12 13 1+ 15 le 17 18 19 £0 21 82 23 24 25 26 £7 28 ig 30 31
NO DATA I - 22

APRIL



..M— IP.IW ^tmmm^mvm'ftim WWHP « i HI i I i <

r • e « «

IttifW'i'i' BSKT
8 r

\ 3 E -i^ C ^ u .'-, Baa
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